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PREFACE 

The reconstruction of Ancient Indian History has passed 
through.everal stage.. In the beginning. almost every
thing appeared to be of the nature of a dim legend; hardly 
any historical data were· available. When the key to the 
ancient Indian inscriptions was discovered. abundant histori
cal material became available. and the energies of scholars 
were for some time directed toward. the task· of assorting it. 

.The first generation of scholars was naturally engaged in 
detennining the chronology and giving the frame·work of the 
political history. These problems became more or less 
settled in course of time. Owing to the commendable :real 
of the Indian Government and of the various research societies. 
J,oth in India and abroad. immense historical material 
became available in course of time. The discovery of the 
Arthas'i1stra. which coincided with the political awakening 
in the country. gave a powerful impetus to the study of the 
political institutions of Ancient India. The material now 
available is. however,- so ample that the historian need not 
lODger be exclusively ~r mainly occupied with the court. but 
can give equal attention to the cottage. 

In this book. which substantially represents a thesis 
accepted for the D. Litt. degree of the Beoares Hindu Uni
versity. an attemPt has been made to give a comprehensive 
history of the Deccan under the Rashtralru!as (c. 750-1000 A.D.). 

The first Part ( Chapters I-VI) deals with the political 
history of the RlishtrakliIB dynasty. More than 40 years 
have elapsed since the late Drs. R. G. Bhandarkar and Fleet 
wrote upon this subject. During this time. several new 
inscriptions of the Riish\rakli\as and their contemporaries have 
been published. necessitating the rewriting of the history of 
the dynasty. Some idea of the new material. that ha~ be-

(iii) 
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come subsequently available in this period. may perhaps be 
gained. when it is pointed out that in the present work. it 

, was found necessary to devote' about four times the space 
"that was found more than' sufficient by Bhandarkar and 
'Fleet ror n~rrating the political history of the house. Like 
a no~el, political history cannot be all new or originaL ,It 

·ls. however. hoped that scholars will find the history of 
the Rash!rakli!as expounded here much more fully than 1n 

, any book so far pu blished. Several new suggestions, view· 
points, and conclusions will be met with. and Chapter I. 
dealing with the predecessors of Dantidurga. will be found 
to be substantially new and original. The political relations 
of the Rashtrakli!as with their contemporaries and feuda
tories have been fully discussed. The history of the feuda
tories. however. has not been de~lt with In detail as it was 
outside the scope of the present work. ' 

Part II (Chapters VII-XII.) contains a comparative 
study of the Ra.htrakli!a administration. The book. on the 
subject of Ancient Indian Politic. a~e now so numerous. 
that the students of the subject may be inclined to feel some 
apprehension at the prospect of a new one being added te> 
their number. It- is. however. confidently hoped that a 
perusal of this part will show that epigraphical documents 
have a rich store of material bearing on the subject. which 
has been practically untouched to the present day. The; 
information from the Rash!rakilta inscriptions has been in 
several places ,tompared to. contrasted with. and ,in some 
case •• where it seemed justifiable to do so. supplemented by 
the data supplied by the earlier. contemporary. and later 
inscriptions and works on the Nitis'ostra. Dharmas'lisfra. 
and Arthas'iistra. 

Part III (Chapters Xlii-XVII) attempts to delineate the 
religious. social. literary. educational and economic conditions ,. 
of the times. Here the back.ground had to be necessarily" 
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wider. The method in ihis part is also comparative. 'lliave 
not only tried to show what the things were in the Deccan 
under the Rashirakii\as, bilt also Introduced Comparisons With 
a view to illustrate 'the state of affairs in the earlier alid '!ater 
times. In this part the treatment has been mainly cbnflned 
to the Deccan under the Rashtraku\8S; in a few cases evi· 
dence from Northern India is also considered with a vi~ to 
emphasise the points of similarity and contrast. While eon· 
sidering the economic conditions. 'the data supplied by some 
Chola records had to be utilised, as it was necessary to do 
sa in order to interpret properly the numerous Rashtnikii\3. 
inscriptions, hailing from the northern districts of Tama 

'muntry. Epigraphical sources have been primarily' relied 
upon, but at ev.,ry step an effort has been made to sh~w how 
far the realities of the sitUation, as disclosed by the Inscrip· 
tions, confirm, modify or contradict the 'picture based upon 
the Smrtis andPur;'Qa~, As social and religious cusloms 
and institutions do not change suddenly, the information in 
this part is in some cas,," supplemented by the data supplied. 
by the 7th and the 11th cent~ry inscriptions also. 

The reader will thus find in this work not only the 
political history of the times, but also the religious, 9~ial. 
economic, literary and administrative history of the age, 
Unlike most of the books on the subject of Ancient Indian 
"History, he will lind here equal attention given to the cultural 
as well as to the political history. A perusal of the book will 
show that there hardly exists any work at present, which 
offers so complete and comprehensive a study of any 'period 
in Ancient IndiBn History. . 

The main sources of the book are the inscriptions of the 
Rnshtraku\8S, their contemporaries, and their immediate 
predecessors and successors, These are supplemented by 
the accounts of the Arabic travellers and the, valuable book of 
Alberuni. Contemporary work. like Somadeva's Ya.!' ani/aka 
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.and Niti~iik,iimrta, Pampa's Vikramiirjuna~ijaya and later 
SmJl;is and Pural)as have also been utilised. Later travel· 
lers like Marco Polo, Ibn Batuta. Bemier and Tavemier 
have. also been consulted with a view to see whether they 

'could .throw any light on our period. 
F 0.- the purpose of Parts" and III, I have thoroughly 

·studied the whole of the Dharmas' listra, Nitis'listra, and 
Arthas'iistra literature, and' the relevant portions from the 
Puml)as and the later Nibandhas. My principal aim is to 
find out how far the epigraphical data confirm, modify or 

.contradict the conclusions based upon the theoretical works 
on the subject. 

In Part III the aim is merely to describe the social, 
religious and economic conditions of our period. No ~tt~mpt 
.is made to account for the changes that we witness taking 
place at this time. To a student of the Dharmas'astra 
literature, the temptation to. initiate' this enquiry .is almost 
irresistible, but that w'ould have been beyond the scope of 
the present work and would have unnecessarily incremsed its 
size. I hope to write in course of time a few monographs 
on the origin. development and history of the various socio
religious institutions of the Hi"dus, The first of these, 
dealing with the history and development of Education in 
Ancient India, has been ju~t published • 

. In conclusion I would like to offer my hearty thanks 
to the Oriental Book Agency and its enterprising manager 
Dr. N. G. Sardesai for. undertaking the publication of this 
work, . and to Mr, S. R. Sardesai, the manager of the 

. Samarth Bharat Press, for printing it neatly . 

. Benares Hindu University. } 

. February 20, 1934. 
A. S. Altekar 
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PART I"":'POLITICAL HISTORY 

CHAPTERI 

Early Riah~rakii~a Rulers. 
Their Stock. Home. "and Relationa with the 

Predeces.ors of Dantidurga. 
Before proceeding to narrate the history of the Imperial 

Ri!sh\rakii\a dynasty. the historian has to consider a Cew preli. 
minary but important questions. Who were the Ra,h\rahii\lls1 
What was their home? When and how did they first rise into 
'political prominence? Were lhere any ruling Rash\rakii\ll 
families before the time of Dantidurga? These questions 
have to be first considered to clarify the later history. We 
8hal1 first discuss the question of the early Rash\rakii\a Camilies 
as it will naturally throw consiaerable light over the remaining 
problems mentioned above. 

Ear Her Riah!rakii!a Ruling F amilie •. 
AnCestors of Danlidurga excepted. Abhimanyu of Mana. 

pura. Nannaraja of the Mullai grant and KarkkarBja cl the 
Antroli·Chharoli record are the only Rashtrakii\a rulers. 
whose houses are known to have flourished earlier than the 
house of Dantidurga. A number of other rulers. however. 
have been considered as belonging to the R ... htrakiita stock 
by some earlier writers; it will be firslshown why these views 
are untenable. 

(1) While editing the Kadaba plates (I>. Hultzsch had 
suggested that Almlavarsha Subhatunga. mentioned in Me,{ara 
plates tal as having flourished in the 5th century A.D.. might 
be a Rash\rakii\a prince. possibly the father of Indra who. 
according to the Kauthem plates. was defeated by the early 

I. I. A .. XII. pp. 13 ff. 
2. I. A .. I. p. 363. 



PREDECESSORS OF DANTIDURGA 

Cbalukya prince Jayasinha. Akr.lavarsha Subhatui>ga no 
doubt looks like a Rash\raku\a name. but we have to omit this 
king altogether from our consideration. as the Merkara plates 

. have been shown to be a forgery. 
, It is no doubt true that a few records of the later Chalukya 

dynasty. uis .• the Kauthem plates of Vikram"ditya v,a>. Ye· 
woor'" and Nilgunda m plates of Vikramaditya VI. and Sona
vade'" and Miraj ,,> plates of Jayasinha refer to a Rash!raku\a 
dynasty said to have flourished earlier than thal of the Cbalu· 
kyas 'of Badami. We are told in these records that after ruling 
for 59 generations at Ayodhya. the Chalukyas migrated to the 
south 'and ruled there for 16 generations. Then their glory was 
eclipsed for a time owing to the ascendancy of the Rashlrakulas.' 
But soon there arose the valiant Jayasinha. who conquered the 
Rash,raku!a king Indra. the son of KrshQa. and reestablished 
the fortunes of his family. If this version of history be true. 
no .doulit we have evidence for .the existence of a Rii.hlraku\a 
dynasty. ruling prior to c. 500 AD.. somewhere in central 
Maharashlra or northern Karnatak. But there is ample evi· 
dence to show that the defeat of the Rash\raku!as. attributed 
in these record. to Jayasinha. is not based upon any< reliable 
traditi~n. In the first place. the records in question are full of 
m~th"logical details; a Ch"lukya dynasty ruling for 59 genera· 
tiops. at Ayodhya is not known to sober history. The most 
concl!lsive reason. however. for ignoring the theory. that 
Jayasinha had really defeated a Rashlrakula king Indm in 
c. 5QO !\.D..,i. the fact that not a single record of the early 
Cbalukyas of Badami refers to this incident. This silence will 
appear the more significant when we remember that the 
Chalukya records mention a number of petty rulers like the 
Kadambas. the Mauryas. the NaJas etc.. who were supplanted 
,by \he early rulers of the dynasty. It is inexplicable why 

." . . !. :;(: .. A •• XVI. pp.151 IE. 4. I. A .• VIII. pp.ll H. 
S. E. I .. XIII. pp. 12 ff. • 6. B. I. S. ¥. J .. x. pp. 87 If. 
7. E.I.. XII. pp. 14211. 



HAD JAYASINHA CONQUERED RASHTRAKl,[TAS? 3 

the Chalukya rulers of Badami sl10uld have conspired to 
condemn to oblivion the most significant achievement of 
Jayasinha. whom they were claiming as the founder of their 
dynasty. Fleet's theory in this respect appears as the most 
plausible one; the defeat of Rashlrakiita Indra. son of Krshl)a. 
attributed to Jayasinha in c. SOO A.D •• i. probably due to the 
fact thet the historians of the later Chalukyas.like some of their 
present-day successors. believed that- history repeats itself. 
They knew that Taila II. the founder' of the I"-ter Chalukya 
empire. had defested Rash!rBkii!a king. Indra IV. the (grand·) 
son of Krshl)a III; they attributed an exactly similar feat to 
the founder of the early Chalukya dynasty as well. Coins of 
a 'king· Krshl)a have been discovered in the Central Provinces 
which seem to belong to a fl\irly early date. But there is 
nothing to connect the king Krshl)a of the coins with Krshl)a. 
the father of Indra. said to have been defeated by Jayasinha. 
The Krshl)a of the coins may be perhaps the Kalachuri ruler 
Krshl)ara;a •. whose grandson Budharnja was defeated by 
Mailgalikil. (8) 

o (2) Fleet had suggested that king Attivarman. m";:'tioned 
in a grant hailing from Guntur district (9), may probably have 
been a Rashtrakiita prince 00'. This suggestion also is to be 
ruled out of order. because there is hardly anything to support 
it, The provenance and' the characters of the grant show that 
it is very probably a

O 

PallaVB record. The mythological des. 
cent from Hiral)Yagarbha. which Attivarman claims. would 
also suggest that he was a Pallava, rather than a Rashtrakiita 
ruler. Rash\rakiita rulers of no branch whatever make any 
mention of Anandamabarshi with whom Attivarman claims 
to be connected. The only ground for suggesting that 
Attivarman may hav~ been a Rash\rakiita is the expressio~ 
·,Kandnaranrpaliku!odbniilena·. used with reference to Atti· 
varman. But this expression is hardly sufficient to prove 

8. E. I .. V. p.29S. 9. I. A .. IX. p. 102. 
10. Dyna,"ea otthe Callorese District,. p. 334. 
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J is lion. whereas that of the Rashtrakutas of 
that Attiv'ls either S'iva or Eagle. Nor is there any sim'ilarity 
i(r.!ne names of the members 'of the two families. The 
'territory over which Abhimanyu was ruling was. however. 
immediately to the north of the kingdom of the R ... htrakuta 
king Nanna,.;,ja who was. as will be presently shown. very 
probably either a direct or a collateral ancestor of Dantidurga. 
Since on palaeographical grounds. the grant of Abhimanyu can 
be placed in the middle of the 7th century. Mananka. Devaraja. 
Bhavishya and Abhimanyu become the contemporaries. as 
will be shown below. of Durgara;a. Govindaraia. Svamikaraia 
and NannBraja respectively of the Tivarkhed and Multai plates. 
The kingdoms of these Rashtrakuta families were also 
contiguous to each other. It is' not' unlikely that the two 
houses may have been connected with each other by blood 
relationship; but definite evidence to establish such connection 
is still wanting. 

The next definite' mention of Riish!t'aku!B kings i8 to be 
seen in the Tivarkhed and Multai plates. The name of the 
grantor of the Multai plates has been read by Fleet as Nanda
raja (17) but an examinati~n of the facsimile published by him 
makes it absolutely certain that the name of the king is Nanna
riija and not Nandariija. Fleet has mistaken the partially 
faint lower no for do; a comparisoll of this letter with nda in 
II. 2 and 6 will show d..lrly that the letter in question is nna 
and not nda. 

If we compare the genealogies in the Tivarkhed and 
Multai plates. we shall find th~t they are absolutely id.nticaI. 
In both the plates the grantor is Nannaraia and his father. 
grand-father and great-grand-father are Svamikaraja. Govin
da,.;,ja and Durgaraja respectively. But the Tivarkhed plates 
were issued by Nannaraja in &ka ,S3 or in 631-2 A.D. (18). 
whereas the Multai plates purport to be issued by the same 
ruler in S' aka 631 or 709-210 A.D. If Fleet's reading in the 

17. I. A .. XVIII. pp. 230 ff. 18. E.I .. XI. pp. 276 fE. 



RASHTRAKUTA NANNARAJA 1 

Mul tai plates were rorrecl. it was possible to argue that 
Nandaraja was a younger brother of Nann'araja and. therefore. 
may have been on the throne even 78 years later than the 
elder brother. But it is shown above that the grantor of 
the plate. in question is Nannara;a. and not Nandariija. 
and therefore identi~al with the ruler who had issued the 
Tivarkhed plates. In his grant issued in 631-2 A.D .• 
Nanniiraja claims that unlike his ancestors he was a ruler 
entitled to the dignity of the panchamahas' abJa. which he had 
personally won. He must be at least 2S at this time; "ould he 
be then still on the throne 78 yesrs later ? We have got the case 
of Nizam.ul,Mulk. who died when he was 104; sa this is not 
impossible. But we must confess that such a long reign. as 
'distinguished from life. is very rare. and it is therefore almost 
certain that the date of one of the two records is wrong. 

There are good grounds to hold that the date 70lrIO A.D. 
supplied by the Multai plates may not be genuine. The 
genealogy of the Multai plates starts in verse, but after the 
first verse there is a sudden break. A sentence in prose fol, 
lows but the concluding portion of it. tas,atmaoiinatmajo. is 
again the fragment of a verse. The record. therefore. daes not 
seem to be genuine. at lesst it is not carefully drafted or 
copied; and the date it supplies to us may nol be genuine. 

The genealogy of this Rashtrakiita house. as we gather it 
from these two records. is as follows:-
, (I ) "ourgarBja. 

I 
(2) Govindaraja. son bf No. I. 

I 
(3) SViimikamja. son of No.2. 

I 
(4) Nannaraja Yudhasura. son of No. 3. 
Known dutes. 631-2 A.D. and 70lriO A.D. (7) 

Since the reign of Nannaraja commenced earlier than 631 A.D •• 
we may assign his predecessors to the following periods, 
assuming an average reign of 20 years. 



8 PREDECESSORS OF DANTIDURGA 

Durgariij'l570-590 A.I). 
Govinda .... ja 590-610 A.Do 
Svamikariija 610-630 A.D. 

Nannaraja. known dates. 631 A.D. and 710 A.D. (1) 
Can we establish "!ly connection between the Rash\ra. 

kiilas of the Tivarkhed and Multm records with the pradece ... 
sors of Dantidurga1 It may be at once admitted that direct 
evidence to connect the two houses is not yet forthcoming: but 
the available data make it extremely probable that Dantidurga 
was either a direct or a collateral descendant of Nannaraja of' 
the Tiverkhed and Multai records. The seal of the two plates 
issued by him is Garu~a or Eagle. which was also the seal of 
Dantidurga and his descendants. The names of Nannamja and 
his ancestors are either similar to. or identical with, the nameli 
of many of the predecessors and successors of Dantidurga. 
One of the latter's uncles, who was probably a younger 
brother of Krshl)a I, and was governing the territory round 
.Daulatabad in 793 A.Do <19> was Nal\naraja. The formation 
of the name Svamikeriija is similar to the biruda Prchhaka. 
rilja which was borne by Indra(Zo>. Govindariija. the 'name 
of Nannariija's grand.father, is repealed four times in the main 
RiiSh\mkii\a line ruling at Malkhed, ~nd once in the Gujrat 
branch. The great·grand.father of Nannaraja was Durgarajaand 
his name may have paved the way of the formation of the name 
Dantidurga. 'This close similarity in the names of the m"m· 
bers of the two houses can hardly he explained, except on the 
assumption that the two families were connectc;d with each 
other. Indra, Karka, Govinda. Dhruva. Akalavarsha Subha. 
tunga, Akalavarsha Krshl)a and Dantivarman were the names 
of the different rulers in the Gujrat RiiShtrakuIB branch, whose 
blood relationship with the house of MaIkhed 'cannot be doubt· 
ed; and ~iI these names are repetitions of the names of the 
earlie. rulers of the main line. The names of four out of five 
Nlers of the Gujrat branch of the Cha!ukyas, via. the two 

i9: . E~ I., IX. pp. 195 FE. 20. E. I .. XVIII. p. 235., 
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Jayasinhavannans. Vinayaditya. Mangalarasa and Avanijanas'. 
raya Pulake4in are borrowed from those of the roam Chao 
lukya line, If the names of Nannarija and hi. ancestors are 
identical with or similar to those of the predecessors and 
successors of Dantidurga. the presumption, is j>oesible 
that there was a close family connection between the two 
houses. 

It will be presently shown that the early' exploits oC 
Dantidurga and his Cather. Indm. e. g. the latter's Jeat of 

, carrying away by force ( riik.ha&IJ f1ilJiihlJ ) a Chaluk;a prin. 
cess Crom !<aira. Dantidurga' s occupation. at the beginning of 
his career. oC Gujrit and northern Mahilrish\ra and' the deC eat 
oC the kings of Sindh. Malva and Kos' ala. would indicate 
that the C amily must have been ruling in the feudatory capacity 

_ somewhere in the central or westem portion of Central India. 
prior to the rise of Dantidurga in c. 745 A.D. We learn from 
,the 'fivarkhed and the MulWi grants. that NannarBja was also 
ruling in a portion of the territory above indicated. The 'fivar· 
khed plates were issued from Achalapura. which is the 
same as E1ichpur in Berar; Tiwrkhed itself was granted 
away by the charter. and it is only 55 mile~ from E1ichpur. 
The villages referred to in the Multai plates have not yet been 
'identified. but Multai. where the plates were discovered. is 
pnly about 28 miles from Tivarkhed. Naimaraja and his an· 
cestors were ruling'n Berar and their capital was probably at 
E1ichpur. The exploits of Dantidurga also can best be ex· 
plained if we assume that his patrimony was somewhere in 
Berar. This province occupies a central position with reCe. 
renee to Kaira, Ujjain. Sirpur and Satara. where we know that 
his forces were oparating at the beginning of his career.· 

And Cinally. the known chronology oC the two houses does 
not only not go against the proposed connection between them 
but does support it. Assuming an av"":-ge reign of 20 years 
(except where the succession wa~ not Crom Cather to son). and 

• See the adjoining map. 
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wodcing back from the known dates of Krsh!)a I, we get the 
following genealogical and chronological ta ble:-

(1) 'Durgaraja, c. S70-S90 A.D. 
(2) Govindaraja, son of No. I, c. S90-610 A.D. 
(3) Svamika ... ja, son of No.2, c. SIO-63O A.I>-
(4) Narinamja Yudhasura, son of No.3, c. 630-650 A.D. 

Known dates, 631 A.D. and (1) 709 A.D. 
(5) Dantivarman, probably son of No. 4, 650-670 A.D • 
. (6) Indra Prchhakamja, son \>f No. s, c. 670-690 A.D. 
(7) Govindarilja, son of No. 6, c. 690-710 A.I>-

. (8) Karka I, son of No.7, c. 710-730 A.D • 
. (9) fndra I, son of No.8. c. 730-74S A.D. 
(10) . Dantidurga, son of No.9, c. 745-7S6 A.D. 

Known date, 7S4 A.D. 
(Ill KrshQa I, uncle of No. 10. c. 756-775 A.D. 

Known date., 758. 768 and 772 A.D. 
N. B.-In the case of Indra 1 and his son Dantidurga. 

a reign of IS years only has been assumed, as Nanna GU!)il
valoka, a younger brother of Indra I, was still alive in 792 
A.D •• as the Daulatabad plates show "". 
. If we reject the date 709 A.D., supplied by the Multai 
plates, as not genuine. it will appear very probable that 
Nannaraja was the predecessor, and very likely the father, oC 
Dantivarman, the earlie.t known ancestor of Dantidurga.. If. 
on the other hand. that date has to be accepted as genuine, the 
probability. would be that Dantivarman was a younger brother 
of Nannaraja Yudhlisura, ruling somewhere in Khandesh, over 
part of the dominions of his elder brother. Nannaraja may 
have had no sons, or they and their descendants may have 
been eclipsed altogether by the successors of Dantivarman . 

. . To sum up, the similarity and identity of the names of tho 
members of the two families. the close contiguity of the places 
where they were ruling, the identity of the seal design, and 
the. striking manner in which. the known dates of tho members 

21.. E.I .. Ill, pp. 195 If. 
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of the two families can be worked up into a mutually adiust. 
ing chronological and genealogical table.-all these make it 
extremely probable. if not almost certain. that the atlcestors of 
Dantidurga were rl!ling somewhere in Berar. and were eith". 
the direct or collateral descendants of the Rash!J'al<ula king· 
NantUU'8ja Y udhasura. who was ruling at Elichpur in Berar in 
the midclle of the 7th century A.D. 

There remains to be considered the Rashtraku\a family 
disclosed by the Antroli-Chharoli plates of Kadmmja II. dated 
757 A.D. (21) The following genealogy is supplied by the· 
record:-

(1) Karkariiia I. c. 690-710 A.D . 
. (2) Dhruva. son of No.1. c. 710-730 A.D. 
(3) Govinda. son of No.2. c. 730-750 A.D. 
(4) Karka II. son of No. 3. c. 750-770 A.D. 

Known date 757 A.D. 
. From this record we learn that the village of Sthavara. 

pallika. i .•. modem Antroli·Chharoli. was granted away by· 
Karka II in 757 A.D. Since Antroli·Chharoli is 10 mile. to 
the .north·east of Surat. and since the donee hailed from 
Jambusiira in the Bharoch District. it is clear that Karka '11' 
was ruling over Surat and Sharoch districts. It is. how. 
ever. alinost certaih that the immediate ancestors of Karka II 
were not living in this locality. or if they were doing so they 
were wielding no .ruling p~wers. For, in the early decades 
of the 8th century A.D.. the districts in question were being 
governed partly by the Gujrat Chalukyas. and partly by the 
Bharoch houso of the Gurjaras. The rule of Karka II in 
southern Gujrat, therefore. must have been of recent origin. 

The seal of Karka II of the Antroli·Chharoli record is. 
the same as that of the main Rashll'akulB branch. viII. eagle: 
the m,mes of the ancestors of the donor are those. which fre •. 
quent\y figure in the main Rashtrakuta lin!!. Karka II was a 
contemporary of Dantidurga and wa; ruling over a .portion of 

22. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XVI. pp. 106 ff, . 
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l"'la, which the latter claims to have conquered. It is there. 
fore quite clear that the house of Karka must have been 
closely cOnnected with that of Dantidurga, but what precisely 
that relationship was we do not know. Bhagwanliillndraji has 

'Buggested"3) that Dhruva,of the Antroli-Chharoli record may 
'he assumed to be another brother 'of Indra I, ilie father of 
Dantidurga. On this hypothesis the genealogy of the main 
line with known dates will he as under:-

I 
Dhruva 

I 
Govinda 

I 
Karka II 
757 A.D. 

I 
Indra 1 

" Dantidurga 
754 A.D. 

Karka 1 
I 

I 
Krshl)a I 

758, 768 and 772 A.D. 

I 
Nannariija 

793 A.D. 

There is nothing impossible in the above genealogy and 
,chron<>logy. Nanna, the youngest brother of Karka I, we may 
,assume, was born in c. 715 A.D. and Dhruva, his eldest 
brother, may have been his senior by about 20 years. 
Dhruva' s son Govinda may have been born in Co 115 A.D. and 
his grandson Karka II. in Co 135 A.D. Indra may have been two 
years younger than Dhruva. and his .on Oantidurga may 
have been born in c 720 A.D. Indra seems to have 'been the 
most ambitious of the four brothers and his' son Dantidurga 
may have begun his militery career in c. 745 A.D. when he 
was only about 25. Shivaji and Babar are known to have 
begun -their careers at even an earlier age. Oantidurga' s 
nephew may have actively assisted him in hi. conquests when 
he was only a youth of 20; the uncle may have rewarded the 
services of the nephew by appointing him the governor over 
the newly conquered province of Lala. After the death of 
Dantidurga in c. 760 A.D. KrshQa. his eldest surviving uncle. 
may have succeeded him. being the, mo.t senior member of 

23. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XVI. PI>. 106 ff. 
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the house. The drawback in this theory is the necessity at 
assuming that Dhruva. Govinda and Karka II were. all of them, 
the eldest SOIlS of their parents. and even after making this. 
assumption we find that Karks II has tl) be asswnedo to hava 
joined his uncle. when he was only just a boy of 18 or 20. It 
i. als" difficult to understand why a youth of about 20 shauld 
have beon preferred by Dantidurga for the Gujrat viceroyalty
to his two mature uncles. 

Recently Dr D. R. Bhandarkar has tentatively advanced. 
the view"" that Karka II and his~ father Govinda of the
Anlroli-Chharoli record may be identified with Karka and. 
Govinda. father and grand-father respectively of the Indra 1 
of the main Ris.htrakii\a house. He points out that the 
genuineness of th~ Samangad plates of Dantidurga is not. 
above suspicion and therefore we may ignore the date 754 A.D •• 
suppted by this record for Dantidurga. 

This view also is not free from difficulties. If Karka and. 
his !'ather Govinda of the Antroli-Chharoli record are to be 
identified with the father and grand-father of Krsht)a 1 of the 
main lino. Dhruva and Karka 1 of the former record will have 
to be idontified with Indra 1 and Dantivarman of tho main 
house. .We shall have to assum" that either Dbruva and 
Ka.ka wore tho biruda. of Indra 1 and Dantivarman or oice· 
08"a. Ra.h\rakli\B kings have used several biruda •• but there. 
is not a single instBnce of any of the names Dhruva. Karka •. 
Indra or Dantivarman being used as a biruda.. So far thes .. 
names have been known only as personal names. 

In the second place the known dates of Dantidurga and 
Kloht)a I militate against this view. Even supposU;g it to, 
be proved thaI the Samangad record is a later forgery. the 
chronological difficulties involved in this theory are not salved. 
The new plates "51 published by the Bhisrata Itibasa Samsho
dhaka Mandala now supply 758 A.D. as the earliest date for 
Kpht)a I. and if we accept 757 A.D.. as the date of Dantidurga's 

24. E. I.. XVIII. p. 238. 25. B.I. S. M. J .• VIII. pp.16s-J1. 
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:grandfather Karka. the reigns of Dantidurga and his father 
Indra will have to be crammed in the incredibly short space 
"f about a yearl The reigns of both these rulers were event. 
ful; Indra I had come into hostile contact with tho Gujrat 
Chalukyas. and Dantidurga had in the course of a brilliant 
career defeated the kings of Millvil. Sindh, Ko~ala. Lilla and 
Sri. aita. besides anne",ing the northern dominions of the early 
Chalukyas. How could all this be achieved in the course of a 
.. ingle year? Even if we assume that Indra had predeceased 
his father. the diffi';ulty would noL be got over. for one year is 
to~ short a period for Lhe achievements of Dantidurga. 

A third possible view in this connection is to regard 
Karka J of the Antroli·Chharoli record as a younger brother of 
Indra Prchhakarlija of the main line. and to make his descend· 
ants Dhruva. GGvinda and Karka II contemporary cousins of 
·Govinda. Karka and Indra of the main line. This view pre
sents no chronological difficulLies like those in the first two 
theories; Karka II. according to this theory. becomes an elder 
contemporary of Dantidurga and he may quite possibly have 
rendered him valuable assistance in his military plans. in reo 
tum for which Dantidurga may have appointed him his deputy 
in southern Gujrat. It must. however. be admitted that the 
assumption that Karka J was a younger brother of Indra J is 
based upon mere conjecture. It has to be confessed that the 
precise relation of the main line with the Rashlraktilas of tho 
Antroli·Chharoli record still remains to be discovered. That 
the two houses were related in some way is fairly certain; Lhe 
ill·behaved relative. whom Krshl)a J ousted Boon after his 
acce .. ion. was very probably either Karka II or his succ:essor. 

The Naravana plates of Vikramaditya II. dated Saka 664. 
(. January 743 A.D. ) (2" state that the village Naravana in 
Chiplun taluka of Ratnligiri district was given to certain Brah· 
mana. by that Chalukya king at the request of Rashlrakiila 
Gov·indamja. son of Sivarlija. The charter was issued when the 

26. B. I. S. M. J .. x. pp. 9 ff .. 
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king was encamped at Adityavs!ika or modem Aitavade: in 
Satara district. It is not possible to connect this Rashlrakil!a 
Govindaraja either with the main line or with the ancestors of 
Karka II of the Antroli·Chharoli record. He cannot be 
-Govinda of the main line. for the latter was great·grand·father 
of Dantidurga and he could not have been possibly alive in 
743 A.D .• when the Naravana plates were issued. Nor can 
We identify him with Govinda. the father of Karka II of the 
Anlroli·Chharoli record. It is true that no chronological diffi. 
()ulty arises in connection with this identification; for the 
known date of Karka II. vis. 7S7 A.D.. fits in well with. the 
!mown date or Govinda of the Naravana plates. vis. 743 A.D. 
The father of Govindaraja may have been an officer under 
VikramMitya II in northern Konkan and his son may have 
<l8rVed out a principality in southern Gujral at the downrall of 
the Chslukyas. There is. however. an almost fatal .objection 
to this view; the father of Govindaraja of the Naravana 
plates is Sivaraja. whereas that of Govindar8ja of the Antroli
ehharoli record is Dhruvaraja. There is no evidence so far 
forthcoming to indicate that either Dhruvaraja or Sivarilja was 
ever used a. a biruJa by the Riishlrakillas. It may be also 
pointed out that Govindar8ja of the Antroli·Chharoli record was 
using feudatory titles. whereas Govindar8ja 01" the Naravana 
plates hIlS not even the title of a Samanla. The latter was 
probably a mere district officer ruling over .ome portions. eithe~ 
ofSatara or of Ratnagiri district. It is, therefore. very likely 
thaI he was in no way connected with the Rashtrakiila family 
mat later ousted the Chidukyas. 

Having indicated the probable relationship of the main 
Rash!"akilla line with earlier and contemporary Rashlrakilla 
ruling ramilies. let us now consider the que.tion of the stock 
and nationality of the hou.e of Dantidurga. We may rerer 
only very briefly to mythological or' semi-mythological views 
in this connection. Later Rashlrakilta. record. claim that· the 
dyna.ty was descended rrom the race of Yadu. BhagwMlal 
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Indraii had conjectured that this theory was started in Co 930 
A.D •• to. explain the change in the emblem oC Ihe RBshlrakii\8. 
seal from lion to eagle. which is the vlinana of Vishqu. Thi .. 
suggestion. however, is not happy; lion was the emblem of the 
RBshtrakiilas oC Manapura and not oC Malkhed. The seal· 
emblems on the early R ... htrakii!'l records. e./I. the Alas plates 
of Yuvaraja Govinda. the Pai!han plates of Govinda III, are or 
Garu4a or eagle. On some of the later records the emblem 
i~ that of seated Siva but the lion emblem figures nowhere. 

The earliest date. now known, when the Rash!rakiitas are 
seen claiming descent Crom Yadu is 811 A.D •• when the Sanjan 
plates were issued. 63 years earlier. however. the Rashtra
kiitas had not even dreamt of claiming this descent. The 
Wani·Dindori plates' of Govinda III. dated 808 A.D .. whil .. 
referring to the birth of that monarch. observe that when he 
came on the horizon the Ra.hlrakiita race became invincible 
like the race of the Yadus when Murari was bom in it. <27> 

It is fairly certain that the birth of Govinda III in the RB.hlra
kiita family would not have been compared to that of Krsh!)a 
in the Yadu race. if the Rash!rakiilas had at that time thought 
of claiming connection with it by descent. It is probably the 
simile in this verse, us> which suggested to th~ later kings and 
poets the idea or claiming a descent from the Yadus. especially 
since·it seems fairly probable. from the seal emblem of the 
eagle. that the earlier rulers were, like the Imperial Guptas. 
Vaish!)avas. 

R. G. Bhandarkar had suggested that the Ra.htrakiitas 
had probably sprung from a family that was known by the 
name of Tuilga ''''. since in tho Karhad <80' and Deoli plates '31> 

of Krshl)a III it is stated that the family had its origin from 
27. I. A .• XI. pp. 157 ff. 
28. CE. Ya9min sa1'vaguQls'rayc kshitipatau S'ri-RsshtrakiItlnvayei 

Jlte YldavaY8nS'~yanmadhuripiu A"sidalBnghyah paraih II 
29. E. 1. IV. pp. 278 ff. 30. E. I. • .y. pp. 192 If.' • 
31. B.G .. III. p. 384. 
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a king named Tunga. The above plates. however. mention iii 
the immediately next line RaIla as a descendant or pe.bapi. 
a son~a. and observetl;atthe Rashlrakll\a family was 
known after rum. Both'Tunga and Ratla are imaginary ratl.er 
than.real rul ...... and even if we suppose that the family ·~ois 
deScended from them. we find ourselves in no better positiOn 
about the solution of th .. question of the stock and the .. ,;ginal 
home of the Rash\roiklllas.· . . 

.. fleet has suggested (I" that since the names Ralhor·: and 
Ra!kod are to be derived fr~m the term Ra.hlraki:ila. we. may 
connect the Rash\rakli\as with the Rajputillla-Kanauj .ootID

try. 'ivruch seems to be the original habitat of the Ratho.· clans 
of the Rajputs. But the Rathors come to our notice much 
later than the southern Rash\roikll\a families. and it is quite 
p "5iblo that the Rajput Rathor. may be the descendants' of 
80me, members of the Deccan Rashtrak'Jta families. ·Ieft 
behind in northern India during the northe;'" campaigns. of 
Dhruva I. Govinda /II. Indra 111 and Krslu:>a /II • 

. Bumell was inclined-to hold that the Malkhed Ra.h!m-I 
kUla8 were Telgus Bnd were of the same stock a. the Redelies 
of the Andh.a land. (33) This view. however. does not be8r.cloSe 
sorutiny. The Redelies are at present scattered even over Tama 
country and north-eastern portions of Mysore State: but their 
orillinal home and present stronghold is the Andhra oounlry. 
The Reddies of Mysore are undoubtedly of Telgu origin,I3'·> 
and those in Tamil e1istricls still speak a broken Telgu dialect. 
which clearly proves their northern origin. If we suppose. that 
the Ri~htroiklilas were the ancestors of the modem Reddi .... 
their oril<inal home will have to be located Somewhere in the 
Krishna·Godavari dOD;. In that case it i. reasonable to· eK· 

pact that they would have· first come into prominence in ,that 
locality. A. it is. not only did the Rashtraklita expansion DOl 

'2. B. G. I. ii. p. !l84. 
". South Indian Pa/aeography. p. 10~. 
'4. Imperia/ (}azott",·. XVIJI. p. 191. 

~~ 
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.llel!il\, from the Telgu.speaking area. but most of it was never 
incwded in the Riosh!rakiila dominions. The ChDlukya rulers 
ov¢hrown by them were those of the main and the Gujrat lines. 
The Vengi kings continued to defy them down to th.oir fall. 

IThe mother·tongue of the Reshtrakiilas was Canares~ and not 
Telgu. as will be presently shown. The Reddies were a class 
of ,traders and cultivators and they are not known to have dis· 
tinguished themselves by military exploits in any period of 
ancient Indian history. It is but once that they are known to 
have founded a kingdom. and that was after the fall of the 
Gal)apatis of Warangal. when for about a century. c. 1350· 
14.50 A.D.. they were holding portions of Krishl)il and Raj. 
mahendri districts. Us> The change of Rashlra into Radda or 
Re<J¥es is also not possible i'; the T elgu dialect. though'ii can 
take place in the Tamil one. <3S> Under thes" circumstances it 
is not possible to identify the Rash~rakiilas with the ances· 
tors of modern Reddies. 

\ 

Mr. C. V. Vaidya holds that the Rashtrakiilasof Malkhed 
were a Marathi.speaking family. and were the ancestors of 
the modern Maratha .. <36> This view also seems to be unten· 
able. for it can be shown that the family belonged to the Cana. 
rese stoek and its mother.toogue was Canarese • 

. A survey of earlier history is necessary in order to decide 
whether the Rish\l'akiitas of Malkhed hailed from Mahii. 
l'ishtra or Karna\ak. It is'as early as the time of A:Ioka that 
we first hear of the Rathikas. a term to which we have to 
trace the Ranas and Resh\l'akiilas of later centuries. There is 
no phiiological difficulty in postulating this derivation; the name 
;is'spelt as Rislika at Gimar. Raslika at Shahabazgarhi. and 
Ratra\ta at Mansera. showing that all these terms are to be 
.!erived from the Sanskrit term Rashtrika. It is true that 
there is no trace of the sibilant of the original \'{ord in the 
terms Rawka or Ra"a. but the Mansera form Ratra\ta shows 

3S. /tid. VI!. po ISS. 
36. Hiol""V 0/ M.di.vol Hinda India. /I p. 249 (M ..... hi Edition). 
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that the term Rashtrika ass;'med a Ioim altogether devoid of 
any sibil";'t in some dialects. As a matter of fact the 'orm 
Ratmka of Mansera supplies us the link between Rashtrika 
and Rallika ar RaIIB. Pischel besides quotes several cases 
of.a Sanskrit .h!a becoming a simple !!a in Prakrits. ce. 

SkI. IshlB: M •• J. M. and Amg. 11\8. 
Skt. Aushlrika: J. M. UIIiYa. 
SkI. SandashlB: - M. SandB\IIL'3'/) 
It will be seen that this tendency to change the ariginal 

.hla into lIa is to be mainly seen in the MahirBshtri and 
Jaina.Mahirashlri. and it is precisely in the' south. where 
these dialects were spoken. that we find the change af ariginal 
Rashtrika into RalllL 

In my opinion the various RallB or Rash\rakiilB families 
of aur period were the descendants af some of th.. Rathika 
families. that were ruling aver sn)B1I 'tracts in the feudatory 
capacity since the time of AOaka. A~ka inscriptians describe 
Ra\hikas as westemers. but they also-associate -them with the 
Bh';;akas. which will shaw that they were occupying portions 
af MahilI'iIshlra and Berar as well The' next reference to 
\hem is in the N8nBghal inscription 'of Queen Nayanika. where 
we leam thaI she was th.. daughter- of Mah8ra\hi Tranaka. 
yira, whose statue was erected by the ,.ide of his daughter- at 
Nan;,gha\. There existed at this time numerous feudatory 
rulers known as ra{hika.. In connection with the wcstem 
expedition of king KhBravela his Khandagiri inscription tells 
us that he carried away the wealth and crowns of all the 
ra!hikas and bhojaka.. There are tWo records at !(arli"·> be. 
longing to a little later period. recording the benefactions of 
Mah8ra\hi Gotiputa Agimitanaka and Mah8ra\hi Vasithipula 
Son)Bdew. The latter grants a village which shows that he 
was a ruling chief. A Bhiojii record <.,> disclo.ses the existence 
of a Mahara\hi :ViQhudatta, and a KaQheri one that of a 

37. Gramm4llk cUr Prakrl1-8prachen. Sec.ioa 304. 
38. J. B. B, R. A. S" V. pp. 152-3; 39. Ibid, p. 62. 
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Mahara\hini Nagamulanika. who ";as the daughter of a mahr.
n.ja iuld sister of a mahabhoja. This record again shows. 
like that of king Kharavela. that ra/his and mahliralhis were 
feudal chiefs. and not mere generals or local district ·officers. 

It is usually supposed that the Ralhis and Maharathis 
were in power in Mahiuilshtra only. but there is definite evi· 
dence to show that some of them were occupying portions of 
Kamatak as well~ 'Lead coins bearing the legend 's;'dakani
Ka!alilya·Maharalhi· have been found near Chitaldurga. <00' 

These coins belong to the middle of· the 3rd century A.D. 
Tbe Hirahadagalli grant of Dharmamaharajadhiraja S'iva
skandavarman W' is addressed. among others. to Rathika .. We 
further rind thai some of the Maharathis were closely connect· 
ed with Canarese families. The cumulative evidence of two 
Kanheri records shows that Niigamulanika. who was married 
to a Mahara\hi. was the daughter of Haritiputra Vishl)u.kada 
Chutu·Satakarl)i. who was a Canarese prince ruling at Bana
vasi. (0" Some of the Maharathis were Naga.worshippers; 
the name of the queen of Satakarl)i I. Nayanika or Niganika. 
suggests that her Maharalhi father was a Naga.worshipper. 
One of the Iion·pillars at Karli was the gift of a Maharathi. 
Agimita·naka or Agnimitra.nilga. whose name also shows that 
he was a Naga.worshipper. The donor of one of the Kal)heri in
..,riptions. who was the wife of a Maharalhi. is Nagamulanika 
or Nagamiilanika and he.· son's' name was Skandanilga. un 
One of the inscriptions of her father Vh)hu.ka<!a.chutu,. dis
covered at Banavasi,·~ upon a stone slab bearing the represen· 
tation of a five·headed cobra. Naga·.worship was extensively' 
practised by the early Uihabitants of· Mysore, .... and· since 
some of the Maharathis Were Naga-worshippers and connected 

40. Rapson, Catalgu.".; pl57j Pia .. VUI. NOI 233. 
41. E.!.,I, P. 2. 
42. Rapson, Catalog".; p. L1U; Lude .. , Liot. No. 1021, 
41. A.S.W.I .. ·V,'PI86. 
44. Rice, Mg ..... and Co.rg from Ifl.cMptidns. p.'202. . . 
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by marriage wilh Canarese families •. we are justified in 
concluding that Rap,is imd Maharalhis were in power also in 
parts of Ka"';atak. especially since coins of Sndakana' 
Ka!'tllaya Maharathi are discovered in the heart of Kamalak 
near Chitaldurga. In the face of these facts it can no longer 
be maintained that the Ralhi and Maharalhi familie. were 
confined only to Mahamsh!rB. . 

We can now take up the question as to wheth~r the 
Reshtrakiitas of Malkh~d originally belonged to MaharjlShtra 
or Kamil\ak. We have shown already how the mllin line. 
that was later established at Malkhed. has to be connected 
with the Rash\rakii\a family ruling at Elichpur. But Danti. 
durga and his ancestors were not natives of Berar. Canarese 
was their mother-tongue. It was Canarese and not Maha-t 
rasblrlliterature that flourished at their court. "" Amogha. 
varsha 1 of the line was either himself the author. or at least 
the inspirer. of the oldest Canarese. work on poetics. The 
sign-manuals of Karka and. Dhruva of the Gujrat branch of 
the house in the Naosari.plates of 816 A.D. ,," and the Baroda 
grants of 812"7' and 835'''' A.I). are in the south-Indian 
proto-Canarese characters. whereas the records themselve. 
are to be seen inscribed in the usual script of the locality of 
the period in question. If the home of the Malkhed Rashtra. 
kiitas were in MahiMshtra. it is difficult to explain how they 
could be using the script of Kama\ak as their mother s~ripL 
It i. true that much earlier than 812 A.D. the Rilsb,rakii\a 
empire had embraced the whole of Kama\Bk. but if the 
(~mily had originally belonged to Maharish\ra. its members 
deputed to rule over southern Gujrat. could not be seen using 
(or. their sign.manual a script that. was current neither in 
southem Gujrat. nor in MahiMsh\ra but in Kama\ak. The 
(act that the recently, published Jura.inscription of Krshl)a III. 
Found in Bundelkhand. should be u.nng the Canarese language 

45.· S •• Supra. chapt.,: XV.. 46; J. D_ D. R. A. S •. XX. p. 135. 
41. I. A .. XII. p. 151. Plat. III •• 48.· Jbid. XIV. p. 197. 
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to describe his achievements can also be explained only on 
the assumption that Canarese was the mother 'tongue of the 
Rashtrakutas of Malkhed. , 

The use of the Canarese script and language by the mem
,bers of the family of Dantldurga is not, however, inconsistent 
with the theory, here advanced for the first time, that Danti
durga's ancestors were direct or collateral descendants of 
Nannaraja of Elichpur., It is shown already how a number of 
Rathi families were long d .. miciled in Kama\ak even before 
the 3rd .century A,D_ Under tbe Chalukyas of Badami, a 
Canarese-speaking dynastY was founded' in southern Gujrat, 
and another in the Telgu-speaking Andhra country_ The pre
decessors of Dantidurga may'similarly have carved a domain 
in Berar away from their home in Kama!ak. 

There is also evidence available to show that the home 
of the house of DantidUrga was in a Canarese-speaking loca
lity. A number of Rashtrakula records describe the rulers by 
the epithet La!!a[jjrapuravariidhis'a 'lord of Lal\alura, the best 
of towns.' ".> This epithet' is changed 'into La!!alil,apura
vinirgata 'emigrants from Latlalura, the best of towns' in some 
of the records of the Raltas of Saundatti. <SG> Lat\alura, to 
which the Rash\l'akutas' belonged, need not have been neces
sarily included within the jurisdiction of NannarDja and hi. 
ancestors. Mal)alera,,, general of Krshl)a III, has been 

49. Sirul' and Nilguo:d ihacription, of AmoghavBrsha I, I.A. XU. 
p. 218; and E. I., VI, p. 102. 

SO. J. B. B. R. A. S., "pp. 167 ff., In two of the S.unclalli Ra~~. 
records KrshlJa the ~der of the house is described as Klulf.dara· 

puraVIJ,.;dhi"a. ·Thi~. however. ceDnot\dtow that KandhlU'B. 
pura was the home of the Rish!rakU~lI. since the vast majority 

of records describe thom. as LO!!0lurapuravarctdhili 'a. It is 

likely that Kandharapul'a was only an imaginary city sinGe we 
do not hear of i1 anywhere ciao,' If at alt it was a real oity. 
Krsh1).a III al~ne may have been 8Hociated with it: it w .. DO' 

th~ home of the Eamily~,' 
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doscribed as Valablri/IUraOariidhi8'a, 'lord of Valabhi,the 
best of towns' at a time when it is clear that he had no 
control over that city. lSI> The Kalachurya kings of Kalyini. 
the Gutta princes of Gultavolal, and the Yadava rule..s of 
Devagiri called themselves lords of Kalaiijara, Ujjayini; 'and 
Dvaraka respectively,-places which were never included in 
their dominions. The identification of Laualura is not yet 
definitely certain. Fleet had once suggested that La~ura 
may be Ratanpur in Vilaspur District of the Central Pro~. 
pointing out how most of tho Rashtralruta families ~longed to 
Centrallndia. But later on he himself abandoned this th~ry, 
when it was found from a 12th century inscription Crom RaLBn" 
-pur ilgelf, that tha name of the place was originally Ratnapu ..... 
and not Lallanlirapura. His later view that Lal!aiura may be 
Lallir in Boda. District of Hydrabad State seems to be hitting 
the truth. <s" ,Phonetically tho change of Lal!aiura mto l..iilfi .. 
is quite naturaL The second la in La lIallira. being dropped by 
haplology, l~e original form will assume the garb of ,La\laiira 
in Prakrit : this Corm will later change into Lallira, the loss of 
the double consonant {!a being compensated by the doubling 
of the preceding vowel. 

Since lhere is no phonetic difficulty, there is nothing to 
stand against the identification' of Lallalura with Latii'r;', As 
a malter'"f fact all the known facts of history can be explain· 
ed only on this hypothesis. It hBs been shown already' that 
the Rathi. and the Maharathis were spread over portion. of 
Kami\llk as well, in the early centuries of the Chrislian' era. 
So there may, quite possibly, have been a Rathi family holding 
local sway at Lallir, which is almost due east oC Paone 'and 
south of Bora.. This family may have later niignited, to 
Elichpur or some other place nearby in Berar, whenl' Nanna
rlIia was ruling in 631·2 A.o, Elichpur is only alxMJt ISO 
miles nOrlh,of Lallir, and the emigration is quite Possible: 
And by assuming thaI Dantidurga'. ancestors in Berst' "~re 

SI. E.I.. VI, pp. 56 ff. 52. E.I., VII, pp. 186 ff:'" 
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immigrants from Laliir. we can well understand how they 
were using Canarese lapguage and proto-Canarese ',script. 
Laltl' is now a Canarese-speliking'town and such, was also the 
case during oui' period: for we learn from the Kaviraja";,,,.ga. 
which was composed in the 9th century A.D.. that :,Cana
rese' was then spoken between the Godavari and the Kii",,". <58' 

The immigrant rulers naturally stuck to their languagb and 
script during their stay in Berar_ When we remember' how 
the Maratha families ruling in Baroda. Indore. and Gwallior 
still use their mother t.ongoe and script in personal, matte ..... 
tl)ere is nuthing impossible in the'supposition that the Cana. 
rese Rashtrakuta family. ruling in Berar. which was and: is just 
c>ntiguous to Canarese.spwing area. preserved its, mother 
t.ong;'e and script. . ' 

, , ,If we assume with Fleet and Vaidya that the home: of the 
Malkhed Riish\rakiitas was nthe. in Mahariish\ra or' some
where in Central India. we cannot explain h~w they were 
using the Canarese language and the southern sc';pt. ,If we 
assume that they Were 101'81 chiefs somewhere in central 'or 
southern Kamatak. we cannot' understand how Dantidw'ga' s 
exploits were most of them performed in Gujral. 'M"IVa. 
Cell.tral India. and northern Mahariish tra. and how the 
Chalukyas of Badami continued to hold the southern portions 
of their dominions down to the ,reign of Krishl)a I. If ,otr' the 
other hand.' we assume that they were immigrants in, Berarfrom 
La\iir. we can understand why they call themselves LaUallira
puravaradhiSa., why they were using the proto-Canarde script 
and theCanareselanguage.; why ,their early exploits, were 
performed in Central India. Guirat and northern MahBriishtra 
and! why the early Chalukyas continued to hold their owbso 
long in the southem .ponion of their kingdom. " ' 

~
" I Jt Will have becalme already ole... Crom what has' been 

ssi.) so far. ,that the lem.. rathi. mahara/hi. ra/hika. raslttri;ya. 
Qsk!rapati and rash/raka/a' possessed merely politica.!' and 

53, Kal1irljamlrga. 1,'46. ' 
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administrative signi&ance; none of them was used to ..!eliot.. 
any \J'ibal or ethnlcal·lIt~k. R. G. Bhandarkar has argued 
that the name MaharBshtra is doe to the province being 0Ccu' 

pied in the early days by the ra/his and the makara/his. '.'." 
but With due deference to the views of thai leamed schGlar. it 
mustl'be confessed that there is no evidence 10 show that' the 
ra/Ai. and the mahara/hi. were the names of any tribes. 
Aryan~ non.Aryan or mixed. Mr. C .. V. Vaidyll hold. that, lhe 
Rish1rakutas represent the captains of the Aryan anny, .who 
parcelled out the districts in MaharBshtra among themselves. 
Thi .. view again ignores the presence· of the Rashlraklitas: .. in 
Aridhra counlry ... and of the ra/hi3 and the mahara!his 
in Ka~tak right upta Chitaldurga. The Naga worship. which 
prevailed extensively among the ralhi and the maharalhi 
families. is surely no argument to prove their Aryan origin. 
We·mllst. therefore •. conclude that the facts so far known .do 
not support the view that the Riosh\rakli\as belonged to, . any 
particular stock. either Aryan or non.Aryan • 
. . . ,:1\ point of minor importance remains to be considered. 

vi •. what was the real and original name of the Riosh1rakQ\a 
family .. After an· elaborate analysis of the epigraphical evi· 
dence upon the point. "" Fleet has come 10 the conclllsion 
tlia. ':while Riishtrakli!B was the formal' appellation which. it 
was ,cUstomary to· apply to the k'ings of Ma1khed in ornate lan
guagei the real practicalforin· of the .family name was RaI!B: 
He ,h",. points· out that the form Ratts. was not derived t rom tb .. 
Corm Rash!J'll or Risbtraktita. but that the reverse Was the_. 

:r.bia ,controvorsy lis to the oriiiinal form of the' w ... d 
Rr.shtraklitl'i is Partly'due to II irii.\mderstanding as to what we 
mean ·by th,; tenil "original.' . Fleet, while maintaining that 
Rat!1I' was riot derived f..,in Rash\ra. does not assert·that Raila 
i. a J •• j or Dravidian word of non.Aryan parentage. We 
have already pointed out'a number of case., where" origIDal 
.h/a in Sanskrit biic'cimes'simplll 'I!a in Maharioshlri 81ld Jain-

54. B. G .• I. ii. p. 143.' ", ~5,. E. I .. VII. pp. 220 If, 
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Maharash\ri. <s6) There is. therefore. no phonetic dirficulty in 
deriving the term ,Ra«a from the Sanskrit term Rash\l'a or 
Risshtraku\B. As to the question which of these was the 
original form. the "';swer will entirely depend upon what we 
mean by , original •• From the 3rd century D.C. to about the 
4th century A.D •• PrakriLs were usually used for epigraphical 
purposes, and perhaps for daily intercourse as well. The 

, fonn rathi was therefore the original or earlier form in vogue. 
when the terms Rlishtrakiitas and Rash/rapatis began to be 
generally used on the use of Sal)Skrit becoming common (or 
epigraphical purposes. In this sense Ralhi or Raila is no 
doubt the .. arlier form. but plu1010gically and historically the 
term Raffa has to be admitted as a derivation from and con
traction of the term Rashtraku\a. 

, The Rathis and the Mahara\his were. as we have seen 
above, small local rulers. The Hindu imperial theory and 
practice were generally against the policy of annexation. aa 
will be shown in Chapter XII. Section B: the local chiefs were 
oftep' converted into district officers and lIice versa. accord· 
ing' to the changes in ' the political, situation. The, terms 
Rathika.' Riishtriya. Rashtrapati and Rashtrakata were used 
to denote' local chiefs. district officers. and big landlords. 
From the Gimar inscription of Rudradaman we learn that the 
Mauryan governor in Kathiawar was styled Riishlriya. From 
the Hirabadagalli grant of S'ivaskandavarman we find that 
district 'officers were known as Rathikas. <57" Numerous 
Veogirecords show that the term Rashtraku\a denoted im
portant landlords in Andhra country during our period. (58' 

A number of Gurjara and Valabhi plates show that Rash\l'apati 
was th.,. title-of the district govt:rnor. (59' In the' recently 
published Naravana plates of Vikramiiditya II. (<0' Govindwija • 

• 0:1 

56., ,Aliff. p. 19. 57. E. I.. I. pp.2 If. 
58 ..• I?I .. V. p. 122. 133, I. A .• VII. pp. 186 fl .• tc. 
59. I. A .. X. p. 284, XIII. p. 15, p. 77.tc. 
60; , 'D: I. S. M. J .. x. pp. 9 If.' 
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who is called Rashlrakiila i~ the record. may have ·:been 
either a district officer or a big landlord. who wielded··& (air-
amounL of influence with the Chilukya e,!,pel'Or. . ". , 

Whether the Rashtrakiitas of Ma1khed .were originally 
local rulers or distriot officers or mere landlords i. difficult· to 
judge. Many of the Ralru.. of the ,rei century B.C. must·llave 
been reduced to the position of district governors et the me of: 
the Andhra empire. Some of them must have again become 
poLLy·local rulers with the fall of that empire. Their statu. in 
many cases must have been again reduced by the early 
Chalukyas, when they rose to power. With reference ·to· th .. 
ancestors of Dantidurga we notice that Y udhasura Nannaraja 
was the first to claim Lhe Panchamahiis' bJas. His predeces. 
sors. tlierefore. may have been either' local officers or mere 
landlords. They rose to power first under Nannaraja; and 
it is possible that his descendants may have continued to enjoy 
the feudatory status, won for the 'family by Nannaraja. 

We shall conclude this chapter with a survey 'of :the. 
careers of the predecessors of Dantidurga. The earliest of. them. 
known from the records of the Ma1khed house is Dantiya~8n 
who. according to the theory here proposed. was either' a son 
or a brother of Nannaraja. He is known to u. only from th ... 
Dasavat8ra cave inscription. '" > which gives us only a <lOll' 

vontional account of his bravery and career. It is doubtful •. 
however. whether hi> was in any way greater than his ·pre. 
decessor, who was proud to announce the fact of his· having 
won the Pailchamahii' abJas. One of the scions of the Gujrat 
Rashtrakii\a branch. the younger brother of Dhruvarilja; 'was 
named after him. <6'> The probable time when Dantiva ..... 
man ruled is 6!iO-570 Ao .• '",hether we "make "the. calculation 
from tho known date of Dantidurga or of Nannaraja. allowing: 
an average of about 20 years per reign. 

The next two members of the fami!y. Indra alias: Pf. 
chhakaraja and Govinda I. are equally shadowy. They.: pro~ 

61. A. S. W. I~. V. P. 87, 62. E. I,. VI. 'p, 285, .J 
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hably ruled from c. 670-690 A.D. and ~90-710 A.D. respertively. 
The Baroda plates of Karkarlija Suvarl)avarsha of the Gujrat 
branch, dated 812 A.D.. inform us that even among gods. with 
the exception of S'a'nkara, none was saluted by Govinda I. <63> 
This may show that he was a zealous Saivite. Fleet'''> and 
R.. G. Bhandarkar'6S> have suggested that this Govinda may 
be identified with the king Govinda, who along with Appayika, 
invaded the Chal ukya dominions from the north of the Bhima, 
taking advantage of the conC usion of the war of succession 
between MangaiiOa. and Pulakes'in. <6" This theory looks 
plausible wben it is remembered that Govinda 1 WaS ruling in 
Berar. and could therefore have invaded the Chalukya domi· 
nions only from the lIorth of the Bhima. The proposed iden. 
tification is, however, .impossible; Govinda 1 must have been at 
least 2S whom he attacked Pulakes'in in c. 6\0. A.D., and'. we 
know that his grandson Krshl)a 1 was alive and ruling .in 712 
A.D. i. e. 162 years later. than the time of his grand·father. 
This chronological difficulty is fatal to the theory of Fleet and 
Bhaodarkar. that Govind., first an opponent and then an ally 

.of.Pulakes'in. is the same as the grand·father of Krshl)a L 
The next rult'!' was Karka I, who unlike his father was a 

Vaishnavite;'671 
.' Very little that is historical is known about 

him- He had at least three sons. '66> of whom Indra I,. Ihe 
father of Dantidurga. seems to have been the eldest. He may 
have been bom very probably in c. 700 A.D. K!shl)a'I, 
who succeeded his nephew, seems to hav" been a younger 

. brother of Indra I. He may have oeen junior to Indra 1 by 
·about len years; his age at the time. of his death in c. 115 
A,D. •. may have· been about 65,' Nanna GUl)ilvaloka seems 
to have been the youngest child of Karka I, since he is known 

63. I..A .. XII. pp. 158 If. 64.· Dunasti •• , pp. 386-', 
65. Earlll Historu of,the. Decca", p, 194, 

.• ~6. Aihol. inaeription. E:I .. VI. pp. 5 ff • 
. . 61. 8.,od. pl.te. 01 Kark •• I. A .. XII. pp. 158 If. 

oM. If we "accept the view of Bhsgwanlal Jndraji, ( see ont" ," pp 
1~'3 ) the number of the known sons of·Karka becontes fou,., 
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to ·have been alive in 193 A.D •• when the Daulatabad plates. 
were issued by his son Sankaragal)a.'''' His birth may· be 
placed in c. 1JS or 120 A.D. 

Of the three brothers Indra seems to have been thet most 
ambitious. That he had married a Chilukya princess was. 
knc.wn since the publication of the Sall18llgad plates. the name 
of the princess Bhavanilgil came to light with the Bhandak 
plates <7.' of her brother·in·law Krshl)a I. The recently published 
Sanjan plates inform us that Bhavanagll was carried away by 
force from her marriage pandal at Kaira by Indra I. <7\1 Sinc .. ' 
Datidurga. the issue of this union. began his career earlier 
than c. 150 A.D •• the marriage must have taken place sem .. 
time is c. 725 A.D .. A few more facts abollt the career of Indrll 
will be narrated in the next chapter. where the career of his. 
illustrious son DantiCiurga will be described. 

CHAPTER II 
The Rise of the Ri.h~rakii!as 

Indra I. Dantidurga. and ~sh,!a I 

A bird·s·eye.view of the political condition of India il\. 
general. and the Deccan in particular. in the first half or. tho 
8th century would_be necessary to understand properly tit .. 
ri8e or. the RashtrakGta house. The history of Kashmir .. eed 
not be cOl1sider~d. f~r after the death of Lalitaditya Muktilpi41l 
that kingdom did not come into contact with the kingdoms . ·in 
the rest of India for a long time. We do not know who was. 
occupying the imperial throne of Kanauj after Y a~ovarmllft...It 
would appear from tho Chachniimii'" that Rai Han Chanclel' 

69. E. I.. IX. pp. 195 ff. 10. E. I .. XIV. pp. \21 ff. 
71. Cf.-lndrarKj •• tatogrih1J,ldyu'Chllukyan"atmajlm .. ~ 

RlkshaacOa vivlhena 1'&1):0 KhetakamaQdape. 

I. Elliot. I. pp. 201-208. " 
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\Vao. fuling 'there in c. 71S A.D.. but this king is yet a mere 
bam,,: .to us. The same is the case of Vajriiyudha. who i. sup
posed to have been the predecessor of Chakrilyudha by some 
writers. Bengal was just r",,!,vering r rom anarchy under the 
leadership of Gopa)a I. In the Deccan itself the ChBlukya 
..,m~re was p:>werCul •• but its strength was being wasted in 
he'\l4;q,ry wars with Pallavas. The. precise extent of the 
Clu4ukya kingda"m at the time of its overthrow is not easy to 
determine. Its southern boundary line must have been a 
..:h"nging one. a.. the wars with the Pallavas were being 
continuously fought with varying success. A subordinate branch. 
related by blood,relalionship to the main line. was no doubt 
ruling at Vengi; but it had become practically independent 
of the. main line at this time. though the imperial title Maho. 
riijiidhiriija Parames'vara Parama.bhattiiraka was not assum· 
ed by its ruler.s before the time of Vijayaditya II. The northern 
boundary of the ChBlukya kingdom. was probably the Kim in 
southern Gujrat; beyond that river stretched the kingdom of 
the Gurjaras of Bharoch (or rather of Nilndipuri. to be precise) 
which embraced the territory between the Kim and the Mahi. 
How much further east of the Kim valley the sway of the 
Chalukyas extended is difficult to determine. for the history of 
the Central Province of this period is still shrouded in mys· 
tery'. Portions of this province must have passed under the 
Chiilukya sway with the overthrow of the Ka!achuri prince 
S' ankaragaJ)a by Mailgalis' a towards the end of the 6th cen· . 
tury- A.D.. but whether they continued to be ruled by the 
Chillukyas by the beginning of the 8th century i. not known. 
POl·tions of Berar were being ruled by the ancestors of Danli· 

ldu!'&a; th~ Multai and Tivarkhed records UI do not mention the 
na.n& of the suzerain ruler. but it is almost certain that he 
must have been the Chalukya king upon the throne. From the 
Udayendiram plates of doubtful authenticity'" it would' 

2. I. A .. XX. p. 100. 
3. I. A .. VII. pp. 275 ff. 
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appear that there was a fairly powerful king in the Vindhya 
regions at this time named Prthvivyighra. who is claimed to 
have been defeated by the Pallava ruler Nandivarman. Who this 
Prthvivyighra was. and how far "e had encroached upon the 
Chalukyan kingdom. we do not know. It is. however. possible 
that Prt\tvivyighra may have been another name of Jays. 
vardhana of S' ailodbhava dynasty who. in his Rasholi plate •• 
which on palreographical grounds have been assigned to the 
middle of the 8th century by Rai Bahadur Hiralal. <f, styles 
himself Paramamiihes'vara SakalavinJhyiiJhipati Mahii
riIjiJJhiriija Paramo,' Vara. Whether this identification is true 
or not. it is clear that the Chalukyas must have lost a portion 
of their dominions in the north by the rise of Jayavardhana. 
In the eastern Ko. ala. there was kingdom at Sirpur near 
Raipur. where king Udayana was rulina. by the middle of the 
8th century. In Rajputini and Malva there ruled two Gu';ara 
houses. one at Bhinmal and. another at Ujjain. Both these. 
along with the kingdorris of Valabhi and Nandipwi. were being 
considerably harassed by the raids of the Arab. of Sindh in 
the second quarter of the 8th century A.D. 

Such then was tho political condition in India. "when 
Indra I began his political career. The Sanjan plates inform 
us that he had married the Chalukya princess Bhavanigi by 
riik.ha.a form of marriage at Kaira. <5> Thi. event must have 
taken place some time after 722 A.D. Kaira was then stiil under 
the rule of the Valabhi house. as the Gondal plates of Sib,. 
ditya V show. <6> Very soon thereafter Kaira and Panchmehal 
districts were lost by the Valabhi kingdom; nu reoord belong, 
ing \0 that dynasty comes from this area during the next 29 

years. This negative evidence is confirmed by the KaT; 
plates"of Jayabhalla JII of Bharoch. <7> whore that ruler claims 
to have defeated the king of Valabhi by tho skill of his awo,d. 

4. Hir.I.I. Lid oll118 .. il'lioll8 In C. P. and Bora •• p. 18. 
5. E. I.. XVllI. pp. 235 H. " 
6. J. B. B. R. A. S •• XI. p. 112. 7. I. A •• V. p. 112. , 
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It would seem that Jayabhal!a III had made an alliance witb 
the: Gujrat Chalukya. ruler Maitgalarasa. and that the .allied 
fok:es had wrested away the continental districts from the 
Valabhi king in c. 725 A.D; Indra I seems to have. very 
probably. served in this campaign as one of the reu.tataries 
ohhe Chalukya king; it was in that capacity that he may have 
j,een present in Kaira. when he carried away the Chalukya 
princess· by rorce from the· marriage pandal there. Bhava· 
naga may have been a daughter of Mangalarasa ar Pulake'in. 
tiindu marriag~ is indissoluble and. thererore. the estrange. 
ment caused by this riik.ha.a marriage could not have lasted 
long. The Chillukya ruler may have soon reconciled himself 
with the accomplished fact;' the marriage may have 'also 
added to the prestige and patrimony of Indra in Berar. . 

, The Kaira and Panchmahal districts were not held. for a 
long time by the Gurjara.Chalukya rorees. From AI Biladuri 
we learn that Junaid. the Arab governor of Sindha, had sent 
eKpeditions to the kingdoms. of Marwar. .Bharoch. Vjjain. 
Malva and BhinmaL (8' The account of the Muslim chroni· 
cler i. confirmed by the Naosari plates of Pulake>iraja. dated 
739 A.D .. '" which state that the Muslim army. which had 
defeated the kings or Sindh. Kachehha. Kathiawar and· the 
Chavda. Maurya. and Gurjara rulers. was repulsed by Pulake
~in. Sine," the grant is dated 739 A.D.. and since Pulake
sin's accession took place in 731 A.D •• the Muslim raid .must 
have taken place between these two dates. . The havoc or the 
Muslim .raid and the effort to repulse it must have weakened 
th" states in Gujarat and Malva. and Dantidurga must have 
decided to fully exploit this situation when. he began his 
career in c.' 745 A.D. at the age or about 22 or 23. . His 
imagination must have been fired to sotne extent by his ·des-
~ent from the Chalukyas on his mother' 8 side!. j 

8. Elliot. I. p. 109. 
,. B. G .• I. i. p. 109; 



GENUINENESS 01' SAMANGAO PLl\TES ') 

Our sources of information about Dantidurga are two<i<itl. 
temporary records, the Samangad plate. , It) dated 754 A.D. 

11. I. A. XI, pp. 111 f'. The unuinencall of tbil record has been 
reccntl, called into quetion by Dr •• Sukhtanlcar and Bbendetbr (E. I. 
XIV, pp. 121-2, Ibill, XVIII, p.236).Dr.SukhtaDkar' •• oD.I""i ..... whicb 
i. mainly based on palaDographical grounds, is that the plates are a few 
decades later. than the alleged time of tbeir issue. The pala:ograpbicaJ 
tcat ie, however. a hardly cODvincing one when tbe differCDcc i. only of 
• few decade.. IE we compare the Talcgaon plates of KrishJ),a J with the 
SamBDgad platet, we no doubt find that the duct of the former. i. much 
more archaic than that of the latter; but tbo ,'a in the latter record is 
more archaic than the. a in the former. The ,ign4maDual of Dadda 
PI'BS'lntarliga in his Kaira Platet of 659 A.D. i. in characters at ]east 
two centuneslater than that date. (J. R. A. S., 1864, p. 205). The I18mo 
is the caso of the Mathura Jain iascriptions of the KushaDa period. 
whOle characters arc much in advance of their age. ]t is clear from tho 
Jut two cases that the current hand wal considerably in advance of tho 
monumental writing. and it is not impollihle that the charactera of tho 
Samangad plates appear a few decades later than the date of the record. 
Dot because it i. not genuino but becauee it i. writte~ in the current, 
rather than in the monumental .cript of tho period. The nomes of tb6 
villaaeJ have been tampered with in this record, and if we have to sup. 
potO that the record i. not senuine, it will be a case of double forgery' 
Paheograpbicat evidence heing inconclusivo in this matter. attontion 
may bo drawn to a few points which would show that the record is .. 
genuine rme~ 

i. The verse :-

~~r 
i!lf.l;r fildl'li4'&";:.-if~:" 

does Dot occur io. any other RJishtraktrta record; and it willl:re IOotf 

,bown that tho armiel of Dantidurga had operated in tho valliOl of these' 
rivera. If the record were Dot genuine, or b.sed upon a lenuine record, 
and if it were forged by th, lr.ramat1id Brahman •• of KlJI'Ild. the donees 
of the grabt. the rivers mentioned in connection with the ezploits of 
Dantidurga would havo been big river. Ilke the Ganges. the Jtlmna etc. 
an~ Dot insignificant ones like the Mahi, the MahlnBelI and the Rcvil. 
Tho fact that theaa comparatively unimportant rivers ~re mentioned 
would show that the grant·is either genuiDCi or based em aD original 
document ilSued by Dantidurga. 

[P.T.O; 
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and the fragmentary Ellara Da~ilvatara cave inscription. u" 

( Oontinued /rom laBI pag. ) 
H. The writer of the TalegaoD plates oE Kr.b1;la 1 i. the same in. 

dividual as the writer of the SamaDgad plates j';ucd IS years earlied It 
i. very likely that lodrs. who composed the grant, wall serving both 
undor Dantl,lurga and K~sh1}8. When it is remembered that tho Tale. 

gaon grant is not based or modelled on l.be Samanged one or vice versa, 
the identity of tho composers can be explained'" only on tho assumptioD 
that the record is a genuine ono. Forged recorda arc not likely to he 
correct on 8uch minute points. 

iii. The date of the Antroli-Chharoli record. 757 A.D.. is Dot tho 
date of Karim. the grandfather of Dantidurga. 8a ehoWD in the last chapter. 
So there is nothing impossible in Dantidurga being a ruling prince in 
753-4 A.D. when tho Samangad grant waa issued. 

It may be pointed out that even if we accept the view of DrJ 
Sukhatankar, tbe plates wUl have to be pronounced to be a Eew decades 
later than the alleged date oE their isaue. If such is the case, we will 
have to 8S8ume that the present plates are a later copy of an originally 
genuine grant, and thereEore their value 88 a record deacribing contem. 
porary incidents cannot be much diminished. The Samangad platce in 
that case will stand on the same level as tbe Konnur Inscription of 
Amoghavaraha. Tbo latter record was no doubt not written in Sf aka 782. 
but it baa beeD .hOWD reccDtly by Dr. D. R. Bbandarw ( E. I .. XVlll. 
p, 235 fE. ) that the record. is a genuine copy of an earlier granf. 

12, Kielhorn seems to asaign this record to the reign oE AmoA 
ghavaraha I. ( E. I. VII. Appendix. p. 13) but thi. view is not correct. 
The record does not refer to any king later tban Dantidurga but merely 
supplies S'arva as an epithet of that king. This becomes quite clear Erom 
an analysis oE the record. V. 23 describes Dantidurga's victory over tbe 
rulera of Llts, Milva. Badimi. etc.; V. 24 compares him to a number 
oE gods according to tbe usual notions on tbat subject. ~nd V. 2S uler 
describing his bravery concludes with the line:-

;ft~'tiM('ll ~ 'It~: II • S'ri Maharaja S'a .. a 
w"U terrible like a mad elephant to the enemy who was ambitious of 
Gooquest •• 

Then immediately follows the linCl:-
'fii' ~~ '2qfll"~I'I(""(~' • Who had made ill 

Ujjayini in a wonderful way the great gift prescribed Eor kingll •• 
P.T.O. 
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and the n~tices about him in the records of his successors, 
From these we learn that the rulers of Kanchl, Kalinga, 
Sri~aila, Koliala, Malava, Lata, Tanka, and Sindh were de. 
feated by Dantidurga. (II) Our records, however, do not 
supply any clue as to whether the overthrow of the ChaIukyas 
preceded or followed the defeat of other kings mentioned in 
them. 

But before we proceed to determine the probable chrono. 
logy of these wars, we have to consider a serious discrepancy 
(Continued/rom la.t page) 

This line obviously reEe .... to ~ Ifmr-r which Dantidurga 
had given at Ujjayini, aa we know from the recently published 
Saojan platelof Amoghav81'1ha I. It ia, therefore, clear that Maharaja 
S' arva who i. mentioned in V. 2S of tho Dn'lvatt,. record must be 
obvioully Dantidurg •• whoso esploita are the topic of eulogy from V. 23. 
If we aSlume that it i. Amoghavaraha J and Dot Dantidurga who i. 
relorred to in the laat lino of V. 25. which reEon to king S' arva, we 
.hall have to IUppOlD that the record paaaes aver, ontirely unnoticed • 
•• many as four IiIller., tJiz. Krishna]. Govinda II. Dbruva aDd Govind. 
111. This is extremely improbable. aince tho autbor of tb~ Das/llvellra 
inscription has devoted several versos to describe tbe imaginary careera 
of tho predeceuora of Dantiduaga. He would have waxed teD times elo. 
quent ill describing tbe all.Indill exploits of Dbruva and Govinda IItl 
Buhler. who bad edited tbe record, bad realised tbat king S'arva could 
not be itlentified witb Amoghavanha (; be bad proposed to regard bim •• 
a brotbor 01'. minister of Dantidurga. (A. S. W. I •• V. pp. 186 Ef.~ Thi. 
'View, however, oyerlooka tho fact the V.2S describes the ~JiI' 

-ceremony" of 5' arYa .8 IOmetbing which other king, could Dot have 
.tbought of emulating. eVOD in dream. Thill statement would have been 
altogether inappropriate and wide of the mark. if 5' arva were a younger 
brothel' or a minilter of Dantidurga. To conclude, the last ruler mentioned 
in this record is Dantidurga 5' arva and therefore the record may welt 
),e a contcmporary document. But aa it is incomplete, one cannet b. 
pOlitive on tho point. 

1:J. CEo Ellora lnecription V. 23. SamaDg~d grant lincs. 21-22. 
Begumra plates of Indrs Ill. E. r. IX. pO. 24 ff. The Daa'l'vatl'ra record 
Kive. tho namo of tho last mentioned kins al Bandhubhiipa but this is 
abvioully • miltake for Simlhubhupa. 
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in the R".h!rakli!a records about the overthrow of the Cha
iukyas. Same of the records ascribe the defeat of Kirtivarman 
n ta Dantidurga and others to Krshl)a I. There can. hawever, 
be na daubt that Krshl)a I only campleted the wark of his 
nephew. It is no doubt true that the Wani·Dindori'''> and 
Radhanpur"" plat~s of Govinda IlJ, dated 808-9 A.D .. Baroda 
plates ·of Karka. <I" dated 812 A.D., and the Kapadwan; 
plates of Krishna II. "7' dated 910 A.D., give the credit of the 
overthrow of the' Chalukyas to Krshl)a I. but this i. obviausly 
due to the fact that these records altogether pass over Danti
durga, because he was only a collateral ancestor. The Sanjan 
plates of Amoghavarsha I. "8' dated 871 .A.D.. and the 
Cambay"9> and Sangli"·> plates of Govinda IV. dated 930 and 
933 A.D. respectively. no doubt mention Dantidurga. but give 
the credit of the Chalukya overthrow to Krshl)a I. But these 
are late records and their testimony will have to be rejected in 
favour of the undoubtedly earliest and almost contemporary 
records. "i,.. the Bharala itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala '21>. 
Talegaon"" and Bhanduk"" plates 'If Krshl)a 1 dated 758, 
770 and 774 A.D. respectively. These records were issued by 
Krshl)a I himself. and they not only do not claim the credit 
of the Chalukya defeat for him. but actually give it to Danti
durga. There can, therefore, be no doubt that it was Danti
durga. and not Krshl)a I who gave the first decisive blow 
to the Ch"lukya house. The later records ascribe that feat 
in some cases to Krshl)a I. partly because they pass over 
Dantidurga altogether, and partly because Krshl)a 1 com
pleted the work of his nephew and humbled the Chalukyas of 
Vengi as well. 

Dantidurga seems to have begun his career by attacking 

14. I. A., XI. pp. 157 ff. 
I~. I. A .• XII. pp: 158 ff. 
18. E. I •• XVIII. pp. 235 fl. 
20. I. A .• XII. pp. 249 ff. 
22. E, I .. XIII. pp. 275 ff. 

IS. E. I .. VI. pp. 242 IIj 
17. E. I .. I. pp. 52 ff. 
19. E. I .• VII. pp. 36 ff. 
21: B. I. S. M. J .. VIII. 165-8. 
23. E. I .. XIV. pp. IOHJ2. 
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his eastem neighbours in Kos' ala. u" Udayana of Sirplll 
near Raipur and Jayavardhlrna of Srivardhana near Ramtek. 
who was probably also known .s P,thvivyaghra. (25) If the 
Udayendiram plates. (26) issued by Nandivarman II in his 
21st year. are geniune or based. like the Konnur inscription 
of Amogbavarsha I. on a genuine record. it would appe81' 
that Dantidurga and Nandivarman II were co·operating with 
each other in this expedition: for tha Udayendirarn platee 
claim that Nandivarman II had captured Udayana. the king of 
the Sabaras. and defealed Prthvivyighra. another S' abara 
chief. whowas presumptuous enough to perform an A.vame<1h4 
sacrifice. Since several records of Dantidurga claim for him 

/

8190 the credit of defeating the Koolala ruler or rulers, it seems 
very likely that he had made an alliance "" with the Palla\Oa 
ruler Nandivarman. the natural enemy of his prospective 

24. Udayana'. groat-grand-eon CbandrBiupta was defeated by 
Covinda III in 0, 810 A.D. It ii, therefore. vcry likely that UdayaDa 
himlClf wu on tbe throne at ,hi. timo. See E. I., XVIII, pp. 240 and 
XI. pp. 185 ff. . 

25. Jayavardhana i. call.d m~1IfRl'i!1'i\ma!~: I 
in the Ragholi platclJ he may. therefore. well have been the same .. 
tbe $' abara chief. PritbvivyD:ghr •• who attempted to perform all As'va. 
medba accarding to tho Udayendiram plates. With reference to Nandi. 
v.rm.a be was. northerner. 

26. S. I. I. II •• pp. 365 ff. 
21. Dubreuil hal IUllgested that DanLivarman cemCDted this e1liall" 

by giviDI bit clauahto. S· ankhl in marriage to Nandi"arman (Pallava.. 
p. 7S) Thero aro "verat difficulties in acceptinG this theory. In the 
first place it may be pointed out that tbe Babur plates simply mention 

that 5' ankhl wu a RI~htrekU:ta princess: the Dame of bel' father is Dot 

given. (5. I. 1 .. II. p', 5)5) .• We have seen ..already bow there were 
several Rathi or RiIshtraktIta familiel in Andhra and Karnatak: it is 11OJ: 

impolaiblo that 5' ankb!; m .. ; ~yo beionged to one of tbelo 8Dc;i may haY4P 
been altogether uDcoanectod with the laouee of Dantidurga. In tho 
ICcond place it may be pointed ,ut that NandivllrmoD. who bad m8J'ried 
S· ankh!, Wlli th. 8PQ of TODtivat:maD ( See V. 12. of the Bahur platel; 
S. I. \ •• II. p. 515}. while Nandivarman. who wa8lb. ally and [Po T. Q. 
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opponent Kirtivarman II. It is no doubt true that a number of 
records. like the Da§avamra one. 'stete that DHntidurga had 
defeated the king of Kanchi as well: but this stetement i. not 
against the theory of alliance. For Nandivar.:nan I was not 
the son of his predecessor ParameAvaravarman. a. the 
Udayendiram plates were supposed to prove. He was born 
in a collateral branch and seems to have supplanted by force 
either ParameAvaravarman or his successor. (28) Dantidurga 
may probably have helped Nandivarman in this war against 
his predecessor. Hence his records may well claim that he 
had defeated the Pallava king. It was probably when Danti
durga was cooperating with the forces of Nandivarman that he 
may have defeated or come into hostile contact with the ruler 
of Sri!.aila in Kamul district. 

After strengthening his position by the defeat of his I 
eastern neighbours and by his alliance with Nandivarman. 
Dantidurga seems to have attecked the Gurjaras of Bharoch I 
and the Chalukyas of the Gujrat. branch. and annexed their 
dominions. These kingdoms were already exhausted by the 
Muslim raid and its repulsion. and Dantidurga's tesk may not 
have been very difficult. 

Dantidurga's successes must have made a collision with 
Kirtivarman II ineviteble. and it seems to have taken place 
before January 754 A.D. when the Samangad plates were 
issued. W .. are told that the Chalukya emperor was easily 
defeated merely by the frown without even any weapons 

( Continuea from last page) 
contemporary of Dantidul'ga, was the son, either of Paramoa'varavarmlUl. 
according to the earlier view based upoo·the Udayendiram platee. or of 
Hira1}ya, according to the prescnt view based upon the Kaeokudi and 
Velurapalaiyam plates. No record. however. designates bis father .s 
Tantivarman. It must. therefore, 1,0 admitted that there is DO conclusive 
evidence to prove that S'ankblt. tbe Rlsh~r8k'iI!a princess. was a daughtOl" 

of Dantidurga married to Nandivannan II. 
28. See K ••• kudi pl.t •• of N.ndivarmBD, S. I. I., 11. No. 78. ane! 

Velurapalaiyam plates of VijayanBndivarman III. S.I. J •• 1I. No. 98. 
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being raised;"" this statement. if not an exaggeration. would 
show that the overthrow oC the Chalukya emperor was 
brought by strategem or treachery. . Dantidurga was enabled 
by this victory to occupy Khandesh. Nasi!.:.· Poona. SaW8 
and Kolhapur districts. as the findspot and the villages men· 
tioned in the Samangad plates would show. Kirtivannan. 
however. continued to hold sway in Kamatsk right up to 
Sholapur even after this defeat. In 757 A.D. we find him en· 
camped with his army at Bhadara-Gaviltage .... > a village on 
the northem bank of the Shima in Sholapur district. Either 
Dantidurga or his successor Krsh!)a I soon completed the 
Chalukya overthrow. The second defeat. the whereabouts of 
which are still unknown. was· decisive; for not only do we not 
find any record of Kirtivarman subsequent to 757 A.D. but the 
records of the later Cbilukyas themselves state expressly thaL 
the glory of the Chalukyas set with Kirtivarman II. <I" 

Dantidurga' s attacks on the rulers of Tank. Sindha and '\ 
Malva now remain to be considered. Tanka has not been so 
far· identified. Arabs oC Sindh were now and then attacking 
their western neighbours· and Dantidurga seems to have deCeat· 
ed some of these raids. Some time after the Cirst defeat 
of Kirtivarman. Dantidurga seems to have led an expedi. 
tion to Ujjain either to help the Gurjara-Pratihara ruler 
Devaraja. or to tske advantage of the deCeat that was inflicted 
on him by the riwl Gwiara.Pratihara king, Siluka, ruling at 

29. Cf. tf~~it. .. \!'iH~ I 
8f"I"'ditSiid6dl'i4~d"c;J'" II 
.u'lW'l~~~1 
~: ~:mm" f.r<lT'r III. A .• XI. pp. 1111 

30. Vakkeri pl .... of Kim.armaD II. E. I .• V. pp. 202 ff. 

31. ~ft.l;JrrRN:~~:1 
~ ... ,d .... (j"".n("'(jfil ... '1.~ II 

V.WOOl" Inocrip.ioll. I. A .. VIII. pp. 11 ff. 
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Bhinm.I. (32) This be~omes Quite clear from the Das'avawil 
record which ~tates that panliPurga was OCCllPYing a PalaCII 
Dr the Guna,,, ruler <i31 and from thll Sanjan plates whllre WII 

ar!! infDrmed that when Dllnlidurga performed the /fir(lQYd
IIl/lrbhapiinq pe...,mo/lY aj; \.Iiiain, tha purjara ruler acted as hi. 
~oor.keeP!lr. 

Ah!:r the conquest of Gujrat, Dantidl/rga appointe4 
. ~"'" II C!f !he ~lJ"Qli.chharoli record as his gQverqor of the 

province. Is;:arka II was a relative pf his as 'shown already, 
Th!' t\ntroli-Chharoli record does not claim that either Karka 
D, any of his anceslor had conquered southern Gujrat. Sjnce 
a Il)Imber pf records ascribe that conquesl to Dantidurga,.il is 
~~"r tpal ~ka ow"d his position in Guirat to that king, h 
may PII pointed Ol.lt that Karla!.' s litles <;10 /lot show that h!I 
was an independent r"'er, . 

A remew of Dantidurga's car!,er will show lb"t he was I!
leadeF gift,ed with political insight and possessed of grellt 
~I!""isinl! cllpacity. He cotdd see how the Chalukya empire 
i)IId becpm,e we'll<:ene4 by its incessant wars with the PaUavas 
ami /!.ow tile petLy s):;!.teS of ~'!irat, ,,~)lSted py the MlISlim 
f.qrays, could J!O IOnj!er bold their own against a resolute con
q",erar: farming wis!, allianCl's, proceeding c'lutiously step 
by step, !ltilising the ser>Tices of bis you£bful nephllWs and 
Il!atlll'l' "",,)es, i).e gradually enlarged his kingdom until it 
i"ell/ded southerq Guirat, Is;:haruiesh, Berar, and northern 

32. Thelin.: 'i'f\' ~~;fo~' iD the colophoD of 
HarivG'1I8'a oE JiDssena has to be construed to meaD that Vataarl;a wae 
ruling at Avanti; the linos in tho Sanjan plalQ. 

~(I",~~"",t1l ... i~1 
~i);f~~11 

make this construction most plausible. 
For tho defeat ~f Deva~ja. ece Jodbapur Inscription of Pratihara 

Bauka ODd Dr. Majumdar', ... morko thereon; ~. I .. tVIII. pp. 87 ff. 

33. """ .. fil6af.t"""'~~1 
~rN)~"ediJ~{~~~", 1/ 
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Maharash\l'a. The theory that he oppressed big" subjects 
and was overthrown by ~is uncle KrsiuJa ( is. as will 
be shown in the next section. no longer tenable. Like 
most other founders of new dynasties he seems to hav'! 
been Ii wise and able ruler. In religion he shared orthodox 
liindu beliefs. When he was at the sacred tirlha Ujjain, 

I he performed there the lIiraQyagarbhamahiiJana; he must 
have obviously believed tha~ the ritlla! would endow hilll 
with a divine body, On the ralhasaplami day of 754 A.D 
he weighed himself against gol<l and distributed the JI]one:y
among the Brahmanas. He showed his devotion to his mother 
by bestowing. at her request. lands in several villages on 
worthy Brahmanas. ,an The precise dat~ of IPs death i~ 
not known but since his successor was on the throne in 758 A.D., 
it is clear that he must have died not long after 754 A.p., 
when he could hardly have been much above 30. When wI! 
remember how young he died. hi. achievements will have 
to be pronounced as unique. 

Krishl?a I 

Dantidurga was succeeded by his unde KrshI)a ( pro· 
bably because he leCt no male issue. This reason is no doubt 
given by the Kadba plates which were issued in the reigR 
of /(arka II. but a re~rd from Chitaldurg eonfirm. it This 
record "6> informa us that when Dantidurga died without a 
80n. Kannara, his junior uncle. succeeded him._ 

The view that Druitidurga was deposed by his uncl. 
KrshI)a Cor oppressing the subjects was based upon a mis. 
understanding of the verse: __ 

34. Sam.Diad plat ••• I. A •• XI. pp. III II. 
'So E. C., XI. Chilaldurga No. 49, Ala. plates of Yu.t1araja Goviada 

"fer to "1"I"efrlifi'(i'j~~. IOD 01 DautivumaD ••• the per:,aoa 
at whoae request tho Irant we. JOade. But tinea Dqtivarman of chi. 
record ia Jiot tho 'op of 'adra. it wiD Dot La possible &:0 jdontify him 
with Dantidurga. 
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~l!lfTi\"lrIf~W<I~1 
4fI ... i<l"''il3ljillq~: 'P"m.,y~ II 

occurring in the Begumra plates of KrshQa II. The reading 
of the last part of the first line is ' Kshataprajabadhah' in the 
Talegaon plates of KrshQa I himself, and the Paith~ plates 
of Govinda III, ' Krtaprajap"lal) , in the Daulatabad plates of 
S' aitkaragaQa, and ~ kshitau prajapalal)' in the Alas plates of 
KJShQB' s son Govinda II. It is, thereFore, clear that this line 
either praises KrshQa I for removing the miseries of the 
subjects or observes that Dantidurga was also a' ruler of the 
same category; the correct reading of the last word of the first 
line in the Begumra plates is clearly, • akrtaprajilb"dhe' and 
not krtaprajilbadhe. (8" A verse in the Baroda plates of Karka 
of the Gujrat branch no doubt says that KrshQa I had ousted 
a relative, who had gone astray, but the Bharata Itihasa 
Samshodhaka Mandala, "." Talegaon"8) and Bhanduk(8O> 
plates of KrshQa I himself make it abundantly clear that this 

. relative could not have been Dantidurga.· As Dr. D. R. 
Bhandarkar observes, "0) KrshQa I would nol have tolerated 
a eulogy of his murdered nephew in hie own grant, and added 
at the end that when the victim of his machinations had 
departed from this world, he ascended the throne. The rela
tive ousted by KrshQa was very probably Karka II of the 
Antro!i.Chharoli record who, we have seen, was a dist:..lt 
cousin of his. The Antroli·Chharoli record itself shows that 
Karka II was even then entertaining imperial ambition. Karka 
there styles himself 'Samadhillalapaftchamahas' abda·parama. 
bhaltaraka.mahl1rajadhiraja·parames' oara: It will be seen 
that here Karka is trying to smuggle cleverly for himself the 
imperial title aCter first using the feudatory one to which 
alone he was entitled. After the death of Dantidurga he may 
haye openly declared himself emperor. It is, therefore, very 

36. I. A., XIII. pp. 66 ff. 37. B. I. S. M. J .. VIII. p. 16S, 
.38. E. I •• XIll. pp. 275 ff. 39. E. I., XIV. pp. 121 ff • 

. 40. E.!.. XIll. pp. 275 ff. 
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probable that the relative ousted by KrshQa was Karim II. 
Ito was certainly not Dantidurga. 

A verse occurring in four records of the Gujrat branch 1m 
states that Krshl)a obtained the title of Riijiidhiriijaparame. 
,'"ara after defeating Rahappa who had become inflated with. 
pride about his strength. This Rahappa must have been 
different from the relative. whom Krsht;la had ousted. for he 
is nowhere described as a relative of Krshl)a. He cannot be. 
therefore. Karim of the Antroli-Chharoli record. The present. 
state of our knowledge. however. does not enable us to identi
fy this potentate with certainty. A ruler oE Mewar. bearing 
that name. is known to have flourished in c. 1200 A.D;; an 
inscription from the same province. dated 725 A. D., refers itself 
to the rule of Mahlirlijiidhiriija Parame.vara S'ri-Dhavalap
padeva ... " It may thus appear that in some of the ruling· 
families of Mewar. names ending in ppa were current. and it i. 
not impossible that Rahappa. the opponent of Krshl)a I. may· 
have been a ruler in Mewar. possibly e hitherto unlmown son 
or successor of king Dhavalappa just referred to. It has alSo. 
to be remembered that the last {>Brt of the name Rahappa. 
bears a Canarese appearance. ana since Krshl)il I is said to 
have obtained the imperial position after defeating Rahappa •. 
it is not impossible that Rahappa may· have been either
another name of Kirtivarman. or a biruda of the contempol'BlY 
Vengi ruler Vish!)uvardhana defeated by his heir-apparent. It 
must, however. be confe&sed that in the present state of our 
knowledge no identification. that can be unreservedly ae.· 
~ted, can be proposed. 

41. Kayi Pla.es of Govind •• 827-8 A. D •• I. A .. V. pp. 145 ff. 
Bogum" pla.e, of Dh,uvarKjall. 867-8 A.D .. I. A .• XII. pp.181 flL 

. " ~"hva. 888.-9 A. 0" I. A •• XIII. ppl 46ft. 
Su," pia ... of Ka,ka. 821 A. D. (heing edited by .he wri'e, iD 

E.I.), 
42. E. I •• XII. pp. " ffl 
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Krsh!)a was a mature man of abollt 45 when he succeed, 
·eeI his nephew in c. 756. He had very probably participated 
in many of the campaigns of his nephew, and it is very pro. 
bable that the final defeat;'C K;rtivarman was his achieve
ment. For Kirtivarman was holding his own in Kamatak 

·as late as 757 A.D., i. e. three years after the last known date 
of Danlidurga and one year before the first known date o. 
Krsh!)a I. The Bharata ltihasa Samshodhak Mandala plates 
.oC Krsh!)a, issued in September 758, do not refer to his defea. 
'of the Chalukyas; it is probable. that the event was yet 101 
. take place then. But not much later than that date he must 
have completed the Chalukya overthrow, lind annexed the 
southern part of that kingdom. 

He must have spent some time in consolidating his 
position; but that was not much. Soon he undertook an 

'offensive expedition against Gangavadi; for his T alegaoI\ 
plates "" show him encamped in 768 A.D. at Ma!)!)e in 
Mysore state during the course of that expedition. An ech" 
of this invasion of Gangavadi is heard in a lithic record 
from Tumkur district. "" immortalising the memory or a 
hero, who had fallen in the war caused by the rising of th, 
Rattas against Gangavadi. Since this record refers itself t" 
the reign of Sripurusha, it is clear that this aged ruler was on 
the throne of Gangavadi when Krshl)a invaded it after 
annexing the Chalukya dominions. The issue of T alegaon 
plates from Ma!)!)e, the Ganga capital, shows that Krshl)8 
:was successful in his expedition. Krsh!)a' s expedition 
against the Gangas was not known before the publication of 
his T alegaon plates. 

The Chalukyas or Vengi were next attacked, and this 
~xpedition was under the charge of Yuoaraja Govinda whom 
'We find encamped on the confluence of the Musi' and the 
Krishna-hardly 100 miles from Vengi itself-in 770 A.D. while 

43. E. I" XIII, pp. 275 ff. 44. 1;:. C" XII, Maddagiri. No. 99, 
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conducting that expedition "5' . Vishl)uvardhana Iv. who was 
then upon the Vengi throne. was defeated by Govinda. As a 
result of this victory a major part of' the modem state ~f: 
Hyderabad must have passed, under the Ra.h!raku!a ~way. 
Tho recently published Bhanduk plales '(6' of Krshl)a .show 
that in 772 A.D. practically the whole of Marathi c. P. was then 
\Inder his rule. 

, Krshl)a I had also brought under his sway southern Kon{ 
ksn. From the Kharepatan plales of Ra!J8raja. we leaml 
that Sal)aphulla. the founder of the line. had obtained th .. 
territories between the Sahya and the sea through the favour 
of Krshl)arOja. ,m S'i1aharas were for a long time very loyal 
feudatories of the RiI.h!raku!as; allowing about 2S years pel' 
generation for the ancestors of Ra!!ariija. we find that Sal)a' 

-phulla has to be placed in the latter half of the 8th centory 
It is therefore evident that Krshl)arOja. who had placed Sal}-a. 
phulla in charge of KonkalT. must be Krshl)a I. 

, The date of the death of Krshl)a I is not known. but it 
!nust have taken place some time between the 23rd of June 772 
A.D .• when the Titlegaon plates were issued and October 77S 
A.D .. when the Pimperi plates "s' were issued by his son 
Dhruva. which do not refer to Krshl}-a I as living or ruling. 

Krshl)a was undoubtedly an able ruler and a skilfulf 
gene~al. During his. shor~ reign of abo~t 18 ~ears. ~e enl~rged) 
the kingdom he had Inherited to three times Its ongmal sIZe by 
annexing Konkan. Kamalak and the major portion ofHydera. 
bad state to his empire. He had humbled down the Ganga 
and Vengi rulers and th .. expression • KiiiichiguQiilankrtli 
llisllambhar'll nijallanitella all lena bh.klii· occurring in hili 
Talegaon plates. may perl.aps be ref erring to the defeat of the 

, Pallava ruler of Kanchi as well. though we have no oth8l' 
evidence on the point. It is clear that by his conquesta 

45. AI •• pIal •• of Yova.Rj. Govinda. E. I •• VI. pp. 208 If. 
46. E. I .• XIV. pp. 121 fl. 47. E. I .. Ill. pp. 292 If. 
48. E. I .. X. pp. 81 fl. 
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Krshl)a I had secured for his house a dominating position n 
the Deccan paving thereby the way of his successors to parti 
-cipate in the politics of the north. He was also a greal buildel 
and causea to be excavated the Ellora Kailasa lemple whicl 
is one of the architectural wonders of the world, since the 
whole structure is hewn out of solid rock. 

The overthrow of the Chalukyas was complete and· decl· 
lIive, and it is only rarely that we come across even Chalukya 
feudatories in the first century of the Rils~trakiila rule. OnIJ 
three such feudatories come to our notice. (i) Kaltiyira 01 
Diggur inscription "9' was possibly a ChaIukya chief but he 
was a very petty ruler. Ka~!iyiradeva, who is mentioned as 
an ancestor of later Chalukyas in Managoli inscription, (10' may 
possibly be this Ka~!iyira. (ii) Kadba plales of Govinda III"J) 
disclose another Chiilukya feudatory named Ya_ovarman, 
but since he had to requisition the services of the Ganga 
chief lo secure the permission of Govinda III for certain grants 
it is doubtful whether he was a ruler of even a mediocre feu
datory ststus. (iii) Mahasamanla Budhavarsha of the Tor_ 
khede plates of Govinda Ill'so, was possibly of Chalukya 
1:xlraction, but his feudal sway extended over only 12 villages. 
Arikesarin was a powed ul Chillukya feudatory, but he belongs 
to the eve of the rise of the later Chillukyas. It seems clear 
·that Krsh!)a had not permitted any member of the dethroned 
-dynasty to occupy a position of any political importance in 
.his empire, 

It was only for the sake of convenience that the house of 
Dantidurga was designated as the Malkhed Riish!rakii~ house 
in the presenl and the preceding chapter. Malkhed became 
the capital in the time of Amoghavarsha r, and the pre
Malkhed capital of the house cannot yet be determined with 

·certainty. On the strength of a verse in the Kathiikosha,. iI. 
was once suggested that Malkhed was the capital of the 

49. E. I .. VI, pp. 2SI ff. 50. E. I., V. pp. 16 U. 
51,. I. A .. XII, pp. 13 fE. 52. E. I., III, pp. 54 EE, 
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( Rashtrakillas from the beginning. since the verse in question 
mentions Su bhatuitga. which was one of the birudas of KrshQa I. 
as ruling at Malkhed. This view. however. does not seem 
to be corrccrt:'~ Subhaluilga is known to have been " 
biruda of KrshQa II as well. Beside. a verse in the Karda 
plates of Karka II distinctly states that Amoghavarsha I 
built Manyakhe~. which could put to shame even the capital 
of gods. <>3) It would. therefore. seem that before the time of 
Amoghavarsha I . some other city than Malkhed was the 
capital of the empire. especially as no record earlier than his 
time refers to Malkhed as capital. It has been ~uggested 
that MayiirakhiQc!i or Morkhind. a fort in the district of Nasik. 
may have been the pre.Malkhed capital. since Wani.Dindori. 
Radhanpur and Kadba plates of Govinda ill were issued from 
that place. But the expression used in these records is 
Ma,UrakhinJisamallli.itena ma,a and not Ma,iJrakhinJioiistao. 
,ena ma,IJ:' It is. therefore. quite possible that at th~ time of 
the issue of these records Govinda III may have temporarily 
encamped in this fort. In the Wani·Dindori plates the village 
granted is described as meluded in Valanagara oisha,a of 
Nilsika deS a. If Morkhinda of Nasik district were really the 
<:apital at this period. it is strange that the visha,a or des a in 
which it was situated should not have been designated after 
it. It would. therefore. appear that MayiirakhiQqi was only a 
military station and. not a capital. This samo circumstance 
would g~ against the view that N asik was the capital. The 
Dhulia "" and Pimperi <55> plates besides show that Nasik was 
the scat of a viceroy. and not of the central Government. in 
the 8th century. La~ra wa. the original home of the family. 
from which it had migrated in Berar a few centuries earlier; 
.and it was also included in the Rashlrakma kingdom in tho 
reign of KrshQa I. But there' is no eviden~ to show that tho 
earlier rulers of the family had made their ancestral homo 

53. I. A .. XII. pp. 263 ff. 54. E. I •• VIII. pp. 182 fl. 
~5. E. I •• X. pp. 81 fl. 
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once more their capital. Paithan alsa was not the capital as 
the Paithan plates of Govinda III would show. As it is, we 
have to confess that the early capital of the house cannot be 
determined with tertainty. [t is. however. not improbable 
that Elichpur in Berar. where the ancestors of Dantidurga 
Were ruling before the rise of the house. may have continued 
to be the capital. till it was changed to Malkhed. Cousens 
has recently suggested'16' that the Ra.h!ra!tu!R capital may 
have been located somewhere.in the vicinity of the Elora 
caves in the time of Dantidurga. He thinks that the place 
called as .' Sooloobunjun • in the Indian atlas sheet.. which 'is 
just above the plateau near the Elora caves. may have 'been 
the actual locality of the capital. since what look like the 
remains of a town and a very large tank are still to be 
seen in the place. This view i9 a probable one. but the 
identification of the pre.Malkhed capital with Sooloobuniun 
can be acceptad a. proved only when more sub.tantial evi· 
dence can be adduced. As it is. we have to admit that we 
have no definite knowledge as to the precise site of the capital 
before it was shifted to Malkhcd. 

CHAPTER 1lI 

The Empire at its Zenith 
Govinda II 

Krshl)a i was succeeded by his eldest son Govinda Pra' 
bhiitavarsha Vikra~valoka soon after 172'" A.D. He had been 

56. CoUBenS. The ChaZ"kyan .Architecture. p. 1. 
1. Fleet's a view that Govinda II did DOt eucceeed at all to tho 

throne cannot he maintained any longer. The espression '~" 
can support the theories both of detbroDcment and 8Upel'Cellion; for 
the root I ~~ I mellns to jump over as well 8S to IIct alfide or 
tra09gresli. Baroda plates of Karka SuvarJ)avarsha dated 881-2 A.D .• 
Kapadwanj grant of Krisbna II. datcd 910-11 A.D., aDd Begumra 
platcD of Indra HI. dated 914-5 A.D.. no doubt omit. the Dame 
of GoviDda 11 from tbe genealogy; but .this was LecauDe [Po T. O. 
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selected by his father as hi. successor and was annointed 88 

;'1UOarllja lOme time between 770 and 772'" A.D. He had already 
distinguished himself· on the battlefield by defeating Vishl)uo 
vardhana IV of Vengi.'3> He appears to have been a great 
cavalry leader. for the Kadba plates issued by Govinda III, 
a IOn of Dhruva I who had deposed him. mention how 
Govinda II used to win victory by the sole help of hi. 

[favourite hOrle. 
Daulatabad plates describe how. Govinda II relieved 

Govardhana and despoiled a king named P-arijilta w.· But at 
present we neither know who this king Parijilta was. nor why 
it was necessary to relieve Govardhana. Since Govardhana i. 
Continued from last pag6 
be w.' • 'coUateral memher. It may be pointed that the firat two of the 
above.mentioned recorJ.. omit the name of Dantidurga •• well. DeoH "Del 
Karhad plate. of KrahQa III mention the Dame of Jegattunga •• a pripce 
who did not ascend' the throne; but they make no such statement about 
Govinda II. Govinda 111 wei th. aon' of Dhruva J who had deposc, 
Goviada 11. and atilt hi. earliest rcIcord-the Paithan plates of 794 A.D._ 
dOlcribe how Govinda II appeared UDder the white imperial umbrella. 
Another' record of his, the Kadba plates of 814 A.D., actually de,cribet 
~ho coronation of GoviDda II. Daulatabad plates oE 793-4 A.D., illued in 
the reign of Dhruva himself. describe how Govinda had to be deposed by 
Dhruva in the interest of tho dYDasty. as he bad antJoustcd the admitliatl'll_ 
tiOD to lOme .tranger. and was being descrted by the feud.torie.. There 
.,.0, therefore. be no doubt tbat Govinda II did actually rule. althou&b j~ 
may be only for a .hort time. This conclusion is supported by the 
Chalkeri record No. 34 ( E. ,C. XI ) which uses the expression . Prithvi. 
rajlJom.geVIJ6· 'ruling over the earth' with reEerence to Gf1ijitr. 
I!>J:d.4l1" 1"""'''' .... of Akilavanha. C/. 8!'Im'I .. ~ ... ~ 
pur. Prabhlh.varaha was a biroda of Govinda III as well. but he cannot 
be the king hero referred to. for he wa. not the SOD of Akiliavar.ha but 
of Dhll,lvar.ha. Tilo title • ~1i' • ia also a variation of the titlo 

• ~. wbiob w. find him ... i.g 10 bi. AI •• pl. •••• ( E. I .. VI. 
pp. 208 If. ) 

2. The Talegao3 plate. of 710 reEer to him a •• imp" Covindarllja, 
while tho Ata. p~.to. of 712 deeori'b. him a. Y"tJMaja. 

,. Ala. pla .... E. h. VI. pp. 208 ff. 4. E. I .. IX. pp. 18S ff. 

Ul1P-V 
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situated in Nasik district. it is probable that its relief may 
refer to a temporary victory of Govinda over Dhruva. his 
l'ebel1ious brother. who. we know from the Dhulia'" and 
Pimperi(6'·plates. was ruling over Nasik and Khandesh as 
the govemor under his elder brother. 

Soon after his accession Govinda abandoned himself to a 
life of pleasure and vice <7l. This must have made his adminis
tration unpopular and inefficient. Karhad plales of Krshl)a 111(8' 
state that Govinda practica\1y entrusted the whole admi
nistration to'Dhruva. as his mind was engrossed with the en
joyment of pleasures. This must have given Dhruva a golden 
opportunity to usurp the throne for himself. He proceeded 
cautiously: we find him sometimes issuing grants under his 
own authority. sometimes we notice him recognising Govinda 
as the de jare sovereign. but nevertheless issuing the land grant 
on 'his sole responsibility'"'. It seems that Govinda soon realis
ed what his brother was aiming at: he immediately removed 
~im from the administration and entrusted it to some stranger. 
Feudatories. realising the intemal dissensions. became luke
warm in their loyalty. This supplied Dhruva with a suffici
ent excuse to revolt openly against· his brother: declaring 
that there was the danger of the R""h\raku!a family itself 
being ousted from the throne. he proceeded to fight with his 
brother. not s~. Illuch to gain the throne for himself. as to 

S. E. I., vm. pp. 182 ff. 6. E. I.. X. pp. 81 ff. 
7. See Ka.had pl.tea of KrahIJa III. E. I •• IV. pp. 278 ff. and the 

Kharda plate. of K .. ka. I. A •• XII, pp. 263 ff. 
8. E. I .• IV. pp. 278 ff. . 

9. In tbe Pimperi grant iaaued in 77S A.D., Dbruva altogether 
ignores hie eider brothel' Govinda, who was the reigning sovereign; in 
the Dhulia pl.t •• of 779 A.D. (E. I .• VIII. pp. 81 ff. J. we find th.t 
Govinda II i. mentioned as the ruling emperor. but t.be grantor Kuka 
make. tb~ grant with the sanction. Dot of Govinda, tbe emperor, but of 
his own fether Dhruva, 
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retain it for the Rilshtrakiitas(lO). He first tried to induce 
Govinda to abdicate. which he naturally refused to do. 
Govinda tried his best to put down the rising of his brother: 
he sought and obtained help from the rulers of Kanchi. 
Gangawadi. Vengi. (Wand Malva. Dhruva, howevdr. suc· 
ceeded in defeating the confederacy and winning the throne 
for himself. This event probably took place in Co 780 A.D. (II) 

10. Cf. ~ fll"Q .. ",ij{/oij41f'l I 

m~'!'f.t~1I 
u..r1!1ll'{~~~1 
IIT~~~~:II 

Doul.t.bad plat .. , E. I. IX. pp. 193 ff. 

11. Pampa in hi •. VikramirjlJ,navijaga ute. that Arikeaarin I. 
the .huh ancestor of hi. patron ArikesariD. II, (c. 925-950 A.D.) had 
pCDetrated iDto the kingdom of a king named Nirup.madcve. with the 
m;"i ..... of Bengerivi.baya. (J. B. B. R. A. S. XIV. p. 19). Allowing 25 
yoan for each generation. the time· of Arikeaarin J work. out to be 
175-800 A.D. It would. therefo ... appear that .hie Chl1ukya feudatory 
had joined the party of Govinda against Dhruva: Can king Bengen. 
vi.hay. pouihly etand for the V.gi ruler? . 

12. The above account of the ftliga. of Govinda i. baaed on th~ 
... umption that hi. Dhulia platel are gcnuino. It must be admitted that 
this record. though inued in 779 A.D.. appcan to be IIOme decade. 
later than the Pimperi plates of 779 A.D. But it has been ShOWD already 
lant. pp. 33-4] that the palllDOgreph.ical tolt CaDnot be regarded as the most 
deci,ive one. when the differenco il only of a few decades. The impor. 
ta .. t factor in conoection with the genuiDentlH of the DhuU. pJates is the 
eeDuinene .. of their date; The plates were isaueci on the 10th day of the 
brisbt half of Peush. of S'.ka 701. Prof. KielhorD. after making tho 
DClC'es .. ry calculations. wrote: I The date of this inscription for 5' aka 
Samvat 701 espired regularly corresponds to the 22nd of December 779 
A D. On this day Makara or Uuarlyatl8 SaDkrJinti took place at 4 h. 
30 m •• ond the 10th litH of .he brigbt half of Pouaha commenced 6 h. 
44 m. alter the mean sunrise: (E. I •• VIII. p. 18'. n. 2.). Astronomical 
calculations thus show that the Dhulia plates are genuine. or at leaBt 
based on • genuine original' document. The Pimperi record is also 
genuine, but we caDDot suppose tbat GoviDda wa. expelled as early as 

. [P.T.D. 
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Nothing is known about the ,. s~e of this war of succes. 
sion, but since mo.t of the aUies of Govinda hailed from the 
south. it is not improbable that the decisive battles rnay have 
been fought in that direction. It is not known as to what fate 
overtook Govinda after his defeat; nothing is further heard of 
him. He may have died in battle or may have been imprison. 
ed or killed by his brother Dhruva. It is not known whether 
Dhruva treated his elder brother with the same consideration 
with which Govinda III treated his own elder brother. Stambha. 
when the latter had risen in rebellion. 

Dhruva Dhariivarsha 

After the overthrow of his elder brother above described. 
Dhruva ascended the throne. From the Dhulia plates of 
Govinda II. we find that Dhruva was still professing himself 
to be a subordinate of his elder brother in 779 A.D. In what 
year precIsely he overt'hrew his brother and ascended the 
throne is not definitely known at present. From Jinasena' 8 

Hari~ans' a. we learn that in 783 A.D. king Srlvallabha. son of 
Krshl)a. was ruling the south. This statement. however. does 
not enable us to determine the date of the accession of 
Dhruva. for the de.cription • Srival1abha. son of Krshl)a: can 
suit Govinda II as well as Dhruva. It is true that the Paithan 
plate. of Govinda III issued soon after his accession. mention 

( Continued from last page) 

Octoher 775 A D. KrshOD J was still OD the throne in JUDe 772 A.D. It 
would be difficult to imagine that in the short space of about ;I yea" all 
the following events took place :--accession of Govinda II, hi. misrule. 
his entrusting the administration, first to Dhruva. and then to some 
strangers when the former showed disloyalty. Dhruva's effort to induce 
Govinda to abdicate. tho latter's succesJul attempt in securing for him_ 
self the help of the hereditary enemies of his house. and the dcEeat oE 
this big confederacy by Dbruva, As hoth the Pimperi and the Dhulia 
plates are genuine, the above l'CConstruction of' history, here proposed 
fot' the first time, seems to be the only way out of the difficulty, created 
by the overlapping dates of these documents, 
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Srivallabha as an epithet of Govinda nand Kalivallabha as 
that oC Dhruva. But Sravanbelgola Inscription No. 24. which 
is an almost contemporary document. describes the father of 
Stambha. i .•. Dhruva. as Srivallabba. "" Another contem· 
porary record Crom Matskeri in Mysore district"'> refers to 
Dharavarsha Srlvallabha as the overlord of Kambarasa. provo 
ing thereby that Dhruva was known both by the epithets of 
Srlvallabha and Kalivallabha. Since Snvallabha was thus 
the epithet of both Govinda 11· and his immediate successor 
Dhruva. Srivallabha mentioned by Jinasena as ruling in 
783 A.D. can be either Govinda or Dhruva. But since 
the latest known date of Govinda 11 is 779 A.D. which i. 
supplied by the Dhulia plates discussed above. it may be 
reasonably assumed that Srivallabha. who is mentioned by 
Jinasena as ruling over the south in 783 A.D. may have been 
Dhruva rather than Govinda 11. For. if we place the usur. 
pation subsequent even to 783 A.D.. say' in' 784 or 78S A.D •• 
Dhruva will have a short reign of about 8 years. His exten· 
sive conquests in the south and north. which will be soon 
de8cribed. will make it abundantly clear that they presupposed 
a somewhat longer reign. 

At the time oC his accession in C. 780 A.D. Dhruva was a 
mature man of about SO; for. when the Dhulia plates were 
issued in' 779 A.D •• his son was a grown-up man invested with 
the Panchamahiis'abJas. and taking an active part in the 
administration. Dhruva' s age. however. had not quenched 
his military ambition as his biruJa" Kalioallabha '. 'one who 
loves strife or war: will show. After his accession Dhruva' 
must have spent some time in oonsolidating his position by 
compelling the refractory feudatories. who were abput to 
overthrow his brother's yoke. "" to recognise his sovereignty. 
Then he proceeded to punish those of his neighbours who had 

13. E. C .. I. 14. E. C" IV. p. 93. 

IS. See anI •• p. SI fool·Dote No. 10. 
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sided with his brother in' the war of succession. We have 
seen already how the rulers of Talwad. Kanchi. Vengi. and 
Malva had championed the cause of his brother. It is precise' 
Iy against these kings that we find the armies of Dhruva 
operating during the greater part of his reign. 

Dhruva first proceeded to punish his southern neighbours. 
The first blow was directed against the Ganga principality. 
The aged Ganga ruler Sri.purusha Mutta·rasa who was 
defeated by his father KrshQa I. was now dead. and was 
succeeded by his son Sivamlira II. The Manne plates. "" 
alleged to have been issued in 797 A.D .• are no doubt spurious. 
but the slatement made therein. that Sivamara was interested 
in logic. dramaturgy and Plilanjala·Mahlibhii.hya may well 
have been founded on good tradition; it would show that he 
was more a scholar than an administrator. His authorship of 
a book on war.elephants did not prove to him of much avail 
against the elephant-phalanx of Dhruva. whb managed to 
defeat and imprison him. The slatenoent in the Rasht:raku\8 
records that the Ganga ruler was imprisoned (17' is confirmed 
by some Ganga documents as well. The Manne grant. above 
referred to. slates that Sivamlira was entangled on all sides 
in difficulties. The Gattiyadpur plates inform us"·, that 
Sivamlira put his younger brother Vijayiditya upon the throne 
who. like Bharata. knowing the earth to be his elder brother's 
.wife. refrained from enjoying her. The simile makes it quite 
clear that Sivamira was absent from the kingdom in the 
Rasht:rakii\8 prison. and that his younger brother was trying 
'to carryon the struggle against the invading forces in the 
absence of the de jure ruler. Dhruva. however. was com
pletely.successful in his expedition; he appointed his eldest 
son St~mbha to govern the newly conquered province. 

16. E. C .• XI. p. 41. 
17. See Wani-Dindori plat ••• 11. 9-10; I.A .. XI. p. 157. 
18. E. C .. XII. Nanjangad No. 129. 
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After the annexation of the Ganga principality. Dbruva 
attacked the PaHava ruler and besieged his capital Kanchi. 
A verse in the Radhanpur plates informs us that the Pallava 
ruler was defeated and compelled to surrender a large number 
of war.elephants to the victor. 

Arter punishing his southem neighbours for siding with 
his elder brother. Dbruva tumed his attention to Northem 
India. As DharmapaIa of Bengal is known to have married 
a Rash\rakii\a princess. Ra!)l)adevi. daughter or king Para
bala. (I,) it was once believed thot Dhruva had undertaken tbe 
northem expedition as an ally of Dharmapala against their 
common enemy Vatsaraia. the Gurjara.Pratihara ruler. This 
view is. however, no longer tenable as the II. 14"°) of the 
Sanian plates of Amogbavarsha I, recently published. distinct· 
ly says that Dbruva fought also against the Gauda ruler in 
his northem expedition. The real motive of the northem 
campaign of. Dbruva seems to have been to teach a lesson ta
Vatsaraia, (2" who had tried to espouse the cause of Govinda II. 

19. The identity of this Rlah!r.k'(J~. prince is still uncertain. He. 
cannot be Parab.t. of the Pathal'i pillar macriptioD. for the latter'. date
i. 861 A.D. (E, I., IX, p. 248). The reign of Dharmaplil. had endc.t 
about 50 yeart at lo",t before that year, and therefore be could not baVct 

heen ParaLal •• lon.in.law. Fleet bad proposed to identify him with. 
Govinda III (DY1lrutieB. p. 198), but this ruler is Dot known to have haa 
thi. biruda. 

20. Cf. ~'l1'I!!'Ilitli'<1t 00 >TIm- om<I: I 
l'l~~~~11 

21. Thelfatement of JinallCna 

~II;~~~ .••••• I 
ha. to be undentoocl to mean that Vatsarlja was ruling at Avanti' .. 
IIIpecially since we know from the Sanjan plates that tbe~ was .' 
Gurjua ,Pratihal'8 ruler at Avanti in the time of Dantidwga also. The 
Malava ruler, who helped Covinda II, mUlt. therefore. have been this 
Vat,arRj. or perhaps a local governor of his, and one of the rcBaons that 
induced Dhruva to undertake this expedition in the north mUst have been 
to punish the Gurjara-Pratihira ruler for bi, partil8llship with Oovinda II. 
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L9ter o~ Dhruva may have attacked Dharmapilla as well. as 
the latter may have tried to thwart his plans. regarding him as 
a possible rival in the overlord.hip of the north towards which 
he himself was aiming. 

It is not neoessary for us to enter into a detailed discussion 
of the very complicated history of northern India of this period. 
Only facts. relevant for our enquiry. need be referred to. 
The Gwalior inscription of Bhoja I"" of the Gurjara-Pratihilra 
dynasty informs us that his great-grand-father Vatsal'ilja had 
wrested away the empi .... Crom the Bhal)<p family. Kanauj 
in our period was occupying the-position of Pataliputra in an 
e£r:ier age. and we know from the Ha"hacharita that 
Bhal)"i was a matemal-unele of Harsha. Indrayudha. who 
was at tbis time ruling over Kanauj. may probably have been 
a descendant of this maternal-uncle of Harsha. and it is 
possible that his family in that case may have been known as 
Bhal)"ikulo. The statement in the Gwalior inscription that 
Vatsaraja forcibly wrested the empire from Bhal)gikula may 
support the view that soon after 783 AD .• Vatsaraja attacked 
Kanauj and defeated its ruler Indrayudha. Indruyudha does 
not seem to have been immediately deposed; for some time 
he continued to occupy the imperial throne at Kanauj as a 
mere puppet in the hands of the conqueror. This. must have 
roused the jealousy of Dharmapala. who was also an aspirant 
for the overlordship of northern India. Dharmapala decided 
to champion the cause of Chakrayudha. who was probably a 
relative of lndrayudha. The Bengal ruler. however. suffered 
a reverse in the beginning; for a verse'''' in the WSI)l-DiI)40ri 
plates states that Vatsaraja was elated by the easy victory 
that he had scored over the lord of the Gaudas. The Bengal 
ruler defeated by him could not have been Gopala. for the 
latter is not known to have sent any expedition outside the 

22. A. S. R.o 1903-4 p. 280. 

23. cr. ~iillt<fltd.h\lGj"'~iill"'iII( ...... 'ffim~ I 
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province of Bengal. The Sanjan plat.,.. on the other hand. 
shaw that the armies cl Dharlnapala were operating in the 
Ganges. Jumna Doab in the course of his wars with the 
Gurjara·Pratiharas. 

At the time of Dhruva's intervention in the northern 
Indian politics. Dharmapala had again rallied up his forces and 
advanced into the Doab with a view to capture Kanauj. 
Dhruva must have first attacked Vatsaraja. his immediate 
neighbour. in c. 789 A.D. The latter was probably engaged 
in meeting the second invasion of Dharmapiila. and so Dhruva 
could get a decisive victory. capturing the two white umbrellas 
of the Bengal ruler which Vatsara;a had snatched away from 
him in a former battle. This defeat of Vatsarilja brought 
Dhruva into contact and conflict with Dharmapilla. who 

,. was already in the Doab. Each must have regarded the 
other as standing in the way of the realization of his imperial 
ambition and a conflict was inevitable. We have no details 
of the military operations. but the Sanjan plates of Amogha. 
varsha I. distinctly assert "') that the defeat of the Gauda king 
took place in the Ganges-Jwnna Doab. The statement in 
the Sanjan plates is confirmed by. verse 22 of the Surat 
plates of Karka SuvarQavarsha. which I am at present editing for 
the Epigraphia Indica. where Dhruva and God Siva are both 
described as • Gangaughasantatinirodhavivrddhakirtih .• "'a' 
There is a pun on the expression. and with refer';"ce 10 
Dhruva. it can refer both to his' imprisonment of the Ganga 
ruler. as well as to his campaign in Ganges valley. The term 
ogha i. not very happy iftaken in connection with the imprison
ment of the Ganga ruler. It can be more appropriate with 
reference to the campaign in the Ganges valley. when the huge 
southern army. consisting oC elephants. horses and soldiers 

24. "~mIT o?im ~~: I 
~~~.nsm.U 

240. Likely to be publi.hed iu E. I .. vol. XX or XXI. 
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may have, whUe encamped on the banks of the Ganges, 
appeared to be obstructing the now of that river either while 
bathing in it or crossing it across, 

And finally the verse:

""'Ti1'T~<ffil'~~:~1 
m~~,,~~a'~'Itl'l.n 

in the Baroda pla,,"s us' of Karka Suvarl)avarsha has now 
to be interpreted as referring to Dhruva's occupation of 
the Ganges-Jumna Doab; the poet imagines that the acquisition 
or heaven by Dhruva, which is mentioned in the latter half of 
this verse, was due to his being in possession of the holy 
Jumna and the Ganges_ Prinsep's view that this verse refers to 
Dhruva's drowning himself in the confluence of the Ganges 
and the J umna (26' can no longer be accepted, 

Dhruva's expedition in northem India was merely of 1 
the nature of a Jigoijaya, It probably brought him no substan
.tial gain, apert from fame and booty, that might have been 
obtained. Boundaries of the Rashtraku\a empire did not 
alter as a result or hts successes against Vatsaraja and 
DharmapiJla, It does not seem that he was in a position to 
follow up-rus victories in the Doab by marching upon the 
capital of either of his opponents_ He was far away from his 
base: and perhaps he was too .old to press his armies on to 
Kanauj. It is also possible that he was anticipating some 
trouble about the succession after hi. death, and was, therefore, 
an.oous to return to the south in order to abdicate in favour 
of his favourite son Govinda_ Whatever the real causes, the 
Rashtraku\a armies soon retired to the south, enhancing no 
doubt the military prestige of the empire, but adding very 
little to its area. -

,Dhruva died some time between April 793 and May 

25, I. A .. XII, pp. 157 If. 26, J. A. S. B., 1839, pp. 304 If, 
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794 A.D. 'IV> He was one of the ablest of the Rash\l'akUla 
rulers. During a short reign of about J3 years he not only 
reastablished the Rashtrakuta ascendency in the south, which 
was seriously endangered by his predecessor's loose and
vicious government, but made the Rashtraku\as an aI/-India
power. For the first time aftar the Andhra occupation of 
portions of Northem India, after a lapse of nearly nine centuries, 
a Deccanese force crossed the Vindhyas and entered into the
very heart of Madhyad •• a, defeating each of the two rival 
claimants for the imperial position in the North. His depo. 
sition of his elder brother is an unfortunate circumstance 
casting reflectiuns upon his moral character; but if Govind .. 
was really a weak and vicious ruler, which certainly seems to 
have been the case, there was more than ample pulitical 

. - justification for the step taken by Dhruva. His northern 
campaigns no doubt did .not result in the enlargement of thl> 
Empire in that direction. but in the south. after the imprison. 
ment of the Ganga ruler. his dominions were annexe4i'" and
the boundary of the Empire was pushed to t~e Kaver1. 

Govinda III 
Dhruva had a number of sons. The names of four of 

them are known.-Stambha Ral)1ivaloka. (Kambarasa in, 
r Canarese). Karka Suvarl)avarsha. Govinda and Indra. and it 

i. not unlikely that he may have had more. Stambha was a 
viceroy over the newly ann~xed province of Gangawadi. n., 
Karka Suvarnavarsha was carrying on the administration of 
Khandesh. <30' even before his father's accession; Govinda. 

27. Dhruva wa. living when the Daulatabad platea were iSlued iQ 
April 793 and dead when the Paithao plates were issued by his 800 in.. 
May. 794 A.D. 

28. From an iDlcription at Matakeri in Mylore district. we leal'Q. 
that Stambha wei the' governor of GBngawadi when DhlrRvarah .. 
5' rTvallabha was ruling the earth. E. C.., IV. p. 93, 

29. E. C •• IV. p. 93. 
30. Dhulio plot •• of Govind. II. E. I .. VIII. pp. 182 ff. 
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who was selected by the father for Jluccession and Indra. :who 
was later put in the charge oC southern GUlrat by Govinda. 
Were probably co-operating with their father in the military 
expeditions. All these sons were grown uP. able. and ambi· 
tious. and the old emperor must have realised that if a war of 
succession was to be avoided. some one among them must be 
selected for the throne and formally anointed as the heir. 

· apparent. His choice Cell upon Govinda. because he was the 
ablest and the worthiest among them. (8" well competent to 
protect the wide empire thaI he was to inherit. The selection 
was followed by a Cormal coronation. and Govinda was 
invested with a kaQ!hika or necklace which was the insignia 
of the heir.apparent. 

But the old emperor apprehended trouble in spite of the 
YuvarBja coronation oC his son Govinda. and proposed to abo 

· dicate in favour of the heir.apparent. as the verse quoted in 
the last footnote would show. . Govinda. however. opposed 
this prqpossl. It is difficult at present to determine whether 
the proposed abdication did actually take place. The PaitH 
plates definitely." state that Govinda obtained the kingdom 
from his father at a formal coronation "" and their testi· 
mony is supported by v .. 30 of the Surat plates of Karka. 
which states that Govinda obtained notY uvarajaship bUI em· 
perorship from his father. Cf. 

m<nf~U~~Tif.1 
. tr.rlf"<{~'!i{<rt ~T II 

It is possible that the expressions' Rajyabhishekasamaya' 
· and ' R;.jyabhishekakala!;a' may have been used rather loose· 
ly in these records with reference to Yuvaraja coronation. 

31, '''''14>1('''11:1' ~~: II 
i'~f.I~~~~:1 
"IT«!i am ... m firn'i /lii; ;ffi <Its~ II 

Radhanpur pIa ... , E. I., IV, pp. 242 If. 

'illT ~ ... flr~ ~~"'2q\i"d"'i!(I."'" 8f1~~ ••. 11 
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But it is equally probable that realising that installation as a 
Y uvaraja was no guarantee against a war of succession. 8S was 
shown by his own overthrow of his elder brother. Dhruw 
may have actually abdicated in favour of Govinda in spite of 
the filial protests of the latter. Govinda' s actual installation as 
an emperor. he may have thought. may minimise the prospects 
of his succe.sion being opposed after his death. In the present 
state of knowledge. therefore. it is difficult to decide whether 
Dhruva had actually abdicated towards the end of his career: 
it may. however. be safely assumed that G"vinda was the de 
facto ruler in full charge of the administration when his father 
died. 

The accession of Govinda 111 took place peacefully. for 
the Paithan ·plates. issued within less toon a year of the death 
of Dhruva. do not refer to any war of succession. But Starn. 
bha. who was an elder brother of Govinda. was smarting under 
the humiliation of his supercession. and soon formed a formid. 
able confederacy of twelve kings to gain the throne to which he 
was legally entitled. The names of the" allies of Stambha are 
not known. but we cannot be far wrong in assuming that they 
must have been some of the neighbouring and feudatory 
rulers "" who must have been smarting under the treatment 
they had received from the dead emperor. The Sanjan plates 
inform us that a number of high officers of the state alsa 
joined the cause of Starn bha. 

33. Such wu the case with the Ganga ruler whom Govinda had 
releascd. prob.bly with tho intention of creating a rival against hi. 
brother, who wu govcming GSDIl_wadi, the patrimony of the releascd 
king. 5' iv.mlra Muttan.a. the Ganga rulcr, however. joined 5tamoha 
who, anticipating the imperial crown, may have promised Gangawadi tc) 
itllegitimate ruler in order to get hiaBl.iatance in the fight with Govinda. 
Fleet'a auggeation that the glorioua Ka~~iyira who i. mentioned •• reign .. 
ing over the earth. while DoairRja w., governing Vanav.ai 12000, may 
have been an aUy of Stambba, would be. plaulible only if ·we "Iume that 
thia DOlirRj. wei Cilifferent from the DosirRj. who weI loverDing portioDI 
of Kamat.k IIIld.r Klrtiva.man in 7S7 A.D. (E. I .. VI. pp. 253 fl.) 
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Govinda had anticipated the storm and was well prepar' 
.,d to meet it. By following a policy of conciliation he had 
endeared himself to a number of his feudatories, u" who 
now stood by his side. His brother, Indra, helped him 
:zealously, and it was probably in recognition of his services 
on this occasion, that he was appointed to the Gujrat vice. 
royalty. Besides, Govinda was himself a great soldier and 
skilful general He, therefore, soon defeated Stambha and his 
twelve allies and made his position secure. A verse in the 
Sanjan plates claims <". that Govinda treated his enemies 
leniently after the revolt was put down. Such really was the 
case, for the ring·leader of the confederacy, Stambha, was 
reinstated by Govinda in his Ganga governorship where he 
"ontinued to govern a~ least till 802 A.D. <36' 

Stambha was governing Gangawadi during his father's 
life.time. and it is therefore very likely that the centre of cam. 
paign against him must have been south Karnatak. Govinda's 
expedition against the Ganga ruler must have been under. 
taken immediately thereafter. Seeing a war of succession 
impending, Muttarasa, the Ganga ruler, ( c. 765 - c. 805 A.D, ) 
assumed imperial titles soon after his release from the 
Rashtrakli!a captivity; <37' he may have very probably joined 
the side of Stambha, who may have promised to restore his 
kingdom to him when he would become the Emperor. We can, 
therefore, well understand why the Radhanpur plates call him 
haughty, <37) and the Sanjan plates ungrateful, <SS> Govinda 
-defeated him easily, for the Radhanpur plates observe that 

3t SliD jan plates of Amoghavaraha. v. 17. E. I .. XVIII, p. 244. 
35, Ibid, v. 18. 36. Se. note No. 39 below. 
37. In hi. earlier inscriptions, 8!1 Fleet hat pointed out, his title i • 

• imple Maharaja whereas, in his Holawadi record he 8ssumes the imperial 
title KonguQi Rljadhirija Paramea'vara S',ipurusha E. I., V .• pp. 
156.158 fl. . 

37, CE. ~i mf<\~ fio«r: I E.I., VI, p. 242. 
38. CE.~: ~: II v. 18. E.!. XVIII p. 244 .. 
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a mere frown was sufficient Cor the pUrPOse. The defeated 
ruler was again imprisoned in c. 798 A.D., and Gangawadi was 
again annexed to the Rash!J'Bku\a empire. Stambha was 
reappointed to the Ganga viceroyalty which he continued to 
rule down to 802 A.D. at leasL ,,., Later on he was succeed· 
ed by Ch"kiraja, sometime before the issue of the Kadba 
plates in 814 A.D. Grown wiser by the Cate of Ganga ruler. 
Charuponnera of Nolambawadi recognised the suzerainty of 
Govinda. «0> 

Govinda next turned his arms to Kanchi. That kingdom 
had been already once attacked by hi. father. ·but Govinda 
found it necessary to invade it once more, probably because 
its ruler had sided witlr Stambha. The Kanchi ruler was 
defeated sometime before 803 A.D.; Cor we learn from the 
British Museum plates oC Govinda III. ,4" that at the time 
when they were issued in 804 A.D., Govinda was encamped 
at Ramelvara Tirtha. while returning from his victorious 
expedition against the Pallava king. Govinda's victory was 
not decisive. for towards the end of his reign. he had to 
attack the Pallavas once more. 

Freed Crom the worries in the south. Govinda turned his 
attention to the east. VishQuvardhana IV and Vijayilditya 
Narendraraja were his contemporaries. but since we have to 

'9. A copper-plate' grant from MaDDc, dated 802 A.D., mentioDs 
Ranlvaloka S' BUCb. Kamhh.deva aa the older brother of Pritbivivallabba 
Prll.bhtltar.s. Govindarljaciov8 who moditated OD the feet of Dh8ravar
.badov.. This grant wa. made by Stambha with the permiuioD of 
Govinda, • fact which clcarly shows that Stambha had becn pardoned 
by Govinda and reinstated in the Gauge viceroyalty after the imprison. 
ment of the Ganga ruler. E. C. IX. Netamangal No. 61. 

40. Some records from Chitaldurga district .how that Chan..ponnera 
of No}awba.lgo WI •• feudatory of \if113r~HPip~ .~. Thi. Govinda i. 
obviou.ly GoviDd. III. E. C .. XI. No .. 33-34.· 

41. I. A •• XI. p. 126. 
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place the expedition again.t Vengi later than 804 A.D .... 21 his 
Chalukya opponent was very probably Vijayeditya. who is 
known to have ruled from Co 799 to 843 A.D. Govinda attacked 
him probably because of the old feud between the two houses. 
He was a new ruler and therefore a good target for an 
aggressive conqueror. The Vengi ruler was defeated; a verse 
in the Radhanpur plates states that he was compelled to 
prepare a compound for the conqueror' 8 stables. and another 
in the Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsha I describes the humilia· 
tion to which he was subjected. when compelled to cleanse 
the floor of qovinda' s camp. The war which broke out at this 
time between the two states. lingered for twelve year. in which 
a8 many as 108 battles are said", have been fought;"" 
during the lifetime of Govinda the victory seems to have been 
with the Rashlraklita forces. but things changed with the 
accession of the boy emperor Amoghavarsha. 

After reducing to subjection almost all the important 
kings to the south of the Narmada. Govinda organised an 
expedition into northern India. Many new developments 
had taken place there since his father's retirement to the 
south. Taking advantage of the crushing defeat inflicted 
upon Vatsareja by Dhruva. and of the preoccupation of 
Govinda III in the south. Dharmapala had captured Kanauj 
and put his own nominee Chakfilyudha on its throne with the 
assent. genuine or forced. of most of the kings oC Madhyade.a 
and the Punjab,'''' But Dharmapala did not enjoy his 

42. Govinds's armies werCl fighting against the eouthem power. 
down to 804 A~D.t and the defeat of the VClDgi ruler is first mentioned. 
in the Radhcnpur grant of 809 A.D. _ 

43. s •• Idara grant of Amma .. ja I. I. A .. XIII. pp. S6 ff. 
44. ~?I""(I"I"'icfl~(lcfl", I 

0'I1r.rnr ir-r .m~; II 
~i'!~ ............ • .. 
"'iita;Ii!l"l,:qlij~:ilit"'4 II BhagaIpur grant. 
~,f,!;;!!I~~!i""~I"f.;t'I~;1 
............ :m!~;11 

Kbalimpur grant of Dharmapat •• E. I.. VI. ppl248 fl. 
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imperial supremacy in northern India for a long time. 
Nilgabhata II. who had succeeded VatsarBja on the Pralihara 
throne. soon recovered his position. He formed an alliance. 
as Dr. R. C. Majumdar has pointed out. with tho Mahomedans 
cl Sindh. the Chalukyas of Vengi. and the local rulers in 
eastern and western C. P.. and attacked Dharmapila and 
Chakriyudha. <45' His attack was successful and both 
Dharmapala and Chakriyudha were defeated. "'> -He then ~ub. 
juga ted th .. territory round Dholpur and led an expedition to 
the west deCeating the chiefs in Malva and northern Gujrat. "7> 

Nagabha\a II was thus at the heightoC his glory and power. when 
Govinda III decided to attack him sometime in 806 or 807 A.D. 

The northern expedition of Govinda was boldly planned 
and skilC ully executed. He entrusted a number oC his 
general. with the work of subduing or keeping in check the 
rulers of Vengi. Orissa. Kosala and Malva. his brother Indra 
was sent to attack the Gurjara.Pratiharas in their home 
province. and then he himself proceeded in the direction oC 
the Doah and Kanauj to attack Nagabhata himself"·> some· 
time in 806 or '807 A.D ... " 

• 4S. E. I .. XVIII. pp. 87 If. 
46. 13I1"IT'ffi~1 

~~~~II 
~~I 

- Gwalior inscriptioD of Bhoj., A. S. R" 1903-4. 
47. Ibid. v. 8. 
48. The SaDjRa plates actually mention tbe Dame of the Gurjara

Pratih.ra ruler .a Nagabhata (vo 22). Before the publication of this 
record the name of the GurjaM opponent bad to De inferred. einee it was. 
given in no Riahll'akUta record. BubIer had proposed to identify him 
with some member of tbe ChAyolaka house. (I. A .. Xli. p. 158. ) 

49. Since tho Gurjara defeat ia mentioned. in the Radhsnpur plates. 
illued in Auguat 809 A.D •. and since Govinda. was just cornpleting hi. 
expedition againlt the Kanohi ruler in 804 A.D. the above conclusion 
about the date of this ezpedition will appear as very probable, when it is 
.110 remembered that the Vcngi expedition wal UQ.dcrtakcD prior to the 
advancc to tho north. 

UW-'i 
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Apart from a few local reverses, <50> success seems to have 
attended Govinda' s arms everywhere. The army under the 
Gujrat viceroy Indra was ultimately victorious; the Baroda 
plates of his son Karka, issued in 811·2 A.D .. state that Indra 
was able to rout out single. handed the lord of the Gurjars. 
The expeditions against the central Indian rulers were equally 
successful. <51> After defeating the ruler of Chitrakuli' 
Govinda himself marched into the Doab. He defeated 
Niigabha\8 11 and apparently pressed right up to the Hi;"alayan 
ranges. "" Nagabha\8' s defeat was fairly decisive; he had to 
retire to the deserts of Rajputana. Chakrayudha was a mere 
puppet and offered voluntary submission. Dharmapala also is 
said to have done the same, "" probably because he was 
shrewd enough to realise that it was politically wise to 
humour Govinda 111, who had indirectly obliged him by over· 
throwing his greatest enemy, Nagabha!a II. Govinda, he knew, 
would soon retire to the south, leaving him free to exploit 
the situation created by the defeat of the Gurjara·Pratibara 
ruler. 

so. BiIbulaidhavala. a contemporary and feudatory of Nigahhata II 
in Kathiawar. iii said to have defeated a Kamataka army in a grant of hi. 
grandson Balavarman (E. I .. IX. pp. 1 ti). This victory may have been 
• local SUCCCS8 against the army of Iodra, the Cujrat viceroy. 

S1. The defeat of KOlata king, Chandragupte, is specifically meo. 
tioned in the v. 22 of the Sanjan record; v. 24 make! the general 
statement .that all the central Indian kings were reduced to submission 
by the genoral. of Govinda. E. I .. XVIlI p. 245. 

52. V. 23 oE the SaDjan record relers to the resounding of the 
Himalayau caves hy the noise made at the time or the bath of the army 
of Govinda in the Ganges. It is possible. however. that this resounding 
of the Himalayan caves may be merely poetic, and the armies of 
Govinda may not. have marched much beyond tho Gangos.Jumna Doab. 
The Rl![8h~ra.kff~a records do Dot claim the conquelt of KaDBuj at this 
time; and since Kan.l)I.uj was Dot conquered. it is Dot likely that Govinda 
cot11d have gone in the close vicinity or the Himalayas. 

53. ~~r 'f 'It'i l1l~r ~r I S •• jan pl.t ••• ibid. 
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Govinda's expedition in northern India was merely of the 
nature of a digvijaya, He compelled both Nagabhala II and 
Dharmapiila. each of whom was seeking to make the titular 
king Chakrayudha a puppet in his own hands. to recognize 
his suzerainty. He did not annex any portions of their nor· 
mal kingdoms. though he must have exacted heavy tributes· 
from them. The same was the case with the central Indian 
rulers. perhaps with the exception of Malva. We do not 
know who the Malva ruler was. who'in the Wani-Dindori"" 
plates is described as submitting to Govinda, He may possi
bly have been a feudatory governor of Nagabha\8 Ir. appointed 
to govern Malva when his master was preoccupied with the 
conquest of Kanaui. The statement in Baroda plates oC 
Karka. issued in 812 A.D .. that Karka was made a door-bolt 
to proteet Malva against the Guriara attack. suggests that 
Malva. was almost assimilated to the Ra.htrakiita dominions 
as a result of this expedition. 

Govinda then marched westward and was welcomed by 
king Serva at his capital Sribhavana or modem Sarbhon in 
Bharoch '55' district with the presents of the choicest heir-looms. 

54. I. A •• XII. p. 151. _ 
5S. An inscription bailing from Gudigcri in Dharwar district (E. I., 

VI, p. 257) which. on palBCograpbical ground. can be assigned to 
0.800 A.D •. reder. to a glorious maharDja, Mar88881ba by name, 81 

J'U.ling OYer that district. Fleet had opined (Ibid) that this ruler may 
be the lame as king MD.!'.,,' arva, who, iD the Radhanpul' platea, i8 described 
al submitting to Govinda . at the mere news of his approach to the 
Vindhya regions. Thi. view is, however, untenable. M8.rBS'aru was a 
potty ruler ruling at SarbhoD in Bhal'OCh dietrict 815 will become evident 
from the following reaSOnS :-

(i) Tho statement in the Wani-Dindori plates, that Maras'arYa 
hastened to present his he~r-loom8 to Govinda, aa Boon as his spiea 
reported to him tho arrival of the conqueror in tho vicinity of the Vindhyan 
ranges, makes it abundantly clear that his dominion must have been 
in the "icinity of that mountain; if ho were really ruling in Dbarwar 
diatrict, the advent of Govinda in the Vindhyan regions would not have 
frightened him. . (Continued on th~ ne:ct page} 
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Govinda spenl the major part of the rainy season of 808 A.D. 
at his capital, maturing the plans of the cam paigns against 
the king. of the south, who had shown signs of insubordina
tion during his absence in northern India and formed a con
federacy against him. (56' It was during his stay at Sarbhon 
-that Amoghavarsha was bam in the monsoon of 808 A.D. (57' 
Continued from la.t pags 

(ij) The reference to the presentation of tbe choiccst bcir-Io~mll by 
Maraa srve would show that before that time. be was an independent 
ruler. But Dharwar was in the very heart of the R8.sblraktJta empire 
under the direct imperial administration: DO indepcndent king could 
have survived there down to c, 808 A.D. Miirssss!ba of the Gudigeri 
record muat have been a third-Nte lcudatory,-supposing that be 
belonged to this pcriod-; for an inscription from the diltrict of Shimog_ 
shows that R:6jdiityaraaa was Govinda'a governor over Bsn8vasi 12000, 
and that Chitravabana was ruling over Alurakhed 6000 under him at this 
tim.. [ S •• E. C .• VIII, Sorab No •. 10 and 22 1. 

(iii) At the begi.nning of the monsoon of 808 A.D, Govinda's army 
had just returned after prolonged operations in Northern and Central 
India, and it is therefore very unlikely that he would have subjected it to 
• long march to the Tungahhadra. The fact that the Radhanpur plates 
were issued from MayUrakbindi in Nasik district in July 808 A.D. would 
also show that Govinda did not proceed to the south. im'mediately after his 
northern campaign but apent the rainy aeason in the north. S'ribbavana 
ought to be. thereIore. identified with Sarhhon in B~aroch diauict. and 
not with Shiggaon, the headquarters of Bank8.purTaluka ia Dhal'wardis~ 
trict. about 30 miles north of the Tungabhadre.. as Fleet has suggested. 
There is also some phonetic difficulty ia identifying Shiggaon with 5' rio 
hbavan. The same difficulty is encountered in considering the view of 
Wathen that 5' rIbhavana. where Govinda was ~Dcamped, is modem 
Cowldurg in Mysore. 

(iv) The Sanjin plates of Amoghavarsha I. recently published. 
show conclusively that 5' ribbavana is Sarbhon ill Bhal'Och district. They 
describe the capital of Maras' arva. 8S situated in the Narmada valley 
at the foot of the VindhY8s (v. 25). This description applies very 
accurately to Sarbbon ill Bharoch di~trict, and not to Sbiggaon in 
Dharwar district. It need not he added that king S' atvB of the San'. 
jan record is the same 8S king Maris' arva of the R.dhanpur plates. 

56. Sanjan pIa ... of Amoghavarsha. v.3O E. I., XVIII. p. 246. 
57. !bid. vv. 25-27. . 
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From Srlbhavana or Sarbhon h~ proceeded ~ tha south 
to teach a le.son to the Dravidian kings who had formed an 
alliance against him. The members of this confederacy were 
the rulers of Gangawidi, Kerala, P-en<!ya, Chola and KanchI 
kingdoms. These were all of them defeated. '58' Several 
battalions of the Gimga army, or perhaps some members of the 
royal family, <>" were put to the sword, KinchI was once more 
occupied, and the Chola and Pill)<!ya kingdoms were overrun. 
The fate of these states frightened the king of Ceylon who 

} 

hurried to offer subm. ission, sending his own statue and that. 
of his minister to Govinda, while the latter was encamped at 
Kincht. '60' Govinda sent them on to M .. lkhed to be put in 
front of a Siva temple as columns of victory. 

The southem campaign, which was undertaken subse· 
quent to the monsoons of 808 A.D., must have required at least 
two years and may have terminated sometime in 810 or 811 

A.D. Govinda probably undertook no more expeditions: he 
wao getting old, his end was approaching, and towards the 
close of his reign he must have been occupied in making some 
arrangements to ensure the succession of hisonlyson~ Amogha. 
YBl'sha, who was bom aolate as in 808 A.D. Govinda was alive 
on the 4th of December 813 A.D. when the Torkhede plates <i" 

were issued by him. His death tooI,; place soon thereafter, 
for there is evidence ~o .how that Amoghavarsha ascended 

• the throne sometime in the next year. 

58. Ibid. v. 30 59. Ibid. v. 3), 
60. lllid, v. 34, Cf:-

fiTlI: f.i;;r ~~.-r~ <Iif: I 
ofirff!~<i>If.\>?r~¥tt~1I 

It i. clear from this yore; tbet the ltatues were transported from 
Kanchi to' here' i eo M.tkbed from where the plate. were issued. 
It ii, beside., very unlikely that Govinda would have ever thought 
of erecting these Kwti.tambhCII at Kanchi which. he had only 
temporarily occupied. 

61. E. I .. lll, p. 54. 
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Govind~ was, perhaps, the ablest of the Rash\rakUta em· 
perors. He not only put down the confederacy that was form· 
ed to oppose his "cce;sion but also enhanced the prestige of 
his kingdom and added to its area. M .. lva in the north and 
Gangawadi in the south were annexed to the empire. Both 
Nagabha\a and Dharmapala, who were aspiring to the impe. 
rial position in the north, were overthrown by him. The victo· 
rious march of his armies had literally embraced all the terri·, 
tory between the Himiilayas and Cape Camorin, Even the 
king of Ceylon was terrified into submission, Never again. 
did the prestige of the Rashlraklitas reach this high leveL 
Indra'l\[, no doubt, conquered Kanauj but he could not 
proceed beyond the North Pennar in the south. KrshQa III 
had indp.ed conquered all the states defeated by Govinda III 
in the south but could not enter the Madhyad"a and 
defeat the principal kings in north India, The statement of 
the Wani·Dindori plates that with the advent of Govinda III 
the Riish\raklita dynasty became invincible to its enemies is 
no boast of a court panegyrist but a plain statement of fact. 

The success of Govinda was due to his bravery, states· 
matlship and power of organisation. He is compared to Partha I 
in the Baroda plates of his nephew Karka, "n and the Naosari 
plates (63) issued by the same ruler describe how Govinda was 
accustomed to plunge straightway into the thick of battle 
without caring to consider the odds against him. His fondness 
for sport"" also attests to active habits and personal bravery. 
His successful'campaigns in the north and the south attest to 
his generalship and power of organisation; His victory over 
Stambha at the beginning of his reign speaks volumes for his 
diplomacy. His creation of the Gujrat viceroyalty''') under his 

62. I. A., XII, pp. 158 ff. 63. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XX. pp. 135 ff. 
64. I. A •• XI, pp. 126 ff. 
65. It is usually supposed that Gujrat was reconquered by Govinda 

and handed over to his brother Indra. But DO record. oontemporary 
P. T. O. 
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brother Indra not only secured the northern boundaries of the 
empire. but enabled his child successor to regain the throne. 
For. both lndra. wbo predeceased him. and his son Karka. 
were 10yaiID the imperial throne(66) and 'defended it against 
internal and external enemies. 

CHAPTER IV 
Amoghavarsha I and the Gujrat Branch 

As shown already Govinda m was alive in December 
813. He died early in the first half of the next year'" and 
was ·succeeded by his ~nly son Amoghavarsha. He was a boy 

Continued from last page 

or later, attributee the conqueat of thilt province to·him. The word 'ia'vara· 
in the esprellion I ~~ • which occurs in the Baroda plates. 

(I, A" Xli, p. 160) may well be due to metrical exigencies. It may bo 
pointed out that the Baroda platos of Dhruva II Usc the expression
• iJTM m ~ tit ~~: Th. fac' ,ha, ,h.d"" •• in <hI> 
Pimpri platea of Dbruv. i. a residont of JamDU181"8 would also Buggest 
that southern Gujrat wae included in tho R8.btrakUta kingdom before
the acccuion of Govinda 111. 

66. Bhagw8nl.llndraji'. view that IDdr. aided certain R.8h~rakU:$1!Ii 
feudatories. who had risen against Amoghavarsha. (B. G .• I. i," p. 124) 
was baled upon II. wrong interpretation of a v~rse in the Baroda plates. 
Indra was dead before the accellion oE Amoghavareba and. therefore. 
could Dot have helped any feudatories agaioet him.· 

t Sirur inscription of Amogbavarsh. I ( E. I.. VIl. p. 203 ) ia dated 
ill the 520d yoar of his reign. the day Leing the Dew moOD day of Jycshtba. 
S'aka 788. The DOW mOYD day of Jyclh~ha. S'.lea 737. which must 
..-vo faileD IOmetime in Mayor June of 815 A..D .• muat have therefore 
fallen in tho first yea' of Amoghavanba'a reign which. therefore, must 
have commoncod sometime botwoen May-Juno of 814 and May.JUDo 
of 81S. Th. dea,h of GovinJa may prohably ha •• ,hOD .. k.D place iD 
,h. fi'" half of 814 A.D. 
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of six at his accession (J) and Govinda. Coreseeing his approach. 
ing end. may have arranged for a regency during his son's 
minority. Karka SuvarlPlvarsha. a son or his brother Indra 
oC the Gujrat brancn. who had loyally stood by his side during 
the revolt of Stambha and others. was selected as the head of 
the regencY. (.) and Cor some time the administration continued 

(2) The statement of v. 3S of the SaDjaa plates of Amoghavaraha I 
that Govinda III went to heaven because. inter alia, tbe one 10D, be bad. 
was able to bcar tbe yoke of the three worlds. would no doubt auggclt 
that Amogbavarsba was a grown up youth at tbe time of hi. fatber', death. 
But this statement is more poetic .han real and fa contradicted by the 
earlier statement in vv. 2.5--6 of the same ptate8~ tbat be was horn at tho 
-tlose of the Dottbel'D campaigu of his fatber. 

(3) This inference i. baeed upon tbe fact tbat all the records of tbe 
'Gujral Raabtrak'iI~a branch. which mention tbe restoration of Amogb.
,:araba give ita credit to Karka. The recently published San jan plates of 
Amogbavareha I. however. tell us that it was with the help of Pataiamalla 
that the boy emperor could regain the throne. But the Surat plates oE Karka. 
which 1 am editing. give tho credit of the reatoration to Karka himself. 
These platos wore issued in May 821 A.D. and are thus almost a contem. 
porary document. and their testimony CaD bardly be brushed aside. The 
discrepancy between these tWD records can be explained in two waya: 
(I) Piitalamalla may have been BootheI' relative or feudatory of Amogha. 
varabe. who may have co.operated with Karka in overthrOWing the con. 
federacy against the boy.emperor. The G~jrat branch recorda would 
naturally ignore him aDd give the entire credit to Karka who belonged 
to it. (2) Or, Pltlilamalla may be the Ame a8 Karka. the former being 
an epithet of the latter. PR:tn:tamalla ia obvioudy a blruda rather than 
a proper name; Bhagwlinlallndraji avers that it was a biruda of KarIm, 
but cites no authority for the statement (B. Go, I. i., p. 124). It is not 
improbable tbat he made that atatement on the authority of Bome un" 
published Rashtraku~a record. like the Baroda grant of Dbruva II to 

which he refera. but which is yet to see the light of the day. But 80 far. 
nD published records including the Surat platea of Karka himself. which 
J am editing for the Epigraphi. Indica. assigos tbia birudo to him. I La. 
lieve 'hat it may eventually be found out that PltlilamaUa waa 8 birudo 
.of Karim, aa Bhagwinlal had asserted. ~ere be Rally 8 different rela. 
tive or feudatory of Amoghavaraha, it is difficult to imagine why the 

P. T. O. 
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to be carried on without any hitch; for the Naosari plates of 
KarkaSuv8J'J)avarsha. ,., which were issued in 816A.D..mention 
Amoghavarsha as the ruling emperor and are altogether silent 
about the revolt and the part which their donor had played in 
quelling it. 

But clouds were gathering fast. Almost at each pre· 
vious succession there were troubles. and the presence of the 
boy emperor-on the throne must have aroused imperial ambi. 
tions in several hearts. There arose factions in the imperial, 
family; ministers became disloyal; the Ganga ruler. who had I 
been set at liberty. declared independence and sheltered rebels 
against his feudal lord; feudatories began to kill imperial -
officers and assert their own independence; m and the heredi. 
tary enemies of the empire began to invade it. ,No records 
have handed down the names or the localities of the rebels. 
They were completely successful for a time. AmOghavarsha\ 
was deposed '" and there followed c;onCusion and anarchy. '. 
probably because the rebels must have begun to fight among 
themselves for the imperial crown. The records. published 
so far. enable us to determine the time of this rebellion only 
very roughly; it is not mentioned in the Naosari plate. issued 

Continued from the last page 
S8Djn:a. piatel DE Amoghavarsba should ignore him altogether and give the 
whole credit of the restoration to Plitilamalla. It i. possible to argue 
that the omission of Karka in the SaDjRa record. i. deliberate; hi. des_ 
condantl having rebelled againlt Amoghavaraha. the latter may have DB. 
turally ignored the services that be had rendered to him. in a document 
that he had i •• ued whon the memory of that rebellion was still fresh in 
hi. memory. This ·explanation i., however, not quite convincing, and I 
will prefer to assume that PKti.lamalla was a biruda of Karka. 

4. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XX. pp. 13S. 
5. S8Djan plates of Amoghavarsha. V'Y. 38-39. 
6. V. 40 of the S8Djan platel delcrihea the settinl DE the Rishtraklfp 

Bun Amolhavanha and v. 41 his- suhsequent rise. A l.tel' record also 
ays that Amoghavareha regained the thronG which ho had IOlt. Soc 
Xapadwanj arant of KfllhQa 11. 910 A.D .• E. / .. I:' pp. S4 fI. 
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in 816 A.D. whereas its quelling is described in the Baroda 
plates of Karka' s son: Dhruva, issued in 835 A.D. The Surat 
plates of Karka, which I am editing, enable us, however, to 
determine the time of the rebellion almost accurately. They 
Were issued on the 13th of May 821 A.D., and describe the 
restoration of Amoghavarsha to the throne, brought a bout by 
the exertions of Karka. It is, therefore, clear that the rebellion 
took place sometime between 8t6 and 821 A.D.' It may have 
very probably lasted for about 3 or 4 years, since the descrip
tion given thereof by the Sanjan record makes it clear that it 
was a very serious and prolonged affair. 

Karka, alias P&talamalla, soon retrieved the situalion. We 
.do not know what steps h" took to restore the boy emperor to 
the throne. but the Surat plates is~ued by him in 821 A.D. make 
it clear that he was completely successful before May of that 
year. At his restoration, Amoghavarsha was .till a boy of 
12 or 13 and the entire credit for his reinstatement must, there. 
fore, go to persons other than himself. 

Idar grant of Amma I of the eastern Chalukya dynasty 
refers to a 12 years' war waged by Vijayilditya IT with the 
forces of the Raltas and the Gangas (7) sometime between 
Co 799 and c. 843 A:D. This war took place in the beginning 
of his career and we have Seen how Govinda UT, who 
commenced it, was successful in his own time. (8) The later 
period of this war coincided with the early years of the reign 
of Amoghavarsha. when there was complete anarchy in the 
Rash\raku\a empire. At this time. ViJayilditya must have 
carried everything before him. V. 13 of the Begumra plates 
of Indra m states that Amoghavarsha I raised the glory of his 
house that hed sunken deep in the Chalukyan ocean; (9) this 
statement no doubt occurs in a late record. but there is nothing 
improbable in Vijayilditya heving fully exploited his successes 
by helping the rebels to oust the boy-emperor, whoso father 

7. I. A., XIV, pp.J97 ff. 8, 5 •• ant •• p. 64. 
9. E. I .• IX, p. 24; 
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had put' him to the humiliation of being compelled to cleanse 
his court.yard. Nay. the rebellion itself may have arisen as a 
result of Vijayilditya's successes. 

In the Sirur grant DC Amoghavarsha r. dated 866 A.D .• (\0) 

be is being represented as being worshipped by the ruler of 
Veng;, Three later records supply more inC ormation in this 
connection. The Sangli plates DC Govinda IV'11l issued in 
933 A.D. state that a right royal Ceast was offered by Amogha. 
varsha I to Yama on the battlefield of Vingavalli. where he 
met the Chalukyas and the Abhylishakas. The Karhad plates 
of KrshI)a IU. issued in 9S8 A.D •• un observe that the wrath 
01' Amoghavarsha I was not extinguished even when the 
Chalukya bouse was burnt to ashes. The Karda plates of 
Karka Il (12) describe him as the fire of destruction to the 
Chiilukyas. It is. therefore. clear that Amoshavarsha had 
.ignally deCeated the Vengi ruler sometime before 866 A.D. This 
deC eat cannot be placed in the first half of the 9th century, 
for VijayMitya was upon the throne till c. 843 A.D. and the 
wording DC the Idar plates of Amma makes it clear that he 
was ultimately successful against the Rilsh\l'akutas. Amogha. 
varsha was not in a position to inflict such a defeat for.a 
pretty long time after his attaining the majority. as he was 
.oon thereafter involved in ,; war with his Gujriit cousins and 
had besides to Cace a number 01' minor risings. 

The success'of Amoghavarsha against the Vengi forces 
has to be placed sometime about 860 A.D •• when he had 
emerged successful Cram the preoccupations above reCerred to. 
The king of Vengi deC eated by him was then GUI)aga 
Vijayaditya (c. 844-c. 888 A.D.). It is no doubt true that the 
Idar grant.. above referred to. states that after defeating the 
Gangas and killing Mangi. this ruler had frightened K",hI)a 
and burnt his city. the name of which is given as KiraI)apura. 

10. I. A .. Xli. p. 218. 
12. E. I .. IV. pp. 281 ff. 

11 •. 1. AI. Xli. pp. 249 If. 
13. ), A •• Xli. pp. 264 If. 
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in theMaliapundigrant;C16.this incident. however. refers to 
the reig~ of Krshl)a II and not to that oC his father Amogha. 
varsha I. The statement in the Rashtrakuta records. that 
Amoghavarsha finally inflicted a crushing' defeat upon the 
Vengi opponent is supported by some of the Chalukya records 
themselves. The Idar grant. above nientioned. observes that 
after the time oC GUl)aga Vijayilditya. the Vengi kingdom was 
occupied by Rilsh!l'akuta Corces CJ.S' and that Bhima had to 
reconquer it Crom Krshl)a 11. sometime aCter his own ac~ession 
in c. 888 A.o. The claim oC the Rilshtrakuta records to a crush· 
ing victory over Vengi is then correct. and we may place it 

-sometime about c. 860 A.D. 

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar hes recently shown (]6) that there 
are no real genealogical discrepancies in the Konnur inscrip. 
tion of Amoghavarsha I ; we would. thereCore. be justified in 
assuming that though the record was put on stone about a 
couple oC centuries later then the time of the events it narrates, 
it must have been based upon a genuine document. From 
this record it appears that the reign of Amoghevarsha was a 
period of internal revolts and that before 860 A.D. at least three 
serious rebellions had broken. ch"lIenging the imperial-autho
rity. The Cirst of these was the one that had broken out when 
he was a child. the second when lie was engaged in his wars 
with his Gujrat- cousins. and the third sometime later. 
Details about these revolts are not given. but it seems that the 
third was a very serious one(11) when the situation was saved 
only by the timely arrival of hi. Banava.i viceroy. Bankeya. 
It would seem that Krshl)a. the heir-apparent, had joined the 

-.. ebel •• and Bankeya deC eated and destroyed the enemy force. 

14. E. I .. IX, p.48. 
IS. rr.r1lT~lITi!~ifUt I lffiJ ~it. ~~"'f 
~~~~I 

16. E. I .. XVIII. pp. 236-7. 
17. See KOllDur Inscription. vv. 28-9~ E. I .• VI. pp. 30 fl. 
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when K!8hJ)a had left them. <1.' In return for his loyalty and 
signal service" Bankeya was made the governor of Banavsi 
12.000. Belgol 300. Kundarge 70. Kundur 500 and 
Purigeri 300. 

What with these internal revolts and what with his na. 
turally spiritual temperament. Amoghavarsha had neither the 
time nor the inclination to take energetic part in the politics 
of northem India. The revolt of hi. Gujrat cousins. which 
will be soon described. had also seriously handicapped him. 
His Guriara·Pratihara contemporary. Mihira Bhoja. was ex. 
tending his dominions right upto Kathiaw"ar. but Amogha. 
varsha did not lift even a finger to arrest his progre.s. Had he 
the ability or the temper of his father. he would surely have 
opposed tooth and nail the Guriara·Prauhara expansion just 
beyond his own border.. Nor does he seem to have inten er. 
ed much with the affairs of Bengal. A passage in his Sirur 
inscription no doubt state. that the ruler or rulers of Anga. 
Vanga and Magadha also paid homage to him. But some 
of the Pala records also claim that NarayaJ)apala had defeat. 
ed a Dravida king. who must in all probability have been 
Amoghavarsha I himself. The conflict with Gauda kingdom 
must have taken place towards the end of his career. sometime 
after the defeat of the Vengi ruler. It would seem that after 
occupying V engi ma~qala th~ generals of Amoghavarsha ad. 
vanced through Orissa ,,9) further eastwards. when they may 
have come into hostile con""ct with V anga forces. Only It 

18. C/. ~ ",~!lI"'~-'~"~I"I""'",,,8Ja .r.ll 
~~lIl'I':~1I 
'If<r~~~''''~m::1 
~ ~'l,RIm 'if em <flui!IT!i\flS'l'l1l: II 

19. A march through Baghelkhand and Bihar was impossible owing 
to the rise of the Gurja,a.Pratihlraa. Amoghavaraha'. conflict with tho
Gaudio ruler could Dot have taken place beforo the rise oE Mihira Dboja. 
for he had DOt attained majority before 830 A.D. .His own position we. 
for. 10Dg time very iaaecure. 
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few minor skirmishes may have happened and they too of an 
indecisive nature; as a result each side was free to claim the 
defeat of the other. 

The Sirur record of Amoghavarsha I states that the lord 
of Malva was also a feudatory of that emperor. It is not 
possible to identify this feudatory; he could not have been the 
ruler of the whole of eastern and western Mal va. for the larger 
part o( that territory was under the influence of the Guriara. 
Pratlhilras. Parmaras rose to power under Upendra sometime 
after 900 A.D. ; so Amoghavarsha' s feudatory could not have 
been that ruler. He may probably have been some petty 
local magnate. now prof"ssing allegiance to Bhoja and then to 
Amoghavarsha I. licc"rding to the exigencies of ~he political' 
9ituation. . 

S'iJilharas were put in charge of Konk"n by Krshna T. In 
the time of Amoghavarsha Pulla.akti was ruling that p~ovince 
as a Rash\rakil\a feudatory"·) from hi. capital at Puri or 
mndem Elephants. Gujrat and Konknn. however. continued 
to be governed by Gujrat Rashtrakil\a feudatories down to 
888 A.D .• as the Bharoch plates of Krshl)a II show. 

Amogbavarsha' s policy towards his southern neighbours 
was also a defensive one. From his Konnur inscription, we 
learn that his Banvasi viceroy Bankeya had defeated·a Ganga 
chief who may have been PrthVipati II. who claims to have 
saved king Dindi' s son from Amoghavarsha I. (11) On another 
occasion he had crossed the Kaveri and invaded the territories 
beyond. but was compelled to retire by a sudden and urgent 
call of his master to quel1 a rebellion. These southern expe· 
ditions seem to have been rather defensive than offensive; 
even Gangawadi. which bad recovered its independence 
towards the beginning of his reign. could be annexed no more. 
Amoghavar.ha had to follow a policy of conciliation. and an 

20. I. A .• XIII. pp. 134 IE. 
21. Udayendiram plates of P!lhvipati II. S. I. I.. II, p. 384. 
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alliance was brought about with the Gangas, which was 
cemented by the marriage of his daughter Chandrobelabba 
with the Ganga crown prince Bhiituga, 

Gujrat Ri.htrakii!a Branch 

Gujrat Rash!rakii!a branch founded by Indra was, roughly 
speaking, contemporary with the life of Amoghavarslaa I. 
IL would be convenient to discuss its history from the beginning 
to the end at this place. as it is essontial to do so to under· 
stand the career of Amoghavarsha properly. 

I Sometime after his accession Govinda III put his younger 
brother Indra in charge of southern Gujrat. probably,in c, 800 A.D. 
He was thoroughly loyal to his elder brother, ".> protected 
the province assiduously and cooperated with his feudal lord 

- in defeating Nilgabha\a II. Soon thereafter he died, for we 
find that his eldest son Karka Suvarl)avarsha was ruling the 
Gujrat kingdom in 812 A.D. <>3> From the Torkhede plates 
issued in December of the next year, we find that Karka' s 
younger brot.her was then occupying some important adminis. 
trative post, having the power of creating sub-feudatories. "" 

Karka's valuable services to the imperial house, when 
he managed to restore Amoghavarsha to the throne, have 
been already described. Karka was probably acting as 
regent for the boy-emperor in his minority throughout, and 
may therefore have spent most of his time at Malkhed. It 
is usually supposed that his younger brother Govinda. who 
had issued the Kavi plates ,,0) in 827 A.D., was a usurper, 

22. The linea \17m~uilqt4"'fEltI(ttiij::q$ f«f:1 

\~ f/lGu."~I~fil>!'i~1I 
in the Baroda. plates of Karka refer to Indra's BucccuEul intervention 
with Govinda III in favour of southern fcudatoriea, who had joined 
Stambha, and not to any hOltile action against,hia imperial overlord. 

23. B.rod. pla.e •• I. A .. XII. pp. 157 ff. 
24. E. I., Ill, pp. 53 If, 
15. I. A .• V, p. 146. 
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but this view ignores the most significant fact that Govinda in 
these plates devotes as many as full four verses to the praise 
of the administration of his brother Karka. and two of these. 
which contain a very genuine and heart·felt tribute. do 
not occur in any' grant either of Karka himself or of any 
of his descendants. Is it likely that a usurper or rebel 
would go out of his way .to describe in glowing terms the 
administration of the victim of his usurpation 1 "" .It 
appears to me that all the known facts can be explained by 
the assumption that Govinda of the Kavi plates was simply 
Karka' s deputy. acting on his behalf during his stay at 
Malkhed. while engaged in acting as Amoghavarsha' s regent. 
Kavi plates do not refer to Govinda's accession at all. It 
is true that they refer to Karka as .. SlinurbaQhliva Khalu 
tasya mabanubhaval) ... but the verb babhiiva need not denote 
that Karka was dead; for the Torkhede grant of Govindam"" 
uses precisely the same line for Karka. although there can 
be no doubt that Karka was living when that grant was 
issued in 813 A. D.. Dhruva. who succeeded Karka in c. 830. 
was not his eldest son; (2.' he was probably an inexperienced 
youth during his father's absence in the south. whereas 
Govinda was already a responsible officer in 830 A.D. Karka. 
therefore. may have naturally selected him to act on his behalf 
during his absence. At the time of the Kavi plates. he was 
still merely the regent. since he does not refer there to his 
accession. The later records of Gujrat . R8sh!raklilas omit 

26. CI.:-i1~~~~N~ij'ffl:l 
lIT"'f'iW: ~ 'fl!if~ Q~ <m"" 

I. A .. V. p. 145 II. 

27. E.I .. III. p. 53. 
28. Baroda grant of Karka refers to anotber Ion. Dantivarman. 

who was the Dutaka ot that grant. He must have becD then a grown 
up youth. Since Dhruva succeeded his father, Dantivarman may have 
prohably predeceased him. 
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him fro~ the'genealogy. not because he was' a usurper. bui. 
because he was never a,de jure ruler. The supposition that he 
was a rebel against Amoghavarsha received some support from 
the fact that his Kavi plates take the genealogy of the main 
line down 10 Govinda III. and omit Amoghavarsha altogether. 
But this omission was accidental; forif Govinda was a reba! 
against Amoghavarsha he must have been an enemy of Karka 
as well; for the latter was championing the cause of the 
former. [n that case Govinda would not· have praised his 
brother against whom he was fighting. Nor would a favourite 
of his have been selected by Karka' s son. Ohurva I. as the 
recipient of a land grant. (2" 

Karka Suvarl)avarsha was succeeded by his son O'hruva l 
alias Oharavarsha in c. 830 A.D.; we have a- [and grant of 
his. issued in 83S A.D •• wherein he recognises Amoghavarsha 
as his feudal lord. <80> But very soon thereafter. the Gujrat 
branch was entangled in a long war with a king called 
Vallabha. which lasted for three generatio';s. Ohruva I lost 
hi. life on the battle·field while repelling the forces of his 
enemy. his follower. joined the enemy and his son Akala• 
varsha S' ubhatunga too had to regairi his ancestral dominions 
from the enemy" vis. king V allabha. His victory over his 
enemy, however. was not a decisive one, for his son Dhruva II 
had to continue the fight He 'had to face a power( ul Gurjara 
army on one .ide and the forces of Vallabha on the oth er 
And his relatives had grown disloyal and an unnamed younge •. 
brother of his was conspiring against him." I> He was 
able to tide over this situation with the assistance of his brother 
Govinda. We find him firm upon the th,rone in 867 A.D .. when 
he had emerged victoria,'s from the crisis. 

The identity of king Vallabha. the enemy of the Gujrat 
line. presents some' difficulty. The Guriara-Pratihara rule~. 

29. S •• Saroda gran' of Dhru.a II. 'I. A.. XIV.-p. 197 • 
• '0. 5 •• Sa,oda gran' of Db,u.a II. I. A •• XIV. p. 197. 

'I. S.gumra pIa' •• of Dbru.a II. I. A .. XII.:j.., 179.: ' 
~, 
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Bhoja l. <was at \hi. >time engaged in subduing, Central India, 
N<*tbem Gujral, ,and KadUawar ; . lind one is tempted to con
dude !\:hat the long-4rawn ""ar -of the Gujrat house may have 
,been with him. 'But the name of the enemy-king i. stated to 
:be Vallahha,and Bhoja is ootknown to bave been known by 
that title. This titlo, Vallahha, makes it clear, that the oppo· 
lJlIItIt oftheGujral. ,branch was a RashtraklilB ruler. Th_ 
.... ore" ....... al Rish\mkii1B feudatories Wlder the Malkhed bouao 
who had·to be subdued by Amoghavarsha before he could 
""gait! the throne. Was this king Vallabha who was fighting 
.... ith ,the Gujrat house ·for .about twenty.five years (c. 838-
Co 863 ) a RashtraklilB feudatory of Amoghavarsha, or was he 
~moghavarsha ,himself ? 

Pathari palar imcription ·of king PlI1'abala <31, disclos"s 
the existence of a RishtraklilB family in Malva during the 
first half of . the 'ninelh <:entury. This inscription,. which is 
dated 861 A.D., ,informs us that an unnamed elder brother .gf 
Jejja, the 'grand.father of Parabala,had .conquered LeIB 
country, aftar defeating the Karnataka anny, and that his 
'father Karkara;a had inflictoda crushing. defeat upon a king 
called NagBvaloke. It cannot, however, he mainleined that 
Dhruva I, russon and .grandson were engaged in fighting 
-with a king or kings of this Rashtraklira branch. It i. no 
.!oubt true that lejja's elder 'brother is repreaonted as' the 
conqueror <l Leta, when' Dhruva and his successor. ·were 
ruling : but Akalavarsha Subhatuilga had lost his thrown in 
his war with Vallabha in c. 840 A.D., ""hile . lejja' seider 
'brother must have flourished much earlier, as his grandson 
was ruling in 861 A.D. It i. \><l8Sible to argue that lejja'. elder 
brother conquered. Lata rin Co '840 ,A.D. ,from Akalavarsha 
'Subhatungaand was succeeded not by jejja ,but by his son 
Karkarnia, 'Bnd that the· king NagiJvaloka defeated by the latler 
may have been Akalavarsha or his son Dhruva of the Gujrat 
line with an lWaloka.ending epithet. 'This argument, besides 

32. E. I., IX. p: 248. . 



beina based uponan-lldprcwed ...... wup\iGn· thkt : N&savaloka 
... 88 an epithet of AkslaYlll'llha or .Dlmsva n, 'i8nores·.the faCt 
that the Pathari "ilIar regorQnowhara states that NigivaloQ 
wu a l'UIer.of Lata or Gujrat, 'The fallt. that even the name 
of Jejja' 01 ddet brother. who .had . Gonquered Lata. is I10t 
mentioned in Parabala' 8 rellOl'd. 8Uggests that Parabala and 
his Cether Karka .had IlGthing to do with Lita. and. there Core. 
""wd ,nbt ,have been the enemie8 ·of the Glljrat 
.R&sh\l'akiitas. (31) 

33. tho Id.Dlity of rh •• 1 .. ·bNlh.,·of l.jja, owh. hod COIlq""red 
.La!", ... doE king NilglWaloko who w ••. d.f ...... by hi. Dephew. K •• k •• 
i • ..ull • m.U~t of uDcertamty. The 411aloka.endinll epithets wen 
peculiarly "lOciated with the RIl,htrak1ll;.e; DaDtidurp wall Khadgltva_ 
loka, GoviDd. 11 we. VikromKv.lok, a .. I.<lv. of hie, Vlj*~dl.y., 
.t wh_ t'equclt he had -iSlUed 'the At.s pl.tes, was 'MifJa1l'aiob. 
$ .. mbh. .... RatIi"aloko, N.""" obd bl. ............ Tuirl* of lh • 
. Boclh ... y. 'NQord were' Gu.aveloka abd OherfD8v.sloka · .... ~l'i.ely. 
It t. pOllible 10 arguCl, •• peeially .iDee ....... e know from the KODDur Jleeord 
that Amogbavar.ha had to faoc several rebellions of hi. feudatories. that 
, Nagavetoka. tho opponent of Karka. wa, Amdghavarsha himadlE. gut 
Niigi ... loka ...... "pilh.. 01 Amogh ....... ha i ...... !ttl_ 'I""or! aay 

ftlCOI'd ... nd the 'Petha,i iescriptioD dbU !lot .ive the Ieee' bint 'hat the 
_,'with Nil_lob· .... a _ .. itb tho MlIlkh.d Rliobt .. kll,a •• Uod., 
... he ,prIlPDt ISjrtum.'.now. I)r. g. R, Bhanda,"'" ·,heery ,.hall JlI!jja we, 

..• fIlllDS." broth .. of G6ftDdo UI .... d .IDd ... od hi. _ ·jOark. had 
cooperated with him in. defeatial Nlglvsloka OJ' .N&gabbata II of the 
Gurjara.Pre'i ...... 8yaut.' ~m." be the Moat pro_hIe one (I. A," XL. 
pp. 239.(0). Karka· ... i.,. may b. pl ••• d b •• w • .., •• 810 aDd c. 840 A.D. 
and that of Parab.te betweea t. 840 and cr. 865' A.V. 'N*givatbka',identity 
wi.h Nagabha\" 11 i. rondMod an bu. ei!r!alti by •. ~ ....... 1D 
Pr.bhfJ •• kacharlt. ecoo,diDS to whl.h, Niig"".loka. lh. IT"rid.l.th •• bf 
Bboja I, died in •• 834 A.D. Tbe de •• of the d •• th uf Bboj.'. gr.II&. 
father aeem. to be wrong "dee Bltdj. hi1lll!lelf ie tl:bW' ItridWn t~ have 
••• ..,d.d tho throne earli., IboOt 8'4 A.D. (Ah •• ~II<I .. Ijf BIi.j., 
E. I .. XIX. pp. 18 IE.). ·Su. Prabhli •• kach.rilmAy 'b.! .igh. ID .Il1.ml 
chat NlgabbaSa w .. sIlO known u Nigi:~"lllok.. ·It Ii vety likely that; 
Kerb may, have beeD appointed by Lie \incl,o Cov"mda nl fO rule over 
,M.I ... after it. conquest ad AIlD6Z8ti6ta. 
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The Vallabha opponent of the Gujrat branch was an 
obviously powerful ruler and he could not have been a 
,;,~ feudatory. We have. therefore. to identify him with 
Amoghavarsha I .himself'!". Prthvivallabha "" and 
Lakshmivallabha'361 are knoWn to have been his epithets. and 
these may have contracted into simple valla bha. The 
Begumra record of· Dhurva n,m and Gujrat plates"" of 
Dantivarman further make it quile clear Ihat Dhruva I. 
Akalavarsha. and Dhruva II were fighting against one and the 
same enemy. a fact which supports the identity of Vallabha 
with Amoghavarsha. since he was a contemporary of all these 
kings. From the Konnur record '3.' we further know that 
Amoghavarsha was twice deserted by his feudatories in the 
latter half of his reign and could not retain his hold upon the 
throne without the help of his zealous general Bankeya. [I 
would. therefore. appear that the friendly relations between 
Amoghavarsha and his Gujrat cousins came to an end soon after 
835 A.D.; either Amoghavarsha was ungrateful or D hruva I be. 
came too overbearing. puffed up by the consciousness that it was 
his father who had restored Amoghavarsha to the throne. (4.' 

34. Bhagwanlal IDdraji had BeOD iD the (ollowing verse of the 
Kapadwanj grant of K!,sht;la II (E. I.. I, Pago 54) an evidence of Amogha
varsha·s invasion and devastation of the coastal tract 'between Bombay 
and Cambay in his war with the Gujrat Rish!raktt~aa (B.G.,I. i.,. p. 126):_ 

~~: I 
'll!16i,,*,fila~li7t (1) ~ ~~ 'Wf II 
UO"i'l"~~"ITW ~ I 

But the third lino sbows that 1. 2 refers to the trouble at the begiDDi~8 
of the reign and therefore •• KaJ;I..thikiibhi to must be regarded 8e a mistake 
for .~ Ka>;It_k8hbin." 

35. Kanheri inscription. I. A., XIII. p. 133. 
36. Nilgund inscription, E. I., VI, p. 99. 37. I. A •• XII, p. 179. 
38. E. I .. VI.p. 287. 39. E. I .. VI, p. 29. 
40. It is not "likely that the rebellion of the Gulrat bouBe wu 

Instigated by~the Gurajara Pratihlrae. for in one place, we are definitely 
informed' that" tho' <rujrat house had to face" King ·VaUabha on the one 
hand and theGurja .. ruler on tb. oth"': (Begumr_ gra';t, I.A .. XII, p,179~ 
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A war broke out in which Amoghavarsha was rirs~ success
ful. Akalavarsha. however. managec;\ to regain the throne 
after defeating the imperial forces. Amoghavarsha then 
recalled Bankeya. who had been sent to reconquer Ganga
wadi. and with his assistance he was once more able to 
harass Akalavarsha and Dhruva II. It would seem that 
ultimately sometime is c. 860 A.D.. a peace was ""neluded. 
probably because Bhoja 1 had threatend an invasion. Dhruva II 
may have consented to recognise Amoghavarsha' s sovereignty 
and Amoghavarsha may have helped him in frustrating Bhoja' s 
plans. Bhoja' s invasion was not apparently a serious 
one. and Dhruva elaims to have repulsed it single.handed 
sometime before 867 A.D. "" This seems to be t\te only 
occasion when Bhoja I and the Rashlrakiitas came into conflict 
with each other. Neither side seems to have been anxious 
to renew the old historic wars between the two houses. 

It would be convenient to .discuss the remaining history 
of the Gujrat branch at this stege though it continued to rule 
down to the reign of Amoghavarsha' s successor. Dhruva II 
had three brothers. one of whom had joined his enemy. Of 
the remaining two. Govinda had rendered him valuable assis
tance in his wars with Amoghavarsha. and DantivarmaIi was 
ruling under him as a local govemor in 867 A.D. This latter 
succeeded him 'some time after 867 A.D •• and in 888 A.D. 
we find Dantivarman' s son Krshl)llraja Akalavarsha upon the 
throne. This Krshl)arlija psrticipsted in his feudal lord:s 
wars-with the Guriara Prauhiras and claims to have defeated 
the enemy at Ujjain. tin 

Soon after 888 A.D.. the Gujrat branch came to an end. 
The reasons for its disappearance are not yet known. On the 

41. CE: 'J:J'''.'',Iil''''Iil; ~'111 iM "J' ~ I 
~M<i'~lfri.'l>n'1t-rIl- • 

aosumra plat ••• I. A .. XII. p. lS4. 
42. I. A., XIII. p.67. 
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one hand.'we <:10- not· kno ... oE- any sUCC>eosor of, KfShl)ariia 
and on the othe ... we Cind"that KfShl)a tl and Ind ... III, were 
directly administering Southem Guiret. 

The-territories ov.".. which the Guiret branch. ruled we .. 
bounded on thenorthbythe-Mahi. The Baroda grant of KaFka 
grants Baroda itselJl.' hi.· Naooari· plates. were issued· from 
Kaira: Baroda plates of ,hi •• ucce..- Dhruva I we .. · issued 
from Sarvamangala nea!' ~ira I aU' theBe show that the Mahi 
was the northem· boundary. ~"~ The· territory beyond was 
being governed by· th ... · feudatori.... oi. the Gurj ...... Pratihara 
empire. The· southern boundary seems to have varied: 
according to an .. unpublished. Baroda grant of Dhruva It. dated 
867 A.D .• his dominion stretched from the Mahi to. the Na ... 
mada only; , .. ~ But a copper plate of this 'Very monarch issued 
foul' yaar,. earli ... grants a village near Naosari. , .. , .. showing 
that his iurisdiction.hadtben extended. upte. the Tap;. The 
strip of the· ter!'itary· between· the Na.mada and the Tapi 
seems to hav .. been transf_eO. between these two. date.. 10 

theSilaharas of· Konkan bY' Amoghaval'Sha I. The Sural 
plate. of Karka. which. I lim editing at p""sent, grant a pi""" 
of land in Ambapiitaka ... village neu Naosari; showing that 
in his time the Tap; was the southem boundary. It is V"'ll 
likely tha~ Amoghavarsha may have lIl'anted the territory be'" 
ween the·Narmada and the Tapi as a ""ward. for the ioyaI 

43. Fl~ 8Ugg~918 the. possibility of the RBsh$fakU:ta rule having 
Clxtenc{ed for some time right Upk) Sindh aFter the fan of Velabhi-. since 
two AMI" writefS. Ibn Haukel ·&ad AI! letaldari stato· that the Riehtrak8''' 
kingdom extended from Kambaya to Saimur. Tbit, viow .. howo~. ilt 
_hi •• for Kambo,....,.Q S""' ... _ Rot 0" .b ... ..w.o. of Sindh. 
Tb. Ii,.,. i. C"",bo,y .t the ",ooth of the Mobi .nd the socond io Ch ..... 
30 miles to the south of Bombay. It is not improbable that some por
tion oE the territory near the mouth of the Mahi may. have been lost to 
Balavarman or his feudal' lord Bho;' l' 'SOOD after 867 A.D~ See Una 
i~ription oE Balaverman. E: I.J IX', p~ l. 

44 •. RoSe,rod to loy ~.l.llldraji ill B. G •• I •• i. p. 127. 
45. BClllumra nlates. I. A •. XII. D. 179. 
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...w:e" cl KarImi which the GujraL RiioshtraIWI&a continued 
to hold till c. 8~ A.D. It WBII probably> taken away fram. them 
at the end of !he long feud wi!hl Amoghavarsha L Eastw<ads 
their au!horily ""ula not have. _deci beyood. the longitude 
:IS. Cor the UjjRin kingdom was JIII~' p."mauentiy. included in 
the RashlmkillB empire. 

Let UI> no ... revert to, the........... of. Amoghavarsha.. Hi. 
lateot knOWD date> is Pbidguna Sud.dha 10., Saka 799' ( i. /II 

Ma."h. 878 A.D.) when !he Ja,aJhafJaia-!ikIJ of V_a was 
Cinished. He had at !hi.. time CDmpleLed!he usual allotted 
span oC human lir" and ruled for about 64.years. ''6>- His d.eath; 
therefOl'e. may well be presumed to have take", place not long 
after this date. We may place that event in· c. 881} A.D. 

Krshl}a IT. who s"cceeded him. is !he only known son 
of Amoghavarsha. Chandrobelabba.. wh", wa .. matried to 
!he Ganga Crown Prince Bhiltuga, is !he only daughter ·of tha 
emperor. c.4t'1) 

Amoghavarsha' s reign was long. but it was not brilliant 
Crom !he military point of view. During his rule Gangavadi 
and Malva were 1091 to the empire. The defeat of .the Vengi 
ruler GUQsga Vijayaditya was the only substantial military 
achievement. Amoghaval'Sha did not. like his father and grand
father. intel'Vene in the politics of northern India. although 
there were provocations enough Cor such an intervention. 
The frequent interl1Bl revolts !hat broke during his reign left: 
him no tima to undmake an expedition in the north. He does 
not. beside •• seem tQ have been a military leader or a lover of 
war. like hi. father and grand.ra!her. It was rather peace. 

46. R. G. Bhaodarlta. bad .... peotcd t,," tbaro might be eomething 
wrona about the dates of AmoghavarsD8 on tho grouncl that it wall>very 
impr®ahlc that a king should have ruled for 10 long a period (Earl" 
Historu of thtl Dflctf47'f, lupplement p. 2). But the. Saajtm plates h. V' 

IIOW' shown that Amogha9lll"lhe well' ... bild of sis: at hi. aocesaion-;, be. 
CGUld, thc .. clol'e'. bn. .. Wed; for 64 y ..... ' 

47. E. C .. XIl. Nan~ No. 129. 
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literature and,reli&ion that attracted him: He was 'either the! 
author or the inspirer of Kaoirlijamlirga. the earliest work in 
Canarese on poetics. He Was a patron of literature; Naga., 
varman II ,(0. 1150 A-D.). Kemrilja (0. .1225 A.D.) and Bhalla., 
kala .... ka (0. 1600 A.D.) all agree in stating that Amoghavarsha 
was very liberal to men of letters. "s> His Sanjan plates also 
aver that he was more liberal than the famous Vikramaditya 
himself .... > In religion Amoghavarsha had great leaning 
towards Jainism. Jinasena. the author of AJipurliQa. claims 
~t he was the chief preceptor of Amoghavarsha. <II» 

OaQitaslira$amgraha. a Jain mathematical work by Mahavira
~h8rya. written in the reign of Amoghavarsha. describes him, 
8S a follower of S;yiiJ;yliJa. Though there can be thus 
no doubt that Amoghavarsha was immensely impressed by 
the gospel of Mahavira. he had not altogether ceased to 
believe in the tenets and beliefs of Hinduism. He was, 
8 devotee of Mahalakshmi and the Sanjan record slates 
that he had on one occasion cut off and offered one of 
the fingers of his left hand to that Goddess. in order to 
ward off a public calamity. That this is not a cock-and-bull 
story is proved by the unexpected confirmation of the Sanjan 
~cord by the Karnii!akas' aabJiinusii.anam of Bhat!akala .... aka. 
where we are told that Nrpatunga excelled Bali twice. 
Dadhichi three times. and Jimiitavahana a hundred times and 
$ibi certainly a thousand times. (51) These comparisons I 
remind us of the wording of v. 47 of the Sanjan plates. where 
also the sacrifice of his finger by Amoghavarsha is compared 
to the sacrifice of Jimiitavahana. S'ibi and Dadhichi. and shown 
to be immensely superior to theirs. 

Amoghavarsha thus not only listened to the precepts of 
religion. but also practised them. The concluding verse of 

48. I. A. 1904. pp. 197 ff. 49. Sonjon plates vv. 47.48. 
SO. B. G. I., ii. p •. 200. Amoghavusha ref'errcd to by these writers 

could Dot have been AmoghBvaraha JI 01' III since AdipurD:J) a was com. .. 
pl.ted ill the roill" of Kri.hQa II. 'I. 1_, A •• 1904. pp.197 fE. 
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Pras' nottaramillikil was' fii-5t. to: jnform us that its author. 
Amoghavarsha, had abdicated, convinced of the futility .of life. 
This statement was' not believed by all. for the authorship 
of this poem was ascribed in some quarters to Sankamcharya 
and in others to Vimala. The Sanjan record affords conclusive 
evidence that Amoghavarsha had abdicated. v. 4J in! orms us 
that he had given up the kingdom more than once, (t would' 
seem that he was often putting his YuvarBja or the ministry in 
charge of the administration. in order to pass some days in 
retirement and contemplation in the company of his Jain gurus. 
This again shOws the pious monarch trying to put into practice 
the teachings both of Hinduism and Jainism; which require a 
pious person to retire from life at the advent of old age in 
order to realise the highest ideals of human life. 

We can now understand the discrepancy between the 
Saundatti record of Prthvirama <In according to which 
Krsh!)a II was ruling in 87S A.D., imd the Kanheri record<S!>. 
according to which Amoghavarsha I was on the throne in 877 
A.D. Even before 861 A.D.. when the Sanjan plates. were 
issued, Amoghavarsha had abdicated more than once; during 
the concluding years of his reign, his retirements from the 
administrative duties must have been more frequent and pro
longed. He may have been at that time only a theoretical 
sovereign, his son Krshl)a being the d. facto ruler for all 
practical purposes; . It was, therefore, nalural that in the 
documents issued in this ·period. there should be some con
fusion as to the name of the ruling king; some would mention 
the name of tho d. jure ruler, and some of the de facto one. 

S2. J. B. B. R. A. S •• x, p. 200. I. may .Iao b. added tbat .he data 
.f thi. record i, not quite aDoY'e suspicion. Ptthvirlma', grandl50D w., 
rullna in December 980 A.D. (Ibid, pp. 21 t ff. ) ; it is, therefore, not 
.ery likely that hi, graadfather could have been upon the throne ill 875 
A.D. To get over this difficulty Fleet bas suggested (8. Go. I .. ii, p. 211. 
note 1 ) that Prthviram •• overlord may be taken to be Krab:Q.a, III and 
Dot Kr8h~ 11 •• The date of the record goel, however, BgBiDet thie view. 

S', I. A •• XIII, p. 13S. 



CHAPTER V 

From Krishna lI.to Govinda IV 

Krishna II 

Unlike most of his predecessors. Krshl)a II could ascend 
and retain the throne without a war of succession. The exact 
date of his accession is still not possible to· determine. but it 
cannot be much later than March 878 A.D., which is the last 
known date of his father. since the latter was by that time 
more than 70. We may. therefore. tentatively plaae his acce .... 
sian in c. 880 A.D. (1) 

Krshl)a IT had to engage in wars with. most of his 
neighbours. On the south. he had to fight with the Ganga. 
and the Nolambas. on the east with the Vengi Chalukyas. and 
on the north with the Gujrat Rilshtrakutas and Gurjara.Pratl
haras. He was the son·in,law of Kokkala. the Chedi ruler. m 
and his son ]agaLtunga was married to Lakshmi. a daughter
of his wife' s brother Sankargal)a alias Ra,?-avigraha. He 
derived considerable help from. these Chedi relatives. 
in times of need. The statement in the Bilahari 
inscription 13> of Yuvaraja If that Kokkala had conquered 
the whole earth planting Bhojaraja and Krshl)araja as hi. 
columns of fame in the north and south respectively. is not 
to be interpreted and understood too literally to mean that 

L The earliest known date of Ktsb:o.a 1I ie 888 A.D. supplied. 
by the Bettigiri inscription. (E. I •• XIII, p. 189) An insc1'iption from 
K'unimellihalli in Dharwar district, dated 896 A.D., refer. itlelf to the 
reign of Mahi.amantadhipati Kannarvallabha. It' is quite certain that 
KrshT,la waa Dot a Yuvaraja at this time. The feudatory title applied to 
hi~ in this record must be either aD accidental mistake, or KaDDaraclcv. 
of the record was different from Ktshl)& 11. The later alternativo is. 
improbable, aa Dharwar was at this time under diroet imperial adminia .. 
tl'lltion. the local governor being Lok"ditya. the 80n of Bankeya, the· 
famouS' general. of Amoghavaraha. 

2. SBDgli plat •• of Govincla IV. I. A .. XU. pp. 247 fl. 
3. E. I.. I. p. 156. 
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~Ia had dJeatec1 hi", ..-in·law. ~J)a 1L. r,· simI>l¥' 
mcana that h" had """d_d, aasistan .... to him •. an; intcrpre1;a> 
tion. whi<:b ia supported. by the Benare8 plates of i<arJ}adava,(6) 
wbi~h simply·say that Kcldrala had.· extendacL prot""Lion. to 
KphJ)a and Bhoj.... Kokka\a's canquasw arc', nowhe .. 
daecribad. and it is nat unlikdy that he, DlIlJ' have, derived: 
his importance· from. his family COllIlec:tiana with! the· 
Rash!rakil\as and P<>ssibiy with: the Guriara.Pratiharas .. 

The politic.ai relations batwe... the, Cbalukyas of Vens1 
and KrsIula IL ...... very difficult to. detemtine, at present. 
Asynthesill of the known facts in· this ccnneetion presents 
almou insuperable difficulties. VijayadiQra III (c. 1144-<1. 888 
A.D,) and Bhima I (co 888-c. 918 A.DJ. were the, Cbidui<ya 
contemporaries of KrsIu:>a III We. have seeno haw Amogha. 
varsha claims to ha". defeated the Vengi l'Illerand how the 
ldar _ord. admits. that t_arda the· end, of the reign of 
Vijayaditya, 01. Vengi, MlIl)cjala "'89 o...,rrun by the Rattas 
The Kaluchamburu grant. however;· states how Bhlma r 
defeated e great army sent by KrshJ)avallabha along with 
some relatives of his own and then protected. the earth. "" 
It is. thus. clear that Bhima r succeeded. in regaining indepen. 
denoe for hi. hOllse sometime in the reign of KrshJ)8 n. 

But the relations of Vijayadrtya II! with the Ra.blrakutas 
after his defeat by the latter are still' a greet mystery. The 
ldar plates inform us that Vijayaditya III attacked the Ganga. 
at the instigation of the lord of the Rliltas. cut off the head of 
Maftgi in battle. frightened Krshl)a and his aUy Sankil". and 
burnt their capital whose name. however. is not stated. e,,, The 

4. E. I .. II, p. 3961 
S. Cf;f.l!m~~~1 

~~!fI'III;.~ ...... 11 
6, Cf. imf;;t 'I"':;I~I~"'~I"'~: I 

f.Il'!t 1f'ti'Iffr~'I"l:.~ ~(I"I'IH4i>li<f~1 I 
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killing ofMatigi was' an undoubted historic ract; it is refemx:l 
to in several eastern Chalukyan records (7) and the Musuli. 
pattan plates of Vijayilditya III himself record a grant to a 
Brahmana, Vinaya<!i~arman by name, who had suggestad to 
the grantor the way to kill Matigi (8) while the battle was 
raging. From the Maliyapundi grant we learn that Matigi was 
8 Nolamba chief, and that Sankila, who had joined with fierce 
Vallabha was a ruler of Dahala country. (9) The same grant 
tells us that the city burnt was Kiral)apura and that Krshl)a 
was statying there at that time. (10) The Pithapuram inscrip· 

. tion <11) or Mallapadeva. however, states that Vijayaditya burnt 
Chakrakota, frightened Sankila (who was residing at Kiral)a. 
Conlinued from lasl page 

pi ~,';';f.>N>';'dlrllR; .. "",,,,,,,, (1) lITIffi;~ft;R: I 
>fuTtlt 'I' ~ d<~ >i'r f.I~ lI!J: II 

The ezpressioD • ~':iif)~:' in this vqrsc is trBDelated by Fleet 

as • Challenged by tbe lord of the R8~~ •• • hut the root ~ doet net 
possess the sense of challenging. 

7. The Pitbapuram inscription describes tbe incident witb a lrim 
humour; Cf.:-
~~>i'r~ 
"!'OR ~~ 'fliIT ~: II E. I., IV, p. 233 v. 9. 

8. mT @i f.r~d~""I(Ir.t ~ I 
"'Ti'l("I"'~d'aqfu""',~ill(lIdlql( I 
iffilTfC'/T QM4~il"''''ii~li'€laj II 
~ '1<'1 ~"(""'Gd"~lll>e: II . 
~ ~ "'''''ii''~'dl(lIl'i' '!'d'Il'l1 E.I., V. p. 125. 

9. mT ~ ~ Iifl'r 1Imi'l't 
~i.T~"."f",Glt", ~ 
{ifil>"@l9lil~!td1( >i'r '!l'l1lriorr ~ ~ ~ I ma. 

10. f.l;(uri\INT~ ~'I: Of: I E.I .. IX. p. 51. 

II.~~~~I 
>i'r~,~~>i'rS"'!'1l<l:,"I$1I 
"1~"lIliaijl'(, ... 1 E. I., IV, p. 239. 
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pul'8 and was helped by KrshJ)a), acquainted '12' (lit~ united' 
Vallabhendra with his bravery (i. e. by defeating him ), and, 
accepted elephants from the Kalinga ruler. And finally we 
leam from the Kalachumbaru grant that Vijayaditya III was 
worshipped by king Vallabha who could be obviously none 
other than KrshJ)a II. 

The above·mentioned exploits of Vijayaditya divide 
themselves into two parts: those performed in the south and 
those in the north. We have already seen how Vijayaditya 
was signally defeated by Amoghavarsha I. It seems that 
after this defeat either Amoghavarsha or Krshl)a II suggest-
ed to the defeated ruler the idea of attacking the Gangas and 
their feudatories, the Nolambas, offering free passage to the 
Vengi army and probably some help also in men and money. '''' 

12. '~~ ~~. ceD mean; who reltorcd (Kr,h~. ) 
I to hi. dignity' 8. WCIIIt. It will be shown bolow that the bowa 
I lituation requires 8 lonao lIimilal' to the one suggested in the text. The 

root 'yu' maaDI to unite as well 8S to separate; tho traDslatioh, 
• who up.rated Krishna from hie glory' would be better still. 

13. Cf. the cKprelaion •• ~:' in. the Ipassage quoted in. 
,the foot·note No.6 above. This lord of the Ranas who incited the 
Vcngi ruler could not have been Prithvir8'ma, the RI!I!~a feudatory of 
K!SluJa II; beaidel being 8 petty ruler. he was not an immediate neighbour
either of VijByaditya 01' of the Gangas to make bis incitement to the for. 
mer to attack the latter probable. I freely admit that the theory advanc. 
ed in tbe te'll:t above that Vijayiidity" attacked the Gangas at the iosti .. 
sation of his onomy AmoghavBrsha or Kriahna I1looka • little unconvinc. 
ing. In politics. however; the enemies of today become friends of to. 
morrow; the conduct of Greece and Italy in the last world war is a per. 
tinent example. It is possible to argue that the R8~~a chief. who incited 
Vijay8'ditya, may have been a hitherto unknown feudatory Rasbtrakllts 
ruler. wboae advice the Vengi ruler may have followed without ';'y SUS" 

picion. The term Ranes'a. however. can hardly be appropriate with refer. 
enco to a mere feudatory and can properly denote ooly the Rsshtrak'(J!8 
emperor ruling at the timc. Fleet"s view th,at Vijayaditya was cballeng. 
ed by tho Rattaa to attack the Gangas is alto unconvincing. for • II8ncho. 
ditaJ oannot IDCUD • challcnged -by.' The theory propounded abovo '.lit 
the text i, thcr~fore the only ono that explains the '.cta known. _. far. 
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'Theauggestion 'Was ,a ·diplotnatic ,one; for whosoever may 
Bwx:eedin the.campaign. the Rish\t'Bktitas wore bound to ,be 
·benel'inedas both the.CangaBand the Vengis were.their.en .... 
mies; and the ,defeat or stalemate would weaken either Or both 
of .u.em.. At ·this time (c. 870-880 A.D.) •. Satyavilkya Kongul)i. 
varma Bmuga I had just come to the throne or his {aUtor 
,Rachamalla' S l'ei8ll was drawing to a close. It W88. therefore. 
a nice oppcrtunity to .attack. Tho Nolambas of Nolambawadi 
who wore 1he feudatories of the Gangas. had to bear the brunt 
"f the attack as Nolambawadi lay between Vengi.mBI)4a!a 
and the Ganga ·territory. Vijayaditya,defeated Nolamba ... my 
Jrilling. probably by some trick. (U) :its general Mangi. who 
seems to ·have been a relative of ithe ruler ,of Nolambawadi. 
He then advanced into Gangawadi and besieged and 
apparently captured a fort. uS> 

Emboldened by these successes Vijayaditya and his 
.nephew, Yuvaraja Bhima. must have tried to throw off .the 
Rashpoakula yoke. especially since Krshl)alI,had just ascended 
the throne. With 'this end in view Vijayi!clitya .Jed some 
>daring raids in the north·eastern portions of the R""hlraklita 
empire. The passages quoted in foot-notes Nos. 6. 9. '(0 and 
II make it clear that Krshl)a and Sankila. who were the 
opponents of Vijayilditya. could only have been Krshl)a II 
.t>f Malkhecland his ,brother.in-law Sankula ,or .Sankara8B1)II 
·of the' Chedi ·house. !The passage in the foot-note No. 9 

14. In the pasaagelquoted in loot-note No.9 ahove w • .find Vij.y •• 
. dit.ya making, a grant to a lcamed Brahmana on ,the OGCasioo of an eclipse 
> 8s·a l"Cward lor <the advice that he had given in the thick of battle 
which errabled him lo kill Mangi. Since Vijayiditya could b,Ut& about 
the deatb of,Mangi by lollowiag the advice of a Brahmaaa who. to judie 

"from hie name 8lld from the fact that hc i. the donee" of • ,araat made 
on ,the <occasion of aD eclipse," was a taoD-Eighter. it.i. probable that 

" BOIDe kick may ba"ll'C been played to briu& about.his .death. 

15. '1. 'may ,be 'PGim.d 'DU' ohat .~ .... t ·lmlf '. 'GeIIW>y I ...... 
,-C_~"'''''''''.uf the _. Ammo I. _ ..... _pod ia oi.h.m8,wlth 
.. """" ......... , ... -Gaag_.ad Nalamla .. &.l~ VJ •. p-.·". 
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.distinctly says that &mkila was a ruler 'of Dahala .and 
the Sangli plates "6' of Govinda 'IV inform us that -the 'wife of 
Krehl)ll n was a younger aioter of Sankula, ,a...,n of Kokkala. 
.Sankilaof tile pessages .quot>ed in ,foot-ndtes oN",,_ 6, '9 & 11. 
is obviously the same '89 -5ankuia ,of the Sangliplates.'This 
oonclusion is Cmther 8uppol'ted ,by the ,localities mentioned in 
connection with this nid. The passage in·thef_-nate No. 11 
'refe .. -to the ,bumin8 ,of ChakrakulB .and this is the same as 
the ,fort. of ChakrakaIYa in 'the centre of Bastar lItate. 'wo 
KiraJ)BPura U.' 'which was subsequentlY'besieged 'or bumt has 
not yet been identified, but I think that it ·is ·the same as 
Kiranpur, a small town .in :Baleghat 'district'of C. ,Po about 
. JSOmiias to the north of ChakrakiilB or Chakrakom-a. By 
construing together the .. erees in lOot-notes Nos. 6, 10 and II, 
it becomes clear that KiraJ)Bpura _snot a capital of SankilB 
or K\'8h"a, .but that th ... e wiers were for the time being 
·staylng in that city. Kreh",a, the ,ally oCSankila. can be none 
other than ,his brother-in-law Krshl)ll n.; :louveauDubreuil~s 
theory that he may be the Ganga-Pallava' Prithvl-KfShl)ll 
cannot be .accepted, since .both ChakrakulBand KirBllapura 
lay ·far away from the Ganga-Pallava principelity. He cannot 
be Kphl)ll .of the Gujral ,Rash\l'akiita ,branch. The epitbet 
• U/II'avallabha" given ·to Sankila' 8 ally, <19> shows that ·he 
was a l!J'eat wier and not ,a petty feudatory. Besides, Sankila 

G6. I,ll. .. XII, p. 247_ 
17. ChahNkotya 'Occupi~d • Itrategic position and was, in later times, 

... p ..... d by RijoDdra Cbola. . S .. S. I. 1 .. 1, No, '67. 

'18. Fleet bad 'RDjectunci tbat ,K~pur. ''''y .1M, • mi.takcior 
K~hQpu .. ,... Malkhed, .01.. oopital of Kcobl)a.( I. A , XX.p. 102 
D.26). Thi. "iew b .. to be abandoned tincc tho reading iD the·Pitba. 
puram inlCl'iptioD (foot.noto No. 11) i. now confirmed by.the Maliyapundi 
_rd lloolooota No. 110). 1'oot .... ,. No. 11 further .bo ... tim, Kiral)a

'''PUI'Il'-WU a city .,f Sukila aDd ~aot lIOf ~ra.b9.. The laltel' may me 
haOD limply .taying there for the time being. In view of my idODtifica ... 
tion of dais place &hoIe'i. 'D1JW"tIlO'lCIDpe fur OODjeat~ 

19, S •• foot·Dolo N .. II. 
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may have. when in difficulty. invoked the aid of hi. mighty 
brother-in-law. whose territories were contiguous to hi. own. 
rather than that of a petty Feudatory, living hundred. of mile. 
from the battle-field. Nor can Sankila·. ally be Krshl)ar8ja, 
the founder of the Paramara dynasty, firstly because he was 
not a ruling prince in Co 880 A.D •• and secondly because he did 
not bear the epithet of Vallabha. The only Krshl)amja, then, 
who flourished in c, 880 A.D., and who could have participated 
in Sankila' s battles near Chakrakii!a and Kiral)apura, is the 
Rashtrakli!B emperor Krshl)a u, who was Sankila' s brother
in-law. The verse in the Coot-note No. II does not go against 
this identification; for Vallabhendra in clause (e) of-that verse 
need not be taken as different from Krshl)a in clause (b); the 
verse is to be translated as follow .. :-" Who (Vijayaditya ill) 
burnt Chakrakli\a, frightened Sankila staying in Kiral)apura 
and joined by Krshl)a, acquainted (lit. united) Vallabhendra 
(i. e. Krshl)a II) with his (i. e. Vajayiditya's) own pro'wes" 
(by defeating him), and took away the elephants from the 
Kalinga ruler:' 

Krshna was not able to retrieve the situation after 
Vijayic:iity~' s death. Hi. successor Shima I claims to have 
,defeated Krshl)a and his Li!B and Karl)ataka allies in the 
battles of Niravadyapura and Peruvanguragr~ma. (20) Bhl~ 
had to pay rather heavily for his successes; for his eldest son, 
a lad of 16, was killed while fighting in this war. It may, how
~ver, be observed that Krshl)a's authority remained supreme 
right up to Chitaldurg during the dark days of his Vengi and 
Gujrat wars,; an inscription from Kadajji in Chitaldurg District. 
dated 889 A.D., refers to Kannaradeva's kingdom as extending 
on all sides.<''' ' 

Soon after his accession and some tim~ before 888' A.D .• 
Krshl)a II .came into hostile contact with Bhoja L The scene 

20. Inscriptions /l'om Madras Pf'esidency, Kistna Dt. No.9, 
21. E. C., XI. Da ... ag .... No. 17. 
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of' war was Malva; a fragmentary Pratihara inscription from 
Bhavanagar Museum, recently pubfished, "" refers to the 
Narmada in connection with Bhoja's attack on a king called 
Krshl)araja, who must be obviously KrshQa II; and the 
Begumra plates oC Krshl)a of the Gujrat branch, dated 
888 A.D., <m tell us how the grantor feudatory defeated the 
enemy at Ujjayini, while king Vallabha was watching the army 
movements. Begumra plates of Indra III "., inform us that 
old men vividly remembered in 914 A.D. (when the plates were 
issued) the brave Ceats of the late Rash!rakli!a emperor in the 
sanguinary wars with the Gurjaras. The crown prince Jagat. 
lunga also participated in tliese wars as also the Chedi 
ruler. "5) These wars seem to have pr~fited neither party; they 
may have been oC the nature oC the frontier affrays. From 
Al Masudi, we learn that the Gurjara.Pratiharas used to 
maintain a strong force in the south to keep the Rash!rakli!as in 
check; "" frontier clashes were therefore inevitable, and victory 
must have remained some time on one side and some time on 
the other. KrshQa was too weak to think of emulating the 
example of Dhruva I or Govinda III, and Bhoja was tad old to· 
undertake a serious expedition against his southern neighbour. "V) 

22. E. I., XIX .. pp. 174'-1. 23. I. A .. XIlI, p. 66. 
24 .. E. I .. IX, p. 24. 25. I. A., XI!, p. 265. 
26. Elliot:' Historv of India, Vol. I. p. 22. 
27. In hi. histol'icaleppendix to Uttarapura"a. which waa completed 

in 5' aka 820 i.e. 908-9 A,D •• tho elephants of K~'!Ih1;la are reprClonted. 
by GUJ;lachandra to have drunk the waters of tho Ganges and enjoyed 
the cool ahade in the foreat' at Cape Kamorin. cf:-

~~J«i~;;rr r~OI"~itd~*~ I 
11M ~1ft ~''15 U: oft",t""i,u'I!.il( 11 
'Iit1flt'l~m ... ",~ ... IfIMt~1I . 

Shandarkel" Oriental Reaea,.ch Inatitute Ms, No. 1191 or 
1886-91, folio 360 •. 

Thi. i, convClntional praise; we know that K1'lht).a', rule did Dot 
extend beyond BanavKai 12,000 and 10 biB army could not have reached 
Cape Kamorin. Similarly hi. loldiers could Dot have cntered the water. 
of the Gange ••• the Guri.r. Pratibara rule was firmly ealablisbed in tbe 
Guael vally. 

~ .. 
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It was some time in the-last decade of the 9th cent~, 
that the career of the Gujrat Rilshtrakli\a branch came to an 
end. . 888 A.D. is the latest date. so far.lmown. for its last 
ruler KrshI)a. when he was fightmg at Ujjayini dnder his 
feudal lord KrshI)a II. But soon thereafter the two rulers. 
became enemies and a war ensued. Sangli "" and Cam bay "9) 

plates of Govinda IV refer to the evm::uation of -Khelaka by 
the enemies of KrshI)a II; this must refer to the expulsion 
of the Gujrat ruler KrshI)a or his successor from Kaira. (80) 

We come across no inscriptions of the Gujrat branch after 
'888 A.D.; the Kapadwanj grant of Krshl)a II. dated 910 A.D •• (S" 

reveals the existence of a . new feudatory PrachaI)qa of 
Brahrnavaloka house. To judge from the names of its mem
bers. this seems to have been a Canarese family. ruling 
under dirtK:t ,imperial supervision over ,the Kapadwanj Kaira 
area. which was formerly being governed by the Gujrat 
R~hlraklilas. In the time also of tho next ruler Indra III 
we find Gujrat being directly controlled from Malkhed. In 
hi. Begumra plates of 914 A.D. Indra regrants a village named 
T renna. which had been formerly bestowed upon the donee's 
ancestors both by Dhruva I and D hruva II of the Gujrat branch. 
The donees descendant was anxious for a regrant of the 
village, obviously because the grantor's family was no longer 
in power in soulhern Gujrat. We may. therefore. conclude 
that the Gujrat branch came to an end in c. 900 A.D. 

KrshI)'a H was not an able and gifted ruler like his 
grand-father. His only military achievement was the defeat 
and destruction of the Gujral branch. which certainly was 
·not a very great exploit. considering how ·petty that kingdom 

28. I. A .. Vol. Xll. pp. 247. 29. E.!.. Vll. p. 29. 
30. The view that Khe~aka in this passage is the same aa Malkhed i. 

hardly tcnable. MKnyakheta is nowhere known to have becn refcncd 
to as Khe~aka; whereas the ancient name of Kaira was Khetaka. 
Besides Mjinyakhe~a is not known to have been occupied by any enemies 

..at this time. 31. E. I.. I. p. 52. 
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w.... He could just maintain his own against Bhoja I and\ 
Mahendrapala. and he was worsted by Chalukya Bhima of 
Vengi. Gangavadi. which had seceded from the Rash!raklilB 
empire during the weak rule of his father. could not be 
reconquered by him. I'" He was just able to maintain a .tatlUl 
quo and that too with the assistance of his father·in·law and 
brother.in·law. Like his Cather he was a Jain; Gul)abhadra. the 
famous Jain author of the lasl five chapters of AJ;pural)Q was 
his preceptor. ,m There is no sufficient evidence to investigate 
into the question as to bow far the adhesion to Jainism .of 
Amoghavarsha I and his son K~l)a II was responsible for 
the military and political decline oC the Rashtraklila empire 
during their rule. It may. however. be pointed out thai a 
number of ferventfollowers oC Jainism like Bankeya. Chalukya 
Nisrasimha. Srivijaya. and No!ambintaka Narasimha were 
very able and fiery military leaders. [See also • • upra. Chapter 
Xlll. section C. in this connection.] 

Indra III 

J<:rshl)a II was succeeded by his grandson lndra III. Hi. 
80n Jagatlu;'ga had predeceased him; both the Karhad '34> and 
Deoll <85> plale. or Krshl)B III inform us that Jagattu;'ga was 
taken to heaven by the Creator before hi. accession to tho 
throne. as if at the pressing reque.t of the heavenly damsels. 
Nausari plates <86> of lndra III describe him as meditating on 
the feet of Akalavarsha. showing that lndra III was th" 
successor of Krshl)a IT. and nol of hi. own father Jagattu;,ga. 
The latost known dato of Krshl)a 11 is 912 A.D.; ,.." but the 
aged emperor lived for two years more. He died towards tho 
close of 914 A.D.: for we know from the Nausari plates of 

32. My •• ," [",,-.ripti.M. No. 113. p.29. • 

33. J, 8. 8. R. A. S" XXII, p, 85. 34. E. I,. IV. p. 278 .. 
35, E, I. V. p. 190, 36. J. 8, D, R. A, S" XVII". pp. 253 ff. 
37. E, C. VllI, Sorab No. 88. 
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Indra III that he had gone to Kurundhaka <2" from his capital 
Manyakheta on the 7th day of the bright half of Phalguna. 
S'aka 836 (24-2-91S A.D.) Cor the purpose of Pa\t8bandhotsava 
or coronation ceremony. Since on this oc,"asion InClra granted 
afresh four hundred villages resumed by previous rulers. it 
must obviously have been the time of his formal coronation. 
His accession. which was a peaceful one. could not thereCoro 
have taken. place much earlier. 

Indra was probably a man oC 3S at the time of his acces· 
sion and he ruled for about five years only. His career. if 
short. was a brilliant one. Before his formal coronation in 
February 91S. he had sacked Meru and conquered a king 
named U pendra who had annexed or relieved Govardhana. <SOl 

The historical information conveyed by the second quarter 
oC this verse is still a mystery. Kielhom thinks that Meru 
may be Kanauj. (40) Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar suggests that 
Upendra may have been another name of Mahipala. the 
Gu';ara.Pratihara emperor ;<4" both these suggestions. be· 
sides being based upon pure assumption. ignore the significant 
fact that the feats. referred to in the verse in question. were 
performed by Indra before his coronation.. It is almost incon. 
ceivable that Indra would have carried out hi. expedition 
against Kanauj during the short interval between hi. father's 
death and his oWn Cormal coronation. Upendra. conquered' 
by him. seems to be the Param~ra chief Krshl)araja. who. 
according to the Udaipur Pri..asti. was also known as Upendra. 
raja. Vakpati alias MuiiJa. who was a contemporary of 
Tailapa. ( c. 980 A.D.) was Upendra's great grandson. The 

38. R. G. Bhandarkar identifies Kurundhaka with Kan~oda OD the 
Tapti. B. G., I, ii, p. 203. It is equally possible that the place may be 
kurundwad in Kolhapul' atate. 

39';d'1I,,~;fI'IlI( Q$I~d'WII I 
a~.I(1li ... " .. ~ f.lmir.r'l~IJ.B. B. R. A. S .• XVIII. p. 2S3. 

40. E. I.. VII. Appcndix p. 16 n. 2. 41. Ibid, pp. 38 ff. 
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known dates of Si;aka, grandson of Upendra, range from 
949 to 973 A.D. Upendra' s rule,. therefore, must have been 
between c. 900-92S A.D. Paramiras were in the beginning 
very probably feudatories of the Gurjara.Pratiharas; at their 
instigation Upendra seems to have attacked Govardhan in 
Nasik district atthe beginning of Indra's reign. Indra defeated 
him, compelling the Paramaras to transfer their allegiance to 
his own house. The Harsola grant attests to the fact that the 
Paramiras were professing allegiance to the Rash\rakiitas 
subsequent to Indra' s cOnquests. (to> 

The defeat of the Paramara chief Upendraraja was only 
a preparatory step to the contemplated invasion of northern 
India. After the death of Mah:ndrapilla in 908 A.D., there were 
troubles of succession at Kanauj ; his son Bhoja n could retain 
the throne only for about two years. His younger brother 
Mahlpiila wanted to oust him. The Chedi ruler Kokkala had 
espoused his cause"" and was for a time successful; but 
Mahipala soon managed to get the throne, probably with the 
assistance of some feudatories. The dissensions in the Imperial 
family must have divided the feudatories also into two 
camps, rendering the task of an outside invader the reverse of 
difficult. The lime of the invasion of Indra m was thus very 
opportune; he had not to break any formidable confederacy 

, as Govinda III had tc> do, when he attacked Nagabha!a, nor 
had he to cross swords with two powerful claimants for the 
supremacy in Northern India, as Dhruva and Govinda III had 
to do. The achievements of Indra III were .. however, more 
dramatic than those of his predecessors. 

Unfortunately we have no detailed information about this 
campaign. From lha Cambay plates we learn that he first 

42. Report of the third Oriental Conference, Madras. pp 303-308. 

43, Cf.~~oIln~1 
~'1ar 'or ~~: 'IT1ir: II E.!.. II, pp 306-7. 
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attacked Ujjayini. "" then crossed the Jamuna and finally 
captured Kanauj itself. Mahipilla. the Gurjara.Pratihilra 
emperor. became a fugitive and was pursued by Chalukya 
Nilrasimha. one of the generals of Indra. The poet Pampa. a 
protege of Narasimha. informs us that his patron "plucked from 
Gurjara king's arms the Goddess pf victory. whom, though 
desirous of keeping, he had held foo loosely. Mahipiila fled a9 
if struck by thunderbolt. staying neither to eat nor to rest. nor to 
prck himself up, while. Niirasimha pursuing bathed his horses 
at ihe junction of the Ganges and established his fame." ,<;, 
Mahipala seems to have been pursued upto Allahabad. '4(,' 
The' testimony of ~he southern records as to the defeat 
and flight of Mahipala is confirlhed by a fragmentary Chan· 
della insGription from Khajuraho. <47> from which we learn 

44. CE. cc ... ti'tl'lq'1rtiiijidf2t,..; ~f1IJ~ I 

fflUJt~~1I 
<Rot f{ ~~I~'"R~"( f.lo.("!!~ll~d'" I 
~;#r:~1iiffI~'fd;ftq-ltll 

Agreeing with my predeces30rs 1 have assumed in the text that H iiIi'f<.if
fit:qsrtrrur" in the above verse refers to Ujjayini. it may be, however, 

pointed out that Ujjain is Dot on the way leading from Malkhed to 
Kanauj; and it is not ifI\Probable that the firat line refers to Kalpi, where 
also there atill exists a temple of Klilapriya. Kalpi is situated on the 
way to Kenauj. IE the crosBing of the VamunK referred to in the sccond 
line took place immediately after the halt in the courtyard of Kiliapriya. 
then it will follow tliat Indra did not pass through Ujjain. 

45. CJ;if~. introduction. p. XIV . . 

46. The junction or the Gange! referred to in the text above must he 
with the Jamuna and Dot with~e sea; Ear there ia DO evidence to show 
that Indra III had come into conflict with RijyaptUa. It is. however. 
likely that Mahiplla may have fled, no~wardS Allahabad, EoI' tha t 
would have brought him closer to the Ch is, who were Indrs'. alliea. 
but towards Gorakhpur. Nil'88imha may ave pursued him EoI' a while,. 
and then proceeded to Allahabad on his wa back to the Deccan. 

47. E, I •• I. p. 122. 
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that Mahipala was reinstated on the throne. probably by 
Harsha. The norLhem' campaign of Indra thus produced 
a more dramatic result than was ever achieved by his 
predecessors Dhruva and Govinda. neither of whom had 
succeeded in occupying the Imperial capital Kanauj .. More 
tangible and substantial results would probably have 
followed if Indra' s career had not been cut short by hi. 
premature death. which must have necessitated the retirement 
of his army to the south 

While Indr" was himself engaged in the north. his gene
rals in.the south were equally active. A record of one of 
them. Srivijaya. has been discovered at Danavulapadu in 
Cudappah district. Although a pious Jain. Srivijaya was a 
powerful general and claims to have defeated his master'. 
enemies. "" Another record from the same locality informs 
us that this general was also a poet. We must not. however. 
confound this poet-general Srivijaya with Srivijaya quoted in 
KaviriJjamlirga ; for the latter flourished at least a centurY 
earlier tha~ the general of Indra. 

, Indra III was thus a very capable and brilliant general. 
During his short reign he succeeded iri shattering the prestige 

I 

of tho Imperial Pratibaras. and the Rashtrakula army again 
became a terror in the north. 

Before passing to the next· king I propose to give a' 
genealogical table .showing the intimate family relationship 
that existed between the Rash\r8kli\as and the Chedis. Indra 
himself. his younger brother Amoghavarsha. and the latter's 
son Krshl)a Ill. as also the faLher and . grand-father of 
Indra III had all taken wives from the Chedi family of T ripuri. 
This matrimonial alliance must have been of considerable 
help to Indra.JJJ and Kr~hl)a III in their northern campaigns. 

48. A. S. R .. 1905-61 pp. 121-2. 
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Amoghavarsha I Kokkala I 

I I 1 I I 
Krsh!)araja=daughter"". Sankaraga!)a. Ariuna Mugdhatunga . I (name not Ra!)avigraha I (eldest son & 

kno~ I successor) 
. -1 I 

Jagattuilga = Lakshmi'so, Amma!)adeva YuvarDja I 
I =Govindamba"" • I I I 

Indra III . \ . Vijambil "" 

I Amoghavarsha III = Ku!)<Jakadevi <5" L \ Lakshmal}a 

~I ---'----....1 I Khotliga.' 
Amoghava,..ha II Govinda IV Krsh!)a III deva '54' 

= A Chedi princess '55' 
('name not known ) 

Vikramilditya IV=Bonthadevi<56> 
I 

Taila II 
49. ~I!>l."'f ~ CI'f'IT 'IT ~~r II ffi'I1'il;if"'I'l'!Til: ........ . 

~1'f: I!l!: III. A. XII. p. 265. 

50. ""ft'll<~,i<.'U'~dfl ~ ddT ~ I IG<W~: ... lbid. 
800gli plot ••• ay 'li"""I!'I(U,fiI!lii",,,1rWQ'lfr:!I"gl'liIT1 (I. A •• XII. p.247). 
-showing that S' ankaragaQ,& oE the Karda grant is the same at 

RaJ;lavigraha. Jagattwiga had thus married his maternal unclc's daughter. 
a custom recognised 8S legal in the Deccan. 

51. Ibid. Goviadambit was a,younger sister of Lakahmi. Jagattuliga 
married bel' when he was staying with the Chedia. while out on an ex. 
pedition in the north. R. C. Bhandarkar's ohjectjo~8 to the theory that 
Govindamba was another wife of Jagattunga have been answered by 
Fleet. See B. Go. I .. ii. p. 414. D. 5. It may be noted that Viluamiditya II 

. of tho Westem Chalukya dynasty had married two uterine .isten. 
LokamahAdevi and Trailokyamahiclevi. ' 
. 52. Saogli plat •• of Govioda IV. I. A .• XII. p. 249. 

53. Cf'l!iH''''~''l1:fttr'Rt6q;~''''''ill"''of.:!q''''I,,,,":.rr~:~1 
K.db. plat •• I. A. XII. po' 265. 54. Ditto. 

5S. The name oE this princess is not known; the Deoli plates simply 
P. T. O. 
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Amoghavarsha II and Govinda IV 

Indra died in c. 917 A.D. and was succeeded by his eldest 
son Amoghavarsha ri. Fleet's view that Amoghavarsha II did 
not reigp '57) cannot be accepted. The Bhadan plates of 
Apa .... jita Silahara. issued within" 80 years of the event in 
question. distinctly say lhat Amoghavarsha II ruled for a year: " 
and their testimony is confirmed by the Deoli and Karhad 
plates of KrshQa III. which also distinctly say that he did 
rule. The evidence of these plates is particularly cogent 
because. with reference to a prince like Jagattuilga, who did 
not ascend the throne. they expressly mention the fact of his 
having nol ruled. 

The omission in the Sangli plales of Govinda IV of the 
name of Amoghavarsha II. and the statemenl there. that the 
former meditated upon the feet of Indra Nityavarsha and not 
upon those of Amoghavarsha. his immediate predecessor • 
• how that the two brothers were on inimical terms. The 
phrase 'tatPilJanaJh~iitd' does nOl necessarily indicate that 
the two kings immediately followed" each other. Some of the 
Chalukya grants assert (I. A •• VI. pp; 184. 194) that Durlabha 
meditated on the feet of Chimul}4a though Vallabha was his 
immediate predecessor. Amoghavarsha II WBS a youth of 
only about twenty five'''' at the time of his accession and his 

Continued /rom th, las' pag, 
eayof Krahl'Ja III that the Chedis were the elderly relations of hoth hi. 
wife and mother. showing that be had taken a Chcdi prinecs8 tor his 
wife. Whether KUl}pakadevi was hi. mother a~ .he was of his brother 
Kbo!Ugadeva, i. Dot bOWD. 

56. I. A .• VIII, pp. 11 EE. For facility of ruerence. the relationship 
with tbe later Chalukyas also j •• bOWD in tbi. table. . 

57. B. G .. I. ii .• p. 416. 
58. Amogh.v.reba I was i;QJ'D. in 808 A.D.; hi, son KrBhr;La in c. 830,. 

hi, IOn Jagattung. in c. 850; hi. IOn Ind .... in c. 870: and hi, son Amogha . 
..... ha II in c. 890; Amoghavar,ha", age at the time of his acce&Bion thus 
worb out to he about 25. aupposing that all hi, ancestors were bom 
when their fathers were only 20. 
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death within a year could not have been entirely due to his 
deep love for his father prompting him to go to heaven as 
soon as possible. as the Karhad plates of Krshl)a III would 
make us believe. The Cambay and the Sangli plate~ of 
Govinda IV state that he neither treated his elder brother 
cruelly.-though he had power to do so.-nor acquired ill· 
fame by committing incest with his brother's wives. That 
Govinda should go out of his way in refuting these charges 
shows that there must have been ugly rumours current about 
his treatment of his elder brother and his wives; that these 
rumours had some foundation is made clear by an unpublished 
grant of the SilWra ruler Chhadvaideva. now in the Prince of 
Wales Museum. Bombay. This S'i\ahara·ruler was a contem· 

. porary of Krshl}a III and his grant says that Govinda IV. who 
was overthrown by Amoghavarsha. was himself guilty of 
injustice. '." It thus becomes clear that Govinda was sus· 
pected of having dealt unfairly with his brother. He may 
have peacefully superseded him. sparing his life. or may have 
brought about or hastened his death. 836 S'aka or 916-17 A.D. 
isthe latcst known date of Indra(60) and S'aka 840 or91B-19A.D. 
is the earliest date of Govinda IV. (61) So the short reign of 
about a year of Amoghavarsha II probably took place in 
917-18 A.D. 

The reign of Govinda IV. who succeeded Amoghavarshl!Jl. 
was one of the least glorious ones. He was a youth of about 
20. and his Sangli plates inform us that he was as beautiful 
as God of Love. Most of his time he spent in the pursuits of 
pleasures; Kharepatan plates of Rallaraja state that he was 
the abode of the sentiment of· love and was surrounded by .. 

59. ffiI1lT ~o;;r: lIiitcr[~ll': lI"fffi': II 
""~I~<il,,"~lf lffiITfII wi ~ I 
'il""'I""'I"\!>d\l'r~~1J 

Dacunha collcction of copper plates in the Prince of Wales Museum. 
Bombay, 60. Hatti Mattur inscription, I. A., XII, p. 224. 

61. Ibid. p. 223. . 
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bevy of dancers.~'" Deoli and Karhad plates also describ .. 
him as the very essence of love and its pleasures, and state 
that he took to evil ways, which led to disaffection of ministers 
and that he eventualIy perished. He, however, enjoyed life 
for about IS years. He probably found no time' to look after 
foreign affairs; a line in his Sangli record says that the Ganga 
and the Yamuna served his palace, "" suggesting that 
Allahabad was still in his possession. This, however, may 
have been perhaps the case at the beginning of his career, 
when the Rash\raklita armies may have been still in the north. 
Govinda IV, howev~r, had neither the ability nor the inclina· 
tion to try to hold the provinces conquered by his father. 
Some time during Govinda's reign, Mahipala reoccupied 
Kanauj and the Riish\raklila forces were either driven back or 
had to retire. 

Bhima II of the Eastern Chiilukya dynasty, who was a 
contemporary ruler, claims to have defeated a great army sent 
by king Govinda. "" This Govinda is almost certainly 
Govinda IV. The defeat of the Rashtrakli\8 army must have 
taken place towards the end of the reign of Govinda, since. 
Bhima II ascended the throne in c. 934 A.D; This reverse may 
have hastened Govinda' s fall. 

The Deoli and the Karhad plates of Krsh!)a simply state 
that the vicious life and lascivious ways of Govinda IV ruined 
his 'constitution, alienated the sympathies of his subjects and 
feudatories and led to his destruction. The manner of his los. 
ing his kingdom is described by Pampa in his Vikramlirjuna' 
"ija,a where he praises his patron Arikesarin II under the 
Litle of Ariuna. In the 9th Mvasa of the above work, in a 
prose passage after v. 52, we read:- . 

.. How can a thought of ill·will occur to you on seeing 
and hearing the greatness of that ocean of suppliants (sic. 

62. E. I .. III, p. 29B. 
63. ~~'I3'l1'f~'ifIt<fi!I 
64. E. I., VIII>p. 12.: 
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Arikesarin) who. when Govindaraja was ",,"oth with Vijaya. 
-ditya. the ornament of Chalukya race. unflinchingly laid him 
behind and protected him. the valour of this crest·jewelof the 
feudatories. who drove into retreat and conquered the great 
feudatories. who came at the command of the universal em· 
peror Cojjiga- the strength of arm of Arikesarin. who bringing 
to ruin the emperor who confronted him in hostility. fittingly 
conveyed the universal empire to Baddegadeva. who came 
trusting him ... 

Pampa was out to glorify his patron. and so we must 
accept this version with a grain of salt; but it i9 quite cl ..... 
from this account that the feu.datories of Govinda rebelled 
·against him. and eventually offered the crown to his uncle 
Amoghavarsha·II alias Baddegadeva. Deali and Karhad 
plates also confirm (60) the version of Pampa; they state that 
Amoghavarsha was pressed by the feudatories to accept the 
throne to ensure the preservation of the Rash\rakiita glory. 
-Amoghavarsha III does not appear to have prompted the 
rebellion himself; ';"en when the crown was offered to him 
he seems to have consulted an oracle beCore accepting it. if 
we are to trust the Deali plates. (66) He was at this time 

. advanced in years and he had. during his nephew's reign. led 
a life of retirement. mostly devoted to religion. The Karhad 
and Deoli plates style him as the foremost among the thought. 
ful. the Bhadan plates of Aparajita refer to his austerities. (67) 

a verse"" in an unpublished grant of Chhadvaideva describes 
how Amoghavarsha purified his wealth. along with his soul. 
by the sacred waters of coronation. The last mentioned state· 
ment makes it clear that Amoghavarsha III actually ascended 
the throne and ruled. 

Though Amoghavarsha III may not have himself prompted 
·the rebellion. it is quite probable that his ambitious son 

65. Cf. m~'1 ~f{Jm!~C!: I 

66. Cf.~ ~'1r ;;ftiP<'~)fur: I 62. E.l.m. p. 271. 
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Krshl)a and other partisans may have worked hard to exploit 
the situation in order to secure the crown for him. Bolh 
Amoghavarsha III and Krshl)a III had married Checli princesses. 
as shown already. We may, therefore, well accept the 
statement of the spurious Sudi plates that Amoghavarsha 
~ staying at Tripuri, when Bmuga II married his 
4aughter. (69) It is, therefore, not unlikely that the Chedi ruler· 
Y~var"ja I, who was Amoghavarsha's father·in·law, may 
have helped his son·in·law, who was an exile at his court, by 
joining the confederacy that aimed at placing Amoghavarsha 
upon the Malkhed throne, In the Viddha'siilabhanjikii or 
Raj ... ekhara, who was late in his life residing at the Chedi 
court, (70) we seem to get an echo of this confederacy. The 
drama is a love story of the usual type, but it is fairly certain 
that its hero.Karpuravarsha Yuvaraja is the same as Keyura, 
varsha Yuvarija I, who was the father.in·law of Ainogha. 
varsha III. In Act 1\ of this drama we are told that a 
king of Kuntala, ChaI;lqamahasena by mime, was residing at 
the Chedi court as an exile from his own kingdom, and to· 
wards the conclusion of the Ivth Act, we are "Wormed that the 
Chedi forces, which were espousing the cause of the exile 
king of Kuntala, were successful against the enemy in a battle 
fought on the banks of the Payoshr;>i, a tributary of the Tapti, 
and that the exile prince was crowned king of his ow.n coun. 
try. There is some difficulty in accepting these obifer dicta 
of Rajas'ekhara as referring to Amoghavarsha' s accession: 
Rajas' ekhara does not retain the real names of the actors in 
these historic events, He names the exile Kuntala chier 
once as Virapala (Act IV) atld once as Chanqamahasena 
( Act II ). Keyuravarsha's marriage with Virapi\la' s dal\&hter 

"68. ~ IfJi' <r'IfQ: (TJ ir>l"« ~ 1 
';t;r~~1'IT!ffi~1I 

Dacunha collection of copper plates in tho Prince of 
Wales Museum, Bombay. 

69. E, I .. III, p, 166. 70. KaDOW, KarpuramfJfajarl. pp, 181-2. 
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would serio~sly go against the view that Virapilla stands for 
Am"ghavarsha lll. But it is not unlikely that tha last men· 
tioned episode may have been a poetic invention intended to 
.complicate the love affairs in the drama. and not a historic 
facL Amoghavarsha III was a devotee of Siva and the' title 
"f Chandamahasena. given'to him by Rajas' ekhara. is' thus 
appropri~te. We would not. be far wrong in assuming that 
Keyiiravarsha espoused the cause of his son-in-law. and that 
one of the decisive battles. which ended in the overthrow of 
Govinda IV. was fought in Khandesh on the banks of the 
Payosh~i, We do not know who were the allies and suppor
ters of Govinda IV. An unpublished Silahara grant, once in 
the possession of Prof. H. D. Velankar. Wilson College. 
Bombay. but now untraceable. after referring to the accession 
"f Amoghavarsha III went on to observe:-

~~m~1j;m.~1 
~l«IT~ f;rf'm1'iIlU~: II 
lRmft ~~qr ~~lt~'" I 
'¥flf<l~~S~:;;~I'f.U 

This verse would suggest that Karkara. a relative or 
feudatory R".h\rakii\a chief. fought on the side of Govinda. 
'but was overthrown by Amoghavarsha III and his allies. 

The latest known date of Govinda IV is 934 A.D .• (71) and 
the earliest known date of Am~ghavarsha III is the 7th of 
September. 937 A.D. (72) The rising against Govinda IV and 
the subsequent accession of Amoghavarsha III must have taken' 
place some time during these three years. Honale inscriptions 
Nos. 21-23. dated 934 A.D" ref~r to Suvarl)avarsha as the over· 
lord. <7" whereas Shikarpur inscriptions Nos. 194 and 322 • 
.:oming from the same district. Shimoga. but' dated in the 
next year. do )1ot refer at all to the rule of Govinda. It 
would thus appear that the combination against Govinda was 

71. E. C .• VII. Honal •• Nos. 21-23. 
72. E. C .• XI. Chit.ldu,g No. 76. 
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formed in 935 A.D. and the accession of Amoghavarsha III may 
be placed in the next year, since from an inscription from 
lsamudru (711 we leam that he had ascended the throne earlier 
than the 7th of September 937 A.D. It is very likely that 
Krshl)8, the son of Amoghavarsha', may have taken a leading 
part in putting his father upon the throne: lie was an ambi. 
tious prince and may have induced his aged father to accept 
the crown. 

CHAPTER VI 

Last four Rulers 

Amoghavarsha III 
The reign of Amoghavarsha III, which commenced in 

c. 935 A.D., was a short one of about four years : for his son 
Krshl)a III was already upon the throne in May 940 A.D" when 
the Deoli plates were issued by him. U> Being himself a ~ 
of religious temperament, he must have presented a strong 
contrast with his vicious predecessor. Actual administration 
was very probably entirely in the hands of the crown prince 
Krshl)a. . 

Rev"kanimma¥,' a daughter of Amoghavarsha III and an 
elder sister of Krshl)a III, was married to a Ganga prince, 
named Permadi BLituga II. Since the first child of this 
union Maruladeva was born while Amoghavarsha III was upon 
the throne, and since the mother of Batuga II was active 

. enough in 974 A. D. to supervise the administration of the Nillnge 
Pattu Pebbala, the statement of the Hebbal inscription, (2) 

that Revakanimmag;'s marriage took place during the reign of 
Krshl)a n, does not seem to ,be correct. The statem'ent of the 
same record that at the time of the marriage of his great·grand· 
daughter, Krshl)a II gave away as dowry Banavasi 12,000, 

73. E. C., XI. Chitaldurs No. 76. 
1. E. I., V, p. 190. 2. I/,i~'fi~p, 351. 
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Belvola 300, Purigere 300, Bagenad 70, and Kinsukad 7() 
to his great-grand·son.in-Iaw seems to be equally unreliable. 
for the Atk~ inscriptiori informs us (8) that these districts were 
given by Krsh!)a III to his brother·in·law, as a reward for his 
bravery in killing the Chola crown prince Rnjilditya. 

The Sudi plates inform us '4l that Amoghavarsha wa" 
staying at T ripuri when this marriage took place. These 
plates are no doubt spurious, but for reasons discussed already 
in the last chapter, we can well believe that statement. 
Biituga also was then not the ruling Ganga prince, for Erey. 
appa was at that time ruling at Talkad. 

The crown prince K!sh!)a undertook the task of putting 
his brother·in·law upon the Ganga throne. He killed Dantiga 
and Vappuga, who were probably No!amba princes'S) and 
feudatories of Rachamalla, the Ganga ruler then upon the 
throne. Then he attacked and killed Rachamalla himself, and 
put his brother·in·law upon the Ganga throne. Isamudru'o) 
inscription, which was inscribed on 7th of September 937 A.D •• 
refers to Amoghavarsha as the ruling emperor and concludes 
,as follows:-

"In Paleyar Deva attacked and smote and slew the 
Pande king in Sripura; Indra' s son smote a Pallava king ... 
This Kannara of great might slew Ganga Permadi and gave • 

3. E. I., VI, p. 55. 4. E.I .. III. p. 176. 
S. Ayyapadeva Nanninga was the Nolamb. chief in c. 919 and he 

was an ally of Ereyappa. whose Bucce_or Rltchamalla was killed by 
K!,shn". The name of Nanniga's BOD was ADlliga. [E. I .• X., pp. S4 ff.] 
The names of Dantiga and Vappuga bear a family resemblance to 
Nanniga and AnDiga. hence the conjecture in the test. 

Fleet notfces a record at the MahU:klIta temple of BadD:mi. dated 
October 934 A.D., which refers to Mahiisamanta Bappuvarae •• who was 
a very Bh.irava on a minor scale to the enemiel of the brave Gopila 
(8. G .• I. ii. p. 417 D. 3). This Bappuva could havo been assumed to be 
tho lame as Vappuga killed by Krshva. were it not very improbable that 
such an enemy could havo challenged the authority of AmoghaV8l'1ba JII 
In tho very he.rt of tho ,om ph·.,. 6, E. C .. XI. Chit.ldlll'll 76. 
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the throne to 'Bhlivallabha. Thus did those Of the RashtrakUta 
~ine sl .. y and gain renown." The first fwo inciderrts. here 
.,..,ferred to. he",e yet to be definitely 1dentified" but the ltist 
'one is obviously the same as the overthrow .. nd destructionrif 
'Rachamalla by Kl"hna and the enthronement of his brother-
""law. Biituga. • • 

Krshl)a then marched northwards and defeated die 
Chedis, though his mother and wiFe had been bOnl iil 
that family. The forts of Kalanjara and Chitrakii~,situiitec'l 
in the very heart or Chandella country, were occupied by 
the Rash\rakii\a army, <7> and the 'Gurjara-Pratihara em-

• perS'r lost all hope of capturing them. An inscription. <iI> Ye
cently published. confirms the testimony of the Deoli plates. 
This inscription was found at Jura in the Maihar State of the 
Baghelkhand Agency. It is written upon a .tone and con
tains a eulogy or Kl"hl)a III in Canarese. That a Cana'res-e 

, eulogy of Krshl)a should be discovered in Baghelkhand ean 
be explained only on the assumption that the claim to the 
conquest of ChitrakiitB and Kalanjara is well founded~ The 
Rashtrakii\BS continued to hold these forts for about ten yea'I'!!; 

they ~ere reconquered by the Chandella king Y a~ovartbll~ 
some time before 953 A.D. 

I have assumed here that the exploits of Krshi)il dei
cribed above were performed while he was yet a Yuwrajlr. 
and not subsequent t~ his accession. In this resped:. I differ 
from previous writers; an analysis of the Deoli plates. !;~
ever, supports my reading of the situation. These 'Plat'cis 
were issued in May 940 A.D. Arter mentioning \hb acCfeSSldn 
or Amog!tavarSha III. verse 19 of this reoord says that his son 

7. It i, not pouible to argue that Kt,hQa 8!1eistcd hi. theta ........ eland. 
in holding these place. Bilainat the ·Chandene; lor th~· Deoli pf~l~ 
iilucd ih Mlt.y 940 A.D., 'BoOD .ftel' lhe capt'UttI of K.1aujan.. lltaY' t .... t 
KphQ. 111 had conqucred the clden o~ hi. wife aDd moth"':. Tbi .. 
• howl that K!sbQa w~. not co.opcrit.ting. hut tightinl with ih' 'Obelli •. 

8. E. 1 .• XIX, p. 281, ' 

~<: 
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Krshl)a proved his strength even while a Kumiira or a prince. 
Vv. 20-25 then mention the killing of Dantiga. Vappuga. and 
Rachamalla and the caplure of Kalanjara and Chitrakal&. 
V. 26 then observes that all the feudatories between the Eastern 
and Western ocean obeyed the commands of KrshQa. who 
himscU. however. was always obedient to his father. V. 27 
then informs us that his father died. happy to have seen his 
""n embraced by the damsel fame. Then follows a descrip
tion of the coronation of KrshJ)a III. 

The above analysis or the Deoli plates makes it abso. 
lutely clear that the restoraLion of Butuga to the Ganga throne. 
and the capture of ChitrakUI8 and Kalanjara were the achieve. 
mentsof Krshl)a while yet a crown-prince. It may also be point
ed out that Amoghavarsha was alive on the .3rd of December 
939 A.o.'" and that all the above campaigns in southern 
and central India could not have been physically possible 
within a period of Jour .:oonths. And yet we shall .have to ..... 
lIwne that such was.the case. if we are to hold that these cam. 
paigns were subsequent to his accession; for the Deoli plates. 
issued by Krshl)a in May 940 mention all these achievements 
.;'f his. The title Paramabhall8raka Paramesvara.mahilrajadhi. 
raja given by the Jura record to KrshQa 111 would not go against 
my hypothesis. The pras' a.ti may have been composed and 

:inscribed a few years later. and in the meanwhile KrshQa 
may have succeeded his father and conquered Tanjore and 
Kanchi. It is also possible that KrshQ8 may have under· 
taken a second expedition in Baghelkhand after his accession. 
when the Jura inscription may have been inscribed: 

I, .~ A· record from Sravan 8elgola(lO) refers to a battle 
l>etween Rakkasa-mane and Koneya Ganga when Bogya. a 
.. ~ant 'of Ganga-Vajra, rallied his retreating forces and made 
.&he ~hole forces of Vaqqega and Koneya Ganga flee with 

9. i:~c .. XI. Chitaldurga No. 77 •. da'ed iffilT'IVI mftt. ~ (:'\, m. 
10. E. 't( .• II, No. 138 ( New Edi,iou Dumbering). 
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terror. Although it cannot be proved at present that Koneya 
was anothdr name of Biituga and Vajra of Rachamalla. the 
record shows that the forces of Amoghavarsha 111. who was 
also known as Baddega. were operating against the Gangas. 
showing thereby that it was in hi. reign. and not in that of hi. 
son. that Blituga was put on the Ganga throne. KrshlJa. 
therefore. was clearly a crown·prince when he performed the 
above· mentioned exploits. 

Amoghavarsha died some time after the 3;d of Decem. 
ber 939 A.D. and berore May 940 A.D .. happy to see that hi. 
son had proved himself an able and successful general. 

Krishna III 
Krshl)a IIJ ascended the throne some time in December 

1739 A.o. Ul> He had already established the reputation of 
hi. arms while still a crown-prince: still he seems to have 
w~ited for a while after his accession bel' ore undertaking fur. 
ther campaigns. His 'accession seems to have been a peaceful 
one: the spurious Sudi plates of Blituga II no doubt state that 
Blituga secured the kingdom for KrshlJ8 on the death of 
Ba4c!ega i .•. Amoghavarsha JIJ. un So rar. however. there 
is no evidence r orthcoming to show that there was any trouble 
at the accession of KrshlJa JIJ. His prestige was already very 
great and it does not seem likely that any serious claimant 
may have challenged his accession. The only possibility 
that we can conceive of is that if' KrshQa were absent at the 
time or his father's death in northam India on his military 
expedition. there may have arisen some trouble. which Blituga 
may have put down before the return of Krsru,a. The inva· 
sion of Chela kingdom by Krshl)8 111 did not take place 
earlier than the 3rd y...... of hi. reign. and we know or no 
military conquests earlier than that date. 

II. Sorab No. 476 ( E. C •• VIIJ ) .uppli •• 939 •• lb •••• Ii ... d ••• 
for Kr,hQa a. emperor. Hi. father wa •• liyo in Decembor of that yea,. 
( E. C .. XI. pp. 29-30). Hence the .tatement in tho tozt. See _upra. 
pp. 122-'. foo"po'. No. 39. 12, E.I •• III. po 176. 
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'Krsht)a first turned 'his attention to the ~outh. In 
Gangavadi hisbrother·in,law Bmuga was upon the throne: 
the BilQa prince Vikram8clitya III was an ally of his. since 'he 
calls himself a dear friend of Krsin)araja.' IS' The 'Chola 
king Parantaka was an ambitious ruler: he ,had conquered 
BilQavadi and put the Ganga.Blit)a prince. Prthvipati n 
Hastimalla in its charge. Krsht)a decided to attack the Chola 
kingdom. appatently to reinstate Vikramilditya Ill. but really 
to annex as much of the south a~ possible to his empire. 

The Kanyakumari inscription of Parantaka states that the 
Chola king had himself fought with Krsht)araja and defeated 
him. earning thereby the title of Virachola. 'H' The time and 
place of the defeat are not stated; but the record. if not an 
empty boast. must be referring to some engagements that may 
have been fQught before 944 A.D .• wherein he may have scored 
some local successes. But these were minor ones and did 
not affect the main "issue;. for. we have overwhelming evidence 
to show thal Krsht)a III was occupying T ondai.Mandalam 
from c. 944 to the end of his reign. Siddhalingamadam i~scrip. 
tion from South Arcot district. dated in the fifth year of 
Krsht)a's reign. refers to the conquest of Kanchi and Tanjai or 
Tanjore:(lS' the Solapuram inscription from North Arcot 
district is dated in Saka year 871 or 949-50 A.D,. the year in 
which the emperor Kannaradevavallabha. having pierced 
Ra;8clitya. entered Tondai.Mat)~alam;'''' an inscription from 
the Ukkala Visin)u temple in the North Areat district is dated 
in the 16th year of his reign and mentions him again as the 
conqueror of Kanchi and T anjore. or> The same is the case 

13. Udayendiram grant of Vikramlditya III. E.I. XI. p. 232. Hult •• ch 
has himself abandoned his earlier vjew that this Kr.aht;J.a was K!ahl}:8. If 
and quite rightly; for. the great grand.Eather oE Vikramiditya wu 
.Ii.e in 909 A. D. E. I .. VIII. p. 5. .\ 

14. Travaneorc Archaeological Series. III, p. 143, v. 48. 
IS. Madra. Epigraphic.1 Collection for 1909. No. 375. 
16. E.I., VII. p. 195. , 17. Ref.rred to at E. I •• IV. p.82. 
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with two inscriptions from Tir~in Ching!eput district, dated 
in the 17th and 19th y"ar of Kannaradeva. <18) The Karhad 
plates'!9) were issued in 959 A:D;. when KrohQa was encamped 
at Melpati in North Arcot district, engaged in parcelling. out 
the territory there among his· servants. and accepting heavy 
tributes from the lords of MaQ;lalas. An inscription from 
Vellore(ZO)' district is dated in th" 26th year of his reign .. Too 
very fact that so many inscriptions hailing froin the territory 
usually governed by the Cholas and Pallavas are dated in 
Krohna·. reign shows. especially. when considered in the 
ligh~f the Karhad plates. that the whole of Tondai-MaQq,,
lam was directly administered by K{shl}a III' throughout the 
major part of his reign. _ 

According to tho Siddhalingamadam inscription. we have 
seen that Krahl)8 had already conquered Kanchi and T anjore 
before the fifth year of his reign. His accession took pl""e 
either in 939 A.D.. or perhaps in 940 A.D .. and. th;refore. his 
occupation of Tondai-MaQqalam may be placed in c. 945 A.D. 
T. A.. Gopinath Rao's view"" that Tondai-MsQdalamoould 
not have been occupied before the baule of . T akkolam 
ignores the possibility of that battle itself being the result of 
a counter-move on the part of Parimtaka to oust the il.'vador. 
The entry referred to in the Sholapuram inscription would be 
recording the furt~er advance of the Riah,raIruta army after 
too victory at T akkolam; 

Too decisive battle in the war was fought at· Takkolam 
in North Arcot district in 949 A.D. The Chola army was led 
into the battle ·by the crown-prince"" Riiaditya. while'lhe 

18. E.I .• 1111 p. 285. 19. E. I.. IV, po 218 .. 
20. Eo I •• III, p. 81. 21. E. I .• XV. p. 51: 
22. The earlier view that R&Jaditya had already ascended. the throDO 

before the- battle of Takkolam had to he .baudolled in view of the dil. 
covery of ialcriplions dated ia the 4~th aad 46th yeaH of Parl'atake. 
See. E. I •• XLX. p 83. for' fb",her. hdo,mabiODJ The ea"lier vie.w i. 
clefeDclecl by T. A, Gilpin.'" R.a.,u.. E; II. X>V, po SIJ bub,bi.·''1!umea,. 
are Dot ~nvjaa.inl .. 
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Ra,h\rakij\a force. were strensthened by a contingent under 
the Ganga ruler Biituga n. The Cholas fought stubbornly. 
and the Atkur record "3) admits' that for a time the Rash\rakii\8 
forces were overwhelmed; none dared to counter·attack. But 
Mal)alera and Biituga succeeded in making a rally; ihe 
latter dashed against the crown·prince. killed the elephant he 
was riding. got hito the howdah and killed him there. The 
·earlier view that Biituga killed Rejaditya treacherously. while 
embracing him or taking a walk with him. was based partly 
upon a wrong meaning ascribed to the term • bisuge;,e' and 
partly upon the mistake of reading' Kalla.age for Kaliin. 
age. u" The 'death of Rajaditya in the battle of Takkolam is 
confirmed by the Chola records themselves; the large Leyden 
grant "5' states that Riljaditya died during the battle with 
Krshria. while seated on the back of an elephant. It will be 
noticed tbat this record also supports the view that treachery 
played no part in the death of the crown· prince •. 

The Sudi plates (26) of Biituga 11 are no doubt spurious 
but their statement that after the defeat of Riljaditya' s forces 
Biituga besieged Tanjapuri or Tanjore under orders from 
Krshl)8. may well have been a historic fact. The epithet 
• Tanjaiyunkol)~a' or the conqueror of Tanjore has been given to 
Krshl)a III. as we have seen already. in so many records found 
in Tondai.Mal)~alam. that the conclusion becomes inevitable 
that he had conquered and occupied the Chola capital at least 
for some time. The statements in the Karhad plates that 
Krshl)a defeated the Pandyas and the Keralas. exacted 
tributes from the king of Ceylon and planted the creeper of his 
fame at Rame8vara may all of them be true ; they receive an 
unexpected corroboration from Somadeva. who finished his 
Yos' ostilaka about two months later than the issue of the 

23. E. I.. VI. p. 56. 
24. J. R. A. 5 •• 1909. pp. 44311. FI •• t. who wa. responsibl. for the 

earlier mistake. has admitted tbe accuracy of the Dew readiDg. 
25. A. S. S. I •• IV. p. 201. 261 E. I .• 111. P. 183. 
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Karhad plates of K",h1}a III. i. #. in May 959 A.D. At th" 
end of this work the author speaks of K",hl}'riia as a glori
ous monarch. who had subdued the Pandyas. the Cho\as, the 
Cheras. and Sinhala. "'I) After the overthrow of the Chol. 
army and the capture of Taniore. march to Ramemra could 
hardly have presented any insurmountable difficulties. 
Krshl)ll was not content with merely defeating the Chow; 
the fact that so many inscriptions from Toridai.M81)<Ja1am. 
are dated in the reign of K",hQa 1lI makes it clear that the 
northern portions of the Chola kingdom were annexed by 
him to his empire. The stalement in the Karhad plates 
that K",hQa was encamped. at the time when the plates wer" 
issued. at Melpati in North Areat in order to paresl out livings 
i. e. territories among his dependents and receive tributes from 
feudatories. also. shows that part of the Chola kingdom was. 
annexed and placed under the charge of Rashlrakiita officers. 
The territory to the south of Tondai.MaQ~alam cOula not be 
annexed. as we do not come across any records from that 
area recognising the sovereignty oC K~ III. The Ganga 
ruler Biituga II. who had acquired the throne with the help oC 
KrshQa. was his right.hand man in this campaign; in recog. 
nition of his valuable services K",hQa conferred upon him 
Banavasi 12000. Bel vol 300. Kinsukad 70. Bagenad 70 and 
Purigere 300. "" The latest known date of Butuga is April 953 
A.D. "" He died a few years later while his brother·in·lawwas 
still upon the Rashtrakuta throne. and was succeeded by hi. 
son No!ambantaka Marasimha. born not oC Revakanimma4i. 
the sister of Krahna 111. but of another wife named Kallavarasi. 
The new ruler c:.ntinued to be as intensely loyal to the 
Rashlraltiila connection as his father. and helped K",hna ill his 
military campaigns. • 

KrshQa's commitments in the south affected. in the latter 
part of his reign. his position in the north. He had committed 

27. P. 419 (NirQay .. !gara edition). 
28. A,kur ID •• rip'ioD. Eo I .. VI. p. 57. 29. Ibid. p. IBO. 
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the. blllnder. of alionating thll sympatbillS of his Chedi relative .. 
by. ljtU!<:king theQl in, his campaign in the north whilQ a. 
VU)T'Iraja; IIJ1d,theChancleUas rose to pow'!r under Y ~varmafl 
~ Dhanga. The Khaiul'Jlho. inscription'30> shows that th,, __ 
fo .. t qf Kall1njar Willi recapl!lred, by the Chandellas before 
953r:4 A.J).., and Chitrakula could'not have r~~ined ~uch longer 
lInder the Rilsh\rakutacontrol. l'he Marathi C. P., however" 
<:antinued to be und~r thl' rule of. Krah",,; Deal! plates grant II' 
vil\age in the diatrict of Chhindwara, lind in t,he same district 
two fragmentary insc;riptions ot his have bllen discovered. (81) 

We have already seen how the Paramara chief Krshl)araja. 
or Upendra was defeated by Indra Ill, sometime in Co 915 A.D. 
The Paramaras continued. to be the feudatories of the. 
'Riosh\raku\as down to the time of Krahl}a III, for the recently, 
published copper.plates from Harsola. (8" issued by Siyaka 
in 949·A.D., referred to Akalavarsha PrthiVivallabha. the son oc. 
AmoghavarShadeva. as tlte feudal lord of the Paramaras. 
We find that the Harsola plates refer to villages in Khe\aka 
division i. e. modem Kaira district in northern Guirat. as being 
under the i~mediate government of the Paramaras. Southern 
Gujrat was. reconqu"ered by Krshl)a II: it would seem that i~ 
was handed· over to the Paramara feudatories by the successors 
of Ird",! III for administrative purposes. 

In the I~tter. 4!jlf of his reign KrshQa had to undertake 
el<pecUqo,," to the nllrth. S' r'!vana' Belgola epitaph of 
Marasimha (33) states that he conquered the northern regions 
f~" Krs,,!)a ill and thereby acquired the title of the King oC 
th~ G.urj~ras. I t is thus cl"ar t4at KrshQa' had to attae\( 
501"0; rul"r. w,bo h¥.. risen tu eminence and was defying his 
authority in Gujrat. Konow thinks that the Guriara king. 
wit\! w~. c!ef'(atFc!.by Krsh!)a.and Mar~irnha may have been 

30-. E. 10. I. p. 124. 
31. H;ral.l. LiBI of Inscriptio'" i~ a. P. ana.Berar. p.III, 
3~.. E, I •• }ij?c. pp. 236 ff. 35,. E, I.. V. '" 179. 
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Mijl..,...j/L "I) It is. howover. more likely that Slyaka, t114 
J)aram~)I, feudatory of the Rash\rakil\lls. governing Malva an4-
no~ Gujrat, may have been the ruler oo.feated by; 
Min'Qsimha and KrshQa IJI, Holkeri ins:rippons Nos, 23 and 33;. 
d"ted 968 an4 965 A. D, respectively, refer to. two. of Marasirilha' Si 

captains, SildrakaYYl!.and Goggiyamma, as Ujjenibhlljang~. "" 
These captains were appointed to rule.over Kadambalig~ 1000, 
probably as a reward for their: services in the expediti= 
against the Ujjain ruler. Since ,Slyak,,'s dOl1)inions includ.e4. 
northem Gujrat in 949 A.D., we can well understand how 
Marasimha II became known a .. Guriaradhirilja by his victory 
over that ":'ler. We have seen how $iyaka was a ~hlrakil\8, 
feudatory in 949 A.D.; his sack of Malkhed in 972-3 may have 
been a .... v.nge for. the defeat that was inflicted upon him by. 
KrshQa nr. 

We have s"en already how the Jura inscription refers to 
KrshQB's conquest of, Kanehi Bnd Tanj0"'" <I"" The inscriptio ... · 
is unfortunately not dated, and therefore the questioll, whether. 
KrshQ8 had led another expedition in. the north after his 
Bccession, cannot b" definitely settled. It is possible t/tat 
after the defeat of the Pararnaras, the army of KrshQa may 
have Qnce -more overrun Bundelk\land. But this is not ver;Y: 
likely, since the Chandellas had grown powerful by this time, 
and reconquered Kalanjar before 953 A.D. KrshQa also Wa& 

very busy in the south. Under these circumstances it seems 
rno!\!: likely that th"re was no second. expeditio\> against t/te.
Chedis and the Chandellas. but that the Jura Pra,' asti w"" 
inscribed subsequent to the conquest.of Kanchi.and TanjoliO 
in c. 946 A.D. 

T,he recently Pllb!isqeq Arumbaka. plates of Badapa'"'' 
inforlll' US th",t the Eastern Cbal~a killa, A!mnaIl, was 

34. B. I., X, p. 78. 3~. B. c .. XI. 36. E. I" XiX,p. 281; 
37, Cfi ~ .. oIt«""<>4~(lj1i 'I1V'!IfIN:' • 
~ ~ ~~II'1"1«"'I(~ 1 E. I. XIX, p. 137. 
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driven out by Biic!aPP8. son of Yudhamalla II. with the help' 
of Karl)a. Since the epithet Valla bha is added to the name 
of Karl)a. it is almas.t certain that Karl)a is the same as 
Krshl)a IIT. the form Karl)a being a wrong Sanskritisation of 
Kannara. the Prakrit name of Krshl)a. It would thus appear 
that Krshl)a completed his mastery over the whole of the 
peninsula to the south of the Narmada by putting his own 
ally on the throne of Vengi. This he must have accompli.hed 
at the fag end of his reign. us, 

An inscription from Kollagallu. dated Sunday the 6th 
day of the bright half of Kshaya Phalguna of Saka 889 A.D. 
i. e. 17th February 968 A.D •• states that Krshl)a had· died in 
that year and that Kholliga had succeeded him. His death. 
therefore. may be placed early in 968 A.D. <3., 

38. The uaually accepted period for the -,reign of Amma II ia from 
c. 945-.:. 970. A.D; aDd. Krohl)B .. ems to hove died before F .bruary 968 
A.D. But the eastern Chiilukya datos are not very rigidly fixed. and a 
difference of a couple of years is, therefore, not an insurmountable 
dilEiculty in identifying Kar:Qavallabba with K!8h'Qa III. 

39. Madras Epigraphical Collection for 1913 No. 236. There is lome 
difficulty in determining the exact beginning and end of the reign of 
K!sh1)8 III. The latest known date of his fatber ie 3-12-939 A.D. 
( E. C., XI, pp.29-30). The earliest known date for KtsbI}a himself is 
the ODe supplied by Sorab No. 476 (E. C .• VIII l. which ;. a1,o 939 
A.D. It is • pity that the month and the day of the year should not havo 
heen given in this record. KrshJ]."'. accession may he. therefore. placed 
in December 939 A.D. or MD:rgasirsha S'aka 861. Now quite a large 
Dumber of his inscriptions have been found daled in the 28th yClBr of 
hi. re;gn. ( e. g. NOB. 125 of 1906. 36-4 of 1902 of tho Madras Ep;gra. 
phical Collection) and one hailing from Kilur Virattanes'vara temple io 
eouth Arcot district is dated in the 30th year of hi. reign [No. 232 of the 
Madras Epigraphical Collection for 1902 J. Now supposing K~hJ;1a 
ascended the throne in December 939 A.D. or Mirga,'irsba S'.ka 861. 
the 30th year of bis reign will begin in December. 968 A.D. oE 
Mirgas'irsh •• S' aka 890. But hom KoIagalIu slone inscription in Bella.,. 
Taluka. we kDOff that Kr.h9a hod died b.fore tho 6th day of Kshaya 

P. T. O. 



ESTIMATE OF KRISHNA III 
, ' 

Krshl)8 was'the last able monarch in the Rashtrakii\a 
dynasty. None of his predecessors had so completely domi
nated the Peninsula as he could do. Even Govinda ill could' 
not bring under his direct administration territories oC the
Pallava kings. Nor could he put upon the Vengi throne a 
Friend or nominee of his. In the north, Krshqa' s policy wa 
nrst successFul. but later on he had to relinquish his advance
positions in the Chandella country. He could not counteract 
the influence of YaBovarman and Dhaitga, and committed a, 
groat mistake in allowing his Paramara feudatories to rise to, 
great power on the northern Frontiers of his kingdom. But it 
must be admitted that what he lost in the north was more 
than compensated by his solid gains in the south. He must 
have been an able ruler and skilful general: otherwise his 
achievem.nts would not have been possible. 

Continued /rom th, laBt page 

Phllguna of S'aka 889 I, '. before tho 17th February 968 A.D. (No 236. 
of 1913): It i. poaaible to argue that the death of Kflhna took place 
between tile 5th and 15th day of ChaitI'. of 5' aka 890; Eor, Holkere No. 
23 ( E. C. XI), dated Ch.;tr. S'IIddh. Panchami • ... fen to K!.h~. as 
eovcl'C!ign ruler. while Sorab No. 53t (E. C .. VIII). dated Ch.itra 
S'1Jddh. Pau.rnimii. rerer. to hi, successor Kho!tiga a. the ruling 
emperor. But the mention of K[sbJ)a 811 the ruling emperor
in Holkere No. 23 was yery probably due to the fact that the newa 
of hi, death had not travelle~ till then to· Simoga district. Ktshnas 
death. therefore. took place before February 968 A.D. or Phllguna 
889 5' aka. Now since K!,shl)a ascended the throne not earlier than 
December 939 A.D •• ~his 30th year, referred to in Kolagallu mecription 
mentioned above. could not have commeaced before December 968 A.D. 
But Krsh'}a had died at leaet ten months beFoN that date lind therefore. 
the 30th year of his reign was impollible. Thi. di,crepllncy clln be ex
plained on the Iupposition that Amoghavanha III. being moatly preoccu. 
pied with religioUl practice., his IOD was the tU facto ruler even in his 
fathers life_time. Hi. regnal yea~ may have DeeD· counted in aome loca· 
litiea from a date earlier than hia formal corona.tion or hi. falher'. death ... 
Thil overla.pping of datel i.aimilar to thetof the reignlo"Amoghavarehal! 
and hi. IOn Krahl)8 II. The cau.." in both case. were probably the same ... 
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Khot~!g8J NitYlivarsha Amoghava~sha IV'"'' 

Krsh~a IiI had a son. who was the father of Indra IV. 
But he seemHo have pred~l:eased. his father •. and his 80n be. 
ing too young. Kholliga. a younge. brother of Krsh9a m. 
Succeeded to.the throne early in 968 A.D. The Deoli grent.of 
Krs~a m was made in 940 A.D. for the spiritual benefit of 
Jagattungadeva. a younger brother of Krsh9a. who was dearer 
to him than hi. own life. It;is possible that· this Jagattunga 
may be the same as Kholpga; for the Deoli plates state that 
Jagattunga.was extremely beautiful and we know from the 
Adargunchi ins<:J'iption '4l' that" Ral\akandarpa .. was one of 
the epithets. of Kholpga. If Jagattunga was not the same as 
Kholtiga. he may have been another brother of Krsh9a III. 

It was in the reign or Kho!tiga that the Rashtrakiita power 
began to decline. The first blow was given by the Paramaras 
from the north. Arthuna inscription oC Paramara Chamu9~a. 
ri\Ya" dated 1079 A-D .. 't" refers to king Sri Harsha' 8· wars 
with the lord of the Karnatas. That the opponent of Harsha 
was not Tailapa or K~rka III is proved by the Udaiput 
pras' asti of the kings of Malva "3). which distinctly says 
that Harshadeva captured ihe royal glory and splendour of 
Khogigadeva. The first land grant of V .. kpati If. the successor 
of Siyaka or Sri-Harsha is daled in 974·75 A.D •• and that of 
Karka III. the successor' oC Khol!iga. in September 972 A.D. 

Harsha and Kholpga were thus contemporary rulers. Bnd the 
statement oC the Udaipur pras' asti. therefore. may be ac· 
oepted as.correct. It is further corroborated by Dhanapala. 
the author of Pliiyalachc},h.,. who informs us in v. 276 that his 
work was written at Ohara ·in Vikramlb Samvat 1029 i. e. 
972·7' A.D •• when Manyakhe!a was plundered by the ~ng oC 

400- KyaPlQI. recprde show that Khottjga had very likeJy the epithet 
of A_had ••• , S" E. I .. XVI, p. ~8'" 41. 1. A .. XII .• p. 256. 

42. B.l •• XIV, p.2g9, 
43. CE. ofi"~fflr~~6IllTf,",l!f\", •• IB.I .. J.p.235. 
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Malva. (66) SraVBI)ll-Belgola ,epitaph of Marasimlra H states 
that the scenes of 'his 'Vict<>l'ies were the banks of the Tapti, 
the Vindhya forests. Manyakheta. etc. The victory at Manya
kheta presupposes the presence of an enemy in that ,place. 
This record. therefore. indirectly confirms the statements in. the 
Paramftra records that the R-... h!rakii\a capital was plundered 
by Siyaka. 

We have seen that Kho\!iga was alive early in 972 A. D .. 

when Manyakhe\a was sacked; he seems to have died during 
me war with the Paramftras. for we find his successor issuing 
the Kharda plates "" in September of the same year. Sorab 
inscription No. 455 is dated in 972. and refers to Karka as the 
ruling emperor. W~ may. therefore. place the deam of 
Kho\\iga and the accession of Karka 11. in the middle of 972A.D. 

Karka II 

Karka II was the son of Nirupama. a younger brother of 
KrshQa 111 and Khotliga. It cannot be said definitely whether 
this Nirupama is the same as or different from Jagattu;'ga. 
who i. mentioned as a younger brother of KrshI)a m in the 
Deoli plates. It would appear that either Kho\tiga. like 
Krshl)a m. left no male issue. or that Karka managed to .. 
usurp the throne after his uncle' s <ieath. 

The Kharda grant of Karka 11 describes his glory and. 
oxploits in glowing terms; we are told that he was a terror to 
the Pandya •• had fought with the HU(las with an untrembling 
mind. and had defeated the armies of the Cholas and the 
Guriarss. But all these exploits seem to be more imaginary 
than real; for he was hardly 18 months upon the throne. when 
he was defeated and ousted Crom it by T aila rr. The Gadas 
.inscription"" of Vikramilditya VI states that the Saka year in 
which the Rash\rakiitas were overthrown was Srimukha; so it 
must be Saka 895. The overthrow of Karka then took place som.· 
time between March 973 and March 974. A.D. But since the 

44, B .. h. XIII.IfII801 45. E.I.. XIl. p.263; 46; I. A .. xx'i. p.16t. 
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·latest known date "71 of Karka is July 973. we may reasonably 
conclude that he was defeated in the autumn or winter of 973 A.D. 

The fall oC the mighty Rash\raki:ita emplI'e was indeed 
-dramatic. In December 967 KJSht)8 III was the master of 
practically all the territories to the south of the Narmada:-in 
IDecember 973 his nephew was overthrown and ,the Rash\ra. 
kil!a empire remained' only in memory. The causes of this 
dramatic downfall are not far to seek. The forward and 
aggressive policy of KJShl)a III must have caused a severe 
drain on the treasury. and alienated the sympathies'of his feu. 
datories and neighbours. His commitments in the south leCt 
him no time to control the north. To permit the Paramaras to 
rise to power was a great tactical blunder. A still greater one 
was the war with the Chedi ..... who were so closely connected 
with the Rash\rakiltas and seem to have helped the accession 
of Amoghavarsha 1If. The sympathies of the Chedies were 
alienated: Taiiall was a nephew i. e. sisters son of Yuvarajall. 
the 'reigning Chedi monarch. (i71 and thereCore the Chedi 
court probably must have actively helped T aila against 
the Ra.hlrakillas. The cession of the Banavasi 12.000. 
Belvola 300. Purigeri 300. Kinsukad 70 and Bagenad 70 to the 
'Gangas must have seriously impoverished the Imperial trea· 
sury. as the Ganga ruler thus obtained control over most of 
the territories to the south oC the Krishl)3. (18' The territories 
under the direct Imperial administration further di~inished in 
extent by tbe rise to semi.independence oC the Silaharas of 
Konkana. the Raltas of Saundatti and the Yadavas oL 
Seut)8de~, un These were young. growing and ambitious states. 
only awaiting an opportunity to throw oCf the imperial yoke. 

47. Gundur iDa.rip.ion, I. A .. XII. p, 272 (Aah!dha mon.h). 
48. H.bbal iDs.rip.ion. E. I •• IV. p.355. . 
49 Shillarna II. grand.£athC1' of Bhillama JII. who had issued the 

Kalas-Budruk platee in 1025 A.D. wall proLably a contemporary of 
Karka. H. bad married a dough • .,. 01 Rlah!raJ.lI!a JbaDjba. (E. I .. XII. 
p. 212) who probably belonged to the Rlah~rakU~ faction oppoaing Karka. 
~hin.m. II. therefore. may have joined the confederacy to ouat Ka,k •• 
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Karlm's counciUorswere vicious, <10) and his own characteri 
was probably not much differenL This must have ali • 
• onated the sympathies of his subjects and feudatories. Some 
of the Rashtrakil!B kinsmen must have espoused the cause of 
his enemy Taila, because the latter'. wife Jakavva was the 
daughter of Bhammaha or Brahmahara, who was a Rashtra. 
killa chief. The prestige of the Rashlrakuta arms was 
'besides completely .hattered by the occupation and plunder 
",f the capital by the Pararnaras a couple of year. before. 

Taila II, who evenLUally overthrew the Rashtrakilla I 
empire, i. claimed by later record. to have descended from an 
uncle of Kirtivarman II of the early thalukya dynasty. The 
genealogy a. given in the Kauthem, Yewur, Nilgund and 
Miraj grants i. as follow.:-

I 
Vikramilditya II 

I 
Kirtivilrman II 

Vijayaditya 
I 

I 
A brother ( described Bhima. 

papiikrama. Name not given.) 
I 

Klrtivarman III 
I 

Taila I 
. I 

Vikramiditya III 
I 

Bhima 
I 

Ayal)l)aj Kris~anandani 

Vikramiditya IV = Bonthadevl 

I 
(daughter of Lakshmal)a. 

. . the Chedi king) 

Taila II = Lalcshml, daughter of Rash\rakilla BrahmahabhB. 

50. Tho Nilgund inlcription tbu. descrihc. the two princjpal • .avilo", 
ud ...... 1. of Karka. E. 1 .. XII. p. ISO. 
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The above genealogy seems fa be suspicious. It claims 
"for the later Chalukya~ a'descent from the 'early 'Chalukyas 
of Badami. but. as'pointed out by R. G. Bhandarkar. no record 
'of theirs claims for them M ;mavya Gotra and descent from 
lir.riti. as is invariably the case with all the records of the 
earlier "Chiilukyas. Kirtivarman III of the above genealogy 
Was a contemporary and cousin of Kirtivarman II. who was 
overthrown by Dantidurga. His' time. therefore. must be 
c. 750-<:. '770. The next five generations df the genealogy will 
thus cover a period of about 200 years. giving art average of 
40 years per generation. which is obviously extremely 
improbable. The genealogy may be correct upto Taila; 
Kirtivarman 111 and his Ilnnamed father seem to be imaginary 
personages. The'genealogy makes Kirtivarman III a cousin 
of Kirtivarman II. but it is well·known that contemporary 
cousins in Hindu families do not usually bear the same names. 
Further. if the connection of the house of T aila 11 With the 
'earlier Chalukyas were really gen uine, it is strange that the 
'secretariate of Tails n should know the names of all tho 
.mcestors. but that its information should fail just in the case 
of the founder of the house. who. it is alleged. was a brother 
of the Chiilukya king Vikramilditya 11. It is. therefore. clear 
that the genealogy beyond Taila I is not above suspicion. 
The question. therefore. whether Taila 11 was really connected 
with the Chalukyas of Badiimi must be left an open one. 

There is nothing to enlighten us as to where the ancestors 
of Taila were living or • ruling'. Wo have seen already that 
Yas'ovarman. a Chalukya feudatory, son of Balavarman. was 
holding some petty Jahagir in Dharwar district in the time of 
'GovindaJllt 5l>; but in the sheestry of-Taila II neither of theso 
names appear. Chalukya mdhiisiimanlas Marasirilha and Goggi 
ere referred to in a few records from Mysore State: but they 
also do not figure among the known ancestors of Taila II. 

51. K.dha pia •••• E. I.. IV. p. 340. 
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Chalu\CYa Arikesarin n. who had taken pert in the dethrone. 
ment oC Govinda IV. also cannot be connected with Taila 11.; 
Pampa in his Vikramllrjunavijaya gives the genealogy of hi. 
patron for as many as eight genemtions. "" but we nowhere 
find any of the ancestors of T aila II in it. as a glance at tha 
genealogy given below will show:-

Yudhama\la Chalu\cya ( who ruled over Sapadalaksba ) 
I . 

Arikesarin I ( who with the ministers of Bengerivishaya pene. 

I trated into the kingdom of Nirupama.. See ante. 
p. 51 n. 10) 

Narasimbabhadmdeva 
I 

Dugdhamalla 
I 

Bad4ega ( who had captured Bhima ) . I 
Yudhamalla II 

I 
Narasimha (who defeated Mahipala during the campaigns I . oC Indra lll; See ante. pp. 102.) 

Arikesarin II (Patron of Pampa : helped the accession of 
Amogbavarsha IJJ; see ante. p. 102.) 

Finally we have. to consider the case oC the Chalukya 
chief VijayMitya. who was shielded by Arikesarin lJ. against 
Govinda 11. \53> .The name of this person also does not figure in 
the known genealogy of the house of Taila II. It seems that 
the ancestors of Taila were too insignificant; for even the title 
• Rajan '. which in our times did not convey invariably even the 
stalus oC a feudalory. is not given to them by their powerful 
and illustrious descendants. It is therefore extremely unlikely 
that the daughter of K\'Sh"a. whom Ayya"deva had married. 
could have been a daughter of K\'Shl)a II c4 the Rash\raku\a 

52. J. R. A; S •• 1882, p. 19. 

~ .. 
53. S .. anI •• pp. 107-8. 
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dynasty, I'" especially since neither .AYYBl)deva nor Krsh.,a 
is given even the courtesy title 'Raja".' The place where 
they were living is also unknown: it might perhaps be 
~ugg ... ted that since Taila wes a son·in-Iaw of the Chedi ruler 
Lakshmana, end since the northem parts of the Rilsh\raku\a 
dominion~ first passed under his control. he may have been 
living somewhere in the northem portion of the state of 
Hyderabad. 

How TailB 11 suddenly became strong enough to chal
lenge the mighty Rilshtraku!as, and who hi. allies were, is still 
a mystery. We have already seen how it i. very likely that 
the Yidava ruler Bhillama II or Seu.,adeSa may perhaps have 
been one of hi. allies. <55) Pampa .tate. <16' that hi. patron 
Arikesarin 11 had put to flight Bappuva, B younger brother of 
Karim. But Arikesarin 11 was dead before 959 A.D. when hi. 
80n VadyagarBja (Ba~~egall?) was ruling, and therefore 
Bappuva, the younger brother of Karka whom he put to flight, 
may have been a brother of Rash,rakii\a Karkara who was 
a 'parti.an of Govinda IV, BaMega 11 may have possibly 
sided with Taila 11. Since Taila's father had married a 
daughter of the Chedi ruler Lakshmal)8, who';' son ..iras ruling 
that kingdom at the time of his accession, it is possible that 
'he may have derived some assistance from his maternal 
uncle, especially since Krsh.,a II had committed the blunder 
of alienating the sympathies of that house by wantonly attack· 
ing its territories in hi. northem campaign. It has to be 
observed, however, that no Chedi record. mention any such 
help given to Tails. 

54. This was Fleet's suggestion made with some hesitation at p.427 
of hie Dllnasties. At p. 379 of the tame work he had propoaod to iden. 
tify this prince with Ayyapadcva. a general of V'iramahendra .. who wal 
killed in a war with Er~YBppa. Thia i. also a oonjectura which would 
require further evidlthce before it can he accepted. 

5S. S •• anl_, p. 126, D. 49. 56. Ya.'a.tilakqpbmpii, p.419. 
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TAo stnsggIe be_ Taila 11 and Kad.ke II was an 
;n_ oM; for, the Managoli inscription'lJ) admits that it 
was with an exceedingly great effort that T ai1a acquired 
the sovereignty rJ. the land. 'Karkka was supported by two 
of his Rashtrakii\B kinsmen, who were his generals, and who 
are described in the records of tl.e oonquering dynasty'SB' 88 

~ruel, insolent. and overbearing, and are' 'COmpared to the 
moving feet of Kali incamate. These two generals were 
killed in battle; but the fate of Karkka himself is not known 
with oertointy. If he also were killed in the war. there is no 
reason why the Chalu\cya records should have 'kept silent over 
that incident. It would seem that he managed to fly to the 
south; two inscriptions from 50rab Taluka, Nos. .76 and 479, 
.!ated about 991 A.D., mention Mahamjildhirilja Param..svarB 

'ParamabhattBraka Srl·Kakkaladeva as the lord of the world. 
I t is not unlikely that this Kakkala may have been the same 
as Karkka II, who may have managed to hold some local 
sway in the south of hi. empire for a few years. and may have 
been presumptuous enough to use hi. former imperial titles. 
even when he was the ruler of a petty state. 

The main task of TailaIIwas acComplished after the defeat 
of Karkka II; he had. however. to fight with a number of other 
Rashl1'8killa claimants for the vacant throne for some time. 
The powerful Ganga feudatory. No!ambantaka Marasimha, 
espoused the cause oflndra IV. a grandson of KrshQa IIJ and tho 
80n of his own sister. He crowned him king '59> but his protc\ge, 
who was perhaps too young and inexperienced. could not main· 
tain his own. His epitaph at Sravana Belgola '60> no doubt 
describes him as • hero among brave men'. 'the bravest or the 
brave', 'a marvel among those who take by force (the glorY 
of the enemies)'; but these are all conventional adjectives. 

57.' E.I .• V. p. 20. 58. Kauth.a. pl.i ••• ,E.I .. XII. p.IS2. 
59. Rico,Inscription. /romSrat'antl B,lgola·No.S9. (accOlld edition). 
60. Ibid "i •.. 57. 
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A virgal from Dasarhalli in Bangalore' district'6." refers to 
Indra as the ruler rl the pl ..... e. If we assume with Rice that 
the probable date of-this record. which is not dated, is about 
980 A.D.. then it will follow that' Indra continued to hold some 
authority for a couple of years. But the effort to reinstate 
Indra IV soon failed: his maternal uncle Marasirilha died by 
the Sallekhan. vow before August 975 A.D.: and we lind 
Indra IV doing the same on the 20th March 982 A.D. 

When it bec'arne clear that Indra IV could not maintain 
his own against T aila II, P-aiichaladeva, the successor of 
Marasimha, set himself up as emperor in opposition to TaUa. 
His Mulgund inscription, "" dated February 975 A.D., claims 
that he was governing, without any disorder, his kingdom 
which was bounded by the eastern, western, and southern 
ocean and by the great river (i. e. the Krishna) on the north. 
Tbis is an obviously exaggerated statement, but it shows that 
he was sufficiently powerful. The epithet Chalukya.Paiichil· 
nana given to him in this record further shows that he was 
fighting against Taila II. The expedition against him was 
led by Nagadeva, a general of T aila. The battle between 
the two was a sanguinary one, and the Chalukya forces had 
actually begun to flee away from the battle when the situa
tion was saved by Bhliteyadeva, who made a counter-attack 
wherein he decapitated Paiichaladeva. For this exploit T aila II 
conferred upon him the title of Ahavamalla and made him 
a Maham8l);Iales' vara. '6" The overthrow of Paiichaladeva 
must be placed before 971 A.D.: for in that year his successor 
Rachamalla II was a1ready upon the Ganga throne. '6" 

T aila II was thus able to retain the throne against all 
the claimants that arose to fight for it after the overthrow of 
Karka IL It must have required some time for him to com· 
pel all the Rash\rakliIB feudatories to recognize his overlord· 

61. E. C .• XI, S."S.I ••• N •• 37. 62. E. I., VI. p. 260. 
63. Torsola inac.ip.i ... , I. A •• XII. p.98. 
M. Pcgguour inscript;on. I. A .• VI, p. 102. 
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ship. Sintivannan. the RaIla chieftain of Saundatti. is seen 
i8noring his sovereignty in 980 A.D.; his successors. however. 
are all of them seen professing allegiance to the new 
imperial house. The Sililharas were deeply attached to the 
Rishtrakil\B house as would appear from the mention in their 
records of their Rashtrskil\B overlords even WRen they had 
been overthrown long ago. They also were compelled by 
T aila to transfer'their allegiance to his family. The Yadava 
Iring VaMiga became a zealous supporter of Taila and parti· 
cipated in his wars against' the Paramira king Muiija. It is 
needless for the historian of the Rashtrakiltas to follow further 
the career of Taila II. 



PART II 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY IN THE 
RASHTRAKUTA ADMINISTRATION 

CHAPTER YU 

Political Divisions 
In order to understand properly the administrativo 

machinery of the Rashtrakiita empire. it would be necessary to 

occall to memory ita wide extent. The empire· usually ex-) 
lIInded o)ver southern Guiarat. Marathi districts oE the Cattral 
Provinces. Kookan. the whole of Maharashtra. practically 
the whole of the state of Hyderabad. Karnatak. and 
portions oE the state of Mysore. It. northern boundary 
extended from Cam bay to Houshangabad; the eastern boun
dary. which is rather difficult to determine precisely. probably 
ran through Houshangabad. Nagpur. Chanda. Warrangal and 
Cudappah. The southern boundary was formed partly by 
the Northern Pennar. beyond which extended the Bi~a and 
the No!amba principalities. and partly by an imaginary line 
starting from the sources of the Northern Pennar and passing 
through Chitaldurg to the Arabian sea. The western boun. 
dary wa., of COUI'Ser the Arabian sea. Sometimes. a. under 
Govinda III and Krsh!)a 1II. the empire embraced wider 
areas. but the annexation oE territories beyond the boundaries 
above indicated was temporary. for the Rish!rakii",s did not 

•• ucceed io permanently amalgamating them with theUo empire. 
It should oot be supposed that all these areas were directly 
govemed and administered by the imperial government fl<llD 
Malkhed; for there were numerous feudatories enjoying wri. 
ou. powers of internal autonomy; How these were controlled 
by the imperial government wiU he indicated in a later 
chapter of this part. 
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This wide empire must obviously have been divided into 
several provinces Cor edministrative purposes. The Rash\ra. 
kula land.gr"'!ts usually refer to Riishfrapati •• Visha;yapati. 
and Griimakii/a. in the stated order. The almost invariable 
precedence gi-""n to Rash\mpatis makes is quite clear that 
Riishfra was the largest administrative Unit and Vi.ha;ya was 

'its subdivision. Under the Kalachuris and the early Cbalukyas. 
who preceded the Rashtraku\as in northem Maharashtm • 
. Vi.ha;ya was the larger and Rii.htra the smaller admirlislra· 
tive unit;(1) but the Rash\raklitas seem to have reversed 
this nomenclature. giving the name Riishfra to the larger and 
Visha;ya to the smaller unit. The term Mandala was used 
at. this time in the neighbouring province~' to denote the 
territorial unit corresponding to Riishtra; thus southern Gujarat 
was known as Lata·MandalaU> and the Vengi kingdom as 
Andhra ma(lQala. (3' Th~ Rashtrakuta documents. however. 
do not mention any M a(lQala divisions in the home provinces. 

It is rather strange that our records. which invariably 
refer to Rashlrapati officers. should nowhere mention any 
specific Rii.hfra. Specific Vi.ha;yas like PuQ8im vi.ha;ya or 
Kamhataka fJi.ha;ya are mentioned. but no specific rii.htra i. 
ever referred to. It is. thereFore. difficult to determine its 
extent precisely; but since fJisha;yas roughly corresponded. as 
will be presently shown. to ;"odem districts. it is very pro· 
bable that the rii.htra or ma(lQala was about the size of a 
modern division in charge of a Commissioner. 

The dimensions of the next territorial unit vi.ha;ya can be 
determined fairly accumtely. Our records refer to PuQaka. 
1.000. Karabataka 4.000. as vi.ha;ya.. Nasik. Kal'l)apuri 
(corresponding to Bijapur district) and Mahisha are also 
described by the same term. It is. therefore. fairly clear that 

I. Vaclner inlllcriptioo of Budbarlj •• E. I .• XII. p. 130. 
2. Barocla plat •• of Karkka. I. A •• XII. p. 160. 
3. I. A •• XV. p. 172. 
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a vi.ha,a roughly con'esponded to a mcxIem district." usuaU,.. 
consisting of about 2.000 villages and hamlet .. 

The next territorial division was a bhukti. The officer in\" 
charge oC its administration was called a Mogapati or bhogika. 
Our records do not refer to him along with Rash!"apati. and 
Vishayapatis. probably because he did neither come intO" 
direct contacl with the grantees of the land grants like the' 
griImak,.ii!a. nor possessed considerable revenue powers like 
the rjj.~!rapati. and visha,apati.. The Samangad plates of' 
Dantidurga refer to Koppilrakapaiicha:latabhukti. and the 
Konnur inscription of Amoghavarsha I mentions Majjantiya' 
saptati·grama·bhukti. The Paithan plates .of Govinda III 
.how that Pratish\hina·bhukti contained several groups of 
12 villages. It is. therefore. clear that the bhukti division 
contained, about 100 to 500 villages and hamlets. It thus 
cOn"esponded sometimes to the modem T aluka or Tahsil. and" 
sometimes to the subdivision of a district under the present 
British administration. 

It is not to be supposed that the above conclusions about, 
the dimensions of the units refen'ed to. hold good universally. 
The use of the terms used to denot~ territorial divisions' 
differed from province to province ~nd age to age. Thus 
bhukti. which was a sub·division of a vi.ha,a in the Deccan 
and Kathiawar. was used to denote a territorial unit larger 
even than a maQQala in the contemporary Gurjara·Pratihira 
empire of the north. as is clear from the Dighva.Duboli grant 
of Mahendrapida. <i> The term denoting a territorial division 
corresponding to a modem district. current in Kathiawar. was 
aMra or IiharaQi and not vi.ha,a. as was the case in the 
Rashtraku\a empire. The fact that the Wani·Dindori plates 
should refer to Nasik as a des' a and the Dhulia plates of Karkka 
Pratilpas;(a. issued 29 years earlier. should describe it as a 
"i.haya shows thal these terms were sometimes used even in 

4. I. A .• XV. po lOS. 
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otfi.a..i documents with a certain amount of loosonesa. Tho 
fact that Karhataka is called a "i.hay. both in 76B A.D. wben 
it comprised 10.000 villages and hamlets and in 1054 A.D. when 
it consisted of only 4.000. shows that the old nomenclature 
mntinued even when the units in question had changed in 
extent. The conclusions above mentioned are. therefore. only 
of a general natu ..... 

The village .. in each bhukti were clivided into smalle .. 
groups, each group being named after its principal villaR'" 
coupl"d with the number of villages' contained in it. 
Thus,.Sarakachchha·dvida';a.grima. Vavulalla·dvida,;a·grima. 
Ru~idha·d~a. Sihari·dvadaOa and Sabli 3() were the subclivi· 
sions of Pratish~a. Uppalika. Karpalaviu)ijya. Va!Bpadraks,. 
and Purigeri talukasorsub.division .... espectively. This peculiar 
way of nomenclature was not confined to small divisions 
only; terms like Harshpura-ardbashl~taka. Padadoro-dvi
sahas.a. Alatage-sapta..oata. Aftko\!aka-chatura'iti. show 
that in many localities this kind of nomenclature was .. sed in 
preference to terms like vishaya and bhukti. This would show 
that the dicta in the Mababharata. '" Manu(6) and Vish.,u") 
Smritis that government should group togeiher 10. 20. 100 
and 1.000 villages for administrative purposes was based on 
actu~ practice. and not on imaginary calculations. 

The next territorial unit was the village. Sometimes lII1Ia11 
bamlets contiguous to a big village were amalgamated with it 
for administrative purp03es. though they otherwise retained 
thei~ iaclividual corporate character. Villages were. however. 
very jealous of their distinctive existence; when king Nancli. 
varmaB wanted to amalgamate Kumaramangala and Ven· 
aattumkotta villages into one and name the new group sa 
\.Idayachandramangala. the change had La be ratified by the 
villages concerned <a). 

5. 5i1ntipo1'Van. 81. ",5. 
7. 111.4-6. 

6. \l1I.1U. 
S. E. I.. 1II. p. 144. 
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Imp:>rtant toWllli and cit ... fanned admioistra~ ..... 
b" themoel""" and ...- under the chargo 01 special offi-. 
known as PUl'Bpati. Of! Nagarapatj" Since early tima this cus-. 
tom PJ"eVal!ed; AI'ih ..... tra.,f KauIBIya. II 36. and Manusntrili.: . 
VII 121. both lay down that towns and eiti .. wen! to be-. 
.... der the juri.diction of _rate oIficera. Jaugada apea.l 
edict No. I of Aoolaa mentions nagarllOOnuokas who were int 
charge of town government u. hie administration. Under
the Gupta administration cities liko ,Kolivarsha (9) alia Gift-. 
nagara <111> were und .... the charge of officers specially entrusted 
with their CQIItrol, supervision aod government.. 

The numerical figures attached to some of Q\lr territaftal 
divisions mentioned above require further discussion. It has. 
been stated that these represent the number'of villages and, 
hamlet. induded' in the divisions concerned; but there are' 

severar other interpretations in the Field. Rice had proposed ~ 
regard these figures as indiceting the revenue in gold coins, 
of the divisions concerned. <11> The use or these figures in 
such a sense i. not unknown: the fertile Ashte group' of' 
villages in Satara district is stilt popularly designated liS 

.. A.hte-Inkh.and ·a·quarter ... because it used to yield a revenue· 
of that amount when the other groups were paying much les .. 
There are, however, several difficulties in accepting the theory 
that th •• e figures in -the vast majority oC ceses denote ~ 
revenue of the units concerned. It is difficult to imagine how 
the revenues of Banavasi 12,000. Gangawadi 96,000, Nolamba. 
wadi '2;000 etc. continued' to be the same throughout, sin",,· 
these figure. are almo.t invariably I18SOCiated with them in 
different centuries. The figures. if interpreted. as the_ ... 
amount~. are besides toq small _ if we proposed to regard 
thorn as referring to Kajanju. tha usual gold coin current in'
locality. It _ not at\ unknown practice in our period to-

.9. E. I., XV. pp. 130· fE. ,I, 10. C. I. I., lit. No., 14. 
II. 8"'~d"r~ ... C.mm ..... ration Vol" .... pp. 23~. 
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indicate the revenues of a division by· giving its figure after 
it. but the method followed was different. A concrele case 
of such a use is supplied by the Mudiyanur Bau inscrip
tion. "" which describesAndhramal)~laas 'dwdas'a-sahasra
~rlima-sampadila-saptlirdhalaksha-"isha,a·. a country with a 
revenue of seven and half lakhs accruing from 12.000 villages 
included in il. None of the numerous expressions occurring 
·in our records is similarly worded. Another difficulty in 
.accepting this theory is the fact that the larger part of govern
ment revenue in our period was collected in kind and not in cash. 
If the government revenues were entirely collected in cash. 
then nomenclature of divisions after the amount of the revenues 
collected in them was likely to be current. There is also a 
further difficulty. Sri-Budbavarsha was a feudatory of 
Sikharika-dvida'" in southern Gujrat in 813 A.D.""; Bankeya. 
the viceroy of Banavilsi. had appointed his son Kundate as 
-the officer over Nidgundige 12. <I.. If we accept the theory 
of Rice as universally applicable. we shall have to suppose 
·that M~manata Budhavarsha was the ruler over a state 
he revenues of which were 12 golden coins. and that the 

';'ighty governor of Banavilsi. a favourite of the reigning 
·emperor Amoghavarsha. had appointed his son as an officer 
~ver a division the revenue of which was the same amount 
12 golden coins. Could a person have acquired the feudatory 
status if IUs income were so small? Could the mighty 
Banavilsi governor have appointed his son to a post less im 
portant than that of a village patd or accountant? 

Nor do";'\;t appear very likely that the figures could have. 
"toad for the pOPula

S
· of the divisions concerned. We have 

-8 solitary expression re rring to Gangawadi as Sha.;mavali-
-:.ahasravisha,aprakrta,a • (m but this expression is used while 
mentioning the witnesses 0 the document in which it occurs 

12. I. A .• XV. p. 172 •. 
14. E. J •• VII. p.214. 

. -
13. E. I •• m,-p. 54. 
IS. 1. A .• XV. p. In. 
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and. therefore. means that the transaction is !mown to or
attested by the whole population of the province of Gangaw~. 
96.000. The population theory further presupposes that ceosu 
was regularly taken during our period. No evidence can 
however. be adduced to prove that such was the case. 
view that was once advanced that the Khandagiri inscription
of king Karavela mentions the population of Kalinga was 
based upon a wrong interpretation of the expression • Pa(lati
,fJhi ,alasaha •• hi pakatayo ranjayati • occurring in that record. 
55.00.000. however. represents not the number of the s\lbjects 
of Khiravela but the suni he spent in p~omoting their welfare. 
This interpretation will be further absolutely inapplicable 
and absurd with reference to small units like Sikharikii 12. 
mentioned above. The view that these figures do not reo 
present the entire population of the divisions. but the fighting 
force that could be mustered from them or the number of 
house-holds that were comprised in them is open to a similar
objection. It may be further pointed out that the inapplicability 
of these views in not confined merely to the cases wh""'l the 
figures are small: for it is extremely unlikely that Banavasi 
12.000. Gangawadi 96.000 and Nolambavadi 32000. which 
together comprised an area greater that the modem state of 
Mysore. had a population of only 1.40.000. _ 

As against the interpretation here advocated thaI these 
figures refer to the ~illages lUid hamlets comprised in the 
divisions concerned Rice contends that the figures in many 
cases are too large to admit of that interpretation. He points 
out thaI Gangawadi 96.000 could never have comprised 96.000 
villages. even supposing that its area was entirely covered by 
villages only and by nothing else. The same is the case wit" 
Nolambawadi 32.000 and Banavasi 12.000. Dr. Pran Nath. 
in ~ recent work of great interest. seeks to get over this diffi· 
cully by proposing a new interpretation for the term grilma. 
He contends that in the time of the -Guptas Bnd even much 
earlier it appears that the word ~rfJma was used in official 
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_cords for an estate and in ~tical and literary WMts for a 
~nage or ,settlement. "6) He interprets the figures after 
."the names of the divisions as referring to estotes contained 
,ill them: thus Konkona 14.000. Banevasi 12,000 etc. meant that 
.dlese units Comprised of so many estates, 

With reference \0 tho theory that gnIma in our inscriptions 
'means an estate and not a village, it has 10 be confessed that 
-the arguments adduced to suppqrt it do not baar close exami
nation. The passage quoted from AbhidhiinanIjenua does 
1'101 mean thaI in the remolest period of Indian history the 

,word grliTJUJ was used in ten different meanings, pi.. (I) cows 
;(gilCG!a); (2) grass (trinllni): ,(3) boundaries (sima): (4) 
. pleasure-gardens (iiriima): (5) well (udapiina): (6) ,servants 
,( theta): (7) fences (bahi!a): (8) temple (devakula): (9) 
,an estate (avagraha): (10) owner (adhipati). "7) A glance Bt 
the commentary, relevant passages from which are quoted 
'below. <18) will show that the word never conveyed such 

16. Pran Natb: .A Study in the EcofWmic Conditioltl 01 Ancient 
India. p.26. 17. Ibid, p. 28. 

UI. ~r lI"ITf ~ 8ITU!ft'irvI ~ 
'lilt ... ~'<Il IF'11' rni't ... arrm4T 

"111 'IT'fN ~ I l!>Plt ~"f: IITt I 'IT'Iili ~ 'Il'I~ Ir.!f.a' ill'IM. 
~~!ITIl'tfl!....mt~Irni't~:srtiI'l"If<rl 

'l!'1trf'l'f.a~jq',*i!~<lM1 
~'IlIT'!f.ir!Jfl'fRrni't'lflIT1I 

~ 'IUfImfrli .. ft« 'll'i't ~ ern: f.l;it;i ircit .. Iff IfTqr 
>All f "IiV 'if ~ ~ ,,'ffll'Ift Q( ... ",Fct~Rlqm !ITIl'f"lrllilr ~ijlr 
IRi'iilf<rlif~lffi'lTm;r.!!Tlf:If4;;g~ij;T il:"I~ 
,fmW~;;fctffl~'IlIT: Ui'ff: ~~ ;mt ... I'IU'ITf"<r~
'l'f1r:I.~ f.r<i>rr 'f1JIftrI,~ '1'It ~8frmrnt ~1'T 
,~~.lI'IlTq-l! ~omIlqfor;rN iI'3I~ ~ lIT"f 

,~I art iI'fu'i:r 'IPl1l;,,"IIfr'IT ~ ~ 1fT"f:~ ~ f~il;'iI\: 
('P, T. O. 
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div ..... meanings. The '"'""" in quosticn ...fers to ten diCferent 
th...,;,. about the extent of a.- that was denoted by the tenn 
grama. The first theory maintained that it could -.prise 
nat only the area of settlement, but also the territory upfo the 
limits of which the cows go out while grazing. The eeCoRd 
theory contended that gN/ma could Dot denote so extensive 
an area, .inee cows often go· out for grazing in the fields 
of oontiguou. villages. It maintained that only that much area 

. which i. traversed by the gra .. and fuel gatherers in the CO\Il'8e 

of the day can be comprised in the meaning of tho 'term 
in question. The third view maintained that even this inter· 
pretation is open to a similar objection and, therefore, IIrii~ 
denotea only the are .. included in the boundarie. of the village 
in queation. The fourth view reduced even this extent and 
prefered to regard Ilriima as comprising only the a...... upto 
the village well. The .ubsequent views go on cwtailift8 the 
axtent of grama still further till the climax is reached wJoen it 
i. contended that gramo means that temple or viIlage·haIl 
which was first built in the village, and around which the 
settlement subsequently grew. The commentator furth .... 
observes that grama, in the opinion of SOll1e, meant the indivi· 
dual houses of the speakers; the last view cited by:him is 
that the term can be used to denote the headman of the 
village as welL It may be pointed out that the sense.of the 
landed .. stete is nowhere advanced by any of -the· achoola 
referred to in the Kosha. . 

( Continued from /IUI' page I 
lilt I ~m!IT~~ ~!ITlI: I ~~: lilt I ~ 
~~flI~~Tflr~lIl'f1t!lTll'''~~: 
~~I'!l'l"ii'J'lT'i~')1[jIi'rarre'!ITGIilfHlI'I1f.a~JIl1f:I ... 
~~ 'IAT'I; ~ ll'U'ItiIT'Il'l !IT,,", I 

<f{1fI'I'l1f~~l'1TIl\'flI'ffii"lfl!Tlltl 
<i~Ifl1TIT~'l'lTIflfll'n 

otcI: ~1I\1rRr~l3'm"I!if~ W a~!ITlI, I .. i 
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The second passage relied upon to provo that griima can 
mean an estale is a sentence in Nasik cave inscription No. s. 
The passage in question runs as under:-

• Ahmehi pavajitiinam' bhikhiinam giime Kakhaq;ID puva 
khetam Jattam;fa cha khefam (na)kasaf. fa cha giimo na "alali.· 

Senart. who has edited the inscription. translates the 
passage as follows: • We have here on mount TiraQhu formerly 
given to mendicant ascetics dwelling in the cave. which is a 
pious gift of ours. a field in the village of Kakhadi; but this 
field is not tilled nor is the village inhabited: It will be seen 
from the original passage and its translation by Senart that it 
·can hardly support Dr. Pmn Nath's conclusion that' a kshe/ra 
could be described as a griima and thaI the word oasali was 
used in the sense of cultivation as well as that of habitation.' 

. As a matter of fact the passage differentiates a ksh.lra o~ 
field from a griima or village in tho clearest possible way. 

Further. it can hardly be advanced that in chapters 171 and 
173 01 the Arthal'iiltra of Kau!alya. the word griima has been 
used in the sense of an estate. The passage clearly refers to 
the devastation of ordinary villages. But there is no room Eo~ 
doubt as to the sense in which the term griima has been 
used in the Arthas'iistra; for while describing tho coloni
sation of new areas the book says, 'Villages, con
·sisting each of not less than a hundred families and not more 
than fi~e hundred families of agricultural people of Sudra 
caste, with boundaries extending as far as a krosha or two. 
and capable of protecting each other shall be formed: 'lO' . 
This passage can hardly be consistent with the view that 

: Kautalya uses the word griima in the sense of an estato. 
With reference to the objection raised by Rice against 

the view that these figures cannot be possibly interpreted as. 
the number of the villages comprised in the divisions concern
ed, it mall be pointed out that it may be a valid objoction 

J9. Arlha8'astra. Dr. ShamaSBstri". traaatatiou. p.49. 
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only with reference to large numbers like those associated with 
Banavasi or Gangawadi and not with reference to smaller 
figures associated with ~i.haya. and bhakti. in the inscriptions 
hailing from Gujarat. Maharashtra and northem Kamatak.· 
India is a fairly vast country and the usage may have quite 
conceivably differed province by province and century by 
century. Whatever may be the difficulties that may be pre
sented by the figures associated with the divisions in other 
provinces. there can be no doubt that the theory. that they 
represent the number of villages. not only does not encounter 
any difficulties in the provinces just mentioned, but is actually 
supported by the wording of several documents. Compare. 
for example. the following expressions :-

( ,) mu~~~p::q""l ~1fl:'IiTlUIf:(£O' 
( ~ ) JniI~fa-mll'-5"' ... a.laal~lf: "" 
(~) ~~~-Rl1I'-~r.","~a~ ... un 

( " ) """",~(JIr~~-'JIlIf~a-f,,'I'ltOa:'lTra (." 
('\ ) 1f8lm~ ~l« "","r~ 1 

mlfi~lrlll wr-><f'mil'-l'a: 11 m , 

The express mention of ,rlima in association with the numbers 
mentioned in the above passages makes it f~irly obvious that 
we have to interpret these numbers. even when the term ,rlima 
is not immediately used after them. as indicating the numbers 
of villages and hamlets included in the divisions concemed. 
Nor can it be argued that the ,rlima. mentioned in this 
connection are mere estates or fields and not ordinary villages 
consisting of village.settlements. the cultivable I~nd. pasture 
and waste land. if any. that lay round the settlement. For. in 
a large number of cases the ,rlima. mentioned in our records 
can be actually identified and they are found to be ordinary 
villages of the above description. Thus Kantiragrama. above 

20. E. I.. III. p. 109. 
22. I. A .• IX. p. 'So 

21. Konnur inscription, E'. r.o VI .. p. 31. 
23. I. A .. X. p. 284. 2~. E. I .• VI, p. Sl 
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referred to. mentioned in the Surat ~Iates. is the village oJ 
Kattargam near Surat. "" Villages of Vilavade. Paragava. 
and Aitavade mentioned in the Samangad plates of Dantidurg. 
still exist. occupying the same telative positions. and bearins 
'names which are hardly different from those given in the 
plates in question. All these are villages of the ordinary type 

.and none of them is an estate. The village of Valapadrak. 
given in the Baroda plates of Karkka is modem Baroda. the 
villages of Jambuvavika. Anko!taka. and Vaghachha whicl 
are stated to be to the east. west and north of Valapadralu 
are the same as modem villages of Jambuvada. Ako!B and 
Vaghodia which are to the east. west and north of Baroda 
None of them is an estate. all of. them are villages of the 
ordinary type. T alegaon plates of KrshQa "" record a granl 
of Kumarigrama along with the adjoining hamlets of Bhama, 
ropara. Arulava. Sindigrama and Taravade which wru 
situated to the west of Khambagrama· and Vorigrama and t( 
the east of Alandiyagrilma and Thirugrama. Most of these 
villages still exist and have been identified by Dr. D. R 
Bhandarkar. Kumarigrama is Karehgaon. Bhamaropura i, 
Bhowrapur. Arulava is Uruli. Sindigrama is Seedoneh, 

·Taravade is Turudi. Khambagn.mais Khanegaon.Vorimagn.m1 
is Boree. Alandiya is Chorachi Alandi. and Thirugriima i, 
Theur. The Konur inscription of Amoghavarsha grants I 

Ilrlima or village called Taleyllr situated in Majjantiya bhukli 
The inscription adds that the king also granted 12 nioarlana, 
of land in each of the 30 villages of that division. the name' 
'of which are given. Out of these 30 villages. 13 can b, 
identified and they are within a radius of 7 or 8 miles frOIT 

Kolanura where the Jain temple. which was the assignee 01 
these lands. was situated. They are all villages of the ordinal1 
type and cannot answer the description of an estate. Now one 
and the same document cannot be using the term grlima in 
two different sen_. If the term grlima used in the expression 

25. E. I .• XIII. p. '?78. 26. I. A •• XIX. p. 270. 
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• adbhuktivarlishu tririllltsvQpi gram.shu· means a village of 
the ordinary type. it must mean the same thing in the 
expression M ajjantiyasQPtatigrama bhukti. 

Another difficulty in accepting the view. that the figures 
we have been discussing indicate the numbers of estates 
comprised in the divisions concerned. is the fact that someti;"'es 
the griima included in a division is situated miles away from 
the headquarters. Thus the village of Kanna<!ige granted in 
the Honwad inscription of Some~'Vara I is in Bijapur Taluka. 
about a hundred miles from KarhiJ\aka or Karad. the capital 
of Karhistaka 4.000 in which it was situated. It must be 
confessel that if Karhiltaka 4.000 meant a division of 4.000 
estates situated round about Karhad. it is almost impossible to 
explain the existence of one of these estates nearly a hundred 
miles from Karhad. unless we assume that big Zemindaris 
existed in the Deccan of our period. about which. however. 
there is no evidence yet forthcoming. A grama in the 
Karhis!aka 4.000 can be found in Bijapur district. only if we 
assume that the term indicated a village and not an estete. 

The fjgures associated with the territorial divisions of the 
Deccan in our period are small. and we have seen that they 
can be interpreted as referring to ordinary villages comprised 
in the divisions concerned. But how are these figures to be 
interpreted with reference to GangawiJdi, No!ambawadi and 
Banava.i. where. as pointed out by Rice. they are too large to 
admit of that interpretation 1 It may also be confessed that 
we.do not usually come across the inclusion of the term grami. 
after these figures. as is the case with a Dumber of records 
from the Deccan. as pointed out before. 

It may be pointed out that in our period the average 
village was much smaller and the number of hamlets included 
under it was much greater than is the CBse now. We get 
concrete evidence OR the point from Inscriptions Nos. 4 and s 
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at the RajarajeOvara temple' 07' inscribed towards the beginning 
of the 11th century. These two records mention the grant of 
about 35 villages made to the temple by king Rajaraja. Out 
of these. only one has an area of more than about a thousand 
acres. four have an area of 500 to 1.000 acres. three. an area of 
300 to 400 acres. seven, 8n area of 200 to 300 acres, six, an area 
of 100 to 200 acres. three. an area of 50 to 100 acres. six. an area 
of 2S to SO acres 'and. two. an area ~f even less than is acres. 
The village (grama) of Gonturu. granted by Aroma I. had 
12 hamlets (griima!ikiis) attached to it."" In, 881 A.D. the 
village of Beli-ur had also 12 hamlets under it. and the revenue 
of all these put together was only 80 coins. presumably 
Ka!anjus. and 800 measures of paddy. ".> It is quite clear 
from the amount of revenue. that the village' in question. as 
well as the hamlets included under it. must both have been 
very small It may be further observed that these small 
villages cannot satisfy the description of estates or fields. 
Inscriptions Nos. 4 and S from the Rajaraje>vara temple make 
it clear that even villages y;ith an area of so to 100 acres are 
described as having their village sites. threshing floors. temples. 
tanks. burning grounds for high caste men. the same for the 
pariahs. etc. Only two of these villages. Kanjaranagar and 
Nagarakarkurichchhi. whose areas were about 42 and 20 acres 
respectively. can be called estates; for. they included only 
cultivable land and no village sites. Another inscription from 
north Arcot district mentions the grant of a certain piece ,of 
I.and by the citizens of Melpagi. the eastern boundary of which 
is stated to be Pulikkuran. which is described as one among 
the villages that were acquired and belonged to the grantor 
city as hamlets (Pidagail. and which was not divided into. 
hoase sites. These three hamlets can certainly be described 
as estates or fields rather than villages. and they would 
support the theory of Dr. Pran Nath that IIrama meant an 

21. 5:1. I •• Vol. II. 28. S. I. I •• I. p. 40. 29. I. A •• VI. p. 103. ' 
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estate and not a village. It must. however. be pointed out 
that these are the only instances where we have a· clear case 
of the term griima being used in that unusual sense. In all 
.other cases which are almost innumerable. we havo the word 
used in the ordinary sense. To conclude. in the extreme 
south of India the average village in our period was very much 
smaller than the present typical village. It is, therefore. 
not impossible that the numbers associated with Gangawadi. 
No!ambawadi etc. may represent the villages and hamlets 
induded in them. if we assume that the numbers were 
exaggerated to a certain degree. 

The theory of exaggeration of numbers is, however. 
based on an unproved assumption. and it is quite likely that 
the .figures occurring after these divisions may mean something 
else. It may be pointed out that the figures associated with 
the divisions in southern Karnatak and Tamila country are all 
in thousands. In this respect they pointedly differ from 
those associated with small territorial divisions in the Deccan. 
where they are usually small and precise.. Rice has observed 
that Na~s were often called 'thousands' in Karnatak. (j) It is. 
therefore. not unlikely that Banava.i 12.oo0:Gangawadi 96.000. 
No!ambawadi 32.000. TOI)c!ai 48,000 etc. were so designated. 
not because they conteined so many villages. but because 
they consisted of 12. 96, 32. and 48 divisions or niiJ •• 
This seems to be the' most likely explanation of th";'e 
figures that can be thought of at present. Why a niiQ should 
have been popularly called a • thousand' is a question that 
remains to be answered. Perhaps in theory a naQ was 
popularly supp:>sed to consist of a thousand villages, though 
in actuality it may have had many less. It is also not 
unlikely that the term niiq was first applicable only to bigger 
divisions actually containing about a thousand villages. but 
that later on it came to denote much smaller divisions. The 
precis. interpretation of th.se thousands associated· with niiJ. 
is at present not possible. . 



'CHAPTER VIII 

Central Government: King and Ministry 

King.in.ministry was the normal form of the government 
iq the Rish\rakli\a empire. Feudatory administrations were 
also governed by the same principle. Neither literature. nor 
epigraphical records. nor accounts by foreign travellers disclose 
the existence of a non·monarchical form of government any· 
where in the Deccan of our period. This is natural. for even 
in the north. governments were all monarchical at this time. 
as we know from the account handed down by Yuan Chwang. 
Tribal or republican forms of government. which are known to 
have been persisting in northern India down to the 4th centVry 
A.D .• cannot. however. be traced in the soulh. even in the 
earlier period. This is ralher strange when we remember I 
that the village council was more democratic and elective in 
the south than was usually the case in the north. This may 
be due to the dearth of historical material relating to the earlier 
period of the history of the Deccan. or to the possibility of 
democracy not having extended beyond the scope of the 
village government. 

Kingship at this period was hereditary throughout India. 
We nowhere cofe across any elective type of monarchy in 
our period. either in the south or in the north. We get only 
one clear case of the election of a king which is referred to in 
the Rlijatarangi;i. This case occurred in 939 A.D .. when at the 
death of S'lirvarman there was no heir of the ·Utpala dynasty 
to succeed him. Kamalava.:dhana. who had actually become 
the de/acto king. requested the Brahmanas to elect a king, 
anticipating that none but himself would be elected by them. 
After considering the claims of several claimants. the Brah· 
mana assembly decided to elect Ya'askara. This. however. 
is the only known case of the genuine election of a king by 
a section of the general population as distinguished from 
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ministers or feudatories; but the observations of Kalhal)8 on 
the occasion show thai a person ,!ho resorted to such a course 
was regarded as qualifying himself for admission into a luna. 
tic asylum.''' Feudatories and ministers had sometimes a 
determining voice in deciding as to who should be offered the 
crown. as when Govinda II was deposed in c. 780 A.D.. or 

I A.moghavarsha III installed in c. 936 A. D. But statemeata 
made even wilh ref arence to these occasions like 

Slimantairatha &ttlirlij:9amahimlilamblirthamabh:9arlhita~ 
• He was requested by the, feudatories to accept the 
throne for supporting the glory of the Rash\rakii!a empire: 
are more figurative than real. For we have already seen tha~ 
Amoghavarsha III and Dhruva owed their elevation to the 
throne more 10 their own exertions than to the votes of the 
feudatories. The kingship was thus hereditary in our period 
and the crown passed usually to, the eldest. and sometimes 
to the ablesl son. as in the case of Govinda III. 

In the Rash\rakuta administration. the advice of the 
Smritis that an heir.apparent should be selected in the life. 
time of the ruling king was usually followed. Sulaiman' s 
statement. that the princes in India name their own suo<:ess
ors, ." refers to this practice of the nomination of the 

I. ~rV.456.ff •• f,-
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2. Elliot I. p. 6. Election •• a posaiblo means of getting a kingdom w •• 
unknown allo to Somdeva. a ~oDtemporary 'Wl'itor CRI politicsi cf. 
~ ~ .-.it fWIr. I ifi~ 1I. 26. 
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Yuvaraja. Usually the choice fell upon the eldest son. but 
he was not recognised lIS a Yuvaraja before he was formally 
annointed as such. Thus in the T alegaon plates of 
KrshQa I m hi. e1d~t son i. simply referred to as Govindaraja, 
whereas in the Alas plates issued two years later he is described 
as a Yuvaraja. Since the village in the T a1egaon plates was 
granted at the request of Govindarilja, it is clear that 'he 
must have been a major by that time. And though the eldest 
~n, he had not at that time received the coronation as an 
heir.apparent, It would appear that the heir· apparent 
had to attain a certain age, probably 24, before he could be 
formallyannointed. If the king had no son, or if the one 
he had was a minor and the times were troubled ones, 
sometimes the younger brother was made tha Yuvaraja. Thus 
a Palase Kadamba grant'" refers to Bhimuvarman, the younger 
brother of the ruling king, as Kaniyan nrPa~ or Yuvaraja. 
While the Ganga ruler Sivamara was rotting in the 
RasblrakU\8 prison, his younger brother Vijayeditya was 
made Yuvaraja, and the Gattavadipur plates tell us that he 
refrained from enjoying the earth, knowing her to be his elder 
brother's wife. <5' 

The Yuvaraja had the statu. of a Panchamahas'abda1 
Samanta and was invested with a necklace which was thel 
insignia of his office, as would appear from the ob.ervation of 
Govinda III to his father, that he was quite content with the, 
necklace with which he, was invested by the latter at the 
time of his appointment as an heir.apparent. '" 'He was 
a member of the ministry, according to the Niti·~stra 
writers of the period, and we find him exercising the royal 
prerogative of granting village ..... When the ruling'emperors 
were old and of a retiring orreligiou. disposition like Amogha. 
varsha I or Amoghavarsha m, the heir.apparent. exercised 

3. E. I., XIII, p. 215. 4. I. A., VI; p. 28. 
5. E. C., III, Nanjougad No. 129. • 
6 E. I., IV, p.242, 1. Ala. plat ... E. I •• VI. p. 210. 
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almost all the powers of the ruling kings. We have already 
aeon how this· was responsible for the overlapping of the. 
reigns of the kings just mentioned and their sons, who succeed. 
ed them. (8) The Yuvaraja usually stayed at the capital. 
He was hardly ever deputed as a viceroy \0 an outlying pro' 
vince under the Ra.htraku!a administration. The reasons 
were obvious; if the Yuvaraja were absent from the capital 
his chances of succession were likely to be affected by the 
machinations of other aspirants to the throne. This was a 
real danger in the Ra.h\rakuta dynasty, whose records are too 
full of the wars of successio~. The Ri.sh!rBku!a practice was 
to depute younger princes and cousins as provincial govemors. 
Thus Dhruva was a governor at Dhulia in 779 A.D., before he 
rebelled against and ousted his elder brother Govinda II; 
Dhruva's cousiQ Sankaragal)a was a governor in Berar in Z93 
A.D .. [ndrarilja of the Gujaral branch had appointed his younger 
80n Govinda as a provincial govemor. (9) These examples 
can be multiplied almost aJ infinitum. The only case of the 
eldest son being II provincial viceroy is that of Stambha; but 
his viceroyalty of the newly conquered province of Gangawadi 
was rather an exile than an appointment. He was sent there 
by hi. father who had superceded his claim. in the Yuvaraja 
selection. 

\ 

When a king was ... minor, usually a male relative was 
appointed to act a. the· regent. During the minority of 
Amoghavarsha 1 his cousin Karkka was appointed to carry 
on the administration on behalf of the emperor. The claims 
of [ndra IV wer~ being pushed forth by hi. maternal uncle 
Miirasiniha, who was his regent. [t is interesting to note 
that we nowhere come across queens or princesses as re
gents or governors in the Rioshlrakuta administration. Under 
the Western Chalukyas queen governors were not unknown; 
thus Vij~yabha\!Brikil, the senior wife of Chandriiditya, the 

8. ,A"I •• pp. 89 and 122. 9. Torkh.d. In.qription. E. I •• 111. p. 53. 
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elder brother of Vikramaditya I was a governor. if not II 

...,geht. <m> Under the later Ch81ukyas of Kalyani also. we have 
several examples of queens being appointed to important 
government offices. Thus Mailadevi. one of the wives of 
Sorn..svara. was the governor of Banavasi 12.000 in 1053 A.D. 
Ketaladevi. another wife of the same monarch. was the gover· 
nor of the agrahlira of Ponnavada. <111 Akkadevi. an elde .. 
sister of Jayasimha III. was governing Kinsukad 70 in 1022 A.D. 

Kumkumadevi. an elder sister of Vijayaditya was admi· 
nistering Purigere 300 in 1077 A.D. "" Lakshmidevi. the 
'chief queen of Vikramaditya vr. was in charge of 18 agra· 
hliras in 109S A.D. That lady governors should have been 
so common under the Ch81ukyas and altogether unknown 
under the Ra.h!t'akii!8s is indeed strange. Can we explain 
this ·fact on the assumption that the latter Chalukyas. unlike 
the Rashlrakiitas belonged to a stock which was con.iderably 
under the influence of matriarchy t 

The regency mu.t have lasted during the minority. The 
writers on politics like Sukra lay down that the king mu.t be 
a major before he assumes the control of administration. That 
the injunction was observed in practice i. clear from the .tate· 
ment of AI·Masudi that no king could .ucceed to the throne 
before he was 40. <18> The age given by this traveller seems 
to be wrong. but hi. .tatement may be taken as corro· 
borating the Smriti view that minors could not be entrusted 
with the administration. Kharavela. we know. could not 
assume the reigns of government before he was 24-

A few words may be said about the Rash!r'akiiIB court. 
We have no detailed description of the pomp and splendour 
of the royal court in any contemporary document. but a few 
hint. given by our records can be utilised. The access to 
the court was regulated by the royal chamberlain and his 

10. 1. A .• Vll. p. 163. 
12. I. A .• XVIII. p .. 37. 

11. I. A .• XIX. p. 274 and p: 271. 
13. Elliot I. 'P. 40; 
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staff; a verse in the Sanjan plates of Amog\,avarsha aaye 
1 that even feudatories BAd foreign potentates had to wait out· 
I~ide the portals till they were called for audience. It ·would 
thus appear that Ra.htrakiila kings transacted their business 
systematically; only those were admitted in the audience hall 
whose business was about to be considered. The court was 
surrounded by regiments of infantry. cavalry and elephants; 
these were intended partly to secure safety and partly to 
show off imperial pomp. V cry often the elephants and horses 
carried from the defeated enemies were exhibited outside the 
royal court along with other valuable booty. <I" Abu Zaid. 
a contemporary of the Rash\1'akutas. has observed that the 
kings of India were accustomed to wear earrings of precious 

'stones. mounted in gold. and necklaces of great value formed 
or pearls and precious stones. In the Riish!rakiita court also 
very probably the king must have appeared on ceremonious 
occasions in rich dress and ornaments. He was attended. as 
was the case with almost all the kings in contemporary drama 
and fiction. by courtesans and dancing girls; this custom was 
so common in our period that even Somadeva. the Jain 
writer of our period. is compelled to countenance it <15> AI· 
Idrisi records its prevalence in the Chiilukya court of A!)ahila. 
patlSl)a. "'> and the Nilgund inscription confirms the Same 
conclusion when it informs us that Amoghavarsha 1 had 
covered all the territories of the numerous chieftains and 
hostile kings with thousands of courtesans. It would appear 
that the sovereign rulers used to compel their' feudatories 
to accept some imperial courtesans in their courts, These 
used to be in immediate attendance on the kings and. there· 
fore. must have served as ideal spies. The gifts given by a 
concubine of the Chalukya king Vikramaditya II just before 
the rise of the Rashlrakiilas <17> would show that many of 

14. Sanjan pia •••• E. I .. XVlll. p. 235 ff. 
15. 'Nltivaku'''n..:la. XXIV. 29.51. 
16. Elliot. I. p. 88 17. E. I.. VI p. 102. 
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these courtesans tnust have been fairly rich and may have 
wielded considerable power and influence. AI-Idrisi tells us 
that the Chalukya rulers of Gujarat used to go out once a 
week in state. attended only by women. one hundred in 
number. richly clad. wearing rings of gold and silver upon 
their hands and feet. and engaged in various games and 
sham-fights.-a description which reminds us of the Second 
Act of Sakuntala. where ";'e read of king Dushyanta being 
followed by amazon archers. while out on hunting. The 
statement in Kadba plates (18) that the moon-faced damsels 
of the court of KrshQa I used to delight the ladies of the 
capital by the movements of their lotus·like hands. which 
could skilfully convey internal emotions. might perhaps 
show that a similar cuslom prevailed in the Rushtrakli\a 
court also. It is a little unlikely that all the ladies of the 
capital could have been admitted in the royal court: in that 
case they may be seeing these dances in some processions. 
It is tru.e that the British Museum plates of Govinda IlI u9> do 
not refer to any.YavanIs or courtesans accompanying the king 
when they describe the boar-hunting of the king. But the 
king was at that time out on expedition and. therefore. the 
YavanT. or courtesans may not have figured in the hunting 
party. 

The Yuvaraja and other princes of the blood royal. 
members of the ministry, the chamberlain and his assistants. 
military officers and other high dignitaries of state were the 
most prominent members of the royal court. Poets also were 
there. for the Rilshtraklitas were liberal patrons of literature. 
as will be shown in chapter XV. By the side of the poets. 
we might imagine. were sitting the astrologers. There is 
definita evidence to sho~ that astrologers were maintained 
at the court of the Gujarat RiI.htraki:itas. <20> and when we 
remember the great hold of astrology on the popular mind 

18. 1. A .. XII. p. 13. 19. 1. A •• XI. p. 126. 20. 1. A .• V. p. 145. 
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during our period· we may not be wrong in assuming that the
astrologers figured in the Malkhed court also. It may be 
pointed out that the KlimanJaka-niti-3lira. a work probably
written at about our period. lays down that ,; royal 
astrologer should be always maintained at the court. <I" The
doctor is known to have been one of the court officers of the' 
Gahadwalas; <I" for obvious reasons he could hardly have 
been absent Crom the Rioshtra!<u\8 court as well. Merchants. 
presidents of guilds. and other notables of the capital were 
prominent among the non·official members of the royal court. 

The character of the Rlosh!raku\8 monarchy.-whether 't 
was limited or arbitrary. would be a question of great interest 
to the present.day reader. It may be pointed out that the 
Hindu monarchy was in theory always limited. but the con· 
stitutional checks thought of in our period by the theorists on 
the subject were of a different nature than those to which we 
are accustomed in the present age. Spiritual sanctions. effects· 
of careful and proper education. force of public opinion. divi. 
sion of power with a ministry. supremacy of established usage 
in the realm of law and taxation. devolution oC large powers. 
to local bodies whose government was democratic in sub. 
stance if not always in form.-these were the usual checks on 
monarchy relied on by the Hindu political writers. Though 
it is not possible to a~ree with all that Mr. K. P. Jayaswal says. 
about Paura and JlinapaJa bodies serving as constitutional 
check.. upon the king. it is clear that in some cases at least 
these bodies did exist. Deccan records. however. prove· 
that the terms Paura and janapaJa were not used to denote 
popular representative bodies in the Rash\raku\a period. 
Among the officers and bodies enjoined not to interfere with 
the enjoyment of landed property given to the d~nees. 
Paura. and janapaJa3 do not figure in the period we are 
studying with the solitary exception of the Deqli grant of 

21. IV. 33 22. E. 1 •• Xl. p.24 
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K",hIJB IU. (28) But that record omits all officer. usually 
mentioned in such connection like Rash\rapatis. Vishoyapatis. 
Gramakii\BS. Yuktas. and Niyuktas and substitutes the ex· 
pression' Sanlaneva svajiinapaJiin' in their place. It is clear. 
therefore. that JanapaJa here stands Cor subjects in general 
and not for their representative assemblies. The expression 
• JanapaJiin' in the expression • Riish!rapati-visha;yapati,
nagarpati -gramapati -ni;yuktiini;yukta -riijapurusha -janapaJiin·. 
·occurring in a S'ilahara record of 1026 A.D .. (2" also refers to 
the subjects of the realm in general and not to any popular 
... ssembly. 

Although the term jiinapaJa was not used in the sense of 
... popular representative council. it is not to be supposed that 
non:official bodies possessing administrative powers did not 
exist in our period. Such bodies certainly existed in villages. 
and probably in districts (Vishayas) and provinces (Riish\ras) 
as well; their members were known as Griimamahattara •• 
Visha;yamahattaras. and Ra.htramahattara. respectively. It 
has been already shown by me elsewhere"" that theexpre .. ion 
Gramamahaltara denoted a member of the non-official village 
<lounei!. Analogy would. therefore. show that Rash!ramahatta
ra. and Visha;yamahattara. may have. very probably. con
stituted a body of the notables and elders in the province 
and district respectively. Some kind of divisional papular 
'bodies seem to have existed in Tamil country also. "6) and 
there is no wonder if we Cound them in the Deccan proper 

.during our period: 

Members of the district council. Visha;yamahaltaras. are 
!'eferred to in the i)apadwanj grant of K",hl)a II. (27) and those 
<>f the provincijJ ~uncil. Rashtramahattaras. in the Dhulia 

23. E_ I .. V. p. 195. 24. I. A •• V. p. 278. 
25. Altekar • .A Hiltary o/the Village Oommunities in th, We,tern 

:India. pp. 20-21. (Humphrey Milford. 1927). 
26. R. C. Majumdar. Corporate Li/e i1l Anciellt India. pp 211-13. 
27. E. I., 1. p. 55. 
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plates of Karkka. son of Dhruva. (3" These bodies were not 
innovations of the Ra.h\rakli\BS. for the Vadner plates of 
Kalachuri king Budharija. dated 609 A.D .• ,,,, also refer to 
RiIshtramahaltaradhikiiri"al). • 

It must be. however. admitted that out of the numerous 
Rashtrakli\a grants. mentioning various officers and bodies. 
only the above two records mention the members of the 
-district and provincial councils. This circumstance can. 
however. be explained on the assumption that these councils 
were not norml1lly expected to interfere with the enjoyment 
of the lands granted to the donees. rather than by the 
hypethesis that they did not exist except under Govinda II 
and Krshna II. There is nothing improbable in the evolution 
of the· bodies of Vishaya. and Riishtramahattaras on' the 
analogy of the council of Griimamahaltaras which existed 
almost everywhere in the Deccan from c. sao to c. 1300 A.D. The 
Ra.h\rakli\B charters may be mentioning Grtimamahattaras 
and omitting Vi,haya and Riishtramahattaras. because' the 
first mentioned councillors. being the members of local village 
bodies. were. unlike the last·mentioned ones. directly con· 
<lemed in the matter. 

Our records. however, do not give any clue as to what 
were the pewers of these councils of the district and provincial 
notables or representatives. whether they were elected. if so. 
by whom. "ow freq~ently they met and how they transacted 
their business. Considering the means of communication in 
our period. it would appear very probable that the meetings 
of these bodies could not have been very frequent. Their 
powers. therefore. must have been considerably less than 
those of the village counbils. If they were as powerful as the 
village councils. one would have heard much morC! about 
them than is actually the case at ·present. An officer called 
• M ahatlamasarvlidltikiirin' is mentioned in the Begumra plates 

28. E. I., Vlll. p. 186. 29. E. I.. XII. p. 130 •. 
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of KTshJ)a II as the dulaka of the grant. (30' It may thus 
appear that the Vishaya. and Riishtramahattara. had an 
accredited officer of theirs. probably their president. who was 
perhaps acting fqr them when they were not is session. 
GaJ)apeti. the chief councillor of Bankeya. the Banavasi viceroy 
of Amoghavarsha I. was a mahattara:"" he may have been 
probably selected from among. or elected by. the Rash/ra
mahattaras of Banava.i. In Saka 991 (32) one of the ministers 
of the Yadavas of SeuJ)desa was Mahattama Sri.Amaditya. 
It is possible to conjecture that some of the mflmbers of these 
bodies were selected for some of the pOSls in the ministry. 

Whether ('orresponding to these nebulous provincial 
councils of mahattara •• there existed in the capital a grand 
council of the empire we do not know. Such a body is 
nowhere referred to in our documents but there is nothing 
impossible in its having existed. It could not have probably 
met frequently. if it existed at all. and it must have been 
eclipsed at the capital by the king. his ministers. and other 
high officers. [ts powers could nBt. therefore. have been very 
substantial. 

Ministry 

All the writers on the Hindu political science hold that 
ministry is the most important wheel of the administrative 
machinery. and evidence can be adduced to show. that real
polity included that institution since very early times. The 
Rash~u!a a}ld'iiiiistration is no exception to the general rule. 
Minisi:flrs under this administration were very important antI 
influential members of government. NarayaJ)a. the foreign 
minister of K",hQa III. has bee:! described in the Sa[otg! 
inscription .. " as another hand. as it were •• Pralihaslal}' of 
the emperor. as dear to him as his own right hand. The 
Pathsri Pillar inscription of the feudatorr RiI.h\Taku\8 chief 

30. I. A •• XIII. p. 66. 31. E. I .. VI. pp. 29 ff. 32. E. I .. II. 225. 
33. iI<'f'T:~~ffi'I1l.IE.I •• 1V.p.60. 
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Parabala state. that he used to regard his premier as worthy 
of .alutation. by his own head. "" A record of king Krshl)a 
of tho Yadava dynasty compare. his minister to his own 
tongue and right hand. "" Another record of the same king 
slates how his premier's feet were bright"l1ed by the crest· 
jewels on tho head of the feudatories. It is. therefore. no 
wonder that the ministers sometimes possessed feudatory 
titles and were entitled to the Panchamalw'abda.. Dalla" 
the chief foreign minister of Dhruva. was a Saman/a entitled 
to the use of the five great musical instruments. (3" Kalidasa. 
the war ffiinister or commander·in-chief of the Chalukya king 
Jagadekamalla. is described as entilled to tho Panchamaha· 
~bdas in a record of his hailing from Badami. (37) Consulta. 
tion. with the ministry before embarking on a particular course 
or policy are rarely referred to in our records. probably because 
there was no occa.ion to do so. But the ahove evidence rekard. 
ing the influence of the ministry would show that ministerial 
con.ultation. are not mentioned .imply because the copper· 
plste grant. are nut treatises on constitutional theory and
practice. It may be. however. pointed out that a record rl the 
Yadava dynasty. which succeeded the Rashlrakii\8S in the 
northern portion. of their dominions. states while recording the 
grant of some shops for certain religious objects. that the king 
had consulted his ministers before making the grant in 
question. (88)· 

It must be. however. pointed out that there may have 
existed somo rulers in our period who may have ridden rough. 
shod over the heads of their ministers. Naturally the majOl'ity 
of our records would pass over such cases. A perusal of the 
Raja/arangini shows that side by side with ministers who 
ruled wiselY and ably. there existed others who were worth. 

'4. E. I •• IX. p. 254. '5. I. A •• XIV p. 69. 36. E I •• X. p 89. 
)7. I. A .. VI. p. 140. 
38. Cf. ofJ~Q1I1~ ~ ~ ~~ fl~ ~II; I I. A. XII. 

p.127 •• 
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I<l$ puppets in the hands of their tyrant masters. The same 
1lU!l/, perhaps have been the case under some of:the Riish!ra
lruja rulers like Govinda rt or Govinda IV. who were noto
riously licentious. But the power. influence and utility of 
a minislry vary. wi~ the capacity. nature and temperament 
oE the ¥ng, and the ministers even, in the limited monarchies 
of ~ur pr~t day. The samemllY have been the C8Sjt in a 
slightly aggravated <Iegree,ill the past. when the constitutional 
cl!.ecl>!I. of .the modern types were, .unknown. But, these 
~i(>nal exceptions .19 not, disprove, th\i proposition that 
un~ normal condition~ abler ministersexercioed, Q,.great 
influence on the administration in .the age of the, Rasblrakiijas. 
1i9"" the. weal of the kingdoll' was regarded as very intimately 
copoected with the minis!ry lllB¥)e Seen from. dte followin!!. 
verse in Q grant of Govana, IU of the Nikumbha. feudatory 
fwniiyof Khandesb. which" though belonging to. a, slightly 
lateJ' time than our pe';:xI. may be rewded as emb.odying 
th" views of the Rasb\ralru!a age as well:-

. U~~~~,1. 
~ tf~Qfaf~: II 
~~:~~:I 
~.af'<r"~ 11'19> 

'~n Chengad!OVB was the good premier. the nation flou
rish~. subjects and allies ";ere content. religion" (i. B, virtue) 
inc"""",,ed. all aims Were attained. the wise were happy and 
prt;¥l~erity.was vjsible everywhere.' 

Our. llOoords being usually coppo. plate grants do not 
dilate upon the merits and qualifications of ministers. The 
Salotgi inscription of K:rshQa III. however. shows that ministers 
wtV<l expected to be learned and well-versed in the science 
of politics. (to> Somo: of them. like NisriiyaQa of this record. 

39. 1, A •• VIII. p. 41. . 
40._ Cf.'ITl'!r ~~ q;~: ~ I.E. L. IV. p.6O. 
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were also poets. as was the case in the age of the great Guptas 
as well.'''' , ' , ; - " 

Artha~il~tra. hook r. chapter ,;SantiparvBn, chapters 82, 8' 
and 85, Kamand"ka·N,ltisara IV; 25-31; Nitivilky8mrt~' X, 5, 
Sukra II, 52-64, Bamaspatya Arth~tra 11, 42; etc" lay, do .... 
.in great details the' qualifications of ministers. But a Per~aI 
of these passage~ does not leave the impression thaf'ini~isters 
were e'"peeled,to be military leaders or general". K...:.iandaka 
and Samadeva obserVe in passing'that ministers should be brave 
and S~madeva adds that he should know the use of' mi .. i1c~' 
but' even such general statements are not made by any of,the 
reTaining writers on' the topic. In the Deccan during the period 
under; re~iew we. howeve~,.; find th~t ministers 'we~ ·v~ 
frequently military leaders' and were accustomed to tak .. a 
leading part in the warfare of the, times, 'Thus Chilmul);Iarilyli, 
a minister of No!ambantaJq, Milrasimha who was 'a f~udatory 
of Krs~l)a III, had won for his master' the batHe of Gonu. by 
defeating the No!amhas; ,OIl in 1024 A.D. the minister of record. 
and the director.general of registration in the administration of 
the l~t~r Cbillukyas;' had the 'title of' M ahiipracha"gadaI]Qil' 
niil'qka', sho~;ng tbnt he was' a high inllitary or police'officfr. 
If we travel' a century more, we: find a refererice 'to rriiilistets 
being chased' in baule' in. the Teridar inscription, <-., •. "Thi .. 
record' f ~rther shows .that all the 'five ministers of Ka1achuri 
Bijjaladeva were military leaders or Da"Qan'liyaka8, R~cruit' 
ment of ministers from military officers was fairly commOQ 
in th~ Deccan of our period. IllIjay be also pointedo~t ,that 
the great Shivaji had insisted that 'all his ministers, with the 
exception of the Pandit,' .hould be competent iTiilitary leaders; 
It i. possible to conjecture that most 'of "Jr theoretical writer": 
do not include military ability among the qualificat:o~s 'of'the' 
Imini.ter. because they hailed trom the hortli, where thl> 
: 41. S·,b ••• mi. i ••• , o!'Ch •• d .. g..p •• ' II.~ .. poe ••• ~II, 'C. I. r. ~., 
!III. No, 6: ' ' 
I 42. E. I , V. p. 113. 43. !. A., XIV, p. 26. 
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recruitment of ministers from the military ranks does not seem 
to have been very common. 

The charters' issued, by the Sil8har8s. who were the 
feudatories of the Risshtrakiitas in Konkan. frequently describe 
the whole administrative machinery. naming all the ministers 
and their respective portfolios. Thus under the S'i18hara 
prince ChittarBiadeva. the ministry consisted of five members 
in 1024 A.D. u., 61 years later under king Anantadeva of the same 
dynasty it was reduced to four. us> The Yadavas of Chandor. 
wlJo were ruling ov~r a petty state. had a ministry of seven in 
1069 "'.D."" It is to be very much regretted that. the 
Rishtrakii\8 secretariate did not follow the practice of the 
Konkan feudatories and nam~ the various ministers anl their 
portfolios ,in the copper plat~ grants. We have. therefore. 
very little information about the actual strength of the Rashtra
kUla ministry and the various portfolios of its mem bers. A 
perusal of the provisions upon the subject in the Niti and Smriti 
works shows that there were no hard and fast rules about the 
otrength of the ministry. The number varied from 8 to 20 ; 
80me predecessors of Kautalya preferred very small ministries 
of I to 4. In actual practice the Hindu king seems to have 
remembered the saying of Kaulalya that the strength of the 
ministry should vary with the needs of the situation and acted 
aocordingly. Considering the extent of the Rashtrakii\8 empire. 
we may well presume that the ministry at the cap:!al must 
have been fai':!r large, since those of the smaller contemporary 
feudatory states consisted of as many as 5 to 7 members. Un
fortunately very few of the ministers are actually mentioned 
in our epigraphical re~ords; their number and portfolios will 
have. therefore. to be inferred from the practice of the contem
porary dynasties in the south. 

The Sukraniti. which is a fairly lllte work. gives promi
nence to Pradhana or, the premier whom it describes a. 

44. I. A •• V, p. 278. 45. I. A., IX. p. 35. 46. E. I., II, p, 225. 
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sa1'llaJar" in or general superintendent over the members cl 
the ministry. "" Jiyanta, who is called .a1'llal3a anulhthiilli 
or the person in cherge of all administration in a record from 
Halasi belonging to the 6th century A.D., ".) Babhiyaka, 
who is styled as' a mahiipraJhiina or the prime·minister in 
the Vaghli inscription of Seul)8chel)dra, dated 1069 A.D., (~" 
and the premier of the Yiidava ruler Kannara, who is desig. 
nated as saroiiJhiklirin or the officer with powers over the 
whole administration, <10' were all of them occupying the status 
corresponding to th.t of the Sa1'llaJars'j PraJhiina of S' ukra. 
BhadravishQu, who was a PurliQiimiilya under Kapardin, a 
feudatory of Amoghevarsha 1,'51' and Krshl)8mbhatta, who 
was a mahiimllt3a under Dantivarman of the Gujrat Rash\rag 
kiita branch in 867 A.D., '52' were also holding similar positions 
in the respective administrations. Since earlier contemporary 
and subsequent administrations arc seen to be having the 
post of the premier in the ministry, it may be regarded as 
almost certain that the Rash\l'akii\a administration could have 
formed no exception to the general rule. As in modem times 
so in our period too, the premiers often used to take some 
particular portfolio as well. Thus the premier of the Silahira 
ruler Anantadeva was also the Lord High Treasurer in 
108' A D. (5" and that of the Yiidava king Seul)8chandra II 
was also in charge of the revenue administration. 'i<) 

Owing to his ~lted position the premier often enjoyed 
the status of a Maha.amanta entitled to the Paiichamahi· 
S abdas; he was also saluted by the feudatory chiefs' of the 
Imperial power. '15' [t is no wonder then that we sometimes 
find feudatory chiefs making grants at the dictation of the 
premiers of their overlords. When the king was temporarily 
absent from the capital or was unable to attend to duty owinll 

47. II. 82. 48. I. A .• VI, p. 24. 
SO. I. A., VII, p.30'4. 'I. 
52. E., I., VI, p. 287. 53. 
54. I. A., Xli, p. 127. 55. 

49. E. I •• II, p. 22'. 
I. A., XII, p. 136. 
1. A., IX, p. 35. 
5 •• anI •• p. 160. 
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t& .llness or some other sirnaar 'reason, the admini~trnli~n 
was entrusted 'to the premier, as would appear froin an anec
dote nartated by Mahmud Ufi. <S6) Such, of course, would 
have been the case when the heir-apparent was too young to 
assume the responsibility of ihe qpministration. " 

.' The 'designation ~ the Foreign Minister, who' has 'heen 
inj;ariably tlllled a duta in 'the works on politic.. like the Artha-
3"aStra.Rajadhalmaparvsn lind Manusrnrti (chapter VII) etc" 
seems 'to 'have undergone II ilhange by this time throughout 
India. Most clf the epigraphical records use the nlore pom
Pous and expressive title of M ahasimdhivigriihdka to denote 
the peiSon who 'held that responsible office in -the ministry. 
This miniiiter'figures !leVeraitirnes in'the Rashlrakil!a retord, 
and we see him usually entrusted wifh the drafting of the 
copper plate d18rters creating alienated holding.. One ex
P<ict!i the Revenue Minister to draft such charters, but the 
work Was usuallY'entt-usted to the sberetariate of the, foreign 
inini~er, --Probably because the charters had to describe the 
genealogy 'and the exploits oEthe grlmtor and his family 
and 'the'formgn office had the most reliable and up-to-date 
information on' the Point. It would be interesting to note 
that" there is an agreement "in this respect between ,the 
epigraphical practice and the dicta of the ~ontemporary 
Smritill <lII the ;point. ~ anonymous ,text 'quoted in the 
Mlmk.harli at. Y"jnava!kya 'I 319-20 states.'-- ' 

, "m~~~~:1 

wi mrr ~rf~ f~~"n 
'The'drafter ( of the C'opper phite ~harter) ~ho~la 'be the per
soil who is the foreign minister; he should draft the chaiter as 
dictated by the king himself: The Mitiik.harii itselfaddi. 'that 
the charter should be caused "to be atafted by the 'foreign 
minister and by no one: else. ' 

56. Elliot. II, p, WI. 
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RAshlrakutas had seVeral feudatories 'and 'neighbours. 
Mahasandhivigr8haka or the cliief foreign minister must; there
fore. h!IVe had several ordinary Sandhivigrahakas under liim. 
,This i.,ference. suggested by the formation aT these two words. 
is confirmed by the Bhantlup plates of ChhittaraJa(Jeva 
from whioh we learn that as,ong ,the members 'of that kiiig·. 
ministry Sihapeya was the principal Sandhivigrahaka ' and 
S'rl-Kapardin was Karl)lI\aka-Sandhivig,ahaka or the 'foreign 
minister for'Kamatak. 'If the small feudatb..y'kingdom bfthe 
S'ilaharas required two foreign office officials both of the'siatus 
of a minister. the ministry of the big Rilsh\l'IikiJ\iI empire must 
have had at least about halC a dozen foreign ministers, bOOring 
titles like Gurjara-PratihMa-mahasandhivigmhaka. (Gau~a
mahllsandhivigmhaka. Pallava'mMasandhivigmhaka' ete. ''TIie 
post of the foreign minister was an important one; . tHe well. 
being and prosperity of the king<lorri depended opo." his "kill 
and ability. [t i9. therefore. natural that he should hII'Ve 'oFfen 
enjoyed 'the dignity and status of 'a Sarrianta erltitlei:! rei the 
Pancharnaha;"bdas under the Rashlrakula administratio~ m> 
As he had to draft foreign despatches. he' WlIsexpeCted' to be 
skilful in penmanship, <S" 

A third member' of the ministry figuring in Rash\rakiJIA 
records is the chief justice who is mentioned In the Sanjan 
plates 6f Amoghavarsha 1 as the drafter'of'the grant: 'The 
chief, justice is mentioned as a mernber of 'the mnistry' in 
almost all the works <5n administration and he Was the ' final 
appellate authority for cases coming 'from the; lower "c'6iii'ts. 
except when the king decided them bimself. " ; 

Since many of the ministers and governors wererru"litaioy 
leaders. it is obvious that the commander·in.cbief 'rnust "have 
been a member. and an important one. of the rruilistry. 
NiliaIlTIII,amr/a'09' no doubt lays 'down that commander. of 
the aflny should n'ot be members' of the ·councH-. but S' ukra 

57. E. I .. X. p.89. 58; Nili.akyiim~la. XXXII. 2. 
59, Chapter X. 101-102. 
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includes the commander·in·chief in tho ministry and the 
Deccan administrations are seen to be following the view of 
S' ukra: rather than that of 'the Deccanese Somadeva.. Tho 
war·minister i. called Sachiva by S'ukra, '60> Kampana by 
KalhBl)a'61> and Mahiipracha(lqa.Ja(lqaniiyaka by a YMava 
record. The Gahadwala records use the prosaic title of 
Seniipati. It is extremely probable that in tho Riishtraklita 
ministry there may have been several war·ministers like the 
foreign ministers. The empire was a large one and constantly 
engaged in warfare with its neighbours; hence this inference 
seems to be most natural and almost certain. The status of 
generals and war-ministers was very high. Kalidiisa, the 
commander·in·chief of the forces of Jagadekamalla. was also 
his premier as already shown. The Kalas inscription of 
Govinda IV'6" informs us that generals were supplied with 
palatial buildings. were Permitted to use elephants for riding, 
were invested with brilliant robes. and cunningly worked staffs. 
which were the insignia of their office. and were authorised to 
use a multitude of curiously made parasols. They had. like 
the Mahiisamantas. the great musical instruments of their own 
oFFice. These privileges are no doubt mentioned in connec· 
tion with generals. But we have seen already that even civil 
ministers were generals and. therefore. the war·minister could 
hardly have been a civilian; hence he must have enjoyed 
similar. if not higher. honours and privileges. Similar previ· 
leges were continued under the later Chalukyas. one of whose 
generals. Kalidiisa. was the supreme chief of great feudatories 
and entitled to the Paiichamah&labdas. "" Examples are 
not unknown of grateful monarchs commemorating the 
';'emory of their successFul generals by granting them villages 
rena,med after them. ,64> When it is remembered that during 
our period the successful general of to·day had every chance of 
,;ecoming a king or even an emperor to-morrow, the privileges 
.. 60. II. 90. 61. VII. 365. 62. E. I .. XIII. p. S34. 

63. I. A .• VI. p. IS9. 64. 'I. A .. VIII. pp.279_80. 
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associated with the office of a general or war-minister need 
not cause any surprise. t) 

~/a, who was since early times an important 
member of the ministry, <os> seems \0 have ceased" \0 belong to 
that body in the period we are studying. In the S'ilahara 
records he is differentiated from Man/riM and Amiil;'la., "'> 
and in the Ni/ioak;'llJmr/a "" and Gahadwala records from the
man/rin •. (18' We do not possess any evidence"ab"ut the Rash\r8-
kUla administration, but it is not improbable that here .too he 
may have been an officer of the royal household rather than 
a member of the ministry. The place of the Purohita was 
taken irl our period by an officer whose business it was to 
excercise general superintendence over religion and morality; 
Pa1JQita, the minister of morality and religion in the S'ukranili, 
seems to embody the tradition of the Dhammamahama/;'Ialf 
of Asoka, Samana.maham'1/a. of the Andhras <6" and the 
Vina;'la./hiti./hap~ka. (70' of the Gupta.. The tradition was 
continued in the north by the Chedi., one of whose records" 
mentions Dharmapradhana in addition to Mahapurohita. <71> 

The office existed under the early Rilshtraku\B ruler Nanna
raja in 708 A.D., <7" and the officer bore the significant title of" 
DharmlUikus' a. It is not unlikely that the descendants of 
NannarBja may have continued the office when "they rose to 
the imperial position in the Deccan. One may be reasonably" 
certain that at least under kings like Amoghavarsha I and' 
Amoghavarsha lIT, who were more "interested in matters. 

65. Cf. Gauta .. a. II. 2. 12. 17. Budhlyona Dharma-Sa ... , 1.10.7. 
Artba.'I.t .. I Chap . .I~; Klmandab IV. 32. S'ukra 111,78. 

66. Bh.dup plat ••• I. ,. .• V" p. 277. 67. Xl.7. 
68. E. I .. XI. p. 24. 69. Na.il< In.criptio ••• E. I .. VIII. p. 91_ 
70. A acat of this officer was discovered at V.isati by Bloch; A. s.. 

R •• 1903-4. p. 109. 
71_ Kumbbi plat •• of Vijaya.imha, J. A. S. B. XXJCI. p. 116. 
72, MulLai plat ••• I, A" XVUI. p, 230, 
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l,piritlfal! thantempotal; the office must have \Jeen revived. 
if it IlI.d been allowed to lapse under their 'predeC'essots. " 

.1 Amat,ya or the Revenue Member figures in a' record of 
!heYiclavas of Chandor, belongidgto the 11th tentury. <13' 

It is'ob'O\ous'that a similar portfolio must have existed IInder 
the Rish\r;tkii!as as,' well •. •· The 'flmctions of this ;mlnister 
must have been similar, to . those 'described •. by ·writers. like 
S' ukra (II 103-5) apd Somadeva (XVIII). ,In the' Malkhed 
administration. he ·must have· had .. 'Very big staff -and 
secretariat .. \ll)der him:for. as.will be shoWh in the next chopter. 
!he central administration of the Rash\rakiitas had hardly left 
/UIY revenue powers iI! the hands of ,the provincial governors 
and the district Qfficers. .InGlfr grants we "no <loubt Eind 
the ,king ~aking, the grapts, apd the fOreign minister· usually 
drafti\lg them,; butthe offiCer who must have ·been princi· 
pally:consulted bY'the king '; mugt obviously have been the 
Revenue Member"or AmiityQ. whos" oCfiee used fa keep the 
necessary redords-corutecled with land tenures and ownership. 
The ·inspector.General ,of Records must ,have bEll!n working 
under the supervisiOn and coMrol of·the Revenue Minister. 
He is' not mentioned' in Ri.htrakiita 'records. but documents 
of cQll~emporary dynastie,s ref ... to,him.and mention' his dosig· 
n .. ti~n.sQlDetimes as 'M"h!ikshaptl!alika' ·and· sometimes 
"s $'iUanadhikarin:F rom the Mitaj pl"tes of Jagadekamalla (7·' 

!Ne leam that .this ofEi.,er had.a big defieal establishment under 
him;, when hjs M ahak.hapa!alika intetviews Hal'Sha ·we find 
him accompanied by a number of KaraQi. or clerks. There is 
am-pleeVidenee to'show,that'revenue 'rlieot<ls were carefully 
preSeNt.! In'the Rasb\rakufaadministration.· 'One' instance 
may suffice. 'Dhruva I of tho' Gujar"t ,branch had alienated a 
village named T renna in favoul' of a Brahmans. . We find the 
graftt renewed by his grandson DhtU'Va II when he ascended 
the throne. When Gujrat branch came to an' end by' the 
.annexation of its dOnlinions 'by tbe-Malkhed houge. 'we find 

73. E. I. II, p.225. '74. "I."A.,' VIII. p. 11. 
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the desCendunt of the previous donees approaching 'indiola'Il[ 
to get hi. title confirmed by the new administration. (~ The 
history of 'this village makes it grapmcalIy 'aeat 'u,a't'"\he 
secrtitaiiate of the governments of our 'penod use'd to 'pre\i&-ve 
careful records bearing upon land·ownership. The ongltials 
of tho copper plates were preserved at the distric\ ·heac1-!J.uar
ters; the Bhadana plales of 'Apa',t.jiiii.'16> isstiee'! III 997 '.it:o .• 
expressly dedare Ihat 'lh .. original dratt oE 'the 'c6pper plli:tes 
iii questio~ 'was' preserved at Slhanaka d. 'tn"dem Thllila. 
which wa's the head· quarter ';f the 'divisioll: The liotlPer 
plate. were i:a'rJu\ly compl.',ed -With the original llraft 'When 
they were,imlcr~bedW the ~mith;ilie Su~iitplates' of f(i!.}ke.. 
which I am editing. state Jt lhe end mal the '~hi\!E bf "the 
imperial .ecretariate hail ce~tifiedtliat tHe conrent'9 01 'the 
plates. as they we~e eng~aved'on cOpper. wef~ tc'lti\~ical "With 
the original draft. From the Daulalpura plates of J3hoja (~'We 
learn that if 'the 'copper.plates' granted DY 'dte~rantor ~clre 
lo.t by the donee. go';"mment used to enquire Into hi. claims 
by a reference to its secret.8riate. 

Treasurer, who is styllcid a. Samiihdrlii by Kau!8Jya \nd 
Suniarifra by S' ukra. wasari6iher member' of 'thci Jn1~i~try. 
'sa,;,grhitr who figures in tlie list of the Ra'tnins {,f 'the 
Vedic Period was discharging similar Functions. We do not 
find this minister mentioned in the records of the Rash!i-a\ii!a 
dynastY. 'but he figures in S·ilr.hara recOrd.bearmil: 't'he 'title 
oE Bh~Q4iigl1rika. A Jarge part of government' reveriue~ in 
01.'1' period was collected in kind ancl so this title given 'to 'fhe 
minister in charge .iE the treasury i. significBnt.I'n Imt4 'A:i> .• 
S'ilaharBking AnBntad .. "a had a small ministrY of . 6ri~3. 
~nd yet Bh;lI)q&garika was included in it. This woulcl dhow 
that the office was regarcled as very important; Mahabh~mta. 
(S'intiparvan 130. 3S). Kamandaka(XXI. 33), NUivakamrta 
(XXI. 5) etc. declare that the "treasury Wa. the very'rciot c5f'fhe 
state alld must be pralle,ly looked after. The treasurer fIgUres 

75. E, I .. IX, p. 24. 76. E. I •• III. p.271. 77. E. I .• V. 'p. 2011. 
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invariably in the Gahadwala copper plates and his omission in 
our records must be due to the fact that the RashtrakU\B 
secretariate was not following the practice of mentioning all 
the ministers and their different portfolios in the copper plate 
charters. 

:...EratiniJhi is the only minister mentioned by Sukra 
whom we miss in our epigraphical records. His function was
to act for the king and S' ukra gives him a status inferior only 
to that of the heir.apparent • ..,,, His absence in our records. 

. may be due to the fact that kings of our period were accus· 
tomed to attend to the administration either themselves or 
through their heir.apparents, but not through a PratiniJhi. 
Palitana plates of S'iladitya, dated 574 A.D. '79' mention an 
officer called Rajasthliniya, immediately after Rajaputra and 
before Amatya; he may, therefore, be possibly occupying the 
position of the Pratinidhi' of S' ukra. The Antroli-Chharoli 
plates of Ra.htrakiita Karkka. (lIb' however, use the tenn 
Rlijasthliniya to denote royal officers of a very low grade. It 
would, therefore, appear that Pratinidhi or R;,jasthanlya w .... 
not a usual member of the ministry in our period. It may be 
pointed out that among the writers on political science only 
S'!-lb includes him in the ministry. 

Our records supply us with very little information about 
the manner in which the daily business of administration was 
carried on at the capital. The secretariate at Malkhed must 
have been a big one ; it must have been divided into several 
branches, each supervised over by its chief. S' ukra lays down 
that each minister was to be assisted by two secretaries, "" 
but in big empires like those of the Guptas, the Ra.htrakulBS 
and the Gwjara-Pratiharas, the actual number of secretaries 
must have been obviously greater. The same writer lays down 
that ministerial orders were to be opproved by the king before 
they were issued; 'a" this practice, too, we may well presume 

78. II. 71. 79. E. I. XI, p. liS. SO. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XVI, p. lOS. 
SI.· II, 109-10, S2. II. 363-9. 
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was followed in our period. especially since towards the end 
-of the Surat plates of Karkka. we find the king ","pressly 
stating that he had perused the document. Some of the Chola 
TCCOI'ds show that-royal orders. when drafted by the secreta
·riate. were countarsigned by the Chief Secretary; <I," in our' 
·documents. however. we come across the royal sign-manual • 
. and the names of the composer of the grant and tha person 
who conveyed it to the grantee. Ministers and SeCl'tl
tanes are conspicuous by their absence. It is. ho,¥ever 
probable that daily routine orders may have been issued by the 
ministers with the counter-signature of the king or the heir
.apparent. 

CHAPTER IX 
Provincial •. District. Diyisional and Town Government 

. As shown already in Chapter VII. the Rash1raku\a,' 
«npire was divided into several provinces or riishtras which 
were approximately of the same size as the modem division 
consisting of about 5 or 6 districts. The number of the 
rashtras included in the empire is not \mown. but to judge 
from its extent. it could not have been less than about 20 or 25_ 
Some of the govemors of these provinces were royal princes. as 
we have seen already; '" others were appointed in recognition 
of their distinguished military services as shown. for instanc~. 
by the appoinlment of Bankeya to the viceroyalty of 
Banavasi 12.000 Wlder Amoghavarsha I. The provincial 
governors had their own courts ~t their capitals which were 
replicas of the imperial court on a smaller scale. They were\ 
usually of the status of the M aha.amanta or the M ahamal}4ale
.. "ara and often bore the title of king (Raja in Sanskrit or Ra.a 
in Cann ... se). Thus the governor of Banavasi Wlder Dhruva 
was called M .... akka-rasa and the one under Govinda III. 

83. S. I. I. III. N ••• lSI. 205. 
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Riijaditya.r8ja.par~me';vara. ch Bonkeya and his de.cendant., 
wb.o. ,,(ere ruling !pe same province from about 850 A.D., were 
here~itai;)~' AI ab.~81imanlas. It will be soon shown that the 
fel!d!'t~ry .~tus 'Y!'S enjoyed even b.r lower officers like 
''is''4.lapali~.. . The reason why. these district and provincial 
governor!'. "'~ allowed to use the fe1.ldatory titles seems to 
be \hat ~()me"of them were the descendants of the local 1 
k~ whl> were on9" independent, but were s'ubsequently\ 
con'luered by the imperial power, and continued in the 
government of th.eir patrimony liS its own orficers or governor. 
1'hi§ practice, recommened by Manu. m was followed' in 
practice on many occasions in Ancient India. 

I" the Rash\rakiila administration the provincial governors. 
had considerable powers over their subordinate.. Some idea 
of this control may' be had· by 'a few concrete cases. In 
91~ A.P., when Mehasamanta Ka!avil\arasa was the governor 
of Banavasi, a 'Subordinate of hi •• who was the Ma';'latdar or
Tahsildar (Na!gavuQ~a) of Giduvalge 10, became disaffected 
and was about to escape to the neighbouring kingdom of 
Gailgawadi. While attempting to do so, he was arrested in 
Kumbise 'district by the orders of the governor. ,~> When 
Chiti-avahana: the Commissioner. of Alurakheda 6,000. l.ecame 
insubor<Iinate in c. 191 A. D., the governor of Banavas' bad to 
lead an attack 8gainst him. <$>,. These ,instances would. mak .. ) 
it cl .. or that the provincial governor. liad large military. forces 
under them, which were used in times of peace for controlling 
local officers and feudatories and for preserving internal peace 
and' order. In time. oE war with the neighbouri!lg kingdoms 
these forc;" were requisitioned by the imperial government to 
fight its own battles; this i. made clear by the Konnur inscriPtio", 
of Amoghavar.ha'.I,(6) where we fmd the Banavasi gOVl'rnor 
now f,ig~ti~g with ihe Ga?l!as. then running up to the ClIPital 

2. E. C .. ;<J:1lI. ~orah No •. 40 aDd 22. 3. VII, 202. 
4. E. C., VlII. Sarah No. 88. S. Jbid. Nos. 10 and 22. 
6. E. I., VI. p.,,29.. 
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to quell an insurrection ther" with his own hahalions. and then 
again joining the imperial arll)y i9 its expedition against tho; 
Pallavas., The same record represents Bankeya as coming at 
the head o£ the hcr',ditary (Maula) forces; , this; would, .how 
that military servi~ w!" a,n~rmal feature of tile dutieS' of th. 
provinci"l governors and that they used to maintain heredital')l 
troops ,which were probably Iflaintained."s will be sho';;" i" 
Chapter XII. by the,assigl)ment of ' entire villages to them. 

Provincial goVel'll9rJ were also at the head of the ~venu. 
admini*at~n~ Th;. would be, clear kmthe fact that the) 
are invaril\hly mentioned a nong the om;"'rs requested n'ot to 
interfere ~th ,the p ... cef..d enioyp1ent of the rent-free land. 
and villages granted by the emperors. Revenue settlement 
of the villages and fields in their iurisdiction was carried out b~ 
these officers in conjunction with"the Jocal. bodies; one such 
fresh setllement nece";itated', ·in 941 A,I). by the drying up 01 

an old can.' is referred; ,t~ in an' inscription :hai!ing, from, the 
province of Banavas,.(7) , .': " I ' 

The Riish!rapalj.af the Rruhlrakuta 'administration were 
occupying approximately the position of the Raiiukas of Asoka; 
but they did: not 'enjoy ,'th~' "rifle a~ionQmy;,' the 'central 
government at Malkhed exerCIsed a' much greate. control 
over 'them. Though of~~' enj!'y,ing' thrS!"tus . of M~hi
maI)4al~vara~ or Mahisl~ntidhipatis. they bad no' power 
of making grants of- yillages; even 'Bankeya. the, favourite 
governor of Banavasi' 'under' Am~ghavar,iha i,' bad', to seek 
imperial permission in order to alieliate a Vilfuge in 'favow: 01 
a Jain temple. "'. In the Nidguncli ins¢jip~on oC AlI)ogha, 
varsha I '" 'we no doubt find' Bankeya:'" giving 6 maitarS of 
cultivable land to a templo- of Mahicleva at the request of h~ 
son; but it i. not cle8f wh,eth~ ~~~ 1~1\d. ~jIll\e<l, v.:"l' ,sovern-. 
ment properly or part of IhI' p~ivat<! ,19nped., eSl;jte ¢ ~,!' 
governor. Very p,,?bably, the la~l'r IJl'IY .llllvl' i>een the case; 

7. E. C" '1(11). SorabNo, 83. 
8. Konour 'DscriplioD. E. I .. VI .. ~~ 29.. 5l~. E, I .. , VII, p. 214. 
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if so. the statement of VijOine'vara at y"jiiavalkya.smrti. I. 318. 
that land could be given in charity only by a king and not by a 
subordinate officer seems to have been based on contemporary 
practice in the Deccan. The Hatti·Mattur inscription from 
Dharwar District"o, belonging to the reign of Indra III doe. 
not really go against this conclusion; for it says that Lel)qeya. 
rasa. the officer over PUngeri 300 caused to b. allotted the 
village of Vattavur. The construction of the sentence become. 
explicable only on the assumption. that Lel)~eya did not 
himself make the grant, but only procured the imperial 
sanction for the alienation of the village in favour of the temple. 

The patronage under the control of the Rashlrapatis does 
not seem to have been ext"'lsive. In the Imperial Gupta 
administration. the uparikas or provincial viceroys could appoint 
lIiahayapatis or district officers anel nagarapati. or town 
prefects in the territory under their jurisdiction. (In Under the\ 
Rashlrakil!a administration. however. the posts of Vishayapati. 
and even bhogapatis or T ahsildars were filled by the emperor 
rumself. From the Nilgund inscription ,,2) it is evident that 
ihe govemor of Bel vola 300 was appointed by the emperor 
Amoghavarsha I himself. Only petty offices like those of the 
supervisors 'over very small units. consisting of 10 or 12 villages. 
seem to have been filled by the Rash!rapatis. since we find 
these appointments very often going to their own relatives. (lH' 

As observed already, the Riish!rapati. seem to have been 
<aSSisted in their administrative work by a council of Ra.htra. 
mahat/aras. The probable nature and powers of this co~cil 
Rave been already discussed in an earlier chapter. "" 

Vishayapatia 

District officers were a replica on a smaller scale of the 
Rii.h!rapati •• We have seen just now how even small Tahsil 
or Taluka officers had to be suppressed by military force 

10. I. A •• XII. p.225. 11. E. I.. XV; p. 130. 12. E. I .. VII. p. 214. 
13.· 5""B. I •• VI. p. 102. aDd VII. p. 214. . 14 • .Ante pp. 159-60. 
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when grown insubordinate; it is. therefore. clear that all the 
officers like the district. subdivisional and Taluka officers had 
some military forces under their command. Some of the 
district officers or Vi.nayapatis enjoyed the feudatory status 
like the provincial governors; thus Kundama·";'ja. the governor 
of Kuntala vishaya in 1019' A.D •• was a maniimaTJqalesoara 
entitled to the PaiichamalWabdas. (") Whether all the district 
officers enjoyed this status is doubtful. 

Vishayapatis exercised considerable revenue p()wers.1 
since they are invariably mentioned in the copper plates 
among the officers requested not to disturb the possession of 
the donees of the lands or villages granted. They must have 
been obviously responsible to the provincial governors or 
to the central government for the revenue of their districts. 
Remission of taxes by subordinate officers required their 
sanction in order to be operative, (~8) but it is not clear whether 
they had n()t themselves to refer the matter to their superiors 
before passing their own orders on the point. In the Gupta 
administration the Vishayapatis had the power to sell the 
waste lands situated within their own jurisdiction on behalf 
of the central gove~ment; it is not known whether the 
Riish\rakii\as had· permitted them similar powers. The 
administration was highly centralised. and it would be no 
wonder if we discover a record proving that no such powent 
were delegated to liiem •• 

Vishayapatis were associated with a council of Visnaya. 
manallaras in their administrative work. This body consisted 
of the notables of the district and its probable nature and 
pc>wers have been already discussed on an earlier occasion. <17> 

Sub·divisional and Taluka Officer. 

Districts or Vishayas were divided into several sub·· 
divisions known as ~ comprising of about 100 to SOD 

15. I. A .• V. p. 17. 16. KUDibalimalli iDICription. E. I •• XVI, p. 28D. 
17. ..tnt •• ~p. 159-60. 

U~ t\ 
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villages. "S> The officers over these divisions, which roughly 
"""responded sometimes to modern sub·divisions of the district, 
and sometimes to the Talukas, w'ere known as Bhotiikas 
or Bhogapatis. These officers did not usually possess the 
feudatory status but were generally commoners; Devanayya, 
for instance, who was admini~tering Belvola 300 and was 
a favourite of Amoghavarsha J, was only a commoner. We 
sometimes find even these officers possessing feudatory 
titles, ,,1) but these cases are exceptional and rare. The.e 
officer. were appointed directly by the central government as 
shown already. 

Bhuktis were subdivided into smaller circle. comprising 
of about 10 to 30 villages. Officers over these seem to have 
been appointed, as shown above, by the provincial or district 
officers. V cry often even these petty posts went to military 
captains; we find the Ganga ruler Biituga II appointing 
MaI)alera to the post of the supervisor over Atkur 12 as a 
reward for his conspicuous bravery in the Chola war. <20> 

Imperial officers appointed over the subdivisions and 
T alukas administered their areas with the help of hereditaryl 
revenue officers. These officers were known as NfiqgfiOuTJQas 
in Karnatak and Des a-grama.kil!as in Maharashtra. A country 
headman or N .. ggavuI)qa of Belvola 300 is mentioned in 
a record hatling from that division."" and the record in ques· 
tion makes it clear that this offiaer was different from the 
governor of Belvola 300 appointed by the central government. 
The Managoli inscription of 1161 A.D. enumerates among the 
officers assembled on the occasion 'the 16 of the 8 districts.' 
This expression' 16 of the 8 districts' can be best understood 

. on the hypothesis that each of these 8 districts was in charge 
of two officers, one hereditary and the other appointed by 
the central government. Purigeri 300 and Belvola 300 each 

18. Ani. p. 136. 19. 1. A., XII, p. 225. 20. E. I., VI. p. 56. 
21. E. I., XIV, p.366. 
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possessed a headman who was different from Marasirnha, who 
was the orficer appoiated by the central government over 
those divisions. (In The Kumonelihalli inscription of KlShQa II 
mentions AIaditya Gova and Kalpata as the officers holding 
the country shtievalty of Anniga 100;(23) appointment of ioint 
Mamlatdars by the central government over a Taluka of 
about 100 villages is hardly an intelligent administrative pro
cedure; probably one of the two officers, therefore, was the 
nominee of the central government and the other the hereditary 
NisqgavuQ~a or the country headman of the division_ In 
874 A.D., when Bankeya was the governor over Banavasi 12,000, 
his son Kundatte was the officer over the Nilgundige group of 
12 villages. When Bankeya proceeded to make a grant of five 
mallar, of land at his son's request to a local temple, the 
record informs us that he summoned his son Kundatte and 
RaPs. uo It is almost certain that this Rapa was the here
ditary headman of Nilgundige 12 in co-operation with whom 
Kundatte, the nominee of the central govemment, was 
administering the group of villages under his charge_ Only on 
this assumption we can explain as to why he was summoned 
along with Kundaue. A J.,'a-gramakjj!a-k,hetra or the r~nt
free field of the district headman is twice mentioned in a 
spurious Ganga record from Lakshmeshvar; this would show tha( 
there existed headmen of districts who were partly remune
rated by hereditary rent-free lands, as is still the case with 
the Deshpandes and Sardeshpandes of Maharashtra. T uppad 
Kurahatti inscription of KrshQa III "5) mentions a tax which 
the cultivators had to pay in addition to the normal govern
ment demand for the remuneration of the country gBVUQda5,
a tax which was as high as the king's tax,' probably b"";'use 
the latter was low owing to the field being temple 
property. This record 100 supplies clear evi~ence proving the 

22. J. A., XII, pp. 27 ff. 

24. E. I., VII, pp. 202 If. 

23. E. I., XVI, p. 280. 

2S. E. I., XIV, p. 366. 
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existence of country headmen similar to village headmen. 
Like the Oeshpandes of the Maratha period. these posts were 
hereditary; an inscription from Shikarpur informs us that 
when the ·Nalg8vuQ~a of Nagarkhande died while fighting 
for Kalavi\la-rasa. the governor of Banavasi. hi. wife 
succeed~d to the office which she ably man"aged for 7 years. 
Then when she decided to perform the sallekhana vow and 
die. she sent for her daughter and nominated her to her 
office. (26) This case would make it clear that the post of the 
()()untry headman was. like that of the village headman. a 
non-official and heredilary one. He being a man of' the 
people must have served the purpose of popularising the 
administration to some extent. . We do not know whether 
there eXisted popular bodies of mahattara. to co-operate with 
the divisional and subdivi.ional officers. But since there 
certainly existed. as will be shown in the next chapter. such 
bodies in villages there is nothing improbable ill the existence 
of corresponding bodies for these administrative units. 
It is. however. doubtful wheher they were more' formal and 
-definite v>an the council;'of the vi.ha;ya- andriish{ramahattaras • 

. ' . The subdivisional and T aluka officers were under the 
{)(lntrelof the Vishayapatis and the Rashtrapatis; we have 
:already seen how the Nil!gavuQc!a of Jiduvalge 70 was imme
.aiately arrested by the governor of Banavasi when he was 
'suspected of sedition and. disaffection. This incident will 
·give some idea of the rigoreus control exercised over these 
officers by their superiors. They had no powers to alienate 
any revenues on their own account; the Kyasnur inscription of 
KrsIul': 'ni (27) refers to the remission taxation given to a field 

-of two ;;'attars by the officer over the Edevola division for the 
purpose of tho local tank; it would appear that these officers 
.had the power qf assigning some revenues for public purposes. 
1t is. however. not. unlikely that even for such remissions the 

26. E. C •• Vll. No. 219. 27. E. I •• XVI. p. 281. 
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pre"ious sanction of the higher authorities may have been 
necessary; otherwise. the meticulous way in which the above 
inscription state. that at the time of the grant Maharaja 
Kannara was the .upr~me lord. Maharaj~ Ka!avitta was the 
governor of Banavasi. and the donee was the gavul)qa over· 
the Edevolal division will have hardly any significance, The 
Sirur inscription of Amoghavarsha I"" states thal Deval)ayya. 
the governor over Belvola 300. had remitted a taX on ghee 
levied at the locality for his own .piritual benefit on the 
occasion of an eclipse. This record does not invalidate the view 
a b<7Ve advanced. that these officers had no power. to alienate 
the public revenues under their own authority. Taxes in kind 
on rood-stuffs. veg,tables etc, formed part of the pay of the local 
officer. in our period. and thi~ custom persisted in the Deccan 
down to the British rule. ".> It is. therefore. almost certain 
that the tax on ghee remitted by Deval)ayya in favour of the 
temple formed part of his salary and. therefore. he could 
dispose it off in any way he liked. The question as" to how 
the officer could as.ign a part of the salary of his post and 
thus reduce the emoluments of his successor i. also not diffi
cult to an.wer; the numerous resumption. even of land-grant .. 
sliow that the grants. even when made in favour of Brahman .. 
and temples. were often revoked; the successor of Deval)ayya 
had. therefore. the p!'wer either to continue or revoke the grant 
made by his predeces.or according· to his own inclinations, 

Town Administration 

In the Ril.htrakii\8 period the cities and towns were in 
charge of prefects who were designated as purapali. or nagara
pali.. These officers are rarely referred to in the Rashtrakiila 
copper plate grants. but they are almost invariably mentioned 
in the grants of the Silaharas. who were the Konkan feuda-

28, I, A,. XII. p, 21B. 

29. Altekar, VWage Communitie, in W"tsrn ['Idia. pp. 10-11. 
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tories of the imperial power. 180> Military captains were often 
appointed to the posts; thus Rudrapayya, who was the pre· 
fect of Saravatura or modem Soretur in Kamatak. was one of 
the body·guards of the emperor Krshl)a III. (8" Mahadeva 
and Piimladeva, the joint prefects of Badami under Jagadeka. 
malla in 1140. were both of them Dal)9aniiyakas or military 
officers. Sometimes leamed men also were appointed to 
these posts; the 12 officers in charge of Teridal in S. M. C. 
are described in 1123 A.I>. as promoting the everlasting six 
systems of philosophy. Un One expects active interest in art 
or philosophy from men of letters rather than from military 
generals. Kuppeya, a govemor of Soratur - under Amogha. 
varsha I. was a Mahiisiimanta; it would, therefore. appear that 
some of these town prefects enjoyed the dign:ty and status of 
feudatories, as was the Case with some of theRiishtrapatis and 
Vishayapatis. 

The city affairs were managed by the prefects with the 
help of non-official committees. Such committees were fairly 
common during the period of Ancient Indian History; they 
are referred to by Megasthenes and KaU\8lya. they existed' 
at Nasik under the Siitaviihanas. (83) in PUI)<Jravardhana divi. 
sion and Kathiawar under the Imperial Guptas. "" and at 
Biihul<><!a, Prabhiisa and Al)ahilapa\\8l)a under- the Gujerat 
Chiilukyas. .. " Coming to our own period and province we 
find that the administration of GUQapura in Konkan was 
vested in 997 A.D. in a prefect assisted by a committee of two 
bankers Ambus'reshthin and Vappaiyas'resh!hin, a merchant 
called Chelappaiyu. a Brahmana named Govaneya and some. 

30. S •• Bhad .... plat .. of Apar§jit.d.va. 997 A.D., E, I.. III. p. 273. 
Bhandup plat .. of Chittarlja. 1018 A.Doo I. A •• V, p. 278. 

31. I. A .. XII. p. 258. 32. I. A .. XV. p. IS. 
33. N .. ik Inscription No. 12; E. I .. VIII, p, 82, 
34. Damodarpur plat •• , E. I .. XV. p. 150; C. I. 1.,·111. DO. 14. 
3S. Altekar. TOWill and Cities ill Ancient Gu.jaraf and KathiGwar, 

p.54. 
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others. '3(,' The cify of Aihole also had its own corporation 
under Krshll8 II. the constitution of which. however. is not 
described in the record. No clue is available to indicate 
the way in which the ... town committees were formed; 
there is no express reference to any election of these members. 
The statement 

~9II'~<rI 
which occurs in the Silahara records above referred to. pro· 
bably.refers to the three upper castes. rather than to three 
different constituencies. Apparently five wards of the ""own 
of Mulgund and their representatives. the Mahajanas. are 
mentioned in the Mulgund inscription of P"anchaladeva. dated 
97S A.D. (I." This may suggest the inference that cities were 
divided into several wards for the purpose of representation 
on the city council: the inscription in question is, however. 
fragmentary and this conclusion is not, therefore, quite certain. 
The divisions into wards for the purpose of representation was 
known in Tamil land. as is clear from the famous Uttara. 
mallura inscriptions. 'BB' and there is nothing impossible in a 
similar arrangement being in vogue in our province as well. 
There must obviously have been some kind of election or 
selection for constituting the town committees. since the ... 
members were non·officials and were usually not more. than 
half a dozen or so. But the precise method adopted in the 
Deccan of our period cannot be determined at present for 
want of evidence. 

Our record. do not supply us with the information as to 
whom the town prefects were responsible for the administra. 
tion. They rosy have be"" possibly under the control of the 
Rashtrapati. in whose jurisdiction their towns were situated. or 
perhaps to a special minister or officer at the capitaL Our 
records hardly supply any information about the methods 

36. E. I •• III. p. 260. 37. E. I.. VI. p. 260. 
38. A. S. R •• 1904-S p. 140. 
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whereby the local, district, and provincial governments were 
supervised and controlled by the Central Government, The 
control and supervision were, as shown already, fairly rigorous 
and it may have been exercised partly th~ough the regular 
official hierarchy, partly through periodical tours,-a principle 
recommended by Manu (40) and S' ukra <,tl and practised by 
Asoka and Harsha,-and partly through direct orders from 
imperial secretariate carried by special me~sengers. who were 
known as Vallabh!ijiili.aiichliri~al] 'carriers of royal orders', 
The precise nature of the postal arrangements made by" the 
state in our period is nat definitely known, but it i. obvious 
that postal runners and mounted couriers must have been used 
for the purpose with relays at convenient intervals, Such 
errangements were witnessed by Ibn Bamta in the first half 
of the 14th century"" and it is very likely that Mahomedan 
administration ma~ have borrowed the system from its Hindu 
predecessors, 

Selection of Officers 

It would be necessary to say a few words here about the 
selection. of officers to the various posts mentio!,ed above. 
The selection was governed partly by military, partly by 
hereditary, and partly by educational considerations, We have 
already seen how many of the ministers, and provincial, 
district, and town governors were military officers. V cry 
probably they must have owed their appointments to 
distin!!uished service on the battlefield. In many cases offices 
were transmitted from the father to the son. The viceroyalty 
of Banavasi 12,000 had continued for three generation. at least 
in the family of Bankeya, who had won it by his military 
achievements. When Kal)l)apa, who had won the governor· 
ship of Purigeri 300 and Belvola 300 by his bravery on the 
battlefield died, hi. younger brother Sobhal)a .tepped into his 

40, . Vll. 124. 41. : I. 374-5. 42. Gib., Ibll Balula. p. 183. 
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place. ,." Kautalya, Manu and Sukra recommend this prin
ciple of preference for heredity ana the recommendation was 
acted upon in the Gupta period as well, at least in some cases, 
a9 clearly appears f~om the Allahabad pillar inscription of 
Samudragapta"" and Karmadanda inscription of Kumara
gupta I. "" From Al Masudi we leam that high offices in our 
period were often hereditary in India, ,,6> and the submissiVe 
Brahmanas, who were appointed to lower administrative posts 
by Kasim in Sindh after its annexation, were assured by him 
that their appointments would be continued hereditarily. "., 
The Riijatarangi~l also affords numerous examples of 
offices being transmitted hereditarily. (tl' This principle 
was thus widely prevalent in our period and the Banavasi 
governorship was no solitary example. The Surat plates Dr 
Karka, which I am editing, show that the father of Niriyalja, 
the chier Foreign Minister of thot ruler, was also occupying 
the post to which his son was later appointed. <t., There may 
have been many more cases of this nature in the adminis
tration. 

The minister Nilisyalja of Krshlja III, who is described 
as a prominent poet, a skilful speaker. and a great 
expert in the science of polity, 'so' did not belong to a family 
of hereditary ministers, as was the case with his namesake 
just mentioned; he was very probably selected fer his educa
tional qualifications. I-tsing, who had yisiled India just 
before our period, has recorded how distinguished scholars 
used to be appointed by the Valabhi administration to res
ponsible posts, un and the same practice must have' been 
rairly prevalent throughout India for obvious reasons. 

Many appointments mus.t have also gone to royal favou-
rites, who possessed no other qualification than that of being 

43. E. I .. IV. p. 20. 44. C. I. I.. III, p. 1. 45. E. I .• X. p.70. 
46. Elliot, I, p. 20. 47. Ibid p. 103. 48. Cf. VlII. 2473. 3322 .... 
49. SCiDI publi.hed iD E.I .. XXI. SO. E. I. IV, p. 60. 51. p. 181. 
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in the good books of the ruling king. This need ';ot cause any 
surprise. for such scandalous appointments are by no means 
rare even in the present age. No concrete cases of unworthy 
favourites being raised to high offices are' known from our 
records. but in contemporary Kashmir. many court·flatterers 
were often appointed to responsible posts by some of its 
worthless rulers. '$2' and it is not unlikely that the phenomenon 
may have been repeated in the reigns of some of the dissolute 
monarchs of the Rashlrakiila line like Govinda H. Govinda IV 
and Karim H. Two of the generals of the last king are com· 
pared to the feet of Kali in a Chalukya record. <.s" 

The average officer of our period was highly attached to 
",the throne; many cases are recorded in the Kashmir chronicle 
of loyal and devoted officers burning themselves on the 
funeral pyres of their dead masters. 'U' The custom seems to 
have been fairly common in our period. for Abu Zaid also 
refers to it. '55' This writer informs us that at the time of the 
coronation of a king his deeply attached followers used to 
take voluntarily a portion of the rice prepared for the 

" king on the occasion. All such persons were obliged to bum 
themselves when the king was dead or slain. The custom 
existed in Malbar during the '13th centuIy. for it is referred to 
by Marco Polo also. 'SOl Epigraphical evidence of our period 
shows that Abu Zaid' s account is no cock and bull story. 
Honale No. 47<5'1' informs us that when Taila II died. Bop. 
pana made good his vow. entered fire and went to heaven, 
We do not know from the record the occasion of this vow. but 

" it 'is quite possible that it may have been the king's coronation. 
Two oilier records. Arkalgad Nos. 5 and" 21. refer to two 
officers of the Ganga ruler. Nitirnarga. wh~ burnt themselves 
to death when their master died. From one of these records. 

52. See Rajalara~gini VII, 580. VIII. 183, .'.j 
53, E. I., XII. p. 152 Kau,h.';' pia ..... 
54. V.206-1. VII. 481. 1488. 1490," VIII. 1441., •• 
55. Elliot, I, p. 8. 56. II. p.339. 51. E. C •• VII. 
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we learn that pensions were often provided for the bereaved 
Eamaie. of such loyal servants. 

Abu Ishtak AI Ishtaklui and Ibn Haukal state that the 
Rilshtrakii\ll ·admini.iration was very partial to the Muslims 
and that none but Muslims ruled over their coreligionists living 
in that empire. u" This statement, if not exaggerated, will 
only .how that the personal law of the Muslims was adminis
tered to them through their own Kazis. "" The administra
tion seems to have given them the same privileges, which 
were recommended to the guads, traders, foresters etc., by 
the .Smritis. <60> Muslim administrators nowhere figure in 
epigraphical records, and if t~ had I'e!'lIy existed, the Muslim 
chroniclers would not have been content to observe that none 

.but the Muslims ruled over the Muslims in the Rilsh\rakiita 
empi!,<,; they would have claimed that there were Muslim 
officers in the administration who were ruling over the non
Muslims as welL' The statements of these Muslim writers 
are also sometimes wild and unreliable; some of them like AI 
Idrisi gravely inform us that in the kingdom of Balhara, i. e. 
Gujrat 8f the 12th century A.D •• concubinage is permitted'with 
all persons except married women, including even daughters, 
sisters, and aunts if they are unmarried."l' 

Remuneration of officers was sometimes by rent·free lands 
and sometimes by salaries, paid partly in cash and partly. in 
kind. The principle of offering rent.free lands to state ser· 
vants is recommended by a number of writers, <." and we have 
seen already how the country headmen had their own service 

58. Emo •• I, p. 27 aad p:34. 
59. Such w •• the case in tbe ChiDeft: Port 01 Khanaf.in c. 8SOA.D., 

'whore. DumLer of Mu.lim trado~. bad lettled down £01' whom the Chinese 
government bad appointed a Kazi to look afte. their religious and judi. 
cial .n.in" See Bulaiman SfJudaoar. Hindi TraDSlatiOD. by Mahesh 
P .... d Sodbu. pp. 3s-6. 

60. Brh •• pa.i, 1,26, Cautama, XI, 23, Maau, VIII, $9. 
61. Ellio., I. 89. 62. Kau\alya, II, i, Maau VII. IUH'. 
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lands known as Des'a-gramakufa-kshetra. <IS) It will be 
shown in the next chapter that village headmen also were paid 
partly by rent-free lands. The statement made above. that 
part of the salaries was probably paid in kind need not cause 
any surprise: for. a large part of the royal revenues were re-
ceived in kind. as will be shown in chapter xr. and the staple 
com often formed the principal medium of exchange. In 
some of the Chola records '64' the prices of articles like pulses. 
camphor. ·plantains. ghee, sugar. etc.. are given not in money 
but in paddy. The salaries of the temple servants etc .• are stated 
usually in paddy. sometimes in paddy and cash. and rarely. in 
cash alone, A similar practice,may have probably prevailed 
in the Deccan under the Risshtralru\lls. 

CHAPTER X 
Village Administration 

Several problems connected with the origin and develop
ment of the main aspects and institutions of the village life 
and village government have been discussed by the present 
writer in his History of Jhe Village Commanities in Western 
India. (Oxford University Press. Bombay 1927.) A discus
sion of all these problems in detail is not strictly relevant for 
the present work. In this chapter the information about the 
village government of only our pariod will be discussed; 
the reader is referred to the above mentioned book for its 
previous history and subsequent evolution_ 

The Village Headman 
Every village in our period was usually under the charge 

of a village headman. whose office was a very ancient institu
tion both in the south and in the north. (1) Like th .. headman 
of the Taluka and the district. the village headman was also-

63. Ante p: 159_ 64. S_ '- I .. 11. 75. 129 &e. 
1. Altekar, Village Communities. pp. 1-2. 
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\ 
e hereditary officer. He wasi more a representative of th'; 
people than a servant of the cfntral government The truth 
of this observation will be realIsed from the case of a head. 
meninShi~pur Taluka who qtiedof broken heart, or perhaps 
committed suicide, in 999 A.r·, . on s~ing .the ruin of his 
own town. '" During our (,erlod thIS officer was known 
as a Gramakiila in Maharashtfa and Gavul)4a in Kamatak. 
Sometimes our records mention a Gramapati in addition to a 
Gramakiila; (8) it would seem: that Gramapati in such cases 
denotes the holder of a villag\, inum. Grumabhok!rs figuring 
in some of the S'ilahara recor&!' ,n seems to belong to the same 
category. In 974 A.D. the vill&1&e of Kadkeri in Kamatak had 
e village governor in additioP to a village headman; the 
former is described as a hero i1f1 battlefield and a touchstone 
of heroes. <s> Some of the vi,lages were, therefore, clearly 
assigned to military captains. i There are examples of some 
others being assigned to scholays, <61 and the number of those 
alienated in favour of leame~ Brahmanas was considerable. 
The holders of these villages eem to be referred to by the 
expressions 'Gramapatis' or' rimabhoktri .. ' The unalienated 
village, however, had usualllj no officer appointed by the 
central government • It used to get its business done through 
the agency of the village headjman. 

Normally each village hall one village headman; there 
are, however, several records Jf the Rellas of Saundatti and of 
tho later Chalukyas, which refer to several headmen of one 
and the same locality. Frolm the five RaIla records pf 
Saundatti published by Fleet

J
71 we learn that Sugandhavati, 

Eleravo, and Hasudj, had welve headmen each, while 
Hirayakummi had six. From record belonging to the reign of 

2. E. C •• VIII. Sor.b No. 234. \ , 
3. Salotai inscription of Krsbl)8 hI. Surat plates of Karim, eta .. 
4. E. g. Badana In.cription"E. I., Ill, p. 273. 
S. I. A •• XII. p. 271. \6. E. I •• IV. p. 64. 
7. J. B. B. R. A. S.: X. p. 283 If. 
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Vikrarnaditya VI we find tha~Teridal had twelve headmen. (8). 

This large number of headme • that we see in these localities. 
is rather unusual. ·It may b perhaps due to .the fact that 
some of these places were b g towns; it is also not unlikely 
that there may have been ;Evailing in these localities the 
custom of allowing the seni"'r representatives of the main 
branches of the original }headman's family to officiate 
simultaneously. Two h.J.dmen. representing the two 
main branches of the Originalttock. still function in several 
villages of the Deccan; this p inciple may have been:possibly 
given an extended applicati n in our period in some parts. 

of the Rashtrakiita Empire. I 
The headman hIlS been. ,since very early times. in charge 

of the defence of the villag~. '" In the Rashtrakii!B period 
the villages did not enjoy that amount of absolute peace. 
which they have under the j pre,ent administration. There 
were constant wars going 0". and every villager had then. 
unlike in the present time. the~rospect of winning the gene~ar s 
parasol. The population wa well trained in the use of arms; 
e~en the bangle sellers coul drive back armed forces and 
fight to the bitter end. <1.) T~le all.ro~d training in the use of 
arms, the presence of numeroius feudatories anxious to enlarge 
their dominions. and the annbition which the well·trained 
villagers must have had to sh~w off their valour naturally led 
to several skirmishes betwee~ neighbouring villages usually 
occasioned by the desire to \ lift cattle. We find an echo of 
these village skirmishes in the (vilioiilcyiimrta. a contemporary 
work on politics;""' the can~se country is still dotted with 
numerous Virgal records co emorating the death of the 
village heroes. who fell in t ese fights. Sarab inscriptions 
Nos. 102, 216, 326. 351. 454. 4S . etc. (12) belonging to the reigns 
of Krs\ll}a II. Krs\lQa m and Karkka If. rerer to the deaths of 

8. I. A •• XIV. p. 14. 
9. Alt.ka.. Village Communitle •• pp. 45.54-55. 

10. E. C •• VIII. S ...... !. No. 530. 1\ II. XIX. II •• 12. E. C •• VllI' 
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the village heroes in skirmishes caused' by this cattle.lifting 
propensity.-skirmishes which remind us of the Uttara·go,· 
graha(la episode of the Mahabharata. Honali No. 13 immor
talises the memory of another hero. who had died while· 
fighting for the cows of his village. <I" Naregal inscription of 
the time of Dhruva is also of a similar purport. J," These· 
records. though short. are thrilling ones; they let us know how 
these forgotten village heroes used to fight fearlessly for the 
safety of the villages where they were born and bred uP. and 
even lay down their lives cheer{ ully. if neceSsary. for that 
purposp. Sometimes these feuds led to the destruction of 
villages; a record from Hatti Maltur. belonging to lhe reign, 
of KrshQ8 I. immortalises the memory of Dasamma and 
Ereyya. who had died while bringing about the destruction of 
the village of Mattavura. ,'s' These village skirmishes were 
equally common in the Pallavaand No!amba .dominions. <16' 

The Ra.h!mkiita administration. which was fairly vigorouS';n. 
revenue matters. does not seem to have take~ ~~egiive steps 
to put an end to these village fouds. While admitting that 
many valuable lives must have been unnecessarily lost in 
these avoidable conflicts. it cannot be denied that the necessity 
of self·defence and the fighting atmosphere around him must 
have made the average villager a much abler and stronger· 
man from the military point of view than he is to-day in the 
present absolutely peaceful atmosphere. Many Rashlrakiila 
officers were military leaders. and to them these military
skirmishes may not have heen quite unwelcome. as they must 
have kept the martial spirit alive in villages. from where the 
army used to get its !'OCruits. It will be shown in the last 
chapter of this part how the average Deccanese in this period 
was eagerly enlisted in the armies of even the northern kings 
for his martial qualities. 

t3. Jbid. VII. 14. E. I •• VI. p. 16'. lSI Ibid. p. 162. 
J6. E. g. Ambur ialcriptioD of Ntpatuogadeva, E. I •• IV, p. 180 .. 

Muttugur inacription of Nara,imhavarar.8D. E. I., IV. p. 360. 
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Every' village. therefore. as a rule. had its own militia in 
·the Deccan of our period and the imperial army must have 
been largely recruited from that force. The village headman 
was at the head of the militia and was himself a good fighter. 
Sorab No. 445. dated c. 975 A.D •• refers to a robber's attack on 
Kollana. a son of GavuI}~a Kevase Kli!a. when he fought. 
established his fame. and went to heaven. (t7) Another record 
from the same place. No. 359. which refers to the death of a 
headman in a mutual skirmish among the Nii!·giivuQgas. 
shows the same thing. A reference may also be made to an 
early Pallava record where we find the son of a headman 
receiving a grant for having slain the enemy and c~nducted 
with great devotion the wife of Yuvariijamalla and her 
guard. OS) 

The invariable mention of the village headman in the 
. land and village grants of our period shows that he was 
intimately connected with the revenue administration. Through. 
out the subsequent centuries under the Mahomedan. Maratha. 
and the British administrations. he has continued to be 
responsible for the village revenues. ·t" In the extreme south 
in Tamil country where village councils were permanent 
bodies. meeting regularly and functioning methodically. we 
find. as will be soon shown. that the headman was mainly 
shouldering the revenue responsibility. even in the case of 
BrahmaJeya villages where the village councils seem to have 
been most developed. The communiques of the Chola 
government in revenue matters were addressed to the village 
headmen when it wished to give publicity to any particular 
policy. (20) Owing to his position and status the headman 
must have taken a prominent part in the meetings of the village 
council convened for the purpose of the settlement of private 

17. E.C .• VIII. 18. I. A .. VII. p. 104. 
19. For detailed evidence about. the assertions ill this para the reader 

,is ... £e .... ~ to AItoka., Village Commu.uiliu. Chap. I. 
20. S. 1,,1 •• /II. p. 289. 
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disputes in th. village; he was also the village magistrate 
having powers to try petty criminal cases. (.II> It was he again 
who organised public work committees and raised funds.for 
them by public subscription and by securing government 
contribution. who entertained and looked after the officers of 
central government when on tour in the village. or went to 
interview them at the head.quarters of the division. Th. 
negotiations about the amount of the government demand 
were also carried on by him. The watch and wards arrange. 
ments were also under his control and supervision. The 
village records. which were regularly kept in our period. Were 

also under his custody. 
The headman was remunerated for his services in vari. 

ous ways. In our communities the dictum of Kautalya that 
he should be given rent·free land "" a ld the rule of Manu "" 
that the miscellaneous taxes in kind. that were payable daily 
to the king by the villagers. should be !ssigned to him were 
both followed. We have already seen that the headmen of 
th. districts had their own rent·free lands;"" the same prin. 
ciple wns extended to the village headman. Their rent-free 
lands have continued to enjoy that character right up to the 
present day in Maharashtra and Karnatak. us> A record of 
the Ra\las of Saundatti "6) states that the CaWI).9a of Kadole 
gave 200 maltars of cultivable land. which was his rent.free 
service land. situated in the circle of the rent·free service 
lands of the headmen of the locality. It is. therefore. clear 
that most of the villages of OUr period had a POrtion of their 
cultivable lands assigned to their headmen's families. The 
above record shows that th. rent·free service lands of the 
village headmen were regarded as alienable in the Southen. 

21. E. I •• XI. pp. 224 ff. 
22. II. 1. 23. VII. 118. 24. .Ante p. 179. 
25. Altekar. VillagelCommunifiea, pp. 7-8. 
26. J. B. B. R. A. S .. X. p. 260. 

~H 
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Maratha Country during our period, but it is not improbabl. 
that the alienee may have been required to perform the duti"" 
of the office. It is further not clear whether this right of 

_ alienating the rent-free lands was universally enjoyed by the 
headmen of the Deccan or whether it was a special custom 
in the kingdom of the Ranas of Saundatti. It is quite possible 
that the governments of o~r period may have put restrictions 
upon the alienation of .ervice lands as recommended by 

· Kau!alya, "" but it is not also impossible that the custom 
·at Saundatti to permit alienation may have prevailed in 
other parts of the Deccan as well; for in the Maratha period, 
the rent·free lands and privilege. of the headman were 

· .alienable. ".' 
The headman c~ntinued to enjoy the tax"" in kind, 

payable to the king by the villagers, down to the recent time:;, 
The .ale deeds of the headman'. office in the Maratha period 
show that they used to receive a .hare in most of the article, 
produced or .old in their vilhges, like clothes, shoes, gur, 

· betel leaves etc. "" These du •• of the headman are referred 
to as M aulika arhQl}o • • perqui. ites of hereditBIY oCficers.· rn 
a KaJachuri record. <3<> A re~".d from Soratur belonging te 
the time of Krshl)a III is very instructive in this respect. Th. 

· Mahajanas of the place wished to assign to a local temple tho 
amount of charcoal that they were paying as the royal tal< 

We find them requesting the headman and the PergaJe (1) 01 
· the place to sanction this diversion oC the revenues which th~ 
· agreed to do. We have .een already how even the highe • 
. .,fficer. had not the power of alienating government revenue, 
under the RashtrakU\8 administration. In this record, however, 
when they were requested not to disturb the arrangemenl 

'<lOntemplated, the headman and the PergatJe (1) are seer 

27. II, l. 
28. Soa, -Administrati •• 8VBtem 0' the Marathas, p. 185. 
29. 11.i<l, p. 185. 30. I. A •• IV, p. 276. 
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immediately washing the feet of the Mahajanas. granting their 
request and making a further donation of 12 mattars of land. 
It is, therefore. clear that like the income from the 12 mattar. 
the proceeds of the charcoal tax must have formed part 
of the income of the headman and the Perllaqe (1); otherwise 
they could not have alienated them. This record. therefore • 
..bows that the rule of Manu that daily taxes in kind consist· 
ing of food.sluffs. fuel and other miscellaneous articles were 
to be assigned to the village headman was followed in the 
RB.hlraktila as in later times. 

From the nature of his duties it is clear that the village 
headman must normally have been a Kshatriya; the same 
is the case to-day in the Deccan and Karnatak. His influence 
with the government was as great as that with the people. 
Kings never forgel to include him among the officers request· 
ed not interfere with the enjoyment of the royal grants; we 
often find him escorting royal ladies to their destination. <8., 

It seems that he was entitled to receive a certain fee or tax on 
transfer of lands ; even royal transactions were not exempt 
from his dues leviable on such occasions. "" Sukra' s obser
vation that the headman of a village protects it from thieves. 
officers and aggression''''was perfectly true in our period; be 
was the head of the village militia and to him the villagers 
looked for leading the village defence. "" The headman was. 
therefore. as much indispensable to the people as to the 
govemment. 

Village Accouutant 

Village accountants were hereditary officers all over the 
Deccan like Ihe village headman till 1914 when most of them 
were induced to resign their rights in several district.. Their 
influence till then was as great as. if not greater than. that of 
the village headman. We find them figuring in the docu-

31. See a.t •• p. 192. 32. J. B. B. R. A. 5 •• X. p. 257. 
33. II. 343. 34. ViIlG[J6 Communiti ... p. S. 
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ments of the Maratha and Muslim periods also. S' ukra refe .... 
to him as lekhaka. whose duty was to keep accounts of income 
and expenditure. to receive and dispose of goods after mak
ing entries in the registers and to carry on correspondence. (~5> 
Underlthe Chola administration this officer existed in all 
villages in Tamil country: we see,him writing the orders of 
the village assembly. (36' and measuring and recording the 
amount of paddy paid by the villagers on account of the land 
and other:taxes. "" He had in many places a sub-accountant 
under him and the pay of both is mentioned in several 
records. It is. therefore. strange that lekhaka or the village 
accountant should not figure in the R-ash\l'aku\a records as he 
does in some of the epigraphs of the Andbra period. '!g' The 
village administration must have found the services of the 
accountant as indispensable in the Deccan as in Tamil country. 
It is. therefore. almost certain that he must have existed in 
our period. Most of our land grants mention yuktas. ayuktas. 
niyuktas or upayuktas after the Gramakii/as and before the 
Grama-mahattaras. '3.' The position of these officers in the 
official hierarchy makes it clear that they belonged to the 
village administration. If so. they could have hardly been any 
others. than the village accountants and their assistants. who 
being in charge of the village records of rights and other files. 
could hardly be omitted from the list of officers to be request
ed not to interfere with the land or village grants. 

The village accountants of our period must have been 
performing duties similar to those mentioned by S' ukra-niti and 
the contemporary Chola documents. The headman was 
considerably engrossed in administrative. military and police 
duties; he could. therefore. have hardly found time to loak to 

35. II. 348. 36. S. l. I .• II. Ukkal No. 10. 
37. S. I. I .. II .. N ... 22 aDd 23 • 

. 38. Nasik cave inscriptions Nos. 16 and 27. E., I. VIII. 
39. SamaDgad plat ••• 754 A.D •• I. A .. XI. p. 112: Radhanpur plat ••• 

80s A.D .. E.l.. IV. p. 242;Sangli plat ••• 933 A.D .• l.A .• XII. p.251;etc-
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the clerical work connected with the village administration, 
which must have been relegated to some other officer. Obvi. 
ously it i9 these who are referred to by the terms ,uklas or 
ni,akla.. Some of the big villages may have had two officers 
to look to this clerical work: one of them may have been the 
accountant and the other the sub·accountent. Upani,uklas 
and Ni,uklas figure together in some records and that can 'be 
explained only on this hypothesi .. Like the office of the village 
headman these offices were also very probably hereditary in 
our age as they were till recently. No ,uklas or Ilpani"uklas 
figure as donors in our period! we hardly get any evidence 
suggesting that these officers wielded anything like the 
influence that was wielded by the village headman. [t is. 
therefore, clear that the offices of the ,aklas and upaniyaklas 
were more or less clerica[.and did not carry the same privileges 
or prestige a9 that of the village headman. 

Village Council' 

If the evidence about the existence, nature. and functions 
of the imperial, provincial, and district councils is meagre, 
that about the village councils is more than ample. These 
bodies existed throughout the R"shtrakiita dominions. though 
their nature and functions differed to some extent in different 
localities. There were roughly speaking three types of the 
village councils in our period, the Tamil type, the Kamatak 
type and the Maharashtra and Gujarst type. The last two 
did not differ very much from each other, but the distinction 
between the first type on the one hand and the last two on 
the other was considerable. 

[t was only for about 20 or 2S years in the reign of 
Krsh1)8 JJI that several districts in Tamil country were annexed 
to the Rashtrakiita dominions where the Tamil type of the 
village council prevailed. A detailed description of that type 
is not, therefore, strictly relevant in a work dealing with 
the Ril.htrakiila administration. The subject has been. 
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besides. diScussed by a number of previous writers on the 
subject. <40' Attention will. therefore. be drawn here only to
salient features of the village cotmcils in Tamil country in' 
order to facilitate comparison and contrast with these in 
Maharastra and Kamatak. 

Village assemblies or councils in Tamil country consisted 
neither of the whole adult population. as was the case in 
Kamatak. nor of a rew select gentlemen. as was the case in 
Maharashtra and Gujrat. but of about 20 to 30 individuals 
!llecll"!i . hY·3 kind of selection by ballot."" There were 
detailed ·rules about the qualifications of the voters and the 
candidates; certain property and educational qualifications: 
were insisted upon in the candidates along with a blameless 
character. Persons once elected were disqualified to stand 
again for election for three years. a rule apparently framed to. 
afford opportunities to all qualified persons to serve on the 
village councils. The' election took place annually and the 
members elected were known as the great men of the year 
(Perumakkal). They subdivided themselves into a number of 
sub-committees. as was the case with the corporation of 
Pa\aliputra in the time of Chandragupta Maurya. Each sub-
committee was in charge of a specific department Iik,,·,th .... 
village tank. the village temple. roads. adjudication. wet lands. 
dry lands etc. The account supplied by the Uttaramallur 
inscriptions is confirmed by several other records. Thus. 
Sivachulamangalam inscription of the 16th year of the reiga of 
K JShI)8 III proves the existence of annual election of the
village councils;"'a> the Solapuram inscription from North 
Arcot district discloses the existence of a temple sub-committee 
in that village in 9S3 ,A.D.. when it formed part of th .. 
Rashtrakuta empire; "" the Gudimallam Bana inscriptions. 

40. R. C. Majumdar. Corporate Lifs in A.ncient India; R. K_ 
Mookerji. Local Government in Ancient India. 

41. A. S. R .. 19U4-S. pp. 140 If. 
,410. S. I. I •• III. p. 12. 42. E. I •• VII. p. 197. 
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and B from Chittur district attest to the existence of a village> 
,rporation in that village, discharging trust duties, regulating 
'e village crops, controlling the village revenues, and arrang-
8 for the works of public utility. <031 

The constitution of the village councils in Karnatak 
,ffered considerably from the above type. Our records, 
'hich are fairly numerous .. refer nowhere to any election or 
,Iectian of the members of the village councils. although, they 
.scribe on numerous occasions the powers and functions of 
,ese bodies. B~t the absence of election or. selection in 
Bmatak ~as due not to the' village bodies being Ie.. but 
lore democratic than was the case in Tamil country. 
ranlijana •• as the members of the village council were called 
Karnatak. seemed to have included in .that province in the· 

lSt majority of cases the heads of all the families residing in 
e village. The Kalas inscription of Govinda IV'''' is very 
.portent in this respect. The record first describes the 
tainments and scholarship of the 200 Brahmana householders 

the agrahlira or the Brahmana settlement of Kadiyar. 
,serving that the village could put to shame other Brahmana 
Ilages on account of the learning and stainless character of 
I it!! 200. householders. Later on in the record these very 
o Brahmana householders are described as the Mahlijanas.· 
is. therefore. clear that the MahBjanas included almost all 
e heads of the families residing in the village. 

A record from Bijapur district. dated 1022 A.D •• is till 
".., illuminating. "., The inscription records a grant of :so 
.tlars of land for the village school given by the SOD Maha. 
,as of Perur. The land is further described as belonging 
the SOD houses of Perur. It is. tlutrefore. absolutely clear 

at nch Mahajana represented a family in the village and 
at all the families were represented in the village council 

13. ibid. XI; pp. 224 ff. 44. E. I .. XIII. pp. 327 ff •. 
4'. B.Ju'i,aat. I. ". .• XVIII. pp.27311. 
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Inscriptions from Hadali"6'and Behatti"7'in Dharwar district 
show that the same continued to be the case in the 11th and 
the.l2th centuries as well. The first of these records, dated 
1083 A.D., refers to an ag~ahiira village, each of the 420 
Mahajanas of which is described as virtuous and learned. At it. 
~nclusion the record calls upon the 420 Mahajanas of the 
agrahiira colony to protect the grant. Since an agrahiira 
';'illage consisted mostly of Br.mn;anas, it is quite clear that the 
Mahajanas in this case also included most of the householders 
of the village. The inscription hailing from Bebatti, above 
referred to, is dated 1183 A.D., and contains a grant to the 
1000 Brabmanas of the agrahiira settlement of Kukkanuru; the 
Canarese postscript records a further donation to the same 
body and adds:-'The one thousand and two shall unfailingly 
preserve this grant: A Yisdava inscription from the same 
locality, about half a century later in date, again refers to a 
grant to 1002 Brahmanas of the same place. '48' It is, therefore, 
clear that the agrahara village of Kukkanuru consisted of 
about a 1000 householders all of whom were included in the 
body of the Mahajanas of the locality. 

An inscription from Nadwadinge in Bijapur district. dated 
902 A.D., (49) seems to show that the Mabajanas often included 
not only all the householders or the heads of the families of 
the village but also all adults. The inscription is unfortu
nately fragmentary, but it distinctly refers to a donation by the 
Mahajanas of the place. headed by their own three,(?) together 
with the children and old men. It would appear from this 
record that the term Mahajanas included at least in some 
localities all the adult population of the village; persons too 
weak or young to be members of that body were alone 
excluded from it. 

46, I. A .. XIII. pp. 33-3~. 

48. E. I .. IV, p. 274. 

47. I. A., IV. p. 274, 

49. I. A •• XII. p. 221. 
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The instances above quoted were all of Bmhmana 
"settlements, and so the Mahajanas in these cases included 
Brahmanas alone. But in ordinary villages consisting of a 
population of different castes, non-Brahmana householders also 
must have been included among them, though Brahmanas 
often may have occupied a prominent position in that body. 
The Radhanpur plates of Govinda IJI, which give a village in 
Nagar district in charity, refer to an assembly of 40 Mahaja..as 
that had met on the occasion, among whom the 10 Brahmans. 
named in the record were most prominent. (50) A record Crom 
Hatti·Mattur in Dharwar district, dated 917 A.D., <51> refers to 
an assembly of SO cultivators headed by the oilman Jayasing. 
ayyasetti, Jummisetti, Malisetti, Namisetti and Kamvisetti. 
Here the assembly, as well as its leaders, are all non·Brah
manas: for it i. not very likely that the cultivators referred to 
may have included Brahmanas. 

-It i. thus clear from the above instances that the village 
Mah;,ianas, whom we meet in the records of our period, 

included practically all the heads of the village families, and 
perhaps all the adult population as well. A record from Sirur 
in Dharwar district, dated 866 A.D .. "" refers to 230 Mahajanas 
of the place, who figure as the recipients of a donation; an 
inscription from Nargund in the same district, dated 929 
A.D., (IB> records a grant when 220 Mahajanas of the locality 
had assembled together: another epigraph from the same 
district, dated 916 A.D .. "" mentions 220" Mahajanas of the 
village of Pattiy~.Maltavur : two more records frnm Bijapur 
district, one from Kattegeri, dated 1096 A D., (55) and the other 
from Managoli, dated 1161 A.D., (56) mention an assembly of 500 
Mahejanas of these places. Mahajanas in all these places 
must be standing for the local assemblies, and since most of 
these places were small villages, it is quite clear in view of the 

SO. E. I., VI, p. 242, 51. I. A., XII. p. 125. 
52. E. J •• VII, p.20'. 53. I. A .. XII, p. 224. 
54. I. A., XII. p. 225. 55. I. A., VI. p. 138. 56. E. I .. V. p. IS 
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eVidence already adduced above that they must have included 
almost all the adult householders of the localities. whO' 
had not particularly disqualified themselves from being desig" 
nated by that high.sounding appellation. They certainly did 
not represent the executive of the vUlage assembly. firstly 
because an executive committee of so large a number of 
members is inconceivable not only for villages and town. 
but also for large units. and secondly because the records 
sometimes mention the head. or the executive committees of 
the Mahajanas. Thus Nadwadinge record mentions the 
Mahajanas and their three heads. <S7> and the Hatti.Mattur 
inscription of 917 A.D. mentions five merchants as being at 
the head of the so Mahajana agriculturists. The Mahajanas. 
therefore. did not form a small body of elected or selected 
members in Kamatak. as was the case with the • great men' 
of the village in Tamil country. They practically included. 
the' whole of the adult population of the village. 

A vUlage assembly consisting of all the householders of 
a village would no doubt be quite an imposing body for 
ceremonial purposes. but it would be thoroughly unmanageable 
for deliberative and quite unthinkable 'for executive purposes. 
As will be soon shown. the Mahiljanas in Kamatak used to· 
Perform the functions of trustees and bankers, manage schools. 
tanks and rest houses. raise subscriptions for public purposes 
and pay village dues to tbe central government. And yet apart 
from the two instances referred to in tbe concluding portion' 
of the last paragraph. tbere is not a single instance of any 
mention of the executive or the sub·committee of the village 
assembly formed for any general or particular purpose. And' 
these two cases also are rather doubtful; Cor the Nadwadinge 
record is fragmentary. and the five merchants. who are men· 
tioned as being at the head of the so MahBjana agriculturists in 
the Hatti·Mattur inscription., may have perbaps been the 
executive of the guild of oilmen. to which the agriculturists may 

57. •• A •• XU;p. 221. 
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have belonged. if we assume that they were following oil.pres .. 
ing as a subsidiary proCession. The Nargund inscription 'fl' 
records an elaborate arrangementJor compulsory contributions 
for a local tank on the occasions like marriage. thread-c:ere
mony (UpanayalUl) etc .. but it refers to no taxation committee 
of the Mahajanas. whose members were entrusted with the 
collection oC these dues. The tank and its funds were to be 
managed. not by a tank sub-committee. as was the case in 
Tamil country at this time. but by the inhabitants of a certain 
street of the village which was apparently most contiguous to 
the tank. The Saratur inscription of 951 A.D. ,"J) records the 
assignment of certain taxes for a local temple. but it does not 
mentio .. eilher a taxation or a temple:; committee. All the 
so Mahajanas undertake \0 protect the grant. The Salotgi 
inscription of Krshl}a III"'" gives a detailed description of a 
local college. its boardings and prefessors. and the contribu. 
tiona the inhabitants had agreed \0 pey for the maintenance 
of the institution. but it nowhere refers to ~y executive 
committee of the Mahajanas to look after the college manage· 
ment or the fund collection. An inscription from Devi Hosur 
in Dharwar district. dated 962 A.D .... " mentions the agreement 
of the Mahiianas of Posavur to raise a sum of 55 gaJya1}akall 
from the inlerest of which' a certsin number of Brahmanas 
were to be fed daily. but it nowhere refers to any committee 
to look after the end&wment. its interest and utilisation. 
Two Alur inscriptions from Dharwar district. (ti .. one dated 
1091 and the other 1124 A.D. prove not only an absence of 
sub-commiltees or village council executives. but attest to the. 
practioe, prevailing in the :ocality. of entrusting village works 
of public utility. not to any sub-committee of the Mahiianas. 
but \0 the irusLeeship of single individuals of known ability 
and character. Both these records mention certsin gifts of 

58. I. A .. XII. p. 224. 59. I. A •• XII. p. 257. 
flO. E. I .• IV. po flO. 61. E. I .• XVI. p. 286. . 
62. I. A .. VIII, pp. 23 If. 
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money and land by 200 Mahajanas of the place and their 
conveyance to Sarvajila Mahadevayyanayaka and Sarvajiia 
Permadiyarasa for village public works (griimakiirya). 
Mantrawadi inscription of Amoghavarsha I. dated 865 A.D •• (63) 
supports the same conclusion. In this record we find the 
·40 Mahajanas of Elapunase (modern Mantrawadi). the Gorava 
Moni and the managers of a hamlet making a grant to a local 
$iva:temple. conveying 8S matiars of land to the honourable 
·Gokal'l)8pandita saying. • He indeed is able to protect the 
property and to increase it: The record is not complete but 
the words just quoted show that the Pandit was a trustee 
selected by the donor •• 

It is. therefore. clear that our records do not prove the 
-existence in Kamatak of any village coun~il sub·committees 
-or even an executive of the Mahajanas. and still we find them 
.discharging the duties of trustees. bankers and managers of 
temples. tanks and schools. We can explain this anomalous 

.state of affairs only on the assumption that the Mahajanas 
used to make some informal arrangement about the discharge 
-of these duties; influential members of the village community 
were entrusted with some of these duties according to mutual 
-convenience and trust; very probably the headman may 
have transacted much of such business with informal consul. 
tations with the leading lights of the village. and made the 
necessary arrangements for the collections of the public 
-subscriptions and government taxes, for the deposit of the 
"trUst moneys at interest and for the management of the public 
schools and charity houses. This may have obviated the 
necessity of annual elections of the executive council and its 
sub.committees, as we find to have been th" case in Tamil 
-oountry in contemporary times. On occasions of importance 
.all the Mahajanas probably met and expressed their views 
in order to guide the village headman and other influential 
members of the locality, who were normally discharging the 

63. E. I •• VII. p. 202. 
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various functions entrusted to them. Such meetings seem 
to have been fairly common. since responsibility is thrown by 
our records not on the headman or solitary individuals but on 
the whole body of the village Mah;';anas. 

The gentlemen who constituted the village assemblies in· 
Maharashtra and southern Gujaratwere',known asMahaUara ... 
This term is nothing but a paraphrase of the words Peru· 
makkal and Mahiijana that were current in Tamil and 
Kamatak countries respectively. These Mahattaras or their
-executive (adhikiiri~ab) arc referred to in most of the records 
from Maharashtra and southern Gujarat ranging from the 8th, 
to the 12th century A.D. The term Mahattara indicated. like 
the term Mahajana. the householders or the heads of families 
residing in the village; this interpretation. which is suggested 
by etymology. is further confirmed by the Sanjan plates of 
Salukika Budhavarsha (Co 610 A.D.) which mention kula
mahaltariidhikiiri~ab • • officers of the elders of the families 
immediately after the Gtflmaklita or the village headman. (6" 

This expression shows that the Mahattaras were the senior 
members of their respective families. and members elected 
by ar selected from among them formed the village council. 
Most of the Rilsh\raklita grants from Maharashtra and 
Guiarat mention adhik,Mkamahaltaras or mahattariidhikiirinah 
after the gramaklita. Both expressions mean the sa;"~ 
thing; the first is a karmadhiiraya compound (mahaltariih 
cha ami adhikiiri~ab) meaning officers who are village elders: 
and the second a tatpurusha one (mahaltariiniim adhikiirinah) 
meaning executive of the village elders. The Gujarat ·a';d 
Maharashtra records do not give any specific examples of the 
number of the mahaltara. of any localities as the Kamatak 
epigraphs do; but the meaning of the term. especially in the 
light of the expression kulamahattariidhikiiri~ab of the San· 
ian plates of Budhavarsha. would tend to show that Grama· 
mahattaras included the elders of all the respectable families 

64. E. I •• XIV. p. ISO. 
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of the village. The Mahatlaras of Maharashtra and Gujaral. 
therefore, must have been as numerous as the M&bajanas of 
Kamalak. 

As observed already the Mahattaras had a regular exe. 
cutive of their own in Maharashtra and Gujarat. the members 
of which were called Mahattaredhikarinah. The communal 
responsibilities in these provinces were du,~retically shared by 
the council of the Gremamahattaras and not by the GrImla
mahattaras themselves; for our records do not mention Gram· 
mahttaras in such .f8ilr.ection but usually their counci!
Gremamahattare'Y'ik1u-il}sl). In this respect we see a conlrast 
between the adjoining provinces. In Kanmtak the general 
assembly as a whole is saddled with the responsibility and 
never its executive body, in Maharashtra and Gujarat the 
case is just the reverse. It is not improbable that the general 
body of the village elders was accustomed to meet much less 
frequently in Maharashtra and Gujarat than was the case in 
Karnatak and had allowed its functions to be usurped by the 

-executive council. 
Our records give absolutely no information as to how the 

,executive committee of the Mahattaras was formed. what 
was its strength, whether it was elected by the Mahattaras. 
if so, how and at what intervals, or whether it wa. nominated 
by the central government or its deputies, or whether it con· 
sisted of natural leaders among the villagers, selected by a 
kind of informal approval. Since neither election by the 
general body of the Mahattaras nor nomination by govern· 
ment or its officers is ever referred to, the last mentioned alter. 
'native seems t~ be the most probable one. Mahaltara·.,iisii. 
pakas are mentioned in two grants of the Gujarat branch."" 
This term has not yet been interpreted but it may possibly 
..Jenote those families, which claimed descent from the tradi
tional founders of the village, and may, therefore, have 

6S. DantivarmanOs grant. E. r., VI. p. 292. Surat platcs of Karkka. 
beiDg published iD E. I., XXI. 
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occupied an important position in the village oommunity. 
entitling them perhaps to a seat on the village council 

In Maharashtra and Gujarat. as in Kamatak. we do not 
come across any departmental sub-committees of the village 
<lOUDcil to discharge its various functions. as was the case in 
T ami! country. It is prohable that the village executive must 
have obviously divided itself in practice into small sub·com. 
mittees, but these are nowhere referred to in our records. 

The powers and functions of the village assembly and 
their executives were substantially the same in Gujarat, Maha· 
rashtra and Kamatsk. but they differed considerably from 
those of the corresponding bodies in T ami! country. In the 
latter province the village executive was responsible to the 
central government for its revenues; but how and when these 
were to be collected. whether and to what extent remission 
in taxation was to be given were matters in which the village 
had full powe",. Nay. the govemment had even ddegated 
to the village assemblies its power of selling the land of the 
.defaulters of land·revenue. The village committees there 
were also the owners of the village lands and could sell or 
assign them for village purposes. , .. , Under the Rash!rakiJ!a 
.administration all these powers were reserved to itself by 
the central govemment and were exercised through its repre
sentatives, as shoWl> in the last chapter. Our records supply 
not a single case of the Mahajanas or Mahattaradhikarin. 
remitting any taxes or making any lands tax·free. The 
Kal"s inscription '67' no doubt refers to the Agrahara of Kadiyur 
assigning the tax on pedlars for a local temple. but the case is 
beside the point; for the village was an alienated one and so 
the Eights of the central govemment had devolved upon the 
Mshajanas who were the alienees. In a record r rom Katta
gerl"'" from Bijapur district, dated 1092 A.D.. we no doubt 
find the honourable soo making over an impost due to them 

66. Mujumd ••• ecwporat. Life i,. And.,., India. p. 191. 
67. ,E. I~ XIII. p. 327. 68. I. A~ VI. p. 138, 
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to a local temple; but tho honourable SOD obviously did not 
represent the Mahajanas of the place. for in that case they 
would have been so designated, as is the invariable practice 
of the Karnatak records, Besides, if .. honourable 500" had 
represented the Mahajanas of the place having sole control 
over the village taxation and its disposal, they need not have 
drawn up any document for assigning one of their imposts 
for the purpose of their tank, We can understand the record 
only if we take the honourable SOD as the members of some 
outside guild who assigned an impost due to them for the 
tank of the village, There is only one case, that of the· 
Mahajanas of Soratur. assigning away a tax in kind to a local 
temple. but the record shows that they could do so only when 
the headman and the Governor of the place had graciously 
acceded to their request in that matter. "9' 

With the exception noted above, the powers and functions 
of the village councils were similar to those in the south. 
They were looking after and arranging for the public works 
and other needs of the village community. We find them 
organising schools and charity houses, (70) managing temple 
property (11) where no sect or other organisation existed, <7:J} 

and arranging for the maintenance and repairs of the village 
tank. 17" They were also receiving deposits on trust from 
private individuals to be utilised for specific public works 
according to their wishes. ,,4) On such occasions the feet of 

69. I. A., Xli, p.258; 
70. Hadali inscription. I. A" XIII. pp. 93.94; Kala.inllcription,E,I. .. 

XIll. p. 327; B.lur grant, I. A .. XVlll. p. 273. 
71. Ad.rguncbi inscription, I.A .• Xli, p.258; Bhad_ plat •• , E, 1., 

111, p. 275, 
72 •. l. B. B. R. A. S .. X. pp, 167 ff. 
73. Nargunda inscription I. A .. XII, p. 224; Kattageri iascription. 

I, A., VI. p. 138. 
74. Sirur inscription J. A" XII. p. 220; Adarguuchi and Soratul' in ... 

criptions, I. A .• XII. pp. 256. If.; Nilgund and Didgur inscriptions. E. I .• 
VI, p. 102 and p. 253. 
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ell of the Mahajanas. even when their "umber was 200 or 300. 
were washed by the donors. even if the latter were provincial 
or district govemol'S. and the ownership of the property was 
formerly conveyed in trust to them. This procedure would 
incidentally show the high reverence in which they were held. 
The Mahajarias used to guarantee perpetual proper untilisa. 
tion of the funds entrusted to them for the purposes con
templated. It is obvious that the Mahajanas must have had 
their own banks. for they \lsed to undertake the payment of 
the agreed interest annually on the deposits received by 
them. [t is. 'however. equally probable that in many cases 
they may not have had public village banks under their con· 
trol and management, but may have invested the sums 
through some village money-lenders of known credit and 
character. They used to raise subscriptions for public works 
and collect voluntary contributions; steps were also taken by 
them to commemorate the memory of distinguished dono .... 
by engraving their donations ,on stone tablets. The village 
councils were enabled to undertake and finance these 
public works by the policy of the centrel govemment of; 
reserving a part of the revenues collected in the village fa, 
its local purposes. The village revenues were divided int .. 
two parts, Mela-viiram or government share and ChaJi-Vii~am 
or the inhabitants' share. (m The latter was at th.. entire 
disposal of the village council. and it could not be alienatect 
even by the king except with the consent of the people. 
[ have already shown elsewhere that the people's share of the, 
revenues of a Village was usually in the vicinity of IS % of the. 
Iotal revenues collected b the locality even under the British 
administration as late as 1830 A.D. (76) This regular income 
was supplemented by Rublic subscriptions. and voluntary 
imposts and charity induced by the [sh\Bpiirta theory whicli 
extolled to the skies the benefactors of the community. whC>. 

75. E. I .. XIII. p. 3S. 
76. Alt.kar. I'll/age Commu"III ... pp. 68. n. 
u~tV 
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pbliged it by building public wells and tenks and maintaining 
schools and hospitals. 

The village councils of our period had considerable juris. 
diction over the village disputes. <7'1> Sulaiman, a contempo. 
rary writer, informs us that there existed popular courts 
in India in addition to king's courts, <78> Their criminal juris
diction was no doubt confined to petty cases of assaults, etc., 
but their civil jurisdiction was unlimited. They could try and 
decide cases worth any big amount. King'. courts did not 
entertain any cases at first instance: it was only when the 
parties felt dissatisfied with the decisions of the village councils 
that they could appeal to the king or his courts. Somadeva, 
a contemporary writer of the Deccan, expressly declares that 
such was the case iA his times. <7" If the parties to a dispute 
happened to be members of a guild the case was referred tu 
the village council, only if the guild executive could not 
settle the matter amicably. The judgments of the early 
Mahomedan and Maratha period are found to be signed by 
several village elders including not only Patels and Kulkarnis 
but also goldsmiths, carpenters, oilmen and even untoucha
bles like Mahars and Mangs. It is, therefore, clear that 
the power to decide the village cases was theoretically invest
ed in the whole body of the village elders or the Mah"janas. 
In practice, however, the actual examination of tho parties, 
their witnesses etc., seems to have belln delegated to a small 
sub-committee, the members of which used to receive a 
certain honorarium from the fees that were charged to the 
disputants. The trials were usually held in the village temple, 

"77. For detailed evidence in substantiation oE the statements occur. 
ring in this para the reader is referred to chapter III of my Historv of 
the Village Oommunities in Western India. The statement made in 
that chapter about the Don.existence of guilda during our period is 
untenable. 

18. Sulaiman Saudager. p. 81. 

79. !Il'lr li\" 'IT ~.rr "f<f~ f'rlli'l{ 1m ~ I XXVII. 22. 
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the holy precincts of which could effectively stifle during our 
period any promptings to dIshonesty in the mind of parties 
and witnesses. The judicial powers of the Pancbayets were 
not due to prevailing anarchy: it was the considered policy of 
the state not to entertain any suits except by way of appeal 
from the decision. of the village Pancbayats. The decree. 
of the village court were enforced by the Gentral govern· 
ment. just as the decree_ of the present day British coum are 
carried out by the British executive. In the 15th centuly in 
Maharashtra. parties dissatisfied with the decisiODs of the 
village court had the right of appeal to T a1uka Pancbayats; 
it i. not improbable that the councils of Vishaya and Rashtra. 
mahattaras as well may have enjoyed in our period appellate 
iuriadiction over the decisions of the village councils. The 
judicial powers of Bhogapatis. Viahayapatis. and Rish\l'8patis 
are nowhere referred to in our records: very probably they 
enjoyed no such powe.... In the king'. court too the judge 
was assisted by Sabhyas or jurors whose duty. according to 
Somadeva. a contemporary writer cif our period. was to find 
out facts and decide the cases impartially. <801 The procedure 
at the court of the capital considerably resembled the modem 
trial by jury. 

The assemblies used to meet usually in lhe Mandap of 
the local temple or under the shade of an expansive tree; 
many of the villages like Kadiyur. however. had hall. of their 
own. <.lI An inscription from Shikarpur(8J) records a number 
of donations for the construction of the village hall.. The 
Mantravadi inscription of 865 A. Do refer. to a meeting of the 
assembly. and says that Nigadeva was its president. Since. 
there were no formal elections of the, executive in our assem· 
blie •• it i. not unlikely that different presidents may have 
been elected on different ~ns. 

80. NIt •• akuamrla. XXVII. 3. 
82. Shibrpur. No. 45. E. C •• VI. , 

81. E. t .• xm. p. 327. 



CHAPTER XI 

Revenue and Expenditure 

An enquiry will be made in tbis chapter into the various 
sources of revenue of the Rashtrakii\a empire and the way in 
which they were utilised. Our principal sources of informa· 
tion in this connection are the statements made in the copper-

~ plate grants about the immunities of the village alienated in 
favour of Brahmanas and temples. Tbis information can be 
compared with the rules of the contemporary Smriti writers 
and statements in the records of other contemporary dynasties. 
Accounts of the Muslim traders are also. to some extent. 
useful. 

The principal sources of revenue may be classed unde .. 
five heads. These were:-

(1) Regular taxes. 
(2) Occasional taxes or exactions. 
(3) Fines. 
(4) Income from government properties. and 
(5) Tributes from feudatories. 

Of the above items •. the last one will be considered in 
detail in the next chapter where the position.of the feuda
tories will be considered; the remaining will be discussecl 
here. 

(1) Regular Taxes 
An analysis of the epigraphical evidence shows that the 

following taxes were regularly levied in all the villages of the 
empire:-

(i ) U dranga_ 
(ii) Uparikara. It will b~ shown that Bhiiga-bhoga

k dra. mentioned in some of our records. is the same -as the 
items Nos. i and ii mentioned h_ 
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'(iii) Bh~tot/>iita/>ratya,a or ialka or .iddhaya. 
(iv) Vishti. ' 
I( v) Misceilaneous taxes. 

(2) Occasional exactions 
These were principally of three kinds:
(i) Chiitabhatapraves'adaQQa. 
(ij) Riijalevakiiniim vasatidaQQaprayiiQadaQQau. 

(iii) Emergency demands of the State. 

(.3) Fines 

This item requires no explanation. 

(4) Income from 'Government properties 

Under this head were included :-
(i) Sheri or crown land. waste lands and trees. 
(ii) Mines and salt. ' 
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(iii) Treasure trove and propertY of persons dying with
~ut any heir •• 

(5) Tribute. from the feudatories 

Thi. item will be discussed in the next chapter where 
the position of the feudatories will be considered in detail. 

(I) Regular Taxe. 
( i and 'ii ) U dranga and U />arikara 

These taxes are mentioned very frequently not only in 
the grants of the Rash\1'akii\8S but also of the earlier dynas. 
tics like those of the ParivrSjakas. Maitrakas and the later 
Gupta. of Magadha. It must be. however. confessed that 
modem scholarship has not yet succeeded in ascertaining 
satisfactorily their exact meaning; nor do Sanskrit dictionaries 
help us much. This latter fact is rather surprising and per· 
plexing; for these expressions are very common in the nume· 
rous records of our period and yet are unknown to most of 
the Kosha writers. It is only in S'iI'ivata Kosna that we come 

.acros. a sense that can be reasonably considered in connec-
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tion with the present enquiry; the work gives U JJhiira or 
UJgriiha as a synonym of the term. (1) Tho only other 
Kosha where the word is mentioned at all is the TrikiinJa 
s' esha·kosha. according to which UJranga is the namo of tho 
celestial city of Harischandra moving in the air. '" This 
moaning. which has been copied from this Kosha by some of 
the modern Sanskrit and English dictionaries. can be hardly 
considered in connection with the present enquiry. Since the 
word is very common in the epigraphicalliterature and almost 
unknown to the Koshas, can it be possible that the word is 
a Sanskritised form of some non.lndo.European word? The 
term U Jranga cannot be also connected with the word Jranga 
which means a frontier town in the RiijaiarangiQi; it is not 
possible to argue that the expression soJranlla~ migQt mean 
• along with the octroi duties'. for then the form would have 
been saJrangal} and not soJranga~. As it is, though we get 
several variations of the fiscal terms occurring in epigraphical 
records. the form of the term soJranga~ is constant; not even 
once do we get saJrangal} as an alternative form. 

What etymology or dictionaries cannot explain can be 
attempted to be elucidated by the method of analysis. An 
analysis of the Rilsh\Takli\a records shows that the terms 
soJranga~ and soparikaro~ do never figure along with the 
expression sa bhiiga bhogakaral} in one and the same grant. 
In the Samangad plates of Dantidurga'" and the Kapadwanj 
plates of Krshl)a II'" the term' sabhiigabhogakaral} • is used. 
but the expressions soJrangal) and soparikaral} are missing· 
In all other records of our dynasty the latter terms are figUJ'ing. 
but the former one, is absent. There is not a single record 
where neither set of taxes is mentioned. It is. therefore. clear 
that bhiiga and bhoga are nearly synonymous with uJranga and 
uparikara and stand for taxes that were universally levied. 

1. Referred to by Buhler at I. A •• XU. p. 189 N. 30. 2. II •• 79. 
3. 1. A .• XI. p. 111. 4. E. I .. I. p.52. 
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What then could have been these universally levied 
taxes? The Smriti literature invariably uses the term bhliga. 
or its synonym a~' a for denoting the land tax. (5) In the 
Sanskrit literature the king is very often described as subsist· 
ing on ,. a,h/hliM' a i. e. the 6th part of the produce of the 
land. It is. therefore. almost certain that the bhiigai(ara of tha 
inscriptions must be standing for tha land tax. 

Bhogakara represents the petty taxes in kind that were 
to be paid to the king every day. From the 'very nAture of 
the case, these taxes in the form of betel leaves, fruits. 
vegeta bles etc., could have been exacted by the king only 
when he was on tour; they were, therefore. usually assigned 
in practice to local officers as part of their incomes, as shown 
already in the last chapter. Every day these taxes in kind 
were seen being enjoyed by the local officers and, therefore. 
the term bhogakara used for them was quite appropriate. In 
this connection attentiol1 may be drawn to Manu VIII, 307, 
where the expression pratibhligam has got a v. I. of pritibho. 
gam which has been explained by the commentator Sarvaj;,a 
Na.-Dyalja as 'Phala-ka,ama-s'iikhiitrQiidyup1iyanam prati. 
dinagriihyam' 'daily presents in the form of fruits, flowers, 
vegetables. grass etc: The interpretation proposed for 
bhiigakara is, therefore, supported by tha usage that was 
known to some of our commentators. Sometimes. however. 
Government used to i~pose additional taxes for the salaries 
of 80me of its officers. We have already seen how the 
village of Tuppad Kurahatti had to pay an additional tax in 
money for the remuneration of the district officers in the 
reign of Krsh1)s m. m Contemporary Ganga-Pallsva and 
Chols records also mention fees for the district and village 
officers that had to be paid by the villagers. <1l This 
additional tax on land may also have been included in the 
term bhogakara. 

5. CI. Gau"ma, X. 24-7; Manu. VIII. 130; Kaulalya. V. 2; .... 
6: Ani •• p. 179. 7. S. I. I .• II. pp. 530-1, Ill. p.391. 
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We, have already seen that the terms Ddra"ga and 
Dparikara ate very nearly or identically the same B8 the ex
pressions Magakara and Mogakara. The two Gady8J)as. 
which the villagers of T Ilppad Kumhatti had to pay for the 
romW'leratiOll. of the COW1~ry go oa7Jda, was a tax on land which 
had to be paid OVe!" and above (=apari) the normal land tax. 
U parikara. therefore. was quite an appropriate tel"ffi to denote 
it. since it 'Was an additional impost. Bhogakara. therefore. 
becomes identical with uparikara. either term denoting taxes. 
normal or additional. in kind or cash that were imposed for 
the part payment Qf the salaries of the mafussil state officers. 
Fleet was inclined to hold that uparikara may have been the 
tax on tamporary tenants who had no proprietory rights in the 
village soil. (8) There is. however. no independent evidence 
to show that the government used to imPOse any extra or 
special taxation on such tanants. There was besides no 
reason why state records should distinguish the tax' paid by 
the permanent tenants from 'that obtained from temporary 
cultivators. The theory. therefore. that udra"ga was a tax on 
permanent and uparikara on tamporary tenants yet remains to 
be proved and is not likely to be correct. 

Since Ddra"ga and uparikara have been shown to be 
nearly identical with bhagakara and bhogakara and since 
bhogakara is further shown to be identical with "parikara. it 
follows th~t udra"ga has to be equatad with bhiigakara. which 
has been shown to stand for the normal land tax of the 
government. It has to be confessed that no etymological 
derivation of the term can be suggested. which will explain 
this interpretation; but the word itself is practically unknown 
to dictionaries in its fiscal sense. and may have been derived 
from some non-Aryan stock; hence the difficulty of properly 
deriving it. 

It is not easy to detarmine the exact incidence oE the 
taxation on land in OUl' period. The Smrin and Niti writers lay 

8. C. I. I •• III. p. 98. 
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<lown that the state demand should vary between 8% to 16'1..'9> 
The Arthal6stra would 'advocata a levy of 2s"!.<I~'. Sukra. 
a medieval writer. permits land taxation between 2s"!. to so% 
in the case of irrigated land •• but adds 'that the taxation on 
ordinary dry lands should be such that the net produce should 
be twice the cost of production. the latter term including the 
govemment dues as well. "I) Chal)~eSvara. another medieval 
writer. statas that the expression' shaJbhiiga' with referenoe 
to land tax is merely figurative. and means that the king should 
take such amount as is necessary for the needs oC government 
and may not be felt as oppressive by the subjects. "" Sinoe 
the theory writers differ so greatly and allow so wide an option 
to the state we may take it that the land tax in the Riish\ra. 
kUla dominions must have varied with the quality of the land 
and the needs of the state. 

Let u. now try 1.0 determine the actual amount "f the 
land tax that was levied by the governments of our period. 
The paucity of records throwing any light on the subject. the 
vagueness of their statements when available. and the ,diffi. 
culty of interpreting the technical terms used in them are the 
main reasonS that have so for deterred an enquiry in this 
direction; but il is high time that an effort at least should be 
made. Let us consider a few concrete cases that are available 
id this connection. 

(I) Bevinahalli inscription from Chitaldurg district"!' 
of Mysore State. belonging to the time of Kholliga. informs us 
that the revenue oC two villages Madlur and Mal"gavadi'was 
so gaJ,IiQas. petty taxes in kind being exclude,d: A gaJ,aQa 
~. equal to two ka!anjus and the latter watgold coin weigh· 
mg about a quarter of a tola (\4' or about 4S SO grains. The 
revenue of these two villages was thus about 2S talas of gold 

9. E. R .. Manu. VIII. UO. 10. Book V. Ch.p. 2. • 
II. IV. Ii. 110 ff. 12. Chap. XII. p. 62. (J.y .. ,. .... editio.). 
13. E. C .. XI. ChitaMur. No. 74. 
14. Elliot. Co.,.. of Sou'" India. p. 47. 
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or 375 tolas of silver. since the ratio between the prices of the 
two metals in our period was about I:IS. 115) Making allowance 
for the alloy. 25 tolas may be roughly equated to Rs. so~. 

(2) The second of the three Kongu inscriptions. edited 
by Kittel. 116) gives us some idea of the taxation under the 
Gangas. who were for some time the feudatories and for some 
time the neighbours of the Rashtrakli\8S. The record informs 
us that Beli~ur. which consisted of 12 hamlets. used to pay 
80 golden coins and 800 measures of paddy. Since the inscrip. 
tion hails from Coorg. the gold coins were probably 
Kalanius and the measure of paddy a kalam. The latter 
measure differed in different localities from about 36 to n 
maunds. (17) The Government tax on Beli·ur and its 12 ham· 
lets amounted to 20 tolas of gold or 500 tolas of silver and 
about 4000 maunds of paddy i. e. 1600 maunds of rice. 
lt will be shown in chapter XVI that ten kalama of paddy 
measuring about 400 seers used to cost about a kalaniu 
or a quarter of atol a of gold. If the kalam of this place was of 
the same measure. the total government demand would have 
amounted to 40 tolas of gold or 600 tolas of silver. In modern 
figures this may amount to about Rs. 800. 

(.3) In the Cambay plates of Govinda IV. dated 930. (I.) 

we have got the following passage:-
• Bmhmlll).ebhyashshal:\au.ni agrahanu;lam suvan)alakslia. 

traya·sametani ...... devakulebhyo gramsQ8mashla:\atimi suva· 
n)alakshachatush!ayam drammalakshadvatrin:latam cha 
dadau.. ' .. ),. 

IS. Sukraniti gives the ratio of the prices of tho two metals liS I: 16 
(IV. ii. 98). Tavernier. writing in 1660. says tbat one goldoD rupee was 
equal to 14 silver ODes during hie times [po 13]. We may. theRfore, well 
sssume that the ratio of the relative prices of tbe two preciOUl metat. 
was ~somewherc in the vicinity of 1:15 during our period. though DO 

epigraphical record from tbe DcccaD of our period i. at preaent available 
to support that statement. 16. 1. A .• VI. p. 103. 

17. S •• ch.pt.~ XVI. 18. E. I' .. VII. p. 36. 
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[n connection with the temples, 32lakhs of drammas were 
paid in addition to the assignment of 800 villages, and there· 
fore. the text uses the particle chao [n the clause referring to 
the donations to the Brahmanas this particle does not figure 
and. therefore. the expression .uvar~alak.halra;ya.am.llini must 
be taken as referring. not to an additional gift of that amount, 
but as an adjective of .ha!.allini. indicating that the govern· 
ment revenue from the 600 villages granted was three lakhs of 
.uvar~a.. It. therefore. follows that the expression grlimli~anr 
a.h!a.' allini luvar~alak.hachalu.hla;yam is intended to indicate 
that the revenue of the 800 villages granted to the temples 
was 4 lakhs of suvar(la.: luvar(lalakshachalush/a;yam is II< 

mistake for .uvar(lalakshachalushta;yasameflini. [n both the 
cases the average revenue of one village works out to be 500 
.uvarna.. Suvarna is not to be taken here as the gold coin of 
that ~ame. ref e':"ed to by Manu a. weighing 80 raktikas or 
about 146 grains. and introduced into currency by Skandagupta 
in the latter half of his reign. [n South India the normal gold
coin of our period was kalanju. weighing about a quarter of 
a tola. [t is this ,uvarna or golden coin that is obviously 
referred to in the Camba~ plates. The revenue of an average. 
village in the time of Govinda IV was thus sao ,"var(la. i. e. 
kalanju.: it thus amounted to 125 tolas of gold or 1875 tolas of 
silver: we may equate it to about Rs. 2.500. 

(4) [n the Biu)a principality. which was sometimes on 
the border of the RMhtrakli\a empire and sometimes included 
in it. the revenue of th~ village Viprapi!ha. which is the same 
as modem Guddimalam in Kalahasti Zemindari in Areot and 
Nelore districts. was 10 kalanjuB of gold and sao hadi. of 
paddy."') 

In the above 4 cases we have no doubt the actual amount. 
of the revenues collected in the village .. concerned. but they 
do not enable us to determine the incidence of taxation. since
the acreage under cultivation is not given in a single case. 

19. E. I .. XVII. p. 7. 
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Nor does the Tuppad Kurahatti inscription of Krshna mUD) 

help Its in this ClOIU'lection. This record states : Tond~yya. the 
country glimunaaof Belvola "l0. and six g4ml1!1<Jait granted in 
concert to the temple constructed by Aychnyya so mattars 
( of land) by king's measure and one mattar for a: garden. 
On this· for the share of the king the fixed revenue shall be 
2 g4ayli!las and for the revenue of the country glimunaas the 
(ixed revmue of two gold gaayli!las. The total taxation for 
this field of so mattars and the garden of I mattar would be 
only 4 golden gaaylinas i. e. 2 tolas of gold or 30 tolas of 
silver. Unfortunately the precise dimensions of a mattar are 
not known. and there is ample evidence to show that the 
measure varied with localities. The grants made by the 
Sililhara prince Gonakarasa on one and the same occasion but 
m three different localities were by mattar of three different 
·dimensions. prevailing in the places concerned. U1> The Mangoli 
inscription of Bijjala. dated 1161 A.D •• "I) assigns eight mattars 
.to the fo'ur Brahmanas whose households constituted the 
Brahtiiana house·hold of the deity. It would thus seem that a 
Brahmans family required two mattars of dry land for its 
-subsisiance. A- maltar therefore. may have been equal to 
about 4 or 5 acres of land at Mangoli. and its .dimensions in 
other localities could not have been very much different. 
The tax: of eight kalanjus of gold that was levied from 
about so mattars of dry land in the time of Krshl)B III at the 
village of T uppad Kurahatti would thus be from a piece of 
about 200 acres. The taxation per 100 acres is thus found to 
be only one tola of gold. This may have been. however. due 
to the fact that the permanent assessment for that pi= of 
land was not the normal government demand. but only a kind 
of quit-rent. since the land was given to a temple as a 
.Jeoaaiiya grant. There is . evidence to show that the temple 

20. E. I •• XIV. p,366. 
21. Salotgi Pilla. inscription. C. E. I .. rv. p. 66. 
22. E. I .. V. p. 22. 
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lands were taxed on a lower scale. It will, be soon shown 
t\ult the average demand of government under the Cholas. 

, was 100 kalalM of paddy per. "eli; but an· inscription from 
Koneriraiapuram informs us that 12 ".li. of temple land in. 
the locality were charged a tax of only 600 kalams of paddy,. 
before it was altogether exempted from taxation. The· 
average taxation on temple land in this case is thus found 
to be only half of that on ordinary lands. Even then the 
taxation amount per acre at T uppad Kurahatti would be to~, 
low. for it would be only 2. tolas of gold per 100 acres. 
It is possible that the quit·rent in this case was only n~minal.. 
or that the land was very poor in quality. . 

A record from Honawad in Dharwar di.trict. dated 10Sol· 
A.D .• "" refe .. to an allotment of ordinary dry land to a tempi,,· 
by king Somes'vara • at the payment of half a i>a~a a. the 
payment for a ",allar.· The rate referred to here must be 
obviously of taxation and not of the price of the land in 
question. The record. however. does not mention whether· 
the pa~a mentioned was intended ,to be a gold. or silver. or 
copper coin. If we assume it to be a gold pa~a. weighing 
80 raktikas or about a 3/4 tola. the rate of.. government taxa
tion per mattar. which seem. to have been equal to about 4· 
or S acre. a •• hown above. was about 3/8 tola of gold or about 
6 tola. ofsilver. But. it i. pos.ible that the pa~a may have· 
been intended to be a .• ilver or even a copper one; for 
Som.s'vara may have decided to charge only a nominal quit
rent on the land he had given to a tem!?le for hi. spiritual 
benefit. 

Th. effort to determine the incidence of actual taxation 
on the agricultural land in the Deccan of our period cannot 
succeed in the present state of our knowledge. But inscrip
tion. Nos. 4 and S. (I,> engrsved in the Ra;araies'vara temple 
at Taniore in 1014 A.D., give u. a good idea of the land taxation·. 

23. I. A., XIX. p. 272. 
24. S. I. I .. II. 
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towards the beginning of the 11th and the end of the lOth 
century A. D. The incidence of' the land taxation under 
Krshl)a m in the portions of Tamil country annexed by him 
to the Ra.h\rakuIB empire. towards the middle of the loth 
century. could not probably have been much different: hence 
the utilisation of these inscriptions cannot be regarded as 
unjustifiable for the purpose of the present work. 

These two valuable records give us the precise area of 
~5 different villages. stating in each case what are~ was 
actually taxed and what area was exempted from taxation. 
1n the case of 5 villages the taxation was levied in ca.h and 
the rate works out to be 10 gold kalanjus per ".li i. •. 

C2lr tolas of gold or about 37 tolas of silver for about 6~ acres. 
In the remaining 30 villages the tax was collected entirely in 
paddy. and tbe average is seen to be about 100 kalams per ".li. 
Dr. S. K. Krishnaswami Aiyangar informs me that a "eli in 
Tanjore district yields at present an average crop of 200 to 250 
,kalams of paddy (by the Tanjore measure) and that two crops 
on the average are grown in the course of the year. except in 
the narrow belt on both the sides of the Kaveri. where as 
many as three are possible. If we assume that the rainfall 
in our period was the same as it is now and that the present 
yield is not far different from that in the loth century A.D •• 
the government demand would be about 100 kalams from the 
gross produce of about 500 kalams: for in the villages given by 
R;'jaraja only 2 crops are possible, and the modem kalam of 
T anjore district is nearly the same as the kalam of our period. 
Land taxation at 20 per cent of the gross produce is fairly high. 
but it may be pointed out that about IS per cent of this revenue 
was returned to the village for its own need •• "51 ~nd that 
there were no further demands as Water cess or Local Fund 
cess or Road ces.. The records give the entire amount of 
"'he revenues paid by the villagers. All the revenues that 
were collected in our period remained in the country and no 
,,25. Altekar. V'illagB Oommu.ities. p. 70. . 
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part was exported to any country outside Indi"-'in the fann of 
pensions or recruitment charges. . 

, The land taxation under the Rashtrakutas was probably 
equally high. The empire was almost continuously engaged 
in incessant warfare. and its opponents were also powerful 
rulers like the Gurjara·Pratiharas. the Pilas and the Cholas. 
The militarY expenditure. therefore. must have been very 
heavy and the taxation. therefore. co~ld not have been light. 
AI [drisi. apparently relying on earlier writers. expressly 
declares that the subjects of the Rashtrakiila kingdom were 
paying heavy taxes. and that. as a result. the king was' 
immensely rich. "" The land taxation. therefore. under the 
Rash!rBkiita. may have been as high as 20 per cent oC the 
gross produce. Since the Raiaraje~ara temple inscriptions 
No •• 4 and 5 give the total demand realisable by the state 
from the farmers. we may reasonably presume that this 
20 per cent taxation included all the 'misceIlaneous dues [ike 
the uparikara or bhogakara. It may be pointed out that 
Sher Shah and Akbar used to claim 33 % of the 'gross produce 
from the peasant. I." and that in Vijayanagar. the incidence 
of taxation seems to have been still higher. (I" 

The land. which were charged this high percentage are 
situated in the fertile district of Tanjore. and it may be 
presumed that less fertile lands were charged a lower 
percentage. Contemporary Chola inscriptions refer to 3 or 4 
different classes of land. classified according to their quality. 
and it is quite probable that the taxation may have varied 
with each c1as.. The same procedure was probably followed' 
in the Deccan as well It may be pointed out that the 
S' ukraniti 1m lays dow~ that the government revenue demand 
should vary with U,e nature of the irrigation of the soil 

26. Elliot. I. pp. 85-6. 
27. Mor.land: Agrarian Syst.m of Mo.l.m India. pp. 76 ff. 
28. Moreland: India at tho Death of Akbar. p.981 
29. IV. ii. 115-6. 
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To conclude. it seems fairly clear that tho states in Ollr' 

period were not following the advice of Gautama. or MaDu, 
who lay down a land tax varying between 8 to 16 per cent. 
but of Kau\8lya and S' ukra who permit a much higher taxation. 
It may further appear as probable that the percentages. 
referred to in the DharmoSastra and Niti works refer to gross 
produce and not to net produce. 

In the case of some special tenures, tho taxation was either 
very low or non·existent. Manya, Aradhamanya, Namasya 
and Balagachchu are the principal tenures to be no~s 
,I:lOnnection. In the case of Manya tenuros. the land was 
entirely free from all taxes; neither Me/·oaram (Govemmen's 
dues) nor Ciidi-varam <30> (inhabitants' dues) had to be 
paid. We sometimes find the holders of this tenure paying 
voluntary cosses for works of public utility; an 11 th 
tcentury record refers to a voluntary cess of I P8I)a on all 
the rent· Cree lands at Tavargere for the maintenance of a 
Pujari in a local temple. <3t> In the case of the Ardha·manya 
tenures, the inhabitants' dues (Cildi.tliiram) had to be paid. 
The lands: assigned to public servants as their salaries, either 
in full or in parts, may have belonged to one of these cate· 
gories. N amasya tenures consisted of lands alienated in· 
favour of the temples and Brahmanas; they were sometimes. 

I fully and sometimes partially free from the taxes usually 
levied on landed property. Lands, granted to military officers. 
for distinguished bravery were known as Ba!agachchu or 
swords.washing grants; 132> these too may have paid only a 
light tax, if at all they had to pay any, as the inhabitants' share. 

Let us now consider the question whether the land tax 
was permanently fixed or periodically revised. Tuppad 
Kurahatti inscription of KlShQa ml33> states that the fixea 
reoenue for the king's share on the land in question shall be 
two Gady8Qas, The expression 'fixed revenue' may quite 

30. E. I., XIII, p. 35. 31, I. A., V. p, 345. 
32. E. I .. VI. p. 51. 33. E. I., XIV, p. 366. 
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possibly point to a permanent settlement of the government 
demand; it seems not unlikely that when lands we", given to 
Brahmanas or temples. their assessment may h~ve been 
permanently fixed. if they had not been altogether exempted 
from taxation. Whether other lands w~similarly permanently 
settled is a question on which our records throw no light. We 
have. however. seen that the writers of Smritis and Niti 
works allow a wide option. and permit the demand' to vary 
between 8 and SO per cent. It is. therefo",. not unlikely that 
the government may have periodically revised its taxation 
demand in view of the changed circumstancesoritsownneed .. 
This inference is supported by an inscription from Banavasi. 
<lated 941 A.D •• ,.n which seems to ",fer to a E",sh settlement 
necessiated by the drying up of an old irrigation canal 

Kau!alya ",commends <25> a remission of land tax in case 
of the failure of crops due to famines, pestilences. and wars. 
We get no evidence about the practice in this respect from 
the epigraphical records of our period. probably because 
the", was no ",ason to enunciate such a principle in docu. 
ments crealing ",nt.E",e tenures. The case of a revision 
survey rend .. ",d necessary by the .drying up of a village canal. 
referred to in the last para, would suggest that the principle of 
remission. recommended by Kau!alya. may have been acted 
upon by some stste" It may be further pointed out that 
when the land tax was' collected in kind. as was usually the 
case in our period. and was fixed as a certain sh~ of the actual 
crop that was produced in the field for the year in question. 
deteiled rules about remissions we", not necess8ry; if on any 
account whatsoever the yield was less. the share of tile 
government also would automatically diminish. u.> UkkioD 

" , 
34. E. C .• VIII, Sorab. No. 83. 35. II. I. 
36. Cf. • Under the orilinal Indian (i. 8. Hindu) lyatem. in which. 

tho produce wal divided at the harvest. tbe peuant and tho atate 
.bared the risk of tbe enterprise,' Moreland, India at 1M Dealh 01 
Akbar. p. 100. Some of tho ~cor:d. montioned in the test abov., show 

.~~'1 
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· inscription No. 9"7> shows that if under normal circumstance. 
the land tax was not paid for three years the land. were sold 
by the village communities to the exclusion of the defaulting 
landholders. 

The land tax was collected usually in kind and rarely in 
· <lash; inscription Nos. 4 and S at the Rajarajes""ra temple 
: .. how that in the vast majority of the villages. the tax was 
· l'Clalised in paddy in Tamil country. Coming a little to the: 
· north we have the instance of the actual taxation of a village 
in Gangawadi which used to pay a tax of 20 'Kalunjus and 

· ·2000 Kadis of paddy. '311' It is very likely that the taxes in 
kind were those ~ealised Crom lands and those in cash from 

· other sources. Bel.i-tIl'. another village in the .ame province. i. 
known "')to have been paying a revenue of 80 gold coins and 
800 measures of paddy in 887 A.D. Here also the same explana
'tion might hold good. The Cambay plates of Govinda IV no 
doubt state that the Emperor had given 1400 villages to temples 
and Brahmanas. each of which yielded an average revenue of 

• SOO SuVS1'I)as; (40) but it is not very likely that the entire rev'e

·nues in all these villages were collected in cosh alone. It is 
probable that the plates give the cash equivalent of the 
revenUes collected in these villages. so that the imperial 
charity may appear imposing and magnificent. It must also 
be remembered in this connection that th ... Dharmas'astras 
laud to the skies gifts oC gold and land but not of corn; that 
may have been another reason for stating the revenues of 

that tbie .ystem of sharing wae aupe1'Ceded 81 early aa our period by that 
« BSloaameat based on averagct at least ill some easesj but tbie latttlr 
system. docs not seem to have become common or popular. Down to th. 
timo of Shot Shah and Akbar. 8~g of tbe actual crope produced in 
the Beason was tbo more common method of .a.cumeat even· UDder 
Muslim admini,trations in Northcm India, p. 41. (See Moreland). The 

, Agrarian System 0/ Mo~lem India, p. 44. 

37. S. I. I .• Ill. 38. !bid p. 94. 
'. 39 .. I. A •• VI. p. 141. 40. E. I.; VII. p. %6. 
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"'ese villages in gold rather than in corn. In some cases 
,the payment of the tax may have been entirely in cash in the 
Deccan. as was 80metimes 'the case in some of the Chola 
villages; the Begumra plates of KrshQa II"" refer 'to one 

• such village. which seems to ~ve been paying its entire taxes 
in artlmmtl.. It is. however. very likely that in the vast 
majority of cases the land tax in the Rash\rakil!a dominions 
was paid in kind. as was the case in the Ganga and Chola 
-dominions. 

The collection of the land tax in kind. the amount 
of which was to vary with the actual produce of the year. 

: must have necessitated a large supervising staff to prevent 
-the farmers from removing surreptitiously a portion of the 
crop with a view to evade the full share of the government de. 
mand. The commentator on the Kurundhama Jataka (4" refers 

, to the caSe of a scrupulous Setthi. who regretted his having 
plwiked a handful of corn from his own field before the king's 
.. hare was paid. and the ArLhas'ilstra ,prescribes ,,3> fines for 
the purchase of field products like grass. com and vegetables 

, direct from the fields. since sucb a procedure was prejudicial 
to the interests of the government. as it was thereby deprived 
of its legitimate share of tbe produce. S' ukra "n draws the 

• attention of the king to tbe necessity of preventing the :con. 
tents of hi. treasury' being destroyed by the depradations, of 
insects; the treasury department had tbus to take a good deal 
of care lest the com should be destroyed; old corn used to be 
sold' away, and new one purchased. so that the contents of 
the granary may always have the best market value. 

The land tax was collected in several instalments. From 
, the Begumra plates of KrshQa of the Gujrat branch dated 

888 A.D .• "s'we learn that it was collected in three instalments. 
one in Bhadrapada or September, one in Kartika or November 
~d one in Magha or March. It ,is interesting to ,note that 

41. I. A •• XIII. p. 68. 43. No. 276 43. 11 •. 22. 
44. IV. ii, 28. ,4S. I. A .. XIII, p. 68. 
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this record partially confirms the statement of Bhattasvamin. 
the commentator of the Arthas'astra, that the hara or the land 
tax was paid in the months of Bhadrapada, Chaitra and the 
like, (16) and that of Kulliika (17) that the tax was gathered 
every year in Bhadrapada and Pausha. It would, therefore. 
seem that government permitted the farmers to pay the tax in 
at least three instalments. Such an arrangement was also 
inevitable since the tax was usually collected in kind and not 
in cash. 

(I, iii) Bhiitopattapratyaya 

This tax has been almost universally mentioned in all 
the grants of our period, and the same is the case with the 
documents of the earlier and later centuries. This expression 
has so far defied the efforts of scholars to discover its meaning. 
It was proposed to explain the term as a tax for protecting. 
those who have come into existence, or as a tax for spiriting 
away ghosts; ".) Dr. Ghosal proposes to translate it literslly 
as 'a revenue derived from the elements and the wind: (19) 

but admits that the precise meaning of the expression is 
1lIlcertain. 

Our records give several readings of this term. Sam. 
bhr/opatlapratyaya, (SO) bhutapalapralyaya, (51) and bhiitavala. 
pratyaya <5" are the main ones. Of these bhiitapaltJ occurs 
only twice and may be a mistake for.bhutavata or bhiitop1itla. 

46. Artb ... ~.tr •• II, IS. 47. On Manu. VIII, 307. 
48. It ia DO doubt true that a 10th century record from Banavadi 

mentioDs an oHering of boiled rice which the villagen bad to pay for the 
ghosts of the village. (E. I .• XI. p.6) but aa DO other record mention. 
such. tax it is almost certain that it was not a umvereal one. It is also
unlikely that Brahman. donees would have ever consented to receive f(ll' 
themeolvea such a tax. ' 

49. Gh08a1, Hindu R •• ""u. Sglltem, p. 217. 
so. _. g. in KODDur inscription of Amoghavarsh8 I. E. I.. VI. po 29 .. 
51, •• g. in B.rod. pl .... of Ka,lli, I. A., XII, p. 161. 
52. •• g. K.v; pla ••• , I. A •• V. p. 145 •. 
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The remaining three readings signify more or less the same 
thing. The term Bh11topiitlapralyiiya means a tax (Aya) on 
(prati) what has been taken in' i. e. imPOrted (apiitla), and 
what has been produced (bh~la) in the village. The reading 
Sambhrtoplillapralyiiya, if not a mistake for Sabh11topiitla. 
~alyllya, would indicate a tax upon articles (manufactured 
.and) stored (sambhrta) and goods imported. Bhataolilapra. 
t;gli,a is more enigmatical, but the expression olita may refer 
to articles imported (vii, III conj .• to wish to gain, to invite. to 
invoke) into the villages. It is, therefore. clear that these 
.expressions refer to the general excise and octroi duties that 
were collected at the villages. This interpretation is further 
",upported by the fact that the expression BhiUopIltlapral;gliya 
-does not figure along with the term sa. alka in any of our re
oords: Karda plates of Karkka II, dated 973 A.D •• <53> Kauthem 
plates of Vikramilditya, dated 1008 A.D. <54' and Mimj plales of 
Jagadekamalla dated 1024 A.D. "" describe the respective 
:grants of the villages as .a.'ulka, but they omit the expression 
.sabhruopiIllapralyliya: the remaining records use the latter 
term but omit the former. It is thus clear that the .'alka tax 
as nearly the same as the bhatopiitlapratyliya one. 

The Sirur inscription of Amoghavarsha I <50> and the 
'Soratllr inscription of Krsiu)a In <57> mention a tax on clari
fied butter and charCoal respectively: the government' .right to 
claim. apparently from the herdsmen and cattle-breeders. the 
best bull and she-buffalo is mentioned in some of the records 
,of the Vakatakas and the Yildavas of the Deccan. and of 
-the Cholas of Tamil country. <18> a copperplate of the S'iJa
,hiIras of Konken. who were administering the coastal territories 

53. I. A .. XII, p. 264. 54. I. A., XVI, p. 24. 
'55. I. A" VIII, p. 18, 56. E. I., VII. p. 203. 
57. I. A .. XII, p.257. 

'58. E. g. Chammak pia ... , C.I. I., Ill, p. 238; B.b ... i iucrip.ioD of 
Kph9a, J. B, B, R. A. S. IV. p. 48; Taodoo.o.tam pl ..... S. I. I., II. 
Il ... 530-1. 
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of the Rash\raku!as. mentions a. custoiDs duty of one golden· 
Gadyana from every ship arriving· from a foreign. country. 
and of one'silver dhara1)a from every one coming from coastal 
ports.'s,> Some of the inscriptions of the Cholas <60> mention a 
tax on potters. shepherds. weavers. oilmen. shopkeepers. 
stall·keepers. brewers and gardeners. Siddiiya tax_ i. e. .. 
tax on articles manufactured. was levied at Badami in the 
12th century. (61) All these taxes will fall under the category
of Bhiilopiitlapralyiiya. Some of the taxes mentioned above 
do not figure in the records of the Rilsh!rakutas. but most of 
them. and others also of a similar nature. may have very 
probably been levied by them also. The general expression 
Sllbhiilopiitlapralyiiya being used in the plates there was no. 
further necessity to specify them individually. It may be. 
pointed out that most of these taxes have been advocated in. 
standard books on polity and Dharma~stra. (6.> 

Octroi and excise duties were collected sometimes iD 
kind and sometimes in cash. The taxes on butler and 
charcoal at Sirur (63) and Soratur "0 were collected in kind. 
but the octroi duties at Badami (6S> and the customs dues at 
Kharepatan were collected in cash. The taxes collected in 
kind were very often assigned to local officers as shown 
already; this was inevitable. for the central government could 
hardly have managed to have at the capital a . store of shoes •. 
flowers. betel· leaves etc. that were paid as taxes in the distant 
villages .of its empire. Even if a store had been opened 
there. most of these articles would have been rendered 
useless before they reached the depot. Epigraphical recorct ... 
do not supply any information about the percentage of the 
taxes we are discussing. but a number of writers like Manu •. 
(VII. 131·2) VishQ\!. (III. 33) Gautama (11. i.30) and Kau\alya 
(II. 21) lay down that the excise duty tOlbe levied should be 
16% in ('ase of articles like fish. meat. honey. medicines. fruits. 

. 59. E. I.. Ill. p. 286 
61. I. A •• VI. p. 141. 

60. S. I. I .• III •• p. 391 •. 
62. Manu VII. 131 ff.;.ViohQu.IU. 29 If.. 
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pottery. fuel, eIc. The taxation may· hav .. varied in praotice 
with different al'licles Ix> some extent. but th .. average may have> 
bcon in the, vicinity of 16"/0. From Ibn Batuts. we Ie ..... that 
the octroi duti ... in the first half of the 14th century A.D, ........ 
25% The percentsge of customs duties seems to have varied 
between 5 and 10%. Vishl)u (III. 30), and Gautama. (n. i. '26) 
p~escribe 5'!.. Sukra (l~. 2, 110) recommeods a duty varying, 
from flo to 6"l.and Baudhayana 'I. 10. IS) permits a le\.y at JO/~ 

( 1. ;,v) Vis~ti Of forc~d labour 
, This tax has been referred to in most of the records of: 

oW' period. Tho Hindu polity has laid. down th.. proposition 
that every citizen ought to pay something b.}' way of tax";on 
to the state in retum for the protection that he gels. howsoever, 
poor he may be, Taxation. whether in cash on in kind. "' .... , 
both impracticablo and. cruel in tho Case of th .. poore~ olasses. 
Tho stato therefore (63' levied a tax in labol1/' from tIun.. Manu 
and other writers have laid down that ertisans, llIbo ......... 
eto. should be mad .. to work for one or two day. in tho month. 
for the state. It was obviousi.y impossible for tha cenb'al 
g9"emment to colloct this tax in labour in its central treasury. 
It was. therefore. realised partly during th •. tours of the ~g 
and the officers of the central govemment. partly fOIl the 
routine govemment wor,k in. the village likQ the: cl_ing of 
tho gavemmentgranary. weighing or'lIlI\8Suring the IIJnd·tax 
paid in kind eto~ and partly when public> work. in villag .... 
like the _vaLion of village tanks or well" hw:l to be. Clll:l'ied 
OJJI. On such occasion .. the headman coulcl. compe.l tM. 
artisana and the labouren: to work for tho stst~ Ot tho villag ... 
community. 

( I. y) Mi8~e,llaneQlIs Taxes 

UruW this head. may b. included ~eral n;lis~elian';'u. 
dues. First n;la~ bq mentioned a ~ ~n housea •. th", eXi.· 

6). VII. 138. 
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tenco of which is proved by an inscription from Hebbal. 
dated 975.<6" which records a grant of 12 sites of houses 
for a temple with complete exemption from' taxes. 'The exi •• 
tence of a ferry tax. which is recommended by most of 
the Smriti writers. is proved by the T orkhede plates of 
Govinda Ill. dated 813 A.D.. "., which expressly mention this 
imPOSt. It is difficult to say whether the tax on marriage, 
~ch is mentioned in some Chola records. <6" and the duty 
leviable at the festival of attaining puberty. which is referred 
to in an inscription of Vinayaclitya. "" dated 680 A.D •• were 
universal taxes or imposed only by some whimsical rulers. 
The last mentioned inscription also mentions a tax on men 
dying without a son. and a 13th century Yisdava document(68' 
attests to the existence of a tax levied on persons. who were 
J¥lt blessed with a son. 

, The tax on persons having no son or dying without a son 
'Seems at first sight a strange one. Some might imagine that 
i~was levied by the Hindu state in its desire to see that its 
'Subjects discharged the religious duty of procreating a son. 
The tax. however. was due to no such desire. nor could it 
have appeared to our age as an unjust imposition. Its imposi. 
tion 'as a matter of fact marked a great concession to the 
subjects. To understand its genesis. we shall have to ca.t a 
gianco at the history of the widow's right to inherit her 
husband's property. This right was recognised late in the 
history of the Hindu society. as was also the case elsewhere. 
S' atapatha Braiunal)a. (69) Maitrayal)iya Samhiti, (ID' Pips".. 
tamba. ,,1> Baudhayana tV" and Vasish\ha (va> Dharmaslit"'s do 
riot recognise this right. which Yajiiavaikya seems to have been 

64. E. I .• IV. p.355. 6S. E. I .• Ill. p. 53. 
66. E. g. Tandontot .. m pl ..... S. t I .. lll. p; 531 •. 

• 67. I. A •• XIX. p. 145. 68. Pool. Kolhapoor. p. '333. 
fig. IV. 4. 2. 13. 70. IV. 6. 4. 71. II. 14.2-4. 
72. XI. 2, 53. 73. XVII. 62. 
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the first writer to advocate vigorously. He was later followed 
by Narada. Katyayana and S' ankha. <7') When the widow 
was not recognised as an heir. at the death of her husband liv. 
ing separately from other collaterals. the property would have 
either escheated to the crown as heirless or de~olved upon dis· 
'tant collaterals. who it may have been thought. ought to pay 
<to the state a portion of the weaith they had got as wind·fall. 
Some of the states seem to have continued the tax even when 
othe widow was recognised as her husband's heir as a partial 
<:ompensation for the loss they had 10 sustain by the new 
Itheory thet the property could devolve upon the widow as 
well. This tax in the Deccan will have to be pronounced as 
humane. when compared to the practice of. some or the earlier 
.and contemporary states of confiscating all the property of " 
person dying without a son on the plea thet it was heirless. 
even when the widow was surviving, We shall discuss this 
theory in detail under the item' Income from government 
properties,' ' 

Some of the taxes mentioned under the present head do 
",ot figure in the Rash\raklita records. but it would be rash to 
say that they did not exist in our period. since they are men • 
. tioned in the inscriptions of the earlier. contemporary and 
later dynasties. 

(2) OccasioDal Exactions 

( 2. I ) Chii!abha!apravea' aJaQqa :-' Exactions at the 
time of the arrival of regular and irregular military and police 
forces.' Most of the village grants are slated to be free from 
this exaction. Chatas and Bhatas were the members of the 
police and military forces of the state, and when they were 
quartered in a village while on the march, the villagers had 
to meet a number of demands of their unwelcome guests. 
;S' ukra lays down that soldiers should encamp. outside ..: 

74. Quoted in the Mit&kaher« on Yaj';; ... lkya II, 135-6, 
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village and should not enter it except on official business. "5> 
It would thus appear that 'good govomments of our period! 
were trying to minimise the exactions of the soldiery by pr .... 
venting it from entering into villages, except with the 
permission of thp higher authorities. S' ukra' 8 rule would. 
however, minimise only individual high.handedness. That 
the military authorities would call upon the villagers tu meet 
their various needs is made clear by a record from Davangiri 
belonging to the 10th century A.D."6> This inscription states· 
that when MahasamanlAclhipati S'antivarman of Banavasi 
12.000 came in to due course to Palarur. he sent a summoner 1;(> 

the Mahajanas to say:-' A supply of grass i9 wanted for our
t!'oops of horses and elephants'. Thereupon, the cutters said, 
, Right well we cut: The king was pleased and set free the 
oUerini! of boiled 'rice Cor the ghosts. It is obvious that the 
inhabitants must have been required, to subsidis .. the troops, 

and officers with many commodities besides grass. The tax 
Sena bhaktam mentioned in the Arthas'astra ,,1> corresponds to
this exaction. 

( 2. ii) Rajase"akanam "asaliJa1Jqaprayil1Jada1JQau: Fines 
or dues leviable at the time of tha halt or departure· of the 
rOyal officers'. These are mentioned in a Yadsva grant"" 
but may have been common in our period as well. Tandon .. 
touam plates of Vijayanandivikramavarman <79' mentions a, 
fee for the man, who used to bring the royal orders to the 
villago. This Cee would also come under the present 
category. 

Customary presents to the king and higher officers on· 
oecasions of festivity like the birth oC a son, or marriage may 
also be mentioned here. Tho at.anlla tax mentioned in tho 
Ar~tra <so' has been interpretad in this 901190 by the 
commentator BhatlasvDmin. Such presents were made in, 

75. V.84. 
78. I. A .. XIV. p. 319. 

76. E. I. XI. p. 6. 
79. S. I. J •• n._p. 531. 

77. 11.15. 
80. II. J$ 
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the Indian States till reuntly and may have heeD' cOmmon in 
our period a. well. when some per.ons were 80 enthusiasti
cally loyal a. to offer their head. to deities in order that the. 
ki,ng may haw a male i •• ue. (81) 

( 2. iii ) Emergency demands of the State 
The modem .y.tem of public debt was practically un-· 

known in ancient times and the .tates were. therefore. com
pelled to levy e~tra taxation in case of emergency. in ordc,,' 
to tide over the difficulty. This procedure i. countenanced 
by the Mahabharata(Bt •• ArthaSistra(") and S'ukraniti"" and 
may have very probably exi.ted in our period too. sine!> 
Somadeva. a contemporary Deccanesc writer. permits the 
.tate to tax even the temple •• , Brahmanas and the wealth 
collected for sacrifice on .uch occa.ions. (85) Emergency taxa
tion doe. not Cigure in the copper plates because the donees., 
were not invested with the powers of levying it. 

Exemption from Taxation 
Exemption Crom taxation has been claimed as a privilege 

of the learned Brahmana. in most of the Smritis. It Was., 

conceded in practice only to, a very limited ClItent. This. 
qaestion will be discussed in detail in chapter XIV where 
the pnsitio~ of Brahmana. will he considered in detail. 

. ./ (3) Fines 
The income from fines formed in our age. as in modern. 

period. one of the items of the state income. Fines, could 
hardly have formed any appreciable fraction of the totar' in·, 
come of the state. and a con.iderable portion of them mu.t 
have been con.umed by the,expen.e of the judiciary. When 
villages were alienated, the right to receive the fines imposed 
upon, the delinquent. was al.o usually transferred to th .. 
donees. The usual expression in this connection i. aadaQqa-

81. E. Coo vn. Sorab No. 479 82. xn.~. 26-49. 

83. V. 2. 84. IV.. 20 10. 8S. Nilloiik,iinu;l4, XXI. 14. 
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Jas'iipariidha~; sometimes the more expressive terms like 
.Jal}rJiiya or pratishiddhii,a are used. "" These alternative 
forms will show that Dr. Ghosal' s view that the expres. 
sion confers upon the donee the right to be exempted. at least 
in part. from the ordinary penalties for the commission of 
some of the traditional offences (87) is hardly sound. The 
incorrectness of this view will be at once manifest when it is 
remembered that the expression figures not only in grants 
glven to Brahmanas. but also in those given to temples. Most 

. of the village disputes were tried in the villages themselves; 
it was customary to impose a fine even in civil cases on the 
unsuccessful litigants. A part of these fines was spent in 
meeting the expenses connected with the trial of the case 
before the Village Panchsyal; the balance. which normally 
went into the stale treasury. was diverted to the donees in the 
-.case of the alienated villages. 

(4) Income from Government Properties 

( 4. i) Crown lands; Waste lands and Trees. 
Stray plots of cultivable lands in several villages. waste 

lands, lands awaiting cultivation. forests and some specific 
trees formed government property. The Rash\l'aitiila admi
nistration did not claim proprietary right in all the hind under 
cultivation within its jurisdiction. The numerous copperplate 
-grants. giving villages to temples and Brahmanas. assign to 
the donees the government' s right to the taxes derived from 
the land and other sources; there is not a single case where 
the proprietary right in the entire land under cultivation in 
.any village has been transferred to a donee. The plate uses 
a long series of expressions specifying the rights accruing to 
the donees. but not a single expression is used in any of our 
grants. suggesting that the donees acquired the proprietary 
rights in the cultivable lands in the village. Even the right 

86. E.g .• -I.A .. XIX.p.16S. 
87. Ghooal. Hindu Revenu. BgiJIem. -p. 220. -
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of ejection is nowhere mentionecl. It is. therefore. clear that 
in our period the state did not lay any claim to the owner. 
ship of the entire soil situated in the realm. Nay. there are 
actual cases of previous purchase when land. and not the reo 
venue rights. were assigned to the donees. Tirukkoyalur· 
inscription 'B8' of the 21st year of the reign of K!9h~a III 
(c. 961 A. D. ) states how a Vaidumba king purchased about 
3 o.li, of land from the local assembly in order to assign it to· 
a temple in the village. Some of the Chola records. granting 
land and not the right to the revenue. expressly -refer to the 
previous purchase of the rights of the former owners and here. 
ditary proprietors. '19' It is further worth noting that when 
the proprietary right in the soil is given to the donee. the grant 
is usually of a rew acres and not of an entire village. In this 
connection the Konnur inscription of Amoghavarsha I (90' is 
very important. The record states that. at the request of his 
favourite general. Bankeya. Amoghavarsha I gave to a Jain 
temple 

(\) the village or T aleyur. 

(2) a £lower garden. soo x ISO cubits in dimension,_ 
situated in the same village. and 

(3) 12 Nioarianas of land. situated in each of the 30 
villages included in the sub·division in which the village of 
T aleyur was situatecl. 

Now there was no necessity of specifying the precise 
dimensions of the flower garden. situated in the village Tale. 
yur. if the grant of the village meant the grant or the entire 
land within its bound""ies. The separate mention of this 
garden and of its precise dimensions shows that the proprie. 
tary rights in the soil were transferred to the temple only 
with reference to this small plot of land. Item No. 3 above 
further shows that when it was the case or transferring 

88. S. I. I •• III. pp. 104-6. 
90. E. I .• VI.lp. 29. 

89. ibid. 11. No •• 22 aDd 23. 
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proprietary rights in soil. the state could usually give only 
small pieces scattered over different villages. and not entire 
villag~ themselves. 

A number of other records support the same conclusion. 
The Atkur inscription. belonging to the middle of the loth 

· century. records a grant of land to a temple by BiitugB n. 
the brother-in-law of KTsh~a III; the piece given is one 
yielding an income~of two Kangugas (3 KhsQq;s) only. In an 
inscription from Mulgund. we find a king named Kanna 

. granting 
(I) a piece of 12 Nivartanas situated 'in the S'ioata of 

that village. - ----.. --- -

(2) that portion of land which was situated between 
two tamarind trees to the south of that village. and 

(3) six maltars in Pareyaloku to the west of the bound
ary of Sugandhvati or modem Saundatti. "" 

The facl that lhis king should find it necessary to give 
· only detached pieces of cultivable land situated in the different 
comers of the village shows that the state was not. and did 
not claim, to be the proprietor of the entire land of the realm. 
This canclusion is quite in harmony with the views on the 
subject prevailing in the Hindu period proper. Jaimini dis
tincdy- says that the king is not the owner of the soil and his 
commentator S' abara agrees with him. The same is the 
view of Kityilyana. "" Nilaka~tha '93' refers to the text of 
Jaimini and asserts)that a king cannot grant in charity the 
proprietary right in the soil in the realm, because it does not 

· belong to him but to various individual proprietors. The view 
of MaclhaV8 'O" and Mitramis'ra (9s> is the same. It is only 
.Jagann8tha, who advocates the view that the king i. the 

91. J:B. B. R. A. S .. X, p. 199_ 
"92. Quotea in Viramitl'OdaY8. RKjaniti. p. 211. 
9~. ,Vgaoaharamagiikha, SvatvauuUpal;lam. p. 56. 
94. NyKyamila, p. 358. 95_ S.p No. 91 ahove. 
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-own';" of the soil and the subject. are mere les.ees. and that 
the former's right of ownet'Ship arise. out the fact of \tis 
-being the first occupant of the country. ".. But Jagannatha 
i. B very lale writer and his testimony is contradicted by the 
almost unanimous views of both earlier and later writers. 
It may be observed that Manu (97) also <loes not support 
the state-ownership of land as is sometimes contended by 
some authors. The topic discussed in the verse in question is 
... bout the ownership of the treasure-trove and not of land. 
Some of the Greek writers suggest- that the theory of the 
state-ownership of the land existed in the days. of Chandra. 
gupta Maurya. I?ut hardly any value can be attached to 
their statements since they are contradicted by others. (98) 2: 

Though the state was not the owner of the entire culti. 
vable land in the kingdom. it used to own some pieces in most 
·of the villages situated in the realm. These may have been 
lands which had lapsed to it as heirless property. or. which 
had been confiscated by it for offences committed by their 
·former owners or which were actually purchased by ·it for 
state purpose.. In some cases these state lands may also have 
been waste lands brought under cultivation by government. 
The examples given above show how the 'state owned stray 
pieces of lands in many villages. and 'more can be quoted. 
The SUahara ruler Govunarasa is known to have granted 206 
maltars of land to the' Salotgi College; "9> the Raila prince 
Sniitivarman had given ISO mallar, in the field of his own 
Sivala. (100) The meaning of this word Sicala is not definitely 
known. but it seems to stand for the crown lands •• Honawad 
inscription of Som~va,a <100> shows that when actual pieces 
-of land were granted away they were not always free (rom 
the land tax. Either its full amount or a certain quit rent~ 
was charged. 

96. Quoted in Son', Hindu Ja,l,pruds1rC8. p. 27. 
97. V11l. 59. 98. Ma.e.iadl •• Meg ... bea ••• p. 48. 
99. E. I .• IV. p. 56. 100. I. A. XIX. 9-l75. 
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Forests were government properties in our period. A. 
Pallava record <10Ll falling within our period mentions a grant 
of four pieces 'of forest land in the vicinity of Kanchi, showing 
thereby that the state used to claim ownership in the forest 
lands situated within its jurisdiction. Most of our records 
granting villages use the expression savrk.hamalak./al). It 
is very likely that the expression refers to the transfer of the 
state's right in the forest lands that may be situated within, 
the boundaries of the village. It must be. however. admitted' 
that another interpretation of this term is possible. Some of 
the Indian states of the Deccan still claim the right or owner
ship in certain trees like sandal. hir<Ja elc, even when they· 
may be growing on private soil. The same was the case 
with many of the states in the Punjab.oon The records of the 
Gahadwar dynasty show that its rulers claimed proprietary 
rights in mango and Madhuka trees growing in the kingdom. <10" 

It is. therefore. not unlikely that the expression savrk. 
shama/aku/al} may be referring to the state's ownership' of 
some such trees as well. There is. however. no evidence 
belonging to our period to prove that the RBsh\raku\as used to
claim this right.. The expression can be interpreted as refer· 
ring to the state' s ownership of the trees growing in the 
forests or by the roadsides. or on the village waste lands. 

Ownersliip of the waste lands was naturally vested in the 
state. Specific evidence to prove this theory is afforded by the 
two'. Ganga reco~ds in the Bangalore museum " .. > which record 
the grant of uncultivable waste lands situated in Guladpad i: 
and Bempur 12 to two soldiers for their distinguished 
bravery in war. That the Gupta administration also claimed 
this right is proved by the Damodarpur plates. <10$> where 
we find government officers disposing off waste lands by sale. 

101. I. A .• VII. p. 169. 
102. Punjab States Gazetteer. VII, A. p. 16." 
103. e. g. E. I .• XI. p. 24. 104. E. I., VI. p.44. 
105. E. I •• XV. p. 130. 
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The first part of the expression saka.l!Jhatr,!akupala~~ 
gopetal). which occurs in many of our records <10" transfe", to 
the donees the right to utilise grasSi. fuel etc •• growing on thes 
waste lands included in the boundaries of the village con
cerned. It must be. however. noted that the 5mriti writers> 
lay down that a certain portion of. the village waste land .. 
should be set apart as pasturage (10'1> and most of the Deccan 
villages still possess them. In our period. too. the same mus~ 
have been the case. The ownership of the pasture lands was' 
vested in the vUlage Mahiljanas. 

(4. ii) Mines and Salt 

In ancient as in modem times the state was the owner' of 
the min •• in the realm. The expression .aha bhyanlarasiJJhi. 
which occurs in most of our grants. transfers to the donees the 
state's right to the mineral wealth in the interior of the earth. 
Viicha.palya.brnaJaJhiJnana and S'abJiirlnachintlimaQi botJr. 
give ni.npatti or production as a synonym "f siJJIri; accord. 
ing to DharaQi the 'wordalso-meanssampatti or wealth, 
Macdonell and Apte state in their dictionaries thet the wor~ 
has also the sense of payment or recovery. A bnyanlara.iJJhr
would. therefore, mean' realisation of whate~tIiemteri~~ 
(of the soil)' or' wealth in the interior (of the earth)' or recovel'l" 
of whetever i. in the interior (of the earth), It is, therefore. 
clear that the meaning, which is here ascribed to this te_ 
for the Fir.!t time, is the correct one and the eXpression prav,"", 
that the stete was the owner of the mines and minerals. 

Mineral wealth included salt mines as well, the owner_ 
shi'p in which was expressly claimed bY' the Gahadwals anti' 
the Chola .. <lOB> The Rash\1'akuta records nowhere expressly< 

106. " g. E. I .. I, p. 51. 
, 107., ., g. Manu,. VIII, 237, Vi.bJju V,.l47. 

108 •• g. S.heth Mobe.h pla.e. of Govi.d •• haDd ... E. I •• XI, p. 24v 
TandonotottBm platel 01 VinayanandivikramaVIlfIllBn, S. I. I., II. 
pp.531-2. 

, ~~, 
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.,Iaim this right for the state. That may be perhaps due to 
its not having c\;;med any royalty in the salt manufacture: it 
is. however. also possible that the expression' sahabhyantara· 
.iddhi· having included that right as well. it was not deemed 
necessary to specify it separately. It is. however. rather 
strange that CVeD the records of the S'ilaharas. whose domi. 
nions included the coastal districts where salt must have been 
manufactured .on a large scale. should not be specifically 
claiming this righL That might perhaps show tluit the 
Riishtrakil!BS and their feudatories did not claim the salt mono· 
poly like the Cholas and the Gahadwals. 

(4. iii) Treasure·trove and the property of heirless 
persons 

This is the last item to be considered under this head. 
Our copperplate grants usually transfer to the donees the 
right to the treasure·troves that may be discovered in the 
villages or lands granted. The expre.sion used in lhis con· 
nection is nidhinikshepasamdal} "." • along with the right to 
treasures and buried wealth·: there is no ambiguity whatso' 
cver about its meaning. Most of the Smriti writers <110' also 
state that the king was entitled to a fairly large share of the 
treasure·troves. except when the discoverer was a Brahmana. 

Gautama. <uD Vasistha, (112) Vishl)u(J13) and Manu(l14) 

lay down that the heirless property of the non·Brahmanas was 
to escheat to' the state. The interpretetion of the term 
• heirless' seems to have differed with different times. It is 
true that the widow was not recognised as an heir for a long 
time as shown already; but the Dharma.§astras. which deny 
her thet right. concede it to other:collaterals. like the brothers. 

109. C/. I. A... II. p. 301; XIX. p. 345 .tc. 
110. .. g. MaDu. VIII •. 3S-39; Y~jDD.v.Ikya.lI. 34-5; Vi.h~u J.V. I; 

etc . . 
111. XXVIII. 41-2. 
113. XVII. 13-4. 

• 
112. XVII. 73 
114. IX. 189. 
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cousins or uncles. A person who dies without a male issue 
but leaves behind him so;"e collaterals cannot, therefore, be 
regarded as dying without an heir. It would, however. 
appear that some states in the ancient period regarded such 
persons as dying without heirs in order to claim their propertY 
for themselves. Some of the Jataka stories disclose such a 
slate of affairs, (115) and the 6th act of the S'iikunlala provides 
us with a most convincing case. There we find that the king 
stops the intended confiscation of the property of a dead 
merchant in order to see whether one of the widows, who was 
enceinte at the time of the tragedy, would give birth to a son. 
A similar case i. mentioned in the Mohapariijaya of Yashah. 
pala who flourished in Gujarat in the 12th century. Kumar~
pala is there grieved to leam that his subjects should be 
under the justifiable impression that their king always desired 
that rich persons should die without leaving behind any 
sons: "m The king consequently renounces this right after 
his conversion, and the Kumiirapiilapratibodha claims that 
the magnanimity of permitting the weeping widow~to keep 
her propertY was not shown in the past even by kings like 
Raghu and Nahusha. (lt7> The case in the Deccan, however. 
was different. The tax on persons dying without a son. 
which has been already referred to, proves that only a fraction 
of their propertY passed to the slate as a kind of succession 
duty. Managoli Inscription, dated. 1178 A.D., further makes 
it absolutely clear that the propertY of persons dying without 
a male issue did not escheat to the crown. as was the case in 
contemporary Gujarat. The inscription states :-

115 • •• g., V.I.IV,.pp. 485-6, 
116. Cf. f.I'i'i RI.q'u,q, ....... ;fl .. ,j, m 1IJ5Uiit, p.43, Act III. v. SO. 
117. if P ~ ~i.,"'.,(.ti3( .. «t-

ll';!lif'fiIlVr: "ds.,,,ii, ... flIflI~ I 
fiI!i'''"O\iiil'''''~'~.'J'IT 
Sl!~ I'fII'fiI' JITdf ~J): II p. 48. 
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• If anyone should die at Manigavalli without sons. his
wife. female children. divided parents. and bro· 
thers and their children. ......... and any kinsmen 
and relatives of the same Gotra. who may survive. 
should take possession of all his property. i. eO. 
bipeds. quadrupeds. coins. grains. house. and field ~ 
if none such should survive. the authorities of the 
village should take over the properly' as Dharma-
de:;a property:"''' . 

It would be clear from this valuable record that the property 
of sonless persons did not escheat to the crown but devolved 
on the kinsmen in an order which is very similar to that laid 
dOwn by Yajnavalkya. (119) Somadeva. a contemporary writer
from Karnatak. also states that the king may take a share 
of the property of the widow only when in difficulty. (120) This 
would show that ~normally the property was allowed to 
devolve upon the widow and other near heirs. It is interesting 
to note that the epigraphical evidence from the Deccan con~ 
firms the Jradition that the widow was recognised in that pro .. 
vince as her husband's heir since early times. This tradition 
is, mentioned as early as in the Nirukta; <l2l> YBinavaikya alse. 
who recognises the widow as an heir and permits the king 
to inherit the property of the dead under no circumstances. 
whatsoever. was most probably a southerner like his 
commentator: Vijnimesvara.. • 

Government Expenditure 

Epigraphical records· naturally give no information in 
details about the various items of state expenditure during 
the period of Ancient Indian History. but it is strange that 
the N iIi and Smriti works. also should be silent upon. the 
point. Most of them give in great details the various sources 
of revenue. but the information which only a few of them 

118. E. I .. Vj p. 28. 119. II. 135-6. 
120. IX. 5. 121. Niruk ••• III. 5. 
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'Supply about the heads of the expenditure is very scrappy and 
unsystematic. Kau\alya ".,,, enumerates 14 items of ex
penditure but the list is neither systematic nor exhaustive. 
Royal !.arem and kitchen are the only items of the civil 
list mentioned by him. the items of civil administration and 
judiciary are altogether omitted. only a few heads of the 
military expenditure are enumerated and the navy is forgotten 
altogether. The only work which lays down definite principles 
of public expenditure is the S' ukraniti. "'" The author of this 
,;nteresting work very pro'bably lived in the vicinity of our 
. period and his dicta seem to have been based upon the actual 
practice of the three great military powers of the age. vis. 
the Ra.h\raku\8S. the Gurjara-Prauharas and the P'alas. His 
view would. therefore. be particularly valuable for our present 
.enquiry. S'ukra divides the income in six parts and lays down 
that one should be kept as re.erve. as many as three should be 
assigned to the army. and half of a part should be reserved 
;for each of the four following items. vis. (1) Charity. (2) Privy 
purse. (3) Civil administration and (4) • People'. It is very 
like~.,that if ever the Rash!>,akula and Gurjara·Pratihan. bud
gets are discovered. they would disclose a similar allocation 
o(Jf funds. These empires were maintaining huge military forces 
and it is quite passi.ble that their military expenditure may 
'have amounted to half of the Central revenues. It must be. 
\however. added that S' ukra includes also the police forces 
under the expression bala. The percentage for the general 
administration seems to be rather small. but it must not be 
forgotten that many of the state officers were paid by rent. 
free lands. S' ukra permits only about 8 % for the king's privy 
purse and it is perhaps possible that in actual practice the 
kings for our period may have taken a little more. Th" pet'
centage reserved for charity. vis. about 8 ~~ seems too high. 
But it must be remembered that the religious outlook of the 
.. ge was different from ours. and that the sums spent under 

122. n. 6. 123. I. p.315-6. • 
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this head helped indirectly the cause of education as well • 
. The last item • people' seems to include the provision made 
in the Central budget for the general needs and improvement .. 
of the country; grants for big public works. expenses for the 
upkeep of the imperial roads. special grants to local bodies 
for works beyond their limited means etc .• were probably 
included under this item. Education. sanitation'. local road .. 
and public works were to a great extent managed by the local 
bodies. which were supplied with the necessary funds by the 
earmarking of a certain percentage of the revenues collected in 
the villages r or the 'local needs. ("" The imperial budget. 
therefore, had no separate provision for these various items; 
'the central government had only to make extra special grants 
to local bodies for p;"'jects beyond their limited means. and 
the item • people' probably denotes that provision in thl' 
Imperial budget. 

CHAPTER XII 

The Military and Police, and the • II 
Feudatories 

Section A: The Military and the Police 

There was hardly a monarch of our dynasty who had not 
to undertake extensive military operations either to quell 
.internal rebellions or to carry out ambitious foreign expedi . 
• tions. The military.machine of the Empire must. therefore • 
. have been a very strong and efficient o,\e. It used to inspi .... 
terror literally from the Himalayas to the Cape Kamorin and 
.and Kathiawar to Bengal when handled by efficient emperors 
,and generals. and it was through its instrumentality thot the 
Rashlralrulas compelled' every prince •• to quote the word$ 

-<If Sulaiman. 'though master in his own state. to pay homage 
• 124, Anle p. 209. 
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to themselves. '" The ascendancy of the military was 90 

great that it was reflected even fn civil administratio"n; we 
have seen already how many of the provincial governors. 
district officers, and city prefects were generals or captains. 
The incessant wars with foreign powers and the protected . 
.reudatories had infused the military spirit in the whole popu· 
lation; there were local militias even in villases'u and skir· 
mishes among them were not infrequent. 

The reputation for bravery whinh the Marathas and Kar' 
·nata. posses..ed in the days of Yuan Chwang was maintained 
if not enhanced in our period. Bengal rulers used to recruit 
soldiers from Karnatak and Lata, (3) a procedure which'will 
cl .. arly show that the Risshtrakiita dominions were inhabited 
by races, famous all over the country for their martial quali. 
ties. In his Viddhas'alabhanjikli Raias' ekhara, a' contempo· 
rary writer, pays a handsome compliment to the bravery of 
the Kamatas when he observes that they were naturally 
-brave. (U 

The army headquarters were at the' Imperial capital, 
Malkhed. The Salotgi inscription of Kphl)a III'" describes 
Malkhcd as '.thiribhntaka!aki i. e. a place where the military 
forces were located. There must liave been provincial head· 
quarters as well. .AI Masudi hes observed about the Gu";ara. 
PratihBras that they used to maintain large army garrisons 
in the south and north, east and west in order to deal prompt· 
Iy with the pr~spective attacks on all the fronts. <6> The 
army arrangements of the Rashlrakiitas were also similar. 
The army of the south was under the Banavasi viceroy and 
that of the north under the rulers of the Guiarat branch. 
The first had to carry operations against the Gangas, No!am. ' 

1. Elliot, Hiolorv, p.7. 2. Ant. pp. 190-192 

3. Bha,alp.' pl ..... I. A., XV, p. 305. , 
4. CE. _lftaIf.I~'t'f~:;A~tIV, 
S. E. I., IV, p. 66. 6. Elliot, Hi.toru 01 India I. 
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·bas. PaIl!,vss and-the 'Cholas. and the: latter luid to guard the 
Ironli"r;!' against the Guriara Praliharas .and their allies and 
/e;'datories. Though not specifically mentioned in epigraphi. 
,cal records, there must have been an a"iny ,of the east as 
well to deal with the Vengi .and Vanga rulers. Any corps 
-CQuld be summoned in any direction in times of difficulty. 
Thus the southern army under the Banavasi viceroy was 
summoned by Amoghava""ha I to quell the rebellions in the 
·.central and northem portions of the empire. <7' All these 
.armies must have been mobilised Cor the memorable cam
paigns in the south and north of Dhruva, Govinda III, 
.Indra III, and Kishna III. 

The Indian arm'ies in the time of the Rash\rakiilas had 
·ceased to be chafuranga, for chariot.~ a fighting force was 
.lIot used in our ti~e, We nowhere find any mention of 
battalions of chariots either in epigraphical records or in the 
aacounts or'the contemporary Muslim writers. The epigra· 
phical documents. while describing the military victories ...... ult-

• ing in the surrender of war materials, refer to elephants, 
infantary and cavalry; chariots are mentioned only in 
""nnection .with the insignia of honour of distinguished gen .... 
tali alid milita"; office"". (.' 

From ¢ontemporary Muslim writers we learn that the 
.Rashlrakil\8, Pala, and .Guriara Pratihara armies were 
famous for their infantry, elephant battalions and cavalry 
respectively. AI Masudi says about the Balhara i. e. the 
R-ash\rakii\8S king:-

, His ho""~s and elephants are innumerable but his troops 
are mostly infantry because the seat of his government is 
mostly among mountain .. ' 
- The latter part of this statement is incorrect, 

but it may have been probably intended to mean 
that the infantry was mostly recruited from the mountainous 

7. E. I •• VI. p. 29. 
8. Se. the Kal •• io.criplion of G ... ind. IV; E. I., XIll. p. 334. 
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,tribes inhabiting the Vindhya and Sahya ranges. aswas later the 
.case in ihe Maratha Empire. The cavalry battalions in the 
... rmy could not have been insignificant. for the Rash!raku!BS 
'had very often to face the Gurjara Pratihara armies. which 
.were particularly strong in that arm. Govinda II was a great 
horseman'" and the lightning all-India movements of Dhruva. 
Govinda 1Il and [ndra III ~resuppose a strong cavalry_ The 
'Deccarr had no· good b"""d of horse. and the Rash\l"akiilaS 
·were probably importing their army horses from Arabia. as 
'was late' ih".practice·of a number of states. It may be in
-teresting. tG note that most of the places mentioned in the Niti
vQJ,yiimr/a as famous for their breed of horse are trans
.Indian and ihat the first variety mentioned in that work is 
that of the Tajika i. e. the Arabian horse. At the time of 
.Marco Polo the kingdom "f Thana used to import its army 
.horses from Arabia; the traffic in' horses was so great in .the 
13th and 14th centuries that no ship carne to India without 

.horses in addition .to other cargo. (u' The Vijayanagara rulers 
. also had to rely on Arabia for their army.horses. The same, 
. therefore, was almost certainly the case in our period as well. 
Thi. dependence on Arabia for the supply of the needs of the 

,cavalry may have been one of the main reasons that induced 
the Rilshlrakulas to maintain friendly relations with the 
Muslim traders r'-siding in their dominions. .. 

The recruitment to the army was extendec;\ to all the 
classes; even the Brahmana. are to be seen in ihe fighting 

..force. Bettegiri inscription of KrshJ)a III "" immortali.es the 
memory of a Brahmana named Ganaramma who laid down 
his life while defendi';g hi. village in a valliant manner. The 
Kala. inscription of Govinda IV"" describes the glorious 

9. C/. ~~;fure-~:I K.dba"l.te •. E.I •• IV. p. 340. 

]C. XXII. 10. The reading TRrjike. is obviously. mistake for Tljik •. 

11. Maroo Polo. 11. p. 391_ . 12. E.I. XIII. p. 334. 

13. E. I •• XIII. p. 189. 
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career and achievements of two Brahmana generals Revadasa 
Dikshita and Visottara Dikshita who are expressly described! 
as Somayisjins and omaments of the· Brahmal)8 race. Kudar
kota inscription records the erection of a building for vedic 
studies by a Brahmana in memory of his son T akshadatta. 
who had died in war. Both the father and the son are· 
described in the record as familiar .with the three Vedas.'"' 
The Smriti rules do not seem to have been much respectecli 
with reference 10 the selection of professions in our as also in 
the earlier periods. It will be shown in chap. XIV how even 
the Jains used to enlist themselves in the army and dislin~ 
guish themselves on the battlefield. 

A part of the army consisted of the hereditary forces. 
and the forces of the feudatories. The Muslim writers seem 
to be referring to the hereditary forces when they mention. 
the troops of the Indian kings. who came out to fight for their' 
king though they received no pay from him. U5' The principle· 
of heredity. which was allowed to operate to some extent 
in the appointments to civil offices seems to have governed 
to a great extent the recruitment of the army as well. M aula' 
bala or the hereditary force is very often referred to in our' 
epigraphical records as the most efficient and trustworthy arm. 
Amoghavarsha I particularly extols the capture· of the fort 
of Kedal. by Bankeya. because it was garrisone4 by hereditary· 
(maula) for~es. Both Sukra'J6) and Kismandaka'17> hold, 
the maula bala in the highest esteem. It would seem that. 
fighting was followed as a hereditary profession in several 
families or localities from where the hereditary forces were
recruited. Bankeya. the viceroy of Banavasi. has been des·· 
cribed as the leader of a hereditary force. It would thus. 
appear that the military captains who were often hereditary,. 
used to recruit their forces from the families of hereditary· 

14. E. I.. I. p. 180. 
16. IV. 7. 8-10. 

IS. Elliot. I. p. 7. 
17. XVlIl. 4; ff. 
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fighters. The ArthaSastra'''' refers to villages enJoymg ex
emption from land tax (ayadhiyaparih1ira ) on condition of 
supplying a certain number of soldiers to the army. These 
village. were obviously tenanted by families from among 
whom the maaia baia was recruited. There may have been 
similar villages in our period also. which were assigned te> 
the members of the maula bala. We can now well under
stand the apparently incredible statement of the contemporary 
Muslim writers that the troops in India are not paid by Indian 
kings but maintain themselves without receiving anything. 
from them. 

The Muslim writers. who make this .tatement. also add 
that the members of the fighting force. of the Rash!rakutas· 
were paid regularly by their emploYers. It would. therefore. 
seem that even the mauia bala was paid a part of its salary 
in cash by the Malkhed govern;"ent. We have seen already 
how the Rashtrakutas used to exercise rigorous administrative 
control over their viceroys and feudatories. who had to send 
all their collections to the imperial exchequer. This must 
have enabled them. unlike many of their contemporaries. to pay 
their troops directly in ca.h or kind at the army headquarters .. 
Direct payment must have naturally increased the efficiency 
of the fighting force. The R ... h\rakuta administration is thus 
seen sharing the-· views of Kamandaka. a contemporary 
writer. o,yho points out that a force. which is given its wages
without delay. will fight with greater enthusiasm than a forc .. 
which is not promptly paid. <19> 

In contemporary Kashmir the soldiers. when out on duty. 
were paid an additional allowance'''' as was the practice of 
the East India Company for some time at the beginning of 
its career. We do not know whether the practice in Kashmir
prevailed in the Deccan of our period as well. It is. however._ 

lB. 11.34. 19. Chapt ••• XV. 
20. Rjjjat ••• ngiQi. VII. 1457. VIII. 757. BOB-810 .tc .. 
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:not uniikely that the soldiers may have been paid. when out 
..on a campaign. an additional allowance by the Rash\rakii!as 
.as well. since such an allowance was cal~ulated to infuse 
greater enthusiasm in the army. 

Govemment used to pay pensions to the dependents of 
the soldiers killed in war; a concrete case of such a provision 
js contained in one of the Bana records. nil Another record 
"of the same dynasty chronicl~s the death of an officer. who 
"was successful in driving away the enemy. but who fell 
while pursuing him. as he was too much in advance of his 
column. • His army put off their arms with which they had 
"come. raised a lamentation. and made a gift to yield an annual 
income for him: It would seem that the soldiers of this regi· 
ment felt that the death of their gallant officer was due to 
~eir negligence in not having followed him with agility in his 
pursuit. It is not, however. unlikely that even in such cases 
the central govemment may have paid its own pension in 
.addition to the provision made by the members of the regi· 
ment. 

The Rash\rakii\a forces did not consist of untrained or 
half trained soldiers. Regular officers were appointed to 
train different units. A cavalry instructor is referred to in 
an inscription Crom Ron in Dharwar district. (2" This record. 
which probably belongs to the time of Amoghavarsha I. reo 
cords a gift of land by the illustrious TuragaveQqega 
(Marvel in training horses). when he was going out to 
batLie. The training of the recruits. however. was not as 
arduous a task during our period as it is now. We have seen 
already how most of our villages had their own militias. reo 
cruited from their own inhabitants. These militias must 
have been the principal recruitment fields for the regular 
armies. The recruits thus possessed a certain amount 01 
military efficiency at.the time of their enrolment. The Rash!ra. 
"ku!as could very well have afforded to set a high test fOl 

21. I. A .• XII. p. '9. 22. E. I .. XIII. p. 187 
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admission to the army. e. g. requiring the recruit tp show his. 
skill in archery or riding as was done by some of the Muslim 
state. in the 14th century. <I" 

Most of the Rash!rakiila emperors were themselves
distingui.hed soldiers and mu.t have been. at least in theory. 
their own commanders·in-chief. Under them were a number' 
of generals. who may have been in charge of the different 
corps. The statu. of the general was as high as that of a 
Mahasilmanta entitled to the five great musical instruments. 
They were allowed to use elephants and chariots. invested 
with the robes of their office and assigned distinctive para
sol •. "" Here again we find epigraphical evidence corroborat
ing the statement in the Ni/iviikyilmf/a. a contemporary work: 
on politics. that the generals were to be respected not only by 
the feudatories but'also by the emperor. who was to invest 
them with insignia of honour and dignity similar to his own. "5> 

Baliidhikrfa., da~<laniiyaka. and mahiipracha~<lada~<lanilyaka 
are the main military designations that we come across in our' 
documents. The precise relative status of these is difficult to 
determine. Several other designations also must have existed., 
The fierce lord of the elephant force is mentioned. in the 
Kalas inscription"·> and cavalry and infantry also must 
have had their own .eparate officers <;If the different grades. 
These latter are not referred to in our records but are men
tioned in the copper plates of the Gahadwal dynasty and in 
the Nilisiira of Kilmandaka. .m 

The army had its own commissariat office. A number 
of merchants were engaged by this office for the purpose of 
meeting the needs of ilie army when on march. One such 
merchant contractor figures in inscription No. 177 of the 
Madras Epigraphical Report for the year 1912. This docu
ment records a ch~ritable gift of Narasingayan, a merchant 

2~. Gibb ••. 1lm Batuta. p. 189. 
.25. XII. I. 

27. XIX. 32. 

24. E. I.. XIII. p. 334. 
26. E. I •• XIII. p. 334. 
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from Mimyakheta who had accompanied the camp of 
KrshJ)8 III during the southern campaigns of that emperor, 

The Riijatarangi~i refers to ambulance corps arrange
ments made for the soldiers in the Kashmir armies. "8) It 
is very likely that similar arrangements must have been made 
by the Ra.,h!rakii\8S, though so far no evidence is forthcom
ing to prove the.r actual existence. The same observation 
will probably be true about the Sappers and Miners corps, 

The army must have been accompanied by numerous 
camp followers. Quite a large battalion of cooks, washer
men, sweepers, watermen, cartmen, etc.. must ha';'e been 
necessary to meet its "arious needs. It seems that in 
Northern India slaves were employed for these menial duties; 
AI Utbi informs us that the victory, which the Hindus had 
almost secured against Mahmud of Ghazni in the battle of 
Ohind was lost by them owing to the revolt of the slaves in 
the household, who attacked them in the rear while the 
battle was at the critical stage. un We do not know whether 
this unsound practice was followed by the Rssh\l'akii\8S in 
their. military administration. The reputation for great 
eCficien~, which the army possessed, and the numerous 
victories that stand to its credit would suggest that it was all 
composed of free men; slaves could hardly have found a 
place in it even for menial duties. 
,- Wives and other Cemale relatives of the emperors_used to 

accompany them even in distant expeditions. Amoghavarsha I 
was bom, while his father's camp was pitched at the feet 
of the Vindyas, during his campaign in the Central India_ <80) 

An inscription from Tiruvurrur records a gift from the mother 
of Krshna ill made to a local. temple. <3ll It is interesting to 
n'ote that Kam!mdaka has no objection against this unsound 

28. VIII. 741, 29, Ellio', Hild ... " II pp. 33-4_ 
30 E. I. XVIII; p. 244_ 
31. Inecriptione Erom Madras Presidency, Chmglcput. No. 1048 
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practice'''' and it is, therefore, not Wllikely that it may have 
been fairly common in our period. Our records do not 
enlighten us as to whether officers and soldiers were allowed 
to be accompanied by their families when the armies were 
out on campaigns. In the case of ordinary soldiers this must 
have been an impossibility, and it would seem that only high 
officers and general. may have been shown this indulgence. 
Among the causes that contribute to the weakness of the 
fighting force, Kamandaka mentions the presence of wo"¥'n 
." the camp. ,3') It would thus appear that strict and efficient 
military administrations of our period were not permitting any 
officers to be accompanied by their families when out on 
campaigns. The only exception made seems to have been 
in favour of the emperors' and perhaps the generals. 

No evidence is available to determine the exact strength 
of the Rash\rakiita army. Muslim writers simply attest to its 
high prestige, but they are ~ilent about its numerical strength. 
Al Masudi informs us that each of the four armies that 
were .maintained in the four directions by the Gurjara
Pratiharas was seven to nine lakhs in strength. "" The 
Teports of the strength of the armies of the various states 
in India that had reached the Muslim traders and travel
lers were often exaggerated: Sulaiman says'''' that the 
elephant force of. the Palas was 50,000 strong, but Ibn 
Khurdadba, a contemporary of hi;' observes that it was 
only 5000 strong. "0' AI Masudi no doubt states that the 
Bengal elephant force was reputed to be SO,DOO strong, but 
adds that the reports in these matters were exaggerated. 
He refers to the report that there were 15,000 washermen in 
the "",mp of the Bengal ruler, in proof of his contention that 

, no strict reliance could be placed on what one heard about 
these matters. The statement'of Al Masudi that each of the 

32. XIV, "69. 33 •• XVIII,4S. 
54. EIIi.t, I, p. 23. 35. Ibid, p. S. 
36. Ibid, p. 14. 
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four armies of the Gurjara·Pratiharas was about eight Iakhs in 
strength may be similarly exaggerated. It is. however. quite 
likel,)' that AI Masudi may have based his statement about 
the strength of each of the Gurjara.Pralihara armies on the 
reporl of the strength of only one of them. which may have 
been strengthened in numbers by the temporary mobi
lisatiol) of large forces from other fronts or armies. The 
total fighting force of the Gurjara-Pratiharas may have been 
a ,\"!illion or a million and a quarter. The Rash!rakli\as had 
more than once crossed. swords with them successfully and 
their forces too could not have been much less in number •• 
Their civil administration was largely manned by military 
officers. and. therefore. it is not in· the least unlikely. that they 
might have so arranged the matters as to raise easily an ern· 
cient fighting force of about a million. when critical battles 
had to be fought at several fronts. The Vijayanagar Empire 
of later period. with approximately equal resourCes. had au 
army of about a million. (37) • 

Forts 

Writers on the Nitis'astra devote a large space to the 
description of the various typp of forts (durga) and declare 
that the strength of the army becomes immensely increased 
if it can take their shelter. The Deccan. over which the 
Rash\rakli\as were ruling:' affords ideal opportunities for the· 
construction of mountain forts. It is. therefore. strange 
that neither Muslim chroniclers nor epigraphical documents. 
should give any information about or description of the forts. 
of the period. This silence will have to be interpreted as. 
accidental. The Konur inscription of Amoghavarsha I"·> 
refers in glowing terms to the great feat of Bankeya in cap
turing the fort of Kedala from the enemy; it is. therefore. 
clear that the value of the forts was well understood by the 

37. Moreland. India at the Deo.th 0/ Akbar. pp. 16-17. 
38. E. I. VI. p. 29. 
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Rashjra!tu\8S. We may presume that they must have built 
several forts on the hal •• which were plentiful in their domi. 
nions. The fort of Morkhind in Nesik district i. one of the 
forts in Maharashtra. the antiquity of which goes back to out' 
period; when the Wani-Dindori<l9> and Radhanpur(OO) plates 
were issued by Govinda III. he was encamped in that fort. 
Many other forts in the Deccan. which were repaired by 
Shivaji in hi. war of independence. rna" have been 'as old as 
our period. It i. almost ~ that the RashtrakUta. must 
have built .everal forts in their Empire. though unfortunately 
we know' nothing a hout them at pre.ent. 

Navy 

Neither Muslim account. nor epigraphical records give 
us any information about the navy of ths Empire. Even the 
grants of the S'ilaharas. the Konkanfeudatories ofthe Rashlra. 
ku!a •• give no clue to the condition or the strength of the navy. 
There was no necessity of the naval force to carry on the 
warfare with the Ganges. PallaV8S. Chalukyas. Palas. and the 
Gurjara Pratiharas. who were the principal foes ';f the Em. 
pire. The Arabs. with whom the Rash!rBku\8S used to 
come into contact, were a maritime power. but they were al. 
ways on terms of friendship with them. and this may have 
rendered the maintenance of a strong navy unnecessary. 
From Abu Zaid. a contemporary writer. we learn that some 
of the kings on the western coast. e. g. the king of Cape Kamo· 
rin. used to have their navies; it is. therefore. not unlikely that 
our Empire too may have had a naval force. But it is not in 
the least likely that its .trength could have been anything 
like the strength of the army. 

Weapons of War 

It is to be regretted that the weapons of war shaul" 
have been nowhere mentioned in our records in the mannel' 

39. I. A .• XI. p. 157 • 

. ~,'It 
40. E. I .• VI .. p. 242. 
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of the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta."" His· 
~orians of Mahmud of Ghazni mention swords. spears. bows. 
arrows and maces as the weapons used by the opposing 
.Hindu forces. 'ftl These were also the principe! weapons of 
fighting in contemporary Kashmir. It is. therefore. clear that 
these must have been the weapons mainly used by the Deccan 
armies of our period. Stone.throwing.machines are mentioned 
~n the Mahabharata; they were used by Alexander the Great 
and the Muslim invaders of Sindh. But neither epigraphical 
"records. nor Mahomedan writers refer to the use of such 
machines by the Hindu forces of the time. They were. how. 
ever. used by the Kashmir armies. and were known as 
• yantrotpaia' i. e. machines (to throw) stones. "" It is. th";"'. 
fore. not unlikely that the use of these machines may have 
been known in the south as well. The rules of fighting as 
laid down by Manu prohibit the use of poisoned arrows; it 
"will be soon shown that not all these rules were observed in 
our period and we know that in contemporary Kashmir. 
arrows used to be besmeared with a certain ointment in order 
to set ablaze the camp of the enemy. It" It is. therefore. not 
llkelY that the arrows used were always pure and unbesmeared. 
It was customary in Kashmir to supply th~ soldiers with heavy 
armours "., to protect them while fighting; we may: well 
presume that similar protection was available to the" soldiers 
in the Deccan of our period. 

Rules of Fighting 

The rules of righteous fighting laid down by some oC the 
earlier writers had become clead letter during our period: The 
'war had ceased to be a concern merely of the fighters. Whole 
villages were often destroyed , .. , and the loot of property could 
not be avoided. Express reference to the depredations of war 

41. "c. 1.1 .. III. p. I. 42. Elliot. HiMor,. II. p.-30. 
43. "R~j."l'IlDgi.p. VIII. 2530. 44. Ibid. VII. 983. 
45. Ibid. VIII. 3294. 46. E. I •• VI. p. 162. 
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is made in a Yadava Grant of the 11th confury. <m One of 
-the articles of treaty concluded between Nayapala and KarI)a. 
at the instance of the Budhist monk Ati"'. was to restore or 
<lOmpensate for the property seized by either side with 
the exception of the articles of food. lOS> When Chacha 
-captured the fort of Sikka. he killed SOOO soldiers and 
made tho inhabitants slaves and prisoners of ~ar. ".. This 
procedure was in direct contradiction of the rule in 
Manusmriti. VII. 92. KiraI)apura and Chakrako~lYa were bur, •• 
when they were captured by the hostile forces. <50. and 
Manyakbeta was plundered when it capitulated to the 
Parmara ruler S'rl Harsha. <5" Numerous examples of a 
similar nature are recorded by Kalhana. <52> It is. therefore. 
clear that the rules of humane and equitable warfare laid 
down by earlier writers were more often violated than observed 
during our period throughout the length and breadth of India. 
It is interesting to note that the practice of the age is in con· 
formity with the theories to be seen in contemporary works. 
KBmandaka boldly declares that Gne need not refrain from 
the destruction of the enemy even by unfair and immoral 
means. (5!1) and even the Jain ascetic writ~ S.omadeva. is 
compelled to countenance crooked (kU!u;9uddha) and treacherous 
(tilshnim ;9uddha)"" warfare • 

. Police Department 

The policing arrangements of villages were under the 
supervision of the headmen. The village watchman was in 
th~ immediate charge of the work. and it was his business to 
detect all the crimes. especially the thefts. that may be 
committed in the village. If a theft or robbery wascommitted. 
he had either to find out the culprit or to trace his footsteps t~ 

47. I. A .• XII. p. 1·23. 48. J. P. T. S .. I •• p.9. 
49. Elliot. I. p. 142. 'SO. E. I .. IX. p. 51. 
St. E I .. XIII. p. 180. 
52. R4jatarangiQ;. IV, 294. VI,'3SI, VII. 149} etc . . '.-
53. X V JII. 54. 54. XXX. 90·91. 
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a neighbouring village; otherwise he was compelled to com
pensate for the loss. His liability was. of course. limited by 
his means and it was based on a shrewd suspicion that he 
himself might be the thief or in league with him. If the 
watchman refused to pay. his grain.share at the time of the 
harvest was cut off. his service·land was transferred to bi's 
nearest relative. or he was fined. imprisoned and given 
corporal punishment. (SS' If the stolen goods could not be 
either recovered or full compensation for them could not be 
exacted from the watchman. the whole community or the 
govemment had to compensate the victim. 

This communal and govemment liability has been 
recognised by several writers. VishQu says that if the king is
unable to recover stolen goods. he must pay their value out of 
his _ treasury. (56) The rules in the Artha>astra are more 
detailed. Kau!alya says. • When any part of merchandise 
has been lost or stolen. the headman of the village shall make 
up the loss. Whatever merchandise i~ lost or stolen in the 
intervening places between two villages. shall be made good 
by the superintendent of the pasture. If there is no pasture. 
land. then the officer called Chorarajjuka would be 
responsible. - Failing him. the boundary and neighbouring 
villages shall make up the loss. and if the property cannot 
be ultimately traced. the king shall ultimately make good 
the loss out of his own treasury. (S7) That this communal 
and govemment liability. which has been admitted even by 
Kaujalya. was actually enforced in practice is shown by a 12th 
century inscription from Rajaputana. which embodies an 
agreement on the part of the townsmen of Dhalopa. that they 
would be responsible for any thefts that might occur in their 
town. The king of the place had made the arrangements 
about the watch and ward of the place. (58) The principle of 
the communal responsibility was thus recognised by early 

55. Altekar. Village Commu7Iitiea. p. 59. 
56. 111.67. 57. IV. 13. 58. E. I .. XI. p. 40. 
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writers like Vi.hQu Bnd KButalya. and was -actually enforced 
in Rajputana of the 12th and in the Deccan of the 17th'and the 
18th centuries. [t is, therefore, very likely that it was enforced 
;n our period as well. 

Manu lays down that there should be established police 
stations in the kingdom. one being intended for 2. or 4, or 5 
village •. <5" Similar arrangements probably existed in' our 
period. The police officers were known in our period as 
Choroddhara~ikas or DaQ4apMikas. The former are actually 
mentioned in the Antroli·Charoli copper plates of Karkkaraja of 
-Gujarat, "" and the latter iu several Valabhi records. <6" That 
<only one Rashtrakuta record just mentioned should moke refe. 
renee to the police officers is probably to be explained on the 
assumption that it was not deemed necessary to mention these 
officers in the copper· plate grants creating alienated villages • 
.. s these officers had no powers to interfere with the fiscal 
matters. There cannot be any doubt that theChoroddharanikas 
were fairly common in our period. Chola records oF" our 
period mention watchmen, whose duty it was to keep a watch 
over the paths; "" it is not unlikely that similar officers may 
have been employed in the Rashtraku\a dominions as well. 

Crimes. that could not be locally detected, must have been 
investigated by these ChoroddharaQika and D~4npasika 
officers. It is verY likely that these officers worked under the 
<lirections of the Rashtrap~tis and Vishayapatis, who being 
also at the head of the local troops, could have afforded 
military assistance to the police department, in case it was 
necessary for the apprehension of desperate robbers or dacoits. 

Section B: The Feudatories 

Feudatory states are not a new feature in the Indian 
polity introduced by Lord Wellesley. Since very early times 

59. VII, 114. 60. J. B. B. R. A. S., XVI. p. 106. 
61. E.,. V.I.bhi plat •• of Dbru .... ~ •• d.t.d 526 A. D. V. p. 204 

062. S. I. I .. II, No •• 23 and 24. 
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empires in India have generally consisted partly of directly 
administered areas, and partly of territories under feudatory 
states, which were allowed a large amount of autonomy in 
return for their allegiance and tribute to the imperial power. 
Writers like Manu have. laid down that even when an enemy 
king is conquered or killed in war, the conqueror should not 
annex his state, but should appoint a near relative of the Corme. 
ruler as his own nominee to the vacant throne, imposing hi. 
own conditions upon him. The Mauryan, Gupta, Vardhana 
and the Guriara. Pratihara Empires show that this principle 
was very largely followed in practice in Ancient India. Even 
foreign observers have noted this peculiar feature of the Indian 
polity. Writing in about 8S0 A,D., Sulaiman says :-' When 
a king subdues a neighbouring state in India, he places ove. 
it a man belonging to the family of the fallen prince, who 
carries on the government in the name of the conqueror, The 
inhabitants would not suffer it to be otherwise: The Rashtra. 
kutas also usually followed this principle, and as a result, the 
e~pire included a large number of feudatory states, Examples 
of attempts at annexation are not unknown; thus Dhruva I 
had imprisoned the Ganga king and appointed his eldest son 
Stambha as the imperial viceory over the newly annexed 
province. (63) Govinda DI is described in the Baroda plates 
of Karkka <64> as the uprooter of the royal families; Karhad. 
plates of Krshl)a III were issued when that king was encamp· 
ed at Melpadi in South Areot district. engaged in creatin& 
livings for his dependents out of the newly conquered southern 
territories. and in taking possession of all the property of the· 
defeated feudatories, <65> It must be, therefore, admitted 
that some of the more ambitious rulers of our dynasty sought 
to set at naught the principle of non·annexation; but it has 
to be added that their efforls were one and all unsuccessful~ 
Gangawadi could not be directly administered as an annexed. 

63. Ant. p. S4. 64, I. A .. XII, p, IS7. 
6S. E. I., IV, p. 278, 
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province for more than 30 years, and the portions of TamU 
country that were annexed by Krshl)B m were recovered by 
the Cholas immediately after his death. 

The number of the feudatories representing the conquered I 

royal houses was further enlarged by the creation of new 
ones as a reward Cor military service. Most of these used to 
be originally appointed only as governors with the feudatory 
privilege of the PaiichamahaSabdas, but the principle of 
hereditary transmission of office used to convert them soon 
into full-fledged feudatories. 

Some of the protected states like Hyderabad, Baroda and 
Kolhepur, have their own feudatories at present; a simUar 
practice prevailed in our period as well. In 813 A.D., Govindalli 
was the emperor; his nephew Karkka' was the feudatory 
ruler over southern Gujarat, and S'ri-Budhavarsha of Salukika 
family was governing Siharika 12 as a sub.feudatory, to 
which position he was raised by the younger brother of 
Karkka. '06' The Ra\\B9 of Saundatti, who were the feuda. 
tories, Cirst oC the Rash\1'akulas and then of the later Ch .. lu. 
kya., had their own sub·feudatories. (61) Naturally, therefore 
the status and powers of the feudatories could not have been' 
the same in all cases, a circumstance which reminds us of 
the present-day Indian polity, where also different ruling 
princes enjoy different power. and status. The important 
feudatory chiefs were entitled to ~the use of the five musical 
instruments, the names of which, akording to a Jain writer, 
named RevakopyBchara, wereS'ringa (hom), S'ankha (conch), 
Bheri (drum ), Jayaghal)\i (the bell of victory) and Tam. 
mata. '68' They were also allowed the use of a feudal 
throne. fly whisk. palanquin, and elephants. Many of tha sub
feudatories on the other hand may not have enjoyed any 
ruling powers at all, and may have been designated 
Samantas or Rajas only by courtesy, In many. Canares" 

66. E~ I., m, p. 53. 67. I. A •• XIV. p. 24. 
68. J. A .• XII, p. 96. 
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inscriptions even sub·divisional officers are seen having th ... 
title oC rasa or king. It is probably on account of this cir. 
-cumstance that we read in the S' abara·bhashya on the 
Mimansasulra II, 3, 3 that the title rajaR was used by the 
Andhras even with reference to a Kshatriya who was not 
-engaged in rulitlg over a town or country. and that Kummila • 
.a writer belonging to our period. amplifies the slatement by 
..,bservitlg that the term Andhra has been used with reference 
10 the southemers in general. 

Feudatory states had to entertain an ambassador from 
the imperial court. He exercised general powers of super· 
vision. and control and occupied a position corresponding to 
that of the Political Agent or Resident of the present day. 
He was received. as merchant Sulaiman informs us. with 
profound respect that was naturally expected to be shown 
10 the representative of the paramount power. He had under 
him a number of spies for fishing out information; the thousands 
of courtesans with which Amoghavarsha I is known to have 
covered the courts of hostile kings <691 must have been 
intended for a similar purpose, and been working under the 
<lirection of the imperial ambassador. The various kinds of 
spies. mentioned in the ArtbaSastra. were probably not un· 
known to the Deccan of our period. 

The control. which the paramount power exercised. dif· 
£ered partly with the status of the feudatory and partly with 
the strength of the paramount power. General obedience to 
the orders of the imperial power was expected and exacted. 
Attendance at the imperial court was required not only on 
ceremonial occasions. but also at periodical intervals; other· 
wise we' cannot understand how our literary writers and 
epigraphical documents should be always describing the 
imperial courts as full of Ceudatories. A regular tribute had 
to be paid; we find Govinda III touring about in the southern 
parts of his empire for the purpose of collecting the tributes 

69. E. I.. VI. P. 102. 
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-clue from hi. feudatories. (70) Special presents were expected 
on the occasions of festivity in the imperial household like the 
birth of a son or marriage. (71) As in medieval Europe, they had 
to supply a certain number of troops to their feudal lord and 
·to participate in hi. imperial campaigns. Narasimha Chalukya, 
.a feudatory of Indra Ill, had taken a prominent part in the 
latter's campaign against the Gurjara.Pratihiira emperor, 
Mahipilla. <7" The Gujarat Rr.s\raktita viceroyalty was 

·created as a kind of bulwork against' the Gurjara·Prati. 
hiira • .<7z> The Chillukyas of Vengi had to supply forces to 
the Rash\rBktilBS in their wars against the Gangas. "" From 
·a Bangalore museum Ganga record <75> we learn that Nagat· 
.tara, a feudatory of the Gangas, had to participate with his 
own forces, at the bidding of his sovereign, in a feud between 
Ayyapadeva and Viramahendra wherein he lost his life. 
Thi. practice prevailed in northern India also; Chatsu 
'inscription of Biil"ditya <76> and the Kahla plates of Kalachuri 
Sodhadeva (77) show that the ancestors of these feudatories 
had to participate in the wars of their feudal lord, Mihira 
Bhoja. with the Pillas of Bengal. Much of the confusion that 

.arises. while marshalling the facts of ancient Indian 
history, is due to the habit of the subordinate feudatories of 

.claiming a. their oW{) the successes which were really won 
'by their feudal lords. 

The measure of internal autonomy that was enjoyed by 
.the feudatories was not uniform as observed already. The 
bigger among them like the Gujarat R"sh\rakti\Bs and the 
Konkan S'ilahiiras enjoyed large amount of internal autonomy. 
They could create their own sub·feudatories. (78) Subject to 
Ithe payment of a certain amount of tribute they had full 

70. I. A •• XI .. P. 126. 71. Nitiviikyamtita XXX, 32-
12. KGrtla~akabhiIBhGhhUshCJ7}G. introduction, p. XIV. 
73. I. A •• XII. p. 160. 74. .Ante pp. 91-94. 
75. E. I .. VI. p. 49. 76. E. I .• XII. p. 101 • 
. 77. E. L. VII. p. 85. 78. E. I .• III. p. 53. 
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powers OYer their revenues. They could assign taxes. <79' 

alienate villages. 'ao> and even sell them "" without the sanc. 
tion of tho imperial power. The position of these feudatories. 
was probaly as high as that of Kumarapaia of Assam and 
Dhruvasena of Valabhi in the court of Harsha. How slender' 
was the control which the proud feudatories were disposed· 
to tolerate in our period can be judged from tho following ex
tract r rom a letter of Akkham. the Lohana chief of Brahmana. 
bad, to Chacha, who had called upon him to recognise his 
sovereignty-'I have never shown you opposition or quarrelled, 
with you. Your letler of friendship was received and 1 was. 
much exalted by it. Our friendship shall remain and no
animosity shall arise. I will comply with your orders. You 
are at liberty to reside at any place within the territory of 
Brahmanabad. If you have resolved to go in any other 
direction, there is nobdy to prevent you or molest you. 
I possess such power and influence that can render
you aid: 'a2' 

Smaller feudatories enjoyed far less autonomy. Not only 
could they create no sub·feudatories, but they had not even 
the power of alienating any villages. When Budhavarsha, ... 
Chalu1.-ya feudatory of Govinda III, desired to give a village· 
to a Jain sage who had made him free from the evil influence 
of Satum, he had to supplicate for the. permission of his 
feudal lord. 's" Sankaragal)a, a feudatory of Dhruva, is seen 
taking his sanction at the time of alienating a village. , .. , The 
necessity of imperial permission for such alienations is proved 
by the records of other contemporary dynasties both in the 
south and north. Virachola and PrithYipati u. feudatories 
of the Cholas, had to take imperial sanction before they could: 

79. I. A .• XIII. p. 136. 
80. See the.coPPol'-plale grante of the Gujarat RI.b~rakUta ... 
81. Tilguadi plat ••• 1083 A. D .. E. I.. III. p.3IO. 
82. Elliot. I.. p. 146. 83 •. 1. A •• XII. p. IS •. 
84. E. I.. IX. p. 195 •. 
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alienate villages in charity. (8" The early Kadambas also. 
exercised a .imilar control over their feudetories. (86) In the 
Gu';ara·Prauhara empire even the feudetorie. in di.tant places. 
like Kathiawar had to take imperial permission for such tran· 
sactions: the • Political Agents' of the imperial power had I 
to sanction such alienation. on behalf of their suzerains by 
Buthenticating the documents by their signature •• (8Y> The 
same practice prevailed in Nepal, a. is clear from a 7th, 
century inscription of S'ivadeva. (88' 

Third·rate feudetories felt the heels of the imperial shoes.. 
still more severely. In the Kapadwanj plate. of KrsIu;m n(8" 
we find the emperor giving away in charity a village 
situated within the jurisdiction of hi. feudatory Mahasismanta. 
prachaI)4adaI)qanayalca Chandragupta. In the Kadarol 
inscription of Som.svara, we find a feudatory chief agreeing 
to pay annually five golden Gadyanakas for a certain charity, 
because he was commanded to do so by Som.svarabhatta, 
the premier of the Imperial power. (90' It would be thus seen· 
that the smaller feudatories had to remain in the' dread'; not 
only of their emperor,butalso ofh;.' ministers ..... dam~.adors •. 

The feudetories were subjected toa number ofindignitiest 
if they dared to rebel and were defeated in war. Sometimes 
they were compelied to do the menial work, as was the lot of 
the Vengi ruler who had to sweep the .tables of hi. conqueror 
Govinda IlL <I" They had to surrender their treasures, .. 
dancing girls. horse. and elephant. to the imperial power as a 
punishment for their' disloyalty. Even their wives were 
sometimes put into priSon and the marriage of Chacha with the
widow of his feudatory Akkham would show that the less. 
cultured princes used to subject them to further indignities and'. 

8S. E. I .. IV. p. 82, S. I. I •• 11. p. 369. 
87. E. I .. IX. p. 9. 88. 
89. E. I •• I. p. n. 90. 
91. E. I., XVlll. p. 248. 

86. I. A, VI. p. 32. 
I. A., Xlll. p'-98. 
I. A., I. p.141. 
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humiliations. Attempts at annexation. though rare. were not 
unknown. 

If the central government became weak. the' feudatories 
used to be practically independent. They could then exact 
their own terms for supporting the fortunes of their titular 
emperor; the commentary on the Rlimaplilacharit shows how 
Ramapiila oC Bengal had to pay a heavy price in order to get 
the support of his feudatories for winning the throne. "" 
Their position became still more strong if there was a war of 
succession; they could then take sides and try to put their 
nominee on the imperial throne. thus playing the role of the 
king.makers., On such occasions they could payoff their old 
scores by dethroning their old tyrant and imposing their own 
terms on the new successor. Dhruva. Amoghavarsha I and 
Amoghavarsha III had owed their thrones to a considerable 
degree to the support of their feudatories. The weakness' of 
the position of Amoghavarsha I was to a large extent due to 
the fact that he owed his throne to his feudatories. like the 
cousin ruler of the Gujarat branch. who would not brook the 
lormer degree of the imperial control 

'92. Banerji. The Palos 0/ Bennal, p. 85. 



PART III 

Religious Condition 

The Hindu revival. begun in the north under the S' unga 
.patronage. reached its culmination in India as a whole during 
our period. There ':"ere a few exceptions; Sindb continued to 
be largely under the Buddhist influence down to the beginning 
or ollr age as the Chachanama testifies; in Bengal Buddhism 
continued to flourish down to its conquest by the Muslims 
towards the end of the 12th century. In the Deccan itself' 
the revival or Hinduism did not in the least affect the pros
pects or Jainism; it continued to be the religion of a strong 
minority throughout our period. That sect was destined to 
make rapid progress in Gujarat in the 12th century under the 
influence of Hemacbandra and his pupil and patron king Ku
milrapitla. In spite of this local ascendencyof Buddhism and 
Jainism in some of the provinces of India. it must be. however. 
admitted that the period under review marked a distinct and

J 
decisive advance of the reformed Hinduism. The discomfi~ 
lure of Buddhism can be regularly traced from a much earlier 
period: It is true that in spite of stale patronage of Hinduism 
Buddhism'continued to prosper in the Gupta age. as the 
accoun ts of Fa Hsien and the sculplures of the Gupta school 
of Buddhist art at Samath. which represents the indigenous. 
Buddhist art at its best. clearly show. But the tide 'had tumed:. 
and its eff eets were to be clearly seen in the sevimth century. 
In spite of Harsha. Yuan Chwang found that the Punjab. 
and tho Northem United Provinces. which were definitely 
Buddhist at the time of Fa Hsien. had slipped back into 
heterodoxy. Sscred places of Buddhists like K098mbi. 
S'ravastl. Kapilavastu; Kusinagara. and VaisaIi were either-

269 
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wild ruins or populated by heretics; '" even in Magadha. 
'Buddhism was not supreme. 

The new ground gained in . the interval was only at 
Kanauj. where the number of the Viharas increased from 2 to 
100; but this was due to the temporary impetus given by the 

'patronage of Harsha and did not represent the tendency of 
the age. Buddhism had realised in the days of Yuan Chwang 
and I-tsing that its days in India were numbered; these 
Chinese pilgrims record a number of superstitious beliefs," 
current among the Buddhists themselves. about the destined 
disappearance of their religion from India. At Budhagaya 
itself the brethern believed that their faith' would disappear 
when certain images of Avalokitesvara in that locality would 
be completely buried under sand. and some of them were 
already more than chest-deep under that material in the 
seventh century A.D. (2l A garment alleged to have been 
wom by the Buddha himself was shown to Yuan Chwang at 
Purushapura or modem Peshawar; it was in a sadly tattered 
condition and the' monks believed that the religion would 
perish the moment the garment was no more. I-tsing. who 
came in the third, quarter of the 7th century. saw very clearly 
what, way the things were moving; he emphasises the 
aecessity of a synthesis of the various sects. if the rapid 
decline of the religion was, to be arrested. (3) In the Deccan 
and Karnatska. Buddhism was never very strong: in the 1st 
and 2nd. ,centuries' ac. and A. D.. as the epigraphic 
evidence from the Westem India shows., it had several 
centres along the Western Coast; but they' had begun to 
decline much earlier than our period. The pious Fa Hsien 
did not, visit,the Deccan because he was told that the people 
there were subscribing to bad and erroneous views and did 

'1. Watte". I. p~. 366. 377, II. pp. 125-6. 63. 
2. Watte ... II. p. 115. 
3. Tak.ku8u :-I-t.ing. A Record 01 Buddh'IJI Religion. ~_ IS. 
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flat follow the Sramanas and the law of the Buddha. '" He 
had heard only a hearsay report; but it could not have·. been 
altogether erroneous. The Vakitakas who were ruling in 
Northern Maharashtra were orthodox Hindus; the founder 
of the house had performed anum ber of Vedic sacrifices like 
Agni.htoma, Aptoryama and As vamedha and his descendants 
were either Shaivites or Vaishnavites, but never Buddhists. '5' 
Earlier rulers of the Chalukya house, which subsequently rose 
.to power, were again orthodox Hindus, who prided themselves. 
on having performed a number of Vedic sacrifices like Agni • 
• hayana, Vajapeya, As'vamedha, BahusurvarlJa etc. '6' 
.Buddhism, therefore, naturally began to decline, Yuan 
Chwang records that in Konkan there were 100 monasteries, 
but heretics were very numerous; the case could nat have 
been much different in Maharashtra which, though a much a 
bigger province, had also the same number of monasteries. '" 
The number of Buddhist monks in both the provinces was 
only 6000. The strength of Buddhism lay in its cloistered 
population, for there was nothing to mark off distinctively the 
lay Buddhist population from the ordinary Hindus. Any 
one could become an upasaka by reciting the triple formula; 
·the church did not care either to prescribe a special form of 
recognition, or to regulate religious ideas and habits and 
metaphysical beliefs of the laymen, or even to prohibit them 
from becoming at the same time lay followers of some other 
church. (8) The total Buddhist population in the Deccan at 
the middle of the 7th century could not have been much 
more than 10,000, and that number may have further dwindled 
down by the beginning of our period. 

4, Leise, F. H.ien, A Record of Budd •• 1 K'ngdoms, Chap. KKKV. 
S, Fl •••• C. I. I .. lll, pp. 236-7. 
6. Mahakuta iOlcriptiOD of Maugali.'a, I. A .• XIX, p. 17., 

.7. Wa ..... , 11, p,239, 
8, Old.nbc,.: The Buddha, pp. 162-3, 382-4. 
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It is a noteworthy fact that the revival of Hinduism did< 
not affect the fortunes of Jairlli;m in the Deccan. This may 
be ascribed m;';nly to two causes. Firstly the religion was. 
fortunate to acquire state patronage under the early Kadambas. 
Chalukyas, and the Western Gangas. Many of the R-... h,ra. 
kuta, kings were themselves Jains and s" were many of thei .. 
viceroys and generals. The second cause was the influence 
of the work and achievements of a number of important Jain 
saints and writers like Samantabhadra, Akalankadeva, 
Vidyimanda, Mimikyanandin, Prabhachandra, Jinasena. 
Gunachandra, and Pampa. ('> 

Wide and sympathetic toleration was the general charac
teristic of our age. There were a few persecutions here 
and there; in the S' ankaradigvijaya, a book oC essentially 
lengendary character, S' as""ka is alleged to have ordered a 
general murder of Buddhists including women and children: 
in Sindh, Chacha's brother Chander is said to have compel. 
led (10) his subjects to accept his faith under the threat of 
sword; Udayendiram plates of Nandivarman which record 
the grant of a village to Brahmana. after the destruction oj 
the irreligious, (II) may suggest a kind of persecution of 
heterodox sects in T amU country; the Jains for some time 
suffered terribly from the S' aiva fanaticism of some of the 
Pandya rulers. But these cases were rather exceptional and 
did not represent the spirit of the age. From the 5th century 

r 
A.D., the Purimas were advocating the view that all th~ 
different deities were the manifestations of the same divine 

I principle, and that their followers should not quarrel. This. 
view had begun to be universally accepted. Krslulavarrn8,. 
a king of the early Kadamba dynasty, who descrihes himself 
8S the performer of the As'vamedha sacrifice. is known to> 

9. See Chapter XVI, section B. 
10. Elliot, I. p. 153. • 

II. Cf. 8j""~"4'lf""'( ~ I. A., VIII, 276; lout ~m.l" 
meaD immoral persoDa •• well. 
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have given a munificent 'gift for the maintenance of a jaina' 
establishment. "2) Even when he was an avowed Buddhist. 
Harsha used to worship in public Hindu deities like the Sun 
and S·iva. ".. Kan.:a Suvarl)avarsha of the Gujarat branch 
himself a staunch S' aiva. had given a field to a Jain Vihara at 
Naosari. "., Amoghavarsha J was undoubtedly a follow .... 
of Jainism. and yet he was such an ardent believer in th" 
Hindu goddess Mahalakshmi. that he actually cut off on" of 
his fingers and offered it to her. being led to believe that an 
epidemic. from which his kingdom was suffering. would 
vanish away by that sacrifice. '15>· Dantivarman of the Gujarat 
branch. himself a Hindu. gave a village to a Buddhist 
Vihara "" Brahmanas of Ballal family at Mulgund offered 
a field to a Jain Monastery in 902 A.D.' 1'1> The' records of 
the Ral!8S of Saundatti are very interesting in this respect. 
Mahasamanta Prthviriima. a contemporary of Krshl)a II, is 
known to have erected a Jain temple in c. 875 A.D. His 
grandson was also a Jain. but the latter's grandson was a 
follower of Hinduism and is known to have given a grant of 
I~ nioarlanas of land to his preceptor. who was well·versed in 
the three Vedas. His son Srisena is known to have buil t a 
Jain temple. The Belur inscriptio,n of j .. yasimha. dated 1022 

A.D .• is extremely interesting. The donor Akkadevi is des. 
cribed in this document as practising"·) the religious obser. 
vances prescribed by the rituals of jina. Buddha. Ananta j. eo 
VishJ)u and Rudra. The temple that she had erected was 
for T ripurusha i. e. Vishnu. Brahma and S' ankara. This in
·teresting lady had. not only made a synthesis of Hindu cults 
but also of all the main religious movements of the time. oj,.. 
·Buddhism. Jainism. Vaishnavism and Saivism. Anoth.,.. 

12. I. A .• VII. 34. U. Smith, Early m.torv. p: 364-
14. Sur •• pla •••• f 821 A.D .. E. I.. XXI. 
15. Saajaa C.pper.pl ..... E. I. XVIII. p. 248. 
16. E. I., VI. p. 292. 17 •. J. B. B. R. A. S .• X. 19~. 
18. I. A .. XVIII. 274. 

U!fi< ~" 
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document belonging to the same century (I.) opens with a 
laudation of Jina. followed immediately by that of Vishnu. 
The inscription informs us that at the desire of the king. the 
Lord Nagavarma caused to be built a temple of Jina. Vishnu. 
IAvara and the Saints. What a clear example of wide tole;"'. 
tion I A still more interesting ca~e is to be found recorded in 
the Dambal stone inscription from Dharwar district be· 
longing to the 11th ceI)tury. (20) The donors were the followers 
of a S' aiva sect called Balanju; the grant drafted by them 
opens with a salutation to Jain munlnJras. followed by another 
to the Buddhist Goddess Tara and the purpose of the charity 
was to provide funds for a temple of Tara and Buddha. The 
above examples will make it abundantly clear that the view 
of Prajapati·smriti. (2" that a person should not visit a Jaina 
temple or cremating g;ound after partaking of a SriiJJha feast 
would have found no acceptance in the Deccan of our period. 

Such examples were not confined to the Deccan alone. 
Govindachandra, Gahadwal king of Kanauj, himself a Saivite. 
was married to a Buddhist princess Kumaradevi, and is known 
to have given six villages for the maintenance of the monks in 
the J etavana of Sravasti. "" Madanapala of Bengal. himself a 
Buddhist. gave the gift of a village to a Brahmana f,or reciting 
the Mahabharata to his queen Chitramatika. (23) It seemed as 
if the people had realised that there was no cultural difference 
between the three religions. and that a man may follow any 
one of them or make a combination, suitable to his own indivi. 
dual temperament, of the aCceptable elements of any or all of 
them. The Case seem. to have been somewhat similar to 
that of a modem man of cu Iture. who fails to reali.e any in· 
consistency in being a member. at one and the same time, of 
different societies formed for the promotion of literature, fine 

• arts and morality, There was a certain amount of feelinll 

19. Belgave inscription of Somee'vara ]. p. 1048. A. D," I. A .• JV. 
p. 181. 20. I. A .• X, 188. 21. V, 9j. 

22. E. I., XI.rp, 22. 23, J. A., S. B., V.I. 69. p. 66. 
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exhibited in philosophical writings of the period, but even 
there behind the superficial clash. there was an inner move· 
ment of synthesis. It is now almost universally recognised 
that the scheme of Advaita philosophy. as outlined by S' ankara 
was largely influenced by the°S'iinyaoiiJa of Nagarjuna; many 
of the verses in the Mjj!amaJhyamakarikii of the latter anti
cipate the position later assumed by S' ankara. 'Z4 > 

It need hardly be added that there was harmony prevail. 
ing among the followers of the different sects of Hinduism. 
since it existed even among the followers of the orthodox and 
the heterodox religions. The opening verse in the Rash!ra. 
kUla copperplates pays homage to both S'iva and Vishl)u. 
Their seal is sometimes the eagle. the vehicle of Vishl)u, 
and sometimes S'iva in the posture of a seated Yogin. The 
Gahadwal kings were themselves Saivites. but they used to 
worship both S'iva and Vishl)u at the time of making land 
grants. (I,> There is a verse in the Surat plates of Karka 
stating that Indra. the father of the donor. did not bow 
his head even before any god. S' ankara excepted. (26) 

This smacks a little of the sectarian narrowness and 
some people may have occasionally exhibited it in our period. 
But it is not improbable that even in this verse the poet may 
have exaggerated the reality in order to develop a contrast. 
The general spirit. of the age cannot be regarded as embodied 1 
in this verse. In the .loth century there existed at Salotgi in 
Bijapur district a temple constructed for the joint worship of 
Brahmadeva. S·iva. and Vishnu. ,,1) At Kargudri the .... 

24. CE. 'IJ'O'Ili' ;;r:tf'rt lffiIT ;mlFlfO~ rt I 
'I1<1IT 'I rn'l "I' ~irt'lliT Jrtl~;;iiWllT: II 
~'1~f<r'U~1 
GlT>t;frll't~II\I't'lllii~1I 

25. E. g •• E. I •• XI, p. 24. 

26. CE. 1IflT "'II~~ I 
'I1'''I<1( ... Il\'~~ liT ~ II E. I •• XXI. 

27. Ell. IV. p. 66. 
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existed another sbrine erected for tbe joint worsbip of S' ankara. 
Vishnu, and Bhaskara, ,as> Tbese temples are more illustra· 
tive ~f the spirit of tbe age tban the verse in tbe Surat plates 
referred to above. 

Tbe spirit of toleration was not confined to tbe religions 
"f the land, but was extended to Mahomedanism as well, 
Tbere were several Mahomedans in tbe western ports come 
for the purpose of commerce; they were allowed to practise 
their religion openly. Jumma· masjids were permitted tt> 
be built for their use. <3.> This permission to build mosque" 
may be contrasted with the reply given by Mahmad Tugb
lagh to the request of the Cbinese emperor tt> permit the 
rebuilding of some Buddbist temples sacked by tbe Muslims. 
The Sultan received tbe valuable gifts brougbt by the Chi· 
nese embassy. but wrote saying that tbe request could not be· 
granted under the Islamic law as permission to build a temple
in the territories of the Muslims could be given only to those 
who paid the Jizia tax. 'If tbou wilt pay the Jizia, we .ball 
empower thee to build a temple.' "" Muslim officers were
appointed to administer their personallaw'32> to tbe Mus·· 
lim inbabitants. This toleration is indeed surprising when 
one remembers the brutal treatment of the Hindus by the· 
Muslim conquerors of Sindh. who gave no quarter to the
Hindus in the warfare, demolisbed their temples, imposed 
the Jizia tax upon them, and enslaved tbousands of Hindu 
women and sold them in the streets of Baghdad. "" Tbis 
policy of doing a good turn for an evil one may be indeed. 
admired from the point of view of universal toleration:. and 
brotherhood, but it shows clearly that the Hinduism of:our 
period was too blind or shortsighted tt> see the danger that was· 
awaiting it from the religion it was tolerating so liberally. 

28. J. A. X p. 251, 
31, Gibb •• Ibn Batuta. p. 214. 
33. Ibid. pp. 170. 173. 176 and 182. 

so. Elliot. I. p. 27 and p. 38. 
32, Elliot, 1, p. 27. 
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The Muslims on the westem coast were using Indian dress 
and ;Ianguage. <3<> but a little enquiry would have shown 
that they were completely Persianised in Sindh. where they 
were under the complete sway ot Persian costume. language 
and customs. The political alliance of the Riish\r8ku\8s with 
the Arabs wa. not solely responsible for this toleration. for it 
continued under the Chalukyas of Gujarat also. Muhmud 
• Ufi narrates a story of Rai Jaysing of AQahilapa!!BQa. who 
personally investigated into the complaints of the Muslims of 
Cambay regarding the damage done to their property and 
mosques in a riot. punished the Parsi and Hindu ringleaders. 
and gave· a lakh of balotra. for the reerection of the 
mosques. "5' So neither the horrors or the conquest of Sindh 
nor the vandalism and rapine of the 20 and odd invasions of 
Mahmud of Ghazni could change the tolerant attitude of the 
Hindus towards the followers of Islam. Religious retaliation 
was out of question; Ibn Batuta describ ... 'how at the 
door of the Cathedral mosque in Delhi. enormous idols of 
brass were kept prostrate on the ground in order to make 
every yisitor tread on them~ (31;) J-linduism of our period. Wc.tS 

in a position to innict similar indignities. both in the south and 
the north. on the Muslim inhabitants of the Hindu states. but 
did not resort to such conduct. 

The Hindu revival. which reached 'its culmination in our 
period. had three 'aspects: theological. philosophical and 
popular; let us consider them one by one. 

The theological movement found its greatest exponent 
in Kumarila who. according to tradition. was an elderly con
temporary of S' ankara. but may have really flourished a few 
decades earlier. Kumarila boldly stood for the pure Vedic 
religion. opposed the heterodox theory of Sanyasa. and advo. 
cated the life-long performance of Vedic sacrifices involving 
slaughter of sentient beings. It is'not to be. however. supp6sed 

34. Ibid. 1. 19. 35. Ibid. 11. pp. 163.4. 
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that the theological moverr.ent began with KumBrila. it rathe~ 
ended with him. It began with Palanjali; Pushyamitra 
S' unga. who was his contemporary. had performed the 
A~vamedha sacrifice twice. "" Literary activity continued 
under the Vrttikara. Sabarasvamin. and Prabhakara and we 
find some of the Hindu rulers of the intervening period very 
enthusiastic about Vedic sacrifices. Nayanika. the widow 
of the third Satavahana king, i. known to bave celebrated a 
number of Vedic sacrifices like A~vamedha, Gavamayana. 
Gargatiratra. Aptoryama, etc.; Pravarasena, the founder of the 
Vakataka dynasty of northern Maharashtra, is recorded to 
have performed "" Agnish!oma, Aptoryama and A'svamedha 
sacrifices. Two of the Gupta emperors are so far known to 
have celebrated the laC.! mentioned sacrifice and one of the 
early Ch .. lukya kings i recorded to have participated in 
several Vedic sacrifices. " 

The arguments of ~ e theological school, in spite of the 
brilliant advocacy of Kumarila who flourished just before ou~ 
period, failed to carry conviction to the popular mind. The 
theories of Ahinsa and San;yasa had become so popular that 
a person advocating the life-long performance of Vedic 
sacrifices, involving slaughter, had no chance of captivating 
the popular mind. We hardly come across any Hindu kings 
of our period who cared to boast that they had performed 
Vedic sacrifices. We have numerous grants of the Rashlra
klita kings given to Brahmanas to enable them to discharge 
their religious duties. but these duties are generally of the 
Smarta rather than of S'rauta character. The Sanjan plates 
of Amoghavarshal (~) and the Cambay plates of Govinda IV"l' 
are the only two exceptions •. where it is expressly stated 
that the grants were made to enable the Bra\ilmanas to perform 

36. Gibb •• Ibn Batuta, p. 195. 
38. C. I.. I .. III. p. 236. 
40. r. A .• XVIII. p. 235. 

37. J. B. O. R. S .. X. p. 202. 
39. I. A •. XIX, p. 11. 
41. E. I" VII. p. 41. 
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Vedic sacrifices like Rajasuya. Vajapeya. and Agnish\oma. 
In all other cases the grants were made for discharging purely 
Smarts duties connected with bali. chara •. oais'IIaJ..,u etc. 
These facts. disclosed by the analysis of the epigraphical 
evidence. are the most convincing proof that in spite of 
Kumarila' s efforts. the S'raute religion almost died down in 
our age. Some of the Smriti writers of our period assert 
boldly that brahma1Jya cannot result merely by following the 
S'rauta religion to the exclusion of the Smarta one; ".. nay 
it is further declared that a man who studies and follows the 
Veda and its ritual and derides those '6f the Dharma~astra. 
ensures hi&self 21 births in the realm of the quadrupeds. (3) 

It is thus clear that both the theory. and practice of the age 
had abandoned the Vedic sacrifices. Alberuni was informed 
that the Vedic sacrifices were rarely performed'and practi. 
cally abandoned because they presupposed a long life which 
was no longer vouch.afed in the present age. un This seems 
to have been another excuse invented for the non·performance 
of the Vedic sacrifices which. had otherwise grown unpopular. 

The philosophical r~val had commenced about the 
second century 8. C. when the nucleus of the present Brahma. 
sutras seems to have been formed. For about four centuries 
the Brahmasutra school continued to expound the Hindu phi. 
losophical view and refute the heresies of the Jains and the 
Buddhists and others till the Brahmasutras assumed their 
present form at about the middle of the 3rd century A. D. A 
number of writers continued the work. but it found its most 
powerful exponent in the great S'ankarichiirya. who 
flourished in our period. This great philosopher. though born 
in Kerala, was an all· India figure, and it would be interestinSI 
to enquire what was the influence of hi. teachings and 
activities in the Deccan of our period. 

42, E. g. Atri. v. 3S4. 43. Ibid, v, .IJ. 
44. S.ch •• ,·AlbcMln;'. Indi., II p. 139. 
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By advocating the superiority of Sanyasa to Karmamarga 
and by maintaining that the Vedic sacrifices had merely a 
purificatory effect. S' ankaricharya undoubtedly helped the 
tendency of the age to abandon the Vedic rituals; his contro· 
versy with Kumarila mayor may not have been historical. 
It is true that S'ankara's arguments went equally against the 
Smart a Karmarn8rga, but we must not forget that people us· 
ually apply theories to the convenient and not to the logical ex· 
tent. It must be also remembered that S' ankara himself was 
a fervent devotee of Pauranic deitiee and som.. of his most 
eloquent and appealing writings consist of prayers addressed 
to them, In this respect S' ankara was a powerful asset to 
the popular religion. 

It is to be regretted that there should be so far di.covered 
no trace of S' ankara and his work in epigraphical documeots. 
This is rather strange, for tradition claims that he toured atout 
preaching, discussing, controverting and founding monastic 
establishments throughout the length and breadth of India. 
There is ample evidence to show that the philosophico.literary 
activity eounciated by S' ankara continued ever increasing for 
several ceoturies. But the effect on popular life of the teach ~ 
ings and institutions of S' ankara during our period is difficult 
to estimate in the present state of our knowledge. 

The first question to be answered is whether Sanyasa be· 
came more popular than before as a result of S' ankara's teach. 
ngs, The answer seems to be in the negative. The negative 
evidence of the epigraphical records of our period is to some 
exten.t significant. The Rash!rakiilas and their feudatories 
and contemporaries have given a number of grants, but none 
has been so far discovered made in favour of a Hindu Sanyasin 
or his Malha. Buddhist and Jain Sanyasins very often figure in 
our epigraphical records but Hindu Sanyasins never. Sulaiman, 
who had several times visited the ports of western India 
during our period, no doubt refers to Hindu Sanyasins when 
he says :-' In India there are person~ who in accordance 
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with their profession wander in woods and mountains and 
TBrely communicate with the rest of !he mankind ••. But the 
presence of these Sanyasin. cannot. be attributed to the in
fluence of S' ankara. for the theory of four As'rama.. which 
bad been started several centuries before the time of S' ankara. 
was responsible for their presence. It seems that we have to 
admit that S'ankara's advocacy of Sanyasa did not. produce 
in the society an upheaval, comparable to that produced 
by the Upanishadic, Jain and Buddhist movements. The 
reason seems to be the association of Sanyasa with the hetero
doxy in the popular mind. produced by the Jain and Buddhist 
monasteries, that were flourishing for several centuries. 

S' ankerachi\rya had founded four Mathas in the four 
-comers of India and very soon subsidiary one. sprang into 
-existence. Till recently the.e institutions were powers in 
the land; a decree ( iijniipaira) from them was respected by 
.1Iociety as implicitly as the command of the king. What was 
the influence of these institutions over the Deccan of our 
period 7 

It seems that these institutions did not wield any in
:fluence in our period, [n the first instance we have got not 
-B single reference to any Pitha or its activity in any records of 
our period, In the second place there are indications that 
.down to the 12th c~ntury A. D.. the term Jagadguru. which 
subsequently came to designate exclusively the occupants of 
the Plthss funded by S' ankara. was used to denote ordinary 
Brahrnanas of outstanding preeminence, learning and cha,acter. 
The Managoli inscription of 1161 A. D. (IS' mentions that towards 

,the end of the wth century, in the Brahmadeya village of 
ManigBvalli there flourished a celebrity, gvara Ghalisasa 
by name, who was the Jagadguru of the ~o Id and whose 
leet were worshipped by T aila II, the bv hrower of the 
R"shtraklitas. There i. nothing to indicate n the. record that 

45. I. A •• p. IS. 
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ISvara Ghalisasa had any connection with the Pltha of Srin
geri or ita branch at SankeSvara. Besides, were he a Jagad', 
guru of the order founded. by S' ankara, his name would have 
appeared in a Sanyasin garb. He was a married man and' 
the headship of the agrahiira of Managoli seems to have been 
hereditary in his family. His gotra was the same as that of 
the Chalukyas vi ... Harita, and Taila believed that it was the 
favour of this celebrity that had secured him the throne. It is, 
~herefore not unlikely that the title of Jagadguru may have 
"been conferred upon him 'by' his grateful and illustrious, 
disciple. The record makes it clear that ISvara Ghalisasa 
was not the head of any Ma\ha located at Managoli, and yet 
he was styled Jagadguru. If in our period the Pi\has founded' 
by S' ankara had wielded the same influence as they did till 
recently, if there had been a branch of the Sringeri Pitha at 
Sankesvara which is fairly near to Managoli, I~vara GhaIisilsa" 
the head of the Managoli Agrahara. who had no connection" 
with any Matha. could not have dared to use the title Jagad .. 
guru. This record. therefore. makes it clear that the Pithas 
founded by S' ankara were not exercising any appreciable 
influence in the Deccan till the end of our period. It must 
be 'further remembered that 'the claim to give the final 
verdict in socio-religious matters. claimed and conceded to 
the occupants of the Pithas founded by S' ankara, must have 
appeared as preposterous in our period. In the Hind~ 
period these matters were decided by special officers of 
Government who were variously known as Vinayasthiti
sthapakas. Dharmanku'as. Dharmapradhanas or Pal)~itas. 
The last mentioned officer was to be a member of the 
ministry accordl~O the S'ukraniti. a work which very 
probably belongs our period with the exception of some 
interpolations~nd' was he who was to review the realm of 
social and rei i~us ractices. to find out which' of them. 
though prescrr ed i the S·astras. were against the spirit of 
the age. which ere absolutely obsolete, being countenanced 
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neither by the S;astra nor by cu~tom, and to issue such orders 
regarding the points at dispute as may secUre both this world 
and the next. "., The Smritis of our and of earlier period ,m 
assign this function to a parishaJ or conference, composed of 
distinguished learned men of known character and piety:
There is no real contradiction' between S'ukra and these 
Smriti writers; for the royal officers, when and where they
existed, may have presided over and been guided by the 
decisions of these experts, The case was similar to that of 
the judicial Panchayats; the judgments signed by Rama. 
Shastri Prabhune of the Peshva period used to embody the 
decisions of the Panchayats to whom the cases were referred~ 
though the signatures of the Panehas did not appear' on the·· 
judgments. It is therefore not likely that the ministers of the·, 
Hindu states and the Parishads of our period would have 
looked with favour upon the proposal to surrender their rights in. 
social and religious matlers to the order founded by S' ankara
charya. It is very probable that the occupants of the Pithas. 
acquired their present powers and jurisdiction subsequent lo

the fall of Hindu states. With the establishment of 
Muslim rule the state ceased to look after the social and 
religious u.qages and the Parishads may, therefore. have gladly· 
welcomed the idea of utilising the prestige, whieh was by that 
time acquired by th.,. representatives of the order founded by 
S' ankara. for the enforcement of their decisions. As years .. 
rolled on, the prestige of the Pithas increased in the Deccan. 
and the Parishads were forgotten altogether. 

Let us now proceed to consider the popular Hinduism 
i. e. the religion of the musses of our period. This religion. 
may be described as .the Smarta Pauranic religion. The· 

46. Cf.IilfIll'lTIIlIl"ftirr'I>IT: ij;~: I mYs <i'~f~ 
~ ~S3'IT II I01 .. ''' .. fiit .... llt ~ ~ I 'l'I'I; ~~ 'I;r 
~~: 1111. 98-100 . 
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Teform movement. which culminated in this development. had 
begun much earlier than our period; it had commenced with 
the later Smriti writers and the remodellars of the oldel 
PurilQas and had so completely captured the imagination of 

. the masses in our period that the advocates of the theological 
• revival found themselves helpless before it. Unfortunatel~ 
the precise chronology of these works is not yet definitel~ 
fixed. but it is generally agreed that the majority of them 
were composed sometime between SOO and 1000 A.D. Lei 
us see what epigraphical evidence has got to say about the 
success or influence of this movement. 

The Smritis had preached ths gospel of the Pancha
mahayajnas. which were intended as substitutes for the Vedic 

. sacrifices involving slaughter. Vast majority of the Brahmana 
·.donees of our period are described as performers. of these 
sacrifice.. During our period Smarta agnihotra was fairly 

·common at least among professional priests; Atrisamhilli, 
which belongs to ~ur period. says that a Brahmana. who does 

'not keep agnihotra. is a person whose food should not be 
.accepted. "" The prevalence of agniholra during our period 
'is proved also by the testimony of Alberuni. who observes thaI 
the Brahmanas who kept one fire were called [shUns and 
those who kept three were called agnihotrins. "'> Some of 
the Nigama writers include agnihotra among things prohibited 
;in the Kali age. but 'that view was not the view of our age. 

H We compare the daily routine laid down by early Smriti 
writers for a Brahmana householder with that laid down by 
later Nibandha writers. we shall find a great change. The 

-earlier writers like Manu and Yr.jnavalkYa prescribe one bath 
and two prayers a day and lay an emphasis principally on the 
Panchamahayajnas. The Nibandha writers seek to increase 

·the Smarta ritual to such an extent that hardly any 'time is 
left for secular duties. Our period marked the transition 
·,time. 

48. v.254. 49 •. Sachau. I. p. 102. 
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The Nibandha writers definitely lay down three baths fol'
a Brahmana. the Smriti writers of our period hesitate between· 
one and two. Sankha i. satisfied with one bath only. but 
Daksha. Katyayana. and Vaiyaghrapada advocate two. '''''the 
second one being at the mid-day. That the rule of the Smriti ... 
was actually follo-red in practice towards the end of the 13th. 
century.'''' is proved by Marco Polo who testifies to th ... 
fact that the Hindus of Malabar. both males and females. use<! 
to take two bath. a day. 'Ol' The theory of three daily baths.· 
had begun to appear towards the end of our period. and had' 
not yet become popular. Alberuni notes the theoretical rule 
that a Brahnlana should take three baths a day. but adds that 
in practice. the evening prayers were recited without a previous.. 
b'ath. He observes :_. Evidently the rule about the thirdl 
bath is not as stringent as that .... Iating to the first and secondl 
washings.' (flI> 

The number of prayers. sandhyas. was also tending to
increase at aboUt our period. As the etymology of the term 
sandhy~hows. the sandhya times could obviously not have 
been more than two in the beginning. A third sandhyii. how. 
ever. began to be advocated by some of the Smriti writers of 
our age. Atri lays down that a twicebom should recite· 
sandhYli thrice: "3' Vyasa concurs and supplies three different 
names to the three different sandhyas as Gayatri. Sarasvati,. 
and Savitrl respectively. "" The Nibandha writers accept 
this theory and prescribe three sandhyas universally. 

. It will be thus seen that the Smriti writers of our period 
were .howing a tendency to make the simple Smarta religion 
as rigid and complex as .t. ... eS'rauta one: detailed rules. hardly' 
leaving much scope for individualliberty~ began to be framed. 
for s' aucha. dantadhiivana. bath. achamana etc. S'raufa, 

SO. Quoted in Sm~lich.",lriki. :iihnik.ka~4o pp. 290_291. 48'. 
51. II. p.342 
52. II. pp. 33. 134. 
53. Quot.d in AcAiiromoyilhho. p. 39. ·:54. ,fbid'. 
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sacrifices had died down in our period but the rigidity of ritu. 
alistic details which characterised them became a prominent 
~eature of the Smarta religion from about the 12th century 
onward.. Our period was the transition period. 

. Another characteristic feature of the Hinduism of our 
period was the .E9pulari~the fraia,. The theory and 
advocacy of Vratas w;'-a -pecliIla'r feature' of the Purana •• 
most of which were either composed or remodelled near 
about our period. Out of the \13 Vratas mentioned ill the 
Vraiiirka of S' ankarabhalla as many as 110 are based on 
the authority of the Puranas. 128 Vratas mentioned in the 
VraiakaumaclI and 205 described in Vraiariija are all of 

, them based on Pauranic authority. Vratas offered opportu. 
nities for individuals of both the sexes of personally going 
through a course of religious lile characterised by self. 

,denial and austerities. There was also the bait of -the 
fulfilment of desires intended for the ignorant They there
fore powerfully appealed to the popular mind. and are still 

·characteristic feature of Hinduism in rural areas. [n the 
Deccan of our period. they were probably becoming popular 
We do not find any reference to their popularity in epigraphical. 
-records of our period. But this fact is probably accidental. 
for we have ample evidence to show that the Pauranic 
religion. as a whole. was capturing the popular imagination. 

The Nargund inscription. dated 939 A.D. "". records some 
'Voluntary contributions from the various classes of inhabitants 
for the purpose of a local tank. The contribution of the 
Brahmanas is stated to be one golden P8I)a on the occasion of 
each Pra;yas' chitta performed in the village. The Kalas 

'inscription .of Govirida IV"" also records an assignment 
by the local Brahmana. of the fees they used to 
receive at penitential rites (pra;yas' chitta,) for the mainte· 

.nance of a local college. These records will therefore show 

55. 1 •• j\. .. X~I. p. 224. 56. E. I .• XIII;-p. 325. 
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"that at least some of the various Prayas' chittas that have 
been prescribed in the Smritis were performed by some 
,,",ctions of Hindu society. Some' of the "later Smritis. 
"that were written not far from our period. e. g. Laghu-Siitatapa 
Brihadyama. and Apastamba. are almost entirely devoted to 
-(he di!ICussion of penitential rites. These can be better 
-described as Praya.chitta manuals necessitated by the general 
tendency of the age to perform them. 

The Puranas offered new .agulJa and anthropomorphic 
nuclei for religious devotion. and the deities that were glori
fied in them soon became popular gods of the masses. 
Growth of sectional rivalry was anticipated by the da:ctrine 
that all the deities are the manifestations of one and the same 
Supreme Power. Our epigraphical records bear eloquent 
testimony to the popularity of the Pauranic deities in our 
period. That S'aiv~ and Vaishnavism were the main sects 
of our time is indjcated by the usual opening verse in the 
Riish!rakilta grants. which contains a salutation to both S'iva 
and Vishl)u. The grant of Abhimanyu Rash\rakilta mentions 
a Dakshil)8-S'iva temple .. whose custodian Ja\abhara seems 
to have been a PiiSupata. At Salotgi in Bijapur district there 
was a temple of Katyayani and another constructed for the 
joint worship of Brahma. VishQu. and S'iva. "" The custom 
of founding a Siva temple in commemoration of a dead 
ancestor. and of ';aming the deity after the person to be 
commemorated. had already become prevalent in our period. 
Hebbal in!ICription. dated 97S A.D •• ( ... refers to a temple of 
Bhujjabbe.vara built to COnDllemorate Bhubharasi. the grand 
mother of the Ganga ruler Miirasinha II. Ragholi plates of 
J ayavardhana "" and the Kavi plates of Govinda of the 
Gujarat branch (6,» attest to the prevalence of the Sun worship. 
The Pathari pillar inscription discloses a temple of S' auri. "" 

57. E. I.. IV. po 60. 58. E. I .. IV. p. 350. 
59. E. I .• IX. p. 42. 60. I. A .• V. po 145. 
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A temple of lriiradii existed in Managoli. (6" The worship 
of the presiding deilies of the locality is mentioned in 
record from Saundatti. dated 875 A.D .• which refers to the 
temple of the deity presiding over Sugandhavati 12. "" 

. Whether Vithoba of Pandharpur. perhaps lhe most popular
diety of the Deccan to·day. existed in our period i. difficult to
determine with certainty. An inscription from Belgaum 
district. dated 1250 A.D •• refers to a grant made in the presence 
of VishQu at PauQgarika.kshetra. which is described in the 
document as situated on the banks of the Bhima. (64) Th .. 
name of the Tirtha and its situation on the Bhimii make it 
obvious that our inscription clearly proves the existence of 
the Vi!!hala temple at Pandharpur in 1250 A.D. It was even 
then a famous centre of pilgrimage; the premier _ Mallse!!i 
utilised his presence at Paundarika·kshetra for making. the 
donation. The fame of the temple wee already well e.ta. 
blished by the middle of the mh century A.D.; it is. however. 
difficult to say how far earlier than 1200 A.D. the worship of 
Vi\!hala had commenced at Pandharpur. Since it was a 
famous centre at about 1200 A.D.. we may reasonably pre
sume that the worship of the God at the place was at least a 
couple of cenluries old at that time. 

In addition to the above gods the masses were worshipping 
a number of aboriginal deities. The worship of Mbasoba 
was current. AI Idrisi 0 bviou.ly refers to it when he says:-"" 
'Others worship holy stones on which butter and oil is poured.·
Tree and serpent worship is mentioned by the same writer; 
the serpent worshippers. we are told. used to keep them in 
stable's and feed them as well as they could. He further
says:-' Some acknowledge the intercessory powers of graven 
stones' This may possibly refer to the belief in inscribed 
talismans or it may refer 10 cases like that of the famous 

62. E. I .. VII. p. 143. 
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Garuc!adhvaja erected at Vidi~a by the Greek ambassador 
Heliodorus. which was being worshipped-as Kbambaba at,th., 
time Dr. D. R. Bhandarka.r discovered it. 

The followers of all these different gods formed, ~ 
rather appeared to a foreign observer as forming. different 
sects. "" Alldrisi therefore states that there were 42 different 
sects in India at his time. But since the follow .... of the 
different deities shared the belief that they were worshipping 
the different manifestations of one and the same Supreme 
God. they can hardly be described as forming different sects. 

The problem of the origin and prevalence of the image 
worship is still to be properly worked out. DharmasillPa 
writers rarely refer to the duty of worshipping images of gods· 
either at home or in public temples; nor is it mentioned by 
Manu. . The cult of public temples seems -to be later than I 
the time of Asoka. It may have been deemed a suitable sub
stitute for the great S'rauts sacrifices which were attended by a 
gr6at number of people. Possibly the example of Buddhism 
with its splendid temples and monasteries may have given rise 
in the Hindu mind to a desire to have similar centres of public. 
\forship and congregation. Whatever the real causes may 
have been. temples soon became recognised centres of public. 
worship and were characteristic of the Hinduism of our' 
period. It must be, however. noted that the sums of money 
that were being spent over the tempi... images. their orna
ments and daily worship were tending to become excessively 
high in our period. AI Utbi says ;-' The kings of Hind. th .. 
chiefs of that country. and rich devotees used to amass their: 
treasures and precious jewels and send them time arter time, 
to be presented to idols. that they might receive a Teward fol" 
their good deeds and draw near to their God: <." N ot muc~ 
evidence is forthcoming from the Deccan proper about th.,. 
wealth unnecessarily hoarded in temples in the form of oma.' 
monts elc" but we know that in northern India temples we~. 

66. Elliot.". p. 34-
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the places that yielded highest amount of plunder to Mahmud 
of Ghazni. Epigraphical evidence is available to show 
that largo sums of money were spent in Tamil country to 
furnish costly gold and iewel onlaments to the deity in the 
RajarejeSvara temple by Chola kings and their subiects.'6" 
Some of the temples in the Deccan too must haye been centres 
of wealth; Kl"hQa I is known to have given a number of gold 
and jewel omaments to the S'iva image in the Ellora tempi". 
which he had excavated from solid rock ~t great cost. (68' 

Specific cases of alienations of lands and villages for different 
temples are fairly nwnerous and the Cambay plates of Govinda 
IV. (69) dated 930 A.D.. inform us that this monarch gave away 
400 villages. and 32 lakhs of Jrammas for the different temples 
in his dominions. Watchmen were essential under these 
circwnstances for -the bigger temples and we ohen come 
across provision made for their maintenance. ('10> 

Part of the charity that flowed into the temples was 
usefully utilised. It will be shown in Chapter XVI how many 
of the temples of our period used to maintain schools and 
colleges. They were very often disharging the duty of poor., 
relief by maintaining feeding houses. Abu Zaid refers to j 

these when he mentions inns for travellers attached to tem· 
pies • .,,, Epigraphical evidence proves the existence of many 
such feeding houses maintained in temples; one existed at 
Kolagallu in Bellary district in 964 A.D. (72) and others ex· 
isted at· Managoli. (73' Nilgund. ,,<> Hesarge. "6> Bagewadi.'''' 
~elga'mve. ,,'I' Dambal. ,,8> Gadag. (79' and Behatti<8O' in Kar. 

·67. 5.1.1.. II. No .. 1..3. 6S. I. A •• XII. p. 159. 
69. E. I .• VII. p. 26. 70. E. I .. V. p. 22; S. I. I •• II' pp. 301-3 .tc. 
71. Elliot. I. p. II. 

'72. I1I8er/ption. trom Ih. Madr ... Pr •• idoncg. Bellary dietrict. No.S2. 
73. E. I •• V. p. 22. 74. E. I •• III. p. 208. . 

. '15. J. B. B. R. A. 5 •• X. p. 256. 76. I. A •• VII. p. 307. 
177. I. A .. V. p. 49. 7S. Ibid, X. p. ISS. 
79. Ibid. II. p. 301. SO. Ibid, IV. 274. 
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natak and Kharepatan "" in Konkan. Some of the r"""rds 
mentioning the above feeding houses do not fall sLrictly within 
our period. but they are mentioned here to give an idea of the 
general practice of the age. 

We get some idea of the details of the daily temple life 
from the epigraphical records of our period. Daily worship 
was done three times a day. '0" and many of the Chola reo 
cords specify the quantity of rice and other articles. to be used 
at the time of the nai~edya at each of these worships. The 
richer establishments used to have a set of musicians. who 
used to play music at the temples at the time of worship. 
The provision for their maintenance figures in the Hebbal in· 
scription of 975 A.D. '8" and in several Chola records. The 
worship offered was sumptuous: scented water for the bath. 
co.tly clothes. and rich naiveaya were provided for. These 
and some similar items were included under the term ariga· 
bhoga of the deity Eor which provision is made in some of our 
records. Flowers and garlands were of course indispensable: 
a number of our records mention grants made for flower gar· 
lands which were very often attached to the temples. Some 
of our r"""rds mention provision made for the rarigabhoga of 
gods. The precise meaning of the term is difficult to deter. 
mine. as it is not known even to Sanskrit Koshas. But since 
the term ranga can mean a play.house. it is permissible to 
conjecture that the expression rangabhoga may refer to 
periodical celebrations of Pauranic dramas. which may have 

, been exhibited at the time of the BDIlual fair at the temple. 
An inscription at the Rajarajes vara temple. belonging to the 
beginning of the uth century. r"""rds a provision made for 
the actors. who used to take part in a drama called Rajaraja. 

Chariot processions were held on the occasion~offairs; an 
inscription from Pattadkal in Bijapur district. datedm"" A.D., 

81. E.I •• III. p. 300. 82. lbiil. VII. p. 194 • 
• 1I3. Ibid. IV. p. 355. 84. I. A •• XI. p. 12'. 
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mentions the grant of a horse·chariot and an elephant 
chariot by a dancing girl to a local God. Two records. falling 
outside our proper period, vi... Managoli inscription. dated 
1161 A.D., ,,5> and the Siddhapur inscription, dated 1158 A.D:,"" 
refer to damaniiropaIJa and Pavilriiropana ceremonies that 
were performed in the months of Chaitra and S' raval)a 
respectively, It is not unlikely that these ceremonies were 
performed in our period as well, since one of them vi •. 
damaniiropalJa is mentioned by Alberuni as a popular festival 
in Chaitra. when Vasudeva was swung to and fro in a 
swing,lII7> In his Smr/ikaustubha, Anantadeva prescribes the 
celebration of damaniiropalJa in Chaitra and pavitriiropalJa· in 
S' raval)a. (88) We thus get a proof of the actual prevalence 
"f some of the ceremonies described by later writers in our 
period. The view advanced earlier in this chapter, that some 
of the new ceremonies and rituals that find literary recogni· 
tion in the Nibandhas of later period were already getting 
popular in our period. is thus not altogether without a 
foundation. 

Theoretically Hinduism no doubt regards idols as mere 
visible symbols of the Divine, but the great paraphernalia of 
idols, their worship, temples, and establishments began to 

·engender during our period an imperceptible feeling that the 
visible idol was everything, and the greatest importance began 
to be attached to its sanctity and safety, This was rather 
regrettable, for very often the feeling worked against national 
interests. Hindus could have ousted the Muslims from 
Multan had they not been compelled to retire by the threats 
of the Muslim garrison to break the famous idol of the sun 
in that ciiy, if it was beseiged. "" If the philosophy of idol· 
worship were properly understood at the time, this threat 
could not have deterred the Hindus; another idol could have 

85. Ibill. 
88. p. I~. 

86. I. A •• XI, p. 274. 
89. Eliot, I, p. 23. 

87. II, p. 178. 
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been installed in the proper religious manner to replace the 
destroyed one. Idol destruction by Mahmud of Ghami would 
not have unnerved the Hindu opposition. if the philosophy of 
the idol worship were properly understood in our period. 

Temple worship was usually entrusted to Brahmanas; 
our records very often refer to settlements of Brahmana 
householders near the temples to look after the temple 
worship. But the non·Brahmana Gurava worshipper. »Iho is 
now 80 common in the Deccan, also makes his appearance in 
our period. The worship in the Ramesvara';' temple on' the 
Tungabhadra was being performed by a Gurava in 804 A.D .. 

when Govinda III had visited the place; Shivadhiiri. who is 
expressly described as a Gurava in the record. , • ., was the reo 
cipient of a grant from the emperor. In the S'iva temple at 
Mantrawadi in Dharwar district there wer~ G~rava worship. 
pers in 815 A.D .. who were required to keep unbroken the vow 
of chastity. "" At present the Guravas are not required to 
lead celihate life anywhere in the Deccan; therefore. this 
information supplied by our epigraph is very interesting and 
important. The Guravas are also mentioned in a Soratur 
'inscription of the time of KrshQa III. "" but their precise 
connection with the temple worship is not very clear from the 
Tecord. The Gilnga ruler Butuga II had a pet dog; he was 
let loose at a mighty boar and the two killed each other in 
the fighL The affectionate master raised a tablet to com· 
memorate his pet and appointed a Gurava for its worship. 
It would be noticed that the cases of Gurava worshippers. 
mentioned above. !Ill pertain to S'iva t~mples. except the last 
one where he was appointed to perform the worship of a dog 
tablet. It would be. therefore. permissible to conjecture that 
the Guravas were originally non· Aryan. and very probably 
Dravidian priests. who continued to officiate at the temples 

90. I. A .. XI. p. 121. 9\. E. I .• VII. p, 202. 

92. Jl,id. XII, p.258. 
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of deities which were originally non.Aryan. Later on they 
may have been allowed to be associated with Aryan temples. 
and gods as well. 

The Grhya.siitra ritual requires animal sacrifices in 
connection with some popular deities like Vinayaka. Kshetra· 
pala. etc. "" That these sacrifices prevailed in our period in 
northern India is proved by the statement of Alberuni. that 
the worshippers of some gods deities Durga. Mahadeva. 
Ksh~rapala. and Vinayaka used to kill sheep and buffalos 
with axes and offer them as naioeJ;ya to the deities concern· 
ed. (9" Similar practices must have prevailed in the Deccan 
since early times. but it is not unlikely that the great influence 
which Jainism exercised in our period may have led to these 
sacrifices getting unpopular to a great extent. It may be also 
pointed out that the Muslim travellers like Al Masudi and 
Al Idri.i. who were mainly acquainted with the conditions 
of the Deccan and who describe in detail its religious 
practices. do not refer to this custom which is mentioned by 
Alberuni. who was acquainted with the conditions prevailing 
in the north. Animal sacrifices are even to.day ,rare in the 
Deccan when compared to their great popularity in a pro
vince'like Bengal. This comparative weaning of the masses 
in the Deccan from them may be attributed to the great 
influence of Jainism during our period. -

A very regrettable feature of the temple atmosphere 
was its vitiation by the association of dancing girls. This has 
been noticed by the foreign travellers of our period as well as 
of later times ,,5) and is also proved by epigraphical records. 
In big temples their number was often to 'be counted in 
hundreds. An inscription at the R;.jaraje:\vara temple. be
longing to the beginning of the 11th century. records an order of 
,Riljaraja. transferring as many as '400 dancing girls from the 

93. M'dnova. 11.14; Apcuta11iba. XX. 12-20j Bharaclvaja. II. 10; etc. 

94. 1.120. 9S. Abu Zaid. Elliot. I. p. II,; Marco Polo. II, p_,34S. 
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various quarters of his kingdom to the Tanjore temple. and 
assigning to each of them' one "eli of land. "., There is 
evidence to show that the custom did exist in the Deccan as 
well ; at the Lokamahadevi temple in Pattadkal (Bijapur' 
district) there were dancing girls by the middle of the 8th 
century; one of them was so rich as to give to the temple. 
god one horse and one elephant chariot. In the BhujjabeSvara 
temple a\ Hebbal in Dharwar district there were five dancers 
in the middle of the loth century. each one being assigned 
4 mattar, of land for her maintenance. That these dancing 
girls were not leading pure lives. but had degenerated into 
women of easy virtue. would be clear from the statement of 
Marco Polo "" that a person. who desired to take to the life of 
a Sanyasin. was tested by his capacity to stand the blandish. 
ments of the temple girls who were specially sent to lure him. 
Marco Polo'. testimony no doubt refers to the Malabar of. 
the 13th century. but we shall not be far wrong in' ,assuming 
that the state of affairs in the Deccan of our period ,was not 
far different. In course of time the custom seems to have 
spread to Buddhist establishments in Greater India. A 
passage on Kambodia in Chan }u-kwa states :-' The people 
are devout Buddhists. There are serving in temples 'some 
300 foreign women. They dance and offer food to Buddha. 
They are called a-nan or slave dancing girls:'''' 

The origin qf this regrettable custom is to be traced 10 

the desire to provide for good music al the time of divine 
worship and popular festivals. The precise time of its origin 
is still obscure. It is no~ mentioned by the Greek historians. 
The Artha:lastra. book II. chaptar 27. which gives a detailed 
account oE prostitutes, is unaware of their connection with 
temples. The temple dancing girl docs not figure in tho 
Jatakas and is not mentioned by the Chinese travellers. We 
may. lhereforo. presume that the. custom was not very 

96. S. I. I •• II. pp. 278 ff. 97. II. p. 366 •. 
95. p. 53. quoted ia Marco Polo. III. p. 115. 
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\:ommon till about the 6th century A.D. But at about this 
·time the custom seems to have arisen. for it is referred to in 
.MatSl9a,puralJa and Paama.puralJa. Srsh/i.khaIJQa. The 70th 
'chapter of the former and the 23rd chapter of the latter contain 
.a discourse on the duties of harlots; 16.000 widowed wives of 
K",h!)a. when ravished by the Abhiras and thus reduced to 
~he sad plight of prostitutes ( ve~yi\s l. enquire from Dalbhya 
·about their duties. The latter informs them that they should 
"tay in palaces and temples. (gO> I t is. therefore. clear that 
.the custom had already come into existence when the 
. Puranas were being remodelled sometimes during or after the 
Gupta age. It is not to be. however. supposed that the custom 
. <lid not evoke any opposition from the higher sections of the 
·society. Alberuni's statement. that the Brahmanas would 
have abolished this custom if kings had not stood in their 
way""'> is confirmed by a contemperary inscription from Raja· 
'putana .. Sadadi inscription of Jojaladeva. belonging to the 11 th 
century. HO!> records a decree of that king regarding the fairs 
at local temples. It goes on to observe :-' On the occasion 
of the fair of a particular temple the dancing girls of all other 
temples in the city must attend. properly attired. and partici· 
pate in the music. Our descendants should see to it that 
·this arrangement continues in the future. If at the time of 
fairs an ascetic or oaaaharaka (7) or a learned ( Brahmana) 
'seeks to interfere with this procedure. he should be forthwith 
stopped. The concluding sentence of this quotation makes 
,it quite clear that the learned men and ascetics of the age had. 
as Alberuni has stated. realised that the association of dancing 
8irls with temples was abnoxious and were making efforts to 
abolish it. The richer classes of the society. however. cham. 
pioned the new custom and their support made it permanent. 
It would appear that girls were often purchased for being 
dedicated to the temples. 

99. Chap. 49. v. 102. 100. II. p. 157. 101. E. I .. XI. p.28. 
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A large space in the Puranas is devoted to the purpose 
of describing the importance of the various Tirthas or sacred 
places in the different parts of India. The cult of pilgrimage 
had become fairly popular in Ollr period. Muslim writers 
have noted ~w thousands of pilgrims used to visit the Sun 
temple at Multan and the S'iva temple at Prabb;,.sa. some of 
whom used to crawl on their bellies during the last stage of 
their journey. <I,m For the daily ablutions of the idol at the 
last mentioned place. arrangements were made to provide 
fresh Ganges water every day. <103> The popularity of Prayaga, 
Variujasl and Gay;;. must have been still greater; long sections 
are devoted by se"eral Puranas' j('" for the glorification of these 
places. Laghu.S' ankha Smriti says <105> that many sons are to 
be desired because then alone there would be the possibility 
of at least one among them going to Gaya and performing the 
S'raddha there. A number of other Smriti writers""" of our 
period describe the merit accruing from consigning the 
bones of the dead to the holy Ganges. There is ~pigraphi. 
cal evidence to show that the ell It of pilgrimage was as 
popular in the Deccan of our period as it was elsewhere. 
Dantidurga repaired to Ujjayiru when he wanted to perform 
the Hira~~a·garbha.mahii.Jiina ;'1<>7> and a number of our 
records state at their end. thai any person interfering with 
the charity described therein. would incur the sin of slaugh. 
tering a thousand cows at Varanasi and Ramesvara.(jOf) 
These holy places were obviously regarded the holiest even 
in the distant Deccan of our period. In those days when 
travelling was so difficult. costly. and dangerous. all could 
not visit these dist.mt Tirthas; the doctrine of acquiring 
merit vicariously through some one else. I by requesting 

102. 
104. 
106. 
107. 
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him to clip 90 many limes more in the sacred pools on one' 5-. 

own account, was, therefore, bound to arise, and we find il. 
mentioned in some of the Smrilis of our period, <109) 

The curse of the sin of the slaughter of a thousand cows,. 
which has been mentioned in several inscriptions of our 
period referred to in the last paragraph, would attest to the 
immense vener(ltion in which the cow was held in our age. 
Several Smritis of our period contain detailed rules about the 
reverence and c~nsideration that was to be shown to the 
cow, <11.) The term of detestation used with reference to the 
Muslims in our period was the cow-eaters. <lll) - [n the 14th, 
century capital punishment was inflicted in Hindu states 
upon a person who had committed the crime of killing a cow 
Ibn Batuta cites the concrete case of a Shaikh, who was 
given the lighter punishment of the mutilation of both the 
hands and feet for the slaughter of a cow because he was 
held in high veneration by the Hindus as well. (ut) Beef 
eating was inconceivable, but in som" localities like the 
Malabar, the pariah class was accustomed to eat it, ir the cow 
had died a natural death, This practice was current in th'; 
13th ~entury at the time of Marco Polo, and it still prevails in, 
many localities; but whether it existed in our period we do. 
not know. [n the 11th century it was regarded a sin to allow 
a cow to die in one's house. "m The Smritis of our perio d· 
do not share this belief and we may welf doubt whether this 
notion existed in our period. 

[nthe extreme south the Bhakti movement had grown. 
strong Under the Vaishnava and S' aiva saints during our period;. 
its traces are, howevl' nowhere to be found in the Deccan. 

109. _ At,.iBamhita. v . SO-SI; P.ithinasi and V!ddh.va.i.h~h. quoted 

in 'he Achli.-ltdhylly:\-;F 'he 8mrtickandrika. p. '48. 
110. Ap&stamba ~~fiti. Chap. X; Atrisamhita. VY. 220-3. 
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113. Travels of Ta"'ernier. p. 440. 
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of our period. Panciharpur was a centre of Vis1u}u worship 
in the 13th century as noted already, but whether it had then 
become a centre of Bhakti movement we do not know, It is 
not unlikely that Jnanadeva may have had several prede. 
cessors, now lost into oblivion, who may have BOpularised 
the gospel of Bhakti among the masses by vernacular poetry 
earlier than hi. time. But whether any advocates of that 
movement existed in the Deccan of our period is very doubtful. 

The theories of heaven and hell, retribution and rebirth 
make their appearance almost everywhere in the epigraphical 
records of our period, and no chapter and verse need be 
quoted to prove their general prevalence. Many of the kings 
of our period claim credit for having restored the Dharma as 
it existed in the KTta age; this statement would show that 
the theory of the progressively degenerating cycles of the 
;vugas or ages was well established in our period. 

A verse occurring in the Manu Smriti and sev~ra1 other 
works states that tapas or austerities was the order of the day 
in the Krta age, quest of knowledge or truth in the T reUi, 
sacrifices in the Dvapara~ and charity in the Kali ... ", An exa· 
mination of the data belonging to our period shows that this 
verse represents the ;"'alities of the situation at least as far as 
our age is concemeq. Austerities were not unknown to our 
period; Sulaiman refers .to many ascetics that used to mo,· 
tify the flesh in a variety of ways in the 9th century Deccan. (I'" 

The quest after the truth or knowledge was also fairly serio 
ous as the new philosophical activity which commenced with 
S' ankara shows. The~' rauta sacrifices had practically dis· 
appeared and their place was taken by the Smarla ones. The 
average man of our age, however, believed in the efficacy of 
charity for the securing of religious merit. A verse in the 
Kalas. Budruk plates, dated 1026 A. D., (.116> say. that 
neither learning nor wealth produce so much. merit as 

114. 1.86. 115. Elliot. I, p. 6. 116. I. A., XVII, p. 127. 
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charity. The gift of a piece of land was regarded a. 
"the most meritorious, the renson, as it is given in an 11th 
.:entury record, "", being that all wealth was really produced 
"from land. The close connection between the Smriti writers 
and the composers of the epigrapliical records of our age is 
"shown by the fact that most of the benedictory and impreca· 
tory stanzas in our gran~ are borrowed from the contempo. 
rary Smritis and Puranas, or vice versa. The verse quoted in 
the previous foot-note has been attributed to S' ivadharmapura~a 
by Hemadri. 'liS> Brhaspati Smriti verses 26, 28, 30, 32, 33, 
39 & 17 correspond to the well known ve~ses beginning with 

"~~, ~ ~iIl, ~1I1M ~,~ 
-O{: sn~, ~~, ~ ~ ~I and 
-atR'htz.mr it«R: I respectively which occur in many of the 
"grants of our period, Hemadri attributes most of the above 
verses to various Puranas. "t9, It is, therefore, clear that 
persons who drafted our epigraphical charters were close 
"students of Puranas and Smritis. 

The influence of these works on our age is also proved 
by an analysis of the objects given in charity, and of the 
occasions when they were given. Hiral),agarbhadiina, which 
was given by Dantidurga at Ujjain, has been prescribed by 
"-the Matsyapur81)a;'J2·' the gift of an ubha,atomukhi cow i. e_ a 
-cow in the process of delivery, which was given by a courtesan 
"at Pattadkal in c. 770 A.D., 'J2" has been recommended by 
the Atri samhilii, "'2> which asserts that the merit of such a 
gift is equal to the gift of the whole earth; SkanJapuriil)a adds 
that all considerations about the appropriateness of time are 
to be brushed aside when it is the question of making such a 

117. U'II'I'Il'Irits'llT'f 6lf ",,fr ~ 1 ~;r 'lU 'I'filI ~:II 
118. D~nakh'~4 •. p. 509. 119. Ibid. pp. 494--510. 
120. Chapte •• 274. 121. I. A., XI. p. 125. 122. V. 333. 
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gift. '11" Dantidurga, ,,,., Indra III"'" and Govinda IV'"., 
are known to have given the tU!iipurushadiina ( i. e. the gift of 
that much quantity or gold which is equivalent to one's own 
weight,) which has been prescribed in the MatsyapuriilJa'm. 
and the DiinakhalJQa '"" of Hemadri. 

Most of the occasions on which our grants were mado· 
are those which have been regarded as particularly sacred 
by the Smriti and Purana literature of our age. Many of our
grants have been given on the days of the monthly samkriintis.· 
the sanctity of which has been recognised by Laghu-Slitlitapa· 
Smriti. "m Uttarayal)a and DakshiQilyana days on which some' 
of our grants (130) were given were of course regarded as parti~· 
cularly sacred: some of the RaIla recordsu ,,, show that even. 
the Jains regarded these days as specially holy for such. 
purposes. The belief in the sanctity of the days of the equi. 
nox, which is attested to by the' Viddhavasishtha Srmti"''' 
is seen reflected in the Antroli·Chharoli record, which. 
mentions a gift made on the day of the autumnal equinox. (1m 
The sanctity of Kapilashash!hi i. attested to by the Mangoli 
inscription US-l) which records numerous donations made on' 

that' rare parvan. The College at Salolgi got extensive gifts. 
on a sarvapitr·amlivlisyii day"'" and the Nadwadingo grant 
of K",hl)a II ,,'6> 'Yas made on' the auspicious occasion or 
a .iJdhiyoga. The tU!iiparusha gift or Dantidurga was given 
on the day of the rathasaptami, which is declared to be " 

12'. Quoted by HOl1lladri. Diinakhatl4a. p. 82. 
124. Sam.Dgad platel, I. A" Xl, p. III. 
125. Besumra ~1.'e., E. I., IX, p. 24. 126. E. I., VII, p. 30. 
127. Chap. 274. 128. p.212. 129. V,147. 
130. E. g'l DantivormaD',gnnt, E. I .. VI. p. 287; Mulgulld gr .. ~n" 

Ibid. p. 260. 131. J. B. B. R. A. 5 .. X, pp. 237 ff. 
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m. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XVI. pp. 112 ff. 
134. E. I., V. p. 23. 135. E. I., IV, p. 355. 
136. I. A •• XII. p. 112. 
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particularly holy day in the Bhaoishyapurli~a and the Kiisi 
Kha~4a of the Skandapurli~a .. ,,, • The Torkhede grant of 
Govinda IJJ (1m was given on the occasion of a oijayli saptami 
and the charity given on this day is described in the Bhaoishya. 
parlina'"'' as hundredfold efficacious. This Purana des· 
cribes oija,1i saplami as a name given to the 7th day of the 
bright half of It fortnight. if it fal1s on a Sunday and is pre· 
sided over by a lunar mansion consisting of five stars. It is a 
pity that our inscription should not have specified the week 
day and its lunar mansion. so that we could have verified the 
statement of the Bhaoishyapurana about the oijayii saptami. 
The Baroda plates of Dhruva II .... , record a grant made on 
the day of the MahakBrtilriparvan. which is described by the 
Brahmapurli~a as that ful1 moon day of Kartika which i. 
presided over by the lunar man.ion Rohini; this i. de.cribed 
as a particularly holy day by . that P\lrana. (141' Kapadwanj 
plates of Krshna II record a grant given on a maha·oaishlikhi 
day. A lri .Smrti describes Vai.hakha ful1 moon day as 
particularly holy and suitable for making donations;"''' I 
am, however, unable to find which particular full Vaishakha 
moon day was regarded as Maha·Vaishakhi day. The 
Karhad plates of Krshl)a IJJ (1m were issued on th e 
13th day of the dark half of the month of Phalguna, which 
has been described as a Viirun!)i day; an upaparana .. .., 
states that this day is cal1ed Varu!)i, if it i. presided :Wer by 
the lunar mansion S' atatiirakii. maha"aruIJi if the week day is 
Saturday. and mahamahli"aru~i if there is also an auspicious 
.;yoga on that day. It may be pointed out that the week day 

137. Quoted in the Nir'}Gya.indhu, p. 162. 138. E. I.. IJI. p. 54. 
139. Quoted by Hemidri. Diinakka'!44. p. 63. 

140. I .. A .. XIV. p. 200. 

141. Quoted by Hemlidri, Diin.kha~~a. p.65. 
142. VI. 7. 143. E. I;, IV. p. 260. 
144. Quoted in the 1'ithitatvCJ as quoted by the B'obdakalpadruflla. 
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on which the Veru!)i day of 939 A.D. fell was not Saturday 
but Wednesday and our record describes the paroan as a 
simple Varu.p. day. and refrains from describing it as a 
mahii or mahiimaMoiiru(li day. The close connection that we 
thus find between the epigraphical records and the Smriti. 
Purana and Nibandha literature would fully justify our proce· 
dure in some places in this chapter to fill the gaps in the 
"pigraphical records by the information supplied by these 
works. 

The theory of charity being the most effective means of 
securing religious merit was no doubt in ascendency in our 
age. but it may be added that Brahmanas alone did not 
benefit by it. Part of the money spent on temples was 
ulilised for poor relief as already shown. Part of it went to 
maintain schools and colleges as will be shown in Chap. XVI. 
I t will be also shown there that the brahmaJeya grants also 
served the same purpose to a great extent. Part of the 
charity of the age was definitely and avowedly diverted _ for 
the purpose of public works. The Smritis of our period <"" 
lay,down thal men acquire the merit of i.h!iipiirta by provid. 
ing funds for public works like tanks. wells. gardens. temples. 
hospitals. poor houses. schools etc.. and there are numerous 
records belonging to our period which show that the teachings 
of these Smritis did not fall on deaf ears. A tank at Nargund 
in Dharwar districf was constructed and maintained by the 
donation of a private individual. and by the voluntary con. 
tributions which the inhabitants had agreed to pey for its 
maintenance on occasions like marriage, ulJanayana°tf;) etc. 
The College at Salotgi was also maintained by a princely 
gift of a local potentate and voluntary contributions of its 
citizens. un> When the hall of this College needed 
overhauling. it was rebuilt also by a private individual, 

14S. E. g .. Vomo. I. 69-70. 
147. E. I •• IV. p. 61. 

146. I. A .. XII. p. 224. 
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The Sbikarpur inscription No. 284. belonging to the time of 
Krshna II. 'H" record. the construction of a tank and 
tempI"" by a private individual. who also granted a piece of 
land to maintain them: Somadeva. a contemporary Jain 
writer from Kamatak. boldly departs from the traditional 
view. which is very rarely the case with him. and declare. 
that the endowments of feeding and drinking houses. and lhe 
ereclion of temples and rest houses was the most important 
duty of the Vaishyas or the moneyed classes. " .. , The theory 
and practice of our age. therefore. show that the doctrine 
that charity was the best means of securing religious merit 
was nol entirely and exclusively for the benefit of the 
Brahmanas; the community as a whole also benefited by it. 

It was during our period that Hinduism came into con
tact with Mahomedanism both in the south and in the north. 
In Sindh hundreds of women were forcibly ravished and' 
thousands of men were converted during our period. Many 
Mahomedan travellers had come and settled down in the 
ports d western India where. as we have seen already. mos
ques had begun to raise their heads. What was the attitude 
of Hinduism towards the problem of reconversion of those 
who were forcibly converted? Devala Smriti. which was 
composed in Sindh after its conquest by the Muslims. is 
essentially a Smriti composed for prescribing the rules for 
reconversion; it permits reconversion of forcibly converted men 
within a period of 20 'years. Another Smriti writer of our 
age. Brhadyama'!5O' lays down the general principle that a 
suitable priiyas' chitta should be prescribed for such persons. 
With reference to women forcibly ravished by the Mlech
chhas. a number of Smritis of our period'lO" lay down 
that such unfortunate ladies should be readmitted into thei .. 
families after a suitable penitential ceremony. even if the 
ravishment had resulted in conception. 

148. E. C. VII. 149. N'ti.iikVii.".~Ia. VII. 83. 
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How far these theories were accepted by the society of 
our period is the question which the historian has to answer. 
There is evidence to show that the Hinduism of our period was 
not so conservative or short·sighted as. the present day 
Hinduism. and was prepared to follow in practice the gospel 
of reconversion which was recommended to it by it. thinking 
sages. A specific case of reconversion has been mentioned by 
AI·Utbi.'"'' Nawa. Shah was one of the Indian rulers who 
had, been established by Mahmud. of Ghazni as a governor of 
some of the districts conquered by him, in reward for his 
embracing the Islam. AI 'Utbi proceeds to narrate :-' The 
Satan had got the better of Nawas Shah. for he was again 
apo./a/izing towarJ. the pit of plural worship. haJ thrown off 
the slough of I.lam and held conversations with the chiefs of 
idolatry. respecting the casting off the firm rope of religion 
from hi. neck So the Sultan went swifter than the wind ... 
and turned Nawa. Shah out of his government. took poss .. -
sion of his treasures.: This account given by a Muslim 
himself clearly proves that Nawas Shah repented of his con
duct and was making arrangements for his recOnversion which 
enraged Mahmud. AI 'Utbi does not state whether Nawas 
Shah was actually converted back into Hinduism. but since 
he was so summarily dealt with by , Mahmud. it is almost 
certain that the reconversion was not merely planned but 
actually c~rried out. . 

Muslim writers themselves supply further evidence to 
show that .. don versions on a mass scale used to take place i~ 
the 8th and 9th centuries, Al Biladufi. while describing tho 
general condition of the Muslim power and'religion in India 
towards the end of the 8th century. says that the Muslims. 
were by that time compelled to reti~., frQ'1' several parts of 
India and that the p.opl. of InJia 1wd ;'etu~neJ to iJolatr~ 

ISO. Vv.5-6. 1St. E. (I., 200-202, D.v~l •• 3611. 
IS2. Elliot. 11. pp. 32-3a. 

UfIiO ~. 
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4xcej1t those oj Kas.a: <as> The sentence in italics shows that 
mass JleCODve ... ions had taken plac" in several places in 
the latter half of the 8th century; the advice of Devala and 
Brhadyama was actually followed in the matter. ('s<) 

It is a pity that the lead given by these Smriti writers was 
not followed subsequent to our period. There is evidence to 
show that already in th" lith century Hinduism had begun to 
hesitate about readmitting the converts within its fold. Alberuni 
says that he was repeatedly told that when the Hindu slaves 
lin Muslim countries escaped and returned to their country 
and religion, they were readmitted after an ~iation; but 
when he enquired from the Brahmanas whethe; t is was true. 
they denied it, maintaining' that there was no expiation 
po"'-ibk for such individuals. It is thus clear that towards 
the beginning of the II th century the masses were for re
conversion but the orthodoxy had begun to frown on th" 
practice The' main reason why the orthodoxy was seeking 
to interdict the reconversion was its growing riotions of purity. 
Interdining and intermarriages among' the various members 
of the Hindu castes had become unpopular during our period, 
as will be shown in the next chapter; grave difficulties about 
the place of the reconverts in the Hindu society, similar to 
those that are being experienced today, must have begun 
to present themselves during our period. For, Alberuni 
rejeets the reports about reconversions and accepts the 
information of his BrahmBDa informants for very significant 
reason. He says_'How should that (i. e. reconversion) be 
possible 1 If a Brahmana eats in the house of a Sudra fop 
tlundry days he is expelled from his caste and can never 

IS3. Ibid, I, p, 126. 

15(" S"lain;a,uuNl". tui. ~e GurjaraoPratihlra. wero tile gte.toee 
eDem~. of the Muslim r,ligio1l. (Hindi tran. p. 52) It i. pouible 
that tho ._ of ohi. dyaaatr may ....... ..tively helped ,h. 
mevcment .f recoDyeraion by extending state. help .to it. 
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1'1!lIain it'. (J'" It would thus app~at that the growing notions 
of excessive purity were responsible f~ the disappearanc~ 
of reconversion; it was very probably first given up by the 
Brahmans •• and the rest of the castes may have soon followed 
their lead. 

A. to social relations between the Muslims and the 
Hindus. Alberuni informs u. that no drinking ot eating with' 

I a Mlochchha was permitted in hi. time. "", In the 14th 
century Malabar. Muslims were not allowed to' enter Hindu 
houses. "on Thore is no evidenoo as to the social relations 
between tho two communities in th.. ports on western India\ 
during our period; as already pointed out; the Muslims in the 
Deccan during our period were using Indian dress and 
language. "OS, It is. therefore. perhaps likely that there may 

, Rot have been toe much exclusiveness during ..,~r period at 
least in the Deccan. During the 14th century. even in the 

\
<Iis~ant Malabar and Bengal the Hindus had begun to worship 
M~lslim Pir. and Shaikhs; 11,"' ono cannot be. therefore. sure 
that tho mosques in the ports on westem India had no 
Hindu worshippers. 

Buddhism 
As stated already. Buddhism was losing ground rapidly 

in the Deccan of our period. The spread and popularity 
of Jainism may have been ,partly at its cost; tradition 
says that Akalanka. Ii Jain teacher of Sravan Belgol. defeated 
the Buddhists in c. 780 in a discussion held in the presence of 
king Hom~itala of Kanchi and that the prince was converted 
to Jainism and the Buddhists were exiled to Candy. '''0' 
The scene of victory is stated to be Kanchi but Akalank .. 
belonged to the J~in establishment' of Sravan Belgol., which 
wa. situated in' th .. hoart of Kamatak; the ~cbola.tic and 

ISS. Sa.hau. II. pp. \62-3. 156. Sa.baa. I. PI" 19-20. 
157. Iba Satu ... p. 231; 158.' EIIi .. ; I; 39 • 
.159. 11m s..-. p. 26&. 160. I. A •• VI'I.'r'. 25. 
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missionary activities of the Jains of that centre may have 
proved detrimental to Buddhist interests in Karnatak and 
Maharashtra as well. 

Three Buddhist establishments are so far known to have 
flourished in our period. one at Kanheri near Bombay. the 
second at Kampilya in Sholapur district. and the third at 
Dambal in Dharwar district. Three inscriptions belonging 
to the reign of Amoghavarsha I ''"'' attest to the existence of 
a Buddhist Sangha at Kanheri. Several. records of the 
Andhra period ",n preserved in these cav~ prove that 
Kanheri was a centre of Buddhism in that period. Th" 
inscriptions referred to above show that in our age also the 
place was a famous centre of Buddhism. for we find an 
inhabitant from distant Bengal constructing meditation hall~ 
and making permanent endowments for the benefit of the 
monks of this Sangha. The endowment made provision. 
inter alia, for the purchase of books; it would. therefore. appear 
that the Sangha had a library, and perhaps a school. attached 
to it. It resembled in this respect the famous monastic 
university at Valabhi. where also there was a library. which 
often received grants for the purchase of books. ",.. The 
S'ilahara administration. within whose immediate jurisdiction 
the Sangha was situated, did not look upon it with an hostile 
eye; for we find a premier of that state making an endow
ment. the interest of which was to be utilised for the purpose 
of supplying clothes to the monks. 

Dantivarman's grant"'" records the donation of a vil
lage to a Buddhist monastery at Kampailya. It is tempting 
to identify this Kampilya with the capital of southern Panchala. 
but it looks a little improbable that a monastery in southern 
Panchala should have been assigned a village in southern ~ 

161. Ibid, XIII. pp, 136 If. 
162. J. B. B. R. A. S., V. p.23; VI. pp. 10 ff. 
163. 1. A .• VII. p. 67. 164. E. I., VI, p. 287. 
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Gujrat. This monastery was probably situated in Kampil. 
a village in T uljapur Taluka of Sholapur district. ",,, 

An inscription of the time of VikramMitya VI. dated 
109S-6 A.D •• (I'" proves the existence of two Buddhist monas. 
teries at Danibal in Dharwar district. It i. very likely that 
the antiquity of these establishments would go back at leost 
to our. if not an eorlier. period. There was a temple of 
the Buddha and Tara at the place in the 11th century and the 
description and importance of Tara. as attested to by our 
record. would suggest that the establishment was a Mahn· 
yima one. In the Mahayiina system Tora was invoked Cor 
help in distr.s. on land and sea and our inscription also 
shows that similar was the conception about that deily in the 
Deccan of our peried. Cf. :-

~~~<If~Wl~r;jf.r I 
~~«NTfU", ¥ImIf<l' m ~ II 
'11 ~r-rr?i~ ~~ ~ 'IT ~ 
'11 ~ 1lnifa1{l r~ ilir~ om I 

'IT lJ~RiIf>;r <MlR\'~ ~ ~R .i;f\' ~ 
~, am ~:liI<ImTf;r.f\ 1Il~ ~i(l " 

The above are the only known centres of Buddhism in 
the Deccan of our period. It is. therefore. cleor that the reli· 
gion had lost all hold on popular mind and was in the last 
stage of it. decline •. 

Jainism 

Our period was probably the most flourishing period in \ 
the history of Jainism in the" Deccan. Soon after it 
Jainism received a set·back owing to rapid spread of the 
new Lingayat sect. In our period. ·however. the sect 

~6S. J am indebted to the late Prot. R. D. Banerji lor drawiDg my 
.ncntioD to thi. village in Shot. pur district. 

166. I. A., X. p. 18S. " 
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had no serious militant .rival and was ·basking in the 
sunshine of popular and royal favour. The literary activity 
of the Jains was also remarkable in this ago. and they seem 
to have taken an active part in the education of the masses. 
That. before the beginning of the alphabet propc!'r the children 
should be required to pay homage to Ga!).es' a by reciting the 
formula S'ri GQ~es'ii;ya nallllJQ is natural in· Hindu society. 
but that in the Deccan even to·day it· should be followed 
by the Jain formula Om namas,iJJhebh;yaQ shows. as 
Mr. C. V. Vaidya has pointed oul. that the Jain teachers of 
our age had so completely: controlled the mass education thai 
the Hindus continued to teach their children this originally 
Jain formula even after the decline of Jainism. The formul, 
can of course be interpreted in a non· Jain sense as well, hut 
it cannot be denied that originally it had a Jain significance. 

The way to the prosperity of Jainism in our perioi 
was already paved in the earlier age. Many of the Kadamb, 
kings of the 5th and the 6th centuries were patrons 01 
Jainism."'" There are several spurious records at Laksh 
mesvar''"'> really belonging to the loth or 11th century 
purporting to record grants in favour of Jain establish· 
ments made by early Chalukya kings Vinaynditya, Vijaya 
ditya. and Vikramaditya II. These. kings must have beer 
known to the tradition. at least as occasional patrons 01 
Jainism: otherwise it is hardly possible to explain why these 
and no other kings. should have been selected as donOr! 
when the records were forged. Most of the Ganga kings 01 
Talwad were either Jains or patrons of Jainism. Grants Ie 

Jain establishments made by Rachamalla have been found if 
Coorg. <1'" and when this king captured Va!hmalai hill, h. 
commemorated its 80nquest by erecting a Jain temple upon 
it. (110) At Lakshmesvar there existed in our period building, 

167. J. A., VI, pp. 22. II; VII, pp. 34 ff. 168. Ihid. VII. pp. 111 fE. 
16~. Ibid, VI. p. 103. 170. i. 1... IV, p. !CO. 
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known u Riiyu.Riiclr_lltt "amti. Ganga.Pmrr6Ji-chaifyii; 
laya, and Gangtt.ka;;Jarpa.cTtaityamandira •.. ". The names 
of these edifices bear testimony to the patronage of Jainism 
by tho various mem hers of tho Ganga rulinm family. after 
whom the buildings were namod. Ma\'llSimha II was a 
otalJ1lch Jain: he was a disciple of A;itasena and his firm 
faith in his religion sustained him through the tmrible ordeal 
of the Sall.khan! vow whereby h. terminated his life after 
hi. abdication in c. 914 A.D. Mnrasimha' s minister ChimUl)ga. 
reya is the author of tho Clriimll~4a/lIU'ii~": it was he who 
set up the colossal image of Gommates'vara at Sravana 
Belgoia. and his reputation as a patron and devotee of 
Jainism was 80 great. that he was regarded as one of the three 
special promoters of Jainism, tha other two being Gangarilja 
and Hu!!a who were the minisl.ers of tho Hoysala kings 
VisIu,uvardhana and Marasimha I. In No!ambswadi the 
religion was prospering, we have a record from that province 
';'enlioning lhegift of a village by a merchant who had 
purchased it from the ruling king in order to bestow it upon the 
Jain monastery at Dharmapuri in Salom districL <n" Amana 
the R;,.sh\rakii\a emperors Amoghavarsha 1 was more a Jain 
than a Hindu. In' his Piira' IJiibhyuJaya JinaBena calls 
himself as the chief preceptor (""ramal/a .... ) of that 
kins who used to regard himself as purified by the 
mere remembrance of that holy saint. <.,,, Siiraltlrillraha, 
a Jain mathematical work. also mentions that Amoghavsniha 
was a follower of th",:pifJIliiJa. "'., Amoghavarsha's offering 
one of hi. fingers to the Goddess Mahalakshmi. in order to 
extricate hi. kingdom from an eped.mic. <17" only shows that 
he wor.hipped some Hindu deities alOlilg with Mahivlra. He 
..... m. to have taken an aative interest in Jainism: some of the 

171. I. A •• VII. pp. 10S-6. 172. E. I •• X. p. 57. 
173. I, A .. XII. pp. 216-& 
174. Wi ............ a .. chlchlo. III. p. 575. 
175. E. I .• XVIII. p. 248. 
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Jain monasteries in Sanavasi attribute. as my colleague the 
late Prof. R. D. Banerji informed me. the authorship of SOD'e 
of their religious ritual to Amoghavarsha. We have seen 
how Amoghavarsha I had abdicated his throne more than 
once; that was probably due to his being a sincere Jain. 
anxious to observe the vow of akiiichanalli (possession. 
lessness) at least for some time. This emperor had appointed 
GUJ)abhadra. the author of the last five chapters of AJipurli~a. 
as the preceptor of his son Krshl}a II; 0'" the latter is 
known to have given a donation to a Jain tempI" at 
Mulgund. <1'" So. if nOI a full.fledged Jain. he was at least a 
patron of Jainism. The same observation may hold good of 
the next ruler Indra III. for the Oanavulapadu inscription""" 
records that the prosperous Nityavarsha i. e. Indra III caused 
to be made a, stone pedestal for the glorious bathing cere· 
mony of Arhat S'anti, in order that his own desires may be 
fulfilled. The last of the P.ashtrakulas, Indra IV, was a staunch 
Jain; when his efforts to regain his kingdom from' Taila II 
failed, he committed sw,cide by the sallekhanli vow. ,,'", 

Many of the feudatones and offi~ers of the Rilshlraku\as 
were also Jains. Most of the Ralla rulers of Sau~datti were 
followers of Jainism. a~ pointed' out already. u80, Sankeya, 
the Banavasi governor of Amoghavarsha I, was a Jain; he 
got the imperial sanction for the alienation of a village to a 
Jain establishment at his capital. (J8n Sankeya's son Lokaditya 
i. described by his preceptor GUJ)8chandra as the propagator 
of the religion founded by Jina; and S'rlvijaya. a general of 
Indra III, was a Jain and a patron of Jain literature. <182> 

These are the kings. feudatories and officers of our 
period who are 90 far known to have been followers or patrons 
of Jainism. There may have been many more; for. as will be 

176. J. B. B. R. A. S., XXII. p. 8S. 177. Ibid, X, p. 192. 
178. A. S. R .. 1905-6. pp. 121-2. 179. 1. A., XXIII. p. 124. 
180. Ante. pp. 272-3. 181. E. 1 •• VI, p. 29. 
182. E. 1 .. X, p. 14', 
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-shown in Chapter XVI. our period produced a galaxy of Jain 
author. and preachers whose literary and missionary activities 
must have produced a considerable effect. helped as they 
were by royal patronage. It is very probable that at least 
-one third of the total population of the Deccan of our period 
was following the gosPel of Mahavira. Rashid·ud·din states 
on the authority of Alberuni"'" that the people of Konkan and 
Thana were Sarnanis or Buddhists at the beginning of the 
11th century. Al Idrisi calls the kin~ of Naharvala i. e. 
Al)ahilapalal)a as a Buddhist. whereas we know definitely 
that' the king he had in view was a Jain. not a Buddhist. 
It is thus clear that the Muslims very often mistook Jainism 
for Buddhism and the above ref CITed to statement of 
,Rashidu·d·din may be tlIken to prove the prevalence of Jainism 
rather than Buddhism in parts of the Deccan during the lOth 
and the 11th centuries. Su!>sequent to our period Jainism lost 
much 01 its ground by the rise of the Lingayat sect which 
grew partly at its cost. . 

We can get a glimpse ;;'to the life of the Jain Mathas of 
our period from our record.. From the records of the early 
Kadambasu84

' we lcam that the Jairis used to stay in one 
place during the rainy season. at the end of which they used 
to celebrate the well known Pajjusha!)a ceremony laid down 
in their scriptures. Another festival. lasting for a week. was 
celebrated from !he, sth day of the bright half of Chaitra. 
This festival is still celebrated with great eclat on mount 
S' atrunjaya. "'" because PUl)4arika G~ndhfu.a. the chief 
desciple of Rishabhadeva. is stated to have obtained salvation 
with hi' so million followers on this day. ,,86' Both these 
festivals. which were common in the 6th, century Deccan. 
must have been popular in our period too. since they are 
prescribed in the Jain scriptures and celebrated to this day. 

IS3. Elliot. I. p. 6S. IS4. I. A •• VII. pp. 34 ff. 
ISS. Noba. aDd Ghosh. An Epitom. of Jaini.m. PI'- 676-7. 
186. Encyclopaedia of Btligion and Ethic., V. p. S7S. 
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The Jain temples of our period had become replicas of 
the Hindu temples. The worship oC Mahavlra was just as. 
sumptuous 8nd luxurious 88 that of Vishnu or S'iva.. 
Epigraphical . records are seen .making provision for his 
angabhoga and rangabhogll just as they do in the case of the 
Hindu deities. What a commentary on th .. doctrine of abso
lute akin.hanatli preached and practised by him I 

Food and medicine were provided for in the Jain Malhas 
and provision was also made for the teaching of the Jain 
scriptures. (18'1' 

The Konnur inscription' of Amoghavarsha 1 and the 
Surat plates of Karkka (E. I .• XXI) record grants made. 
for Jain establishments. Both epigraphs. however. say that 
the grants were made, inter alia. Jor the purpose of bali.haru
dlina. vais'oaduoa. and a~nihotra. These are essentially 
Hindu rituals and one i. surprised to find grants made to 
Jain temples and monasteries for the purpose of performing 
them. it may be that during our period Hinduism and Jainism 
resembled each other more closely than is the case now. 
or the above expressions may have been introduced in these 
records by the oversight of the imperial secretariat. In the
Konnur record. the expression is actually misplaced and. 
therefore, the latter altemative seems to me more probable. 

The influence of religion is estimated by the result it. 
produces upon character. What then was the general charac
ter of the people in our period? It is gratifying to find that 
the Arab merchants of the age, in spite of their religious dif
ferences. pay as high a co.npliment to the Indian character as· 
was paid by Megasthenes and Yuan _ Chwang, Al Idrisi 
says<18S) :_ 

• The Indians are naturally inclined to justice and never 
depart from it in their actions. Their good faith. honesty. 
an~ fidelity to their engagements are welknown and they ar", 

187_ J- B. B. R. A. S., K. p. 237. i88. Elli.t, I, p. 88. 
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10 famous for these qualities that people flock to their coun" 
try from every lide; hence the country is flourishing and their 
condition prospera ..... The Marathas of Deogiri and Nan
durbar are described by Ibn Batuta'J8·' as upright. religious.' 
and trustworthy_ Th" traveller. whose testimonies have 
been quoted above balong to a slightly later period than ours. 
but there i. nothing improbable in their description holding 
good of our age as well. 

It i. very OftlOl1 asserted that the gospels of I\himsa and 
&nyssa. that were popularised by Jainism and Buddhism. 
have ultimately .... ulled in the enslavement of India for the 
last J .000 years. Some events. that have happened in our
period. seem to support this view. When Baibra, the nephew 
or Dahir. was preparing to defend the fort of Swistan against 
Mahmud Kasim. all the Samani. (i .... Buddhists) assembled 
and said to him:-' Our religion is one of peace and quiet and 
fighting and slaying is prohibited as well a. all kinds of 
.hedding of blood. You Bre secure in a lofty place. while 
we are open to tbe inva.ions of the enemy and liable 10 be 
alain and plundered as your subjects. We know that Mahmud 
Kasim holds a firman from Hajjaj to grant protection \0 all 
those who demand it. We trust. therefore. that you deem it 
fit Bnd reasonable that we make terms with him. for the 
Arab. are faithful and keep their engagements.''''''' It would 
be. however. a -mistake to suppose that the Buddhists of 
Sindh were emasculated by their religion. They no doubt 
sai~ that their religion forbade them from slaughter and 
shedding of the blood. but that was merely for cloaking 
their DOwardice. The rapid .ucoes..... of Mahmud Kasim 
Bnd tbe brutality with which be butchered all those who 
opposed him had unnd1'Ved Lhe population of Sindh. The 
Buddhists of Swistan were using the tenets of their religion 
only ns a convenient excuse in order to avoid the prospect oE 

189. p. 228. 190. Elliot. I. p. 158.9 .. 
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being butchered or enslaved by the conqueror. It should be 
noted that the Hindus of Brahmanabad were equally meek 
and submissive. and the Brahmanas among them played the 

• mean game of winning over the population to the side of the 
conqueror. <191' thereby bringing disgrace to the memory oC 
their ancestors. who had incited the population against 
Alexander the Great and paid the extreme penalty for the 
glorious offence of patriotism. 

It mus! be remembered that jainism preaches the doc
trine of Ahimsi'dn a more extreme form than Buddhism. and 
yet the history of the Deccan of our period shows that it had 
no emasculating effect upon its followers. Krishnavarma. an 
early Kadamba king. though a Jain. had the title ~f 'the lover 
of .war' (ra~apri;)la). (192) The Jainism of Amoghavarsha I 
did not prevent him from offering a dreadful feast to the god 
of death on the battle· field of Vingavalli. <1'" Bankeya. the 
Banavasi vicdoy of the same emperor. was a devout Jain and 
yet a most active. successful and skilful general. <1~' lndra III 
was at least a patron. and very probably a follower of 
Jainism; and so were his generals S'rivijaya and Narasimha. 
and yet these had fought several battles and overrun the 
whole of Central India and the Madhyade .... in order to 
accomplish their ambitious plans of conquest. Narasimha II. 

who was such a staunch Jain as to die by the salIekhana 
vow. was yet the hero of a hundred battles. Most of his 
predecessors on the Ganga throne were Jains and were yet 
taking part in the incessant warfare that was going around 
them freely and enthusiasticaJ.ly. 

The teachings of religion are only one influence that go 
to form the character of a people. Christian gospels reoom· 
mend renunciation and meekness as strongly as the Jain and 
Buddhist scriptures. and yet Christian nations have been most 

191. Ibid. I. p. 184. 
193. Ibid. XII. p. 250. 

192. I. A., VII. p. 34. 
194. E. I., VI, p. 29. 
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worldly.minded and agressive. What very often happens is. 
that people seek to cover their own weakness and cowardice. 
which have been due to causes that have very little to do witn 
religion. under the specious name of religion and philosophy 
by distorting their teachings. In the face of the achievements.· 
of the Jain princes and generals of aur period. we can hardly 
subscribe to th.. theory that Jainism and Buddhism wer<> 
chiefly responsible for tho military emasculation of the popu· 
lation that led to the fall oC Hindu India. 

CHAPTER XIV 
Social Condition 

Most of the writers. who have attempted to describe th .. 
sodal condition a and institutions in ancient India. have relied 
up,n the evidence afforded by the Dharmas'astra literature. 
This ovidence is undoubtedly yery valuable: but since tho 
dates of many of the Smriti writers are but very vaguely 
known. it is necessary to check and correlato it with epigra· 
phical facts and the accounts supplied by foreign travellers .. 
Besides the Smritis have. to some extent. been written from. 
a certain viewpoint which may not have been always shared 
by the majority of society. In the following pages. the 
method above indicated. with which the reader of these pages 
must be already familiar. will be followed. 

The most striking feature of the Hitldu Society has been 
th .. caste system since very early times. To trace the· history 
of this institution from its beginning is irrelevant for our· 
present enquiry: we shall. therefore. try to ascertain its nature 
during our period. The usual theoretical number of the· 
castes is four. but it is rather strange that Greek writers like 
Megasthenes and Strabo and Muslil)'l writers like Ibn 

. Khurdadba and AI Idrisi should concur in maintaining that. 
their number was seven. The seven castes of· the Muslim 
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vavellers are. however. not identical with the seven castes of 
the Greek ambassador: the latter does not enumerate any of 
the untouchables among hi. caste&. while the former include 
at least two among the depres .... d class.... Alberuni. how
ever. differ. from th .. earli ... Muslim travellers and. maintainsl 

that there were sixteen caste... the four well-known one •• 
n"e !temi-untouchables and .... ven untouchables. The actual, 
number of the caste. and sub-castas of OUI' period was. 
however. more than sixteen: the Smritis of our period mention 
several subeastes. and according to KalhaQa. who flourished 
in Kashmir in the 12th century. the number was 64. <l) 

_ 'The seven castes.mentioned by Ibn Khurdadba. who died 
in 912 A.D .• are (I) Sabkufria (spelt as Sabakferya or Samkufria 
according to some Mss). (2) Brahma.(3) Katariya. (4) Sudariyii. 
(s) Baisura. (6) Sandiilia. and (7) Lah;;;d. Ul The seven ca.tes 
of AI Idrisi are practically identical with the seven ones men
tioned above. if slight variation in spelling i. ignored. '" There 
is. however. one variation: the name ~f the 7th caste according 
to Al Idrisi is ZakYa and not Lahud as Ibn Khurdadba 
asserts. Both of them agree. however. in observing that the 
members of this caste were following the professions of the 
dancers. tumblers. and players. The order of enumeration 
of these castes is not according to their relative status or 
impDrtance: for both mention the Vai.hyas after the Sudras 
.and the Lahud or ZakYa caste. 'which comes last. seems 
·certainly not lower in status than the Chandala one. which 
precedes it. 

It is quite clear from the details given by these wri1lers 
·.that Brahma. Sudaria. Baisur;., and Sandalia are the same 
... s Brahmanas. Sudras. Vaishyas. and Chandalas. Katariyas. 
who could drink three cups of wine and wh"se daughters 
·could be married by the Brahmanas, are obviously the same 
.as the Kshatriyas. Silbkufriyas or Sabakafreyas seem to stand' 

1. VIII. 2407: 2.. Elliot. I. pp" 16-7. ,. Ibid. p. 76. 
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fo; Sanskrit Satkshatriyas. (I) since we are told that they were 
superior 10 all the remaining caste. and that the kings were 
"hosen from among them. The distinction between the 
Katarlyao and S"bkufrias or Satkshatriyao seems similar 10 

the distinction between the Kshatriyas and the R;,janyas oE 
the earlier period: the former constituted the general military 
order while the latter were the members of the aristocracy 
·descended from the rcyal stock. This distinction between 
the Kshatriyas and Satkshatriyas reminds us of the distinction 
between the Sudras and Sachchhudras., though the former is 
not known to the Dharma!.8.tra literature. '" 

The information of Alberuni about the caste system is 
more detailed and interesting. and though he Was Dot Ime Ibn 
Khurdadba or Al Idrisi directly connected with the Deccan 
we cannot pass over hi. accouDt as the conditions in the 
south were not much different from those prevailing in the 
north. After mentioning the four principal castes Alberuni 
oays:-

• After the Sudras follow the people called Antyajas. 
who render various kinds of services and are not reckoned 
among the ~astes but only as members of a certain craft or 
profession. There are eight classes of them who freely inter. 
marry with each other. except the fuller ( washerman ). shoe
maker. and weaver; for no others will condescend to have 
anything 10 do with theID. These eight guilds are :-

(I) The fuller or washerman. 
(2) The shoemaker. 
(3) The juggler. 
(4) The basket and shield maker. 
(s) The sailO". 

4. Arabic lett ••• ta and ba can be euU, co»Eounded in M .... &teaauID 
't:hc former diffa" from the tatter only by tb. ad.d.itioD of two deta. The 
-c:llpt'e,ai.eD.I Satkllfriy. aDd Satakafl'Clya arc lairly limilar to tho original 
Sk,. f.rm 8.u..bolri, .. 

• S. Se. p. 333. -
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(6) The fisherman. 
(7) The hunter of wild animals and birds. and 
(8) The weaver. 

The four castes do not live with them in one and the 
same place. These guilds live near the villages and towns 
of the four castes but just outside them. The people called· 
Hildi. Domba. Chandala and Badhatau are not reckoned 
among any class or guild. They are occupied with dirty 
work. like the cleansing of the villages and other services. 
They are considered as one sole class distinguished only by 
their occupations.' (6' 

The above des<:ription of the Muslim writers raises seve· 
ral interesting points with reference to the position of the 
untouchables. Ibn Khurdadba and AI Idrisi mention only 
two untouchable castes. Sandalia and Lahud or Zakya. which 
correspond with the Chandilla and the juggJer classes of 
Alberuni. Were the remaining classes mentioned by Alber· 
uni as untouchables really so. and if so. why does he divide 
them into two groups? . 

After mentioning the eight varieties of the Antyaias •. 
Alberuni expressly .adds that all these classes lived near the 
towns or villages of the four castes. but outside them. It is there· 
fore clear that they were regarded as -untouchables. It may 
be pointed out that some of the later Smritis like Angiras. '" 
Brihadyama, (II> Alri.'·' and Apastamba (10'. which discuss the 
problem and the treatment of thi. untouchables. pronounce 
most of these classes as untouchables. Washerman. shoe. 
maker. juggler. fisherman. Chandala. and basket·maker of 
Alberuni correspond to rajaka. cha1'makara. nata ora'ailashi. 
ka. kaioarla. chandala and oenujioin of these S~riti writers. 
Since early times these were -""garded as untouchables and 
till quite recently; wash"!",,en. shoemakers. fishermen. and 

6. I. pp. 101 ff. 
9. Vv. 174. ff. 

7. Vv. 17.20. 8. Chapten 1 and II. 
10. Chap ..... 1 V and V.' 
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·Chandalas because their profesaioIlll ware' dirty. and juggle ... 
and basketrnakers. probably because these professions we"" 
tha monopoly of the non· Aryan aborigines in tbe, beginning. 
One of the inscriptions on the :RajarajeoWI'B temple at T anjore 
provides. as we have seen. for the enactment of a .certain 
drama at the time of the annual fair and atetes the salaries 
paid to the actor.. A perusal of Sanskrit literature also shows 
that the actors who enacted the,dramas of Bhisa. Kididasa. 
and Bhavahuti were not -reg""ded as untouchables. 'Tha 
NaIDs. who are proneunced as "",,,,,,,chabl... by the Sm.iti 
writers. were not obviously the members of thia class; t:l."!{ 
were tumblers. jesters. and rope-dancers -who are d~aggler. 
8S untouchables by the Muslim writers ,ef eu. perio>tI to have 

We have next to consider the 'case <If the weaver. ta. The 
and the hunter of wild animals and Ioirds. 'Who are in, Hadl 
by Alberuni among the un"""chables ,J the first Ss to 
'From Manu'l1' we leam that members ..r,1Ihe Margava,wn. 
Ayogava suh·cast .... who ware suppaaed toJ.a .... sprunll:e is 
1>rfJtiloma unions. were ""signed u,., profession. of l~ of the 
and the hunter; that would explain why they '" Antyajas of 
a8 untClucbahl.... The w_. .ho_ovng any such castes 
""gards as untouchable. is now.ere 
Smriti literatura. and if ..., follo,! {oraigo travellers do not 
suppose that the fam0tl8 WIla>9 of the notion of untouchability 
'was a monopoly:in the bl!Jnronicle. however. throws a flood 
no evidenoe. bowewrr. Jition during our period. and since 
According 'to BrhsdYllI"o is supported by the Smriti literature. 
Hindus IDf OIlr perilll' that similar notions prevailed in the 
who was deali!ccan as well. The feeling of untouchability 
Smriti. u" it ""ted th .. t we find a Chandala sweeper refrain. 
cloth or cololling a foundling on the road. lest it should btl 
_ponsihle requesting a Sudra lady to pick and rear it up. "" 

r/" red 01', ~'}.tbles could not enter the audience hall; the 
mgs u."'I.'. se,e them in the outer courtyard when necessarY' 
IS. R!j, angiQi; V. 77. • - ",', , ' , ,',' 
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about the weavers being regarded a. untouchables is correct. 
we shall have to suppose. as the Smriti literature leads us 
to believe. that it refers only to a section of that class 
engaged in producing red or blue cloth which was losing 
in the estimation of the orthdoxy. It may be pointed out 
that at present the tailors are divided in Maharashtra into two 
castes: the members of one caste are called Shimpis (ordinary 
tailors) and those of the other .Nili Shimpis (i. e. tailors 
·dealing will} blue cloth). The latter are held by the former 
in low estimation. and no interdining or intermarriages are 

.!lossible between the members of these two sub·castes. It is 
their octhat the Nili Shimpis are regarded a. degraded because 

The, not tabooed blue cloth tailoring in middle age •. 
ral inter .... ib}e that weavers al.o in our period may have formed 
untoudmilar clas.e.. It is. however. difficult to .ay whether the 
two ur'n dealing with the manufacture of red and blue cloth 
corre' actually regar~ed as untouchable, as Alberuni would 
Alber,us believe. or whether it was merely held in lower 
uni as uif'ft. The probability seems to be that the latter was 
them into twc..~ . 

After mentioninond Badhatau now remain to be con. 
Alberuni expressly .ad, ... f the 'untouchables is called Hadi by 
towns or villages of the foUl, tells us that of all the classes 
fore clear that they were reg ... ..., the best spoken of. because 
be pointed out that some of ~e I. -very thing unclean. though 
Brihadyama. ,., Atr;;''' and Apast"l,e villages etc. That the 
problem and the treatment of th~ ble is proved, also by. the 
most of these classes as unloue a b., outside the court 
maker. juggler. fisherman. Chandala. a~, lancers. ,l4' It is 
Alberuni correspond to rajaka •. ch.armfakthara • •. ~d with some 

k k · rt handlila and venu}iVIn 0 ese. a. alva a. c, . d d Io0ng conscious 
Since early times these were regar e 89 un,' The term 
'11 'te recently' washe.rmen. shoemakers. f... , h b qUI • _ . oa or t e 
6. I. ~p, 101 fl. 7.' Vv. 17.20.. 8. Chapter. I and •• 
9. Vv. 174. If. 10. Chopt .... IV end V.' 
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executioner. who is untouchable eve~ding to the Dhar. 
rna~stra literature. ~. 

The distincbon which Alber) . draws between the eight 
untou,:,hables of the first grouP. y::e~ four ones of th.e ~econd 
one. IS unknown to the Smri ht~ture. Alberunl hImself 
says that the shoemaker. w ,hermal!.' and weaver were reo 
garded as lower than themsel es by th"'~t of the untouch
ables of the first grouP. '0 while int~marryin~. among 
themselves. would have no 19 to do with ihe-~members of 
these classe.. It would b therefore. clear that all the 
Antyajas were not on the s e level in our age: the juggler. 
basketmaker. sailor. fisher m. and hunter seem to have 
constituted in our period a ss of semi -untouchables. The 
reason why Alberuni separat"s the Chandala. Domba, Had; 
and Badhatau from the Ar.'tyajas of the first group seems to 
be that these latter had no guild organisations of their own. 
like the Antyajas ."f the fil'st group. This inference is 
supported by the fact that he refers to the Antyajas of the 
first group as castes or guilds and adds that the Antyajas oC 
the second group were not reckoned among any such castes 
or guild.. l 

Our epigraphic,,1 records and foreign travellers do not 
enable us to reali ..... the intensity of the notion of untouchability 
of our period. ~ha1)8' s chronicle. however. throws a flood 
of light on the '~tual condition during our period. and since 
the Kashmiri\\ historian is supported by the Smriti literature. 
we may welbf sume that similar notions prevailed in the 
contemporan ocean as well. The feeling of untouchability 
was 90 dee ted that we find a Chandala sweeper refrain
ing from to' ing a foundling on the road. lest it should be 
polluted. a: requesting a Sudra lady to pick and rear it up. "0> 
The untOl'!" bles could not enter' the audience hall: the 
kings use~~: see them in the outer courtyard when necessarY 

IS. Rlj 
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as did Chandravar~-""en he had to hear a shoemaker's
complaint. (16) Even con,' Bation with the untouchables WaS
regarded as polluting by Ote sections of .the .... ciety; when 
Chandriipiqa began to ta ..nth the shoemaker. the courtiers. 
became agitated. Whi~h . d ihe latter to enquire whether he 
was inferior even to a ~og. U'I') 

Let us now diJc s the "l""ition of the higber. pastes. 
Ibn Kh~adba ~d AI Idrisi. Y/Tho were acquainted with the 
conditions prevtiiling on the w~ tern coast. observe thet the
members of the remaining siX /;:ast .... Brahmanas included •. 
paid homage. to the members ai the Sabfukriya. caste from 
among whom lrings were. selected. ('S) This would support 
the contention of the Jains .",.1 the Buddhists thet the 
Kshatriyas were superior to ~ Brahmanas and not vice 
versa. It must be. however. noteb\ that the Silbkufria cast .. 
is distinguished by these Muslim W1ii~ers ·from the Katariya 
or the Kshatriya caste and thet their tios-.~)· mony would. there· 
fore. show that not all the Kshatriyas but only the Sat· 
Kshatriyas. i. e. the actual princes and } ~ir descendants. 
were held superior to the Brahmanas I and reverenced by 
them. And this is quite natural; for. the ~ctual rulers and their 
descendants. who in many cases in our p mod were not even 
Kshatriyas. must have been obviously tre ·ted with respect by 
the Brahmanas. The average Kshatriya, l--I,owe"er. did not 
en. joy a status superior to thet of an average~ Brahmana. for 
from the Chachaniimii 0" we learn tha ec. the principal 
inhabitants of Brahmapabad supported the c ~iJ~-:,tion of the 
Brahmanas. that they were superior to the rest ~cer .. l,e popula. 
tion. Kassim accordingly maintained their.d wit ... ity . and 
passed orders confirming their preeminence. ong c : . - -. 

The Brahmana community of our period l~wed a 
number of professions. besides those that were ,', ." \"\retically 
permitted to it. A section of course followed tI a,,: 'S,criptural 

16. Ibid. IV. 62'. 17. ]bid. IV. 67. 
18. elliot. I. p. 16 a"d p. 16. 19. ]bid. p. 183_ 
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-duties; Al Idri,}. lture. banking. fighting etc .• were permitted 
.kin. of tigers e/ in times of difficulties by earlier writers 
around them abot~tra, As time began to roll on. these be' 
recorda also makal avocations for the first caste. We there
ing the sacred lI'itis of our period boldly withdrawing the 
sacrifices pres.'Ofessions and permitting them to the Brahma
thest' Brahma ( kusiJa l has been praised as an ideal pro
discharging, as ~ahmanas by Bribespati <31> and the same' 
duty of teaching ljiorita. Pal'it!ara and the author of Ki1rma
where they used to i8 from Manu in declaring that agricul
any fees. Jurists. ,!llowed as a normal profession by the. 
philosophers wer' Apastamba Smriti"" also declares that 

-of this class. "" ,e breeding etc .. were necessary and normal 
largely filled fre'" brahmanas and not their ApaJdharma •. 
informs us thaI, from taxation and the capital punishment are 
administrative III privileges claimed for the Brahmanas by the 
itM also showJ Puranas. It must be. however, noted that 
oLlce .. of the lie S'rotriya or the leamed Brahmana that these 
I.~ing('" alsoe originally claimed; the S'i.nti Parvan expressly 

<:e'1tury A.D. tb Brahmanas. who followed trade and industry, 
proceed to thlly taxed. It is quite c1ea~ fro;" the numerous 
in order to sh'charters that the donees of the BrahmaJ.ya 
appointed to Were as Q rule leamed Brahmana •• used to receive 
told by I'hi", payable by the inhabitants to the king; they 
service. I Wfhad to pay nothing to the latter. But whethe .. 
famous c. B'rahmanas of our period enjoyed similar exemption 
goli. Sal<ution is extremely doubtful. The Tuppad Kurahatti 
th~ Rasllion of Krshl)a Ill. "., the Honawad inscription of Some
~ervice y' and numerous Chola records 'make it quite cleal" 
during tlen lands grant<;d \0 temples by kings were not entirely 
.. hows. "ted by them from the Govemment taxation; a quit rent. 
should r 

20 11" quoted in the Smrli OAa.driko AcUraUQq •• p. 473. 
-22' 1;;llbid. 4S4. 0' 33. Chap. 769.22. ' 
_ 24: M,~' I .. XIV. p. 366. 'S. I. A •• XIX, p. 272. 
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about the weavers, . 
we shall have to suppoS,.:·l,en he had to h~s statement; for. 
to believe, that it refers' 8ation with the, alone should be· 
engaged in producing red ,.e sections of ,tbJdicial posts. "" 
in the estimation of tb . .nth the shoemakt' contemporary 
that at present the tailor Ie latter to enqu,tbeir prescribed 
castes: the members of ( 'idence. It has 
tailors) and those of >osition of the IS of our p'eriod 
dealing with blue ele tho were acq~nd captains, 'ft) 
in low esti~tion. ani .tern coasl the Brahmanas in 
'Dossible between th, '''''''t05, Bis in the trades of 
their -that the Nili ~ I . Vi the Sabr;:d to trade indio 

The not tahoe 18 'ed. <I., Thi~,al business for 
ral inteosib.\e that ' F.0~ Il11d the Bucre following the 
untou,inilar elasse k,re. ~ Brahmanlllays down that 
two \,)n dealing '" .. bati( that the 'e etc., if they 
comactually rer thee,.., beJQiters. from . Acco~ding I',to 
Alb~ us beli", cJ. 'll. A.nd J,j'''monyUnner m cd,e, 
uni as w..n. T K.."hcend<lrtl t s I,. but tbian travellers 
them into h.~ th ;;lri;yas s, ~bo th7.il equally wjth 

After m en/' rab~ "'uSland "" among lhe 
Alberuni ex f,.o~;y a .tatUs as. actual ..... king in ihe 
towns or vi' inbab' tbe C~suP<."'iod w~1 profession 
fore clear Fa""h '~Is of 8 QchQ.,'ted Wp the Smiiti 
be pointe tiol). "'anas ,L ~ahr"an.""w.mt by Manu 
B 'h d k-~ . WISt th B _.1' • nay' Passed • ..... i'" e;y ~~ r,<;uJpme was 
problel1 or, ol'c/el'$ CQ a~C~g; the . a view 
most , llu"'ber'b.e~ 8r,,1.~ 'll£i~"'ing ,?', '.,tiole a,ctual 
maker Pehh: 0,. Pror."ll<lrta W1e,~ '~f . i .. "tted 10 . eo.ion cOIlln, 1" ~e ' punty 
Alb", 186. ~'if. I It, A.. s. ?esid':'t;y L!!'ced on 
ka. , . Elliot, t 62: Betion of tho... \ 
Sin! • P. 16 cOU1'S~1 
till qUt,_~ oQt! P. '6. 11, e 

6. (, ~p. lodf> 19. ~ '. 249-S0. 
9. Vv. 174, ff. "0, 

I. p. 277· 
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Trade, agriculture. banking, fighting etc., were permitted 
to Brahmanas only in times of difficulties by earlier writers 
on the Dharmlba.tra. As time began to roll on, these be
came quite normal avocations for the first caste. We there· 
fore find the Smritis of our period boldly withdrawing the 
ban on these professions and permitting them to the Brahma
na8, Banking ( kasiJa ) has been praised as an ideal pro
fession for the Brahmanas by Brihaspati'''' and the 8am .. 
writer along with Harita, Pa ....... ra and the author of Karma. 
purllQa boldly differs Crom Manu in declaring that agricul. 
ture could be followed as a normal profession by the 
Brahmanas. <i" A paBlamba Smrili <to> also declares that 
agricul ture, cattle breeding etc., were necessary and normal 
avocations Cor the Hrahmanas and not their ApaJJharmas. 

Exemption from taxation and the capitel punishment arl> 
two of the main privileges claimed for the Brahmanas by the 
Smritis and the Puranas. It must be, however, noted that 
it is only for the S'rotriya or the learned Brahmana that these 
privileges were originally claimed; the S'anti Parvan expressly 
states that the Brahmanas, who followed trade and industry, 
were to be Cully taxed. It is quite clear fro;" the numerous.· 
Rlishtrakii!B charters that the donees of the BrahmaJeya 
Rrants, who were as a rule learned Brahmanas, used to receive 
all the texes payable by the inhabitents to the king; they 
th..mselves had to' pay nothing to the latter. But whether 
ordinary Brahmanas of our period enjoyed similar exemption 
from taxation is extremely doubtful, The Tuppad Kurahatti 
inscription of Krs\ll)a Ill, " .. the Honawad inscription of Some. 
svara "" and numerous Chola records ·make it quite clear 
that even lands granted to temples by kings were not entirely 
exempted by them from the Government taxation; a quit rent, 

31. A. quoted iD tb. 8mrti Chandrika AcUraUQ4., p. 473. 
32. Ibid, 454. 33. Chap. 76 v. 22. ' 
34. Eo I., XIV. p. 366. 35. I. A., XIX, p. 272. 
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sometimes as high as 'Il per cent of the normal demand. was 
",harged. H ne.,.Je,tIlgrants were thu8 not exempted from 
10""tion. it i.. extreme4r unlikely that ordinary Brahmanas 
'following a number of. secwar:professions. could have enjoyed 
in our period complete exemption from taxation. Somadeva, 
a contemporary writ .... lays down that when the king had 
to ~ke a capital levy in order to tide over a difficulty. 
Ire could take • pertion of the property of Brahmanas and 
temples. taking the only prec:aution that money absolutely 
necessary for the performance of the sacrifices and worship 
'was left with them. ".. This again would suggest that not 
all the Brahman&S could have enjoyed complete exemption 
from taxation in our period. Them is no epigraphicai evidence 
to suppert such a generalclaim.. An inscription from Gujarat. 
dated 1230 A.D •• "" no doub~ says that king Somasimha had 
exempted Brahmanaa from taxation. But this statement is 
made in the course of. that· king's eulogy. and may not b. 
more reliable than the ........ tion. immediately followin&. that 
he had def ... tod a host of enemies. It is furthar not clear 
whether all the Brahmanas or only a section of them was 
""empted from tlixation. 

There existed in our period. as in earlier ones. a number. 
of learned and pious Brahmanas who were given grants or 
land or money in reco8/lition of their erudition ~d public 
.... rvice in educating students. without any .tipulation for 
fees. These seem to have been exempted. from taxation as 
far as the lands that were assigned to them were concerned.. 
This reality in the body politic is reflected in the DharmaOas' 
tra literature when it lays down that a S'rotriya or learned 
Brahmana was not to be taxed. 

Exemption from the capital punishment i. another privi· 
lege claimed for the Brahmanas by a number of Smriti.. and 
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the ~ is corroborated by Alberuni."" and Bouchet''''' 
from wbam' we leam that ,Brahmans. were not given the 
extreme penalty of the. law io northemlndia in·the 11th and 
the southem India in the 17th century. In. ancient time. the 
sin of Brahmahat,a (the killing of a -Brahmana) was regarded 
to be the most heinous one. and it seems that the Hindu state 
tried to avoid it. """0 if it was· to result indirectly. by way oc. 
judicial punishment, especially as it could achieve its object 
in another and more effective way. APtJ,tamba Dharma'
Siitra'''' lay. dOwn that a' Brahmana was to be blinded and. 
banished for the offcmce. that involved capital punishment for 
the other castes. That the advice of tbis Dharma·Sutra. 
writer wu followed in QUr period i. proved by the' statement 
of Alberuni that though the Brahmana was above the death 
sentence he could be banished and his property confiscated. 
and that if he was guilty of stealing a preciou~ and costly 
article he was blinded and his right hand and left foot were 
cut off."1> It may be pointed out that the sentence for the 
theft DC a precious article referred to by Alberuni is not to be 
found in the SmriLi literature. [t ",ould. therefore. appear 
that the Hindu state of our period normally refrained from 
inflioting the capitel punishment on the Brahmana. probably 
bacause the alternative punishment permitted· by the Dhar
ma.astra or custom was sufficiently deterrent. The life of a 
Brahmana blinded·and banished or blinded and maimed in 
the rUght hand and the left foot was hardly better than'a 
living death. We may. therefore. conclude that it must have 
beed on rare occasion. that the capital punishment was 
inflicted on the Brahmana during our period. That it was some
times inflicted i. clear {>om the ArthEt!;astra of Kautalya where 
it i. laid down ,42' that a Brahmana guilty of treason should 
he punished with drowning. and from. the Rliiatarangi~i. 
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where we sometimes come across the cases of B:ahmanas 
being executed by haughty tyrants. , .. , But es against these 
rare cases of executions, we have several cases of even 
tyrannical ~ulers like Didda , .. , arid Bhikshachara"" being 
compelled to accede to the requests of Brahmanas. because 
they had threatened to commit suicide by fasting. , .. , Here 
again the fear of the sin of Brahmahatyii seems to have been 
working on the minds of the rulers. who yielded to the 
demands of the Brahmanas. who in many of the cases above 
referred to. it may be pointed out, were deputed by the 
oppressed subjects to get their grievances redressed through 
the threat of suicide by fasting. The privilege of immunity 
from taxation was conceded. as we have seen. only to the 
learned and pious Brahmanas: one cannot be. however. 
certain that the immunity from the capital punishment was 
similarly restricted. It is. however. clear that Brahmanas. 
who had joined the army could not have claimed the privilege 
of avadhyatoa. and it is not unlikely that others. who violated 
the scriptural rules by following a number of prohibited' 
professions. may have been treated as ordinary persons. 

Let us now proceed to consider the position of the Kshatri· 
yas. 'Those among them who were actual rulers or their' 
relatives enjoyed the highest status in the land. as has been 
shown already. It is probably these. and not all the ordinary 
Kshatriyas. who enjoyed immunity from the capital punish. 
ment as reported by Alberuni. ,." This privilege is not ex· 
tended to the Kshatriyas by the Dharm~stra literature. but 
since it is mentioned by Alberuni. who was a .fairly dose 
student of Sanskrit literature. we may presume that it was· 
actually claimed by and conceded to the elite among the 
Kshatriyas. It may be further noted that according to the· 
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testimony of Alberunl. a Kshatriya guilty of theft. was 
merely maimed in the right hand and left foot and not blind· 
ed in addition like the Brahmans. It would thus follow that 
in actual practice the privileges of the Kshatriya were by 
no means less than those of the Brahmana. though they do· 
not all of them figure in the Smriti literature.' 

It may be noted that during our period. as in earlier times. 
not all the fighters were Kshatriyas and not all the Kshalriyas. 
were fighle"" The army consisted of a number of non· 
Kshatriyas as pointed out in chapter XII. A number of 
Kshatriyas also must have taken to professions theoretically 
not their own. In the 17th century such was the case. for
T ravemier expressly stales that the Rajputs were the fighters •. 
whereas the remaining Khatris. i. e. Kshatriyas. had degene. 
raled from their ancestral military profession and taken to 
trade. (4" This tendency may have very probably made its
appearance during our period. 

Among the Indian kings who were Yuan Chwang's coli· 
temporaries and whose castes are mentioned by him. five were 
Kshalriyas. three Brahmanas. two Vaishyas. and two Sudras. 
It is therefore clear that kingship had ceased to be an exclusive
monopoly of the Kshatriyas even earlier than our period. We 
can. therefore. well understand how the imaginary opponent 
of Kumarila. who flourished just before our period. should
have assumed the- position that kingship and Kshatriyahood 
were not coextensive terms. , .. , since the members of all the 
four castes were to be seen ruling in contemporary times. 

. Now let us consider the religious position of the Kshatri· 
yas. The queens and kings of earlier periods like Nayanika. 
Samudragupta. PrthvlOheJ)8, who were presumably Kshatri· 
yas. are known to have performed several Vedic sacrifices. 
In our period these sacrifices had become unpopular. as shown 
,already in the last chapter; so we do not find any kings 
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celebrating them. The Kshatriyas. ,however. were still per
mitte41 to study the Vedas. for Albe .. ",i tells us that they 
eould read andleam them in ·his times. (50) He; bowever, 
immediately 'adda:-' He (i .•• the Kshatriya) offers to the 
fire and acts acoording to the rules of the Pumna .. ' All the 
Hindus of our period were f.,jlowing the Puranic rather thatt 
Vedic zules and rituals, as shown in the last chapter. It is. 
however. not unlikely that Albaruni' s statement refers to the 
Kshatriyas performing their rituals and sacraments with the 
help of the Bumnic rather than the Vedic Mantras. If so. it 
would follow that the Kshatriyas were rapidly going down tl!) 
the position of the Vaishyas and Sudras. as far· as the reo 
ligious privileges were concerned. The absenoe of the 
;"ention of their lIotraa by the kings of Our period in their 
copper· plate grants would alSG show that they were getting 
more, and more di;sociated from the orthodox Vedic at
mosphere. 

The Vaishyas were losing their position among the T rai
varQikas much earlier than our period. S'rikrishl)8 enumer> 
ates them along with Sudras as person. who were backward! 
or suffering from religious disabilities. "" BauJhliyarro 
Dharma·Sjjtra CS2> points out that the Vaishyas were practi· 
cally of the same status as the Sudras. as both were marrying 
indiscriminately and following similar professions. like service 
and tilling. In our period the..., was no very great difference 
between the positions of ,these two castes. for .Alberuni ex· 
pressly says ~o. ".. He f urtber informs us that "., if a Vaighya 
or Sudra was proved to haw recited the Veda. his tongue 
was cut of£. There are many clear indications in Alberuni' 8 

works to show that he was well a<:quainled with the contents 
of the Dharm ... a.tra literature; if. therefore. he makes suoh a 
,statement whioh goes directly against the rules of the Smritis 
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en the point. the ,eaoon may he well presumed to be that the 
position of the Vaishyas was actually roou.,.d in practice to 
that of the Sudrao. in spite of the rul .... of the Smritis. It i ••. 
therefore. certain that at the end of our peri...! tho Vai9hya~. 
were levelled down to the position of. the Sudra .. throughout! 
the whole of India. To dillCWJ9 .the caUge9 of thia. phenomenon. 
~ beyond the scope of the. present work. 

The Smriti write.. permit th.. Vaishyas to follow the· 
military profes.ion wheo in di.tr..... A number of the Deccan 
guild. of our period we"" maintaining their own militia... as 
will be shown in chapter.XV; ..... n the Jain. were among the 
martial raees of the Deccan during our period. asha. been 
.hown in the last chapter. 17th century travellers like 
T avemie~ note that the . Vai.hyae would rather die than kilt 
the .mallest animal and had.thrrefore. no fighting value;"" 
The caBe. however. W88 entirely,diffeunt in the Deccan of 
our period. 

The unanimous opinion of the Ved.ic and Smriti writers 
that the Sudras were not to he pennitted to read the Veda .. 
is supported by Alberuni from· whom it appears that the rule 
was actually enforced in practice. (OR, A number of later' 
Smritislike Baijavapa,<'" J"tlikan)ya. <68, Aus' a088. and Laghu. 
vishl)u "" distinguish a pious Sudra ( Sachcftftndra ) from an 
.. rdinary one (A.tR:ftahfti1Jra l.· and exteod to the former the 
privilege of SraJdh •• Sanskii""" and Piika;pajilas.. Somadeva; 
a Jain writer of the De"""", of our. period. ""nfinns the 
testimony of the .. Sturitis when· he observes that internal 
and external puri~y '1"alifie. even. a Sudra for.spiritual duties 
connected with god •• BrAhma088. and ascetic life."" There 
io..no epigraphical evidence to .how that these privileges were 
actually enjoyed 'by the Sudra. of our period •. but it is ·not 
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likely that the Brahmanical writers would have enunciated 
religious privileges not countenanced by the society. We 
may. therefore. take it as certain that the respectable among 
the Sudras used to perform the S'raddhas. Sanskaras. and 
other Smarta rites throughout India. of course through the 
medium'of the Brahmanas and with Pauranic Mantras. 

Much earlier than our period had the service of the 
'lwicebom ceased to be the only profession of the Sudra.. A 
number of Smriti writers like Brhadyama. "" Us' anas. and 
Devala "" declare that trade. crafts and industries were the 
ordinary and not the exceptional avocations of this caste • 

. In the 17th century. infantry was largely recruited from this 
··caste''''and the same was the case in our period. The 
military career naturally brought the throne within the reach 
of the Sudra. and we have already seen how two of the 
kings ruling at the time of Yuan Chang were Sudra •. "., 
The theory that the Sudra could not own any property 
was a dead letter long before our period; Medbatithi. who 
flourished in our period. declares that even a Cha!)q;.la had 
proprietory rights and that his stolen property. wben recovered. 
ought to be restored to him by the king. "" 

Our epigraphical records prove that during our period. 
Brahmanas of one province were freely going to permanently 

. settle in another. The donees of the Ala. plates of Yuvaraja 
Govinda"" and the Wani.Dindori plates oC Govinda III"" 
were immigrants from Vengi in Kalinga. country. and since 
they were assigned villages in Maharashtra. it is clear that they 
had permanently domiciled in that province. The donees of 
the Begumra plates of Indra III (I'!> and the Sangli plates of 
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Govinda IV"') were immigrants respectively from Pataliputra 
and Pundravardhana (in northern Bengal). It is. therefore; 
dear that provincial barriers of castes had not arisen in our 
period. Indra III and his religious advisers did not share the 
view of the Alrisamhitll"·) that a Magadha Brahmana was 
not to be honoured even if he was as learned as Brihaspati; 
for. in that case the ddnee of the Begumr"- plates would not 
have been a Brahmana from Pataliputra. Nagamarya. the 
donee of the Cambay plates of. Govinda IV. "" was an 
jmmigrant from Kavi in Gujrat settled in Malkhed. It is 
obvious that the present.day prejudice in the Deccan. that a 
Brahmana from Gujrat is inferior to one from the Deccan. 
does not go back ·to our period; for /3ujrat Brahmanas were 
settling down in Kamatak and were being honoured with 
brahmad.,a grants. In no records of our period are the 
donees described as Gauc;la, Kanoji. Nilgara or Drilvicla 
Brahmanas. In later records. however. such provincial 
denominations become the order of the day. Thus in Bahal 
·(Kbandesh district) inscription of the Yildava king Singhana, 
dated 1222· A.D., "" the composer of the grant describes 
himself as a N;;gara.Jiiiltiya.B~al)a. Though the provin
cial castes had not arisen in our period. the way to thair 
formation was being paved. Smritis like the Atri.amhitll 
were helping the fissiparous tendency by dubbing as worth. 
less the Brahmanas of .certain provinces; their teachings had 
no effect on the Deccan of our period. but they were being 
grad..,ally followed in the north in the 11th eentury. For. 
Alberuni notes that in his time it was regarded as sinful for a 
Brahmana to cross the Sindhu or the Chambal and enter the 
territories beyond them. (IS, The time was. therefore. at hand 
when provincial barriers were to introduce further ramifica_ 
tions in the caste system. 
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Let us now proceed to oonsider the attitude of. our age
towards the question of the intercas1.O • marriages. These 
marriages. if anltloma. have been permitted as legal by most 
of the Smriti writers. both 014 and new; the. Nitioakylimrla. 
which was composed in the Deccan of our period. con~urs 
with the Smritis, ,,., That they were once common in the 
Hi"!'iu society is proved by the rules of lis' aucha,"" and 
partition.''''' where detailed provisions are given 88 to th .. 
Uabilities. duties. right. and privileges of the children born 
of intercaste analoma marriages These intercaste unions. 
could not have been numerous. for society "sually prefers. 
marriage alliances with ,the equals. They. however, did 
exist and served the useful function of rendering the ca.te 
system flexible to a great degree. Historical examples can 
be cited to shGW that these intereaste malTiages Wet'1l actually 
taking place. The father of the famous Sanskrit poet B"l)a 
had married a Sudra lady in addition ta a Brahmana one; 
for in the 2nd Ulhasa of the Hanhacha1'it Bal}a mentions a 
flilJ'lis doa brother (i ••. a brother born of a Brahmana fathe~ 
and Sudr,. mother) of hi •• Chandrasena by name .• n, Since 
~handrasena was the first to report to 'BaI)8 the arri .. al of the 
messenger fromPl~ha. it may be presumed that the Slidm 
and the Brilhmani mothers and their children were living 
together u';der th; same roor. Bal"ditya, the last king of the 
Gonanda dynasty in Kashmir 'is known to have givan, his 
daughter in marriage to a Kayastha. ",,, The Jodhapur 
inscription of 'Pratihara B;.uka concurs with the Ghatiyala 
inscription <l Kakkula in stating that the founder of the 
house.IHarischandra.had two wives. one of 'the Brahman, 
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lIld the other of the Kshatriya caste. <T" Ghatotkacha cave 
inscription of HastibhO;a •. a minister of the Vakataka king 
Devasena. informs us that Hastibhoia·. ancestor Brahmana 
Soma had married a Kshatriya lady' in accordance with the 
precepts of the revelation and tradition.·(8O) While most of 
the ancestors of Lokanatha. the grantor of the Tipperah 
copper plate •• (81) (c. 650 A.D.) are described as good Brah. 
manas. his mother's father is called Pam~va i .•. sprung 
from a Brahmana father and a Sudra mother. It is therefore 
clear that the father of this gentleman had at least two wives. 
one a Bmhmal)i and the other Slid.... Coming down to our 
own period. we find that Ra;aAekhara had married a Kshatriya 
lady. and she seems to have been his only wife. Ibn Khur· 
dadba writing about the state of affairs in. western India 
during our period. states that the anuloma intercaste marriages 
used to take place. (8:n These marriages were. however. 
getting more and more unpopular towards the end of our 
period. Alberuni. after laying down the theoretical rule tlia't 
an.loma intercaste marriages were permissible. adds that'in 
his time the Brahmanas did not avail themselves of this 
liberty and were invariably marrying V{l)men of their own 
caste only. (8" Sangmmara;a. an 11th century king oC Kashmir 
had married his sister to a Brahmana: the notions of decency 
of the 12th century historian K.rlhal)a were outraged by this 
union. The histor:ian deplores that the king should have 
courted infamy by this intercaste marriage and exclaims • 
• What a great disparity between the princess fit to be the 
consort only of a powerful king and the Brahmana bridegroom 
of small mind with hi. hand always wet with the libation 
water poured at the' lime of the receipt of gifts: (8" It is 
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the..,fore fair to conclude that the intercaste ana/om .. 
merriages ceased to take place soon afu.r .. ur period. It is 
true that a Dutch ciergym811 of the 17th century. Abraham 
Roger by name. obsene8 that Brahmanas used to many girls 
of all the four castes. though their marriages with Sudra girls 
_.., disapproved. '"" Another 17th century European observer. 
Bernier. however contradicts this statement asserting that 
the inteJ'matriages blltweeD the f .. ur castes we", forbidden. "0> 
Abraham Roger had lived in the southern presidency. and he 
had probably the Nambudri Brahmanas in view when he 
'refers to the unions of the Brahmanas with the girls of the 
lower castes. We may therefore conclude that Kalha1)a 
was the spokesman of the 12th century view and that soon 
the",after the intercaste marriage became obsolete. 

A number of earlier writers like Gautama. "" 
Apastamba,'''' and Baudh;,yana (Dharma·Smrakara l'S.' 
permit freely intercaste dinners; the custom had begun to fall 
into disrepute in our period. for a number of later Smritis 
either restridt or condemn it. Angiras '00' prohibits the dinner 
with a Sudra and permits one with a Kshatriya only 'on days 
of religious festivity and with a Vaishya when in distress. IOU 

Yama and Vyilsa'""declare that a Brahmana should beg 
cooked fooel only in the houses of the members of his own 
caste. That these writers faithfully reflect the feeling of our 
period. to which in all probability they belonged. is proved by 
the statement of AlberLlni that a Brahmana was permanently 
expelled from his caste. jf he was found guilty of having eaten ' 
the food of a Sudra for a certain number of days. lOS> Alberuni 
does not attest to the cessation of interdining among the thr ... 
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higher castes, but the Smritis of our period, as shown above, 
had begun to frown upon the practice. The cessation of the 
intercaste marriages, and the diCference in diet that SOon mani. 
fested itself, were further making interdining impracticable. 
Brahmanas of an earlier age were non "'Vegetarians. but from 
Al Masudi and Alldrisi we learn that in Western India they 
had become thorough vegetarians during our period. Kshatriyas 
on lhe other hand, were then as now non·vegetarians, and were 
besides, not total abstainers from wine like the 'Brahmanas; 
they were permitted in theory three cups of wine. "u Tbis 
disparity in diet and drink must hlMl made interdining bet. 
ween 'the Brahmanas and the Kshatriya. an impracticable and, 
therefore, an unpopular practice. This difficulty need not 
have stood in the way of the intercaste dinners between the 
Vaishyas and the Brahmanas of the Deccan during our 
<periods, for tbe innuence or Jainism had weaned away a large 
mass of the traders and agriculturists from non"'Vegetaria' 
nism. "" But the V aishyas had by this time degenerated to 
the position of the Sudra. as shown already, and this fact 
was making interdining between them and the Brahmanas 
impracticable. 

Let us now consider the family system of our period. 
Joint families were the order of the day. but cases of separation 
in our period were not as rare as is sometimes supposed. 
Some of our record;, which mention the 'Specific shares or the 
(losharen of agrahllra' villages, prove that in many cases 
Tathers and .ons were living separately. In the Torl<hede 
inscription of Govinda lIT, 'oo, separate shares are assigned to 
two brothers showing that they were no longer members of a 
joint family. In the Cbikka.Bagevadi inscription, dated 1149 
A.D. ,m Lalla and hi. brother Jajjuka were assigned different 
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shares as also Naiva snd his brother Gona. In' the Bendegiri 
grant of KrshQa, dated 1249 A.D., '!IS> there are eight cases of 
brothers and two of sons being given separate shares from their 
brothers and fathers respectively. The Paithan plates of 
Ramachandra, dated 1211 A.D., , .. , mention the case of a father 
living separately from his six sons, and four cases of brothers 
who were no longer following the joint family system. Epigra. 
phical evidence thus shows that though the Smritis had 
disapproved partition in the life·time of the father, such parti· 
tions were not rare in practice. Some of the above records do 
not strictly belong to our period, but they can be utilised to 
indicate the general state of affairs in our period as' well, 
since nothing is known to have happened in the next two 
centuries to revolutioni~ the notions of the society in this 
respect. 

A record from Managoli in Biiapur district, dated 1178A.D., 
observes:-'If anyone in the village should die at Mamga. 
valli without sons, his wife, female children, (100) divided 
parents, brothers and their children, and any kinsmen and 
relatives of the same Gotra who might survive, should take 
possession of all his property, i. e. bipeds. quadrupeds. coins. 
grains. house and field. If none such should survive. the 
authorities of the village should take the property as Dharma· 
deya grant: <1.,' The record reveals the actual order 0' 
succession in the Deccan of the 12th century. and it is very 
probable that the same may have been the case in our period. 
It is noteworthy that this order of succession agrees. sub~ 
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otantially with that given by Yilji'iavalkya and his commentator 
Viji'ian~vara. <1,n The inscription does not mention like 
Yilji'iavalkya th" banJhlU. disciples. and fellow students 
among the heirs: but it may \>e pointed out that the inscription 
was not intended to be a text-book in a law college. and its 
drafters may have omitted disciples. fellow students etc:.. 
because the cases of property going to persons who were not 
even ,agotra, were very rare in practice_ The epigra~hical 
evidence. therefore. shows that the theory of succession adv~ 
cated by the Mitilkshara school was substantially based on 
the actual practice as it was prevalent in the Deccan. In 
contemporary Gujarat the law of succession was different: 
property of persons dying without sons used ti escheat to the 
crown till the conversion of Kumarapaia to J ain.sm. The credit 
of permitting the widow to inherit her husband's property has 
been claimed for that king. '10" That a widow in the Deccan 
could inherit her husband'. property i. made further clear 
from the case of a country Gavunda. who was succeeded in 
his office by his widow. (W') That daughter. were heirs on the 
failure of sono is further proved by a Saundatti record'"'" 
which inForms us that when Madimja IT of Kolara family was 
killed in battle. Gauri. his only daughter. was married to a 
Baniha\!i chief. who consequently became heir to the fiefdom 
of the Kolara fam\ly as well. 

Now let us consider the position of women. We have 
... een already how widows and daughters were recognised as 
heirs. The StriJhana rights. we may presume. were also 
recognised. They have been conceded in the Hindu society 
since very early times and even the Smriti writers. who refuse 
to recognise the wid~w as an heir. permit women to have 

102. Yli •••• lk ... II. 135-6. 
103. Mohaparajava. Act III. Sco ant •• p. 243. 
'04. E. C., VII. No. 219. 
lOS. J. B. B. R. A. 5" X. p. 177. 
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undisputed proprietary rights over certain vanebes of 
StridhIJnIJ property. (106) A 12th. century record from Kolha· 
pur seems to refer to the case of a daughter selling landed 
property. <10'1) The· record is unfortunately fragmentary and 
so we do not Imow whether the land that was sold by this 
lady was sold with the consent of the reversioners. or whether 
it was a piece of property that had devolved upon he .. 
as a daughter or as a widow. In any case the reeo.d show .. 
that the women in the Deccan could sell landed property 
under certain circumstances .. 

Alberunt says that the Hindus of his time used to arrange 
the marriages of their sons. because they used to take 
place at a very early age. (108) In another place he informs 
lIS that no Bralfmana was allowed to marry a girl above IZ 

• years of age. (I",,, That Alberuni' s observation was true of 
the Deccan of our period as well. is proved by the Niliviikyii
mrtIJ from which we learn that boys were usually 16. and 
girls not above 12. at their marriagp. (liO) It may be pointed 
out that as early as the time of the Dharmasiltras. i. e. c. 300 
B.C. - c. 100 A.O; •. pre'pubert}! marriages were regarded as pre· 
ferable to post·puberty ones, almost all the Smritis that were 
composed at about our period pronounce most frightful curses 
upon the guardians who fail to marry their female wards 
before they attain puberty. <1u> We may. therefore. safely 
conclude that during our period pre·puberty marriages of girls. 
were the order of the day at I'east among the Brahmana .. 
There seem to have been some occasional cases of post·puber
ty marriages among the ruling families; tlie marriage of Sam .. 
yogita. with the famous Prthvirilja. for example, took piaco> 

106. E .•• Vaoishlh .. XVII. 43. Baudbiiy ..... 11.2.491 Apaabmha II. 
6. 14. 9 recognise this right though they do not admit widow .s an heit. 

107. E. I •• III. p. ~16. 108. n. p. 154. 
109. Ibid, p. 131. 110. XI. 28. XXX. 1. 
111. E. g. Brhadyama III. 22; Samvarta 1,67; Yama I, 22; S'ankha. 

XV. 8; Laghu.'ltBtapa 65. 
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when she was quito grown up. But suc;h ~lIl!e. Were excep
tions and not the rule. 

Several law writers from Baudhiyana downwards 
observe that th.. custom or marrying the IOatemai uncle'. 
daughter prevailed among the inhabitants of the Deccan. 
Inscriptions or our period ref"" eo a number of cas .. s of such 
marriages. Jagattunga. the predeceased 80 .. of Krshl)a u. bad 
married a daughter of his matemal uncle Sankaragal)B. ,un 
The same was the calC with Indra IV. Such marriagea .... 
recognised a.· valid by the Dharmas'8stra literature fo.r the 
Deccanese and are still not unknown. They may have haQO 

fairly in vogue in our period. 

There is no Purda system even today in the Deccan. 
except in the case of a few royal families who are known 
to have imitated it from tbe north. We may. therefore. well 
presume that the custom was unknown in our period. Abu 
Zaid says :-' Most princes in India aHow tbeir women to be 
seen when they hold their CourL No veil conceal. them from 
the eyes of the vi.itor.: Oll> The ststement in the Kadba 
plates that the moon -faced damsels 'n the court of KrshQa I. 
who were skilf.,l in exhibiting intemal sentiment. by means 
of.-the movements of their hands. used to give cleJight to th" 
ladie. of the capital. would supJlOl!t th.. testimony of Abu 
Zaid that no Pu.da was observed in the Deccan of our peJ"iod. 

Merchant Sulaiman says :-Sometimes whoo Ihe corpse 
of a king is bumt. his wives c:ast themselves upon the pile and 
bu;n themsel vos : bu~ it i. for them to choose whether they 
will do so or not'11<>. It win. therefore. appear that the Sati 
custom was not so common in the De<:caD of our period even 
in tbo royal families a. it was. in K:a.shmir. whore we find 
even unchaste quoonslik" layarnati ~ompelled to ascend the 

112. S .... 1i pial'" I. A .• XII. p. 26S. 
114. Ibid, I. p.6. 

Ul. J;;UiCll. I. p. II. 
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funeral pyre by the Coree of th.. public opinion. "''' Nay. 
KalhaQa records the cases of concubines. servants. and sisters. 
in·law burning themselves along with dead kings. (11" The 
inference that the Sao custom was nol so common in the Deccan 
as it was in the north is further supported by the fact that though 
there are several inscribed "irga/. of our period. scattered all 
over Kamatak commemorating the deaths of village heroes 
who had died for their communities. mention of Salis in these 
records is hardly to be seen. The only known CBse of Satl 
'b~longing to our period is that of Gundamabbe. one of the 
wives of Nagadeva. a minister of Satyrbraya. who had no 
issue and who is known to have buml herself with her 
husband when the latter was kUled in war. ,,11) Alberuni's 
"tatement that wives of kingS had to burn themselves whether 
they wished it or not(ll8l seems to have been based on the 
events in conlemporary Kashmir and does not hold good of 
the Deccan. The· statements of Sulaiman and Alberuni 
would further show that the custom was still mainly confined 
to the royal families and that it had not yel spread to the 
masses, as was the case in the later centuries. (19) 

The custom oC tonsuring widows is not referred to by 
any Muslim traveller of our period. Alberuni describes in 
detail the hard lot of the widow but nowhere mentions her 
tonsure. The Smritis of our period describe in minute details 
the various rules to regulate the life of the widow. but they 
nowhere lay down that she was to shave her entire head 
periodically. Veda,,;yii.asmriti U2Ol alone lays down that a 
widow should part with her hair at the death of her husband. 

liS. Rlja.a.angi9i. VIII. p.366. 
116. !b,iI. VII. pp. 724. 8S8; V. 206; VII. 481. 1488. 1490. 1486. 
117. Rice: Kam5takabhl.UbblIoha98. In.",duc.iOD p. XVII. 
118. II. p. ISS. 
119. See Marco Polo II. p. 341. Ibn Batut. p. 191. Bemi •• p. 30. 

Tavemie. p. 414. 120. II. S3. 
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bUl this is a solitary exception. Epigraphical evidence also 
shows that tonsure was not in vogue in our period; Pehoa 
pras' asti of Mahendrapala. while describing the exploits of 
a feudatory named PUI'I)8r8ja. stales that he was the cause of 
me curly hairs of the wives of his enemies becoming streight. '"" 
Another expression. that is frequently used in our 
epigraphs to describe heroes. is • ripuviliisinisimantoJJhara~a. 
,h.tu~· • the cause of the cessation of the parting of the hairs 
of the damsels of the enemies.' This expression will show 
mat queens. when widowed. used to refrain from decorating 
their hair: the hair. however. was allowed to grow and was 
,emple in quantity as the expression quoted in the last foot· 
note will show. The tonsure system. we may therefore 

. <l:onclude. was not in vogue in our period. It was, however. 
well established some lime before the 11th century. for Taver· 
nier informs us that Hindu widows of his time used to shave 
off their hair a few days after the deaths of their husbands. "'" 

There is a difference of opinion among the Smriti writers 
of our period as to whether virgin widows should be married 
or not. Paris' ara (12iU. Narada. UN) and Laghu~S'atitapa U21i) 

permit remarriages in the case of such widows. bu 
Angiras. "'" and Laghu·As'valiiyana'"'' prohibit the marri. 
age with a bride. even when she was merely accepted by. 
'but not married to. !IOother previously. It is. therefore. diffi· 
cult to say whether virgin widows in the higher classes were 
'remarried or not in our period. The present writer has shown 
.els..where ,,18) that the Gupta Emperor Chandragupta II had 
married his brother's widow Dhruvadevl. but that is a much 

.earlier 'case. Inscriptions, accounts of foreign travellers 

.and the literature of the period nowhere refer to widow 

121. \I(l'6ftll!""''''.,,,,,,,: I E. I .. I. p. 246. 
123. IV. 26. 124. XII. 91. 
126. V. 110. 127. XXI. 6. 
128. J. B. O. R. S .• XIV. pp. 223 ff. 
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re-marriage._ "... Lat .... Nibandha writers are unanimous in 
declaring !hat such marriages are ilJ..gal in the present age. We 
may. therefore. conclude that widow remarriages were getting 
unpopular in our period. It must of course be remembered 
that the question of widow marriages never troubled the lower 
classes. among whom they w ...... and are fairly common. 

Ibn Khurdadb •• who writes about the Deccan of our period. 
states :-"The kings and people of Hind regard fornication as 
lawful and wine as unlawful. This opinion prevails through
out Hind. but the king of Kumar (i. e. the territory round the 
Cape Kamorin) holds both the fornication and the use of 
wine as unlawful". " •• > This is an astounding statement. since 
fornication has been unanimously regarded by all the Smrili 
write .... both old and new. as one of the most heinous crimes. 
A still more astounding assertion has been made by another 
Muslim merchant. AI-Idrisi. who states that in the country of 
Balhars ( i. e. Gujarat of the 12th century A.D. ) concubi
nage is permitted with all women except the married ones, and 
that a man may have intercourse with his daughter. sist .... or 
aunt. provided they ar.,. unmarried. \13.> Both these. statement 
have to be classed under the category of the travellers' 
tales. (132) 

It has been shown already in the last chapter how 
women. who had the misfortune of being dishonoured. were 
admitted back into' their families and castes. during our 
I?eriod. The theory that such a procedure is not permitted 
in the present Kali age had not yet attained popularity. 

Our epigraphs supply us with some interesting informa
tion about a few legal points. Land transfers and similar 
transactions were done in writing. and the title deeds were 

129. It may be pointed out that Albcruni obsorves that death hy 8ati 
and lire-long widowhood full of misery were the only two altemativca. 
before the Hindu widow. ll. p. ISS. 
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..,gularly attested. Two of the three Kanheri inscriptions, <1m 

which record grants in favour of the local Buddhist Sangha. 
are attested to by two witnesses each. In the 3rd inscription 
there are no witnesses. probably because the donor was the· 
premier of the kingdom. The spurious Ganga grant of Vira. 
Nolamba is attested to by four witnesses. " .. , Sometimes. 
the principal officers and the whole population of a district are 
mentioned as witnesses of a transaction. as in the Kadba 
plates of 'Govinda III. "", If the debtor was a man of good 
status and well known character, loans were sometimes ad
vanced on personal security; a Ra!ta inscription informs us that.. 
Rudrabhalla. the founder of the Banahatti house, had raised 
a lioan of 100 g91den coins on the security of a letter of hi •. 
name. He had agreed to call himself Rudrata and not 
Rudrabhal!a. as long as the debt was not paid. "", -

Government documents of transfers of lands or village .. 
were not alway .. attested. but their originals were care'tully 
preserved in the state archives foo futuro refer"nce. The 
Bhaden plates of Apariljita, dated' 991 A.D.. expressly .ta_ 
that their originals were kept in the state archives at 
Thana. """ At the time of the renewal of old grants. these 
originals must have been consulted·. in onl.. to see whether 
the claims advanced were justifiable or not. Nevertheless. 
governments used to insist upcm the possession and produ s
tion Qf the copper plates on the pari of the grantee or hi.. 
successors in title. We come across cases of lands. being 
full), assessed on the plea that thoir owners could not support. 
the claim for """",ption by the. production of the tlimrapa.!!a. 
creating the privileges claimed. ,,381 On the other hand. we 

133. I. A .. XlII. pp. 133 ff. 
135. E. I.. IV. p. 340. 
137. E. I .. III. p. 275. 
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"ometimes find owners recovering the possession of their lands 
by the p~duction of the copper plates. 

During our period adverse possession was regarded as 
creating a substantive title. if it extended continuously for 
three generations. A verse to this effect occurs at the end of 
the Kadba plates of Govinda III. <I'" and the theory of 
adverse possession advocated therein agrees entirely with the 
dictum of Narada that even an illegally acquired estate cannot 
be recovered by its rightful owner. if the adverse possession 
had extended over three generations. This epigraphical con· 
firmation of the view of the Niirada Smr/i will show that the 
portions dealing with the civil law in the Dharma~astra liter· 
ature were usually based on actual practice. as Nilakal)\ba 
maintains. (140) 

The Hindu dress of our period does not seem to have 
requi~ed much tailoring. Towards the end of tho 7th century 
A.D •• me Hindu male dress usually consisted of two unstitched 
cloths. one worn round like the present dhoti. and the other 
used as an upper garment. <l4J) Nilrada confirms tho above 
'Statement of I.tsing. for he informs us that a witness might be 
presumed to be a perjurer if he continuously goes on shaking 
the:upper garment, wherewith his arm is covered."'" This 
again would suggest that an upper garment was used instead 
of a stitched shirt. Two travellers of the 13th and the 14th 
centuries. Marco P~lo and Ibn BatUla. show that down to the 
14th century 'the dress in the Deccan continued to be of tho 
8ame kind. Marco Polo states that in the whole of Malabar 
no tailor could be found who could cut or stitch a coat, "", 
.and from Ibn Batuta we learn that even tho Zamorian of 
Calicut was wearing only. a loose unslitched upper gar· 
f,ent which was fluttering in the air. Women were. 

~~9. J. A., XII, p. 18. 
~:for~ \ VvavahliramallukhtJ, Introductory chapter. 
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howover. using stitched petticoats. as would appear From the· 
references in the contemporary literary works. 

Tho paintings in the Ajanta caves show'1'" that men 
were wearing large turbans in the Deccan in tho sth and 6th. 
centuries. In this respect tho southern practice differed From 
'that in Kashmir. where down to the 11th century no one' 
could wear a turban except the king. " .. , It seems that the 
practice of gro~ng beard was rnoro common in our period 
than is tho case now. " .. , From I.tsing. we got an interest· 
ing description of the umbrellas in vogue towards the end 
of the 7th century A. D. "." Tho umbrella was woven with 
bamboo skin and was made as thin as possible. It was 
about two or three feet in diameter. Sometimes it was woven 
with reeds instead of bamboo products: paper was inserted in 
the weaving and the whole was varnished with lacquer. This 
umbrella probably belonged to Bengal where I.tsing had' 
spent most of his time: but we may presume that the Deccan 
umbrella was not much difforent From the one described by 
the Chinese travoller. since umbrellas of the type were quite· 
common in Konkan till quite recently. 

We como across no surnames of Brahmana donees in the 
iriscriptions of our period. Only thoir personal names and the 
names of their fathers and gotras are given. Tho custom of 
surnames. however. soon camo in vogue after our period: for 
in tho Chikka Bagewadi'1<" and Bendegiri ''is' inscriptions 
of tho Ylidava king K rshl)8. wo find surnames making their 
appearance. It is interesting to note that many of the SUI" 

names given in these records survive in the Deccan to the 
present day ••• g. Pa\haka •. Dvivedi. Upadhyaya. Dikshita. 
PaQ~ita. Pallavardhana. and Ghalisasa. Vedarthada. I..'rasan. 

144. 
i'S. 
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nasarasvaU. and Prau<;lhasarasvati are some of the surnames 
"that have not survived in the struggle for existence. The 
reason seems to have been that they were too cumbrous for 
·daily use. It will be easily perceived that most of the BUr

names above mentioned are really titles. descriptive of the 
literary achievements of the various individuals. Later on' 
they crystallised into hereditary surnames. 

Some of our inscriptions supply us interesting information 
.about 'ihe sports and amusements of the age. Dancing was 
a favourite amllsement. The Kadba plates support the 
inference in this respect to be derived from the contemporary 
dramas. when they observe that the ladies of the capital 
used to be charmed by the skilful dance of the dancers in the 

·bourt of Krshl)a I. <1>.) The presence of the dancing .girls 
at the temples is also indicative of the 8ame fondness. 
Inscription No. 67 at the Rajamje'\vara temple at Tanjore 
.records the provision made for the actors who took part in 
the drama at the time of the annual fair ;<111> a number of 
'the Deccan records also mention the provision made for 
the raJigabhoga of deities. u'" The expression raJigabhoga 
'Probably refers to 'the provision for Pauranic dramas, that 
usell'to be performed at the time:of the annual fairs in 
the Deccan tin quite ·recently. Suoh plays wet'!' organised 
.... Iso'm oocasions like Dasars. Holi. Ritmanavami and Gokula
.... hram!. Kall!alya refers to popular drama. organi.ed by 
the villagers, (IO" 'and we may 'well presume that they were 
fairly common in our period. 

Animal fights were also not unknown in our age. One 
of the'Ganga records refers to a fight bebWeen a boar and 
a favourite hound of Biituga'lI wherein boih the animals were 
killed. l"., The death of this hound was certainly a great 

150. I. A., XII. p. 13. lSI. S .. 1 .. 'I. II •. p. II. 
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historic event; had it not died. inscribed commemo .... tive tableot 
at Atkur would never have come into existence; and w" may 
have been still groping in the dark about the circum9lances 
leading to the death of the Chola crown·prince Rijaditya. 

Hunting Was one of the fa",ourite pastimes of the Rash. 
trakiita rulers. One of the inscriptions of Govind III <10M 

;nforms us how he speared the boars preserved for his spo"". 
when he returned to Ramesveram on the Tungabhad .... 
Tins inscription would show !1lhst there were game preserve. 
in the various centres of the empire for the use of the 
'emperors and courtiers. 

The sciences of astronomy and astrology were remark. 
ably developed in our period. and epigraphy supplies ample 
evidence to mustrate the hold w~ich the latter had over the 
popular mind. From the Kadba plates of Govind III "''' 
we learn that even the Jains had taken to astrology; for. the 
record states'how Ii grant was made in favour of a Jain Mathe 
because its head had removed the evil influence of Saturn 
-from which a feudatory Chalukya prince was suffering. 
Saturn was indeed tremendously dreaded in our period; 'the 
Silahilra prince Aparajitadeva m1l and M ahamandale'vara 
Govul)arasa (10" are seen taking with pride the titl~ ~f 'Sani. 
vilravijaya. 'one who is successful (even) on Saturdays'. The 
time when Dalnr started to fight with Ka.im was carefully 
selected by his "strologers; and in order' to counteract the 
advantage which the Muslim opponent enjoyed by the pre. 
scQce oC Venus belnnd his back, Dahir had fixed on his back 
a golden image of that planet. "''' Unfortunately this golden 
Venus did not perform her duties faithfully. and poor Dabir 
was defeated and slain. 'What Marco F'olo has said Bbout 
the people of Gujarat and Malabar. "ill. ' They pay greater 
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heed to signs and om.,.;'s than any other people that exist: (\6., 
seems to have been substantially true of the Deccan of our 
period. 

Besides astrology. there were a number of other super· 
stitious beliefs current in the society. It was believed that 
if certain vows and conditions were observed. gods could be 
compelled to do the needful; we sometimes come across
devotees threatening the poor god with non·co·operation. 
From one of the Ra!la records from Saundatti we learn that 
Kesiro;a of Banahatti had sworn to the Unborn :-If disease 
and trouble should ever manifest themselves among those 
whom I protect. I will come to you no more: ".u Catching a 
serpent alive was regarded as a signal pronf of chastity; 
Sugaladevi. the wife of MaQgal"'vara Varma. had caught a 
serpent alive in her hand and a temple was built in her 
honour as the chastest lady of the land. '!fin Spells and 
enchantments against serpent bites were current. but evidence 
is available to show that their futility was often realised. ,,,ill 
Many women were induced to administer herbs and medi. 
cines to their husbands. which were supposed to be efficacious 
in keeping them under their control. but which very often 
ruined their health and hastened their death. """ Sometimes 
some loyal subjects used to take the vow that they would 
offer their own heads. if their king were to be blessed with a 
son. Sorab No. 479 informs us that in Co 991 A.D. Katega 
took a vow to offer his head to the goddess Gundabbe of 
Hayve. if his king Santivarman got a son; a son was soon 
born" and then Katega allo~ed the royal soldiers to cut' off 
his head. and of course went to heaven. "'0> There were 
others who used to vow to offer their own heads i~ case a son 
was born to them. cases are on record to sho~' that such 
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vows were actually kept. no.. Ibn Khurdadba informs us 
that persons who had grown very old and weak very often 
used to commit suicide in holy places. either by drowning or 
by burning themselves on auspicious days. (111'1> This custom 
may have prevailed to some extent. since the famous Chan. 
della king Dhang8 is known to have courted' death by 
allowing himself to be drowned at Prayaga. when he had 
grown very old. ,,'81 

It is not to be supposed that the above practices were 
universal; they were confined to certain sections of the society. 
They are simply mentioned here in order to give an idea Of 
the superstitions of the age as they can be ascertained from 
epigraphy. 

CHAPTER XV 
Economic Condition 

An enquiry into the economic conditions of our period 
is beset with several difficulties. Sources of information. 
both indigenous and foreign. are scanty and their interpreta. 
tion is rendered difficult by the uncertainty as to the precis .. 
meaning to be attached to the technical terms used therein. 
lt is proposed to utilise in this chapter some of the record .. 
hailing from Tamil country. A part of that province was under 
the Rash\1'akuta occupation for nearly a quarter of a century in 
the reign of Krshl)a III, many of whose records hail from that 
province. which can be interpreted only with the help afford· 
ed by other Chola re""rd.. It would be therefore both 
necessary and useful to supplement our information from 
other contemporary Chota records. 

166. E. C., IV. introduotion, p. 9. 168. E. I .. I. p. 164. 
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Let US first enquire i;'1o the wealth of the country. This 
is primarily derived from its natural products and industries, 
and secondarily from its commerce and conquests. Tho 
natural products of the Deccan under the Rash\l'llkutas 
could not have been much different from those of ihe 
present day as far as tho produce of the soil is concerned, 
.. ince no considerable climatic changes are known to have 
t;men place during the last 1000' years. Cotton was produced 
in large quantity in southern Gujarat. Khandesh, and Berar; 
cotton yam and cloth are mentioned among the, articles of 
.export from Bharoch by tho P"riplus in the Ist'century A.D., 
by'" Marco Polo in the 13th century'" and by Tavernier 
in the 16th century. (!) It is obvious that in our period too 
the regions referred to must have been producing cotton, as 
they do even today. Gujarat cotton in Marco Polo's time 
was a rough variety suitable for stuffing only, the same pro
bably was the case in our period too. Indigo is known to 
have been extensively exported from Gujarat and Thana in 
the 17th'" and 13th'" centuries A.D. and the crop was pro
'bably raised in our period 100. Incense and perfumes were 
exported in large quantity from Saimur and Thana in the 
12th and 13th centuries m and the same may have been the 
.case in our period too. The chief crops in Maharashtra must 
have been iawari. bairi and oilseeds and Karnatak must have 
,produced cotton in addition. Konkan was rich in coconuts, 
betelnuts and rice; the western ghats and parts of Mysore 
yielded large quantities af· oandel. teak, and ebony wood. 
It may be pointed out that the timber of these tree. was 
.exported from western ,Indian. ports since pre.historic times. 

1. Schoff. per/plug, p.39 2. II, p. 393. 3. p.52. 
4. Moreland. From ~kbar to AurG1Igzeb. p. 160. 
5. Marco Polo, II, pp. 393 aod 398. 
6. Elliot, I, p. 87; Marco Polo. II, p. 393. 
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The fertility of the Deccan soil compares unfavourably 
with that of the alluvial plains of Bengal or the United Pro· 
vince •• but the comparatively meagre wealth. that was availa. 
ble from this source. was supplemented by the metallurgical 
products in a much greater degree than is the case at present. 
Copper i. mentioned as an article of export from Bharoch in 
the Peri plus ,,, and since northern India depended almost 
entirely on the produce of the local copper mines down to the 
beginning of the 17th century A.D •• (8, we need not suppose 
that the copper exports in the first century A.D •• were merely 
of the nature of re·exports. But it was not only in northern 
India that this metal was worked out; traces of more or less 
extensive workings of copper mines have been discovered in 
~he districts of Cudappah. BeIlary. Chanda, Buldhana. 
Narsingpur, Ahmadnagar. Bijapur and Dharwar.... Some 
of these mines are known to have been worked up right up to 
the time of Hyder Ali. It is. therefore. very likely that the 
wealth of the Deccan of our period must have been to some 
extent increased by the yields of these copper mines. We 
should not forget in this connection that copper was a much 
costlier metal than it is now. In the 17th century it was five 
times costlier than now. "., and at about our period silver 
was only 3 times dearer than copper and 14 times cheaper 
than gold. The relative ratio of prices of gold and copper • 
. as given by Brihaspati. is I : 48. '"' The present ratio of the 
prices of these metals is about I : lS00. 

Far more valuable than the mines of copper were the 
mine. of precious stones, that were actively worked with 

7. Scholl. Periplu •• p. 36 • 
. 8. Moreland. From .Akbar eo A"rangzeb. p. 183. 
9. Ban • .A Manual o/lhe aeo/OUg of India. P.rt III. Chap. V, L. 

'Touche. A BibUographv 01 Indian GfJologg and PhU.iccl Geography. 
pp. 113-137. 

10. Moral.nd. India al the D.ath of .Akbar. p. 147. 
U. Dr. D. R. Bh .. dark., CarmichlZ/ Letc"res. 1921. P', 189. 
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great profit during our period. Cudappah, Bellary. Karnul. 
'and the Krishna valley near Golconda. continued to yield' 
rich harvests in diamonds till a much later time, as we know 
from Marco Polo,"" Ibn Batuta'lS' and Tavernier''''. At 
the lime of Ibn Batuta Deogiri, which was then till quite 
recently the capital of the Deccan. was a famous centre of 
the jewelry trade;' 10) during our period Malkhed. the Rashtra. 
kuta capital, which was much nearer the diamond fields. must 
similarly have been the main market for the precious stones 
unearthed in the 'mines mentioned above. Tavernier. writing 
in the 17th century. says that the port of Goa had formerly 8 

large export trade in jewelry; but whether this fonner period 
mentioned by him can go back to our age is doubtful. 

Contemporary documents do not give any adequate idea 
of the industries of the period; but we can get a fair notio" 
from the accounts of foreign merchants of the earlier and late. 
periods. Cloth industry was the principal one. From the 
Peri plus we learn that cloth was largely exported from 
Bharoch and Damarike i. e. Dravid country. "" The principa 
centres in the Deccan were Minnagar. Gujarat, Uiiain. Paithru 
and'Tagara.,m Most of these continued to be centres 01 
cloth industry down to the 17th century A.D. Marco Pole 
states that Gujarat. Thana and Warangal used to manu 
facture and export considerable quantities of cloth in th. 
13th century."·' and Tavernier notes that predigious quan 
tities of clear and white calicos were manufactured i, 
Burhanpur and Berar. and were transported thence tc 
Persia. Turkey. Poland. Arabia and Cairo. "0) It is there 
fore but fair to conclude that 'during our period. which i! 
almost midway between these two. the industry may hav. 
been equally thriving. Paithan and Warangal were. anc 
still are. particularly famous for their muslins. About th, 

12. 11. p, 360. 13. p,217. 14. p.319. 15, p.227. 16. p.34 
17. Pp. 34.42.43. 18. 11. pp, 393. 395 and 361. 19. p. 40 
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,,10th manufacture at these places. Marco Polo says.-· These 
are the most delicate buckrams and of the highest price; in 
sooth they look like the tissue of spider's web. There can be 
no king or queen in the world but might be glad to wear 
them: "0> Pai/haIJi. the name given to the high class silken 
sarie. of ladies in the Deccan. is significant in this connection. 

From Marco Polo we learn that southern Gujarat and 
northern Maharashtra were great centres of tanning industry 
in the 13th century. Leather was exported in large quantities 
from Thana ;"" in Gujarat the quantity of hide dressed was 
90 great that several shiploads could be exported to Arabia 
and the Persian Gulf. "" This tanning industry oC the 
Deccan and Gujarat is not mentioned in the Periplus. but 
since it was in full vigour in 'the 13th century. and had cap· 
tured a number of foreign markets. it is reasonable to infer 
that it must have begun its career during our period. 

Ibn Batuta compliments the Marathas of the region 
round Daulatabad and Nandurbar on their skill in arts: but 
what particular arts he was referring to is difficult to ascertain. 
as he does not mention th~m, Marco Polo refers to the mat 
industry flourishing in southern Gujarat and northem Maha. 
rashtra in the 13th century when beautiful mats in red and 
blue leather. exquisitely inlaid with figures of birds and beasts 
and skilfully embroidered with gold and silver. used to be 
exported in large q~antities from these provinces. "" It is 
not improbable that this industry too. which was prospering 
in th~ 13th century. may go back to our period. 

Mysore was very rich in elephants and we may therefore 
well presume that it may have been a centre of ivory industry. 

Contemporary records do not give any detailed account 
of the commerce oC the period. but the accounts given by the 
Periplus. Alberuni. Alldrisi. Marco Polo and Ibn Batuta 
can give us some idea in this respect. Bharoch •. which was 

20. II. p. 391. 21. II. p. 395. 22. II. p. 393. 23. lJ. pp. 393-4. 
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an all-India port since very early times. continued to be so it? 
our period. From AI-Idrisi. who is slightly later than our
period. we learn that it was a port for vessels coming from 
China as well as for those coming from Sindh and the Per
sian Gulf_ "" Its inhabitants were rich and principally en
gaged in trade; they used to engage freely upon speculation& 
and distinct expeditions. Merchandise from every country 
was found there. and was sent on from there to other countries. 
The Gujarat Rash!raku\BS must have derived considerable 
revenues from the import duties at this port. The prosperity 
of Bharoch may have been. to some extent. afr ected in our 
period by the rise of the port of Cambay and its inclusion 
in the Gurjara Pratih;:'ra empire. This must have diverted to 
the new port a portion of the northern trade which formerly· 
flowed to Bharoch. as Cam bay was nearer to the Gurjara
Pratihnra capital Kanauj. 

Kalyan which was a natural port of export for the 
northern Deccan was the next port of importance. In the 
6th century at the time of Cosmos Indicopleustes. it was one 
or the five important ports trading in cloth. brass. and black
wood logs; the same was very probably the case in our 
period too_ Naosari. Sopara, Thana. Saimur. DabhoL Jayagad •. 
Devagad and Malvan were other ports of minor importance. 
engaged chiefly in coastal trade_ The revenues from all 
these ports must have been fairly extensive. From the. 
Kharepatan plates of Anantadeva it wood seem that the
import duties on the coastal trade were less than those on 
the foreign trade. u., 

Tbe above description of th~ natural resources and 
industries of our period can enable us to complete the list. 
of the articles of export. Cotton yarn and cloth. both rough, 
and fine. muslins. hides. mats. indigo. incense. perfumes. betel. 
nuts. coconuts. sandal and teak wood. sesame oil. and ivoryi 

Elliot. I. p. 87. 25. E. I •• III. p. 286. 
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must bave been the principal articles available for export; 
most of these bave also boon actually "numerated among 
the articles of export by the Periplus. AI Idrisi, Marco Polo. 
and Ibn Bat uta. Bharoch used to export a number of pro· 
ducts from northem India as _11 in the time of the Periplus. 
and the same probably continued to be the case, at Ioast to 
some extent, in our period too. Diamonds were available 
for export, but it is not known whether the Rashlrakiitas bad 
put any embargo on the-trade in that commodity. From some 
of the later writers like T avemier. (m we loam that some of 
the kings of later days would not permit the export of the 
bigger diamonds: it is not impossibl. that the same restriction 
may have been imposed by the govemments of our period. 

Among the articles of imports at the port of Bharoch. 
the Periplus mentions inferior pearls from the Persian Gulf. 
dates. gold. slaves. Italian wine. but in small quantity. 
copper. tin. lead. topaz. storax. sweet clover. flint glass. 
antimony. gold and silver coins. and singing boys and girls 
for kings. em With some exceptions these must have con
tinued to be imported even in our period. as they were not 
procurable in India and were required by her people. From 
Marco Polo we learn that Thana used to : import gold. silver. 
and copper in the 13th century,""' Import trade in horses 
was extensive. Marco Polo says that every vessel visiting tho 
Deccan and Gujarat ports invariably carried horses in addition 
to other cargo. This trade must have been even brisker in 
our period: for. the needs of the mounting department of the 
Rilsh\r~ku\SS and their feudatories must bave been very 
great. 

The principal mea'ns of transport in our period -was the 
bullock cart. Al Idrisi says that there was no other mean .. 
of travelling in Gujarat. except chariots drawn by oxen under 

26. II. chap. 9. 21~ 21. Pp. 40. 42. 28. IJ. p. 39S. 
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the control of a driver. U9' The same was probably the case 
in our period. Horses were fairly dear and were therefore 
not available for transport purposes. The bullock carts were. 
however. fairly comfortable; Tavernier, writing in the 17th 
'Century, says that they were more commodious than anything 
that has been invented for ease in France and Italy. <s" This 
compliment is of course paid to the conveyance of the 17th 
.,";'tury, but when we remember how conservative the Hindu 
.artisan is, it would appear very probable that the bullock 
<:arts of our period too were equally good. 

We have no contemporary records which throw light 
upon the condition of the roads. The author of the Periplus 
.complains"" that goods from Paithan, Tagara and other 
places in the Deccan had to be brought to Bharoch in 
waggons through great tracts without roads, and the picture 
<:lrawn by Tavernier about the state of affairs in the 17th 
<:enlury is no more flattering. "n About lhe Deccan he says 
that wheeled carriages do not travel there, the roads being 
too much interrupted by higb mountains. tanks. and rivero. 
These reasons assigned by Tavernier would show that the 
roads were bad mainly in the ghats and billy areas. The 
military necessities of the empire must have compelled the 
Rilsh\rakutas to keep the roads in a fairly good condition. It is 
Dot very likely that in our period. even the roads over the 
ghats and hills were as bad as they were in the times of the 
Greek and French traveller. 

Besides the bullock cart. the oxen ... and pack horses of 
an inferior breed must have been used for transport. especial. 
ly in the hilly tract, or when it was desired to have a speedy 
transport. In lhe Muslim period several subcastes used to 
follow the caravan's profession. transporting merchandise 
from one place to another. Individuals used to own as many 
as 100 bullocks; they used to move along with their wives. 

29. Elliot. I. p.87 30. p.3O. 31. P.43. 32. I. Chap. 11. 
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· children. and priests. and had no houses of their own. <13> A 
-similar mode of transport was probably in vogue in the 
Deccan of our period where roads were too hilly to admit 
of cart transport. 

Problems connected with land revenue and the incidence 
-of taxation have been discussed already in chapter XI; some 
other agrarian topics will be considered here. The prevail· 
ing tenure of the Deccan of our period was Rayatwari. but 
a zemindar class. the members of which were assigned royal 
revenues. did exist to a limited extent. The- mention of 
· gramapati along with gramaka!a in some or our records shows 
that the former was a village holder. Some of the officials 
were assigned revenues or villages and towns. as shown al. 

"eady. and these probably are referred to as griimapatis. 
There is no evidence. however. to show that whole districts or 
Talukas were being assigned to revenue farmers. 

A record belonging to the middle of the 10th century 
hailing from Tirukkalavur states that the village assembly 

-had taken on trust for cultivation a piece of land. the proceeds 
-of which were to be utilised. apparently. for some charity. "" 
The members of the assembly had agreed to have the land 
cultivated (on the terms) lIDO to on.. The expression in the 

· I talics obviously refers to the lease condition determining the 
shares of the owner and the tiller. but unfortunately there is 
nothing in the record to indicate whether it was the owner or 
the cultivator who w';' ~titled to two shares. Nor do we 
know whether the produce was to be divided in the gross or 
after the government dues had been paid. In the Deccan at 
present sometimes the owner receives three shares and the 
tiller two. sometimes the owner two and the tiller one and 
sometimes the division is equal. It is. therefore. difficult to 
state whether the assembly in the above case received two 

·shares or only one. The rormer alternative seems probable. 

55. I •• pp. 51-33 54. Ant •• p. 189. 35. S. I. I •• 111. No. 10. 
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Let us now consider the question whether the land was 
freely transferrable or not. There is sufficient evidence to, 
show that the transfer of land was not an affair in which only 
the seller and the purchaser were concerned. A record &em 
Saundatti. <is' which is unfortunately fragmentary. records a 
gift of land to a Jain temple. which was made with the 
consent of fifty agriculturists. It seems very probable that 
these agriculturists were the Mahajanas of tho locality; if so. 
it is clear that the sales of the land required the consent of 
the village community. An inscription from Belgaum districl 
records that when the Ratla ruler Kartavirya gave 800 kammas 
of land to a temple at Nesarge. the six headmen of the place 
received a gift of money • like that which was customary to 
give at the time of buying:'''' It would therefore seem that 
even when the rulers of the land were alienating landed 
property. they had to pay a certain duty to the village head· 
man. This customary gift to the village headmen seems to 
have been due to the necessity of getting the consent of the 
village community. whose spokesmen they were. This record 
belongs to the 13th century and since it does not refer to the 
consent of the Mahajanas for the transaction, like the loth 
century record from the same locality referred to above, it 
would appear that the consent of the village community was 
gradually becoming a more or less formal affair. Here again 
we find epigraphical evidence supporting the Smriti literature. 
In his lengthy introduction to the Dayabhaga section, 
Vijiianes'vara quotes an anonymous text, declaring that 
transfer of land can become effective only with the consent 
of the village community, castemen, neighbours and kinsmen. 
He, however. maintains that the consent of the village com· 
munity was merely intended for the publication of the tran· 
saction; it does not mean that the transaction becomes ultra· 
vires if no such consent was obtained previously. The con-

36, J. B. B. R. A. Soo X •• p. 208. 37. Ibid. p. 257. 
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""nt oC the neighbours also was merely to avoid any quarrel 
. about the boundaries. U 8> It would therefore appear. both 
, from the epigraphicai and Smriti evidence. that the consent 

or the village community was becoming a more or less formal 
arC air at the end of our period. 

There is evidence to show that if a village or land was 
owned by several cosharers. no new owner could be introduced 
except with the consent of the whole body. The Sivapur 
inscription of Mahas'ivagupta. belonging to Co 800 A.D •• 
assign. ~ share of $ villages to IS Brahmanas. The grant. 
was hereditary. but on the condition that the grantees and' 
their descendants continued to be men of learning and high 
moral character. The record expressly adds that if a sharer 
died heirless. or was ignorant. or immoral. his share was to be 
assiRned to some other relative by the remaining cosh ares. 
and n~t by the king ..... 

The village artisans like. the carpanter. the smith. the
potter. etc •• were maintained by tbe community by the assign· 
ment of a certain grain-share from each famer. in return for
which the artisans were to supply his needs during the year. 
This system has been very ancient in the Deccan and continues. 
to the present day. '40' 

Let us now proceed to consider the means of exchange. 
A number of Chola record .. to which attention will bedrawn 
later. show that during our period barter was extensively 
practised in Tamil country. It has been shown in Chapter XI 
bqw the Rilshtraku\as and their feudatories used to receive· 

38. ~'~~~~'fli{~~, 
iI~ II . (ftI i!!!lft !I11I'Tl!'Iff!: ...... "'I'Iml!'mI~f'f<t " ~ 
III"ITfiI'Ir~:11 

39. B. I •• XI. p. 192. 
40. For a detailed history of this .,Item in the Deccan, He Ahekn.. 

.A Ri.to,... o/th. Village Communitill in Weltern InditJ, pp. 92-97. 
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<their revenues sometimes wholly and sometimes partly in 
kind. The government transaction under these circumstances 
must have been at least partly by barter. We shall not 
,therefore be far wrong in assuming that in our province. as 
-in Tamil country, the barler system was fairly in vogue. 

A number of coins of gold and silver are mentioned in 
our records, but it is strange that so far not a single coin, 
belonging indisputably to the RiIsh!rakiita dynasty should 
have been discovered. Silver coins of Krshl)arBia bearing the 
legend Paramamahu'"ara·mahiidil;papiidil (or miillipi!rpiJdii). 
nudhyiila.S'rlKrshT)ariijal}. which have been discovered in 
large quantities in the district of Nasik and in Marathi C. P. 
were fir.,t attributed with some hesitation to the Rashtrakiita 
king Krshl)a I, but that view does noL seem to be correct.' 
-As Rapson has pointed out, these coins imitate too closely the 
latest Gupta coins of the locality to permit the assumption 
that they belong to Krshl)a I. (41) They are besides undated; 
Rashtrakii\8 silver coins bore tho dates of issue. <in Our notions, 
of the Rilshjrakiita coinage have therefore to be based, not 
on first hand evidence but on a number of a priori considera. 
tions. 

Dramma, SuoarT)a, GadyiiT)aka, Kalanju and Kiisu are the 
principal coins mentioned in our period. Dramma is the San· 
.kritised form of the Greek term drachm.. The silver coins 
of the Indo·Baktrian kings. weighing about 65 grains, were 
,known by that name and we may presume that the weight 
, of the drammas mentioned in our records was more or less 
-ilie same. One of the Kanheri inscriptions belonging to the 
time of Amoghavarsha I mentions golden drammas and dis· 
tinguishes them from ordinary drammas mentioned a little 
-earlier. <4" It would thus appear that the name dramma was 

41. RapsoD, Indian Coins. p.27. For further dilllCUIISioD on thelllS 

coiDs, sec I. A .. XIV. p. 68. 
42. Sulaiman Saudaga,. p. SO. 43. I. A., XIII, p. 133. 
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given to both silver and golden coins in the n~rthern pro
vinces of the Rashlt'akuta empire. Our four anna silver piece 
weighs about 48 grains: silver clramma was thus about one· 
third bigger than this coin. 

Cambay plates of Govinda IV mention a gift of 1400''''· 
villages yielding an annual revenue of seven lakhs or SuoarTJalt. 
The value and weight of this SuvBrI)a coin is difficult to 
determine. According to several well known authorities 
like Kautaly~. Manu. etc.. the term SUVlU1}a denotes a golden 
coin weighing 80 raktikiis or about 146 grains. Su_ 
coin. of this description of early dates have not been di.· 
covered. but it is well·known that the Imperial Guptas tried 
to ,.,.tore this national unit toward. the middle of the 5th 
century A.D. The SUVBrI)a coins mentioned in the Carobay 
plates. however. did not very probably weigh so much as 
146 grain.. Most of the golden coins of southern dynasties 
of our period vary in weight from 45 to 55 grains: no golden 
coins weighing about 146 grains have so far been discovered 
belonging to the Deccan of our period. It is not improbable 
that the term SuvaM)8 ha. been used in the Carobay plates to 
denote. not the technical SuoarTJa coin weighing about 146 
grains. but the current golden coin weighing like the clramma 
about 65 grains. 

The epigraphical records from Karnatak and Tamil pro. 
vince. u.;"'Uy m~ntion Ka!anju. Gadyilr)aka and Kasu as the 
current coins of the land. These were all golden coins. 
I<;a!anju is really the name of a prickly climbing species of 

.Ca:salpina. the weight of whose seed varies between 45 to 
SO grains. The average weight of the early punch·marked 
golden coins of the south also varies between 4S and 50 grains. 
The normal weight of a Ka!anju coin of our period may 
therefore be presumed to be more or I .. s the same. It was 

44. E. I., VII, p. 26. 
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therefore about a quarter oC a tola in weight. "" It mu.t be. 
however. remembered that there were .ome local variations 
in it. weight; thus an in.cription ''''refer. to a giCt of25 Kalanjus 
for a perpetual lamp weighed by the balance used in the case 
,of charitable edicts. A record of the time of Parantaka I 
mentions Ka!anjus weighed by a stone called after Vedelvi· 
dugu, which was, the surname oC the Pallavaking Tellarareinda 
Nandipottaraiyar. ,41> Since the actual weight of the Ka!anju 

'seed varied by a few grains. it would seem that the stimdard 
'was .pecifically determined by the state from 'time to time. 
The variation could not have heen of more than a few grain •• 

The coin Gadyal)Bka was equal to two Ka!anjus and thus 
weighed ahout 90 grains. It was a gold coin equal to the 
,modem eight anna piece. 7 Ka!anjus were equal to 20 
Kasus: a Kasu thus weighed about 15 grains of gold. 

Other coins occasionally mentioned are Manja4i and 
Akkarn. Manja<!i was one·twentieth of a Ka!anju and thus 
weighed only about 2} grains. Akkam was one·twelfth of a 
'Kasu and was thus about half the size of the Manjaqi. 

The coinage. above referred to. was almost all in gold. 
dramma being the only exception. Silver coin. Crom the 
southern India. belonging to the Cirst millennium of the 
-Christian Era. are very rare. We .hall therefore experience 
'some difficulty in converting the price. in gold of Ollr age in· 
'to corresponding prices in rup .... of the present day. as we do 
not know the preeise ratio of price. of these two metals duro 
ing our period. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar has pointed out''"' how 
the Na.ik cave inscription No. 12 shows that the mtio between 
the prices of these two metals was 1 : 14. The record "". 
pressly equates 3S KarshapaQas to 1 SuvarQa. and since the 
ratio of copper to gold, was never 90 high as l' : 35. we have to 

45. 'Elliot. Ooi •• of Southern India. pp. 46 fE. 
-46, 5.1. 1.. lll. No. 191. 47. 5. 1. I •• 111."1>. 228. 
-48. Oarmichael Lectur ... 1921. p. 191. 
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·conclude that the Karshap8J)8s of the record were silver and 
mot copper coins each one weighing 32 reti •• i. e. two-fifth. of a 
golden Srwar~a: the ratio between the prices of the two metals 
thus becomes 3S x 32 : 1 x 80 i. e. 14: 1. S' ukraniti. which was 
probably composed not much later than our period. gives the 
ratio as 1 : 16. "" Tavernier. writing in the middle of the 17th 
century. says that the golden rupee was equal to 14 silver 
ones. "OJ It would thus seem that the relative prices of these 
two metals were fairly constant from the 1st to the 17th 
century. and we may. therefore. presume that in our period 
they were somewhere in the vicinity of 1 : IS. The ratIo before 
the recent rise in the price of gold was about 1 : 30. 

The ,,"ollowing table of the values of the various coins 
may be useful to the reader for ready reference. 

Name. Metal. Approximate Approximate 
weight present value. 

(I) Dramma. silver. 6S grains or ~ tola about 6 as. 
(2) Dramma. gold. about Rs. 7. 
(3) Kalanju. 48 grains or {- tola. ab"lit Rs. s. 
(4) Gadyal)aka. 96 grains or ~ tola. about Rs. 10. 
(5) Kasu. IS grains. about Re. I 10 as. 
(6) Manjildi. 2~ grain.. about 4 as. 
{7) Akkam. It grains. about 2 as. 

Commerce and industry. that were described a little 
while ago. presuppose not only currency. but also banking 
facilities. These latter wore provided in our period by guild 
org\IDisations. These organi.ations have ,been. since earl;y, 
times. a conspic!!!,u. feature of the Hindu trade and indu.try_ 
As early a. the Andhra period. the whole of the Deccan was 
spread with a network of guilds,"" which u.ed to regulate 
trade and indu.try. train apprentices. and do the banking 
bu. in..... not only for their members but also for the public. 

49. IV. 2. 98. so. P. Il. 51. I. A •• 1919 P" 82. 
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The guilds continued to flourish in our period too. In c. 775 A.D. 

there was a guild of weavers at La.~esvar. the headman of 
:.vhich had agreed to make a certain contribution for a certain 
religious. object <0" An inscription from Mulgund. dated 
Co 880 A.D •• records a gift by four heads of a guild belonging to 
360 towns. "" The precise import of this description of the 
guild is not easy to determine. but it looks very probable that 
the description is intended to indicate that its membership 
was spread over 360 towns and villages. The record 
immediately prOCeeds to record a gift. made by some local 
Brahmanas. with the consent of 2000 merchants. The context 
of these two passages in this inscription would suggest that 
these 2000 merchants were connected with the guild. or were 
perhaps its members. It is. therefore. not unlikelY that the 
members of the guild were spread over 360 different localities. 

The absence of more numerous references to guilds in 
records. strictly falling within our period. must be regarded as 
merely accidental. for we get several references to them in the 
epigraphs ?f the succeeding centuries. An inscription from 
Belgain~~. dat~ IOS3 A.D .. ""refers to a guild which apparently 
ruled over or had its offices in 18 cities; another from Managoli. 
dated .1161 A.D •• "s> refers to several grants made by the 
guilds of oilmen. weavers. artisans. basket-makers. mat
makers and fruit-sellers. Recently two inscriptions have been 
published. one from Kolhapur. dated S'aka lOSS. and the other 
from Miraj. dated S'aka 1066 A.D .• (57) which give interesting 
information about a guild of the Vira-Ba!anjus. the member
ship of which had extended over four districts_ A record from 

nrSaundatti. dated 1205 A.D •• "S> refers to an assemblage of all 
the people of the district. headed by all the guilds of the place. 
The names of the guilds are not given in this record. but they 

52_ E. I .• VI. p. 166_ 53. J. B. B. R. A. 5_. X. p_ 192. 
54. lbid. 55. I. A •• V. p_ 344. 56. E. I .. V. p. 22. 
57. E. I .• XIX. p. 33. 58. J. B. B. R. A. S~ X. p. 238. 
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~.9 in all probability similar to those at Managoli. It is. 
therefore. quite likely that the guild organisation in our period 
was not quite 00 negligible as the references occurring in the 
inscriptions. strictly belonging to our age. may perhaps lead 
u. to conclude. 

Some of our records give us a glimpse into the working 
of these guilds. The weavers' guild at Laxmesvar had only 
one head. the Mulgund guild. with a probable membership of 
2000. had four heads. while the one at Belgamve. which is 
described a. ruling over 18 cities. had an executive of 9. The 
Vira Balanju guild m~ntioned in the Miraj inscription had an 
executive of IS. belonging to the different localities of the 
districts. over which its membership had spread. It would 
thus seem that every guild had an executive. the strength of 
which varied with ils membership and activities. It is 
interesting to note that these executive committees of the 
guilds. which we discover in inscriptions. should be also found 
in literary works like the Yiijnavalkyasmr/i. "" and Nitiviikyii. 
mr/a.""" Meetings of the general body were' convened 
when general policy had to be discussed or grants from guitd 
properties or requiring recurring contributions r rom individual 
members were contemplated. '6" 

A number of records above mentioned. ~. /I. those from 
Managoli. Miraj. etc .• record contributions from members of 
guilds towards r~ligious objects on a certain scale; it would 
thus appear that Ihe guild acted as a corporate unit ""d that 
the resolutions. probably passed by a majority. were binding 
on alllhe members. The guild at Belgamve had its "$0(, 
edicts; this fact may show that they could frame bye.laws 
binding upon its members. Here again we find epigraphy 
corroborating the Smriti literature. for Manu '6J) and Y"jiiaval: 
kya "" lay down that the rules and regulations of the guilds 

59. II. p. 189. 60. XXIX. p. 9. 61. I. A .• X. p. 18S. 
U. VIII,41. 63. II. 187-8. 

~~~ 
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were to be respected by the king. if they were not against 
public interest. 

While describing the guild members who had come to 
witness the wrestling between Kansa and Krshl)8. Hari. 
"an! a lOt) refers to their banners bearing upon them the repre
sentations of the implements of their different industries. 
That the association of particular banners with particular 
devices mentioned in the Hari"anli. is not fictitious is proved 
by the Belg~ve and Kolhapur inscriptions referred to above. 
which refer to the banner of the Vira.Balanjus. and describe 
it as bearing the device of a hill. These banners were 
probably carried at the head of the caravans or militias of the 
guilds. as was later the custom of the European companies 
in India. ,,5> 

An inscription from Dambal states that a guild qf the 
locality had its own umbrellas and .houris. ,G6, The umbrellas 
and .hauris. which this guild was using in 1095 A.D.. were 
obtained by a royal charler 'from Jagad~kamalla ( c. 1018-
1040 A.D.) It would thus appear that some of the bigger 
guilds used to receive royal charters determining their powers 
and privileges. The above record further describes the 
'Dambal guild as the lord of Aihole. the best of towns. This 
may perhaps show that some of the big guilds were often 
entl'usted by the state with the government of towns and 
cities. The reason for such a step may have been the loans 
advanced to the state by the guild banks; as a security for 
these loans towns like Aihole may have been handed over 
to ilie creditor guild by the debtor state. Maintenan~e of 
troops was a natural corollary of the overlordship of towns 
and cities; members of guilds must have either formed or 
'officered their own militias. otherwise it would be difficult to 
justify their description in the Dambal and Kolhapur records 
as • persons w~e breasts were embraced by the goddess of 

61. Chap. 86. 5. 65. Tavemicr. p. 36. 66. I. A" X. p. 188. 
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perfect impetuosity and bravery'. It IJIilY be pointed out that 
the Mandsor inscription, belonging to tbe middle of the 5th 
century A.D .. also describes some of its members as experts in 
archery, and bold in forcibly uprooting the enemy in battle. "" 
Another reason why guilds had to maintain their own militias 
was' to safeguard their goods, while being transported from 
one place to another. From Tavernier we learn that in the 
Muslim period each cart in the caravan had to be protected by 
four soldiers, each of whom had to be paid Rs. 4 a month. , ... 
Similar precautions may have been necessary in' our period as 
well, and the maintenance of a militia would have reduced the 
expense of keeping tile mercenary force, besides adding to 
the dignity and preslige of the corporation. In this connec
tion we should not forget that even village communities in our 
period used to maintain their own militias. (611) 

The g'uild banks were among the most stable banks of 
our period, inspiring the highest amount of public confidence. 
The village communities also had their own banks as shown 
already. (10) and these must have been equally stable institu
tions. Private individuals also must be then. as now, carry
ing on banking business. 

Let us now proceed to ascertain the rate of interest. 
There is sufficient epigraphical evidence to help~s in thi8 
matter. A Kanheri inscription ofthe time of Amoghavarsha I (1" 
mentions a certain investment in a local bank. whicb 
had agreed to pay an interest in perpetwty upon it. This 
record states that the rate of interest was to be determined 
by ~perts from time to time. This provision was a reason bl .. 
one; the guild had to pay the interest in perpetuity, and no 
J.finite rate could be guaranteed for all time to come. The 
rate must vary with the conditions of the money market. It 
is, however, wOrth noting that a similar saving clause does 

67. C. J. I., III. No. 18. 
,10. A me. pp. 208-9. 

68. p.334. 69. Ant., pp.19(J-91. 
11. I, A., XIII, p. 133. 
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not occur in the numerous other inscriptions of our period. 
which state the agreed rate of interest on deposits given in 
perpetuity. It is, however, not unlikely that in practice the 
banks of the guilds and the village communities, which had 
bound themselves to supply interest at a certain rate, may 
have been allowed some latitude, if the condition of the 
money market was severely adverse to them. 

Another Kanheri inscription of the same period no> 
supplies some data to determine the rate of interest of thot 
locality. We find that the premier of the local S'iliihiira 
dynasty had to invest 160 Drammas.in order to provide 
annually 20 Drammas for the Buddha worship, 3 Drammas for 
the building's repairs,S Drammas for the robe. of the monks 
and I Dramma for the purchase of the books; 160 Drammas 
could thus fetch, by way of interest, 29 Drammas. annually. 
The rate of interest, which prevailed at Kanheri towards the 
end of the 9th century is thus found to be about 17 percent pel" 
annum. 

We get copious data to determine the current rate of 
interest during the latter half of the loth century A.D. An 
inscription from Tiruvurrur in Chingleput district, dated in 
the 2,2nd ~year of Krshl)a III. "8l mentions an investment on 
which the village assembly of Kuattur had agreed to pay in 
perpetuity an interest of 15% This rate of interest seems to 
have been not far removed from the normal rate on perpetual 
deposits; a number of inscriptions from Tanjore belonging to 
the first hair of the 11th century disclose I2j % as the cu. rent 
rate on such deposits. (,., Sometimes the interest on capital 
in cash i. e., Ka!anjus, is stated in kind i. e., in Kalams of'paddy. 
But here again, if we convert the Kalams into their cash 
equivalent. the rate of interest is found to be va!ying between 

. 72. Ibid, p. 136. 
73. Inscriptions/rom Madras Pre6idencfl. Cbiaglcput. No. 1048. 
74. S. I. 1 .• II. pp. 95, 97, 98.99, 101-3. 
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'(0 to 15% Thus an inscription of the time of Krshl)B IJI (15) 

...,cords a gift of 20 Ka!anjus by a queen of Vaidumba 
Maharaja. a feudatory of that emperor. The interest on these 
.20 Kalanjus is stated to be 20 Kalams of paddy. Another 
tnscripiion from south Areot district. belonging to the reign' of 
the same emperor. show. that the rate of interest in that 
locality also was I Kalam per Ka!aoju. (1" This Kalam is. 
however. by the Perilmai measure which was 25% bigger 
than the normal Kalam. as will be soon shown. The rate of 
lnterest will thus work out to be Il- Kalam per Ka!anju, if we 
take the Kalam to consist of 12 Marakkals of 8 a~d not of 10 
Naris. The price of paddy at this period varied between 
8 to 12 Kalams per Ka\anju. as will be soon shown: an 
interest of I Kalam per Ka!anju would thus be somewhere 
between 8 to 12!%. and an interest of Il- Kalam would be 
between 10 to IS%. 

In some localities. however. much higher rates prevailed. 
A Bal)a inscription. dated 915 A.D .. (11', states that the interest 
on 20 Ka!anjus was to be'S Ka!anjus. The rate of interest in 
this case is. therefore. 25% A still higher rate of interest is 
seen to prevail in a record. <1" belonging to the time of 
Parantaka I. i. •.• the first half of the loth century. A local 
temple at Annamalai. which had to pay to the assembly a tax 
of 18 i/akkiisu on the lands belonging to it. is seen arranging 
for the annual payment of 6 i/akkiisu by depositing a capital 
of 15 i/akkiisu with the members of the village assembly. 
The rate of interest here works out to be as high as 40%. 
This rate is much above the normal one: it may be due to the 
village assembly being in urgent need of funds for meetipg 
'some pressing need of the hour: it is also possible that the 
.,ssembly may have decided to show a special favour to the 

7S. Inscription./rom Madra. Presidsncu. N. Al'cott' f No. 636. 
76. E. I •• VU. pp. 188 ff. 77. E. I •• XI. p. 224. 
78. S. I. I .. IJI. p. 241. 
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deity of the village by giving an indirect concession in the land 
ax by allowing an abnormal rate of interest on the capital 

deposited by the temple authorities for that purpose. 

Interest at high rate like 30 or 40% is only exceptional; in 
the vast majority of the records of our period. the rate of 
interest. when the capital was in cash. is found to be varying 
between 12 to 15%.. It is interesting to note that the rate 
permitted by Manu. "" Y"jiiavalkya. '"., and Kau!Blya <81> 

on the capital in cash is also IS%. 

If the capital advanced was in kind we find that the rate 
of interest· was much higher. Ukkal inscription No.5. 
belonging to the time of Kampanavarman. '"" records an 
agreement of the villagers to pay an interest of 100 kaJi, on 
a capital of 400 kaJis of rice. while another from the same 
locality mentions an interest of 500 kaJi, on a capital of 1000. 
The rate of interest in these cases works out to be 25% and 50% 
respectively. Here ag",in epigraphy is se"9confirming the 
testimony of the Smritis. Kau\!'lya <8~ I'errilits an interest 
of 50% in the case of the <;4pital in' grain. and Manu, < .. , 
Yajiiavalkya. <8» and VasisJ{tha. "6> who do not permit the 
capital in cash to be exceeded by the interest. declare that 
in the case of the capital in com the interest may amount to
two times the capital. showing thereby that the normal rate 
of 'interest permitted on the com was about twice as high as 
that' allowed on the capital in cash. 

It must be remembered that the normal. rate of interest 
of 12 to 15% on the cash capital was the one which. the 
banks of the guilds and the village communities. whose secu· 
rity was unquestionable. were allowing on permanent deposits 
which were never to be withdrawn. Ordinary debtors could 
have obtained loans from these banks obviously at a much 

79. VIII. 41. 80. II. 37. 
83. III. II. 84] II; 39. 

81. III. IS. 82. S. /. I.. III. p. 13. 
85. VIII. 151. 86. 11.48. 
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higher rate of interest. It is. therefore. very probable that 
these banks may have charged an interest of about 20% to 
the debtors. who could offer good security for the loan. and 
that private money lenders may have charged about 2S%. 
This inference is supported by the statement of Manu that 
a person charging interest at 24% is not guilty of sin. (8" If 
the security were of doubtful value. the rate of interest must 
have been still higher. say 30 to 3s"/,. The statements in 
Manu and Yaji'iavalkya (88) that Brahmanas. Kshatriyas. 
Vaishyas. and Sudras should be charged interest at 24%. 
36"/,. 48%. and 60'1 .. respectively would seem to show that the' 
poorer classes like tha tillers of the soil, -who could not pro
bably have given quite a good security, were charged interest 
varying between 30% to so%. This conclusion i. fully supported 
by the above epigraphical eviden";', which shows that the 
depositers could get from the banks of the best security an 
interest of about IS%. One can now well understand why, 
the Smritis hold the usurer in low estimation and declare him 
to be a person unfit for being invited for a S' risddha. The 
rates of interest figuring in the examples given in the LillivatI 
by Bhaskarischarya vary from 36 of to SO%. (89) 

Inscriptions of KlShl}a III and his Chola contemporaries 
supply interesting data to determine the prices and the stan
dard of living towards the close of. the 10th century. The 
prices given are usually the barter prices in paddy. but they 
can be converted inio their cash equivalents. A knowledge 
oE the various measures mentioned therein is necessary to work 
out these prices and the following table, the first two columns 
of which are borrowed from a table prepared by Hultzsch. "0' 
will supply the nec~ssary information. 

87. VIII, 141. 88. II. 37. 89. V •• 92 and 94. 
90. S. I. I .• II. p. 48 n. 5 and p. 77 n. I. 
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Old 
names 

5 Sevudu. 
2 Arakku. 
2 Urakku. 
2 Uri-
8 Nilri 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

ECONOMIC CONDITION 

Old Equivalents Probable 
names in Ibs. or lolas equivalents in 

Arakku. 
Urakku. 
Up. 
Nilri or Padi 
KuruJ)i or 
Marakkal. 

3£ tolas 
7i tolas. 
15 tolas. 
i lb. 
6 Ibs. 

our timo 

2 KuruJ)i 1 Padakku. 12 Ibs. 

These measure~ in 
our time were either 
of the same capa· 
city or perhaps 16% 
bigger in each case 
in the district of 
Tanjor", 

2 Padakku 1 TuJ)i. 24 Ibs • 
.3 TUJ)i. 1 Kal8\D 72 Ibs. 

The above table gives the contents of the Marakka!. as 
determined by the AdavallilJ) or Rlijakesari measure, which 
was current in the di~trict ~f T anjore in c. 1000 A. D. The 
value of a Marakkal differed in the past as it differs now 
in different districts. In the Soulh Arcot district in tho time 
of Krshl)a III, the Marakkal prevailing was the one deter. 
mined by the Perilmai measure which was 25% larger than 
the ordinary'Marakkal, since it was equivalent to 10 and not 
8 Naris. <91' ·It may be pointed out thai even today, the 
Marakkal of the South Areot district is larger than that of 
T anjore, but the excess today is 50% and not 25% The 
Mlidevi measure of Marakkal, that i. mentioned in another 
record of KrshJ)8 111"" hailing from the same district seems to 
be identical with the Perilmai measure. At Annamalai the 
Marakkal was determined by the. Annamaa measure, "n at 
Takkolam it was fixed by the Kavaramoli measure. ... , Sinoe 
these places are near tho: district of Arcot, it is permissible to 
infer that these last two measures like the Perilmai one were 
larger than the AgavallilJ) one. It may be pointed out that 
even today there is a great diversity of measures prevailing 

91. E. I., VIII. po 188. 
93. 5. I. I •• 111. p. 241. 

92. E. I .• VII. p. 36. 
94. Ibid. p. 367. 
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in Tamil country; the Kalam of T richy. South Arcot. and 
T Wljore is equal to 48. 36, and 24 Madras measures respectively. 
While trying to find oul the prices. we shall have to take 
great precautions in determining the precise contents of the 
Marakkal in use. 

The Kalam that is prevalent today in the district of 
Tanjore is equal to 24 Madras measures. the contents of each 
of which when filled with rice are about 3 I bs. in weight. 
The present day Kalam of Tanjore is thus equal to about 
72 Ibs.; the results in the column 3 of the above table can be 
easily deduced from this datum by making the necessary 
calculations. 

It is. however. by no means certain that the Kalam by 
the Ac!avallii[) measure. which was in use in T anjore in our 
period. was exactly equal to the modern Kalam there in 
vogue. It may have !>een bigger or smaller or ,equal. In 
South Arcot district. we have seen abo;'e that the Kalam 
today is 50% and not 25"10 bigger than the T anjore Kalam: so 
these measures have been by no means unchanged in the last 
1000 years. Our records. however. supply us evidence to 
conclude that the modem Kalam at Tanjore is approximately 
equal to the one in vogue towards the end of the loth century. 
A number of inscriptions state that one uri of ghee was 
required to bum one lamp. day and night. The uri in the 
above table is eqUal to IS tolas. and it will be found that if a 
ghee lamp of one, flame of moderate dimensions fed by 
two wicks is kept burning day and night. it will require IS to 17 

tolas of ghee. IS tolas are just sufficient for the purpose. but 
it is possible that the endowments may have provided for 
some margin. or that the wicks may have been bigger than 
those used now.a·days. requiring a somewhat greater supply 
of ghee. If we assume that the latler was the case. then the 
uri referred to in our recorda would be 11 to 18 tolas. or say 
17t talas. i. eO, l bigger than the present one. Under that 
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assumption the Kal"m would be also about [6% bigger than 
the present T anjore Kalam, i. e .. about 84 lbs.; otherwise it 
would be approximately equal to the modem one, i. e., 72 lbs. 

Having determined the modem equivalents of the various 
measure. that we shall have to deal with while determining 
the prices. we can now undertake that task with fair con" 
fidence. It must be remembered at the outset that even in 
modern times the prices are not fixed but fluctuate with 
scarcity. wars. famines and bumper crops. We mu.t be. 
therefore. prepared to find a certain fluctuation in prices. as 
they may be disclosed by our inscriptions. . 

Let us first find out the price of paddy which was the 
staple com in the south. Two inscriptions'''' on the central 
shrine of the R;.jamj.svara temple at T anjore. one on the 
southern and the other on the northern wall, enumerate a 
number o( villages. that were assigned by king Risjamja before 
the 29th year of his regin. i. e .• before 10[4 A.D. In the case 
of each village the precise acreage under cultivation and the 
land tax due therefrom have been stated with meticulous 
accuracy. The taxation of about 29 villages is given in paddy 
and is found to be [00 Kalams of paddy by the AgavallilJ;l 
measure per veli. In the case of 5 villages. however. the 
amount of tax is given in cash. and is seen to be 10 Ka!anjus 
per vtli. Since the villages belonged to the same division. 
it is fair to conclude that 10 Ka!anjus of gold were equal to 
100 Kalams of paddy by the Ac!avalI;.I) measure. The price of 
paddy would thus be 10 Kalams per Ka!anju towards the end 
of the 10th century A.D. • 

, Two inscriptions from North Areot district. belonging to 
the reign of Krshl)a Ill. (1/6) inform us that the interest on .. 
Ka!anju of gold was a Kalam of paddy, In this district. the 

95. S. [. [ .. 11. No •. 4 & 5. 
96. InBcriptions /rom Madras Presidency. North Arcot. No. 636;-

E. I., VB, pp. 188 ff. 
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Marakkal was measured by -the Madevi' 5 measure, which 
was 21'10 bigger than the AdavallaJ) measure. The interest of 
:w Kalams would thus be ~ual to 25 Kalams by the Tanjore
measure. The rate oC interest allowed on permanent deposits 
by the banks in this part of the country at this time was 
about 11'10. ,m The interest on :w Kalanjus would thus be 3-
Ka!anjus which would be the price of 25 Kalams by the 
A<!avallal) measure. A Kalanju could thus procure 8} Kalams. 
of paddy in c. 960 A.D. in the Tamil districts annexed to the 
Rash!raku!a empire. This price is about :w% dearer than. 
the price prevailing under Riljarilja, which, as we have seen' 
above, was 10 Kalams per Kalanju. It is very likely that the 
prolonged and bloody wars that were waged in this province
between the Cholas and the Rashlrakii!as by this time, may 
have made articles dearer: we may, therefore, assume that the 
normal prices towards the middle of the 10th century A.D. in 
the districts annexed to the Rashlrakula empire were 10 
Kalams a Ka!anju. "., A gold Ka!anju was about a quarter of 
a tola in weight and thus ~ equal to about Rs. 5 of today. 
Since the ratio of paddy to rice is 5: 2, 10 Kalams of peddy 
would be equal to 4 Kalams of rice. Four Kalams by the 
A4avallal) measure would be equal to either 144 or 168 seers
according to the table givCl) on p. 376. Rs. 5 could thus procure 
about 150 seers of rice. Rice was thaI .old at about 30 'eer,
a rupee. Before the recent fall in prices ordinary rice was 
sold at about four to five seers a rupee: so the prices have
gone up by about 700% 

. Several records enable us to ascertain the price of ghee. 
(I) A BaI)8 record, dated 915 A.D., ".> leads to the con· 

clusion that four Ka!a:ljus could fetch 190 naris of ghee that· 
97, J •• cription' from Ih. Madra. Preside.cv, Chinglepul, No. 10;_ 
~~~ -

98. E. I., XI. p. 224. 
99. If the interest il Ulumed to be 12i% ud Dot 15% tbe price ilL 

thi. case also will work out to be 10 Kalama a Kalaa;u. 
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were necessary to keep Ii lamp burning throughout the yea ... 
The table on p. 376 would show that 180 nari8 are equal to 
135 Ibs.; 4 Ka!anjus. i. e .• Rs. 20 could thus bring 67i seers of 
ghe~. Ghee was thus sold at 3 to 31 seers a rupee at the 
beginning of the 10 century. The ratio of the prices of ghee 
and rice would thus be about 9: I. 

(2) Another record belonging to the end of the 10th 
'Century A.D. <lll'» states that the interest on 12 Kalanjus could 
.purchase 90 nari. of ghee required to bum one perpetual lamp 
throughout the year. If we assume that the rate of interest 
was the normal one. i... 12i%. the price of ghee. as given 
by this record. is found to be 4i seers a rupee. This price is 

..,heaper than the one ascertained in the previous paragraph, 
but it may be pointed out that the inscriptions are separated 
·by about 75 years and that the rate of interest assumed i, 
hypothetical The relative prices of rice and ghee. a, 
deducible from this record. would be 7~ : I. 

(3) An inscription of the time of Parakesarivarma~ 
Uttamachola (c. 975 A.D.) informs us that one Padakku 01 
paddy could fetch one uri of sweet ghoe; (lOU another of the 
time of Rajaraja (c. 1000 A.D.) state. that four nari. of padd~ 
was the price of one i\rakku of sweet ghee: (llln a third one. (l08> 

·about so years later. observes that one Urakku of ghee was 
equal in value to one Kuru!)i of .paddy. If we work up thea. 
figures from the table supplied on p. 376 we shall find that i~ 
each of these three cases the ratio of the prices of sweet ghe. 
and paddy is the same. vis .• I : 32. Rice is about two·fifth, 
of paddy. and therefore. I the ratio of the prices of rice an': 
sweet ghee would be about I: 12. Since rice was sold at 
about 30 seers a rupee. the price of sweet ghee would be about 
~l seers a rupee. 

100. S. I. I .. m,'p. 357. 

102. Ibid. II. p.94. 

101. S. I. I .. III. p. 282. 

103. S. I. I .. II. p. 149. 
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This price is much dearer than that deduced from record .. 
Nos. I and 2 above. where we found it to be ~ to 4} seers 
per rupee. But the difference is due to the fact that the ghee· 
required in these two cases was for buming a lamp. and must 
have. therefore. been of quite an ordinary quality. The ghee in 
all the cases in paragraph 3 above is described as sweet and 
was. therefore. naturally dearer. We may. therefdre. conclude 
that good ghee was sold at about 2~ seers a rupee and 
ordinary one. at about 3t to 4 seers a rupee. The present 
day variations between the prices of good and bad ghee ar<; 
equally great. [t will also be seen that the relative prices of 
good ghee and rice today are also the same; rice is sold, 
(to quote 1930 rates) at about 4~ seers a rupee and good ghee 
at about Rs. 2~ a seer. The price ratio in thus about I : 11. 

Let us now consider oil prices. Two records belonging 
to the third quarter of the 10 century A.D. supply the necessary 
data. [n one of these (Jou we are inform~d that one niir; of oil 
costs one Tiil)i ;. e •• 32 naris of paddy. i. e •• 12j nliris of rice. 

Oil is thus seen to be as costly as sweet ghoe. The 
same conclusion is driven home to us by another record. (IOU 

which records on investment of 30 Kalanjus for purchasing· 
90 naris of oil. The rate of interest is not stated. but the 
investment i. sufficiently high to indicate that oil was dearer·· 
than ghee of indifferent quality. At present oil is relatively 
very much cheaper- than ghee. T"e deamess in our period 
may suggest that oilseeds were not then so common as they 
are pow. The price of oil in our period would be about 2~ 
seers a nlpee. 

The prices of curds are supplied by two records of the, 
time of RajarOja. (J,'I> Weare told in these records that one 
nliri of curds used to cost 3 nliri. of paddy •. i. e ••. ! naris of 
rice. Curds was thus about 20% dearer than rice and". 
therefore. must have been sold at about 24 seers a rupee. 

104. S. I. I .. 11. p. lOS. S. I. I .. 111. p. 262. 
106. S. I. I .. 11. p. 14; P' 129. 
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The price of pulse at the end of the 10th century can be 
worked out from two inscriptions of Riljarilja. ,"m The ratio of 
prices between the pulse and rice, as given in both these 
records is the same, ~i,. .. 6 : 5; 5 naris of pulse used to cost 
-6 naris of rice. In northern India the pulses are usually 
cheaper than rice, but the thing seems to have been the 
,reverse in the south during our period. From the above 
price ratio we can conclude that about 25 seers of pulse 
-could be purchased for a rupee in our period. 

The prices of a number of miscellaneous articles, used 
for tbe soup and vegetables, can be ascertained from inscrip. 
tion No. 26 in the Rajar8j~vara temple. The prices of these 
articles in the Rilsh\raku!a dominions could not have been 
much different. 

SALT. The record states that I} urakku of paddy could 
procure the same quantity of salt. The ratio of paddy to rice 
being 5: 2, and the I~tter being procurable at 30 seers a rupee, 
salt must have been ;old at about 75 seers per rupee. The 
relative ratio of the prices of these two commodities is the 
same today. In Akbar's time, however, a pound of salt was, 
when measured in terms of food grains, 2t times de"rer. UO" 

PEPPER. Five Naris and 1 Urakku of paddy was required 
to purchase one Arakku and I~ S' evidu of pepper. 210 S' evidus 
of paddy were thus required for purchasing six S'evidus of 
pepper, Pepper was thus 31 times costlier than paddy, or 
about 12 times costlier than ri= The present ratio of the 
prices of these articles is the same. 

MUSTARD. 2 Naris, 1 Arakku, and 1 S'evidu i. ·e., 
96 S' evidus of paddy or 38 S' evidus of rice were required for 
1 Arakku and 1 S' evidu i, e., 6 S' evidus of mustard. The 
latter commodity was thus 6~ times costlier than' rice, To use 
the present terminology its rate was five seers a rupee. 

107. S. I. I .. II, pp. 74 aDd 149. 
108. Mo,.loDd, India at the Dealh of .Akbar, p. 153. 
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JiRAKA or CUMIN. One Nan of paddy fetched H 
S' evidll of Cumin. The ratio of prices between th .. se two 
articles works as out 40 : H i. e •• 43: I. Cumin was thus about 
11 times costlier than rice. It must, therefore, have been sold 
at about two seers a rupee. At present it is only 12 times 
costlier than rice. 

CARDAMOM SEEDS. A Kasu i. e., IS grains of gold 
or about Re. I and 10 as., could fetch one KUTUl)i and four 
Naris i. e., 9lbs., of cardamom seeds. The rale was thus about 
si Ib .. a rupee. '. The present rate in northen India e. g., at 
Beneres is 12 as. a lb. The commodity was thus only about 
four times cheaper than today: it was thus relatively dearer. 

CAMPHOR. This article was in our period very much 
costlier than it is today. From one record'''''' we learn that 
one golden Ka.u i. e., about Re. I and 10 as. were required to 
purchase 2~ Kajanjus i. e.. & tola of camphor. In another 
record (1lD' lhe price is stated to be 3 Kajanjus i. e., ~ tola a 
Kiisu. A tola of camphor was thus costing in our period 
about 2t rupees. Liliivati VV. 76,100 gives Ii and 2 Nishkas 
as the price of one Pala of camphor. A Nishka·of· Bhaskara 
weighed aboul ! tola, and Pala 3 tolas. A tola of camphor 
thus required ~ tola of gold i. e., roughly Re. 1-12 as. At 
present the same quantity of that commodity costs about 
I anna, so the price is about 36 times cheaper. Camphor had 
to be imported from abroad, and its price shows that the 
danger and cost of the sea transport were very great: The~e 
was the danger of piracy, and the import merchants had to 
borrow money for their trade at 120/~ per annum. (\11) 

FRUITS. Plantains were sold at 1200 per Kasu. 'lin 
i. e •• for 26 as. A pice could thus fetch 10. They were thus 
about 6 times cheaper than now. Liliivati c. 89 gives one silver 
Dramma (=60 gr.) as the price of 300 mangoes: this shows 
that mangoes were sold at the rate of 60 an anna. 

109. S. I. I .• II. p. 75. 110. Ibid. p. 132. 
III. YBj.a.aJkya, II. 37. 112. S. 1.1., II, p. UI. 
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SUGAR. The price of this article is mentioned in several 
records: one <1,,, states that three Palams and 1 Kalsu of 
sugar cost 2 Nilris. I Uri, I Arakku, and 4 S' evidus of paddy: 
another observes (11" that one Palam of sugar could be had 
for 2 Naris of paddy, while a third Ill" one informs us that 
half a Palam of sugar required Ii Nari of paddy. These 
prices are very divergent, and it is not possible to work them 
out, because Palam is an indefinite and variable measure. 
Am.ra says that it is equivalent to 4 Karshas or 3 tolas: in 
medical works it was and is taken to be 8 tolas: some other 
Koshas equate it to 5 Karshas or 4 tolas. Since we do not 
know the value of the Palam in vogue at Tanjore during our 
period, it would be hazardous to offer any conjecture about 
the price. If we take the Palam to .be 5 tolas and the 
average price of sugar to be about Ii Nari of paddy, i. e., about 
12 tolas of rice, we find that sugar was about 2} times costlier 
than rice. So it was much dearer than it is now. The 
conclusion is of course hypothetical. 

CA TILE. A record (u" of Rajarilja throws some light on 
the prices ~f ewes and cows. A ewe cost about t of a K;,su 
i.e., about 6 to 7 as. and a cow t of a Kasu, i. e., about Re. I 
and 2 as. The cost of the cow was about three times the cost 
of an ewe, a conclusion which is further supported by the fact 
that a perpetual lamp required 32 cows or 96 ewes or 16 she· 
buffalos, The price of a she· buffalo would thus be about 
Rs.2l,. 

LAND PRICES. One record ""' from Melpadi, where 
Krsh!)a III was encamped when he had issued the 
Karhad plates in 959 A.D., states that the assembly of the 
village received IS Kajanjus and assigned 1000 Kulis i. e •• ! 
Veli or about 3l, acres of land. rendered tax free. for burning 

1I1. Ibid. 1>. 129. 114. S. I. I., Ill. p. 282. lIS. S.I. I., Ill, p.77. 
116. S. I. I., ll, p.479. 117. S. I. I., Ill, No. 19. 
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a perpetual lamp. An ...,.., of tax.m..land ~d thus . be 
cOllting about Re. 15. 

(2) Another ,..,cord <UtI. £rom the .. arne place _ 'l4mt 
.. ~ Veli of tax·free land W8!I purctur..ed far three Katanj ... 
and .... igned to Ihe temple for blll'Ding a perpetwd lamp. 
Herea Veli<>f tax.free land iaseen oostina 120 Kaianjus; sathe . 
price i. about Rs. ,100 an acre. 

(3) Similar data from oIher Teeords "''' show that· the 
pru- of land were 34. 19. 47 ami 11 Kalanjus per ~li. 
in different localities. These we wid" variations in prices; 
but even today the prices of land vary considerably according 
to the quality. The land. ,..,fetred to in Plll'llgl'aph two above • 
.... m.1o have been of aood quality. while the pieoes. the 
prices of which are given !.ere • ...,.,11110 be ~ inferior. T<> 
sum uP. wet fertile land appears to have been sold 'at J25 
Ka!anjus a Veli when they ........ tax-free: ordin...,.land .. 
were about four times cheaper. 

\Ve can state the prices of land in the' terms of d.eir 
armual produce. The Melpadi inscription ,,10> shows that land 
purchased Eor 'is Ka!anjus was sufficient for feeding one per. 
petual ghee lamp. whioh II!Ied to consume 180 Nilris. i.4I •• about 
67 seers of ghee. 180 Naris of ghee used to cost about four 
Ka!anjus •• ,"' The price of this piece was thus about four 
times the annual net produce. We have seen already hoW' 
the banks of our Period were aIlowing an interest of about IS% 
to their depositors, how Manu states that the person who 
charges an interest of 24% is not guilty of sin. Bnd how 
ordinary persons in our period had to pay an interest of about, 
30 to 40 per cent on their debts. If the rate of interest was. 
thus .;., high. it is but natural that !he land should cost only 
about four times its net produce. and yield an interest of 
about 25% on the capital invested. 

118. Ibid. No. 24. 119. Ibid. No •• 28. 48. 54. 64. 68. 
12tL 5. I. I .. III. No. 1'. 121. AnI •• ". ~(J •.. 

~i!'~~ 
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Selow is given a list of the prices as determined above 
in a tabulated form. These prices prevailed in the Tamil 
districts of the RasblrakU:!B empire: and those in the empire 
proper could not have been much· different. 

Articles Ancient Prices Modem equivalents 
Rice I Kalanju 10 Kalams 1 Rupee aboul 32 seers 
Ghee good 1· 33 Naris 1 2t seers 

,. bad 1.. SO Naris .. 3lr·4 seers 
Oil 12t Naris of rice 1 Nari oil 2t seers 
Pulses 6 Naris .. s Naris pluses 1 25 seers 
Salt 2 Naris .. s Naris salt 1 .. 7S seers 
Curds 6 Naris .. 5 Naris curds I 24 seers 
Pepper 12 Niris .. 1 Nari pepper 1 2lr seers 
Mustard 6lr Naris .. 1 Nari mustard 1 S seer 
·Cumin 11 Niris tt 1 Nari cumin 1.. 2 seers 
Camphor ,Ka!anjus I golden Kasu 21- rupees.. 1 tola 
Plantains 1200 1 .. 1 pice 10 plantains. 
Cardamom seeds 1 Kasu for 12 Naris 1 rupees for 3 seers 
Ewe * II 1 ewe 689. "lewe 
Cow i.. .. 1 cow Re. 1-2 as. .. 1 cow 
She-Buffalo !."" 1 she buf. RS.2-4 as. 1 she-buf. 

Table of the Current Rates of Interest 
. Jnterest on permanent deposits 12-15 per cent 

to debtors of good credit 2H4 per cent 
" debtors of ordinary credit 30 
.. .. .. bad credit 4O-~0 per ~ent 

. Interest on capital invested in landed property 20-25 per cent 
Interest on com given by village communities 25-SO per cent 

In a recent monograph of the Royal Asiatic Society, un> 
it has been asserted that the prices of the food·stuffs towards 
the beginning of the 11th century A.D.. which have been 
tabulated above; were about 725% higher than the prices 

122. Dr. PrOD Natb, A stud, in Ancient Indian Eco"",," •• , p. 102. 
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current in the Gupta period. The theory of this tremendous 
rise in prices is indeed arresting. and let us see whether the 
Prices under the Cholas and the Rash\J'8ku\8S were really 
80 ,""uch higher than tho.e under the Imperial Guptas. 

The first argument 10 support this . tremendous rise in 
prices is based upon a comparison of the meal.charges per 
head in the two period.. [t i. argued that the Sanchi inscription 
of.Chandragupta 11<"" show. that a capital of 23 Dinaras 
was suFFicient to feed 10 monks in the sth century A.D •• whereas 
the Ukkal inscription No. 1<'''' shows that an investment of. 
200 Kalanjus was necessary to feed 12 Brahmanas in c. 1000 A.D. 
The capital charge per head was thu. 2~ Dinara. in the 
Gupta period. whereas it was 16! Kalanjus at c. 1000 A.D • 
• [F we divide 16! by 21.: argue. the author. • we get 
the purchasing power of a Dinara as equal to that of 1t 
Kalanjus. or in other word •• we find the prices of Food stuffs 
ros~ seve;' and a quarter times from the sth to the 11 th 
.,.,nt~ry A.D: (UU 

There are a number of fallacies in the above argument. 
The division of 16} by 2!rr to find out the rise of prices bet· 
ween the two periods is unmathematical; for. the one figure is 
that of Ka!anjus. whil., the other :is that of Dinara.. A 
Dinara of the time of Chandragupta II. during whose time 
the Sancbi inscription was engraved. was a golden coin. 
about 12S grains' in weight. whereas a Kalanju of our 
period was only about so grains in weight. Dr. Pran Nath 
has him.elf stated in hi. book that the weight of a Kalanju 
wa; only about S1'6 grain .. (JIO) 161 Kajanjus were 'thus 
equal to about 6i Dinaras. To ascertain the comparative 
ri.e in price •• we .hall have to divide 6i by 2-la. [f all the 
other a.sumption. were correct, the rise in prices would be 
about 300% only. 

123. C. I. I., "I. No. S. 
125. P ..... Nath, p. 102. 

124. S. I. I .. 111. No. I: 
126. Ibid. p,91. 
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The assumption, however, that the .apital' outlay in the
tw~ periods in question was 2!.r Dlnm- and 16! Kalanius. 
raspeotively is based on shaky grounds. The capital' ~utlay· 
in the Gupta period was much higher than 2!.r Dlnilras. The 
Sanchi inscription of Chand .... gupta II, upon which 0.. Pran 
Nath relies for fixing this figure, is unfortunately f .... gmentary, 
but the extant portion makes it quito clear, that something in 
addition to the capital of 25 Di\l8rBS was given for the feeding 
of to Brahmanas and the burning of two lamps. The r~le"antr 
porLion reads as follows ,.... 

~:;ri!t-~~~~ii!'l\f(~ 
~ stfOlqcq wf<llfO'iffm,1'lI1' ~I ~~ 
~~ 'iii fiI"," '!:l3'fl'<!i ~~ .. <t\q~ ~~ I 

Fleet translates this passage as follows:-

, Having prostreted himself in the assemb~ ·of five
persons Amrakardav';' gives (the village or allotment· of ) 
is' varav;.saka'H purchased. with the endowment oC Mania. 
S arabbanga, and Amar;.ta of the ...,yal household and (also 
gives) 25 DinarBS. With the half of that donation, as long 
as the Sun and the Moon endure. let five Bhikshus be fed and 
a-lamp burnt in the Jewel house. '. 

The particle chao occulTing in tl\e first sentence quoted· 
above. makes it clear that the donation consIsted of some· 
thing in addition to 25 Dinara.. That additional donation is 
also explicitly described as (a field or allotment called) 
is'va-rav8s8.ka. which was purchased with the capital supplied 
by the royal officer. mentioned in the record. That the 
capital outlay for foeding 10 Bhikshus was not 23 Dinaras is 
further proved beyond all doubt by another inscriptionfror'n 
Sarichi itself. where om it is expressly stated that. a 58Pital 

127 •. C. I. I •• III. No. 62. 
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'OUtlay «as many as 'i2 D-mi .... was necessary to feed one 
monk in the micldle rE the au. <:eOt.ary. Cf.:- . 

... r~f~'H"r .. ·Iii""'Il$..oor ~ 1(\;nu l~l ~ (1'fmUIt orr 
t~tm~~~m~.j\ ~=I 

Fleet tnm.late. the passage as Follows>-
• 12 D-maras are given, (as) a permanent endow. 

ment to the community of the faithful. collected from the four 
·quarters of'the world ... With the interest that acCrues of these. 
Dinara •• day by day, one Bbiksh ... who has bee" introduced 
into the community, should be .fed .. 

. . Thie Sanchi inscriptian is no doubt later by about 40 
'years tbar. doe Sanehi inscriptiou« Chandragupta II, but it 
cannot be. argued that the prices had soared higher in the 
i;'teMiaL .At bile time of the earlier inscription, Sanchi Was 
the centre of a bis militaty campaign, at the time of the laltjr 
one there was peace in the lcx:aIity., though there were wars 
going un elsewhere in' the empire. So Ihere i. nothing to 
8Uppon the wew, that the capital outiay disclosed by the 
later eeeord lit Saneh;, represents an abnormal figure •. The 
-capital ouday for feeclina a monk guest in the 5th cent.ary 
was thwo 12 Omara. and ROt 2-i\r Dinar •• as argued in the 

book under discussi~Q. 
The dinner provided for by the Ukkal inscription No. I . 

which required a' capital outlay of 16~ Ka!anius, was ~ 
'swnptuoua one; the' record states' that . each of the 12 
Brab.manas was to be supplied with I Arakku of gbee, S· 
·dishes of curry, s Urakkus of curds, 2 areca nut" and betel 4 

leaves, till they were satisfied. The meal supplied to the 
guest Bhiksbu at Sancb.i was also, very probably, equally 
·rich. In the 7th century A.D. Bbikshus. when they were 
guests. were fed in a right royal fashion."'" I.tsing say.(lI·, 
that if the FoocIsuppliecl was just enough to satisfy the hunger, 

J~8. I ...... p. 50. 129. ll>t4. p. 40 • .,.17.' 
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the host was ridiculed. Usually the leavings at the table of 
one man could satisfy three persons, but in the case of a meal 
supplied by a rich host. they could not be eaten even by 10 
men. These observations will explain why the cost of feed
ing one Bhikshu was as high as the interest of 12 Dinaras or :lO 
K. lanj us. Like I·tsing. the donor at Sanchi might have 
bee'n warned th~t if the food sUpplied was just enough for the 
appetite; he would be ridiculed. The capital provision- of 12 
DInaras or 30 Ka!anjus. that has been made in the Gupta 
inscription No. 62. may thus have been. to some extent. in 
excess of the actual needs of the situation. We may perhaps 
presume that for the real cost of a rich dinner where there 
was no waste. a capital outlay of about 8 Dinaras or 20 

Ka!anjus was sufficient. The capital outlay fo~ a similar 
meal in the south in our period was 16 or 17 Ka!anjus as shown 
already. The capital outlay for an ordinary meal in the 10th 
century was only about 8 Ka!anjus as will be showrt later. 
It will be thus seen that the prices of our age;far from being 
725% higher than those of the Gupta period. were actually 
somewhat lower. Precise comparison is unfortunately not 
possible: as we have not any information about _ the cost of 
an ordinary meal and the actual rate of interest in the Gupia 
period . 

. The arguments from the Dharmasatra. adduced to sup
port the theory that the price of the cow in the 11th century 
II;S •• 56 Pallas. was about 500 per cent. higher than that in the 
5th century, v;s., 12 Pallas, are equally weak. In the first place. 
the assumption underlying the whole line of argument here. 
II;S., Manusmrti. Mulyadhyayanaparisishta of Katyayana, 
Danamayukha of Ndakalltha, Vasishtha Dharma-Sutra. 
Yajnavalkyasmrti, and the Arthasnstra of Kau!alya are 
contemporary works written in' the 5th century A.D., cannot 
be accepted by any student of the Dharmasastra literature. 
To maintain that the price of a cow in the time of Manu. 
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y .. jnavalkya, and Kau!Blya was 12 Pal)Bs. because the ran-
80m for a lost cow was two Pal)BS according to these authori-. 
tie". is hardly correct. for there is nothing to prove that the 
ransom was to be exacdy ~th the price of the lost article. The 
line in the Manusmrti cited to support this contention. oi ... 

ari~ 'R11T lI"ft!T~: I 
l{ . 

i. immediately followed by' 

~~",fq-~~~"mo> 

Two Pal)Bs can. therefore. i'lst as well represent the hh 
as the -.!.rth or the bth price of the cow. The price of a 
cow. even J we accept this line of argument as valid. can be 
12. or 20 or 24 P8J)ss. The fact. however. is that the ransom 
prescribed for the recovery of a lost article had no mathe";a •. 
tical ratio with its price. If we accept the theory that it was 
everywhere one sixth the price of the article. we shall have 
to assume that the price of a slave was only 30 copper Pat)as. 
since KaU\8lya prescribes a ransom of 5 Pa!)ss for the 
recovery of a biped. A slave would thus be only 2! times 
costlier than a cow. Another corollary of this proposition 
would be the necessity to assume that the price of a cow was 
the same as the price of a she-buffalo. since the ransom for 
both is the same. vi .... twoPat)as. We have shown abov .. that 
a .he·buffalo was three times ~stlier than a cow and Dr. Pran 
Nath·" view is alsO the same. <lSi' It may be further pointed! 
out that immediately after stating the ransom for horses. cows. 
etc;.. the Artha~a.tra adds that in the case of jewels and metels. 
the ransom was to be only s"/,. ,,12> The ransom figures in the 
case of animals were higher because the custodian had to 
spend for their maintellance during the time they were with 
him. The ransom thus seems to have varied. nOt: with the 
price of the article. but with the cost of its custody. Nibandha 

130. VIII. 33. _ \31. P. 104. 132. Book III. chap. 16. 
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the host was ridiculed. Usually the leavings at the table o! 
one man could satisfy three persons, but in the case of a meal 
supplied by a rich host. they could not be eaten even by 10 

men. These observations will explain why the cost of feed. 
ing one Bhikshu was as high as the interest of 12 Dinaras or 31: 
Ka!anjus. Like I-tsing. the donor at Sanchi might hav. 
been warned that if the food s'upplied was just enough ror the 
appetite; he would be ridiculed. The capital provision of I: 
Din81'as or 30 Ka!anjus. that has been made in the Gupt, 
inscription No. 62. may thus have been. to some extent. it 
excess of the actual needs of the situation. We may perhap! 
presume that for the real cost of a rich dinner where ther< 
was no waste. a capital outlay of about 8 Din81'as or 2! 
Ka!anjus was sufficient. The capital outlay fo~ a simila. 
meal in the south in our period was 16 or 11 Ka!anjus as showr 
IIlready. The capital outlay for an ordinary meal iri the 101~ 
century was only about 8 Ka!anjus as will be shown later. 
It will be thus seen that the prices of our age. far from beins 
125% higher than those of the Gupta period, were actuall} 
somewhat lower. Precise comparison i. unfortunately nol 
possible, as we have not any information about, the cost 01 
an ordinary meal and the actual rate of interest in the Gupt. 
period. 

,The arguments from the Dharmasatra, adduced to sup
port the theory that the price of the cow in the lIth century 
vi,.., 56 PaQas, was about 500 per cent. higher than that in the 
5th century, vi",., 12 PaQas, are equally weak. In the first pl'ace. 
the assumption underlying the whole line of argument here. 
vi,.., Manusmrti. Millyadhyayanapari.ishta or Kiltyayana, 
Danamayilkha of NdakaQtha, Vasishtha Dharma-Siltra, 
Y;'jnavalkyasmrti, and the Arthaoastra of KaU\8lya are 
contemporary works written in'the 5th century A.D.. cannot 
be accepted by any student of the Dharm.';;'stra literature. 
To maintam that the price of a cow in the time of Manu. 
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Yisjnavalkya. and Kautalya was 12 Pal)8S. because the ran· 
som for a lost cow w~ two P8l)8S according to these authori· 
ties; is hardly correct. for there is nothing to prove tkt the 
ransom was to be exactly tth the price of the lost article. The 
line in the Manusmrti cited to support this contention •. "is. 

~~nTlI"ll!T~:1 or . 
is immediately followed by· 

~ ~ iI'lfq- mit ~~ II m.) 

Two Pal)8S can. therefore. j,!st as well represent the ith 
as the .,l,,-th or the -t"th price of the cow. The price of a 
cow. even il we accept this line of argument as valid. can be 
12. <lr 20 or 24 Pal)8S. The fact. however. is that the ransom 
prescribed for the recovery of a lost article had no math~a
tical ratio with its price. If we accept the theory that it was 
everywhere one sixth the price of the article. we shall have 
to assume that the price of a slave was only 30 copper PaQas. 
since Kautalya prescribes a ransom of 5 PaQas for the 
recovery of a biped;. A slave would thus be only 2t times 
costlier than a cow. Another corollary of this proposition 
would be the necessity to assume. that the price of a cow was 
the same as the price of a she· buff ~lo. since the ransom for 
both is the same. "is •• twoPBlJas. We have shown above that 
a she·buffalQ was three times c';'tlier than a cow and Dr. Pran 
Nath' 8 view is also the same. " • ., It may be further pointed 
out that immediately after stating the ransom for horses. cows. 
etc:.. the Artha.astra adds that in the case of jewels and metals. 
the ransom was to be only s%. "", The ransom figures in the 
case of animals were higher because the custodian had to 
spend for their maintenance during the time they were with 
him. The ransom thus seems to have varied. not with the 
price of the article. but with the cost oHts custody. Nibandha 

130. VJII. 33. • 131. P. 104. 132. B •• k JII. chap. 16 ... 
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w.iter .. expressly say..,. NilakaQll>a. wbile be~ing tha 
s<J>tia .. on PtD.lJlU~tJJIla. expressl.Y observes ;-

1ftW111i ......... ~~~ .... " • 

• Now is dm:ussed t"e Cl!Ist of maintenance for protecting 
one clay. animals be\'onging to others: V1Jl18ner.vara also 
says that tne su ..... '" '0 .... Pa_ aad Cbe like that have 
to be paid to the king were for iha cost of protection ... 84' 

The argument that the price of an ox was 12 Pal)as in 
the sth century. since the penalty for an unnatural offence is 
a whit.. ..... ...,...,.ding. to Vasishjha.DIaa.ma-SiitJ:& .... el 17 

PaQlOS "",,.ding t.. Kaataly";' w also unt ...... ble. It pre· 
SIOPpoees. 1iIaat me ,_ autlt"",. t.dd aimila. view .. abow; 
punish..,...... A al_ t.-,"" ..... at the _""'en~' Gf this 

. topic. by .he90 two authors shows th'" tIleio views were wideiy 
di£Mrent.. Kautaliya irnJKl&eSo only a fiA& Upoll a Kshatriya 
f... Ioavin& mterco ........ wilda a B.abmana.lady. mOl Vasishlha. 
Olio the other hanG ..... ndemn.. the Kshatriya ""lpcil to death 
by humin .. <1'.' Dr. P,an Nath' s "jew tlt'" the A~.a 
and th .. Vasiah.lha-Dbamna.Suua prove. between the_elves" 
tlun the price.,f a cOw in the 5tl. eentUl'l/ A.o. w .... _bow 
U or 13 P&l)8S i& Uwa unlie .... ble. 

All the argumeato. ...!vanccd flom the DlaarmaoastrB 
litera_ .. to pov .. that the price 01 the cow in the 5th century 
A.o.' was about 1.2 01 13 P~,. . thus fall to the ground. It 
ClIIJII)0\ ba. therefore, argued that the lLth century price, wis. 
S6 P8l)as w&s about soo% higher than the sth century one. 
The.e must have been. variationa of prices in the Hindu 
period. but u.ey do not seem to have been so great. 

W .. hav.. shown above that tha pcice level DE 1930 A.o. 
was about 700% higher than that ill the loth century; rice w&s 

sold at about 30 to 32 leers a .upee in our pcriocl and it was 
sold at about 4 to S _ra a ~ .. tluee years aso. 

133. Vva.ahara1l\aflUkha. p. 123. 134. On YAjDavaiky •• II. 174: 
13S. Book IV. Chap. 1'. 136. XXI. S. . 
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It seems that the pri<:es continued to be more' or less on 
the S8Tl1C lev..! during the .... "tseven ~enturie .. , At the begin
ning ~ the 17th century A.D •• rice was sold at Surat at' about 
32 seers a rupee. ('''' We know the prices of a number of other 
.articles in the UtI. cenl.Ury e. g.. wheat. gram. et~ .• but unfortu
nately the ~mospooding prices in our period .... e unknown. 
The o..Iy prU:e that C8!I be compared is that of rice ,and this 
is fortunately an .article that can be well utilised' in this 
c:onne<:tioa. By the middle of.the last century rice was sold 
in the Dccaln at about 21 ....... a rupee: ,my grand uncle. who 
recently died at tbe age of 90, had p1Jl'Chased this commodity 
at this rate in the sixties of the last century; It would. 
therefor ... appear that me rise in ,prices from the lOth to the 
middle of the 19th century waS Only about SO%. 

Whether the Deocaa admini&trati<lCIs of our period used' 
to oontrol the prices or DOt is not known. Kautalya favours 
such a procedure, for according to him it was one of the 
duties of the Superintendent of Market. Pal)yacIhyaksha. to 
regulate prices: any excess price .that was realised by the 
'vendor was confiscated '" the state. "IS' Somadeva. a 
Deccanese. writer of our period. favours the same proposal. ."" 
It cannot be. however. oonfidently argued that Somadeva' s 
rule was based upon contemporary practice in the Deccan. 
for in many places he merely summarises the ArtIu.;;.stra 'of 
KautaJya. Whether pr\ces were regulated by the state or 

. not, must thcrefo;:" be [eft an open question. . 

Let us now ascertain the cost oE living in our period. 
We have seen already that a capital outlay of 16 6r 17 
Kalanj .. s was sufficient to supply a rich meal throughout tho 
year. Unfortunately. the rate of interest'i& not stated. so no 
very ,""" .. rate """duaioas are pOBsible from this inscription. 
A&. inscription cl the time of Uttamachola gives the exact 

137. Mo .. laad. From Akbar 10 Aurangzeb. p. 171. 
138.' IV. 2; II. 16. 139. N.tivakMilmt;ta. VIII, 16. 
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expenses of a rich meal of the period. (14,» • For feeding 2> 
Brahmanas in the feeding house .•• is required. for I year •. 
937l Kalam of paddy for vegetables. firewood. ghee. curds. 
different spices. betel leaves and nuts. including the pay of 
the cooks. at the rate of I Kurul)i and 2 Nari of paddy per day 
for each person: Another record.<lI1' about 2S years later. 
makes provision for the purchase of 2S Kalams of paddy in 
order to supply one meal to 240 Siva.yogins. Both these 
record. lead to the same conc1usion. lIis.. 37l Kalams of 
paddy were required to supply a good meal to one individual 
throughout the year. 37l Kalams of paddy are equal to IS· 
Kalams or about S40 seers of rice; Il seer are thus seen 
provided for each individual per diem. The cost in cash 
per individual per annum would be 3~ Ka!anjus (since paddy 
was sold at about 10 Kalams per Kajanju l. i. e. about Rs. 19. 
since one golden Ka!anju weighed about a quarter of a tola. . 

The cost of a poor meal seems to have been half of this 
amount. An inscription'l42

' of the time of Parantaka I G .•. of 
the first half of the lOth century A.D.) records an investment of 
only four Kajanjus for feeding one Jain devotee at the local Jain· 
temple. The rate of interest is unfortunately not stated. but 
it is worth noting that the capital invested is about one fourth 
~f that invested for supplying a rich meal to a Brahmana at 
Ukkal. The Jain devotee is allowed only one meal in the day· 
and that too is to be very simple. For two ordinary meals a 
day. we may. therefore. assume that B capital outlay of about' 
6 or.7 Ka!anjus would have been necessary. We may. therye •. 
fore. conclude that the cost of a simple meal was less than 
half of that of the rich meal The latter required 37l Kalams 
of paddy per annum per individual; 1he annual expenses of 
an ordinary lOeal could under no circumstances have exceeded 
20 Kalams 'If paddy i. e. 288 seers of rice. Allowance of rice 

140. S. I. I •• III. No. lSI. 
142 .. S. 1. I .• III. No. 97. 

141. S. I. I •• II. No. 28. 
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per day per individual will be found to be i of a seer under 
this arrangement and that is quite sufficient to meet all the 
expenses connected with two ordinary meals consisting of the 
usual soups and vegetables. 

Let us now ascertain the wages of . our period and see 
how far they were above the subsistence allowance. 

Some of the records from Kamatak supply us informa. 
tion about the wages of the various classes. but there arises 
considerable difficulty in interpreting them. The inscriptions 
inform us that so many Matters of land were assigned to 
certain persons as their annual wages of work. The net 
produce of the land given is not stated. and we do not also 
know the precise dimensions of a Mattar. Th'" grant of a 
S' il;;.hara prince records an assignment of 2000 Matters. mea· 
sured by the Tambola rod of the village. of two Matta";' m~a. 
sured by the Magun rod. and of the three Mattars measured 
by the small rod of the paddy fields. ,1f" Since one and the 
same record mentions three different measures of the Mattar. 
it is clear that the unit differed considerably with the different 
localities.' An inscription from Tilgund'1f" states that the 
yield of a Maltar was two Khal)c!ugas i. e .• Khandis which are 
equal to 40 maunds by measure ( and not by weight ). The 
net produce per acre varies from 6 to 12 maunds in the 
Deccan according to the quality of the soil. and since the net 
yield per Mattar is given as 40 maunds. we may assume that 
this measure was equal to about five acres. An inscription 
from Managoli'"'' states that five Mattars were assigned. to 
the teacher of the Kaurnara grammar and two Mattars to each 
of the 4 Brahmana families constituting the settlement of the 
god. The salary of the village Sanskrit teacher of our period 
was thus 2?, the amount necessary for an ordinary Brahman .. 
family to lin in eas.. We do not know the net produce of 

In. E. I .• IV. p. 66. 144. I. A .. XIX, p. 274. D. 29. 
l4S. E. I •• V. p.22. 
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the I.an.b given in 'elldowment. and so the salary cannat be 
stated either u. terms of com or of cash. [f we assume that 
a Matta&- ia equal to S acres, and each acre yielded 8 maund. 
of J wari, the income of the Sanskrit teacher would be 200 
maunds of 1 wari and of the temple Brahmana 80 maunds of 
J wari ( by measure). An ordinary f amity of S in the Deccan 
would require about 40 maund. of lwari for its entire meal 
,expenses, including' ghee, oil, fuel &c. The temple Brahmana 
family was getting a fairly decent income, and the Sanskrit 
teacher was getting 5 times the amount neces38ry for the 
maintenance of his family. 

The Hebbal inscription, dated 973 A.D., "to' records an 
assignment of five Mattars to each of tbe temple dancing girls. 
This apparently ~eems to sbow tbat the Sanskrit Pandit was 
getting the same salary as the dancing girL but we must 
remember that tbe respective lands were situated in difFerent 
localities and their quality and produce may have been 
ciifereot. 

'The salary of the principal of a big Sanskrit College was 
SO Nivartanas. ,,<'!, A Nivartana was a little less than 5 acres, 
and therefore, this salary would be equal to the net produce 
or 250 acres or land. We do nat know the quality of this 
piece of land, but if we suppose that it was neither too bad 
nor too good, the conclusion would be that the principals of 
famous colleges were getting about 20 times the income of 
the ordinary Brahmans. and 10 times the income of the village 
Sanskril,teacher. This conclusion is, however. a tentative 
one as it is ~ot based on sure premises, since neither the 
,dimensions of a Malta.. oor its 'precise produce is deFinitely 
known. 

Definite informati~n 'about wages is, 'however, available 
from contemporary records hailing from Tamil country. An 
inscription of Rajaraja at Tanjore'14'" gives the ';""[es of the 

146. E. I .• IV, !'. 351., 147. E. I .. IV, p. 60. 148. 5.1. I .. II. p. 320. 
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salari~s of several temple official.. Some other records also 
supply infannation on this point. It is given in a tabulated. 
fann below. ' 

Table of Wages 

Name' Wage per annum 
Accountant 200 Kalams of paddyi. e. about 80 maunds 0.£ rice.: 
Sub· 
accountant 15 
Carpentar. 

30 

master 1'0 60 
Temple. 

watchman tOO 40 
Drawer of 
• w~ter<ltlJ) 60 ..." 24 " "" 
Temple. 61 .. and four or five Kasus. mo> 
brahmacharin i. e •• about 30 maunds of rice., 

These wages are fairly iiberal and much above the sub· 
sistence allowance. Since the food expenses per head for 
an ordinary meal were 20 Kalams. and for a good meal. 
37 Kalams per annum. theaocountant' and the carpenter' 
master were getting much more than was necessary for 
maintaining a family of five. consisting oil the husband and. 
the wife. two children., and an old man. r.. the case of the 
carpenter the income was probs bly further increased to some 
extent by the earnings i;tE !.is children. who must have acted as 
his, assistants. In the case oil the llemple watchman and the 
drawer of water tho fami~ income must have been somethins 
above tOg and 60 KaljIIJls respectively. aa the women and 
children of the family must elea, be eaming membel'& to. some 
extent. So they too w ..... able to get much ,rno", than the ... 
subsistence necessities. The t.emple Brahmaclwm had DO 

family to maintain and he must he ... been quite weU off with 
149. 5.1'. I .• III. UI.bI. No.4.. I~O. S. J'. I .• , H. No. 66. 
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his 75 Kalams. The sub-accountant alone seems to be in a 
comparatively unsatisfactory position; his family members 
were probably uneaming ones, and hence his 75 Kalams 
could just have maintained 3 adulta and 2 children. But he 
was probably at the beginning of his career. and may have 
expected to be promoted to the position of the accountant in 
.due course. While considering the family budgets of our 
period. we must further remember that each family was 
.largely self-reliant as far as its clothing requirements were 
concerned. People. therefore. were. comparatively better 
off than they are at present; for the grain equivalents of the 
present-day wages do not come up to the same figures. The 
sa~e conclusion is supported if we consider the salaries after 
converting them into cash. The drawer of water was getting 
nn our period 60 Kalams in rural areas; 60 Kalams are equal 
to 6 Ka!anjus or 30 rupees. The prices in the present time. 
are 7 times higher than they were in the loth century. and. 
therefore. in order to be equally well off. the unskilled labourer 
;" the village ought to get Rs. 210. He. however. hardly gets 
·more than Rs. 150-180 at present. 

CHAPTER XVI 
Education and Literature 

Section A: Education 
The theory that the compulsory education of the 

masses is a duty of the state is a very modem one. and we 
must banish it from our minds while examining the educa
tional arrangementa in the medieval or ancient times. whether 
in the west or in the east. The knowledge of the 3 R' s was 
not regarded as a necessary part of the equipment of every 
-citizen; members of the industrial classes paid more atten· 
ti~n to the initiation of their b'oys in the mysteries of their 
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professions than in those of the 3 R' So The village communi
'ties of the Deccan had arranged J for the services of a per
manent residential staff to meet their normal public needs 
by the grain-share system; the carpenter. the smith etc. •. 
whose services were required by every villager were assigned 
a grain share which was paid to them annually at the time of 
the harvest by all the villagers. The teacher does not figure 
among the grain sharing servants of the community. a fact 
which shows that the community at large did not regard the 
primary teacher as essentially necessary for the ordinary 
'Villager. It is very probable that only the children of the 
Brahman .... and the trading classes cared to be literate. and 
the arrangements for educating them could not be obviously 
mnde at the cost of the whole community. by assigning the 
village teacher a grain share from every villager. 

Our epigraphical materials do not throw .any light on 
the arrangements made in the ordinary village for the primary 
education. Nor do the Smritis or the foreign travellers help 
us in the matter. It would seem that ·the village priest. or 
accountant. or some members of their families were under
.taking the tesk of giving primary education to such village 
""ys as cared to have' it. The guardians were very probably 
paying the fees annually at the time of the harvest. accord
ing to their means. rather than according to a fixed scale. 
Tlie teacher could supplement his income by the customary 
gifts in kind or cash that he used to receive on festivals like 
Daaara. or et the times of the thread or marriage ceremonies 
in the houses of his pupils. In many cases the teacher pro
bably possessed some elementary knowledge of medicine and 
was also employed for' writing letters. bonds and leases. 
Some such system prevailed in the Deccan at the advent of 
the British rule as I have learnt from many an octogenarian. 
and it i. very likely that the state of affairs may have been 
similar in our period. 
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We ha ... e ample evidence to enlighten us as to the 
arrangements for higher education that were made during 
our period. Higher edueation in oW: age' meant Sanskrit 
education. and Veda. Vyilkaral)ll (grammar Y. Jyotisha 
( astronomy and astrology). S"hitya ( literature). Mlmill"~. 
Dharmasastra. Puri'1l)lls and Nyaya (logic) We1"e the main 
branches thereof. The donee of the Dhulia plates of Dhruva. 
dated '79 A.D .. U> is described as well versed in Vedas. 
Vedangas. history., Puranas. g1"ammar. Mimll!)"". logic. 
Nirukta. and liturgy. Of these grammar is still the most 
extensively studied branch: Alberuni informs ,,,. that it was 
held in the highest estimation in his' days. and curiously 
enough. the only place where epig1"8pM of our period specify 
the subject of a teacher is one where he happens to be the 
expounder of Kaumara g1"ammar. '" Grammar was the key 
subject to the knowledge of the rest of the sciences and. 
therefore. we may well presume that it was held in high 
estimation and extensively studied in the Deccan as in the 
north. 

"The Dharmas'llstra literature no doubt lays down that 
the whole of the Veda was to be studied for 12 years by the 
first three castes. but it is' fairly cle... the, the 'society 
of our period did not pay much attention to this injunction. 
The Vai;,},yas of our peTiod had already lost their privilege of 
the' Vedic studies as bas been already shown in the last 
chapter. <3' and the Kshatriyas too. though permitted to study 
the Vedas. were largely following the Pauranic ritual. <4) The 
normal Kshatuya youth. who intended to follow the hereditary 
profession of his caste. must have devoted the largest part of 
his time to the IDilitary training. Even in the epic period he 
had only Ii smattering of the Vedic knowledge. and we may, 
tlterefore. well conclude that in our period the cases of the 

I. E. I. VIII p. 182, 
3. .Ante. page 332. 

2. E. r. V. p. 22. 
4. .A nte. 1" 332. 
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Kshatriyas taking seriously to Vedic> edu""-tion may have been 
very rare. Among the l3ralunanas themselves. only the pro· 
fessional priests must have cone>entrated on the study of the 
sacred lore: the average l3rahmana who intended to take up 
to govemment service. trade or agriculture would hardly have 
troubled himself much about remembering the exact ae>cent 
of the Vedic Mantras. Vedic sacrifices too had gone out of 
vogue and epigraphical evidence shows that the Puranas 
and the later Smritis were exercising a remarkable hold on 
the society as shown already in Chapter XIII. . Proficiency in 
the Dharma>astra must have bren regarded as a passport to 
government service in the judicial branch. and we may. there
fore. presume that the study of this subject was more popular 
in our period than the study of the Vedas. I t may be pointed 
out that the term Vedic study in our period ·did not mean 
only the cramming of the Vedic Mantras: in some centres 
the meaning was also studied as ·the title VediIrlhada occur
rina in one of our records would show. m Astrology was 
wielding great influence on the popular mind as shown in tha 
last chapter: royal courts used to maintain astrologers (6) 

and a number of works on astronomy and astrology were 
composed in our period. We may. therefore. well presume 
that this subject was fairly popular in the Sanskrit schools 
and <>olleges of our time as is still the case to some extent. 
One record slightly falling outside our period. re<>ords an 
endowment to found a College where the· work of the famous 
Bhaskara alone were to be studied. (1) 

• Arrangement for the higher education was made in three 
places. (i) Mathas associated with temples endowed by the 
state or private charity. (ii) agrahiIra villages granted to 
Brahmana settlements. and (iii) special educational institu
tions conducted by private individuals or village communities 
with the help of the public and the state. At Hobbal in 

S. I. A .. XIV. p. 69. 6. K.vi pi .... , I. A.~ V .. p. 145. 7. E. I .• I. p. SO. 
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Oharwar district there existed a Matha in tbe Bhujjabes'vara 
temple;'an inscription, dated 97S A.D., records the grant of so 
.mattar, ( probably equal to 200 acres) of land for the Malha, 
'where students were fed and taught. ,0> Two 12th century 
inscriptions, one from Managoli dated 1161 A.D., (9) and the 
other from Belgamve'dated 1183 A.D., ,,0> show that there 
·existed Sanskrit schools in these villages associated with the 
local temples; at the latter place the temple authorities of 
the Oakshil)es'vara temple, where the school was located, 
were enabled by private charity to provide for the boarding 
of the scholars free of charge. An inscription at Jatiga 
Rames'vara hill in Chitaldurg district, dated 1064 A.D., 
records a grant of SO matiars of land to the Rames'varam 
temple for defraying the expenses of the temple worship. and 
for imparting' education. (11) Part of the donation of 
Bhadravishl)u. given to the Buddhist Vihara at Kanheri, in 

,the reign of Amoghavarsha I, was for purchasing books. The 
'Buddhist monastery at Kanheri like the one at Valabhi 'UI 

was obviously maintaining a library which was very probably 
required for the school connected with it. We learn from 
the Chinese travellers that the Buddhist monasteries used 
to attend to the training not only of the monks but also of 
the children of the laity. "" Indirect help to the cause of 
education was given by some of the temples, which used to 
·give free food to the students in the feeding houses attached 
·to them. (14) Some of the records mentioned above fall just 
outside our period, but they may be well utilised to illustrate 
further the state of affairs in our age. 

The Kalas inscription (!.O) from Obarwar district shows 
that Kalas. which was an agrahara in our period, was. 

8. E. I •• IV, p, 358. 
10. MIIBorB Insorjptiona, No. 4S. 
12. I. A., VII, p. 67. 
14. Kb .. cpatao grBDt, E. I •• III. p.360. 

9 E. I., V, p. 22. 
II. E. I •• IV. p. 214. 
13. I-t.iag, p. ISS. 
IS. E. I., XIlI, p. 311. 
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maintaining a Sanskrit College. All its 200 Brahmana ho~se. 
holders are described in v. !lO of the record as well versed in 
grammar, works on polity, the science of literary composition, 
the legendary lore and the great logic of Ekak.hara sage and 
writing of interpretations i. e. commentaries. V. 2S observes 
that Kalas can pride itself; inter alia, on its brilliant dispensa
tion of lore. The main purpose of the grant is to record an 
.,ndowment. part of which was reserved for the salaries of 
professors. It is, therefore, quite clear that this agrahara village 
was maintaining a college where grammar, Puranas. Nyaya, 
literature and works on polity were taught. The students 
must have flocked to the place from distant places. The 
inscription, which gives information about this college is dated 
1n the reign of Govinda IV, but it is likely that this institution 
may have been flourishing throughout the 10th century. 

. The small village of Salotgi in Bijapur district was 
"nother agrilhiira village, that is known to have been main
taining a big college in the reign of Krshl)8 III. The college 
'must have been flourishing for a fairly long time, for it has 
transformed the original name of the village Pavi!!age into 
Salolgi, which is a oombination of the words S';,l;, and Pavil
lage. From ,one of the inscriptions from this locality"" 
we learn that the college was located in a big hall attached 
to the temple of Trayi.purusha. which was built by Nilra
yal)a, a minister -of Krshl)8 III, in 945 A.D. The record 
expressly states that the college attracted students from fat 
and near, ~nd 21 board.ing houses were necessary to accom .. 
mo~~te them. An endowment of 12 Nivartanas (probably 
.,qual to 60 acres) was necessary to defray merely 'the 
lighting charge. of the institution. .The pay of the principal 
of the college was the income of so Nivartanas of land i .•. 
about 2S0 acr~s. The institute had received a magnificent 
.,ndowment from a 'local magn.te, and the iphabitants of 

16. E. I., IV, p. 60. . 
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the village had agreed to pay S. 2l. and I~ coins on the 
occasion of marriages. thread ceremonies, and tonsures res
pectively. besides agreeing to feed ~s many student. and 
teachers as possible. at the dim!ers that may be given on these 
and similar occasions. .A .Iater inscription from the same 
place informs (11) us that when· the college hall built in 
94S A.D. crumbled down. it was built again by a local feuda· 
tory in the next century. 

There existed scores of agrahiira villages in our period 
given to Brahmana donees. who in many cases are expressly 
described as engaged in the six scriptural duties consistin!," 
of learning, teaching etc. U8> iL is. therefore. fairly IikeI) 
that many of these villages must have been· maintainin! 
educational institutions, more or less similar to those at 
Kalas and Salotgi, 

Ordinary villages also had sometimes their own school. 
and colleges. One institution for Sanskrit education existed 
at Belur in Bijapur district in 1022 A.D •• (lY) another at Soratw 
in Dharwar district in c. 9S0 A.D •• "0> a third one at Bijapu, 
during c. 97S-1075 A.D •• "" a fourth one at Y ewoor in ·1071 
A.D. ""and so on. These are the institutions the memory of 
which has been accidentally preserved in records. that have 
withstood the ravages of time; there may have probably 
existed many more. We may •. therefore. fairly conclude that 
the facilities for higher education· during our· pEriod can 
compare fairly well with those afforded in the present age. .. 

These institutions were financed partly by state aid and 
partly by private charity. The agrahiira village institutions 
can well be regarded as being indirectly financed by the 

17. E. I •• IV. p. 64. . 
18. E. "g., Chittarljadcvae graat. 1024 A.D., 1. A .• V. p. 278~ 
19. I. A.. XVIII. p. 273. 20. I. A •• XII. p. 2S3. 
21. I. A •• X. p. 229. 22. I. A •• VIII. p. 21. 
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state. since it was the state that used to alienate the village 
revenues to Brahmana ... who. being (reed from the anxiety 
of their maintenam:e. could devote their energies to the cause 
of education. The i6htifpDrla theory ,}..as inducing a number 
of private individual.to endow educational institutions. We 
bave seen already how a minister of Krshl)a III had built the 
1:o11ege hall at Salotgi: when it crumbled down it was re
erected by a local chief. A record from Soratur. ".. dated 
951 A.D •• records the gift of 12 mattars of land· made by the 
officer of the division (or the Matha and education. The 
Mahajans of Belur had granted in 1022 A.Do, 12 mattars for the 
purpose of feeding and clothing the local students. ".. At 
Salotgi. a. shown already. a local magnate had endowed the 
.:ollege and the inhabitants had levied a voluntary cess as 
their contribution. At Hab~le in Dharwar district a private 
individual had given five malta,.. of land for education in 
1084 A.D. 

The guild at Dambal. which owned 18 cities. is describ
ed in a record (rom the place as maintaining a· college. "'. 
It is. therefore. not unlikely that some of the big guilds of our 
period may have been either maintaining or supporting 
educational institutions. The state also used to sanction 
grants specially and directly for education. in addition to its 
indirect help given by the creation of the agrahiira.. The 
Bahur plates of Nnpatungavannan record a grant of three. 
villages for the maintenance of a college. made by the king 
at the request of his minister. " .. 

Section B : Literature 

A detailed discussion about the dates of the various 
.authors of our period. or an enquiry into the problem connectad 
with the authorship of 80me of the works composed in it. is 

23. I. A., XII, p.253. 24. Ibid, X. p •. 129. 
25. I. A., VIII, p. 185. 26. E. I .• IV, ... 180. 
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obviously not within the scope "C the present work. The reader 
will have to consult the standard works on literary history 
for that purpose, The general condition of the literature of 
our period. its main features. the principal writers of the ase 
";'d their contributions. and how far they were influenced 
by the spirit of the age would be the main points that will 
engage the attention oC a general historian. and these only 
will be discussed in the present section. 

The main energy of the schools and colleges described 
in the last section was devoted to the study and cultivation or 
Sankrit; the Canarese literature had begun to flourish in 
Kamatak. but it is doubtful whether it had reached the stage 
when it could be recognised as a subject of study in second· 
sry schools and colleges. As to Maharashtra. the Marathi 
language itself does not make its appearance in epigraphical 
records ,till the end of our period:"" there could hardly 
have existed much literature in it. Even the late Mr. V. K. 
Rajwade has admitted that there was hardly any culturecl 
literature in it till the end of the 10th century A.D • .,,, 

A glance at the inscriptions of our period is sufficient 
to indicate the firm hold of the kaoya or classical style of 
writing upon the Deccan of our period. All the merits and, 
defects of that style are reflected in our epigraphs. The com· 
posers of our grants were no doubt poets of mediocre ability • 

. but they had carefully studied standard works. of the 
classical Sanskrit literature. Kielhom bas shown how the 
poets. who have, composed the s'ii.ana. of the Riish\raku)as. 
were greatly indebted for their expressions to work. like the 
Vii.aoadatta of Subandhu and Kiidambari and Harshacharit 
of B8Q1I- ""' ' 

27. Rajvadc'8 cODtentioo ~bat the language existed in the Stb 
century A.D., is untenable; the inscriptions be refers to are either 
forged or do Dot contain any Maratbi passages. 

28. Rajvado. J;lIanes'vari'. IDtroductioD, p. 62. 
·29. E. I .. VI. p. 2~. . 
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The autho~ of the Kadba plates of Govinda III"·' 
imitates in the p~osc portion of the record the style of Bal)a., 
The general impression left on our mind afte~ a perusal of the 
epigraphical poetry is that if it is not of the, first 
order. the reason is rather the lack of Pratibha, or poetic 
genius than that of abh;,asa or practice according, to approv. 
ed model. It is further interesting to nota that most of ow:' 
epigraphical poetry is in the Vaidarbhi style, the Gaaqi hardly 
makes its appearance. The significant fact would show that 
the names like Vaidarbhi. Gaudi and PanchlIli, that were' 
given to various poetic styles owed their origin to actual 
literary fashions of the provinces concerned.' 

Modem research has succeeded in determining the date .. 
of several writers in Sanskrit literature. but it has not been. 
equally 'successful in discovering their home provinces. 
Kurnirila. Sankara. Sarvajnat~an and V .. ch~spati in the realm 
of philosophy. Lalla and his pupil AryabhaHa 11 in the sphere 
'of astronomy. and Kamandaka, and probably Sukra"" in 
the domain of the political science flourished in our period. 
But some of these certainly did not belong to our province. 
and the home of others is not known: 90 a discussion about 
them is hardly relevant in the present work.. The same is 
the case with most of the later Smritis and Puranas. It has. 
been already shown in several places in chapter XIll how the' 
theories and practices ,recommended in these works had a" 
remarkable hold on the Deccan of our period. It is clear 
th'at the Smritis and Puranas of our age were in clos" 
sympathy with it. and that the two were mutually influencin& 
each other. 

!lO. E. I., IV. p. 340, 

'1. Tho fOfcrenco to gunl.ad· lun-powdor in thi. book may oDly 
show that lomB portions in it are iIlMrpot.tiOD'. Tho book .8 a whole. 
.oome to be Dot much later tbaa OUl' age. 
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It was during our period that the literature on poetics 
flourished luxuriantly in the beautiful valley of Kashmir. 
The rugged Deccan had. however. hardly any contribution to 
mUll to that department. The Sarasoatika~!hiibhara~a of 
Bhoja and the Kiioyiinus'iisana of Hemachandra belong to a 
later p~riod and are besides mere compilations. The Kaoi· 
riijamiirga of Amoghavarsha shows that works of poetics 
were studied in the Deccan during our period. for the work 
;s mainly based on the Kiioyiidars' a of Dal)cjin; un but no 
Deccanese writer came forward with any distinctive contribu. 
tion of his own to that science. 

Hindu Sanskrit writers •. having any compositions of 
permanent value to their credit. are indeed few in our period. 
The colophon of the Benares edition of the KarpiJramaiijarl 
of Raja.ekhara describes the author as the crest· jewel of 
Maharashlm. but this province' can hardly claim that poet 
sinee he spent most of his life at Kanauj or Tripuri. 
Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar has shown that Trivikrama. the author 
of the NalachampiJ. is identical with the Trivikrama. who has 
composed the Begumra plate of lndra III. dated 915 A.D. "" 
The N alachampiJ is the· earliest of the extant champiis. and 
therefore. the Deccan may perhaps claim to be the first in 
that field. The Kaoirahasya of Halayudha was composed 
in the reign of Krshl)a III. The poem i. really a dhiitupii/ha 
explaining the conjugational peculiarities of roots having the 
same form; but the verses also contain a eulogy of the 
RashtrakiitB emperor Krshl)a III. <0.. The work. therefo~e. 
belongs . to the class of Bha!fjkiivya and Riiva(liirjuniya. 
The U dayasundarikathii of Soc;lhala. a K;.yastha from Valabhi. 
was composed· towards the close of our period Wider the 
patronage of Mummunir"ja. a king of Konkan. <B.. These 

32. E. I .. IX,' p. 28. 
33. Wint.mitz. G.Bchichl •• III. p. 72; B. G. I .. ii. p. 208. 
34 •. Keith. Hi8l0rg of Ban.lerit Lit,ra'" ... p. 136. 
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are the only Hindu Sanskrit works that can be undisputedly 
ascribed to the Decca~ of our period.' The output is indeed 
poor both in quantity and quality. 

Many Rashtrak!ita emperors like Amoghavarsha I, 
'KJShJ)a and Indra JIJ. were either themselves Jains or patrons 
of that religion; the same was the case with many of their 
.feudatories and officers as shown in chapter XIII. "" It is, 
therefore, no wonder that the contribution of Jainism to litera
ture sheuld have been considerable, Haribhadra flourished 
'by the middle of the 8th century A.D •• but his works cannot be 
considered here as his province is not known. Samantabhadra, 
the auther of the Aptamimansii, which contains a most in
teresting exposition of the S;'lidvliJa, flourished before our 
. period, but several commentarie» were written on his work 
in the Deccan from the middle of the 8th century A.D. onwards. 
Akalankadeva' s commentary Ash/as' ati was written early in 
the Rashtrakula period. S'ravana-Belgola inscription No. 67· 
refers to 'Akalankadeva as describing his own greatness. to 
Sahasatunga who, it is conjectured, may have been Danti
clurga. There i. a tradition to the effect that Akalankadeva 
himself was a son of KJShJ)8 1,(16) but more evidence would 
'be required to accept it as historical. Vidyananda, the 
author of Ash/asahasrl, which i. a more exhaustive com, 
mentary on the Aptamlml1nsa, flourished a little later. He 

'is mentioned in S'ravana Belgola inscription •. lm 

The Jain contribution to logic in our period is not incon
siderable. MilJ)ikyanandin, who flourished in the latter half 
.of the 8th century is the author of a w~rk on logic called 
Parlks',l1mukhasiltra, <8.) which was commented upon by 
'Prabhachandra in the first half of the 9th century. BesideS 
Writing this commentary which is named as. Prame;,aklimala-

35, Ant., pp. '10-4. 56. Pet.rIOD'. Report. No.2, p. 7~. 
37. E. C .. II, No. 254. 
38. Vidy.bhulh •• , A HiBlorV'o/IndianLogic, p. 179. 
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miirlanda· this writ~r has also written Nyiiyakumadachandro
Jaya •. · . Another Jain writer on logic of this period is Malia· 
wdin. who was probably the founder of a Jain Digambara 
monastery at Naosari which is no longer in existence.. Th •. 
Surat plate$ of Karkka Suvarnavarsha which I am editing •. 
(Il. I •• XXI), record a grant to hi~ desciple·. deseiple given in 
821 A.D. This author wrote a commentary called Dharmottara· 
tippaQaka on the N yiiya bindufika of Dharmottaracharya:"" 
That a ~ook on logic written by a Buddhist should have been. 
commented upon by a Jain is quite in consonance with the 
spirit of harmony that prevailed in our per.iod. 

Quite a galaxy of Jain writers flourished in the 'court of 
the Jain emperor Amoghavarsha ., who was well known for' 
several centuries as a great patron of literature. (40) Jinasena .. 
his spiritual preceptor; is the author of H arioans' a, which was 
finished in 783 A.D. He has placed the worker. in the field 

. of. Ancient Indian history under grea\ obligation by mention· 
ing the contemporary king. that flourished in that year in· 
the colophon of this work. He did not live to finish hi .. 
A dipuriiQa, which had to be completed by hi. deseiple 
GUl}achandra, who was the spiritual preceptor of Lokaditya, 
the governor of Banavasi 12000. "" The AdipuriiQa is a Jain. 
work dealing with the lives of Jain Tirthankaras and saints. 
In his Pars'plibhyadaya Jinasena has performed the wonder· 
ful feat of utilising each line of the love· poem M .ghadfila for' 
narrating the life of the Jain saint I'an.va. The concluding 
line of each verse in Jinasena' s poem has been borrowed 
from the successive stanzas of the M eghadiita. The A ';'0' 
lihaor/ti of S'aka!ayana, «., a work on grammar, and the 
GaQitasiirasangraha of Virilcharya, (43'a work on mathematics. 
were also composed in the reign of Amoghavarsha I. The 

39. [bid, pp. 194-S. 40. I. A., 1904. p. 197. 
4L. I. A •• XII, p. '216. 42. I. A •• 1914. pp. 20S ff. 
43. WiDterait:r. Gcschichtc, 111. p_ 57:. 
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Kavirajamlirga, the first work in the Canarese on poetics. baa. 
been attributed to this emperor. but whether he waS himself 
its author or merely its inspirer. is still a matter oC controver
sy. "4) The authorship of the Pras nottaramala is also in 
dispute. as it has been variously attributed to S' ankaracharya. 
Virnala. and Amoghavarsha 1. The colophon of the Tibetan 
translation oC this booklet shows. as Dr; F. W. Thomas ha .. , 
pointed out. that Amoghavarsha was believed to be its author. 
at the time it was rendered into the Tibetan. ,... It is. there
fore. very likely that he was its real author. 

Gangadharil. the capital of a feudatory Chalukya hou ... · 
in southern Karnatak. was a centre of considerable . literary 
activity by the middle oC the lOth century. It was there that 
Somadeva flourished and wrote his works Yasastilaka and 
Nitivakyiimr/a ''''. The first of these works, though sec
tarian in purpose is of no inconsiderable literary merit: it 
belongs to the variety of the Champu and its. author shows: 
considerable skill in the treatment of his theme. The second 
work is on the scienco' of politics: it has. however. hardly 
much independent value as it is largely based on the' Artha. 
slistra of Ka~!alya. The work is. however. almost entirely· 
Cree from any sectarian tinge and is written from a much 
higher moral point than the. Arthas' astra of Kau!alya. 

Karnatak was a great stronghold of Jainism in our
period and the Jain authors had noL forgotten that the founder, 
of their religion had pr~ched in the vernacular. We. there. 
fore. find a number of Canarese authors in the lOth century,. 
most of whom were Jain.. The earliest and Coremost among:. 
these is Pampa. who was born in 902 A.D. Though a native 
of Andhrades' a he became the iidikavi of the' Canarese
literature. His AdipurantJ. which was nnished in 941 A.D •• ·is. 
a Jain work. but his VikrtJmiirjunavijaytJ is a more or less. 

44, I. A •• 1904. pp. 19~. 45. J. B. B. R. A. S .. XXII. pp.8(Hf. 
46. Yas'a",ilakaohampu, p.419, 
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historical work. where he glorifies his patron Arikesarin II as 
Arjuna. ,,,, It 'is from· this work that we get valuable 
;nformation about the northern campaigns of Indra III in 
which his feudatory. Arikesarin II. had participated. Asanga 
and Jinachandra are other Canarese writers of this period, 
who are referred to by Ponna, but whose works are not yet 
forthcoming. Ponna himself flourished in the third quarter 
of the 10th century and is said to have been given the title of 
• Ubha;yakavichakraoarlin' • Supreme among the poets of 
both (i. e. Sanskrit and Canarese) the languages by K",hl)a III, 

. on account of his proficiency as a poet both in Sanskrit 
and Canares... S' anlipuriiQa is his principal work. (4" 
-ChamuI)9ar8ya, a Jain general and minister of the Jain ruler 
Marasirpha II. was the author of the ChiimuQdapuriina which 
was composed in the 3rd quarter of the 10th century. '4U' 
Ral)l)a, another Canarese writer of the loth century, was born 
in 949 A.D. His AjitalirlhankarapuriiQa was finished in 993 
A.D. '50'. That Jain religious works of our period should. 
'have been mostly composed in the form of Purim.. shows 
the imm"";se influence and popularity of these ~orks in the 
Deccan of our period. 

It is interesting to note that there is hardly any output of 
Prakrit or Marathi literature during our period. Dhanap;.la's 
Prakrit dictionary, Pcii;yalachchhi, was composed in our period 
but the author lived in Ohara, and not in the Deccan, and his 
work being a dictionary, can hardly come within the categ;..y 
of literature. The Marathi language existed in our period, 
ior the earliest composition in it seems to go back to the 3rd 
quarter of the loth century A.t;> .. ,,,, There is, however. no 

47. Karliiitakabhiishiibhii.halUl, Introduction, pp. XIII-XIV. 
48. Ibid. p. XV. 49. E. I.. V. P. 17S. SO. E. I .. VI p., 12. 
S1. Sec Bbave: MahariUhtra.8ahitIlO. Chap. J. It may boo however • 

.pointed out·tbat the inscription 'Sri-chiimM"!iJarall' kara-vigale· on tho 
-Gommatesvara .tatue may not be contemporary with Cblmundarlya. 
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Marathi literature belonging to our age. co., Marathi was not 
the mother tongue of the Rash!J'alru\8~ and' Jainlsm. which' 
had given an impetus to Canarese literature. was not very 
strong in Maharashtra. It is. therefore. no surprise that there 
should have been no output of the Marathi literature during 
our period. 

CHAPTER XVII 
Conclusion 

Our task of giving a comprehensive picture of the Deccan 
under the Rashlraku\8S has now come to an end. and only ... 
few words are necessary by way of epilogue. 

The Rashlrakiilas were. on the whole. an able set of 
rulers. Their empire was certainly more extensive than that 
of any of their Hindu successors in the Deccan. It is. 
possible that the Andhras and the early Chalukyas. wh" 
preceded them. were perhaps ruling. for some time. over 
more extensive areas; but neither of them could claim an 
equally brilliant career. The Chalukyas could boast o£ 
having only repelled successfully the attempted invasion of 
Harsha. The Andhras could no doubt launch an expedition 
into the Madhyade.a and overthrow the Ka'lvas; but the 
latter. /lot the time of the Andhra victory. were mere petty, 
rulers. In no other period of Ancient Indian History did the 
Deccan enjoy the same high political prestige'. which it did 
under the Rashlrakulas. The observation of Sulaiman. that 
the Rashlrakiilas were the most feared and powerful rulers of 
India. is no flattery. but a mere statement of facts. A Idance, 
at the Indian History shows that it i. usually the northern' 

52. Tho Marathl translation of thePanchalantra Iceme Lo ba .lightld 
more archaic thaD the Dnaftee'tlllri, but it. CaDDot go b',ck to our perioy 
..see lo.hi, Narathi Bh~hechi Qha!anlJ, po 58. 
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Indian powers which try to expand at the coSt of the'r 
southern neighbours. During the Rii.sh\rakUIa regime. neither 
the Pala. nor the Gurjara.Prauhi.ras could entertain such 
ambitions. Nay. we find that the latter were several times 

'signally defeated in their own provinces by the R"strakli\as. 
Three times the armies of the Rashtrakulas crossed the 
'Vindhyas and defeated their northern opponents. who were. 
unlike the KaQvas. strong and ambitious rulers. attempting to 
·establish their own hegemony in the·north. The R'sh\rakU\as 
could capture the Gurjara·Prauhi.ra capit.al; the latter could 
not even cross the R,sh\rakUIa' border in retaliation. 
The Pallavas were a perpetual source of anxiety to the early 
'Chalukyas; no southern neighbour of the Rnsh\rakU\as. though 
'given repeated provocation, ever dared to invade the empire 
from the south. . 

The Rash\l'akU!B empire lasted for about 225 years. It 
is interesting to note that very few Hindu dynasties have 
ruled in their full glory for so long a period. The Mcuryas, 
the Imperial Guptas. the early Chi.lukyas all collapsed in 
less than two centuries. The Andhras no doubt ruled ·for 

.about four centuries and a half. but it is not certain that the 
Pauranic list of the Andhra kings belongs really Ie one dynasty. 
The Gurjara.Pratihi.ra dynasty can certainly claim a longer 
..,areer. but it had attained no imperial position before the time 
of Vatsarnja ( c. 77 S A.D. l, and its empire was shorn of much 
of its glory after the severe blow given by Indra III in c. 916 A.D. 
Most of the R"sh\l'akUla rulers were able ones: in a list of 
about 14'kings, only three are found to be vicious or inefficie~t. 
Dantidurga, KrshQa I, Dhruva, Govinda Ill, Indra 111 and 
KrshQa 111 form a galaxy of able and, ambitious rulers, the 
like of which can hardly be claimed by any other dynasty. 

The most glaring defect of the Rashiraku\a polity was 
its inabiiity. tc secure a peaceful succession to the throne at 
the death of its previous' occupant. There was a war of 
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-succession almost at every altemate accession. The dynastic 
history of no other Hindu dynasty is probably disfigured by 
so many wars of succession. . (t is, therefore, the more 
remarkable that the empire should have had so long· and 
glorious a career. 

A superficial reader of the Muslim chrotliclers is likely' 
to get the impresion that the Riish\rBku!BS were following 
an anti-national policy by siding with the Muslims and fight. 
ing against the Gurjara-Pratihiiras. It has been, however, 
shown already'" that the statements of these writers, that 
the Rash\rakutas were partial to the Muslims, and that none 
but the Muslims ruled over the Muslims in their dominions, 
only show that the Muslim Kazis were allowed to look 
after the religious and judicial affairs of the foreign colony. 
The friendly policy followed towards the Muslim traders 
was, in a great measure, necessitated by the _ dependence 
on Arabia for the supply of horses to -the army. Merchant 
Sulaiman, who was acquainted- with the state of affairs 
only in the Deccan, observes that none among the natives 
of India or China had embraced the Muslim faith or could 
speak the Arabic language. CJ) It is, therefore, clear that the 
Muslim traders, settled in the Rash\rakuta ports, had 
initiated no activities injurious to the interest of the Rilsh\ra- -
kutas or their subjects. There is no evidence whatsoever 
to show that the Rashtrakulas had made any political 
alliance with the Muslim rulers of Sindh in their wars with 
t~e Gurjara-Pratlharas. _ . 

\ 

It is, however, a pitY that the Rashtrakutas should have 
neglected altogether the branch of naval defence. The 
reasons for this have been already discussed. (I) This weak. 
ness of the administration was, however, not peculiar to the 

1. Ante, p. 181. 2. SulaimBD Saudagar, Hindi tranelation. p.84. 
3. S •• ant., p. 247. 
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Rilsh\rakutas. for most of the Deccan empires had neglected 
the naval arm. It must, however. be remembered that no 
naval invasion of the Deccan had occurred in historic times; 
it is. therefore. in a way natural that it may have been 
thought that it was unnecessary to waste any money over the 
navy. Safety of the oversea trade. however. ·aught to have 
opened the eyes of the Hindu governments to the necessity 
of the navy. 

The careful student of the Hindu history cannot help 
regretting that the political thinkers in India should ever have 
adumbrated the principle that a conqueror should not sup
plant, but merely reduce. the conquered king. and tbat it 
should have been so widely respected. The resources of the 
empires. like those of the Rash\raku\as. were unnecessarily 
frittered away in suppressing the rebellions of feudatories. 
who should never have been allowed to exist. The present 
writer believes that if the policy of ruthless annexation had 
been followed consistently since the days of Chandragupta 
Maurya. there would have been evolved in India stronger 
and stabler states, and it would not have been possible for· 
foreigners like the Scythians. Hunas. and Muslims to get sc> 
easy a footing in India. 

The Rash\rakiiia administration was certainly efficient. 
The 20th century would naturally disapprove of a system or 
administration under which a large number of civil officers 
were recruited from the army. But it may be pointed out thal 
the bifurcation between the civil and military. and executive 
and judicial functions is more recent than our period. and the 
recent history of .Italy; Poland. Spain. Portugal and Germany 
shows that it is by no means certain that some states in future 
may not.revert back to the old system where the military com· 
manders. being persons of proved vigour and efficiency were 
entrusted with important administrative posts. Probably the 
exigencies of a forward policy were responsible for the 
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appointment of so many military commanders to civil posts. 
The evils of the system were probably to a great extent 
mitigated by the fact that the military offirers 'were after all 
son. of the soil and were assisted by hereditary district. 
Taluka. and village officers. Democratic institutions lilu. 
elected parliaments. responsible cabinets etc.. 'were absent. 
but it may be pointed out that they existed nowhere else in 
contemporary times. The Rilsh\rakuta subjects, however. 
enjoyed a. substantial amount of self ·government by the 
circumstance that large powers were delegated to local 
bodies where they had an effective voice. How far the 
administration secured the material. moral and cultural pro
gress of the people is the next question to be considered. 
Sufficient evidence has bl'en adduced in chapter xv to show 
that the Deccan was economically' strong and prosperou .. 
under the Rilsh\rakiitas. Otherwise their aggressive war .. 
would have been impossible. Commerce was brisk, anc! 
several industries flourished. The mines were also yielding 
rich income. The high compliments paid to the Deccanese 
character by the Chinese and the Muslims would show that 
the moral welfare was also looked after. It is, however. 
difficult to determine how much of the credit in this respect 
has to be given to the etate and how_ much to religion. In 
religious matters the state maintained a catholic and tolerant 
attitude. Jainism. Buddhism and Hinduism lived side by 
side in peace and harmony. It may be pointed out that dur
ing our period, there was no such harmony in Tamil country. 
where the Jains were ruthlessly persecuted by the Saivaits. 

The effort of the state to promote the cultural wellbeing 
of the subjects can, Ie. some extent, be judged from the 
chapter dealing with Education and Literature. Both these 
received the royal patronage in a liberal measure; if the 
literature did not flourish more luxuriantly than it actually 
did. the fault seems to be not· of the state. It must be. 
~U~" 
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however, admitted that fine arts do not seem to have received 
any impetus in the age of the Rash!rakii~. The Mauryan, 
Gupta, Chalukya and Pallava ages had their own di.tinctive 
and creditable contributions in the sphere of fine arts; no such 
claim can be made for the Ra.h!'"akiila age. Fine arts seem 
to have been practically neglected by the Malkhed Court. 
The rock·cut temple at Elora is no doubt an architectural 
wonder; but it is the only imposing monument of the age, 
handed down to the posterity, and there is no evidence to 
show that any other monuments of equal magnifi~ence have 
been subsequently deslroyed. The Elora temple, again, 
may, not unlikely, have been the work of artist. imported 
from Kanchi. 

In the religious and social sphere., our age was an age 
of transition. It was to~ards the end of our period that 
Buddhism. reconversions into Hinduism, intercaste dinners 
and marriages. and religious pari.had. havihg powers to 
settle socio.religious mattars. disappeared from the Hindu 
society. Vrata •• tonsure of widows. provincial sub'castes, 
the association of dancing girls with temples. the resuscitation 

. of the Sati custom in the Deccan. and the more intricate 
Smilrta ritual are innovations that can be traced either to our, 
or to the immediately succeeding age. It i. probable that 
our age believed that most of these changes were change. 
for the better, but the subsequent history of the Hindu society 
has shown that they have weakened its unity and cohesion. 
One cannot help thinking that the thinkers of the age .houla! 
have taken a longer view of the situation. and realised the 
full consequences of the new changes that. were being either 
lorced upon or recommended by them. 



ERRATA 

Page Line Read For 
S 19 Hoshangabad Houshangabad 

8 Nannamja Nannaraja 

10 11 Indra 11 Indra 1 

34 2 the la.t last 

35 10 the last last 

-49 13 the last last. 

51 ~;fr ~qr~ 

062 20 Sivamara Muttarasa 
-62 last ?Jill! ff;1I1! 

'64 34 'iIlr.T'NJq' . 'iIlr.Tg>.IJ1l 

11 at the last last 
liS 7 in is 
jl8 22 Karl)a\llka.;abda. Karl)Ulaka~aabdii-

n~!1sanam nu~asanam 

'92 top 92 20 

'92 10 staying statying 
-95 12 Kirnapur Kiranyur' 

95 13 250 ISO. 

106 31 • .m '<roT 
108 14 Amoghavarsha III Amoghavarsha 11 

123 , was wa 
127 16-17 Bhimaparakrama Bhimapaphltrama 
129 22 Govlnda IV Govinda 11 

151 9 Ral!~rz.jya- Ralp.rajya-
160 4 in is 
156 29 XVI XV 

419 
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165 I' Rnshlraku\a Rnsh\ragkGla' 

166 28 ~IRIJ: ~~: 
195 16 to interfere interfere 

199 26 stUI till 

218· 18 tola atol 

257 . 19 . RnshlrakG\BS Rnsh\mkG\as 

259 8 in contradiction to in contradiction of 
259 burnt burn 

264 12 and control. • and control 

265 Ka..,ntabhasb;.- Karl)iltabhasah;.. 
bhushalja bhGsh;,.Ij81 

267 21 indignities indignitiest 

278 29 Amoghavarsha I Amoghavarshal 

281 26 founded funded 
294 9 buffaloes buffalos 
308 20 Kampilya Kampaily!" 
337 8 Para~ava ParilJava 
345 21 but bu 
364 10 , Paramaml1h~vara Paramamahetlva..., 
374 2. tax ax 
375 from to 



ADDENDA. 

Pp. 52-3. Th~ conjecture hazarded here that Snvallabha 
:mentioned by Hari~el)a in the colophon of the' H ari11ans' a 
"'s ruling the Deccan in the year 183 A.D. would be Dhruva 
.rather than Govinda II. i. now confirmed by an unpublished 
grant of Dhrava lying in the treasury' of the State of Bhor. 
-which is dated.in S' aka 102 i. e. 180 A.D.. and is issued by 
Dhruva DhAr~v8r~8. The plates will be shortl:!, published. 

P. 85. The statement in the book that Dantivarman had 

,succeeded his elder brother Dhruva II was based on the fact 
,that thoro was a long interval of 21 years between the last 
known date of Dhruva II and the first kn~wn date of hi. 
successor Kr~l)a. Recently. however. a new grant of 
Dhruva II has come to light. which I am editing for 'the 
Epigraphia Indica. and which ""duces this interval to a poriod 
,of I .. s than four years.' The passage giving the date is in 

·words. but is defective; it reads "'QQ"'lelftin6 .. ",("ll1 
'~. The w';rd for the number of centuries is omitted 
:by inadvertence. but there can be no doubt that the expression 
Was intended to be ~l!liIt. This' record thus supplies 

.884 A.D. as lhe latest date for Dhruva II. It. therefore. now 
looks extremely imp"obabl~ that Dantivarman could have 
'reigned between Dhruva 11 and Kr~l)a Akalava~a 11. In 
my paper on this plate I have adduced reasons to show that 
Kr'l)a Akillavar,a II was very probably a son of his 
predecessor Dhruva I[ and not of his brother Dantivarman. 
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422 ADDENDA 

Pp. 124-5. The sack of Malkhed. In Silrad;;~ram" 
Viir~ika. p. 6. ProF. Hiralal Jain has suggested that the sack 

of Malkhed by the Paramara ruler Siyaka may have taken 
place in 962 A.D. and not 972 A.D. He relies on the colophon 
of the M ahiipariilJa of Pu~padanta. which according to it .. 
colophon was completed on the 11th of June 965 "':.D .. and'· 

which refers to the sack of Malkhed in a verse of its 87th 
chapter. Until the Pu .... l).a is published. it will be difficult 
10 assess the value of these passages. I t. however. seems· 
extremely improbable that the Rash\rakti\a capital could: 
have been captured during the reign of the mighty emperor 

K!~l).a Ill. He was holding even Tamil districts down. 
to the last year of his reig"'; this would have been impossible

if the Rash\rakti\a prestige had been shattered by the capture 
and plunder of the imperial capital in 962 A.D. We must. 
further note thai the Malva Pra~asti distinctly states that the· 
opponent of. Siyaka was Khol\iga:-~~ {Ii\' ~7lV 
",,,,,1 ~ til !l;f4 I This statement in the Paramara official' 
document would· show that the sack of Malkhed took place, 

during the reign of Kho\!iga. rather. than that of Kr~l).a. 

We must. therefore. accept 972 A.D •• as the d0te of the event as 
supplied by Dhanap;.la in the colophon of his Piiiyalachchhi. 

P. 309. The identification of Kampilya suggested here

is wrong. The new copper plate of Dhruva II. dated 884 A.D .•. 

makes it clear that this Kampilya is to be identified with th .. 
village Kaplia in Bardoli Taluka. Surat district. 
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A 
.AbhidhanarajetuJra, 142-3 
Abhimanyu Riahtrakiita and hi. 

houae, 4-6 
Aboriginal goda. 288 
.Adhikarikamohattaro, 206 

. Adipura,Ulo, 88, 99, 410 
Adip.raqa 0' Pampa, 411 
AcJavalli., . measure, 376 
Advenl!! posse •• ioD, 348 
Agnihotra, 284 
.4grahara village •• a centres of 

educatioD. 402-4 
Ahara or Aharani, 137 
.Ajitatirthankarapurana. 412 
Aka1aDkadeva, 409 
Akilavarsh. Subhatunga. Early 

Rishtraki!a ruler? 1_2 
Akilavarsha Subhatunga. of Gu~ 

j.rat branch, 81 
Akkam, 366 
Alienation of inam bmds, 194 

0, property, taxes pay_ 
able at. 195; .ee also under 
Property 

.Amatga, 169-70 
Ambulance corps, 254 
Amoghavarsba I; born in 808, 

A. D •• 68. hi, career, 71-79; his 
deposition, 73; hi. rein.tatioo, 
74; further rebellions against. 
76; defeated by Vjjayiditya, II. 
74; defeats Gu,aga Vijayiclitya 
75; war with the Pilaa, 77-8; 
his religioD. 88-9; ms abdica. 
tiOD 89 
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Amoghavar.ba IJ~ 105-6 
Amogbavar.ha III. pru.ed to . 

accept the croWD, 108; bi .. 
career. 1 I 1-5 

Amoghavrtti. 410 
AmuHmeDh.350_\ 
Anarcby aDd village councils, 211 
Animal .acrificu. 294 
Annexation policy. 262. 416 
Annig •• a Hol.mba kiag. 112. D. S 
Appiyik.. a coDtemporary or 

Pulakeiin II. ~8 
Aptamiminsi. 409 
.Arakku, 376 
.ArdkamcllIlla tenure,. 224 
Arike.arin I. 51 n. 10; 129 

.. n. 107-8: 129-~ 
Army of tbe Risbtrakiita.; t .. 

streDgth, 25S-6; its division •• 
241-8i relative strength of the 
three arms" 248-9i hereditary 
forces in, 250-1; recruitment 
for, 249; training of. 252; allo-
wances aDd death pensioD'. 251-
2. preaence of women in. 254-S, 

..A8h/aBahaBri.409 
A81'/Gsaii. 409 
Astrologen and. astrology, '156;. 

351 
As'vamedka, of Prthvivyigbra, 37 
Attivarman, 4 
Auateritiel, 299-300 
A valoka-endingepitheta. 83, D. 33-
Ay.l}l}~ 127 
A"uktaka, 196 
Ayyapadeva NaDDi_a, rI2 n. S 
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B 
Biclap ••• f Voagi. 121-2 
Bo44eg .. See und .. V o44eg. 

• Chilaky. ch;of. 129 
Bihuka.aUabh .. 66 D. SO 
Ba/agaeAchu.224 
Bukey •• 77-8, 85 
8aakiaj( by vm.ge callncila. 208-9 
a.ppuv., 130 
Bengerivi.bay., 51 D. I(); 129 
Blt"ga-kara. 214~5 
B hakti movement, 299 
Bhim.ba. Tan.', father.iD.law, 

127 
Bha1)llaoariko. '111 
Db.rach. 358 
Bha/a. 233_4 
Bhattakalanka. OD Amogbavanba 

1.88 
BhaveDigi. 29 
Bhill ..... II. 126 n. 49, I~O 
Bhima, T.iIa'. anc.ltor. 127 
8h:m.1 of Vengi. WiD. back hi. 

kingdom, 76, 91; hi, 8GD killed 
in battle. 96 

Bh; .... II of Vong;. 107 
Bb;mapariikrama. 121 
Bhooapali. 137,177-8 
Dho;. I. Pratibira emperor, 77i 

82; 85, 97 -
Dbo;. II. Pratibira emperor. 101 
81!.ukti.137 
BhlitOf.:utaprafy'Gua, 228-9 
Bbut.yade •• , 132 
Bigar!. 231 
Bout hid .. ;. 104, 127 
Brahm.bua, .ame •• Bbimab •• 

127 
BrahmllD .. , .. emptioD 'rom the 

capital punishment d. 329-30; 
from taxatiOn of. 327-8: mfmor 

10 ,h. K.he'r;y •• ? 324, _ 
fellion. foUowed. by. 325-6 

Budharija, 159 
Budhavu.h •• 46 
Buddhism. and military em •• ca .. -

lation, 31~h decliDing. 269-11. 
ita ell.bU,hmeats in the
D .... n.308-9 

Biilng. II. 79, 81, 94; marri.. • 
daughter (If Amcgha9&rlh.III, 
109: supplants Richemana. 112: 
help. Kph,. III .t hi, Beeu
.ion, 11 S, aDd in tbe Chola ..... 
by killing Rijid;ly .. 118, pro· 
ViDe" cecl~d to him by K.phq ••. 
JJ9 

c 
Camp followera, 254 

. CaDueae. motllel' tongue of the
Ri.htrakiitaa. 2t: .spoken upto 
the Godivari. 24 

C.lte •• their Dumber. 317-19: 
interdiniogamoDg.338-9;uater o 

marriagel among. 336-1; pro
vincial. 335 

Ceylon king submit. to Gavind. 
III. 69, '0 K~h~. III. JJ8-9 

Chikirija. 46 
Cholu.kol" 92, 9S 
Cbakriyudlla, king ofKllIlauj. 30;. 

championed. by Dbarmapim, 56 
iDataUed at Kuauj. 64. but __ 

pelled by Niigabhata, 65; lub. 
mit. to Govind. III. 66 

Chiluky •• , Early. their domiDioDI 
30; by wbom overthrown. 36-9. 
44; their CODDectioll with tat ... 
ChiJukyao. 127-8 

ChiJukyaa. Ealtem. aee and. 
Vengi 
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<haluky. feudatories under the' 
Riahtrakiita., 46 

~Cbilukya •. later. their CODnection 
with .heEar1yChi1ukya., 127-8 

·Chimu1]4ar'iya.412 

ChamuJJdaragapur'Ci"o: 413 

-Chandr.gup'.ol Koia1a, 66 n. 51 
Charauter. Indian, estimate of, 

314-5 
CbirppODnera, of Nolambavidi. 

63 

Cha/a, 234 
· Chedia, their marriage relation. 

with the Rashtrakiitas. 104: 

· Cbief jualiee. f 67 
Cbitrakiita. conquered by 
. Krahn. III, 112; reconquered 
b; Y~'ovarmaD. 113.120 

Chitrakiita king defeated by 
Govinda lII, 66 

·Chitravihana. 174 

Cholaa defeated by Govinda III. 
69, by Krsb~.II1. 116-20 

Choroddharaqika. 261 

ChiidiVilram, 227 

Cloth industry. 356-7 
Coinag., 361-67 
~CommaDderaiDacbief, J67-8 
-Concubinage. 346 
·Constitutional checks, 157-60 
·Copper,. its Price in relation to 

other metals. 366-7 
Coabarer •• 363 

·Co.t 01 living. 389-90 . 
,Court, royal, 155-6 
· Courtesans, 155-6 
Cow, 298 
-Crops, 354 

D 
Danc;ng g;rla, 295-6 
Dantidurga, hi' carMI', 33-41. 

Sal'Va hi, epithet. 34 n. 12; de. 
clare. independence. 36; not 
an opprellor, 41-2 

Dantivarman. of the main line. 27 
..., of tbe Gujarat branch. 85 

DaBivatira inscription. beloDgi 
to Dantidurg.. time. 34-S. 
n,I2 

Deccan, wealtb of, 353-6 
Democraoy, 150-1 
DeJagr'dmakiIja, 178 
Devada8is. lee under DaD~iDg 

girll 
Dbanapila. 412 
Dhammamahamii1ua. 169 
Dharmanku.'a, 169 
Dbal'mapila. marries .. RisMra" 

kiita prince •• , 55; champion. 
Cbakrayudha but defeated by 
Vatsaraja, 56; .econd march 
again.t Vataarija. 57; deleated 
Dhruva.57. defeat. Vat •• raja 
and in.tall. Chakr.,udba. 64. 
lubmits to Govinda Ill. 66 

Dharmapradkrma. 169 
Dharmivaloka. 88 n. 33 
DharmoHaricbirya, 410 
DharmottaralipparJllka 410 
Dhl'Uva, of the main branch, , 
S2~; his plot against Covinda 
11, 50-2; imprisons Sivamira, 
54; attack. Kincbi. 55; defeats 
Vatsarija and ~barmapila, 5&-
7; hi. abdication? 60-( 

Dbruva I. of .Guiarat; 81 
" 11,01 Gujarat, 81. 84-5 ••• 
allo Addenda 

District couDcil., 158-9; 211 
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D •• tor. 157,326 
Dram"",. 364 
Dranga.214 
Dr .... 348-9 
Dllta. 166-7 
Dugdhamalla. 129 

E 
Education. leDval condition, 

398_9; how financed, 404-5; 
Educatiooal q~ficatjOD'. for 

govemm..at service. 18S 
Election. of king., 150-1; of tbe 

village councUa, 198-9; of the 
toWD councils, 183 

EIichpar. capital of Yudbilura, 
9; pre.Malkhed .api •• 11 48 

Ereyappa, 112 II. S 
Exci .. duti •• , 229-30 
Ezport vticle •• 358-59 

F 
Family. iDiot. 339-tO 
Favoarit ... royal, J8S-6 
Ferry''', 232 
lleudatorie •• 262-8; their differ. 

ent grad •• , 263; degree. of 
control over, 264-7;· .ffect. of 
tb. feudatory policy. 416 

Fighting. n .... of. 258-.9 
Fine Arh, 418 
Fin •• , 235-6 
Foteign miDilt_, 166-7 
Forel'I, ownership of, 240 
FOl'DicatioD.346 . 
Fort •• 256-7 

G 
Gatly ... k", 366 
Cang .. ",,'. invaded by Kphlj& I, 

44 J allD.eel bJ" Dbru: .. c'· 54; 
handed back '0 Si .... ira, 

62; again annesed. 63; ami •• , 
of. defeated. 691 becomes io-
dependllDt, 18; given to Batala 
after the overthrow of Rkha .. 
malla I. 112; under NoIamb'in .. 
taka Mirasimha. 119; ander 
Pancbiiadeva; 132;· under' 
R iichamaUa II. 132 

Oa,ptararal$amgrah€l\ 88; 410 
Gaudl .tyle. 407 
Ge~erals. .tatue. privileges aocI 

paraphernalia of, 1681253 
Gogi,.ama, 121 
G.ggi.128 
Govardhana. 49 
Goyerament expeaditure, 244-6 
Govemmeat properties, ineo.e-

frolb. 236-44 
Government revenues, SOllJ'c." .f. 212-3 
Govemors. their selection, 113-· 

and powers, 114-6; militlll'1 
forces under, 174; ceatt. 
government control over. 175 

Govinda I. 27-8-
Govindan, def_t. the Chiluky";: 

44; career a. king. 48-52; CO~I 
trovers,. about tbe accession of1~ 
48 D. 1; becomes licentious, SO; 
overthroWn by Dhruva. 51-2 

Gavind. 111. eazeer, 59-71; war· 
after aceea.ion. 62-3; war witla 
the PaDav.. and Chuuk., ... 
63-4; .. expedition ia Dortherll 
Indi~ 64-68; lecond war- witlt-. 
the Panavas. 69-70. 

Govinda IV. hi ... DaUOUlne ... 
106-7; defeat.d by Bhima. 107, 
rebeUion allaialt aad ov4!fl:1irJwr~ 
of. 107-110 

Govinda. PUiaket:iD' s cODtem~ 
"art'. 28 
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·Govind.rija of Narava,. plate., 
14-S • 

Gratna. various interpretation. 
'diICU •• ed, 142-7; a •• rage .in 
of. 148 

Gram4m4hattara. 158-9 
GuUd •• 367-71 

. Gujarat, conquered by Danti .. 
durga. 38; by ·GoviDda Ill, 70 
D. 6S;-Konkan not invaded ,by 
Amoghavareha I. 84 D. 34 

'Gujarat R·i.b~rakii~aa; 7-9-87; as.. 
tent of tbeir kingdom. 86; line 
foanded by Indta. 79; hi' 10D 

Karkka help. Amoghavar.h. I. 
72-4. 79; hi. younger brother 
GoviDda Dot a usurper, 80; 
Dhruva l die. fighting againlt 
Amoghavarlha I. hi, 10D Aki
Jav.raba regains the throne, 81. 
85i hi. Ion Dhruva II make. 
peace with Amogbavarab. I, 
81; hi. Ion Dantivarman. 85; hi, 
1.,u:ce8lor Kr1b\Ul Akalavar.h., 
85. and Addendaj expelled hy 
Kr8b~ II, 98; end of the line. 
98 

-GulJabbadra. 99 
·Gu.,.chandra, 410 
~iv.loka, 83 D. 33 
Gara"",293 

H 
Haliyudha, 4Q8 
Haribb.dr., 409 
:Rariv4ns' a. on contemporary 

,kings, 52; its authorship. 410 
Meadm.!l. see uDder Village bead

maD 
Heir-apparent, lee under Yav •. 

I'i.j •• 

Heble .. property, 242.4 
Hereditary office ... , 178-80 

184-S 
Himalay., reached by Govin.d 

1117,66 D. S2 
Hirarwagarbhadana 35, 40, 29: 
HOUle lax, 231_2 • 

Idol worohip, 292 
Immolation by royal officera, 

186. by widow., .ee under Sat 
Import article •• 359; duUe., 

229_30 
ladr. I. P!'cbbaurija, 27-8 
Indr. II, marries Bbavanigi. 29 

hi' career, 31-2 
Indr. III, career, 99-103; de 

feah the Paramir.l. IOG-1; 
defeah Mahipila and C'onqUflrl 

Kanauj. 101-3 
IDd.aIV; 131_2 
ladr., brother of Govinda IU, 62, 

65-6, 71 D.66. 79 
ladr., 10D of Kr.bna,2-3 
Indriyudha. 56' . 
Jodgltr;.s of the Deccan, 3;6-7 
Inheritance, order of. 243-4; 

341l-1, 
IDterelt rate •• 311-6. 386 
Ivory indu.try. 351 

J 
Jagaclguru, 282 . 
Jag.ttungH. loa of Krlht'a II. 

90,97, 99 
Jagattung •• a younger brother of 
"'.h~a III, 124 

Jainism, patronised by Amogba
varsba I. 88 and Krsh,,& II. 
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99; why pro.pered during our 
period. 272. 31D-13, Matba life 
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EXTRACTS FROM SOME OPINIONS ( 

Dr. F.W. Thomas'. Professor of s",;skrit;Oxlord. 
writes:-

. The work derives its unity from th" nature of the subject, 
the history and culture of a fairly well defined part of! India 
<luring the period of a particular dynasty. Iti,; based"U'P'6~"a 
first·hand study of the epigraphical records and the' r<!te{r!.l\t ! 
literature. including sucli information as i. furnished by &i:cIr: 
nal sources. The materials have been carefully and 
thoroughly examined. !Nith the result that the p;,litical and 
dynastic history has been expounded much more fully thar 
before. The referen."... se~m to me exact, and the argl 
mentation. where there is occasion for' such. to be apposil 
Wherl previous views are controverted. the """'sons are,app 
priately stated ....... Whether the mother (or original )' 't~nl 
of the Rishtraku!aS was Kanarese may perhaps be do,Ub'~ 

In Part II (~nisi~ation) and part III (Religiq~~.~i~l 
and Economic conditions etc.) it is more difficult to disti;;~~:~~ 
the features proper to the R"sh\raku!B. period and ,,~e~fr?~ 
those:of greOlter areas in spal'C and time; and to a ccirtaln 
exte~t ProfesSor Alte~a~ is:~strained t? seek info;;r,~~?P 
outSIde the predetermmed IlImts. He endeavours. howev'" 
and 'it seems successf\1IJ~: to elicit the specialities. It' is 'iF.~ 
·his ~ault if for the mostpa~ the method. of Indian '~ctT.:~i~' 
.tratlOn have .~ather b""n umform !lnd constant. The notes on 
p. 136. conoeming tqe employment of the term rii'Sht"Cllflr~~iI. 
the discussion (pp. 213-6 ) of the meanings of the.' t'bm\. 
uJrariga and uparika,a. adduce new pointS in mat(gr~";;r 
known obscurity.......· . 

The book may be described as a solid and well docu
m""ted piece of work. and it constitUtes an addition to previ
ous knowledge of the subject. 



(2) 

2 
Dr. D. R. Bbandarkar. Carrnichrel Professor "f 

Ancient Iridian History and Culture, 
. Calcutta University. writes:-

The work is on the whole a meritorious production •. The 
autl.or has spared no pains in coIlecting facts bearing on \us 
• ..qject and his .conclusions are almost invariably sober al' 
thoughtful. 

3 
Dr. V. S. Sukhtankar. Edi!.qr of the Mahabharata. 

writes:-
This historical work is clearly based on a first-hand study 

,,",,\riginal documents and contains much sound and original 
resealrcli. The available materials have been thorougb\y 
ransacked and carefuIly shifted. The author's notions of 
historical criticism. his weighing of discordant versions. the 
claJity and the. nioderation with which he has presented his 
resu'fts.-aIl these seem to me to merit high praise. It must 
be admitted that he has been abl" to expound the history of 
the House of the RashtrakGtas much more fully than before-· 
The work must be pronounced to be a solid and well docu., 
mented piece of researcb. and it constitutes a distinct addition.~ 
.to previous knowledge of the subject. The autbor show •. : 
a laudable grasp of 'bis materials and a stem sense of~ 
.impartiality ...... . 
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